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NOTES TO THE WIZARD EDITION
The Source of Measures was first published in book form in 1875,
with a supplement of 64 pages published in 1876 under separate
cover. This volume is a reprint of the 1894 edition which includes
the supplement, and, in addition has a bibliography and index
added. The entire edition was destroyed by a devastating fire that
engulfed the Robert Clark Publishing Co., a few copies having been
sent out to presubscribed customers. H. P. Blavatsky received the
original mss from Mr. Skinner, and it is this mss that was used
throughout the Secret Doctrine, published in 1888. Skinner's re
searches continued many more years, and the serious student will
doubtless be rewarded by perusing through old numbers of
Masonic publications before the tum of the last century. Strange,
but the Masonic Orders have today lost interest in these subjects,
and no parallel to Skinner is to be found in their periodicals for the
last 75 years.
Since the GT Pyramid is emblematic of Skinner's treatise, a few
facts should be mentioned. The time in which it was built is still in
question, as no effort at dating by radio carbon isotopes or any other
method has been yet attempted. Herodotus states that in his time
there were still visible, extensive inscriptions in an unknown lan
guage covering the surface of the white casing stones; and iron
mooring rings for vessels were found high up on the side of the hills
near Cairo. How many years ago the level of the Nile could have
been at this level might yet be ascertained.
The temenos walls surrounding the base of the Gt Pyramid (of
which only the foundations remain) were about 73 feet away from
the base on the north and west sides, and about 57 feet away on the
south side. On the east was the cause way, and as with all pyramids
in Egypt, there should be a Valley temple which would be situated
beneath the village of Nazlet el Samman, according to Ahmed Fak
hry, who lived there over ten years, and wrote The Pyramids,
Chicago, 1961. For an explanation to the obvious contradictions
involved in connecting Cheops with the Gt Pyramid, the answer is
not far away ... he was responsible for the 2nd pyramid. It is the
fault of time and wars that have mixed the fables. Other traditions
are recorded in Vyse's Operations at Gezeh, and appear in the
appendix to the 1975 reprint of Wakes - Origin & Significance of
the Gt Pyramid. They speak of a method of levitation employed by
the priests in moving the perfect blocks of granite into place (with
out a chip). They also claim a subterranean complex exists beneath
the pyramid and that it was once accessible via the descending
passageway.



Diodorus Siculus states that the top of the Gt Pyramid was 9 feet
square when the casing stones were still in place, and traditions
have it that a metal peak or bell-cover was originally there. The
square hole in the top of the Sphynx's head also held a crown; its
body covered with the feathers of the hawk.
Perhaps lost archives will someday reveal a medieval artist's draw
ing of the pyramid with its casing stones in situ, and alongside the
recumbent fonn of Hu, with face unblemished ... a guide for
restoration . .. that in some peculiar way it may regain for humanity
... a new dignity, a dignity based upon man's knowledge of his
heritage, and his place in Nature.
On this 107th anniversary of the publication of Skinner's treatise, it
is hoped that a renewed interest will follow and develope the
hidden mathematical relationships of Nature another step. We are
in fact at the end of one cycle and the beginning of another. The
two, pulling on every atom of our globe, will tip the balance and
renew the motor of mother earth again. It is a period of extreme
change on all fronts, and an omnipotent, electric, tension fills the
air. It is as if mankind has been forcibly exhaling to the point of
exhaustion ... and now gasps for new life giving breath. Spirit in
contradistinction has been inhaling . .. and in its fullness will begin
to pour out through and into man the subtle refined viva . .. that
will result in a fresh start and a new direction at the end of this
century. We are now at that awful moment between breaths, when
time seems to hesitate ... the next 25 years. The men of the next
century will consider us as barbaric as we consider the dark ages.
After all, does not each generation look upon itself as "en
lightened" ?
This edition contains a new Hebrew and new numerical indices
compiled by John H. Drais, as well as a bibliography of Mr. Skin
ner's known works both published and unpublished. Though all
seem to follow a similar theme, his Symbolic Translation of the
Bible, with only three copies produced, remains as a tantalizing
mystery to interested students. The same may be said for his unpub
lished sequel to this tome, or "Art Speech", in the archives at Adyar,
Madras, India, several pages of which have scholia by H. P.
Blavatsky. It is hoped that the future will allow us to embark upon
the publication of that work as a natural adjunct to the present one.

San Diego, 1982



A SPIRITUAL PHILOSOPHY

MEN and parties, sects and schools are but the mere ephemera of the
world's day. TRUm, highseated upon its rock of adamant, is alone
eternal and supreme. Centuries of subjection have not quite congealed
the life-blood of men into crystals around the nuclell5 of blind faith.
Our work, then, is a plea for the recognition of the Hermetic philosophy,
the anciently universa1 Wisdom Religion, as the only possible key to the
Absolute in science and theology.

For many a long year the "great orphan," Humanity, has been crying
aloud in the darkness for guidance ana for light. Amid the increasing
splendors of a progress purely material, of a science that nourished the
intellect but left the spirit to starve, Humanity, dimly feeling its origin
and presaging its destiny, has stretched out towards the East empty hands
that only a spiritual philosophy can fill. Aching from the divisions, the
jealoll5ies, the hatreds, that rend its very life, it has cried for some sure
foundation on which to build the solidarity it senses, some metaphysical
basis from which its loftiest social ideals may rise secure. Only the Masters
of the Eastern wisdom can set that foundation, can satisfy at once the
intellect and the spirit, can guide Humanity safely through the night to
"the dawn of a larger day." Such is the goal which theosophy has set
itself to attain; such is the history of the modern movement; such is the
work which theosophy has already accomplished.

At least we may claim to have placed before the thinking public a
logical, coherent, and philosophical scheme of man's origin, destIny, and
evolution-a scheme preeminent above all for its rigoroll5 adherence to
jll5tice. And, that we may broaden our criterion of truth, our research
extends to an inquiry into the nature of the less known forces, cosmic
and psychical. Upon such themes many of our books have been written,
and many of our reprints of ancient works have been selected with
reference to the light they throw upon these quaestiones tJexilt«. In one
word, our whole aim and desire are to help, in at least some degree,
toward arriving at correct scientific views upon the nature of man, which
carry with them the means of reconstructing for the present generation
the deductive metaphysical or transcendental philosoplly whicll alone is
the finn, unshakable foundation of every religious philosophy. Theosophy,
the universal solvent, is fulfilling its tnission; the opalescent tints of the
dawn of modern psychology are blending together, and will all be
merged into the perfect daylight of truth. when the sun-orb of Eastern
esotericism has mounted to its noon-stage.

- H. P. BLAVATSlty



THE SECRET DOCTRINE REFERENCE SERIES

Taken individually each book in the series provides informa
tion temporarily lost on its particular subject. The restoration
of these voids helps to guarantee future generations access to
ideas written by men ofa different ilk, from other centuries,
who in fact listened to a different drummer, the rhythm of
Theosophia. Taken collectively they form part of the enormous
jigsaw puzzle of nature, the key to which is partially revealed
in the pages that refer to these works- H. P. Blavatsky's
Secret Doctrine. It is no accident, for each reference contains
much that gains for the student a firmer footing, and thus
insights into that most abstruse of all English works.
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Introduction.

Contents an essay or study rather than, qrictly speaking, a work. The

whole a series of developments based upon thc use of geometrical ele

ments, gi\-ing expression ill llun:crical \'rtlues, founded on integral values

of the circle, rediscovercd by thc late John A. Parker, and by Peter Metius

in the 16th c~ntllry. Brief statcment of these developme:lt,; the greatest

being that the system from whence their deri\'ation was anciently consid

cred to be one resting in nature, or God, as the basis, or law, of the ex

ertion, practically, of creative design: as such to be j(lUnd as underlaying

thc Biblical structure. This introduction contains the Hebrew alphabet,

with the values and powers of the letters, and some of their supposed

symbols, with some remarks on the hieroglyphic u,e of the letters. (The

. proof of the w;es of these valucs bv the ancients is all that is claimed as

being of use connected with the CJuadratllre idea, so that the usual offen

siveness connected with any stated idea of CJuadrating the circlc is not in

volved.)

fi2/tadrature '?f tlte Circle (,y '){)/m ./1. Parker.

It would be amply sufficient for the purposes of this work to give the

numerical results (notating geometrical cOhditions) of Mr. Parker's quad

rature; but it is thought that the uses shown to have been anciently made

will naturally Icad to a desire to examine into the very means whereby

these numerical data are obtainable. To satisfy such a desire the leading

outlines of Mr. Parker's work on the quadrature, and of his problem of

three revolviNg bodies, with !tis uses of his results, are given, even pretty

fully, by permission. His extremely illteresting work is to be had in ,the

city of New York, of John Wiley &: Son.

~ 1. Kabbala a species of symbolic writing. Relation of diameter to

circumference of a circle a supreme one as connected with the god-names

Elohim and Jehovah. Two expressions of circumference to diameter, in
(iii)
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integrals, used in Ihe Bible; that of Mr. Parker, the perfect one, and

that of Peter Metius (16th century), the imperfect olle. One relation be

tween the two eXl'ression~ to be found in *82 (b.). (e2. Notice of the

quaarature by Peter Metius, about A. D. 1585,) Outline of 12 propositions

from Mr. Parker's !!!..uadrature, resulting in the key numbers, and values,

on which this entire work depends. (See Prop' X II, p. 20.) *3. !!!..lIad

rature by Peter Melius, with statement of curious relations between the

ParJ<er and Metius forms.

Rejiections on the ffluadrature byilfr. Parker.

*4. !!!..uadratate by Mr. Parker of great value, but set forth not on ac

count of intrin~ic exactitude, but because: (I.) It affords the measure~ for

building the great pyramid; (2.) The saCt'ed cubit was derived from it;

(3,) It gives the Iiabbalisticvaluc for understanding the god-names in the

Bible, and for understanding the esottric teachings in the mysteries; (5.)

It'appears at the foundation of the Brit,:,h measures, It~ great value is,

then, that it is a literary key to the comprehension of ancient learniug;

and, in this aspect, its mathematical or geometrical value is, however '-m

ferfect, one that is of secondary consideration in this work. With thi"

statement it is to be noted, *5. tbat Mr. Parker's quadrature values are

obtaincd by area computations; ~6, that there are curious features observ

able in the details of the Playfair method; *8, that mathematics is famil

iar with defin'itions which are untrue; and, *9, that nature seems to afford

confirmatory evidence that Mr, Parker is right.

Problem d Three Re.:oh:ing Bodies by "1£1'. Parker,

? II. This grows out of his quadrature, as a practical use of his re

sult~, for astronomical purpose~, his postlliate being. " TI,e proposition is

Iherefore deJllon~tratedthat Ihree gravilatiug bodies of eqllal magnitude,

revolviJlg together, their relative motion shall be as fOllr to three, or one

and one-third of oue pn'7Jla1Y ci!'{l111lfe"enre," 212, ~ '3. Jllustration of

use of th is problcm to obtain a~tronornical timc, showing that uature rec

ognize~ thc u~e of the Parker Ilumcrical forms. *14, Table of astronomi

cal time periods worked out by Mr, Parker. ~ 15' The setting forth of

the problems and claims of Mr, Parker is not in any way as affirming the

c'tablishment of the ".I<.uadratllre," or of the "' Problem of thrce re

1,0lving bodies,:" but as necessary, because, without the use of his con

clusions, it will forever prove impossible to reconstruct the py1'amld agree

ably with Ihe intent of its architect.
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The Possibility on Mr. Parker's Forms of Raising a Co

ordinating Unit of Measure.

~ 16. This enunciation explained, and a numerical result given to a geo

metrical change of shape. e17. This result proves to be a recoglJized

,neasure-viz., the ancient cubit, in terms of the Briti.<h foot and inch

measure. Table of practical restorations of ancient cubit value from dif

ferent sources; the best being those of Sir Isaac Newton, from the great

pyramid, and from the catacombs of Osimandya by the French expedi

tion of '99, the measures of which catacombs were (e [8) discovered on a

Turin papyrus by Professor Gustav Seyffarth. e19. Original value,

whence this cubit, shown to have been utilized as in British inches, creat

ing the impression that the British long measures were of that ancient ex

istence.

The Ansated Cross of the Egyptians, and the Christian

Cross, the Emblematic Display of the Origin of Meas-

ures.

e20. Circular measure taken off on to the edges of a cube. Cube un

folded is in display a cross of the tau form, or Egyptian form, or of the

Christian cross form. Circle attached to the 'first, gives the ansated cro~~

of the Egyptians. Numbers 3 and 4 counted on the cross, showing a form

of the goldet/ candlestick, and of the 3 + 4 = 7, and 6 + I = 7, days in

the clrcle of the week, as 7 lights of the sun. \SO, also, as the week of 7

lights gives origin to the mOt/th and year, so it is the tz'tne markerof'birth,

p. 102.) e21. The cross form being shown, then by the connected use of

the form 113 : 355, the symbol is completed oy the attachment of a man

to the cross. This kind of measure was made to co-ordinate with the idea

of the origin of human life (e 20), and hence the j>hallic form. See e23;

a,nd comment by Professor Seyffarth; also, the symbols there displayed.

e22. The man's head symbol, of the sj>here, or circle.

Primordial Vestiges of these Symbols.

e24· The Easter Isles. Crucified man in South America. Hebrew in

scriptions in the American mounds. Curious data regarding the motl1lds

as alike Typhonie emblems with the j>yramid of Egypt, and with Hehrew

symbols Motmds showing British measures. Aztec, or "mound-
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builder," pyramid showing the use of the value 31B, or diameter to a cir

cumference of one, as a civil calendar number. Old bronze axes of the

Phenicians identical in shape with the copper ones of the mound· builders.

Brzl£sh System of Long. and Land lVIeasures, inclusive of

an Occult System of Time A£easures.

ee 25, 26, 27, and 2B, introductory to this inquiry. Note to e33. eye

hovak is .1Voah, in the Hebrew, by literal transle,· intO British is the word

I.nch(see also llOtl', page 160.): Also; note page 65, as toJared, the father

of Enoch, being the Moullt of Descent. Jared literally is YRD, or the

British "'ordyard, a measurej and as source of descent is the British word

yard, used in the sense of membrum virile. (Let it be noted that the

British part of the language is, one may say, almost purely Hebrew, as is

fully within the experience of students.) Hebrew language noted for its

stem-building. The wOl'ds eyared, Ararat, Arets, earth, arour, cur,ing,

cognate forms under the idea of from a source, as birth, or origin, See'

also, in this connection, Introduction to Appendices (c.), as to an exten

sion of the same cognate form in Mars, as Ge1/erator 01' the germinating

principle. e34. God·names Elohim and Jehovah numerical indices of

geometrical relations. God-name Elohim, in its radicals, expressive,

also, 0f the: differential values 31 and 36. A use shown of these differ

entials. *35. A table showing a linking- together of values of apparently

incongruous subjects matter. (2.) Lunar year of ancients 355 - I ~-:o 3,54

days. Time scale of measures, year values, of 355, 360, 365, and 354, 359,

and 364 days. (3.) Relation of 6S6[ : 20612 to 113 : 355.0001 +; and

II3 : 355.000[+ to 36 : II3.0973+, where, by a slight change 113 becomes

a circumference to a diameter of 6 X 6 = 36.

Introduction to Construction of Great Pyramz·d.

*3B. Measures by Professor Piazzi Smyth, taken on the British stand~

ard at Edinburgh. He found the measlires of Colonel Howard Vyse, of

tpe French saval1ts, and of Professor Greaves, of Oxford, reliable. e39.

(d.) Measures of passage-ways, and chambers, showing vl1riations on

a meall of measure.

Standard lVIeasures of the Pyramid.

-* 40. O(1e object 'of construction may be t:lken as astronomical, because

north base side' coincides with parallel of 30° N. 1:Ititude. (b.) Another

may be taken as geometrical. Measures of the mass by Professor Sm) tho

~ 41. Stfl/ldard measures shown in use of Parker forms. Com pari-
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~Oll with measures by Professor Smyth. Remarks. ~ 42. Standard measures

of the king's chamber. ~ e43, 44, 45. Actual measures as enlal'gements on

the standard, with a reason' for the variation. ~ 45 System of enlarge

ment applied to ascertain the measures of the king's chamber. [See Ad

denda,. Ca.)] Enlargement on the standard founded on a law. e47.

Enunciation of this law. Note: Base side of pyramid diameter to a cir

cumference of 2400. ~4 is 6 X 4. Base of pyramid would then represent

co-ordinately a square of 24 to the side, divided into 4 parts of 6 each. This

is the Garden of Eden form; also ,that of the Hebrew,Zodiac (also that

of the encamp;"'ent of the Israelites). ~ 48. Discovery of this law de

rived from "Historical View of the Hindu Astronqmy," by Mr. John

Bentley. Analysis of the Hindu system, and its object shown; for calcu

lations of sines, co-siues, tangents, co-ta~tgC11t5, and orbits of planets.

Same object made apparent in the measures of the king's chamber. e49.

Note a connectio'n between the Parker and Metius forms, with relation to

the factor value 6. ~ 50. Table of standard measures of restoration of

the great pyramid, made thus far. e51. Measures enlarged on the

standard. ~ 52. Measures:.s actually made or computed in terms of the

BritZ:sh inch and foot. ?53. Table on ttiese enlarged values, where, in

every case, 318 is the quotient of the diameter divided by the circumfer~

eoce. .318 a gnostic value of Christ, and of the tI'ainedservants of Abra

ham (also of the word Elz'ezer of Damascus, Abraham's steward). Hindu

time periods founded on factor 6. ~ 54. System of factoring to obtain

the standard measures from the Parker circumference of 20612.

EjJecl of Putting the Py1-amid in a Sphere.

~ 55. To develop the number 216330. This number found as an ellipti

cal difference. True pyramid springing from a pyramid in the original

Parker numbers placed ina sphere. ~ 56. Solar year value obtained from

t base side of pyramid, and the sine of 30 degrees. ~ 57. Equatorial and

polar diameters of the earth obtained. Note (page 104): Length of pas

sage from edge of great step, through antechamber, to Icing's clfambcI',

taken from the miles equatorial value of the earth. See, as to this, ~lOte,

page 139. ~60 .. Square root of the solar year displayed In the king's

chamber. e62. Hebrew Biblical scheme in some measure hearing on

this. e63. The base of the pyramid includes the thickness of the pave

ment, e~ 64 and 70. Location and length of descending passag'e-way,

with respect to the inclined outside, to the base, and to the vertical axial

line of the structure. ?71. Descending passage-way set off to the east

ward of the vertical axia,l line of the pyramid, 24-4219+ feet. e72. Di

mensions of the descending passage-way. e73. Lavation of intersection
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of floor line of ascending passage-\lay, with the roof line of descending

passage-way. Floor line of ascending passage-way, with relation to the

base of the pyramid, to the levels of the queen's and king's chamber, and

to the vertic'll axial line of the mass. *74. Abstract geometrical elements

laying at the base of th~ interior construction of the pyramid. e 75.

Length ofking's chamber level. § 76. Elements of dimensions of queen's

chamber. e 7i. Height from floor of subterranean passage-way to the

gable roof of Campbell's chamber.e 79. Height of level of passage to

queen's chamber above the center of the sphere, in which the whole pyr

amid is supposed to have been placed. e 80. A method of placing a sa

lient height line for. the interior construction of the pyramid. e81. Close

of effort at reconstruction of the pyramid, with remarks. John A. Par

ker's. method of quadrature and his problem of three revolving bodies

thought to be the hase oj the Pythagorean and Egyptian systems ofgeom

etry and astronomy. *82. Pyramid symbolization; having a Hebraic

and Biblical application to set forth a primal one under a: 'Jehovah and

'Noah form. yah is Noah, or 'Jehovah is Noah, in Hebrew would be n~',

or literally, in English, Inch.

The Temple of Solomon.

e 84. Introductory remarks. Details of description. Remarks on the

word cherubim. Comparison of the measures of the temple with those of

the pyramid. Kabbalistice.Jucidations with regard to astronomical fea

tures of tbe temple.

Introduction to Appendices.

e 85. (a.) The' opening sentence in Genesis. (b.) Its paraliel numeri

cal reading. .Elohim a circumference value of 3.1415 to a diameter of I.

(c.) Arets, earth, Acfam, man, and H-Adam-h, earth, are cognate with

each other, have a like significat,on, and are pers01lified under one form,

as the Egyptian and Hebrew Mars. (d.) Enigmatical constructions ap

pearing in the first face-re~dings of the Bible narratives. Illustrations

and examples given.

Appendix I.

e 86. The GarJen of Eden !>n Adam, or 144 form. e 87. The produc

tion of the woman from the side of the man, or the number value 53[5

from II3. The rib a determinative ot the method. (c.) (I.) The woman

form of the garden the source of the Holy of Holies, by type, and of the

iour typical rivers. (::.) Ohject of the glyph to display the Parker and

Metius number forms of 20612 : 6561 and 355 : 113. (d.) Other deter-
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minatives. § 88. The Garden of Eden as the 7th day. (The Hebrew

words: sacr, as membrum v~'rile, the base of the Latin sacr with facio,

and also of the English sacr-ifice and sacr-ament; and sanctified, or the

Hebrew Kodesh, as showing a sexual or productive use.) Garden of Eden

display in the Eleusinian mysteries by women, in the use of the basket

and serpent. Curious learnin", as to this. Note: Mystery of the CrOSs

but deepens, as one gathers knowledge as to it

Appendix II.

§ 89. Time calculations founded on Abram, Melchizedec, Hebron, or

Kirjath-Arba, ':foshua the SO'I ofNUll, :md Caleb the SOl1 of ':feph,mneh, as

connected with the narratives relating to these personages. (Abram is

Abra with an appended m final, and Abra read backward is Arba, the city

in which Abram lived.) § 90. Abraham and Isaac to be taken together a8

a year circle value of 355, which is the Hebrew word shanah, 01' year.

Curious learning. Time year values as 355, 360, 365.

Appendix III.

§ 91. The word Logos, 01' Word, connecting with ':fohn, or ':fonan, or

Dove, with ':fehovah, <lnd witll ':fes-us, through the fish. John the same

with ':fonah. The word beginning ':fohn and ':fonah as Dove. The

fish as connected with Dove, or ':fohn, or ':fol1alr, to make ':fehovak. (f.)

The Te Deum and the birth of the Savior. (g.) The Dove used in cal

culations of the year. (It.) New Testament use. Note, ftS to the river

Jordan and its fisheries.

Appendix IV

A method of construction of the ':fulian Calendar from the· different

year values of the ancients. e92. Garden of Eden one of the birth of

ti';u, and of mall. Year values, 355, 360, 365; ftom these another scale

of 354, 359, and 364, of which the last value, 364, arises from the woman

number 7, and connects· this as a woman number with 355, which is an ab

stract circumference to a diameter of II3, or man value. Page 229: Pic

tured use variously displayed; Hindu display clearly marking the Hebrew

use; it is that of the woman hermaphrodite Indranee-Indra, th~ naturc

goddess, the Issa of the Hebrews, and the Isis of the Egyptians. Page

230: "Remission of sins," having reference to·il "Ilew birth unto right

eousness,'~ explainable under the type of shedding of blood in concep

tion. Page 232; ':fulian Calcudar Division. § 92. (b.) The possible

neel meaning of the 217 days. Name of Jacol;> the same as ':fah is hcel.
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Page 233: Possible determinative sentences in 4th Genesis. Seth r.ame

as year. H is son Enosh same as 365 - 1= 364,' showing two year va) ues.

The above,use somewhat strengthened by the zodiacal sign of tke fiskes.

Page 235: The word Paradise 'as having a bearing on this subject. (It is

the same as would be the use of the English expression Divide-O, in

tt;nded to mean the division of a ci"rcle, the Hehrew letter sameck for 0,

indicating, beyond the circle, its value of 360°.) Page 236: The Heel

value appearing, as connected. with the measures of the queen's chamber

in the' pyramid. Page 237: Curious learning as ,0 the meaning of the

ritualistic fact of circumcisioll. Relation of the prepuce to the suer, as of

the female pudellda to the membrum virile; hence the type of a spiritual

marriage by consummation.

Appendix V

The Flood aud tlte Ark of iVoak, with thair Strallge Kabbalistic Biblical

Ralatio'ls.

§ 93. Prefatory remarks. Substance of thc Old Testament lays in the

books of the Law. All the rest but expansion, explanation, targums, en

forcements, etc. Law divided into the framing of the ritual anc! 'the

enunciation of thc moral precepts j more sp'lce taken up. by the former

than thc latter. Building of the pyramid occupies the first chapters of

Genesis. The Biblical containment of the pyramid structure. Page :::40:

The use of the names Shem, Ham, and Japhet, as determinati\'c of pyra

mid measures, in connection with the (lOD-year period of Noah and the

SOD-year period of Shem, Hum, and Japhet. Page 241: Method of calen

dar correction contained in the flood narrative. Page 24~: Correction of

the 600-year period. The going into the ark an expression of the blotting

out of days as a methoc! of calendar correction. Page 243: The terms

"sons of Elohim" and" daugkters of .fI-Adam" for one thing astronom

ical terms. Page 243: The ISO days of the flood the correction of the

600 'year period, and the determinative of this use. The fixing a limit for

the closing and opening of the year at the winter solstice point, by the

figure of the subsidcnce of the flood and the grounding of the ark. Pagc

245: The word for flood" m'bul j root-word bul, or name of thc rainy

month. Page 246: 8th !'ovember same as 13th Julian style, by use of thc

epagomenai days, making the first 40 days of the flood end on the ::::::d da)'

of December. Page :::48: Curiolls learning as to the balance of 110 days

to make up the 150 days. Other number rests or stops in the flood narra-'

tive, involving the numbers 113 and 355. Page 2-19: The number v:llues

of the birds, viz., 113 X 6, and .'ISS. Page :::50: Mount Ararat, or Jared,

0"( Yard, and its significations. The place ot Ararat, or Mount Jared, 111
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the Adamic Chronology. Page ~51 : Astronomical personification. Ararat

same as the Roman Jamt., Bifro11.< and St. Peter. Page :l52: Peter same

as cube of S under the name of the stone. (There is a curious reflection

here. Matthew 16, v. 18, says:. "Thou art Peter (rock or stone), and on

this .;tone r will build my cHurek." The only other place in the gospels

where the word ekurek is used is in chap. 18, v. IS, et seq., where there

i~ commandment for the settlement of trespasses by tke cku,rr.k. In

botk tkese places the power of binding and loosing is given, showing a

direct connection. Contrast this with chap. 5, v. 23, et seq., where there

is command for recoJ'll:iliation with the brother before bringin;; the gift to

tke altar. I'ow, it is most strange: the word for ekurek is eccUsia, which

is a term uf separation, or of till! comers outfrom! and could have had no

existence until not only after the death of Jesus, but until the destrucU'oll

of the altar and temple j for so long as there was an altar and temple,

iU3t so long the Jews, by the commands of Jesus, were to obey tke la-:v.

Has there been interpolation here? or were these sentences used prophet

ically?) Page 253: Other types and teachings. Page 254: Curious, but

illustrative, opinions of the church as to women. Page 255: The twofold

character of the Messz'ak, and its paralleled Hebrew and Greek mode of

ongln. Page 2S8: The Meshiac condition connected with the geograph

ical location of the head-waters of the Jordan river. Page 259: Curious

learning as to the salient dates of Biblical occurrences agreeing with as

tronomical time marks. Page 260: Remark as to the" Life of Apollonius

of Tyana, by Philostratus," and its connection with the life of the Savior.

Page :l61: Other Meshiac types and shadows. i\ccounls (or the conver

sion (which word means turning as 011 a kz'1Ige) of St. Paul. \Vhy he was

Saul and Paul. Page 262: Saul and David. (Note that while Saul was

son of l{isl" in llebrew I '3, so David was son of Jesse, or 'rt'."
and this word placed in a circle reads I '3.) Page 263: Acrostic uses in

the Bible; J J-IS, and Shem, Ham, and Japhet. Roman badge.

Appendix VI.

§ 94. Grand determinative at the close of the flood, going [0 show that

the confusion of lip did not necessarily imply confusion of knowledge.

An evidence of common possession of this knowledge. § 95. The con

struction of the Tabernacle as a dwelling of Jehovah. Page 271: Numbe ..

\'alue of name of Moses is 345; that of Jehovah, in His assumed name of

I am tka! I am, is the reverse of this, or 543.
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Appendix VII.

~ ¢. An essay On the fourth chapter of Genesis, showing the continued

relations of the Garden of Eden measures as connected with those of the

pyramid, and an attempt at deciphering the hieroglyphic or deeper read

ing of the narrative; connecting also the plan of encampment of the Is

raelites (a Garden of Eden form) with the closing scenes of the New

Testament. (The idea is to be not.ed here,-in reference to the fact found

in the text that the solstice and equinox lines do not divide the year circle

equally, and that the half of the year on the autumnal" side of the solstice

line is 3 days larger than the otiler,-that, astror,omically, the three days

of the Savior in the ar~', or ground, or grave, may have had reference to·

this fact. Another note is here made as to one of the values of the w6rds

Garden of Eden, shown in the text to be 177, which may be useful. Ten

cubits is numerically 17.17666+ feet, and this squared is the surface of

Olle of the jaces of a cube; and this multiplied by 6, would equal the en

tire superficies of a cube. The Holy of J-Jolies was a cube of ten cubits;

therefore, this expression would :lpply to it. ~ow, the operation gives

17.1766'2 )< 6 = 1770+; whereff'rE, the value of the words Garden (If Eden,

as 177, may, for one phase, have indicated the cube ol the Ho~y ol J-Jolies.

Further, as a note, there seems to be a connection between the 7 (seveh)

fold of Cain and the 70 (seventy) fold of Lamech, with the 7 and 70

times of forgiveness by Peter.) Page 300: False rendering of the words

of the Savior as given in Matthew, chap. 27, v. 46. Page 30!: This false

rendering a purposed one to give force to a mystical sense. Page 302:

Comments by a clergyman on the" Study of the Bible," appropriate as

to the contents of this work.

Conclusion of Appendices.

?97. Authorities for an esoteric reading of the Bible. Rabb.inically.

By the Church. ~ 98. The esoteric teaching confined to the few. The

Bible a Divine, or spiritual work. God the z'mmediate Causer of each

sequence. He must be a conscious entity. Pagp. 309: Mystery, dark-say

ing, and cloaking, the burden of the Testaments. ? 99' Are the keys of

this e.<oterism lost? Page 309: Possessed by the Roman Catholic Church,

and by the Free Masons; and probably by the Greek Church and the

Brahmins. Traces of it in the English Church. Page 310: Resolutions of

the Academy of Sciences, and of Royal Society of London, against en··

tertaining a thesis on the subject of the ~adrature, perhaps an indication

of amative for concealment of the hidden wisdom. Page 311 : Two evi-
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dences of the modern existence of this knowledge. Templar emblem of

the old man. (The five-rayed star, or pentapla, as signifying a pyramid.)

The Genius of Free Masonry, and detailed descnption of its meaning.

Page 314: The province of ritualism. Page 315: Rituali.<tic symbols.

(a.) The T'j>hillin; oh.) The cross and ,·osary. Page 318: Conclusions

by the·author. A discove"y by the author, made as these last sheets· are

in the hands of the printer. is too important to be omitted, and must find

a place here. It has a bearing lipan the whole wOl'k, both as to Mr.

Pnrker's Claims, as supporting them. and also as to the Biblical contain

ment of his forms, as the perfect, or Divine, ones. 1\'[r. Parker's work

.gocs to the extent of showing an integral relation {If area of a square to

that of its z'nscribrd cirde, and of diameter to circumference of (l circlp.

by use t'f a bask number form as see". ~ow, if from the same basic num

ber the harmony cl'tends to the development of an /"tegral relatz'011 be

tween the cuba solid, and the solid conte'lts of ils inclosed sphere, this, by

harmolly, is in very nature almost conclusivc of thc natural or Divine na

ture of t:le origin of the Parker forms. Let the differrnce between Mr.

Parker's relatiort of diameter of one to circumference, and the accepted

one be first stated: The accepted one is I : 3.14I59J+. while that of Mr.

Parker, being 6561 : 20612, is I : 3.I4IS94J6gI-I-. For singularity of re

lations connecting Biblical numbers referred to in the text with geometri

cal changes of forms, by means of the Parker quadrature elements, take

the following:

The running values of the letters of the Hebrew word man (tt"~)

are"!13; the full values, added, are 311; and so, also, the full value of the

Hebrew words the ~voman (iltt'~il), added, are 311: so that 3[1 is both

man and the woman, while 113· is man. The form stands 31 [-I 13, which

reads the same either way. But the term man as al:,h is a form of Adam,

and Adam is 144; and on the'follr cross lines of the square, from verge to

center, the values read, or arc taken as [.H-44 [, or the reverse (and tak·

ing the square thus divided as the squared Zodiac, while one 44[ is· tlv

Hebrew damz' (441), or the vertical line as the 5111/ nv!'rhcad,.,r solstice

line to the center of the square, another 441 is th(; dami (4+1), as the

bloods of Abel shed, and is the line of the ecliptic, or equinox, from the

autumr.al edge 10 the center of the square.) But thus we have two forms

viz., (I.) 3II-II3, and (2.) 441-[44; linking themselves together. But

from the man form 113, the woman was tnken as 5315, and there resulted

the form 53t5-51]5; and by dropping the two fives in the center of the

.square, we had remaining the form 531-I3j, or wornall as 135, and its re

verse 531: whence were derived the life/illS and Parker forms, showing
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one object of the use. Thus there are three forms all connected together

under the names man, the woman, Adam, and woman, and they can be

placed as-

3 11 - 1I3

441 - 144

53 1- 135
It is said of the woman that she was taken from Adam, and afterward that

the Lore! God brought her to the Adam, showing some use ofwoman with

Adam j so take the above form of woman, or 135, and Adam, or 144, to

gether,

as

or reversed, as 531-441 ;

which !:lst form, reversed, is Adam joined to woman, or the hermaphro

dite form. 13uttake it that there is a significant meaning to the form

53144 I (as thus obscured), as disclosing a development of the Parker

.!f(uadrature forms, thus:

Take t!)e Parker forms, or-

(1.) Area of square, 6561.

Of which the side of square is, 81.

(2.) Area of its inscribed circle, 5153.

Of which the diameter is, 81.

Then cnanging ared to rectificatioll, or lhle, measure:

(3.) Diameter being 6561.

Circumference is 5153 X 4 = 20612.

And now there develops from area and line, to cubic measure, by a

wonderful and harmonic sequence, as follows:

(4') The square of 81 to the side in (I.) cubed is

6561 X 81 = 531441

or the comlccted j'orm oj' woman Adam j and now· (as discovered by the

author March 10, 1875),
I . s

(5.) The solid contents of a sphere is to be had by the forme; IT Dla.
s

(see any geometry); which for a d,;ameter of 81 as in (1.) is81 X
(3.1415942691 -+- 6 = ) ,5236990448+; and, as a fact, this is precisely the

same as 20612 [rectificatil:>n of circumference in (3·)] X 135· So that
3

while the area in (1.) changed intoacllbe is 81 , or 531441, the solidity of

the contained sphere is 206L! X 13.5 = 2782(j2, showing a c01ltinucd inte

gral relation j where the solidity.of the sphere is ~l1e Parker circumfer

ence multiplied by 135, or by woman, and where the solidity of the con

taining cube is expressed by the reversed form of woman-Adam, or



To complete the integral relations. The surface of the cube of 81 to

the edge is one face = 6561 X 6 = 39366. Surface of contained sphere =
2

". Dia. = 3.1415942691 X 6561 = 20612.

The following and closing relation, discovered March 17, 1875, is too

important to omit, as it has a bearing upon the foundations of the quad

rature.

Standard circumference of base of pyramid has been shown to arise

from integral relation of diameter of6561 to circumference of 20612; where

6 · I . I' b 4
2

20 12 IS mu tIp led y 32' and this as inches, divided by 12 = 381:7°37+

feet, the half base side of the pyramid (§ 41). Actual circumference of

base of pyramid, enlarged on this, is where the relation is taken of cir

cumference of O1le to a diameter of .3183097+, which diameter multiplied

by 12 = 3.8197166+, and by 100 = 381'97166+, gives a variation on 381.

7037+. The circumference of 20612 on which these relations are raised,

is founded by Mr. Parker on the area of 5153 of the circle inscribed in a

6quare of an al'ea of 6561, the side of which square is 81.

By this a leading is shown to closing up these curious rc1ati'Ons, won

derful as eventuating in illtegrals:

(I.) Relation of m'ra of square to that of inscribed circle.

(2.) From this is derived lillrar relation of diameter to circumference

of a circle .

.(].) And, then, from (2.) the val ue of li1lear circumfere1lce multiplied

by o.;;Olllatl, or 135, gives the solidity of tI,e spllere i1lclosed ill tlte cube oj

Olle of thc bascs of which (I.) is the area; the cubic contents of which

"cube is Sl or .';31441, 01' reversed, 144-135, or a lise of the joined values

of Adam a1ld womal'.

This shows that there is ill Ilature not only an iutc.tJral relation between

the value of the area of the circle inscribed in the square to the area of

that square, and between the linear diameter to circumference of a circle,

arising from the same numerical forms, as stated by Mr. Parker, but that

on the same numerical basis it is to be shown that the integral relation of

the cube to its contained sphere is .';31-441 to 20612 X 13·5 = 278-262:

and this harmony, with such multitudes of others as have been shown,

only goes to confirm the fact that the Parker relations are the true 1latllral

Ol1es from eternity to eter1lity;. and are the ones on which the Bible is

built.

xvTABLE OF CONTENTS.
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N ow, to show that these very elements Df circttlar rela tiDn are natural,

and actually have connection with the elements of the square:

(I.) The mean proportional between 381.7°37+ and 381'97166+ is

381.83766+.

(2.) The diagonal of a square whose side is 8r, is It4.SS1298+, and this

divided by-1o= 381.8.3766+, or this very mean proportional between these

circular elements: and this shows that the elements of the square do of

themselves by nature contain relations 10 the elements of the circle j which,

again, proves that Mr. Parker's results are well taken according to nature,

and are consequently right.

The value 1I45·51298 -7- 5 = 229.1°+, is a reducti"on of this connection

between circular and square elements, and the author believes (from mem

ory) that 229 10+ is marked, in inches, as a measure of antechamber pas

sage in the pyramid, by Professor Smyth.

The mean proportional 381.837+ is the square root of 1458, or 486 X 3.

:March 22, 1875.



.. OPEN THOU MINE EYES, THAT I MAY BEHOLD WONDROUS THINGS

OUT OF THY LAW!

." MY SOX, IF TIIIX>; HEART BE WISE, MY HEART SHALL REJOICE,

EVEN MINE:

"YEA, MY REINS SHALL. REJOICE, WHEN THY LIPS SPEAK ·RIGHT

THI1\GS."

"BEHOLD! THE DAY OF THE LORD COMETH, AND IT SHALL COME

TO PASS IN THAT DAY,

"THAT rHE LIGHT SHA'LL NOT BE CLEAR, NOR DARK, BUT IT

SHALL BE ONE DAY,

"AND THE LORD SHALL BE KING OVER ALL THE EARTH: IN THAT

DAY THERE SHALL BE

ONE JEHOVAH,

AND HiS NAME SHALL BE





THE SOURCE OF MEASURES.

INTRODUCTION.

THE following, in place of a work, strictly speaking, 15

rather an essay or study. It is like the study of an artist,
where it comprehends many details in outline going to
make up a whole, yet unfinished and subject to change,
here and there, as the blending of details may prove in
harmonious or incongruous to the general scope of the de
sign. Unlike such a study, however, others can join in
the labor of completing the task; and it is hoped that it
may prove an incentive to that end.

The whole constitutes a series of developments, based
upon the use of geoll;etrical elements, giving expression in
a numerical value. These elements are found in the work
of the late John A. Parker, of the city of Ne,,,' York, set
ting forth his discovery (but, in fact, the rediscovery) (\f
quadrature value of the circle. Upon this one, that of
.Peter Metius, of the sixteenth century, seems to be a varia
tion.

Mr. Parker makes use of an element of measure of the
equilateral triangle, by which, as a least zmit of measure,
to express the measure of the elements of a circle in terms
of the numerical. value of a square: so that, as a conclu
sion, a square of 81 to the side, or 6561 in area, s:lall con
tain a circle whose area equals 5153; or, rectifying the
circumference, a diameter of 656r shall have a circum
ferel~ce of 5153X4=20612.
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Let it be unclerstoou that the question of value of the quadra
ture, whether byMr. Parker, or by Metius, as to whether it.is
the expression of exnctitude of relation, does not arise j nor is it.
save incidentnlly, pertinent to the subject-mntter in hallll. vVhile
this work thus is r~lie\'ed of any necessity of examination into
the question of the possibility of whnt is c<llled "the quadra
furr~," or" the squaring if the circle," nevertheless, it is neceS
sary to n proper understanding of the w110Ie th:lt some, to m:lny
pe:sons very dry, details of Mr. Pnrker's cOllstntction of his
qundrnture should be set forth in the very commencement. In
cidentnlly, however, it is thought that the mntters established
herein, ns lwving a direct relation to the holy things of God, as
laid down in Scriplztre, will force nn inquiry, on the part of de
vout people. into the abstrn<;t question of "theq.l,f,adratlf.re,"
both as received and as set forth by Parker and by Metius; and
also into the question of any special vnlue of the qundl-ature by
Parker, as related to the generally accepted one.

One development is as follows: The numerical value,
20612, of a circumference is made use of to deri\'e from it

a unit of mcasure for hllcar, superficial, and sohd :r.eas
ure. Thus. as a common unit of measure is the edge of
one of the faces of a cube, and as there are tvvelve edges
to the cube, the division of 206I2 by 12 is the distribution
of tllis value onto these 12 edges; so that the quotient,
which is 1717.66+, is that unit of measure, which is, l-jow
ever it may be used, convertible into circular, and again,
back into the geomdrical elements whence derived. And
this is obtained by the special numerical value, 171766+,
the one-t\velfth of 20612, whether, as a facl, it be used as a

whole or as a part, as r .71766+. Now, as a fact, 1.71766+
of the Brt"tislz foot is the ancient cubit value; hence, the
whole scheme t1ms far displayed has been practically util
ized, inasmuch as 20012 is thus seen to be of the value of
Br"tt:~/t incltcs, while its derivative of 171766+, so divided
or scaled as to represent 1.71766+, is the ancient cubit.

This is confirmed from the fact of restoration, by means
of these numerical values. of the great pyramid of Egypt,
in lerms of the British measures thereof made of late years.

Another development is that, by a variation on the use
of these numerical values, taken systematically, not empiri~
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cally, a diameter value to a circumference value of 6 is
fomld, which is discovered to be the basis of the Hindu
method for the calculation of tables of st'nes and cosines,
tangents and cotangents, and of the orbits of pl~lnetary

bodies; which variation, as an enlargement of the above
values, on application, is found to give the exactitude of
the pyramid measures, agreeably to the design of thearchi·
tect, thus again coupling a modern with an ancient use.

Another development is that the British system of long
and laud measures is discovered to contain an occult or
obscure system of time calculations, based on the fac.,.
tor 6,"by which it is seen that the entirety of the British
measures rests upon these anciently developed elements,
and thus is, in bet, but a phase of the Hindu system.
The factor 6 is the base of the acre and mdc measure,
running up from the inch and foot, and the equivalent
of the base side of the pyramid (which is a diameter
value to a circumference of 2+) is the side of a squat-e, di-. -_..
,-ided into four equal parts of 6x6 each, in terms of the
British foot, "nd necessarily the inch; hence the advanced
measures, as far as the mile, are thus involved. But while
this is so, the means of obtaining this pyramio measure is
through use of the Parker elements; hence the Parker
elements are thus connected with the whole range of Brit
ish measures.

But the greatest development is that the entire system
seems to have been anciently regarded as one resting in
nature, and one which was adopted by nature, or God, as
the basr"s or law of the exertion practically of creative
power-i. e., it was the creatz've design, of which creation
was practically the application. This seems to be estab
lished by the fact that, under the system set forth, meas
ures of planetary times serve co-ordinately as measures
of the size of pI ands, Cl nd of the peculiarity of their shapes
i. e., in the extension of their equatorial and polar diame
ters, in terms oi the British measures, or the cubit meas
ures :Jrising, as stated, from the forms of Mr. Parker.

Tlle true study of the Deity by man being in the observa-
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tion of His works, the discovery of a fundamental creative.
law (in numbers and measures), as regards His works, of
as wide and com prehensi ve grasp as shown, would locate
the substance of such a discovery as the practical real tan
gible link between Gael ane! man, as that by which man
can in a measure realize the actually existing working
qualities of Goel, just, speaking most reverentially, as he
would those of a fellow-man-as, say, of a mason, or of a
carpenter; thus revealing tangible existence, likeness, re
lationship, and, remotely, companionship. Such a link,
once founel, would constitute a base for superstructures of
recognition, praise, worship, and copy. As a fact, this
system seems to underlie the whole Biblical structure, as a
foucdation for its ritualz'sm, and for its display of the works
of the Deity in the way of architecture, by use of the sa
cred unit of measure in the Garden of Eden, the Ark of
Noah, the Tabernacle, and the Temple of Solomon.

Such seem to be the characteristics of development (rom
the elements of quadrature of the late Mr. Parker. The
extent to which the development is made so as to compel a
mental assent, ml1st be tested, of course, through the con
tents of the work. There is no disposition-on the part of
the author to m;lke any assertion as to the strength of his
work. What he has done has been done to the best of his
ability, and he believes that a studiously careful reading
of the work done, will be that, and alone that, upon which
any fair criticism can be based.

Since, after all, all matters of science subordinate them
selves to anyone by which man can arrive to a realizable
knowledge of God, all things in this book are of poor value
in every other regard, comparatively, save as they lead up
just to this kind or condition of knowledge. Such being
the case, the following statements may be made as intro
ductory:

(1.) The" .fJ<!tadrature ofthe C'z'rcle," by John A. Par
ker, sets forth the integral relation of diameter to circum
ference of a circle as 6561 to ~o6r2, derived from area
computations, viz: area of square being 656r, area of in-
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scribed circle is 5153; and diameter being 6561, rectifica
tion of circumference is S1S3X4=20612.

(2.) It appears that nature was regarded as making use
of this numerical relation, as a law or application of num
bers to measures, by which to construct the mechanical
properties of the universe; so regulating the times of the
planets that they should move by a numerical system such
that by it the measure of their shapes was to be obtained in
a definite class or scale of measures adapted to the same
system: so that lUovement should co-ordinate with size
under the same system.

(3.) However man obtained knQwledge of the practical
measure, the Bn'It~~h inch, by which nature was thought to
adjust the planets in size to harmonize with the notation of
their movements, it seems he did obtain it, and esteemed
its possession as the means of his realization of the Deity
that is, he approached so nearly to a conception of a Being
having a mind like his own, only infinitely more powerful,
as to be able to realize a law of creation established by that
Being, which must have existed prior to any creation (kab
balistically called the Word). The knowledge thus gained
was simply that of the measure spoken of with its uses, in
connection with the geometrical elements from whence it
sprung.

(4.) This knowledge as to its origin, interpretation, and
'.Jse, became somehow that of a caste condition. As such
it was most sedulously concealed, and when set forth it was
only in a secret or very obscured way. One way of set
ting it forth was by hieroglyphic writing. This method is
the burden of the Hebrew Bible. Another way was by
archt'tcctural display. The greatest ever made was in the
great pyramid of Egypt; the next greatest seems to have
been in the temple of Solomol1.

(5.) It is thQught the restoration of this pyramid agree
ably to the design of the architect, will afford the means of
translation of the hieroglyphic meanings of the Hebrew
Bible. as, on hypothesis, the one was written and the other
built to set forth the same natural problems.
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The first step, therefore, necessary to the deciphering
of the bieroglyphicor symbolic meanings of the Hebrew
Bible, is the restoration of the great pyramid after itsarchi':'
tectural conception. This is the chief burden of this work;
arid it is ~hought that the intent of the architect has been,
so far recovered as to justify pllbI:cation. Secondarily, it
is to be shown that the Temple was but aQother architec..
tural style of setting forth the same measures with the pyr
amid. The balance of the matters, condensed as· much as
possible into brief outline, chiefly serves to exemplify the
method of Biblical application of the pyramid system.
This balance is noted here and there in the text, and is
contained in the appendices. It serves to relieve the dry
details of figures and calculations, to show related connec
tions, and is hoped to excite interest in the whole subject,
and to stimulate those who may read, to. an earnest effort
in the further prosecution of this subject so fascinating in
its elucidations.

The relation of 656I : 206I2 is both in the pyramid
structure and in the Bible coupled with the form II3 : 355
Some connections between the two will be shown, but wh'lt
the exact basic relations between them were, as anciently
recognized, remains to be discovered.
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THE HEBREW ALPHABET.

7

For the general reader to understand how a numerical
or Itlathematical system may lie closed up in the Hebrew
Bible, it mp.y be well to state that the :Hebrews. so far as
has come down to us, had no numeral system, apart from
their literal one-i. e., their alphabet held their numerals,
just as if, in English, our a, b, c, stood forI, 2,3, and so.
on, in lack of the Arabic system of numerals, borrowed by
us, and no" of exclusive use· (although it would seem
that they were in possession of this system also). The
following is a table for reference; giving. the Hebrevv al~

phabet, the power of the letters, their symbols to some ex;
tent, with the numerical value fixed to each letter. The
laws of symbolic use of words as numbers in the narra,ive
of the Bible are not known, and the real uses are only to
be accepted or received to the extent for which there. is in
trinsic proof. Otherwise, it is to be observed that where
the letter values rise above units to tens and to hundreds,
while the letter character may stand for, say, 20 or 200,

very frequently the characteristic value is used as giving
the expression of the unit value 2 alone. Thus, the letters
~i':', or the signs of 2, 20, and 200, may be read by their
characteristics of 2, 2, 2, without special reference to the
ciphers. So, also, lVi' may be read as 123, whlofreas, by
adding as the values are indicated, the sum would be SID.
In many instances, too, the right numbers, found. by one
expression, are also made use of, by d reverse reading, for
some other use, connected or not. Again, the use may be
of numbers, simply placed above the letters bf a word..
read perhaps in the reverse, or of the sum of the full
values, addition being made. Thus, the above number
maybe used .<18123 or 321, or SID or.OIsrugrceably to. the
indications to be gathered from the context and the cOPr
nections, orl from determina#ves of the RrOptlr Or intended
use to be- found in the text.

A very remarkable. feature oC liebrew usage is in the
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permissible interchange of leLters of like class, and
sometimes of unlike classes-thus, the lellers of anyone
class, as gutturals, etc., are interchangeable, and may be
made use of sometimes without change of the meaning of
the word, frequently for the purpose of working out a
slight modification of meaning, sometimes to indicate a
very mal:ked departure of meaning. A good and very im
portant illustration of this may be given. The verbal il'il,
or Hayah, or E-y-e, means to be, to exz'st, while i'l'n, or
Chayah, or H-y-e, means to hve as motz"ou of existence.
The letter" or £, 91' j, or y, in these words, is interchange
able with the letter ~, or vau, or w, and the two \\'ords may
be read as il~il or il~n, without change of mean:ng. The
first becomes Havah, or Eve, and the second becomes
Chavah, or Ch-v-e, and their meanings, as ahove, being
so slightly modifications of each other, they are as words
interchangeable one for the other-that is, one may be taken
for the other. Now, the first, literally, is Eve, while, as a
substantive, the second means mother, and is, in fact, the
proper name as given in Genesis for Eve, the mother ofall
Hving. The Deity name, J'hovah, is a compound of two
words, viz., " or 'Jah, and hovah, or il~il, one of the very
words. in C'luestion. The word Jehovah, or 'Jah-Eve, has
the primary significance of hermaphrodite existence or
being, as male-female, and is il~il-', of which the', or i,
or j, or y, ~tands for 'Jah, or male, while il~i1 is a change
upon the word il~n, for the purpose of getting the nu
meral form of 565 for 865 (originating in the yoni word
}is/t, or jU=565) : ilm as the woman, or Eve, making
up the male-female word Jah-Eve, was the primary intent,
the less significant word il~il, as' of mere bdllg, taking
the place of the more significant one, (or the sake of the
number value (springing through p~, or 565, as a flux),
which, in another view, as will be seen, is of the utmost,
and really of paramount importance. Thus, while it may
be said that none but a very slight change has been made
in the worc1 forms, as to their meanings, a very marked
chnnge ha£ been made 1Zumcr/cally, which was the pur-
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pose of the change. The great power of kabbala r"e5ts
upon this kind of play, and is thus derived. Ordinarily,
grammatically, however, the same is worked under a 1<1 w
of construction. Under the title" Orthographic Changes,"
in his Hebrew Grammar, Green says:

"The signs (of the alphabet) thus far descri.bedrepresent all
the sounds of the Hebrew language. Its stock of words is formeu
by combining these in various significant ways-. The laws of such
combinations, and especially the mutations to which they are sub
ject, or which they occasion, ncxt demand atteiltion. Whcn a
particular idea has -been attached to a certain combination of
sounds, its different modifications may natur:llly be expressed by
slightly varying those sounds. This may take place~

,. I. By the substitution of one letter for another of like charac
ter, and for the most part of the same organ, e. g . .-

iI'iI to be, to exist j il'n to lh'e.

*** *** ***
"2. By transposition of letters, e. g.

~i8 to deal violently; i~ti to urge.

*** *** ***
"3. By the addition of a letter.

*** *** ***
" Such literal changes as those just recited l)ot only serve to ex-

press new shades of meaning, but even wherc tbc meaning re
mains precisely the same, they may represent diversities of other
sorts. * * * The lexicograpl:er regards such words (under
going such changes) as cognate, and traces them back to their
common source."

These subjects can be but touched on in this work. Vol
limes have been written on them, and it would be well to
treat them more at large in this connection could it be done
in a manner not to confuse the main object. It must suf
fice to close with the Alphabet table.

No. Form anu power. Name. Symbol.

I. ~ a scarcely audible Aleph. Ox or Bull.
breathing.

2. :J b, bh, or bv. Beth, House.

3· ,., g,gh. Gi'mel. Camel, serpent erect
(Sharpe).

4· ., d,dh. D;-~'leth. Door, c;,porpaiu\·,hinge.?
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No. Fcnm and pow:~r. Name. Symbol.

5· n lJ.; Latin ej Greek e; He. Window opening,
smooth breathing womb (Kabbala),
(Fuerst). also part of tho

fence of the letter
n (Fliers-t).

6. ~ 'V or 'V~ Vall. Nail, hook, (crqok,
Egyptian ?);

7, t z. 2ayin. Weapon, (Scepter,-
Egyptian ?).

8. n ch, kh, hh,. Latin h; Cheth. Fence, 'n, VenliS
Greek H, '7, rough (Seyffarth). Affin,
breathing, or the ity with il, as the
Greek x (Flierst). womb.

Note, that the letters iT and n arc from the same source, and
are taken as the divided halves of one oblong (of tWO squares),
with a little opening in one end as seen in iT· The letter iT is 5,
or a cube of five, while n is 8, showing the number of cubes
taken to make a larger· one. (So 8 thus used, is the same :IS 5
duplicated, for 53=125, and 125X8=1000, and a larger cube
made from the smaller of .five, will make 5+5, or 10 to the
side.)

9. ~ t.

10. y, i, or j.

Teth. Snake, bas-ket, figur
e din Eleusinian
mysterie!l in wor
ship by women
(Sharpe's Egypt).
Perhaps the SCrO

tum,(lnman). Love
apples (plural of
word for David,
meaning also bas
ket.)

Yodh. Hand, bent forefin
ger"membrum vi
rill! with teste s
(Kabbala). The
perfect number, or
one· (Knhball\).
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S l.

0.0 m.
~ i n.

Form and power.

:l 1 c, ch, k, kh.
Symhol.

The hollow of the
IJcnt ha nd; with

:l = :l:l - cube,
mcasll re of hollow
sphere (Kabhala).

Ox.goad; sign of a
form of the goel
l\Ia rs.

W'lter.
Fish. symbol of ro

1l1, 0, woman, or
7.~'oJJlb (Kabbala).

A prup, a pillar; tes
tis (Sharpe),
hence, egg. Di
visions of the cir
cle, perhaps indi
cating a sqllarc
Di\'isiolls of l'ara
dise (Kabbala).

E,"e.
l'v!olll h.
Fish·hook, hunter's

dart.
Back of head from

the ears; hence,
significant of bal
ances. Ancient pil
low to rest the hack
of head on. Scull?
En.: of needle.

I-It'ad, sphere, circle.
Tooth.
Cross, -t-. Founda

tion framework of
construction.

N:\me.

Kaph.

Rcsh.
Shin, Sin.
Tau.

Lii'medh.

Ayin.
Pe.

Tsi'-e1h0.

Caph.

Sii.'mech.

Mem.
Nun.

no power.
p,ph.
ts, tz.

s.

k.

r.
sh, s.
t, tho

o

j

tt'
n

No.

20.

3°·

60.

7°·
So

90·

4°·
5°·

100.

200.
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CHAPTER I.

SECTIO~ I.

Q...UADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE.

By JOHN A, PARKER,

§ I.

(§ 10) Kabbala was a species of symbolic writing among
the initiated, setting forth the secret teachings of the Bible;
and the key of Kabbala is thought to be the geometrical
relation of the area of the circle inscribed in the square, or
of the cube to the sphere, giving rise to the relation of di
ameter to circumference of a circle, with the numerical
value of this relation expressed in integrals. The relation
of diameter to circumference being a supreme one con
nected with the god-n.1mes Elohim and Jehovah (which
terms are expressions numerically of these relations, re
spectively-the first being of circumference, the latter of
diametel-), embraces all other subordinations under it. Two
expressions of circumference to diameter in integrals are
used in the Dible: (I.) Tile perfect; ancl, (2.) The imper
feCt. One of the relations between tlle:iC is such that (2) sub
tracted from (I) will le~I\'e a twit of a diameter value in
terms, or in the denominution, of the circumference value
of the perfect circle, or a unit straight line having a perfect
circular yalue, or a factor of circular value (§ 82).

Of course, as to the fact of these expressions residing in
tIle Dible, it remains to be seen wheLhcr this is, or is not,
so. IJ will be sufficiently strange if it is so; but if it shall
so uppear, beyond contradiction, it wrll afford much food
tor thought, as to whether so sublime a work as the Holy
Record call be a refuge for that so much oppressed and
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bedeviled idea of "squaring tlte drcle," unless tbe actual
ity of such relation exists, or unless an approximate of a
certain nature and value was found to be of some natural
use.

(§ 2.) It is very remarkable: One of the values thu~

IIsed in the Bible was rediscovered ip about A. D. 1585, by
Peter Metius, as II3 for diameter to 355 for circumference,
which, in the Sacred Record, is the imperfect value; the
other was redis-covered by the late John A. Parker, of the
city of New York, as 6561 for diameter to 20612 for cir
cumference, which, in the Sacred Record, is the perfect
value. What the means of discovery by Metius were, is
not known. The" .f:!.!tadrature" of Mr. Parker is in
print, and therein the steps are fully Set forth. As to these,
as they cuntain the geometrical k"y for thtl proper under
standing of Kabbala, it is necessary to set tlwm forth some
what ut large, premising that his value is obtained through
the vulue of areas of shapes. His leading propos:tions
(each proposition in the text being followed by its demon
stration) are as follows:

"Proposition I

" One of the relative properties between straight lines
and a perfect curve or circle is such, that all regular shapes
formed of straight lines and equal sides, have their areas
equal to half the circumference multiplied by the least ra
dius which the shape contains (which is aiways the radius
of an inscribed circle), than which every other radius con
tained in the shape is greater, :md the circle has its area
equal to half the circumference multiplied by the radius, to
which every olher radius contained in the circle is equal.

" Proposition II

"The circumference of any circle being given, if that
circumference be brought into the form of a square, thl'
area of that square is equal to the area of another circk.
the circumscribed square of which is equal in area to tile
area of the circle whose circumference is first given.



"Proposition III.

" The circle is the natural basis or beginning of all area.
and the square being mad~ so in mathematical science, is
artificial and arbitrary.

"Proposition IV.

" The circumference of any circle being given, if that
circumference be brought into any other shap~ formed of
straight lines and of equal sides and angles, the area of
that shape is equal to the area of another circle, which cir
cle being circumscribed by unother and similar shape, the
area of such shape circumscribing the last-named circle is
equal to the area of the circle whose circumference is given.

"Proposition V.

" The circumference of a circle by the measure of which
the circle and the square are made equal, and by which
the propeI'ties of straight lines and curved lines are made
equ11, is a line outside of the circle wholly circumscribing
it, and thoroughly inclosing the whole area of the circle,
and hence, whether it shall have breadth or not, forms no
part of the circle.

.. Proposition VI.

" The circumference of a circle, such that its half being
multiplied by radius, to which all other radii are equal, shall
express the whole area of the circle, by the properties of
straight lines, is greater in value in the sixth decimal place
of figures than the same circumference in any polygon of
6144 sides. and greater also than the approxituation of
geometers at the ilame decimal place in any line of fig-

"ures.
Under this proposition after his demonstration, he states:

"And it is evident that if a circle, and a polygon of 6144
sides (the nnmber to which Playfair carries his bisection),
shall have the same circumference, the area of the circle
is gre~lter than the area of the p:.Jlygon in the sixth decimal
place; and because the circumference of one diameter must

PARKER'S QyADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE. §2.
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be four times the area of the circle, therefore, by the tran
sition of shape to a circle, the true value of circumference
is greater in the sixth decimal place than ilnyapproxima
tion which can be obtained from a polygon of 6144 sides.
whether inscribed or circumscribed."

"Proposition VII

,. Becau~e the circle is the primary shape in nature, and
hence the basis of area; and because the circle is meas
ured by, and is equal to the square only in ratio of half its
circumference' by the radius, therefore, circumference and
radius, and not the square of diameter, are the only na
tural and legitimate elements of area, by which all regular
shapes are made equal to the square, a:1d equal to the cir
cle.

"Proposition VIII

" The equilateral triangle is the primary of all shapes
in nature formed of straight lines, and of equal sides and
angles, and it has the least radius, the least area, and the
greatest circumference of any possible shape of equal
sides and angles.

"Proposition IX.

"The circle and the equilateral triangle are opposite to
one another in all the elemenls of their construction, and
hence the fractional diameter of olle circle, which is equal
to the diameter of one square, is in the opposite duplicate
ratio to the diamet,er o( an equilateral triangle whose area
IS one.

" By diameter of the triangle, the perpendicular is here
meant, as explained in the introduction to Chapter 1., or
a line passing through the center of the triangle, and per
pemlicuLlr to either side.

" L(,t it be supposed that the areas of the equilateral tri
angle A and the square C each equals onc.

" It has been shown (Proposition VIII), that the triangle
has the least number of ~jcles of any possible shape in nature
formed of straight lines; and the circle is the ultimatum
of nature in ex[ellsion uf the number uf sides. In this p<lr-
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ticular, therefore, they are opposite to one another in the ele
ments of their construction. By Proposition VII it is
shown that circumference and radius are the only natural
and legitimate elements of area by which different shapes
may be measured alike, and are made equal to one another.
By Proposition VIII, it is shown that the triangle has the
least radius of any shape formed of straight lines nf equal
sides and of the same circumference, and by Propositions
II and IV, Chapter I, it is seen that the circle has the
greatest radius of any possible shape of the same circum
It:rence. By the same propositions, the triangle is shown
to have the greatest circumference and the least area of any
shape formed of straight lines and equal sides, and the
circle is shown to have the least circumference and the
.r;rcatest area of any shape. By a well-known law of
numbers and geometry by which the greatest product
which any number or any line can give, is, to multiply half
by half, it will be seen that if 'Ne take the aggregate of
circumference and j:adius in each shape, it is most equalZv
divided in the circle, and the most unequally divided in the
triangle of any possible shape. In every case, that which
is greatest in the triangle is least ill the circle, and that
which is least in the triangle is greatest in the circle; and
in every particular th~ two shapes are at the extreme and
oppos/te bOltudar/es of nature, being the greatest and the
least that lS possible. They are, therefore, opposite to one
another in all the elements of their construction. There-



fore, the squ;-tre being made the artificial basis of area
(Proposition VII), il" the diameter of the circle B (PLlte
XVI) shall equ:t1 the di::lInetL-r of the squ:lre C, then, in
the fractional relations of 13 tIl C such diameter sll,dl be in

the opposite duplicate r;-ttio to the diameter of A corre
spondingly situated. The diameter of A correspondingly
situated with the di,lmeter of B to C, it will be seen, is a

line dr;-twn across the center of A lH:'rllendicular to either
side; therefore, the diameter of D. in its fract!on,t1 relation
to C, is the opposite duplicate ratio to tile j>crprlldictt!ar
or diameter of A, and no other result is possible in the na
ture of things. (See Proposition YII, Appl'uclix, and IT

m;-trks following.) Thr propos/ll"oll IS /hr'rljorc dO/loll
slralrd.

§ 2. 17

"Proposiholt "\'.

"The fractional diameter of one circle wllich is equal to

the diameter of one square, being in the opposite ratio to

the diameter of the equilateral triangle whose ;-trea is one,

equals ~I.

A

"Let the area of the equilatercll triangle A (Plate
XVII) =1, and let the area of the square B also equal OIIC,

then the diameter of the circle C, whidl is equal to the
diameter of the square B, also equ:ds olle. And it has
been demonstrated that in their fractional relations to the
square, the diameters of A 2.nd C are in opposite ratio to
one another. (By the diameter in the triangle it is known
that the perpendicular is here meant, as in Proposition IX)



Now, if the area of the equilateral triangle A shall equal
one, then the diameter of A is found to be equal to the
square root of three twice extracted, or J J3. Hence the
fractional diameter of C, being in the opposite cluplicate
mtio (which is the squares of diameter), shall equal 3
twice squared, or 32X32, and 3X3=9, and 9X9=8I. The
proposition is therefore demonstrated."

The opposite duplicate ratio of Mr, Parker has relation
to the numerical values. The shapes being Opposile to
each other, he desires to get an integral number to co
ordinate with the shapes. When the area of A=I, then
the diameter is found to be 1.316074+. But this will not
do, for, if possible, it must assume the form of a least in
tegral number. Square this value, and it equals 1.732°5°8+.
This will not do. Square it again, however, and it equals
3, which is just that to be desired. I-laving, ho\'vever, ob
tained this, the value in the opposite ratio must suffer the
same process, and 32=9, and 9"=81.

"Proposition XI.

"The fractional area of one square, which is equal to
the area of one circle, equals 6561; and the area of the
circle inscribed in one square equals 5153."

" It has been proved (Proposition X) that the fractional
diameter of the circle C, which is equal to the diameter of
one square (13), whose area is one, being in the opposite
ratio 10 (l b (Fig. A), equals 81; hence the area of 13=
81 ;.<81=6561; therefore, 13 equals one of 6561 equ,d Irac
liolla! parts. Now, let 13 equal I-I in are,\. It has bl:ell
p:·on.:c] (Propo:;itioll II) that H equals E in area; and if
II "'-1, thell E=1; and if H=6561, then E=6561. It has
:lIso L)(:en proved (Proposition II) that if the circumference
(If F equals the circumference of E, then F and G are also
equal in area. And because one circle, which is equal to
one :-'CJuare (the area of the square being one), is in 6561
equai fractional parts, therefore, any circle which is equal
to ({lIy square (the diameter of the circle being a wlll)le
numb·"r) ;:hall he in some definite and certain number uf

18 PARKER'S QyADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE. § 2.
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6561 parts. Hence, the areas of the circles C and G
(their diameters being each 81) are some definite and cer-

E

a

tain number of 6.561 parts of Band H. It is proved by
the approximations of geometry, obtained by the proper
ties of straight lines, that C and G are each greater (much

5152
greater) than 65

61
parts of Band H, and less (much less)

51 54
than 6561 j therefore (Reductio ad absurdum), they shall

he each ~~~~, because they can be nothz'ng else, there being

no other 6561 part between 5152 and 5154.
"The proposition is therefore demonstrated; and the frac

tional area of one square, which is equal to one circle (the
area of each beillg one), is 6561, and the fractional area of
one circle inscribed in such sqU<lre is 5153."

The expression, " It is proved by the approximations. of
geometry, obtained by the properties of straight lines,"
contains a very subtle allusion and meaning Mr. Parker
ap1"l"c>ves the approximate value, as obt21ined by Pl.ayfa.ir,
after the method of its obtainment, viz., by the properti-es
of stra"ight lines, M1ere such lines are define-Ill as being



§ 2."
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"Proposition XII.

" The true ratio of circumference to diameter of all cir
cles is four times the area of one circle inscribed i,n O:le
square for the ratio of circumference, to the area of the
circumscribed square for the ratio of diameter. And
hence the true and primary ratio of circumference to di
ameter of all circles is 20612 parts of circumference to
6S61 parts of diameter."

" It will be known that if the diameter of the circle G in
scribed in H=I, then the area of H also=1. It will be
known, also, that the area of G equals half of the circum
fer{'nce multiplied by half the diameter, and !xi=i;

hence, the diameter of G being oue,
H

then the an"a of G equals t its cir-
cumference, and, v/ce 'versa, the cir
cumference of G equals four times its
area. And the diameter of G being
one, it therefore equals the area of H,
because the area of H=I, There
fore, the first part of the proposition

is demonstrated, and four times the area of any inscribed
circle for a ratio of circumference, to the area of the cir
cumscribed square for a ratio of d:am":ter, is seen to be a
true ratio of circumference to diameter of all cz'rcles.

"It has been proved (Proposition XI) that by the primary
relations existing between straight Jines and curved lines,
as developed by the opposite ratio of the equilateral trian
gle and the circle, the fractio:lal area of H=6S61, and the

without breadth or th/c1mess. As~uming the property of
breadth to a line or unit of measure, or obtaininCT the value

" '"
of it by means of area computatz'on, works a change on the
Playfair result necess<lrily. Now, if Mr. Parker is cor
rect in his taken relation between triangle and circle to
obtain a least integral unit of measure-i. e., the number
3-then, without at all conflicting with the Playfair results,
his own are right, if Playfair's are so. (See Reflections
on the Q..uadrature, § 7,)
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area ()f G=5153; therefore, the true and primcu'y ratio of
circumference to diameter of all circles=4 G. for the ratio
of circumference to the area of H for the ratio of diameter;
and since G=5IS3, awl H=6S61, therefore the true and
primary ratio of circumference to diameter of all circles
=5153X4=20612 parts of circumference to 6561 parts of
diameter."

"The proposition is therefore demonstrated, and the
quadrature of the circle is demonstrated." Mr. Parker
should have added, to be explicit, and exceptional to the
Playfair method, " by way of area computation."

Q.UADRATURE BY PETER METIUS,

(§ 3.) Some years ago, while examining into the rea
soning of Mr. Parker, the author found notice of the ratio
of Metius. He wrote Mr. Parker, asking him if he was
acquainted with the grounds on which Metius obtained it.
He replied that he was not; but, upon testing the ratio
sent by his own, he found some very curious numerical re
lations of difference. Subsequently, ill a proposed second
edition of his work (published after his death), he notices
this ratio and these relations as follows:

"The ratio of Metius, known for more than a century
past (113 to 355), is the nearest approximation to the truth
ever made in whole numbers j but it does not answer the
imperative law contained in our twelfth proposition, and
therefore it can not be true. The circumference can 1Iot
be divided by four, without a .tractl'on or remainder. By
w!latever means Metius may have obtained his rntio, its
examination shows it to be of the same comjosl't/on as
mine, but improperly divided. For example, if 1I] shall
be the diameter of a circle, then circumference (355) is

-6
1

part too little. But if 355 shall be the circum20 12
1

ferenceof a circle, then diameter (113) is 65
61

too hig. It
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thus affords a very perfect evidence that my l:atio 20612 t'o

6561 is the true one, as we have fully proved it to be/'
The conclusion thus drawn does. not- seem to be so mani..

fest as stated. The relation between the two ratios is,
however, very, yes, exceedingly remarkable, as th.e state
mt!nt will show:

20612 : 355 :: 6561

6561 : 113.:: 20612

206II
1t2 20612

1

355 6561

(Mr. Parker has confused the results.) The relation
seems to be one which bas, at some time, been found as a
variant on the Parker forms, because of showing the same
composition, as he says. The reverse of the case will not
hold; for, if the Parker forms be: tested by thpse of Metius,
no similar relation will be found to exist; therefore, it would
seem that those of Metius were derived from those of Mr.
Parker.

SECTION II.

REFLECTIONS .ON THE Q.UADRATunE BY MR. PARKER.

(§ 4') It is averred that the quadrature by Mr. Parker
is of great value. It is· not, however. because of the in
trinsic value of his work that it is so largely set forth; nor
is it from any immediate motive to advocate or sustain it.
It ~s (1) because his can be shown to be that identical meas
ure whicb was used anciently. as the perfect measure, hy
the Egyptians, in the construction of the great pyramid.
which was built to fflO1ZUmellt ~'t aJJd its uses,. (2) because.
from it., tbe sacred cubit ·valu.e was derived, which 'v\'as· the
cubit value used i,l construction of the Temple of Solomon,
the Ark cfNoah, and tbe Ark of the Covenant-tbe value
of all which consisted in the vulue of the measures used:;.
(3) oecause it affords that kabbalistic value, which, before
all otbers, conveys in the Bible the idea of God, the mean-
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iug of the term, and the value of His works in the Cosmos;
(4) because the geometrical symbols out of which it is seen
to spring, with their primary numbers, are seen to have a
kind of elemental rclat?'on to cad other" and wne made
use of in the mysteries to convey the esoteric teachings,.
and. finally, (5) because it appears bound up in, and as
making a fundamental part of, the British system of long
a1Id land and time measures. If these statements are true,
there ""ill admittedly be no use to assert that it is well
worthy of being set forth. All who appreciate the intense
labor of research for light upon these matters willaitach
a value :his work of Mr. Parker far beyond that of the
standard method, even though it should be defective, be
cause its value will consist in its being a lz'tcrary key, such
as has never yet, it is thought, rewarded the generations
upon generations of searchers in the Bible, in mythology,
and in the antiquarian fields. In this view, the question
simply of its mathematical value is one of the leastpossi
ble importance as a primary onc,. althougbonte recognized
to have been used as stated, there is no doubt but that it
would cause the fouhdations of the standard methods to be
reviewed with an intensity of thought, which might, per
haps, in the end, establish Mr. Parker's method as the one
giving a more useful result-i. e., perhaps, such an inte
gral one, in area computation, as could be followed or
copied after in material construction; albeit, it might,
just as the Playfair method, be, after all, but an approxi
mation. With this apology, it may be well to suggest some
thoughts in relation to this quadrature value, which, to
some extent, are worthy of attt:ntion, and, to some extent,
art: cunous.

!\fR. P,ARKER'S Q..UA'DRATURE VALUE8 OBTAINED BY AREA COM

PUTATIOI'S,

(§ 5.) It seems to be of importance, and it will be ob~

SII!:t\V.e~:t, that, from beginning to cnd, Mr. Parker seeks
t11e quaci.'atut't! through area measure, in terms of area I

ami finally obtai!llc' his numerical vahle of rectificatiorr by
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an area computation. His numerical'Vulues are all area
values to correspond wit~l his geometric;}l figures; and
even so in this final value, for it is in area terms where it
exhibits a necessary value of linear measure of circumfer'
ence. This being the case, it is evident'that his computa
tions are susceptible of material realizations, as in object
building or copying. If his process is correct, then, under
Ills Proposition XI, he has raised a test by which to work
a change on the standdrd method to make it conform to
area conditions and requirements. The fact that independ
ently he has reproduced exactly the same formulre which
the ancients had, which formulre had with them application
to the same common end, "iz., relation of diameter to cir
cumference, goes far to prove that Ill'S steps of ascertain
ment must have been the same as with them, though they
may have had other and more satisfactory methods of illus
trating and enforcing the result. His process seems to de
pend for its correctness upon the rightness of his ground of
the opposite qualities of the triangle and circle. If this is
rightly tnken, his numerical integral relation founded on
the number 3 must be right. His final step for obtaining
the area 5153 of the inscribed circle depends upon the
qUl.'stion whether the Legendre, or Playfizz"r approx£mate,
is right as a transcendental one.

CURIOUS FEATURES OBSERVABLE IN THE DETAILS OF THE

PLAYFAIIt METHOD,

(§ 6.) It must be known that the results as to the value
of I., by Legendre and Playfair, were not of universal ac
ceptation. They were, for instance, criticised as beine("
incorrect, hy TClrelli, in the preface of an edition of the
works of Archimedes, printed at Oxford. Reference is made
to this preface, and also to Playfair's comments on the
same, as they are to be found in the supplement to Pby
lair's Euclid. Torelli Ileld, according to Playfair:

" That it is irnpossible, from the relation which the n:ctilineal
figures inscribed in, and circumscribed about, a given curve have
to one another, to conclude anything concerning the pIoperties
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of the curviline;ll space itself, except in certain circumstances,
which he has not precisely descrihed."

The following practical truths beem to the author LJ be
exceedingly remarkable as looking, in this specialized way,
toward the support of Torelli's assertion, though no asser.
tlOn must be considered as made that it affects the truth of
the general results of the Legendre method.

The burden of the effort of Legendre is (0 show that by
the growing diminution and equa 1ity between the circum.
scribed C'B' and the inscribed C B, the curved line penned
up between them becomes measurable; which curved line,
at any stage of bisection, being an even and known part of
the whole circle, from it the length of the entire circumfer
ence, and consequently the area of the curved space, is to
be had. The measure of this
growing ·equality is always to be c',....-i~---,;;-,--==--:::::".,.ll

tested by the ditTerence of value,
at any stage of bis'ection, between
C Band C'13'. In the diagram,
which may stand for allY stage
of bisection, C 13' is the chord of
half the are, and therefore E E'
is 13 13' for every succeeding bi
section. Now, from B', as a
center with C 13' as a radius, de-
scribe the arc CD. Then C'D
will be the quantity which, van-
ishing by diminution, the triangle
C 13'C' ,·"ill eventually become
C B'D, and isosceles; when the curve lying between C 13'
and DB' must, by hypothesis, become equal to CB', or to
DB', as a straight line. Now, as a (act, taking the value
C'D (the difference between CD and C'13') and E E', for a
number of bisections, ami it will seem to show that, with
relation to the diminution of C'D, E E' is increasing, and
by an increasing ratio. It becomes a question, on the
showing, whether the arc is not, relatively, separating from,
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instead of approaching, the cbord. If so. the question ia,
what is the effect of this? What does it mean? If E E' is
thus increasing. what is the value of tbe arc becoming?

Is there some incompatibility between the geometrical
conditions, as presented to the eye, and the numerical cal
culations of these forms? The rigid result of such il condi
tion would seem to be that. the ratio increasing. the step
would come where, as Mr. Parker avers, C 13' curve would
necessarily pass in value beyond that of C'13' diminished
an absurd conclusion, unless some unnoticed incompatibil
ity has existed between the condition of the curve and the
calculations of the sides of the polygons. It is possible
that tbis may be the case, since. in fact, the relations be
tween them are not known. but only inferrer!. Practically,
a calculation of the value of" to 6144- sides of the poly
gons. taken from the base that the perimeter of the polygon
of six sides is one with twenty-fi\'e ciphers. m:lking tbe
radius one witb 6 repeated twenty-four times, yields the
following datil as to the relation or ratio between C'D and
E E', as they respectively diminish with continuing .bi
sections of tbe arc:

6 sides. C'D E E' .. I 0.5706
12" " " I 1.24°4
24" " " I 2·5301
48" " " I 5.0847
96 " " " I 10.1818

192" " " I 20.3697
384" " " I 4°'7426
768" " " I ~I .4882

1536 co " " I 1'62.9917
which shows a rapid ratio of diminution of C'D with rela
tion to that of E E': and the practical diminution of C'D
may be judged of from n statement of its value at 6 sides
and 6144 sides, as follows:

6 sides, C'B' = 96225°448649
,. C 13' = 86273015°341

C'D, or difference = 9952029830S
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6144 sides, C'B' = OOO8S22II623
C B' = ooo8522II539

C'D, or difference = 84

which simply seems to show that the triangle C B'C' is ap
proaching to being isosceles unattended by a relatively
rapid approximation of the chord C 13' to the curve C B'.
But the relation of this approximat:oll can be had by a
statement of the continuing ratios between B 13' and E E',
and these are ::IS follows:

E E' for 6 sides B B' .. 1 3.9318516
"12 "I 3'9828897
"24 1 3'9989::!91
" 48" " 1 3.9997322
" 96 " " 1 3.9999330
" 192" " 1 3.999983 2
" 384" " I 3.9999l)58
" 768" " I 3.9999989
" 1536 " " I 3.9999997

Does not this simply show that while the ratio of E £' to
B B' can nevet become I : 4, the ratio of C'D to E £' can
become I : 00 large? which mathenlatically expressed
means that the triangle C B'C' may become isosceles, while
yet, absurdly enough, the chord and ::Irc have not as yet
assimilated? Not only so, but ha\"e separated by a, rela
tively, infinite quantity .

.. • • • • • •
MATHEMATICS IS FAMILIAR WITH DEFINITIONS WHICH ARE

UNTRUE

(§ 8.) It is unfortunate for mathematics that, in attempt
ing to set forth methods of comparative measures of right
and curved lines, it has been found necessary to assume
tnlths as the very groundwork of such measures. which,
in filet, and in the nature of things, are not so. As
tb the CalCulus, for in~tance, its resuhs are taken as exact,

when the differentials, which are real quantitil"s belonging
to tholre results, are eliminated; because, as it is saiel. on
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account of their smaHness, they can affurd to be dropped.
The very inceptiun of Newton's "Pr£ncip£a," for another
instance, is founded upon a geometricaily false statement,
as regards exactitude of definition-palpably so. His
"Lemma I" states: ".2.!J,a1ltitics a1ld the 1"atz'0 of quallt£
tics, which 11l afzy jinzle t£lIlC COll-:.'crgc contz"nualZv to

eqttahty, a1ld, bc.fore that hlllC, ap
e ,,--=.c----===--,» proac/z nearer the one to the other,

than by a1lY gz"'zoen dijTerCllce, ultz'

\---',-----::::=,,",-1Ii matdy bccome equal." Let ABC be
any t:'iangle, and with the length
A B as a radius, let the arc B D be
drawn to intercept the line A C.
Suppose this figure, both for trian
gle and segment of circle, be con
tinually and proportionately re
duced, as AB'C', AB'D'; the rela
tive differences will never be
changed, and, consequently, the ra
tios ot' difference will always remain

the same. The proposition is axiomatic, and does not
require demonstration. But take the triangle ABC,
wlth the circular area A B D, as decreasing toward A B,
b:,' different and successive steps, one of which is, say,
ABE, with the circular area An F. By this method, no
geometrical ratio can- be preserved. The ratio of diminu
tion has to be calcul<tted by numerical combinations. But
lilerc being ,l ratio of diminution, in which the difference
between the straight line ancl the curve is, say, a decreas
ing one, it is, nevertheless, plainly to be seen that the only
equality of the curved line B D ,vith the straight line B C,
in any possible diminution, will be when the line A C shall
so close upon A B as to wholly coincide with it (as to the
value of their lengths now or at last becoming alike), and
become, with AB, one ancl the same line, at which stage
or condition there can be neither cll·rved line nor straight
line left for comparison: therefore, so long as those lines,
i. e., C B straigilr, and B D curve, exist at all, either in
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whole or in part, there can, by possibility, be no equality
between them. Hence, the lemma is false ill its terminol
ogy; nor is it even right in a showing of a growing or
proximate equality, as regards the ult£mate structure of the
lines, as was shown above.

There is a certain ridiculousness in the maller, in this,
that while the schools assert the impossibility of there being
an integral relation between circle and square, bec;1Use of
the essential difference between a curved and right line
(which is true to all intents), the possibility of this integral
relation is here, by i:1ference, falsely set forth and maintained.
It is because a line has breadth that a curved and straight
line are not comparable. Straight and curved lines con
ceived of as without breadth may be taken as comparable,
because of the possibility of their reduction·to points.

NATURE SEEMS TO AFFORD CONFIRMATORY EVIDENCE THAT

MR. PARKER IS RIGHT.

(§ 9,) Mr. Parker is ofopinion that there is in numbers
some, so to speak, flux of notation of quantity, by which
geometrical shapes can be iutegrally noted as changing the
one into the other. Thus, if he is right, there is a unit

. 1
~;quare, which is of the denomination of 65

61
of a square

area, while it is also at the same time of a denomination of a
I

-- of a circular area. Evidently, then, whatever rectan
5153
gular figure is represented in terms of this unit square, its
equivalent circular area value in integrills can be given in

the same terms; as, 6 4
6

of a square = -±-.. of a circular
5 I 51 53

area. It may be that nature assumes, in some of her prac-
tical constructions on the principles of plane ,mel spherical
geometry, a least cubic one; anc! it may be that it is ill
tnms of this least one that she performs her works, ap
prox£1llaHng the form of a sphere by its use. It may be
that Mr. Parker's methoc! is ri:-:ht <is a natural mec!wnical
one, while that by Playhir may be right as a transcendental
one. It is certain that nature does lend some cbta as
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touching some of her methods of construction. The Qon
dition of substance to form what is called w.ater, is one
resting upon the quality of heat as afrecting atomic particles
of matleL Heat being but a modification of motion 0/
parbdcs, a spheroid or drop of water is such because of
its particles being in some peculiarity of motion on them
selves, through perhaps the intervention of some subtler
substance in which the atoms may act. Thus the globule,
or spheroid, of water is formed. The effect of cessation
of this motion is indicated by a cessation of spheroidal
shape. Motion giving place to rest, the change is charac
terizedby change of shape ; and this change seemsuni
formly to be that, as to shape of particles, of the equilateral
triangle as part ofa hexagon. On this form, other shapes
take place. In one form, at and growing out of the cor
ners of the hexagon, are l·ittle squares or cubes. (See de
scription by Professor Tyndall of these forms.., ,atl becoming
manifested in the breaking down of ice particles in the in
terior of a mass, when heat 'rays are passed through it.)
In this shape the substance has become ice. If, chemically.
fhe components of water are in integral atoms, and .if, iii
its structural form, in passing from shape to shape, it passes
from one integral form to another, as to shape, this would
serve as a strong hint that nature r~cognizes the alliance
and interchanges of shapes in subdivisions of wholes nat
fractions. It is noteworthy that the primary material one
here indicated in i.ce seems to be triangular or pyramidal,
then cubic; and this in a measure serves to strengthen Mr~
Parker's assertions, for it is on the triangle as the nattrrlli
originator of planesllapes that he raises a least integral in
the number 3, by which to express tbe value of the circle
in terms of the square and cube; and, again, he accom
plishes this by an integral relation, so close to the Playfair
transcendental one, that the difference only becomes mani·
fested at the sixth decimal place, in a circumference taken
to a diameter of unity.
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SECTION III.

PROBLEM OF THREE REVOLVING BODIES.

(§ 10.) It is thus seen that the p·rocess of Mr. Parker is
founded geometrically upon the elements of the circle and
of the equil<Jteral triangle, being, as related to each other,
the extreme opposites in nature, of which the circle is the
primary of all shape~, and hence the basis of all area, and
the triangle is the primary in nature of <Ill shapes formed
of straight lines, and of equal sides and angles. Of these,
the equilateral tri~lOgle is numerically measurable; and it
being requisite to translate shapes by numbers, as to the
conditrons required of a least numerical .integral value,
with whicll to determine the value of the circle, that inte
gral least number is found to be 3. By. means of this
shape and this integral he obtaills the value of the circle,
that shape of greatest extension as compared with the tri
angle, in terms of the square. Numerically, -V 1/ 3 is op
posed by 32 X3 2=8I= diameter ofllis square, or the length
of its side. 81~= 6561=area of his square, in terms of his
least numerical integral. The area of the contained circle
=5153; anel, by the process set forth, changing area value
to represent rectification, diameter being 6561, circumfer
ence =20612. The results, therefore, are:

(I)

(2)

Area of square 6561 (
Area of contained circle 5153 5
Diameter of circle = 656r l
Circumference of circle=SIS3 X4=2001 2, 5

PROBLEM OF THREE REVOLVING HOOIES, BY MIL PARKER.

(§ II.) Mr. Parker follows up the ascert~linment of
these data with his problem of three revolving bodies.
founded upon the principles of the quadrature. This
oroblem is as follow3 :
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"Proposition I

"The respective and relative motion of three gravitating
bodies revolving together and about each other is as four
to three, or one and onc-th£rd of one primary circumfer
ence.

" I have always considered this proposition as self-evident
on the face of it, and that no mathematician would deny iL
and hazard his reputation on sustaining the denial with
proof. But. as I shall perhaps be called on for proof, I add
here, at some length, the solution of the problem, after my
own method, as follows:

"The problem of three gravitating bodies revolving to
gether and about each other is one which, like the quadra
ture, has hitherto baffled all attempts of mathematicians Lo
solve. But since this, like others of the kind. is of itself
a problem, which is daily performed and consequently
solved by the mechanical operations of nature, the failure
of mathematicians to reach the solution proves nothing but
the imperfection of the reasoning applied to it.

"It is a principle, I think, clearly demonstrable, that what
ever can be constructed by mechanics out of gi\Oen magni
tudes, can be e.;..:actly determined by numbers, and that
which can not be constructed by mechanics out of any
given magnitudes, can not be exactly determined by num
hers, having the same relation as the magnitudes one to
another. It is for this reason, and for this reason only,
lhat we can not, out of the same magnz'tudd, construct a
square which is just twice as big as any other perfect
square j neither can we find the perfect root of such a
~'luare by decima-l numbers. If this reasoning be true,
then, because the problem of three gravitating bodies isa
mechanical operation daily performed in nature, it is hence
a thing capable of being proved by numbers. The great
difficulty of this problem has ilrisen, I thin"k, from the im
possibility of its full display by diagram, and the difficulty
of embracing, in any furmula, all the conditions contained
in its elements. The plan of exacting a display by diagram
of all the geometrical propositions is safe, and perhaps it
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is the only plan by which the yet untaught mind can be
initiated into the truths of geometry; but is it always nec
essary in every original demonstration? Are there not
other means equi1lly true and cqually safe in the hands of
one accustomed to examinJtion, and acquainted with the
properties of numbers and of shapes? I think there are;
and, \·.. ithout taking the least unwarrantable latitude, or de
parting from the clearest perceptions of reason, I think
this problem may be easily and accurately solved.

"The thing required of every demonstration is, that it
shall give a _",rjfiCl"Cllt rcaSOll for the truth which it asserts.
But, in orcler that ;\ reason m,ly be sujjiCl"cnt, ancl the con
clusion clra,Yn (rom it sale, it is necessary, nor only that
the relations of cause and eWect shal I be made clear to our
perceptiOl:s, but also that the CO[lCILlSiol~, w!u:1l drawll,

shall abide the test of practical application. Any demon
stration which c:oes less than this can not be reliecl on, and
no demonstration ever made l1:1s ever clone more than this.

"We know very well that things are possible or impos
sible to be clone, only in proporti::ln as the mell1s applied
arc adequ:lte or inaclequnte to the purpc.se. We know also,
that because different principles t'xis~ in the various forms
of matter, thereforl: it is impossible to clemoll:::trate every
thing by the salile llleans or sallle prt'lleiple5. It is a nanow
minded prejudice, therefore, which exacts that every dem
onstration s~Jall be made by the prescribed rules of science~

as if science already embraced every principle whicn exists
II! na[l\re. Yet none are more frequt~ntly guilty of tilis
narrow-mindedness th<Jn mathematicians, \vho often require
that things slwll be done by the means which the written
science affords, well knowing at the same time that such
means are z'nadequate, Such has al\\'~iY~ been the ca<;e in
re~pect to the quadrature of the circle. Mathematicians
have demanded that it should be demonstrated by the prop
erties of straight litH'S, knowing at the same time that
straight lines are ,'lladequate, Therefore (alld therefore
only) the thing has been found- impossibk, and all other
demonstrations are rejected, because they can not be shown
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by straight lines. I do not consent to such unreasonable
ness of decision; but, in every proposition where the suJli
cient rcason is manifest, I hold the proposition 10 be demon
strated until it can be disproved.

" In entering upon the solution of the problem of three
gravitating bodies, we must first examine and see of what
elements the problem is composed.

" The elements which I shall consider in this case, will
not be such as a mathematicia:l of the schools would think
it necessary to consider. They will be far more simple,
more conclusive (for such as the schools can furnish, have
yet decided nothing), and I think, more comprehensible,
yet equally true to nature (for I consult nature's laws only,
and not the method or opinions of any otller man), and
equally accurate and precise with any which can be given
by any other method.

"And,jirst, each revolving body is impressed by nature
wiLh certain laws making it susceptible of the operation of
force, which being applied, impels motion. These la,'\'s
may all be expressed under the general term forces, which,
though various in their nature, possess an equalizing
power, conL'olling each other in such a way that neither
can predominate beyond a certain limit j and consequently,
these bodi~s can never approach nearer to each other than
a certain point, nor recede from each other beyond another
certain point. Hence these forces are, at some 1J2cau point,
made perfecLly equal, and therefore they may be consid
.ered as but one forcc, and hence but ouc clement in the
problem.

"Secondly, these revolving bodieo: have magnitude,
shape, density, etc., which affect the operations of force in
producing motion. These properties of revulving bodies
have all the same inherent power of equalization as forces.
For example, if density be greater in one than another, then
magnitude will be relatively less, force will he less (the di
rect force), and the momentum [rom velocity greater, but
the whole shall be equal. On the othe:' hand, if magni-
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tude be greater, and density less, then force will be greater,
and velocity less, but the whole shall be equal.

"The second element of this problem may therefore be
comprehended under the term magnitude, which shall in
clude shape, density, and every other quality or condition
which affects the operation of force in plOducing motion,
and the whole constitute but one dement in the problem,
which I term magnitude, as referring to the bodies them
~elves rather than to any of their qualities, as density, grav
ity, or otherwise.

"The third element in this problem is d~'stance, by which
I would be understood to mean the chosen d~'stallces from
one another, at which these bodies perform their revolu
tions in space. It is well understood, that from the nature
of the case, these revolving bodies must take up their mean
distances from one another in exact p:'upartion to their re
spective magnitudes and forces, and in proportion as these
are greater or less, the distance from each other will be
greater or less. Hence it is seen that the same inherent
power of equalization exists in respect to distances as in
respect to the forces and magnitudes, and whether their
distances from each other be greater or less, equal or un
equal, they still constitute but one element in the problem.

" The/ourtlt and last clcmcnt in this problem is tnotz'on,
or vcloc/ty, hy which distances are to be performed or over
come by revolution. And here again, it will be seen, that
becnuse the distances to be thus performed by revolution de_
pend entirely on the chosen distances from one another, and
these again depend on magnitude and force, therefore the
same equalizing power exists in regard to motion or veloc
ity, as exists in regard to all the other elements, and there
fore this also constitutes but one element in the problem,
which I will term velocity, as including momentum, and
every other quality, condition, or effect of motion.

" These,Jour in number, are all the elements necessary
for the mechant"cal p~rformance of the problem, and con
sequently all that are necessary far its determinatl'on by
numberJ,. and it has been s.:en lhat such is the nature of the
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problem itself, and the power of these elements over one
another, that every other quality or condition affecting
either, is equalized by, and held in subservience, to these,
and these again are equalized by, and held in ~ubservience

to one another, and all controlled by magnitude, so that the
whole constitute but one problem or mechanical opera(on,
in whlchfour elements are concerned.

"The difficulty of reducing impalpable things to a pal
pable standard of measure is generally conceded: bUl, in
this case, I think the difficulty does not exist, alldthat these
elements may all be as truly represented by numbers and
magnitudes as if they were palpable things in themselves,
having the qualities oflength, breadtll, and thickness. For
example, let a stone be a magnitude, having shape, bulk,
density, etc. Now, a force which can raise this stone
one foot from the ground, and hold it suspended there, is,
in its relation to the magnitude or stone, exactly equal to
one foot of measure; and because the stone is held sus
pended, and does not descend again, nor rise higher, it is
evident that the force and magnitude have become equal at
that point of elevatt'on, and therefore, v,'ce versa, the mag
nitude or stone is, in its relation to the force, exactly equal
to one foot of measure, and consequently distance and mo
tion are each also seen to be equal to one foot; ancl the
same principles of applicability to meaSl:re exist in three
bodies suspended in space, and made to revolve about each
other by forces inherent in themselves. It matters not that
other and disturbing forces exist outside or inside the slJace
in which these bodies revolve, because, if another and dis
turbing force he considered, then it ceuses to be a prohlem
of three gravitating bodies; and also, because such disturb
ing forces, if they exi::.t, operate proportionally on all three
of the revolving bodies, and in the course of a revoluLilln,
and consequent change of relatt"ve position, these disturb
ances must fitld their perfect equality .

." Now, let liS suppose that yve have here three bodies,
revolving together in space by theIr own gravitating power.
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1
I,

and let the magnitudes of these bodies be exa"ctly equal to
one another; then their
forces shall be equal,
their distances equal,
and the i r velocities
t>qual, and it will be

seen that th ey can 1l ot b !---=--I---r---cr----'-- rl

revol ve about each I
I

other, but must follow : '
each other round a com- : !
mon center, and their ! ,

I I

relative motion, in re- L ::o_=_~~~_""".~ :

spect to any point in a

space (as the point or star A) must be on the value of the
circumference of the circle B, which passes through the
center of each hody, as in the accompanying figure.

" Now, let us suppose that each of the elements contained
in the problem of three gravitating bodies, is an equal por
tion of the area of the circle which these bodies describe
in a revolution j then the circle will be divided from the
center into four equal parts, as at the points a, b, c, d, and
let each part equal one. It will be seen that in each rela
tive change of position, each revolving body passes over
an area equal to one and one-thl'rd. In other words, their
relative motion is as .lour to three. So, also, if each ele
ment shall be an equal portion of the circumference of the
circle B, or an equal portion of the square of the diameter
of B, the same result is manifest, and the relative motion
of each revolving body is m; .lour to three of sucll magni
tude as is made the standard of measure .

•• Again: Secondly; Let the area of the circle z"nscr1.'bed
in the equilateral triangle, whose sides make the distance
between these revolving bodies, be one, as in the follo\ving
figure; It is seen that the circle B, whose circumference
these bodies describe by their revolution, is four times
-greater than such z';lscrz'bed circle. (See Plate XXXI,
Appendix.) Hence, again, th.eir relative change of posi
tion is seen to be as .lour to three,or vne and one-third of
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the primary magnitude which is made the standard of
measure, and (Proposition I, Chapter II) it is seen that the

circle inscribed in the
triangle, as above, forms
the basis of the area of
that triangle, when it
shedl be measured by
circumference and ra
dius, w hi c h are the
on I y legitimate e I e
ments of area in all
shapes alike.

"Again: Thirdly. It
is seen that the equilat

eral triangle [see preceding figure], whose sides make the
distance between these revolvi~gbodies, is an angular shape
and being measured in the usual way of measuring angu
lar shapes, its area equals the perpendicular P d, by half
the side. Now let the perpendicular P d. equal one. Then
it is seen that the diameter of the circle B, which these
bodies describe in a revolution, is one-third greater than the
perpendicular. Hence, in performing a complete revolu
tion, these bodies describe a circumference equal to one
and one-tlzird the circumference. of one diameter. III other
words, their relative motion is again seen to be as .four to
three of one prtmary circumference.

"Fourthly. These bodies, which are revolving together,
are known (by hYFothesis) to be equal to one another in
magnitude, and consequently equal to one another in all
tl~e elements concerned in their revolution. Nov\', let, ~IS

suppose that their distance from each other equals olle.
That distance is seen to be the side of an equilateral tri
angle inscribed in the circle B, whose circumference they
describe in one complete revolution. [See preceding fig
ure. ] Now, the side of an equilateral triangle inscribed in
a circle, equals the perpendicular from the base of an equi
lateral triangle, whose side equals the diameter of the afore
said circle; and therefore. hecause the square of the side·
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of any equilateral triangle equals one-third added 10 the
square of its perpendicular, and because the square of the
side of the equilateral triangle inscribed in B equals one,
therefore the square of the diameter of B equals one and
one-thl'rd. Hence the area of B equals one and one-third the
area of a circle whose diameter is one. Hence, in describ
ing the circumference of B, the relative motion of these
three revolving bodies shall be asfour to three, or one and
one-third the area of a circle whose diameter is one.

"By Proposition XII, Chapter II, it is shown that the
true and primary ratio of circumference to diameter of all
circles, which can be expressed in whole numbers, is four
times the area of one circle inscribed in one square for the
ratio of circumference, to the area of the drcumscribed
square, for a ratio of diameter. [See preceding figure.]
Th,erefore, it is evident that if the circumferenc,e of B shall
be resolved into such primary parts as shall express the
circumferenc~ of one diameter in whole numbers, and in
its exact relation to area and diameter, without a remainder
in'either, then the circumference of B shall equal one and
one-third of one primary circumference, such as may be
e'xpressed in whole numbers;, because the area of tb.e
square circumscribing B equals one and one-thz'rd, when
the bide of the equilateral triangle inscribed in B equals
one.

"Fzflh, and lastly. These revolving bodies must be sup
posed to revolve upon a value, in whiCh diameter and area
form exact and equal portions, and the only circlein nature
whose diameter and area are equal to one another, and
identical jn numbers, is a circle whose circumference is
four j hence the relative motion of three bodies of equal
Magnitude, revolving together, can ,not be otherwise than
one and one-third of such parts.

" It is evident, from all the foregoing demonstrations,
that, if we suppose the elements of which this problem is
composcdto he magnitudes, and take them as a standard
of measure, whether such magnitudes ::;11a1l be equal por
tions of th~ area of a circle, oraf its circmufcrcnce, or of
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the square of its diameter, or whether we take as our
standnrd of measure the distance between these revolving
bodies, which makes the sz"de of a triang;e, or the perpcn
dz'cular of such triangle, or its z'nscribed circle, in all cases,
and in every case, the relative motion of these ·three re
volving bodies must be as four to three, or one and one
third of such magnitude as is made the standard of
measure, and there is no other standard of measure which
can be mathematically <lssumed in the premises which I
have not here considered.

" The propositz'on t'S therl~/ore demonstrated that three
gravitating bodies of equallllagnz'tude. revolving together,
their relative motion shall be <IS four to three, or one and
olle-third"of olle primary circuniference.

" It will be obvious to anyone that, in the foregoing dem
onstration, I have <lssumed that the magnitudes of the
revolving bodies are all equal to one another, and hence
their forces, distances, and velocities are all equal to one
another; consequently, they all r~volve on the same cir
cumference, as shown in the several plates, from XXII to
XXVI; therefore, they can not revolve about each other,
but must follow each other round a common center. But,
in the problem of the revolution of the moon about the
earth, and the earth and moon together about the sun, the
magnitudes are all unequal, and hence their distances from
each other, their forces and velocities, <Ire all unequal, and
they are known ?lot to follow cach other, as in the fore
going demonstration, but to revolve about each other in the
order above stated.

"It may perhaps, therefore, be inferred that the foregoi\11-<J
demonstration is not npplicable to such gravitating bodies.
But it must be observed, <I:so, that the equalizing power of
all the elements of the problem are ill jid! force lI1Id op
eration here, as well as in the problem just ~:\Oived, <tnd
that the chosen distnnces, forces, and velocities arE: in exac~

proportion to the relative magnitudes of 'tile bodies revolv
ing; and hence their relatt've motion shall be still the
same, with this difference only, that because the moon re-
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volves about the earth, and the earth and the moon together
revolve about the sun, therefore their relative motions being
,exprefsed by time (which is also relative), the following
proportions ensue."

(§ 12.) While Mr. Parker seeks to set forth his own
clearly conceived opinions that nature, in the construction
of the solar system, and of the cosmos, founds all bodies
.as to their size, shape, density, motion, relation to each
other, and relative motion to each other, upon an under
lyz'ng law, ~npable of mental realization and of geometrical
sctting-'forth, by which, if some one unit fact of these phe
nomena is known, then all these various elements may be
had in a correlating and co-ordinating method of notation,
he also intends to S;1\' that there is one, and but one member
form, for a flux through which all these relation" may be
tome manifested and known. The base of the law is the
relation of the geometrical elements of the triangle, the
drcle, and the square; t:le second, or me:lsuring, or no
tating, stage is the relation of the area and lectification of
the circle in terms of the square. Now, these relations
may be variously set forth, as of ulJity for diameter to
3.14159 + for circumference, and so Oil; but there is but
olle numerical form for the expression of these relations,
through which all these phenomena will correlatively work
themselvp.s out, and th.lt is in the Purker forms of 6561 :
SI53X4=20612, and none other; and this is the form on
which, under his quadrature value, and his problem of
three revolving bodies, Mr. Parker proceeds to the calcu
lation of the time periods of the earth and the moon.

Suppose that nature herself recognizes the division of
the sol::!r day into the same subdivisions t!lat lTI::lll doe~, viz.,
518400011I (or, in other words, suppose that man has been
taught these number relations from nature, as by revela
tion, in what way soever we may understand it as coming),
as a time drcle actually made by the revolution of a planet;
and suppose she herself has so adjusted bel' works that
thz's circle has relation to the abstract relation of square
area to circular area anel circlllar rectification in one pecu-
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liar number form, and none other, so that she shall pre
serve harmonious connection in all her works, between
geometrical principles of change and the power of trans
lating or notating them through just these number forms.
and none other. The conclusion is irresistIble that the
numerical methods, which we as mortals do possess, are,
after' all; but the very ones which some unseen power has
been working by in the very creation of our cosmos, and
in some way has actually implanted in us for our use. The
test of this is in the application. Mr. Parker has the right
of comparison of two distinct forms of circular use. For
instance, a point on the equator performs a circle of time in
what we call 360 degrees of space, or 24 hours of time, or
5184000 tht'rds of last subdivisions of time. Then 5 I84 is
the index of this work done and of a circular value accom
plished. Again, 1\11'. Parker finds that 5153 is abstractly
the area of a circle inscribed in a square of an area of
6561. He has the right to institute whatever comparisons
he sees fit between these two relations, because of the com
mon property which they have of being circular admeasnre
ments. But this is but his ri;;ht, and it does not follow that
nature has had any like weakness or any like strength of
design. However, she has a measure of her own to mark
the same time period, which is in the rising and setting of
the sun as a fact, or in tbe alternations of day and night.
If Mr. Parker's uses are such that nature's use is seen ac
curately to fit and adapt to them, then instead of speaking
of "Mr. Porker's applt"cat/ons," we can say and should say,
"Nature's applications as d/scovcred by Mr. Parker."

(§ 13.) Mr. Parker takes the characteristic value
of a solar day as a circular admeasurement in its
division of 5184-

With this he claims that, in nature, the abstract
value of circular area is connected in mechanical
construction, which value is 5I53.

As the one is the solar day value in thirds, so he makes
the second the abstract circular value in thirds, or like
denominati~n. He says:
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"The length of one' circular clay' is 5153000'/1
"The length of one' solar day' is 5184000'"
" The length cf one' sidereal day' is 51698'1-6/11
" The difference between one circular and one solar day

is 8' 36/1 40/11 (or, it is 31-000'/1, the differential 31 being a
number of great use).

,. The difference between one circular and one sidereal
day is 4' 40" +6"'."
. His relation of area of square to that of inscribed circle
IS:

Area of square,
Area of inscribed circle,

His relation of rectification is :
Diameter of circle, 6561
Cjrcumferenc~ of circle, 5153 X4 = 20612

His general formula for the calculation of time periods,
under his" problem of three revolving bodies," is:

20612X± = 27+82.666+, <lnd this X ±= 36643.555+,
3 3

in which the buse is the aren of the inscribed circle X by
4 = its rectification; the second term is numerically the
value of the moon's lunation, and the third is the base of
the calculntion of the solar year. To illustrate what has
been said: Take the second term as the value of the moon's
lunation: numerically, it is the value of abstract circum
ference, plus one-third of itself, and Mr. Park~r says of it
that it is "the value of the moon's passage around the
earth ov.er the value of one complete circle in space, in cir
cular clays;" that is, it is in terms of the abstract value of
5153 and in its denominations, for it was raised from it.
Reduce this to solar time, thus:

51 -"'000
27482666+X ~.) = 273183220164+:

S1 4000
Take this result as 27.3183220164+ solar days, and reduced
to the proper divisions of solar time, there results 27d. 7h.
38' 23" r'" 20'/11, Now, this resultis too small for a sidereal
lunation by the quantity 4' 40" 46"', but strangely enough,
or rather magnificently enough, as proving all that has
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(I.) A sidereal lunation.

a marvelously
The following

27d. 7h . 43' 4"
27 d . 7 11 . 43' 3" 47/11 201//1

Astronomical time,
Dy Mr. Parker,

been advanced, this quantity, as will be seen by reference
to the differences above, is just the difference between one
circular and one sidereal day, that difference being just
4' 40" 46/11. Thus there are the integral calculations: (I.)
The Parker abstract form, raised by his problem of th ree
revolving bodies, to a numerical value of a sidereal luna
tion, which, (2.) reduced to solar circular value, by the ad
dition of the difference between the abstract circular value
and the real :;idereal value of a solar day, gives the real
mean lunatz"on in natural periods of days. There could
be no stronger proof that in our resultant number forms of
360 degrees, 24 hours, and 5184°001/1, we have simply
been making use of a system with which we have had no
hand or part in l'ts invention. It is to be observed that
this result is one-jiflh of one second in a lunar month, less
than the period given in astronomical time. But let it be
remembered that from the received astronomical value, it
has been inferred that with regard to ancient astronomical
time, the moon's motion has been accelerated, and this has
given rise to the opinion that the sol'lr system of movement
is winding down, or closing up. Dy Mr. Parker's time, on
this S'lme ground, the moon's motion is shown to be equahle
and perfectly true to itself, going to show that the solar
system is not a system ofprojectiles, but is a pcrmanency,
having a far more subtle 'lncl hfe-hke cause of rno~'ement.

The third term of Mr. Parker's application of his prob
lem of three revolving bodies, is 36643,555+, which he
sqys is " the exact value of the earth's passage around the
SUIl, over the vCllue of one complete circle in sp'lce, in cir
cular d'l)'s j" and on this he proceeds to the reduction to
the exact perioc1 of the earth in s:;l<tr time.

(§ 14.) H is periods of time agree to
small fraction with the standard periods.
tabulation shows this:
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29d. 12 h. 44' 2" 48'"
29d. 12h. 44' 2" 50'" 31""

29d. 12h. 44' 3"

25)<1. 12h. 44' 2" 84+
100

(2.) A solar lunation.

Astronomical time as usu-
ally given,

By Mr. Parker,

The synodic period, as given
by McKay, the English
navigator,

By Mr. Parker,

365d . 5h. 48' 51"
365d . 5h . 48' 50" 53'" 6""

(3.) A metln year.

Astronomical time, as given
" thirty years since,"

" By the latest authorities, as
taken from a work of Dr.
Dick,"

By Mr. Parker,

(4') A solar year.

Astronomical time, 365d. 5h. 48' 6"
By Mr. Parker, 365d. 5h. 48' 6" I'" 6""

(§ IS.) These statements are given to exhibit the use
made by Mr. Parker of his problem of three revolving
bodies, based on his abstract circular values, and the use
of the factors 4 and 3 in the formula

20612X ±= 27482.66+, and this X ±= 36643.55+;
3 3

the use of which factors will be shown to be very promi-
nent in the pyramid works and measures.

And here, as in relation to his Q.yadrature, it is stated
distinctly that the setting forth of the problems or claims
of Mr. Parker are not in any way as affirming either his
establishment of the Q!.worature or of the problem of three
revolving bodies. It t"s absolutely necessary tv set forth the
results of his labors, because it will be shown beyond all
co'ntroversy that the constructiO:l of the great pyramid was
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the architectural display of his results,. and without the
use of his conclusions and results, it willforever prove im
possible to reconstruct that mass agreeably to the concep
tion of the architect.

CHAPTER II.

SECTION I.

THE POSSIBILITY ON MR. PARKER'S FORMS OF RAISING A CO

ORDINATING UNTT OF MEASURE.

(§ 16.) Since the value of circumference of a circle,
" 20612, is so simply raised into measures of time, the ques

tioIl arises: Why would it not be feasible to found upon the
same datum a co~ordinating unit of measure for other
purposes? Take Mr. Parker's formulation:

20612 4 . 4 X 10
1000 X -= 27,48266+, and this X-- = 366,4355+,

3 3
which equals

4 . 4 X 10
20.612 X-= 27'48266+, and thIs X-- = 366'4355+.

3 3
Here the first value is an abstract£on, hut the second term is
the value of a moon's lunation, and the third term is the
value of a year's period, in circular days reducible by ob
servation to solar time: and here we have, as attached to
the value of circumference in z'ntegrals, time measUres in
natural periods of days. Suppose it is attempted to raise
{rom this source a unit for linear, plane, and solz'd, measUl'e,
in terms of these elements, so as to combine it with the cir
cular and titne measures. How to do it? Very simply.
The natural unit for linear measure is anything which will
serve as unity. That for plane and soNd measures should
correlate with linear. Take the geometrical figure of the
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cube. The edge of tbis solid is a It"ne, and a line by which
the supe1:Jicies or face of the cube is measurable in terms of
area,. and the face area multiplied by the linear length,
will g.ive the solidity. Now, ther~ are twelve edges to the
cube,. therefore, divide the above expression by 12, and
there results

20.612 4 27'4t)26+ . 40 366 '4355---x - = -, and thIs X- = ----,
12 3 12 3 12

or,

4 27 '48266 . 40 366 '435'5 .
~.7..I766+ X - = 12 ,and thIS X - = .

3 3 12
that is, this first term, from whence spring these measures
of lunar and solar time, by thus being, as it were, cubed,
gives an additional un'-t of measure, (or lz'uear, plane, and
soNd measure. If to this first tE'rm, thus dividec, some
practicable value for use could be assigned, tbis remarka
ble co-ordinating unit if measure would be of the greatest
vallie.

THIS POSSIBILITY, IN FACT, IS A REALITY-THE ANCIENT CUBIT

AND BRITISH INCH.

(§ 17.) Providentially, this first term has a practicable
value assigned to it, so that we are at no loss as to its rec
'ognition. For long, the attempt to arrive at the value of
the ancient cubit measure has prov'ed futile, except as to an
approximate of what its· real length was; that is, the
source of its derz'vation has remained a mystery. Gathet·
ing some of the results as to the ascertainment of this cubit
measure, in the "Israelite," and in the "Andent if Days,"
the author says:

"The value of the ancient Egyptian cubit has been
long ~ought, with results as follows:

" Cubit of Elephantine, 20.625 inches, or I.7187 + feel.
" Memphis, 2047291" ''I.70607+''
"Turin, 20.57869 " "I.71489+"

Another, 20.61806 " "I.71817+
" 20.65843 " "I.7 21 53+"
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Another (Karnak), 20.650 inches, or 1.7208 + feet.
" Sir .Isaac Newton, 20.604 " "1.717. + "

The most imporfant, asl
ascertained by Seyf-

farth, on the meas- 20.61II3988, "1.71759+ "
ures of the French
Expedition of 1799,
.. These results have been accurately taken from differ

ent authors. Their nearness to the truth is sufficient to·
show that the perfect determination of this cubit value has
been obtained to within a very narrow limit; in fact, so
narrow that but little hopes of further correction can rea
sonably be entertained, unless the very elemental principle
whence the cubit numerical value was derived be, in some
way, stumbled on.

(§ 18.) "Before proceeding to show whence the de
rivation of the cubit, it may be well to explain why it is
stated that the measure of Seyfrarth is noted as the most
important Seyffarth was appointed to succeed to and to
continue the labors of Spohn in the effort to solve the ques
tion of translation of the Egyptian hieroglyphics. - At
Turin, in the museum, he found a papyrus scroll containing
the ground plans and dimensions of the chambers, passage
ways, etc., of the catacombs of Osimandya, in Egypt, as
to the lengths, breadths, and heights thereof, in the termsof
cubz"ts and parts ofcubds. It seems that the French expe
dition of '99 had, with great care, taken these very meas
ures. A comparison of one with the other was made, ,and
there resulted a value of the cubit as .523524 of the French
meter. One meter =39.37 inches English; and the re
duction gives 20.6II13988 British inches as the resultant
value. The importance is that this is derived from a great
number of comparative measures, just as Sir Isaac New
ton's was derived from many comparative measures taken
by Professor Greaves from the passage-ways and chambers
of t:1e great pyramid of Jizeh. As to this value, Professor
Seyf:arth himself says:

" 'T.l:ere are at pre~ent several Egyptian cubit me,asures in
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Europe which agree with each other in length and divisions. It
was, however, to be ckcicled whether those ells were typical imi
tations or rcal instruments of measuring. This question was
answered by the said ground plans at Turin. as has been demon
strated, with reference to the Hebrew cubits, in my "Alphabetn
./Egyptiacul11, PerSnrLlI11," ctc., Lipsiae, IS40, p. 140. This work
:orms the sixth part of my" 13eitraege zur Kenntniss," of which a
copy is to be found in the Astor library. The Egyptian cubit,
being divided into 2 fcet, 71)aIl11i, 28 inchcs, and sC\'eral smaller
purls of an inch, measures 0.523524 meters, i. c., nearly 2 [ inches
English.'

" Take the expression given above:

4 27 '48266 40 366 '4355I.71766X -= +, and this X - = ---- +,
3 12 3 12

and here in that very first term, which is a cubiuK of the
20.612

value of cz"rcumferenC'e, or 12 -, to raise a co-ordinating

unit of measure, tbis ancient cubit value of the Egyptians
is to be found, "vitb the natural reasons (or its derivation.
With it compare

Value of Sir Isaac Newton, 1.717 feet.
Value of Professor Seyffarth, 1.71759 -+ feet.

Obviously, then, we have as a practical fact that the first
term of this expression is the value of the auo'ent cubit in
terms of the Enghsh foot measure. As obvz'ously, the ex
pression from ""hence this was derived was of the value of
the Brdish inch, because it was 20612-:-12, the reduction
by 1000 being made to make it co-ordinate with a natural
measure of time, as stated.

"Hence, then, we really and truly have in the Brib'sh
foot and inch measures the idc1ltical derivatl'ons Jrom the
clements, alld tlzey turn out to be unds 0./ measure for
circular, linear, plane, sohd, ulld time values."

(§ 19,) Thus, in discovering tbat tlzere is a practicable
v::llue to this unit of measure, co-ordinating so many differ
ent kinds of measure, ordinarily taken to be diverse and
distinct from each ot~er, in the Egyptian cubit value, it
appears that the original value whence this cubit, or cubit
ing, was taken, WJS itself utilized, as in British inches,



SECTION II.

THE ANSATED CROSS OF THE EGYPTIANS AND THE CHRISTIAN

CIWSS THE EMBLEMATIC DISPLAY OF THE ORIGIN OF

MEASURES,

naking it to appear that the British measures were prior
in rank to all others. The further close aDd ;nllmate con
nection of these kinds of measur.e creates the impression
that (r) the British system of measures resls upon this
same quadrature of tl1e circle, and (2) that the British
system of long and land measures is purposely framed to
answer at the same tz'me to time meaS1wes, showing an ex
tension of the idea herein so strangely raised. Therefore,
it is not out of place to assert that an examination into the
structure of the British system of these measures may serve
to shed light on the whole subject, and to h~lp the mind to
a partially better conception of the workings of the system.
This examination is to be found in Section III of this
chapter.

§ 20.THE PARKER FORMS SYMBOLIZED50

(§ 20.) If it is desired to display the process of the
establishment of the co-ordinating unit of measure spoken
of, by way of symbol, it ","ould be by the figure of the cube
u1lfolded, z"n comzcetion wz'tlz the cz'rclc, whose mcasure is
tal..'cu off onto tile edges of the cube. The cube unfolded
becomes, in superficial display, a cross proper, or of the
tau (orl11. and the attachment of the circle to this last gives
the ansatcd cross 01 the Egyptians, with its obvious mean
ing of the origiu of mcasures. Because, also. this kind
of measure was made to co-ordinate with the idea of the
oright of human 1ife, it \Vas secondarily made to assume
t!le type of the pudenda hermaphrodite, and, in fact, it is
placed by representation to cover this part of the human
person in the Hindu form. It is very observable that, while
th~re arc but 6 faces to a cube, the representation of the
cross as the cuhe unfolded. as to the cross-bars, displays
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one face of the cube as common to two bars, counted as
belonging to either; then, while the (aces originnlly repre
sentee! are but 6, the use of the two bnrs counts the squnre
as 4 for the upright and 3 for the cross-bnr, mnking 7 in
all. Here we have the famous 4 and 3 and 7. The four
and three are the factor numbers of the Parker problem.
But, what is. very much to the purpose here, is, that the
goldcn candlcst/ck in the temple was so composed that,
counling on either side, there were .four candle-sockets;
while, at the apex, there being one in common to both
sides, there were in fact 3 to be counted on one side and 4
on the other, mnking in all the number 7, upon the self
same idea of one in common with the cross displ<l)'. T<lke
a line of one unit in bre:-tdth by 3 units long, and place it
on an incline; take 'lI1other of 4 units long, and lean it
upon this one, from nn opposite incline, mnking the top
unit of the 4 in length the corner or apex of a triangle.
This is the display of the candlestick. Now, t<lke <lway
the line of 3 units in length, ane! cross it on the one Df 4 .
units in length, ane! the cross form results. The S<lme idea
is conveyed in the six days of the week in Genesis, crowned
by the seventh, which ,;vas used by itself as a base of cir
cular measure.

(§ 21.) On page 6 of the Introduction, and in § 3 of
the text, it is noticed th<lt with the Hebrews and in the
pyramid-and this will be shown hereafter more fully-the
form of II3 to 355 is closely allied to, and intimately con
nected with, the Parker form of 656r to 20612. It is so
in the working out of astronomical and other problems,
ane! in giving one gre<lt symbol value to the Hebrew god
word 'Jehovah. As seen, the symbol of the origin of
measures, from whence the idea of the origin of all things
took its rise, in the number form, is the Cross. In Hebrew,
the, or one of the, word forms for "man" is ~'N, or azsh.
The value of this word is, adding the values of the lett~rs,

3Il, or, reading the char<lcteristics of the values as the
word reads, II3-the very diameter value in question. The
circumference value to this, or 355, is to be found in the



Hebrew word for a lunar year. or il.'lt:', or shanuh, Cu]::;
directly connecting the ioea of " man" with an astronom
ical value, as also an abstract circular value. As said. the
two values of II3 to 355 and 6561 to :W612 are, as it were,
welded together in the ancient use. The attachment of a
man to the cross would be, in display. the symbol of sl;ch
welding. In (act, this is a phiner and more perfect sym
bolization of the ancient use than any other. It was one
made use of in this form of dispby by the Hindus. In
fact, the Old Testament is rabbinically and kabbalistically
familiar with the expression of crucifying a man, or men,
before the Lord and the SUll. In symbol, the nails of the
cross have for the shape of the heads thereof a solid pyra
mid, and a tapering square obeliscal shaft, or phallic em
blem, for the nail. Taking the position of the tltree nails
in the man's extremities, and on the cross they form or mark
a tn'angle in shape, one nail being at each corner of the
triangle. The wound~;, or stigmata. in the extremities are
necessarily four, designative of the square,. and, as in the
canc!le:;;tick, there have been two used as one, or rather one
lIsed as two, in the connection of the three nails with the
four extremities. The three nails with the three wounds
are ill number 6, which denotes the 6 faces of the cube un
folded, nn which the man is placed; anc! this in turn points
to the circular meaSlll'e transferred onto the edges of the
cube. The one wound of tne feet separates into two when
the feet are separateo, making three togetherfor all, and
four wilen separated, or 7 in all-another and most hoZv
fe1Jlz'n/ne base number.

(§ 22.) The man's head is the symbol of the sphere, or
cz"rcle,. but this has been enforced by the use of a crown
upon it, of a drcle of light about it, or of a nimbus or
glory radiating from it. In Hebrew, the word for head is
t:'~i, or rash, and reads 213. The Hebrew, so far as the
author c,m discover, had no expression for a cipher or
nought, but understood it or not, as needed. Now, 213
equals 355X6= 213-0, and this circumference value, as
that c,{ the head of tIle man, is in facl used to denote the

52 THE PARKER FORMS SYMBOLIZED § 22.
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subdivision of the circumference of 3SS by 6 diameters
crossing, thus making the circle subdivided into 12 com
partments. This is to be found in the first line of Genesis,
and in the picture of the flood.

(§ 23.) These are symbols of ancient use of the
Parker ·forms and their COllnections. It serves but to Con
firm this use to notice the conclusion to which Professor
Seyffartb arrived from the study of the Egyptian hiero
glyphic signification of the ansated cross. It will l:Je ob
served that this cross, being surmounted by the circle, or
circular figure, in fact roughly represents the form of a man,
with arms extended. Professor Seyffarth says:

"It represents, as I now believe, the scull with the brains, the
seat of the soul, and with the nerves extendmg to the spine. back,
and eyes or ears. For the Tanis stone translates it repeatedly
byanthropos (man), and this very word. is alph'lbetically writ
ten (Egyptian) tlnk. Hence we have tlJe Coptic ank, vita, prop
erly anima, which corresponds with the Hebrew· ~l.1N, anosh,
properly meaning anima. This ~UN is the primitive 1'~N for

'~~N (the personal pronoun I). The Egyptian Anki ~ignifies

my soul."
It is curious that this Hebrew equ;valent, Anosh. for

"man," by Mr. Seyffarth, reads numerically 3°5-1. which

could be intended to mean either 36S+1=366, or 365-1=
364. or the time plnses of the solar year, thus shadowing
forth the astronomical connection.
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PRIMORDIAL VESTIGES OF THESE SYMBOLS.

Under the general view taken of the nature ::If the number forms
of Mr. Parker, it becomcs a matter of research of the utmost inter
est as to when and where their existence and their use first be
camc known. Has it been a matter of revcbtion in what we
lmow as the historic age-a cycle exceedingly modern when the
;lge of the human race is contemplated? It seems, in fact, as to
the date of its possession by man, to have been further removed,
in thc past, from the olel Egyptian!; than are the old Egyptians
from us.

THE EASTER ISLES.

(§ 24') (r.) The Easter Isles in " mid Pacijic" present
the feature of the remaining peaks of the mountains of a
submerged continent, for the reason that these peaks are
thickly studded with cyclopean statues, r~mnants of the
civilization of a dense and cultivated people, who must have
of necessity occupied a widely extended area. On the
backs of these images is to be found the" ansated cross,"
and the S3.me modified to the outlines of the human form.
A full description, with plate showing the land, with the
thickly planted statues, also with copies of the images, is to
be found in the January number, 1870, of the "London
Builder." The statues exhibiting the markings of the
cross, it is thought. are in the Br;'tish Museum.

CnUCIFIED MAN IN SOUTH AMERICA.

(2.) In the "Naturalist," published at Salem, Massa
chusetts, in one of the early numbers (ahout 36), is to be
found a description of 'some very ancient and curi6us carv
ings on the crest walls of the mountains of South AmeriC<L
older by far, it is averred, than the races now living. The
strangeness of these tracings is in that they exhibit the au 1

lines of a man stretched out on a cross, by a series of
drawings, by which from the form of a man that of a cross
springs, but so done that the cross may be taken ,as the
man, or the man as the cross; thus exhibiting a symb01ic
display of the interdependency of the forms set forth in
the text.
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HEBREW INSCRIPTIONS IN THE AMERICAN MOUNDS.

(3.) A few years since, a man by the name of Wyrick,
a persistent delver in the squares and circles of the
"molend-bul"lders," at Newark. Ohio, discovered two stones,
covered with old Hebrew inscriptionso He had borne a
\Oery good character; was a simple, unlearned, and, by
reputation, truthful man. Shortly prior to his finding these
relics in the clay of a kind of well or water hole, in one
corner of one of the inclosures, he had been in the State
of Pennsylvania, and it has heen supposed that he obtained
these relics there, and afterward pretended to find them in
the mounds. As to the rdics themselves, they were pro
nounced upon by competent judges as being of great an
tiquity, and certainly were made at the expense of very
much labor, skill, and learning. While, by common con
sent, Mr. Wyioick held the reputation of being simple and
truthful, the seeming impossibility of his alleged discovery
made his reputation for truthfulness, in the estimation of
some, kick the beam; and so, by some, his find was put
dovIi11 us doubtful, by sheer necessity of the case.

CURIOUS DATA REGARDING THE MOUNDS AS ALIKE TYPHONIC

EMflLEMS WITH THE PYRAMID OF EGYPT AND WITH HEBREW

SY~BOI.So

(4.) Now, as sustaIOlTig his veracity, it IS to be seen
that there is this very curious combination of data, with
respect to these mounds: The'motmds are monumented
circles and squares, or relations of circular and right
line meusure. To these the Egyptians and the Hebrew'3
alike, were addicted, in the workings of their highest
religious cultus. Both the Egyptians and Hebrews seem
to have derived their knowledge from the common source
of the Pheniciall. The great pyramid monumenting this

cultus, stands on the west bank ot' the Nile, the side of
sepulture. The books of the Egyptians containing this
knowledge, were called the books ofthedeado 'Ilhe name of
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jJfoses, the author of the Hebrew books containing this
knowledge, was the equivalent of That, or Hermes, the lord
of the lower re~11ms, or of the dead, who, also, was esteemed
the teacher of wisdom. Now, one form of the lord of the
descendant, he who held the gates of death, was Typhon;
<loel he was lord of sepulture, and his great Egyptian rep
resentative was the crocodde, or alb/Jator, as his Hebrew
and Egyptian representative was that of the sW£lle or hog;
exemplified in the Christian buoks by the devil leavi ng the
man and passing into the herd of swine, which thereupon
rushed into the sea, another emblem of Typhon. Near
the Newark mounds of circles, and squares, or rectilinear
figures, is a high hill overlooking them, and it is stated
that on this hill is a monstrous mound, buz'lt to monument
the shape of an alligator or crocodde, apparently located
as lord paramount over the works below.

The authority for this iuteresting crocodile mound is as
follows, quoting from a letter of description: " The alligator
of wbich I spoke to you, I have seen a great many times;
IS on the farm adjoining my father's; is, as I recollect
it, from 75 to 100 feet in length, and properly proponioned
as to breadth, length, and size of legs, tail, body, and
head: is clistinctly preserved and easily traced; looks, as
I recollect, to the east, and most of the ancient works in
that vicinity are in ~n easterly direction from that point, and
when tbe fore"ts Clre cleared away, in sight of tbe alligator,
which is on the hl-ghcst po£ut in that vicinity." This de
scription is by a very prominent and well-known public
man of tbe State of Ohio.

In the city of Marieua, Ohio, is to be found some fine
remains of the" 'lllOUdld-buddcrs." There is a truncated
cone surrounded by an elliptical embankment. On one
side this embankment is cut through, leaving a passage-way
leading on to a causeway, raised above the general level
of tbe ground, and extending a distance of about 1,000 feet
to the side oC a square. Half-way across this distance, and
on the general level of the ground, a fire had been made,
and gifts offered, probably at the dedication of the works.
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The most remarkable one was a mass of pure native
silver of four pounds weight, lying on charcoal remains of
the fire in which it had bet'n smelted. This metal, in its
pure condition, could only have been procured (rom Lake
Superior. It has been noticed by those conversant with
the mounds, that the gifts (of dedication) are as follows:
Discs of 1m'ca slate from the cast of the Alleghanies, and
shells from the Gulf of Mexico, or from the south. Here
was silver from the ?lorth. The west was seemingly not
represented, as likewise \Vas the case with the Egyptians
and Hebrews, because the west signified the Typhonic por
tals into another condition of existence, from whence no
gift could be brought.

MOUNDS SHOWING nRITlsH 1IIEASUHES.

(6.) In searching in the works of Squier and Davis, a
great number of measures of the mounds were found, and
it was very observable that the English measures seemed
so fitting, that it was difficult to free the mind from dwell
ing upon their use in the original construction. These
measures seemed to be multiples of 3, 4, 6, ancl 12, and
kept running toward the value 360. These facts were
noted at the time as curious; hut any possible connection
seemed, even as it does now, bnt a ,,,,ild freak of the im
agination, and the matte:', though noted, was dropped.

AZTEC OR "mound-builder" PYRAMID, SHOWING THE USE OF

THE VALUE 318, OR DIAMETEH TO A CIRCUMFERENCE OF

one, AS A CIVIL CALE:-IDAH NUMnER.

(7 .)It is known that tradition among the Aztecs has
h<~nded down a very perfect account of the deluge oj'Noah.
Baron Humboldt says that we are to look for the country
of Aztalan, the original country of tlle Aztecs, as high up,
at least, as the 42d parallel north; whence journeying, they
at last arrived in the vale of Mexico. In that vale the
earthen mounds of the far north become the elegant stone
pyramidal, and other structures, whose remains are now
found. The correspondence lx:tween tile Aztec remains
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and thqse of the Egyptians is well known. As to the an
cient works, Atwater, from examination of hundreds of
them, is convinced that their authors had a knowledge of
astronomy. Ag to ont: of the most perfect of tbe pyramidal
structures among the Aztecs, Humboldt gives a descrip
tion to the following effect:

"The form of this pyramid (of Papantla), which has sevcn
stories, is more tapering tlwn any other monument of this kind
yet discovered, but its height is not remarkable, being but 57 feet,
its base but 25 feet on each side. I-Iowe\'er, it is remarkable on
one account: it is bnilt entirely of hewn stones, of an extraorcti
nary size, and very bC:llItifully shaped. Three staircases lead
to the top, the steps of which were decorated with hieroglyphieal
sculptures and small 1ziches, arranged witb great symmetry,
The number of these niches seems to allude to the 318 simple
and compound signs of the days of tlteir civil calendar."

318 is the Gnostic valu~ of Christ, ancl the famous num
ber of the tr<tincd or circumcised servants of Abram.
When it is considered that 3IB is an abstract value, and
-em'versal as expressive of a diamete;' value to a circumfer
ence of mzity, its use in the corr.posilion of a civil calendar
becomes manifest. It was in Hebrew use.

OLD BRONZE AXES OF THE PHENICIANS, IDENTICAL IN SHAPE

WITH THE COPPER ONES OF THE MOUND-BUILDERS.

(8.) General Cesnola, on the hillside of Idalium, in
the island of Cyprus, exhumed an early Grecian or Pdas
gic necropolis, which was three feet below the surface.
At the depth of six and a half feet below this, a still
more ancient necropolis of the old Phenicians was found,
from which a vust collection of their remains was made.
The metal instruments fmnd were of bronze, or an admix
ture of tin with copper. Among these, is to be seen, ill
this collection, in 14tl1 street, New York, the style oi s!l<:lpe
of the axes used at that time. Larger and smaller, they
are of thtt same peculiar shape, being solid, without any
hole for a handle. They are identicalZv the same with the
copper axes to be found in the" mound·builders'" remains.
These copper axes must havt: been useless, because of their
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softness; and, on this continent, there wus no tin found for
admixture. It may h.. ve been that there was relationship
of race and nation, and th~se useless artides were made
as mementos of the actu::l1 ones, ,;yhich were, in another part
of the world, useful from the admixture of another metal.
The same style of axes is to be seen in a Boston col
lection, eith~r of Egyptian or early Greek.

The above series of facts seem to be interesting and
worthy of recital in the connection made; but conclusions
from them, as louching relation between the Egyptians and"
Hebrews and Phenicians with the" mound-buz'lders," or
as touching the primordial use of the Parker forms, and
the symbols of their use, are left to the reader.

SECTION III.

BRITISH LONG AND LAND MEASURES, INCLUSIVE OF AN OCCULT

SYSTEM OF CO-OltDINATING TI:l1E MEASURES.

(§ 25.) (1.) It is found that the great pyramid can be re
constructed from a standard base of measures (the Parker
elements of diameter to circumference values of a perfect
circle, viz., 6561 to 20612 £n incltcs), so that by a purposed
variation on the standard, the result is an answer to, or is
in correspondence with, actual British measures of thut
structure; evidently to the intent of the architect. (2.) It
is found that this yalue of circumference, divided by 1000

20.612 ~ .
and by 12. or, ---, is just the value r.71766 + 01 tile

12
ancient Egyptian or sacred cubit, in terms of the British
foot measure. (3.) It is found tllat by the pruportion

20612 656r I .3183°972249 -+-,
there results a diameter of 318 + to a circumference of I;

whiCh ;p8 is the Gtlostic value of the Christ, and is made
use of for this meaning of diameter, in the 318 trained or
circumcised servants of Abraham. It is also found that
this value, thus arising. is, in fact, made great use of in the
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pyramid, in the formulce 3.183°9+ X 6 -:- 19'°985+, and
19°.985+ X 2 = 381.97°+ ; the first result being the hight
of the king's chamber, und the second being the half base
side of that structure. (4') It is found that the means of
reconstruction of that mass is that value of the Parker el
ements, l;vhich, from his problem of three revolving hodies,
gives the value of a lunat/on, and of the year pert'od, in
circular time measure; that is, the values used are

2

20612 X i 2 = 36643.55+, and this---o- 100 = 366'4355+ ;
3

which result is, as Mr. Parker says, "the exact value of
the earth's passage around the sun, over one complete circle
in space, in circular days." (For the full formula, see §
13, p. 43·) And, in fact, the standard measure of the cir
cumference of the base of the pyramid is 36643.55+ Z·1lches.

(§ 26.) (a.) It is found (§ 57), by certnin values taken
of the earth's diameters, that the difference between their
lengths in British mdes, multiplied by this value of
366-4355 +, gives the earth's equatorial diameter in 7rliles;
that is,

(I.) 21.6325+ miles X 366'4355+ = 7926.9269+ miles.
The same dif1"erence, multiplied by the same value, less

one, gives the other diameter taken, thus:

(2.) 21.6325+ milesx 365.4355+ = 79°5.2943 miles; a
value greater than the polar, and less than the equatorial
diameter.

(u.) It is found that this difference, stated ill miles, is it
self also a derivative from an approximate year time value
in days, and partly derivable in the same manner. An es
timate back wiJl clearly show the derivation, thus:

(I.) 21.63 25+ X (}x 1°)=365.04894-+'

It will be obselTed that the same process is used as in
§ 25 (4), with the same factors, save in the reverse; and
that here 33 is used in place of 32

• Reverse this process,
thus;

(2.) 365'°4894+ + (10 X ~) = 21.6325+ miles.
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Substitute this value in (a,) (1.), :.Ind, by formulating, there
results,

366 '4355+ X 365'°4894 4
2

6 6 .(3·) + X -3 = 792 .92 9+ mJles t10 3
or, the equatorial diameter of the earlh :

365'4355+ X 365.°4894+ 4" .
(4·) X 3 = 79°5. 2943+ mIles.10 3
or, the other diameter taken.

(Attention is directed to the lise of the factors 4 and 3, as from
Mr. Parker's problem of three revolving bodies. Notice, also,
that the equivalent of 144, as the inches in the squ:ne foot is
4" X 3"·)

(§ 27.) It is found tha[ (4')' in § 26 (b.), is the same as to

(1.) 365'4355+ X 365'°4894,
as the square of the mean of these values. Substituting
this equivalent expression of the square of the mean in that
formulation, (4.), and there results:

365.24225" 42
•

(2.) X ;I = 79°5.2943 mdes,10 3
where the multiplicand is found to be the mean solar year
value.

Wherefore, it is seen that the miies diameter value taken
is obtainable directly, and the miles equatorial value of
diameter is obtainable indirectly, through the square of the
mean solar year value. With these and additional data,
as of the true solar year value, the polar diameter of the

earth is to be hacL [§ 57 (d.) (4·) and (5·) ]
(§ 28.) The chiefest value in the construction of the

pyramid is 216330, taken, first, as an elliptical property, or
difference of diameter,;, and was evidently intended as
the numerical value of the difference of certain ones of the
earth's diameters, as 21.6330 miles, for the purpose of ob
taining others.

(§ 29.) The consideration of the fl)regoing carries with
it the impression that (I) there is a relation between time
and Brit£sh mile values, in nature's construction of the
earth, so that (2) the mater/aI extension of the earth ill
11lz'les is in a kind of co-ordinate rdation with its thue meas
ure about the sun, and vice versa. So it is weB to aseer·
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tain what, if any, nilation exists between time ano distance,
or area values, in the BriNsh measures themselves. If such
a relation does exist in them, and is discoverable, so as to
be recognizable, it certainly will serve to strengthen the
impression mentioned.

(§ 30.) That which ·attracts attention as to the make-up
of the British long and land measures is, that after the de
nomination yards, or ,. three feet make one yard;" the next
enlargement is not continue8 in .whole, but in fractional
values; as," styards make one rod," or," 30t square yards
make one square rod," Continuing on, it doc;:s not say that
40 square rods make one square rood; then, that 4 square
roods make one square acre; then, that 640 square
acres make one square mile. It runs, "40. square rods
make one rood,"" 4 roods make one acre," and" 640 acres
make one square mile," where the measures terminate. If
a spcdal or occult (i. e., one beyond the o~te-nsiblc purport)
measure call bt' shown to run through the grades of these
measures, having in view some definite terminus, which
attained to,shall co~ordinate two separate kz',ids of measure,
then the principle, or such a principle, of the structure of
these British measures, and enlargement::> Lhereof, may be
inferred. It is thought t)lat this can be shown.

(a.) 14+ square inches = I square foot. This gives a
square of 12 divisions to the sicje. (42 X 3' = 144. so that
16 blocks of 3 inches to the face,or9 blocks of 4 inches to
the face. fills the square.) Divide this square into lJ. squares;
each will contain 6 X 6, or 36 square inches, and 36 X 4 =

144. By this division, the unit taken .is a block of 6 X 6
= 36 square inches, 4 of which is a square {oot. This is
the favorite subdivision among the ancients,- and the basic
square, capable of subdivis.ion again into blocks of JX 3
= 9. Therefore, take as the base 6 blocks z'n lcngthrif I

square inch each. This use is to be founo inthe beginning
of Genesis. (Ilabbalz'stically, the measure of the earth is
represented as in alternate black and 'white squares, the
white signifying male, and the blackfemale.)
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(b.) 36 X 36 square inches = I square yard. 36 X 36
=, 1296, or 6 rows of'36 X 6, or 216 X 6= 1296.

Now,4 square yards=1296X4=5184, and this is a
tz"me measure, for

One solar day has in hours, 24
24 X 60' equals in minutes, 1440'

1440' X 60" " "seconds, 86400"
86400" X 60"~ " "thirds, 5184000'"

the characteristic values being, respectivt;)y, 24, 144,864,
and 5184, numerically; whereby, it is seen th.,t the perfect
square of 36 inches to the side, or the area of mic yard,
mul.tiplied by 4, = 5184 square inches, is, in Hme value, the

I .
--, in thirds, of one solar day.
1000

(c.) Find, if possible, some condition of the British
measures, into which this value of one solar clay \"illevenly
divide.

(1.) I rod = 198 inches to the face, or 1982 = 392°4
sql1ar~ inches in area. 5184 will not evenly divide in this.

(2.) 40 roels = Ifurlo·ng in length, and I rood in area,
and 40 X 392°4= 1568160 square inches in area. 518+
will not evenly divide in this.

(3) 4 roods make one acre, ;mcl 1568160 X 1-~ 6z72640
square inches in area. 5184 dt·vidt.:s evenly ilt this 1210
times.

(§ 3J.) The block useu has been 6 X 6, of 36 square
inches, or 6 times the unit row taken, = 6 X I X 6; arId
the length of 160 rods, or 40 X 4- or olte acre, is ju~t 5280
of these blocks in length by 33 of them in breadth; shov...
ing that that conciition which is a perfect multiple of 518+,

I
or of 64 X 4, or of the -- part of olte solar day, IS ar-

1000
riveu at, when we have a linear length in Janel measure,
in blocks at 36 square inches each, or of 6 X 6, of 5z80,
ttttmcrically the mile value.

One rod face by 160 rods deep is, in depth, one half or
one mile, ar.d 320 such blocks, placed together, make one
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m£le in length. For the ordinary uses of these measures,
the unit measure taken to begin with was a block of 12
inches to the face, and 144 square inches in area; doubling
the above, or 160 X 2, will, at the same time, preserve the
above measure of Hme, in terms of blocks of 6 X 6, or 36
square inches each, and will also give the same numerical
value, viz., 5280, in blocks of 12 X 12, or of 144 square
inches.

(§ 32.) So, it is seen that the value of the mile length.
of 5280 X 33, in blocks of 6 X 6, the mile bez'ng the termi
nal stage of the table of measures, is just that one which
give" the first value into which the solar day value will
evenly divide. This is very noteworthy, when taken in
connl'ction with tlH~ facts and formnlations hereinbefore set
forth, where th'e solar year value, in terms of solar days,
produces the values of the earth's diameters in terms of
Britt'sh mzles.

(§ 33.) (a.) One acre, then, is 5280 blocks of (5 X 6,
or 36 square inches in area, in length, or the numerical
value of the mile length in terms of blocks of 12 X 12, or
144 square inches in area. And it is the first stop or rest,
where the solar day value of 5184 evenly divides in square
inches.

l\Tote that, in Hebrew, stop or rest (equals also a support or
base, as of a system, applicable variollsly) is Noah, or n~, and
our word Inch, literally changed into the Hebrew, is n.)~' or
I-nch, the meaning of which is 'Jah, or 'Jehovah is Noah; and
as the term Jehovah, for one of its meanings, is a unit straight
one of a perfect circular denomination (§ 82, b), Noah, by the
copula, is designative of some unit foundation or base.

(b.) 518400"', or one solar day, -;- by 60"'=86400".
The square yard contains 6 blocks of 6 inches each to the
face, or, in area 36 X 36. One-sixth (i) of the square
yard is a block of 36 X 6 = 216 square inches. 216 X 4
= 864 square inches; therefore, 864 is {- of one square
yard, and is the Tb--if of one solar day, in seconds.

Thus, it is seen that the square yard seems to be just
that purposed unit condition, such that 4 even units, or one
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enlarged square block of four even square yards, gives this
solar day number 5184; hence, it would seem to be the
source of the co-ordination of two sets of different kinds
of measure; and as l't originates tlte solar day, it may be
said to be the parent of the solar year, numerically.

lVote that, in Hebrew, Jared, the father of Enoch, is construed
to he "the mount if descent," and is said to be the same with
Ararat, on which the cubical structure of Noah, or foundation
measure, rested. 'Jared, in Hebrew, is '1-'. The root deriva
tions are the same with those of Ararat, of acre, of eal'th.*
The Hebrew '1-' is literally, in British, Y R D; hence, in
'Jared, is to be found, literally, our English word yard (and
also '1-', for 'Jah, or 'Jrhovah, is rod). It is noteworthy the
son of 'Jared, viz., Enoch, lived 365 years; and it is said of him,
by rnbGinical commentators, that the year period of 365 clays W,IS

discovered by him, thus bringing, again, time rind distance val
ues together, i. e., year time descended, by co-ordination, through
the yard, or 'Jared, who thus was its father, in or through
Enoch; and, truly enough, 1296 =yard (or 'Jared) X 4 =
5184, the characteristic value of the solar day, in thirds, which,
as stated, may be styled the parent, numerical~'Y, of the solar
year.

*The Hebrew is noted for its word stem-building. The
methods of stem changes, to form organic changes, are very in
teresting, though now not accurately known. "Ararat = the
mount of descent = '1-'-1il, Hor- 'Jared. Hatho mentions it
out of composition by ~ kath = Il1~. Editor of Moses Cher
enensis says: 'By this, they say, is signified the first place of de
scent (of the ark).''' (Bryant's Anal, Vol. IV., pages 5,6, IS)'
Under "Berge," mouutain, Nork says of Ararat: "i;J11~, for
Il1~ (i. e., Ararat for Aratlt), eartll, Aramm'c reduplication"
Here it is seen that Nork ancl Batho make use of the same equiva
lent, in Arath, 111N, with the meaning of earth. Take the
word '1~ = arad, to proceed from, to be descended from,
which is but a form of '1', or 'Jared. Consider that " i;J, and
ii are interchangeable, and J11~, arath, '-i~, arad, and rJ1N,
arat, are cognate from a common source. Reduplicate, and we
have, for i;J1N, arat.. ~11~, or Ararat. Consider that ~1 is in
terchangeable with '!t and e', and 1"11~, aratll, "becomes Y1N,
are/s, the Hebrew word for e..lrth. The Egyptian word for acre,
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an earth measure, is ar-ou-ar, in which there IS a simple redu
plication of i~, ar. "i~ = ar, is a stem having the funoa
mental signification of ground, earth, soil; hence, furrowing
or pT.Q.ughing, harrowing or vexing." (To be found to this
effect in "Origin and Destiny of lIfan") Hence, taking
the i~, ar, as a stem, we have, in vexing or furrowiug, a base
for the word i-~, arar, to curse, used ill Genesis. Chang
ing r~, arets, to .fin, charets, we have to di'Il'de, separate,
to engrave; and In ft'in, charash, t/l plough, harrow, vex.
Now, Fuerst says that iiN, arad, is but a form ofii-', Jared,
the word in question, the ~ and' "frequently running into each
other." The idea is descent from, "s a source, also}lowingfrom,
for the word, with suffix, is also a river. It will be shown that
the word fiN, arets, earth, is really' a very ftI'eat god-word, ex
pressive, with Adam, Oi~, in the hifil participle of this word,
as a verbal, of the first great abs[ract hermnphroclite source (If
production, or generation, or birth, or }lowingfrom, under the
titles Arts, Artes, and Jlf1ldim, for Jlfars: hence Arets
earth, is a term of birth ordescent, or bf}lowing from, with
Jared and Ararat, while all have reference to earth as a .'ource
if birth as well as a mere reality. The development under the
Mars form works out the idea of generation, as applied also to
the growth of civilization-i. e., as a source of ploughing, plant
ing, building, measures, etc.; in short, of all that comes under
the generalizing English-Hebrew and English-Egyptian word
Arts. So, cognately, Jared or Yard, as source or descent of
earth measure, is but a form of Aretz, and of Ararat. All this
seems to fasten the chief stem, from whence the cognate ideas
are derived, in the radical stem iN, ar, with suffixes, and changes
to vary the original idea. In fact, Fuerst says, under ii~, arar,
to curse, "Th.e stem is i~, and, in further developments, has
also the harder sound, and so the root Nin, chara, tu separate,
sever." So, it is thus seen that the words Jared, Ararat, aroura,
arour, cursing, arets, earth, may all be cognate forms under the
radical i~, ar. It is to be observed that the numerical value of
the word Jared, or Yard, is taken, not, as usual, from any such
value appearing in the word, but from it as a LoncealeJ word for
that measure here given: because of its most curious connections
in relation to measures, and because that it gives us the vel"y
English word name (yard) under which the very measure fitting
ill these very connections is tlu01erically to be found.
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(c.) 86400"-;-.60"=lf40'. Tile square foot contains 140.1
square inches. Therefore, the square foot equals in inches

I
the - of the numerical value of one solar d.l), in minutes,

10
But it is rather four squares of 6 X 6, or of 36 square inches,
by'using the unit square of 6 X 6.

(d.) 1440'-;-.60' = 2f hours, or one solar day in this di
r

VISIOn. Therefore, the -.- partofone square foot equals one
24 .

hour, and 1+t<+ 24 = 6 square inches, the basic unit value·
from whence the source of this inquiry. As this can not
be formed into a square, it -is taken as the' even part of the
unit square in a row of 6 square inches, as one hour, which
is the geometrical and numerical base of the system; or,
as hereafter to be seen, each unit square of this block of 6
is to be considered, by divz'sion, as making four hours,
viz., 2 of day and 2 of night.

Thus it is seen that a s),stem of tz'me measures is, so to
speak, inclosed in the B:itish system of long and land
measures, the limits of one being, or constituting, the limits
of the other kind-the difl"erence being that, whereas, in
one kind, the measure runs from smaller to larger grades
of measure; in the other, it runs in the reverse, from larger
to smaller.

Note, as a matter for antiquarians. Is it not possible that the
British system uf"measures, possibly thus shown to be of Phe
nician origin, is a ,remaining link connecting the British people
with the source of their origin, through the Druids? Their gil
gals, and this development as to these measures, seem to point
that way.

(§ 34') It will be shown hereafter that the two great ~d
narues, viz., 'Jehovah and Elohim, in their numerical val·
ul:'~, stood (for one meaning) fOT a diamete.r and a circum
ference value, respectively. It is now well enough to
state a relation which one of these names, in its radicals,
seems to have to the measures under consideration.

There is a variation on the PaJ;ket" values ,of 6561 to
'20612, used in the pyramid as II3+ to 355+, but jn the
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Bible it is used us r 13 to 355, whether as exhibiting
this relation purely, or ~s implying a decim~l, or both,
is not as yet known with perfect accuracy of determina
tion.

The god-name Elohim, or O'~S~, has the radicals EI,
S~, as the stem mascult'nc, with un h, ,or ~, giving ~ .fem
inine quality attached, thus: El-h, ~-\'n{. The numerical
veilue of S~ added is the greatly esteemed kahbalistic valul',
or number, 3I. The god-name radical is S~, or 31 ; but
there was appended to it a terminative letter h, or ~. to, as
it were, finish out its meaning or scope, thus: ~-.,~ or El-h.
Both words were the proper expression of the god-ni1l11e
prior to that of 7ehovah. The root, or nucleus, numerical
value for EI, being 3r, with the letter h, or 5, added, it
became 36, or 6', the unit square referl~ed to nbove. The
36 showed the systcm to which 7'cfcrc1lce was i1ldicated by
the numher value, while the value 0./ tile first radical, or
3I, was a DIFFERENTIAL, UStd as a )lux betwee1l tlzat sys
tem and anothcr, w/tll Wh1.'c!1 l.·t was essentially connected.

The circnlar dements rediscovered by John A. Parker
were those on which tt"me "nd earth extension values were
in nature based. Time values, ancl their relation to earth
extension values, seem to have been marked out through
a system of measures founded on the number 6, and 6 X 6.
It has just been shown how snch a system involves and co
ordinates time ancl earth extension values. Now, Mr.
Parker, to obtain time v<llues, rednces circular to solar
time, through the intermediation of a unit of solar time
value, viz., 5184000/11, which, as seen, is that value which
will evenly divide in the numerical mile value of 5280, or
rather of the a.cre value composing it, and which connects
time with British long and land measures, as shown. Mr.
Parker's time value circular is based on the area value of
the circle inscribed in the square, which has been shown
to be 5153, He uses it as 5153000/11, and thus, as a perfect
.:zbstract circular value, contra~,ts it with the natural cir
cular, or soJar day value of 5184000"1. The connecting
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link between the two systems of value, or rather one such,
is the difference between the two, and

5184- 51 53 = 31 ;
and 31 is the radical god-word Ei. But to El, or 31, add
the other radical, or h, or 5, and we have El-h, or 36,
which indicates some system of use, founded onthe factor o.

Again, take the limits of the British measures, as shown,
VIZ. :

144 and 5184'
Deduct from these values that of El, or 31, and there re
sults

144 - 31 = II3, and 5184- 31 = 5153 :
where one remainder is a pyramid and Bible value of
diameter to circumference, or II3 to 355, and another is
the area of the circle inscribed in the square of 6561, and
at the same time is the value of a circular day in contrast
with that of a solar day. And this shows the lise of this
differential, as jluxing, or weldzng, time and earth meas
ures, through plane ~\Ocl circular foundations.

Note to C'hapter II.

TABLE SHOWING A LINKING TOGETHER OF VALUES OF APPAR

ENTLY INCONGRUOUS SUBJECTS MATTER.

(§ 35.) This table, while given as a curiosity, because a regu
larly formed system of use c,'ln not be deri\'ed from it, is, never
theless, believed to be of value as the hint of a well-founded sys
tem :ll1ciently made use of to correlate, or co-ordinate all sorts of
measure.

(I.) Diameter of circle, 113; circumference of same, 355;
11 3 being aish or man, and 355 being shanah, or lunar year.

(2.) As to the ancient Greeks, Sey.ffarth, in his" Chronology,"
page 163, quotes as follows: "Theodorus Gaza (Petavii Url1
nology, c. 9), says expressly that the ancient Greeks had for their
religious festivals, a lunar year of 354 days, but for the civil life,
a solar year consisting of 12 months of 30 days each, with 5, and
in leap YClls with 6, intercalary days. The same is affirmed by
Censorinus." See, also, page 168 et seq. of same, as to the He
brews. The same statemems hold good as to the Egyptians and
the Hebrews. Agreeably with this, take the ancient scale of tlme
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(a.) 355 (6.) 360 (c.) 365
(d.) 355.- 1 = 354 (e.) 359 (.f) 365 -1 ......:.. 364,

whe!'c on 355 the shanah, or year word of tbe Hebrews, the in,
terc:dation of 5 days makes the year of 360 days (equal to the
celestial circle of 360 degrees. and the earth geographical circle
of 36o degrees j also, the 'square of 6 as a factor) ; and the inter
calation of 5 days on this makes the full solar vague year of 365
days It will be observed, that by this arrangement the year of
360 stands as at the,mean valzt~ between the two extremes 355
and 365 j the first being an abstract value of circumferencc to
diametel', while the last is the solar year time ci1'cle in natural
periods of days The ancient method of display of the year cir
cle was of a serpent swallowing one or more units of its length ;
so, under this form,

355 - 1=354 359 365 - 1=364,
by the reduction of one (mit the first scale is made to 'show the
lunar years, viz, 354 days, which was the number of days of the
luna!' year among all the an.eients, and 364 days which was the
luni·solat· >'ear springing from the number 7 [390, § 92 (a)], (and
here perhaps, is an indication of a numerical Ilse in •• 'Jared" as
to Enoch, who lived 365 years, for both ii' and ii~, added as
to the charncter values, give the number 7). Thus it is seCn that
the f01"111 113 to 355, is madc the base of a scheme of, and is
linked in onto a method of time adlileasurements of two kinds.

(3.) In the Hebrew Bible there seems to bean undouq,ted Con
nectiou between 113 : 355, ·and 6561 : 20(1I2. Taking the last
as the standard, then

6561 : 20612 .. 113: 355.0001+;
showing the variation on 355 to make this proportion good. How
these values were worked to bring out intended results is but con
jectural, but in l~ measure, some of the uses shown are probably
closely near the proper object. Now, in addition to the above
forms, take the words aish, nzan, =, numerically, 11,3, an:.!
Adam, man, =, numerically, 144; which words are thought t<>
be but conditions of each' other, -then

113 : 355·00[)1+ " 144: 452.3393+
56,5 : 177-5+ . . 72 : 226. [946+
113 : 355°001+ :.: 36 : 113.°973+

where now 113 from <l diameter vnllle becomes, by a slight en
large,nent, a circumterence value to the form 6-;;<6=36. (A pre
cisely same lise is worked all 6561.; 20612 in pyramid construc
tion.)
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And so here we see a shifting of lise of 113 from a diameter
value of 355, as founding a yenr time scale; toa circumference
value of the factor value -6 X 6= 36, the base of the timc and geo
graphicai nleasuring circles. And here again, in 36, the British
land measures are linked to the Hebrew uses of 113 to 355·

(As another variation on tbis,

355 : 113 .. 144: 45.83 .. '440 45813
. . 720 229.18+
. . 360 114·59+)

Now, these values as shown are made usc of in the Biblc, and in
tbc pyramid.

(4·) Take the \imits of tbe British long al")d land measures,
VIZ:

(a.) 144 (b.) 5184;
where 5184is the characteristic of one solar day in thirds, and
springs fronil44 as being tbe number of square inches in 4 square
yards, and 5184 X 121 = the limit fnctor of Ihe ncrc. The Hebrew
god-wold, EI, or 31, gives this vnluc of ~ 1 as a difference value,
or link, running into two systems.; for subtracting it froin (a.) and
(b.),and thcr~ results,

(c.) P3 (d.) 5153j
where, by the use of the differential El, or 31, the diameter
value 113 is linked un to the Englfsh measures, and-in such a way
thatut the same time 5153 is produced. Now, while 113 is the
diameter va-luc to a circumference of 355,5153 is the value of the
area of a circlc inscribed in u square, whose area is 6561. Here
there is introduction 'to

The Parker forms.
(5) (a) Arenof square, 65bl.

(b.) Area of inscribed circle, 5153.
(c:) Dial11etcr of circle, '5S61.
(d.) Circumferer.ce of same, 5153 X 4= z061z

On thesc valwcs. construct the formulations of Mr. Pm'ker,aB
of his three -rc\'olving bodies:

(I.) (2.) (3.)

Z061Z~ X 1: =' z74
Rz

6+? , and this xi = 3
66

43-55

656') 3 8748:) 3,J'664-;
where 'we come to the pyramid value, for, 36643.55 is in inches
~he standard- measure of the circumference of' its base, ahd
11664 -;- i = in inches itsstandcird height.
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In (2.), 27482.66, as a circumference. equals the value of a lu
nation, as shown by Mr. Parker as 27.48266+ days, to the diam
eter value of 8748. Now, I acre of 5280 blocks of 6 X 6 long,
by 33 blocks of 6 X 6 wiele, equals a length, or number, numer
ically, of one mile, and equals in area 627264 - 0 inches.

62726~ --:- 6 X 6 = 17424.
17424--:-2 = 87 12 .

(Also, 627264--:- 121 = 5184, the solar day value.) The object is

to compare this 8712 the even division of, or _1- of, an acre, in
720

blo..ks of 6 X 6, with 8748, the diameter, as shown, of a lunation,
springing as it does from the Parker form.

While the lise of the god-word El, or 3 I, as a differential, has
been made above. the ful! god-word El·h, or 36, can now be
used as one also, for

87 12} --:- 6 X 6 = {2
42

8748 243
and

8748 - 87 12 = 36 :
that is, 36 is the differential by which the Parker forms for time,
based 011 the relation of diameter to circumference of a circle,
can be fluxed into the British measures (in square inches) of the
acre value. which carries with it the numerical value of the mile
as shown. 6 X 6, or 36, the value of the celestial circle, thus be
comes the dijfcrential of a raised value of these quantities.

(6.) But 243 is equal, numerically, to the half the standard
height of th.e great pyramid ill British feet, and on a reduced
scale is found as a measure of height of the queen's chamber.
There is little doubt but that the relation 242 is taken into com
parative account, also, in the pyramid structure; if so, this very
relation of differential comparison is a pyramid one. 242 is a
valuable number in another way, for 5184, the characteristic value

of a solar day X 121 (or 242) = 627264, in inches the!. part
2 10

of the area of one acre. This shows, that while 243, the pyra
mid height, as above, is adjustable with 8748 for divisions of
lunar circles, 243 less one (of a value of 36 for the one), or 242,
is adjustable with the characteristic of a solar day value, to obtain
the area of the acre in square inches.

The circumference of 8748 as a'diameter value, or 27482.66+,
is used in a most remarkable way in the pyramid, to show a com-
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Here its diameter, or
terminal land measure,

parison between lunar and solar time.
8748, affords a means of contrast with a
for,

242 X 6 X 6 =8712, and this + 36 = 243 X 6 X 6, or 8748.
(7.) Now,

In the measures of

355,
20612,

365,
exhibited

27482.66l 36643.55

X~=
3

8748. 11664,
giving as a result the standard measures of the pyramid; and
treating 8748 and 8712 alike,

8748~

(X ~=

87 12) 3 11616,
and 11664 - 116I6= the differential 48. The height of
the pyramid is to twice its base side as diameter to cir
cumference of a circle. By the enlargement on the standard,
as will be shown, t base side is 381.974+ feet, or a Jiameter
value to a circumference of 1200. Twice the base side, then, is a
diameter to a circumference of 4800; and, as shown, 48, the

_1_ part of this, is the differential between a system of time
ICO

values, and a system of land measure v.:dues, objectively resting
on the acre value, shapeJ for the formation of a mile, as in blocks
of 6 X 6, giving the 5280, or mile numerical value in feet, in the
lengih of one side, in blocks of 6 X 6 inches.

Thus, there has been shown a curious method of linking to
gether of the relations

113 to
6561 to

355 360
while all are applicable in use, as
the great pyramid.



CONSTRUCTION OF THE GREAT PYRA:'ttID.

CHAPTER III.

SECTIO~ 1.

§ 36.

INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.

(§ 36.). To a mind unbiased by the prepossession of a
theory that way, the assertion that the great pyramid of
Egypt was built to perpetuate a series of measures, astro
nomical and otherwise, and to contain a mathematical and
geometrical system of calculution and admeasurement, can
not but be received with incredulity, and rightly so. G/ven
a great number of pyramids in a land. the uses oC which
were notoriously for sepulchral purposes, and a rule is es
tablished applying to all, unless proof to the contrary can
be made as to anyone or more isolated exceptions. But,
taking the affirmative of the issue, then as to reconstruc
tion j g/ven a pyramidal mass, utterly destroyed as to its
exterior surface, save the corner base sockets, and a casing
stone in sdu, wilh the connection of the t~xterior "'lith the
construction of the interior lines seriously impaired, to be
restored in an original measure, which has been lost.
None. but proof of an extraordinary kind as to ability to re
constrnct, after the mental conception of what the architect
intended to represent, ought to become, or will become. ac
ceptable. This is especially the case where the time of the
building of the m,lSS dates back beyond what may be called
the historic. age, and where every theory advanced must
rest for support upon its own intrinsz·c men'L, unsupported
by positive evidence of any kind filtet-ing through jhe h/s.;.

tor/cal channels of th~ world.
Where a question of measure is concerned, it will not do

to cut and carve a mass, so as to fitit to such a measure,
particularly adopted on supposition; nor will it do,as oc
casion reguires, to change the. value of the adopted standard
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to suit a stubbornly resisting condition of the mass. It is
true tlldt this method is the one to be employed in arr:ving
at a possibility, or probability. as a theory, but, this accom
pl·ished, the further step is required of eliminating all
theory, and all probability, and all possibility, leaving a
standard of measure as fixed and rigid. lor instance, as is the
British 1·nch. As a sequence to this. ~he restoration of the
mass is to be made in terms and divisions of this measure.
Subject to these considerations, and they seem to be fair
and pertinent, if a stanchud of measure can be arrived at,
as a rigid and fixed one, deri\;.able from an elemental
source, by use of which a structure can he erected. <IS to
its whole and most of its parts, similar to that of the gre;lt
pyramid in its geoJnPtrical shapes, and in such manner that
the· evidence is convincing that the actual measure of its
original construction is being used, then. indeed, the rec~

ognition of that standard, its source, and its use in that
connection, it is thought, should be conceded, even thou~h

the particularities of the method of use may not be certain.
(§ 37.) It is seen that from the elements of quadrature

of Mr. Parker is to be derived the ancient £..gyptl·(lU cubit
'Z'alue, and that in terms of the Brz'tish inell <Indfuot values.
Of the two most important recoveries of the Egyptian value,
viz .• those of Professor Seyffarth and of Sir Isaac Newton,
that of the last named W;IS, as has been said, derived from
admeasurements taken by Professor Grea\-es, of Oxford,
from the interior work of the pyramid. The conclusion
was that that measure had been used in the building of the
structure. If, from the dements of .l\1r. Parker,-Irom
whence the value, and reason of the "alue, of that same
cubit mea:::ure is seen Lo be derivec1,-the pyramid structure.
with the <;hid outlmes of its interior works, can be re
stored, wi,h a manifest reason why it was built,-this
l-eason why being an ess~ntial in these very elements,-it
will not Oilly be a proof that the cubit value thence derived
was the cubit value, b'.1t also that these were the elements
whence it took its rise. Still furtller, if it should happen
that such a restoration of the pyramid answers to the Br/t-
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ish measures. in inches and .feet, of that structure, then it
would seem almost impossible for even exacting criticism
to charge upon such a cumplicated series of correspondences
the escape of coincidence.

(§ 38.) Professor Piazzi Smyth has given to the world
a mass of measurt's ~f this structure. He was laboriously.
and even painfully, careful in their taking. on a measure ad
justed to the British stalldard at Edinhurgh. even to the bal
ancing and dwelling upon te1lths and sometimes hU1ldredths
of inches. He had found such discrepancies in the measl.:res
of the multitudes of those who had preceded him, that he
was prepared beforehand for his work. Besides, he desired
to discover who of those others had done their work well.
Of those who had preceded him. he found the measures
of Col. Howard Vyse, of the French savants, and of
Professor Greaves, exact and reliable.

(§ 39.) There arc four points to be taken into considera
tion, and which should always be had in mind in this mat
ter. viz:

(a.) That it is next to impossible to have measuring in
struments alike. though taken (rom a same standard; and
it is almost impossible tllat, even though having the same
measures, their uses will bring out the sar.le results. Dis
crepancies are liable, from the~c cau~es, to show them
selves in teuths of inches. and even more, where lenglhs
of thirty or more feet are taken. No one will better ap
preciate this statement than Professor Smyth.

(b.) Pro!essor Smyth says most Indy, in relation to the
pyramid structure:

"The differences amongst our OWII results are pal,tly due to
dilapidatioll dh:cts, but are partly dependent, also, 011 variatifJIIs
introdllced by the builders, or actual errors in their \Vorl;, as where
the breadth of the grand gallery varies in diHcrent paris of its length
irregularly, anywhere between 81.7 an,1 83.0 inches. Another
source of en-or is more uncertain, as whert two parts taken by
Sir Isa;]c Newton, and most other writers, as certainly intended
to be the same in measure, are found to be po~itively ditlerent.
An example of this is presented in the bre,ld:h anu height of tIl<:
I'amps, assumed by Si. Isaac to be eq"al, but found by my meas-
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ures to be (on the mean of a number of places, but nowhere uni
formly) ne:uly an inch different, without a probable uncertainty
of more lhan 1-10 inches."

(c.) In long distances, in great masses of mason-work, it
is absolutely impossible to practically obey, by reason of
jOl'uting, the mathematical exactitudes of the architect.

(d.) Professor S:nyth found a very curious feature as to
lengths of passage-ways, the proportions of the king's
chamber, and of the cotfer therein. He also infers the
same as to the grand outlines of the pyramid base. It is:
(1.) That a passage-way may present two lengths, the east
side, say, being longer, or shorter, than the west side.
(2.) That, compared with a perfect cubical chamber, the
king's (and queen's) chamber is out of shape, or askew.
(3.) The same happens as to the coffer. Very many cir
cumstances connected with these irregularities of admeas
urements would seem to point them as purposed, so that
the differences between the measures of a sfandard cubical
chamber, or coffer, and these as they are, served to give
some derived result as the working out of a problem; or
else that a purposed variation in height or breadth might
be intended to satisfy, in fact, two sets of measures differ
ing from each other by some very slight quantity.

SECTION II.

STANDARD MEASURES OF THE PYRAMID, ENLARGEMENT ON THE

SJ\!\JE, WITH THE IlEASONS WHY. THE STANDARD AND EX

ACT, OR ENLARGED, MEASURES OF THE KING'S CHJ\l\olBER,

Standard .I.1fcasures of the Pyrmm'd.

(§ 40.) As to the objects of construction of the great
pyramid of Egypt: (a.) One may be taken as astronomi
cal, from the facts, that the north base side uf the structure
coincides with the parallel of 30° north latitude, and that
the mass, as to its sides, evidenced by its corner socket
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486 feet, 2 inches;

62
763 - feet.

100
(§ 41.) Tuke. as the result of Mr. Parker's problem of

three revolving bodies, his formula for obtaining the sun's
time, or rather the time of the earth about the sun. It is-

lines, is oriented as perfectly as could be expected of
human ability. (b.) Another m;l)" be taken as geometrical.
It was considered by the Rev. Mr. Taylor, who had made
this structure a study (see .• Our Inheritance in the Great
l'yramid," by P. Smyth, prior to his" Life and Works"), that
it \\,,\S so built that its hcight s:lOuld be to o1lc-half its cir
cumference as diameter to circumference of a circle. Pro
fesWI" Smyth shows that approximately this was the fact.
Upon carefully taken measures, linear and angular, and
lIpon computation, he comes to the result that the structure
was-

In height,
An,<:1 that its base side was, by the

measures of Col. Howard Vyse, in
length, 764 feet;

And, by the measures of the French

Corps,

(1.) 206r2 X ~ = 27482.66+, and this X ; = 36643.55+;

in which the last term, being the direct product frbm 20612,
or vullle of circumference, pointed at 366, is, as Mr. Par
ker says, .. the exact value of the passage of the earth
around the sun, over one complete circle. in space, in cir
cular clays." The diameters to correspond with this formula
arc--

~
972 feet for diameter.

[ence.
3°53.629+ feet for circumfer

12 =

(2.) 656r X .± = 8748, ancl this X .± = Il664'
3 3

Ld it be rememhered that, though this formula is taking
the part of time values, it nevertheless is also in the value
of British inches.

Take the two results and divide them by 12, thus reduc
ing them to feet-

(3·) II664 2
36643.55+ S
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Then 972 -+- 2 will give the height ,1S rad/lts, and 3°53.629+
will be the circumfcrcnce of base equal to the circumjer
wcc of a circle to a radius of that height; or 486 will be
the diameter value to twice the side of base, or to

30 53.629---- -- = 763'4°7 X 2 = 1526.814+ feet, taken as cir-
4

cumference of a circle. These are the proportions corre-
sponding to those of the great pyramid.

This division gives-
(4.) For hei,;-ht, 486 feet.

4°7+For ba~e side, 763. -- feet.

BritishCompare these with Professor Smyth's results in
values, viz:
(5.) For height, 486 feet, 2 inches.

62
For base side (French measure), 763.- feet.

100

Hence, the great pyramid exhibits itself as one not only
monumenting a method if quadrahtrc, the elements of
which we possess, but also a measure of the suu's timc, and
also the British inch alld foot values. On the premises
and conclusion, then, the Parker elements seem, by a very
strong showing, to have been known and used in the build
ing of this structure. The worth of having a unit of meas
ure, common for the expression of different kinds of value,
.is also apparent; for here astronomical and geometrical
values are, by means of the common mason's measure in
inches -and feet, built into a stone book. It is thought that
the idea is practically carried out in details, passing from
more generalized to and through complex calculations;
evidenced by the chamber, coffer, and other fine V/ork of
the interior. Even color may be used to classify or qualify
the kinds of measure intended~

The formula in (3), viz:
11664 2 S972

36643.5+ S-+- 12 = 230 53.629
is the same as-
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(6.) 65
61 ~ 6 ~X ~ = the same;

20612 108

where use is made t.f the origin"l Parker elements.
It may be taken, then, as determined, that this pyramid

structure was planned in the measure of reductions (rom
the Parker elements, and that they are the standard meas
ures employed in its entire building, whether in mass ur
detail, subject to variations Ott these standards, in the
woi'king out of the various problems contained in the whole,
and various parts.

Standard Measures of the K£ng's Chamber.

(§ 4-2.) Take, as one set of derivations in detail, the
dimensions of the King's chamber-

(1.) 206.12 inches -+- 12 = 10 cubits, or 17.1766+ feet.
(2.) 17.1766+ feet X 2 = 20 cubits, or 34-.3533+ feet.

17280 \
(3·) 20612 -+- -6-' or (

I j= 19.0851+ feet;10 .
~4-'3533 X 18

which meaSUl"es, agreeably to the conditions, are the meas
Uf/;:. taken at the standard, of the King's chamber; (1) or
17.1766+, being standard breadth, (2) or 34-.3533+, being
standard length, and (3) or 19.0851+, being the standard
height, aU in Br£tish ..Ieet,. subject to variations therefrom
for special purposes, as will be shown. The measures of
this chamber, as given by Professor Smyth, are-

Breadth, 17.19 feet, .

Length, 34-38"
Hdght, from 19. 1 r

to 19.179 feet. 5
(As to height, Professor Smyth gives his measures 19.1 to
19.179. with allowance, or as conjectural, because of the
broken state of the floor when he took them~ " Floor
broken up t/ius since the measures 0./ Col. Howard Vyse."
His me:lsure for height was 19.1 feet.)
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Actual Pyram/d Jfcasurcs, as Enlargcmcnts on the Stalld
ard. w/th the Reason for the Var/ation.

(§ 43.) The following is a method of variation on the
standard measures as given; anel one which seemingly
controls the entire pyramid structure. The Parker ele
ments are 20612 to 6561. The cubit value is 20.612 -i- r2
= 1.71766+ feet; and 10 cubits are 17.1766+ feet. If the
value of diameter 6561 taken as feet. be divided by
17.1766+, or the measure of 10 cubits, thus derived, the
quotient will be 381.97166+ feet. This method is given
for its results in the actual measure desired.

This, in effect, is the same as the division, or quotient, of
diameter value of 6561 by circumference value, or 20612,
under a tormulation to obtain a d/amdcr ,:aluc to a circum
fercncc of unity, thus:

(I.) 20612 : 6561 1 : ,3183°)7+, and,
(2.) 31.83°97 X 12=381.97166+,

and this X 2 = 763.94333.
The effect is a very curious one. Take the following:

42
.

(g.) 20612 X ,= 36643.55 -7- 48 = 763'4°7+,
3

where the standard base side is obtained from the primary
circumfercnce value. By (1.),3183°97 is a diameter value,
and raising it as showl1. it becomes 763,94333, being al
most the same by comparison. Then, working in circum
fercncc values, the standard pyramid measures are found;
working in diameter values, the exactitude comes by the
cnlargcment. Referred to a primary principle,

Original circu1Jifcrence is, 20612.
Changing to diameter value, it becomes 20626,47°01 +.
(§ 44,) The standard measure of the side of the pyra-

mid in (§ 4r) (4), was 763.4°74+ feet. The half of this
is 381.7°37+ feet. Compare this value with that obtained
by the method of variatio:l shown in (§ 43) :

(r.) Standard, 381.7°37+
Variation, 381.9716+.

This last multiplied by 2 = 763'91333 + feet for the side of
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base of pyramid, instead o( 763'4°74+ feet; and let it be
assumed that this was, in fact, a variatiun taken on the
standard measure, yet one growl'ng out of the Parker ele
ments.

Taking tbe base side at 763.94333+ feet, me propoFtion
ate height of the mass would be,

(2.) 486'34!-f- feet,
instead of 486 feet as by the standard.

(§ 45,) ThIS measure of the pyramid's base agrees with
that taken by Col. Howard Vyse, as follows:

Vyse, 764.000 feet,
Above, 763:943+,"
Difference, .056+,"

or, to within less than one inch in 9168 inches.

Tht's Variatz"01l of Enlargement AppNed to Ascerlaz"n
the Measures of the Iling's Chamber.

(§ 46.) If this variation on the standard be applied, for
the ad measurements of the king's chamber. to ascertain
the enhrgements on tlle standard, there will result, as a
base of estimate (§ 43), 206.2647°01+ as the enlargement
on the Parker circumference of 206.12; and,

(r.) 206.2647 --;- 12 = 17.1887+
as the enlarged width of the king's chamber;

(2.) 17.1887 X 2 = 34.37745+
as the enlarged length of same; and,

10
(3·) 34·3774 X 18 == 19'°985+,

as the enlarged height of same.
Or, comparing these with the actttal measures taken

(§ 42), as above, there results:
(4') Actual measured breadth, 17.19 feet

As above, 17.1887 "

Difference, _!l- of a foot, .0013"
10000
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(5·) Actual measured length, 34.38 feet.
As above, 34.3774 "

Difference~ of a foot, .0026 "
10000

(6.) Actual measured height,
As above,

feet,

"
Difference, IS of a (oot, .0015 "

10000
or, literally, the difFerence has become so inappreciable
that there is no method of ascertainment as to what the cor
rect admeasurement is, by any ·practicable test of actual
measure. .If, however, a law cart be ascerta£ned, which
will in its fulfillmen.1 demand the U:'c of these variations on
the standard, then th~y should he considered as data cor
rectly taken. There £s ~uch a law,. and its demands as to
their nature coincide with tl1e spiri~ or genius of the pyra
mid structure, as a measure of time.

Emenciatz"on if the Law.

(§ 47.) The very great value of the number 6 as a fac
tor, is at once recognized in the base of the British long
and land measures, a.nd also in the construction of the
celestiill time circle. That circle is of the value of 360°;
it is divided into m£nutes, seconds, thz"r"ds, etc., in the scale
of 6d = 1°, 6d' = I', 60'" = I", and so on. This circle is
subject to another division, as applied geographically to the
earth, where 360° -7- 24 = IS° to the hom of longitude,
whtfe 24 is also a multiple of 6, as 6 X 4 = 24, and where
.each degree = 69+ miles British. The primary division
of this circle is on the base of 6 parts, subdivided for each
part into 3600 parts', or 6 X 3600 = 21600'; or, 360° X 6d
_.. 21600'.

Now, by the variation on the Parker elements (stand
ard), worked out, as seen, through the simple use of the
elements themselves, the result is obtained of a diam
cter value, (by change on a circumference value), of

190 985+ [§ 46, (3)].
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This factor 6, which is of such great value, is not takcll
cmpirically, merely because it proves to be of such great
practical use in the admeasurement and subdivision of time
periods or land measuring rests, or stops, hut it IS a legiti
mate circumference value, derivable from this variation
on the standard Parker clements of diameter and circum
_fcrence, for-

(I.) 6561 : 20612 :: 381.97166 : 1200 :: 190'985+
: 600 :: 1.9°985 : 6;

6561
where the reduction from -6- = 3183°9+ X 12 =20 12

656r . . )
38197166, or 66 = 381.97166, diVIded by 2 = 190.985,17.17
becomes the. diameter value of a circumference of 600; or,
I '9°985 becomes the diameter value of a circumference of
6; and this properly, and rightly, and exactly, belongs to
the use of the Parker elements: so, this height of the
king's chamber is diameter to a circumference of 60. See
the play of change! The Parker circumference 20612,
changed to a diameter value by variation, gave the exacti
tudes of measure of the pyramid in diameter for circum
ference terms. Among these is the height of the king's
chamber, which now turns out to be a means of re-getting
an integral circuniferencc value, in the number 6, or 60.
The obtaining of thiS end seems to be the law o.f pyramid
actual construcHon.

216 6 3

(2.) 19'°985+ inches X -, or -, = 412'5294+inches,10 10
which equals the length of the king's chamber ill inches,
as the enlargement or variation on the standard; and,

(3.) 6561 : 20612 .. 412.5 294+: 1296 ;
or, there results, the length of the king's chamber, in in
ches, as a diameter value, proportioned to the number
of inches in the square yard British, as a circumference;.
and it is well to reflect that 1296 X 4 = 5184, the charac
teristic value of o.ne solar day reduced to thirds.

41259.24: 129600
(4' ) . 6 . = 6875'48+ :21600.
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and,

( )
6875'4-8 : 21600

5· 360 = 19.0985 : 60;

where the celestial, or geographical earth, circle of (6 X
60, or) 3600 X 60', equals 21600' of division, in terms for
circumference to height of the king's chamber as diameter.
'rhis, as a foundation, embraces all the time subdivisions
of that circle into hours (24- equal to 1 solar day of

(1;4-) 2 X 1000 = 5 184-000"', as well as the distance divis

ions of the circumference of the earth in miles to the de
gree), minutes, or primes, seconds, and thirds.

So, also, as to the width of the king's chamber.
(6.) 6561: 20612 .. 206.264-+ inches: 64-8 Inches.
So the law of construction of the pyramid is assumed to

have been found on this showing.

Note, that the base side of the pyramid,by actualmeaF;ure,
being thus shown to be a diameter of 763.94-3+ to a circumfer
ence of 2400 feet, this is 24- X 100, and 24- is four times the fac
tor 6. The base of the pyramid, then, would be co-ordinately
represented by a square of 24-, or 6 X 4- = 24-, to the side; and
this i.s the Garden of Eden form: and, also, it is the square
Hebrew Zodiac of the 12 months.

The Discovery of/his Law

(§ 48.) ,The discovery of this law, and of its applica.
tion, arose from a suggestio;} of thought on reading a pas
s,age in-the HHistorical View ofthe HitldttAstrono1ny," by
Mr. John.Bentley~ It is almost evident that one in~ention

of the architect of the pyramid, has been exactly repro
duced intheuse oLa numerical system; and this accorp
plishmentis but the going back to the original sources of
the numerkal' instrumeptalities which are in ust: to-day.
Considering the valu~ o(this discovery, it is appropriate to'
give' the original· notes made ,on the subject, as follows
(prem'isillg,howeve~,t'hat'theauth9rhad.b~forethis obtained
ihenunierical value of the enlai'gement onthe-,stapdard.
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and hnd made use and mention of it in Ancient of Days,.
without knowing, or seeing its npplication) :
"A very remarkable blending of all these systems can be

given, ai'ising from the actual method used by the Hindus,
for the calculations of sz'nes, tangents. c,ost'nes, cotangents,
etc., which belongs to their most ancient system of astronomi·
cal c<:le:ulations. This method is given by Mr. John Bent~

ley, in his "H£stor1'cal V£ew of tlte H£ndu Astronomy"
(sec. 3, page 156). He is giving the variqus values for
the computations of the value of IT, one after the other,
until coming to one very nearly approximating the true re
lation, he says:

" But Argabhatta, iIi the 17th chapter, in speaking of the orbits
of the planets, gives us It nearer approach to the truth; for he
there states the proportion as 191 to 600, or as 1 : 3.14136, which
gives the circumference a small malleI' less than the proportion of
Bhaskara in the Lilavati. This, however, is not the invention of
Argabhatta; for it is employed in the Brahma Siddhanta, Surga
Siddhanta, and by all the astronomers before the time of Arga
bhatta, as well as since, for computing the tables of sines, etc.,
though not immediately apparent. Thus, in computing the sines,
they take the radius at 3438', and the circumference they divide
into 21600'; the diameter is therefore 6876: hence the proportion
is 6876 : 21600. Reduce these numbers to their last terms by divid
ing them by 36, the result will be 191 : 600, as stated by Arga
bhatta."
"Mr. Bentley was greatly familiar with the Hindu astro

nomical and mathematical knowledge; not as a foreigner
studying the reach of a nation in such matters, but as a
resident in Hindostan of some fifty 'year~;. This statement
of his may, then, be taken as authentic. The same re
markable trait, among so many Eastern and ancient nation~,

of sedulously concealing the arcana of this kind of knowl
edge, is a marked one among .the Hindus. That which
was given out to be popularly taught, and to be exposed to
popular inspection, was but the approximate of a more ex
act but hidden knowledge. And this very formulation of
Mr. Bentley will strangely exemplify tbe asst:I:tion; and,
explail1ed, will show that it was derived from a system ex
act beyond the European one, in which Mr. ,Bentley him-
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self, of course, trusted, as far in advance of tbe Hindu
knowledge, atany time 1 in any generation.

" This formulation is the taking of a radius of 3438 to
obtain a circumference to be divided into 21600 equal parts.
The diameter would be 6876, and the reduction of ~his by
36 would be 191. 216 is 6 3 , or, 36 X 6, which shows use
of a ~ystem founded on a multiple of which 6 is the basic
factor. 3438 is an exceedingly near approach to a pure
circumfen->nce value; which goes to show, as it is used as
a radius, that which has been so observable h.eretofore of
the expi'ession of diameter, or. straight line, varues in terms
of circltmference.

"Take the reductions of 20512, the Parker circumfer
ence value, that give the dimensions of the king's cham
ber:
(1.) 20612-0- 600 = 34·3533+ feet, = stan.dard length.
(2.) 20612-0-1200=17.1766+ feet, = " width.

2061 2 ~-10S0 ~
(J.) 343·533 -0- IS = 19.0851+ feet, = standard height.

190.851-;- 10

" The:;e are the standard measures of these dimensions,
for comparison; or, on which variations ,are raised in the
working out of the various problems for which they were
the base. Take it that this Hindu problem involves these
measures, and that the system of factoring by 6 is intro
duced, by which with these measures to work out tables of
sincs, cosines, tangellts, cotangents, etc., and for calcula
tions of planetary times,or distances. So (1), perfect cir
cular elements are required; and (2), the ,jrcumference of
these elements is to be divided intu 21600 equal parts. Can
not the Hindu system be traced back to an absolutely per
fect onc, based on the Parker elements? And, at the same
time, can not this same I-limb system he attached through
the same Parker elements, by actual measures, to the
king's chamber, the passage-way therefrom, and to the
ante-chamber works? If this can be done, plainly, and
mathematically, it will be an import<j.nt aFhievement.,

"Let use of the base of operations be in whole
•
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numbers, viz., 20612, the perfect circumference, in
stead of its fractional derivatives. A perfect radius, in
stead of being, as Mr. Bentley represents that of the Hin-
dus, or 3438.
is, say, the perfect one of 3435.333+
or, 2061200 --;- 600. The diam~ter, then, 111-

stead of being 6876, will be 6870.66+
or 4122400 --;- 600.

" Let Mr. Bentley's Hindu radius values be tested with
the perfect ones-

(4·) 19.0851 : 34·3533+ :: I9 IO : 3438.015;
where standard height of the king's chamber is to its stan
dard length as Mr. Bentley's diameter reduction is to the
diameter value he reduces from, 3438. plus the increment,
to make up the exactitude, of .015, as seen. Comparison
with the standard values of king's chamber measurement
is thus made, subject to variations on these for special pur
poses. Howard Vyse's height of the king's chamber is
19.1, and Professor Smyth's measured length of the same
zs 34.38, the very numbers of Mr. Bentley.

" It is now desired to get a perfect circumference to di
vide into 21600 e,qual parts, and for trial-

(5·) 6561 : 20612 :: 41224 : 129509.0821;
that is, diameter : circumference :: standard length of
king's chamber in one-hundredths of inches : circumfer
ence required. Divide this fourth term by 21600, to see
what the value of the subdivi,~ed parts will be-

(6.) 129509.0821 -7- 21600 = 5.995790;
and here, in this result, is evidently to be seen one object
o( the Hindu system, as to the values taken to get this di
vision, viz., to create a system from a numerical base 0./ 6,
Wh/c/l may be used as (l factor tllroltp,hout the system de
veloped.

"21600 is the cube of 6, or 6 3 X 100, and here, in the
quotient, by the division of 21600 into the circumference value
taken, there is obtained 5.99+, or a result with an exceed
ingly near approach to the factor 6. desz·red as the base 0.1
the system. But this base is wanted exactly; therefore,
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3437·74
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force back a perfect circumference value into an enlarged
form, to accommodate to this state. Were this quotient 6,
instead of 5.99+, the dividend would be 1296 (by the way,
the number of square inches in the square yard), instead
of 1295+. Carry back, then, with this value, by the pro
portion from the standard of Parker circular elements, and
there results-

(7·) 20612: 6561 :: 129600 : 41252'94+,
for the desired diameter value in the fourth term, in
hundredths of inches, as an enlargement upon the standard
le1lgth if the "Ieing's chamber measure. Compare this with
the standard-

(8.) Enlarged value, 41252'94
Standard " 41224
Difference in hundredths of an inch, 28'94,

as a variation on the standard to obtain the desired result.

(9·) 41252.94+ 12 = 3437·74 +
is the radius required to complete the object sought; or,
the diameter will be-

(10.) 3437·74 X 2= 6875'48.
" Anc! this is taken to be the real radius, and the real

diameter belonging to the Hindu system; which was just
sufficiently obscured to cover the real derivation (rom the
perfect elements of the quadrature.

~1I.) The radius given by Mr. Bentley, is
The true one is
The diameter given by Mr. Bentley, is
The true one is

And again:
6875'48 : 21600

(12.) --36 gives 19°.985+ : 600,

for, anc! in place of Mr. Bentley's Hindu proportion of
191 : 600.

" Now, applying these resulLs as a variation on the height
alld length of the king's chamber, the standard measures
are, respectively:

(13·) 19.0851+ : 34·3533+·
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The variations for the purpose stated, give:

(14·) 19.0985+ : 34·3774+;
while the actual measures made, are:

(IS·) 19. 1 : 34.38;
and in mason work of these lengths, the difference between
19.0985+ and 19.1, and between 34.3774+ anrl 34.38, in
feet, is cel"tainly inappreciable. While this is so, the pur
pose of the Hindu use is also thus shown to be perfectly
fitting in measures, to such a use in the pyramid; and the
pyramid work, just here, almost undoubtedly involves cir
cular admeasurements.

" This slight but proportionate change is made to give
a cz"rcumference value into wlu'ch 21600, as 6 3 X 100, will
divt'de evenly into subdivision of 6. And thus, and here,
and in this manner, is shOvVn the working-in of the system
of the division of a circle into 360 equal pacts, and further
subdivisions, to co-operate, and to co-ordinate, with pure
circular measure. 21600 ~- 60 = 360, or 3600 of 60' to the
degree. 3600

--7- 24 hours = 150 to the hour. If the min
utes in 24 hours are taken, or 24 X 60' = 1440', then 1440
+2 = 720', and 720'2 = 518400', and this X 10 = numer-

ically, and in minutes, just one solar day i'1 its last subdi
vision of thirds; and in the limits of 144 and 5184, are
to be found the peculiar limits of the British square foot,
and four times the British square yard of 1296 inches: and
the British acre is the only least quantity into which 5184
will divide without a remainder. 5184 is again repro-

duced by 81 X 64, where the 81 is the square root of the
Parker square of 6561, and the 64 is one-tenth the number
of acres in the square mile.

" So, an exceedingly practical use is thus developed, as
belonging to the meanings, or readings, of the king's
chamber."



§ so. FACTOR 6 IN THE METIUS FORM.

NOTE.

A C01l1lcetio1l bctwCCll tllC Parkcr alldJlfct/us Forms .v/tlz
Rclat/oll to the Fac/or 6.

(§ 49') In § 35 (3), it is seen th~lt we have the forms:
(1.) 6S6~: 2061~ 113 355.0001+,

:Ind-
(2.) II3: 35S 0001 + :: 36 : 113·0)73+·

Above, we ha\'e the change of circumference to diameter
valut's, to IJbt<lin the exut't measures of the pyramid, with
dimensions of the king's chamber, of which height of
king's chamber i::; a base of Clla!1ge, ;Igain, from a diam
eler, to get a circumference \';l!ue, viz., in the form-

(3·) 1.S098S+: 6;
where the tlz/rd proportion~ll is dianwter to, the fourth, a
circumference of 6.

Through a like change on the Metius forms, we unci in
the tl/ird proportion a I 0 f (2) 6 2 , or 6 X 6, or use of 6 as
a factor, for a diameter value, to the COtlrth, that at" ;1 cir
ctlll1fert~nce.

Both forms thus find a like base of ::;tructure on the same
factor, 6; but one finding it ;IS circumference, ;1ncl one
as d/amctcr value. It is thought that herein, perhaps,
is n key to one of the chief links of cOilnectioll between
the two forms.

SECTION II.

TABLE OF STANDARD MEASURES OF !mSTOltATION Of' THJ=: GHEAT

PYHAMID, MADE THUS FAR.

(§ So.) Standard circumference In
For circumference of huse, raised to
Standard diameter in inches,

For height of pyramid, raised to

Standard circumference of pyramid,

36643.5S+ --0- 12 = in feet,
in cubits,

inches, 20012.00

36643-S5
6561 .00

11664
--'.00

2

30 S3·62+
1777 ·77+
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Standard base side of pyramid,

3°53.62+ -:- 4 = in feet,
in cubits,
in inches,

Standard height of pyramid,
11664 --0- 24 = in feet,

Standard length of king's chamber,
206.12 X 2 = in inches,

in feet,
in cubits,

Standard breadth of same,
in inches,
in feet,
in cubits,

Standard height of same,

Base side, 763.4°74 -:-- 40,
I 1. II II in feet,

or, 20.612 >< ----12
TO in inches,

or, 34·35:)3 X 18
in cubits,

763'4°74
444·444

9160.88

486.00

412 .24
34·3533
20.0000

206.12

17. 1 766+
10.000

229.0222

11.11111

ElIlargrd J!"('({SII)"{'S ou the Staudard.

l§ 51.) Tilese i1IT obtained on the formula-
6561 : 20612 :: -:)18.109+ : I,

where the object evidently i::<, among other things, to get a
new diameter value fc)r an integr;d circuml"erence value of
llnit.\'. It will be seen thilt this new diametn ,,",due can be
raised so a" to exhibit a very slight enlargement on the
sl;ll1dard circumference v,dues already llsed.
Enlarged height of pyramid in feet, 486.34II8

Enlar)..:ed base side, ( ==" 763.9433 +
31.830 97 2 :< 24, S

.And this is iI dia, to a circumference of 24°°.0000
in inches, 9167.31 +
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Enlarged height of king's chamber,

763'943328 -+- 40 = in feet,
in inches,

Enlarged length of king's chamber,
18

19.°98583+ X -= in feet,10
in inches,

Enlarged vvidth of same,

34'37744976+ 72 = in feet,
in inches,

19'°98583
229. 182998

34.37744976 +

412.5 29396+
17.1887248+

206. 2647001 +

Measurrs as actually Jlfade or Computed z'n Terms of the
Brz'!Z"sh Inclz and Foot.

Side of base (French measures), in feet,

Height (estimated or
by Smyth), in feet,

(§ 52.) computed.
486.2 inches.

62
763,--100

Side of base (Col. Vyse's measures), in feet, 764.00
Length of king's chamber, in feet, 34.38
Width" "." 17.19
Height" "" 19.1

(§ 53.) A t3ble can be raised on these enlarged values,
where, in every case, 318+ is the quotient of the diameter
divided by the circumference. It is thought that the Ilse
fulness of this vallie of 318+ is jllst that which gave it tile
name of the 318 trained or circumcised servants of Abram.

(a.) I '9098+ feet diameter to a circumference of 6 feet.

3.8197+" " "12 "
229.1829 inches " " 720 Ill.

45 8.3658 " " " 1440 ..
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(b.) 34.377449 ft. diameter to a circumference of 108 feet.
412.529 inches" " 1296 in.

1°3.132 + " " .. 324"

(c.) 68.754899 feet " .. 216 feet.
825.°58 inches " " 2592 m.

(d.) 137.5°9796 feet " " 43 2 feet.
r650.II6+ inches .. .. $184- 111.

(c. ) 275.019592 feet .. " 864 feet .
33°0.232 inches .. " 10368 Ill.

108
216

In this table, it is seen that the actual pyramid measures,
for one feature, become diameter values for circumferences
of which 6 is a factor. This is a fact of interest, when it
is considered that the British long and land measures are
based on the use of this factor; w, also, the Hebrew ca
pacity measures; likewise, also, the Hindu measures of
time.
The characteristic, or value, number of the Hindu

time measures, as to one of their cycles, is
This is the half of
That of another period, called Kalpa, is 432

Dwaper, is 864
" "Sandhi, is 1728

That of one of their divisions of months is 5184
It is thus seen that the factor 6 co-ordinates long and

land, and capacity and time measures, belonging, respect
ively, to different peoples.

(§ 54.) There is also a system of factoring to obtain the
standard pyramid measures from the value of a circum
ference alone, as follows:

""" solar ""

20612 X 1: = 27482,66+ ,Whence the lunar time by Parker.
3

" X 16
- = 3664355+
q
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"

"

"

."

"

"

"

Circumference of pyramid.

2

4

I6
-8 = 3°53.622+10
16
--6 = I 'i 26.8 I [+

2[ .

16
X

x

"

"

20612 X

4:)2
16

" X S64 - 38[ ·7°37+ S

16
"X [9o .85[S1728 - [0

2SS IS
" X 17 2SO = 34·3533+ 160 " "

" X 2SB 7 766+ 18 " "34560 = [.[ 320

" X 2SS 85S8 + IS " "
69[20 = 3 640

The enlargements are to be obtained by use of the S'lme
factors, on the enlargement of 20612 to 2062647001, thus:

6561 X 100 -7- 20612 = 31.83°9722+
J1.830 97 2 X 12 = 381.9716664+

86438t'·97166+ X 16- = 20626.47001+;
which last result IS the enlargement on the Parker primary
circumference.

SECTIO:-< III.

EFFECT OF PUTT[NG THE PYRAMID IN A SPHERE, PRELIMINARY

TO GIVIXG, OR WORKING OUT, ITS FURTHER. MEASURES; Axn

STATED AS HYPOTHESIS OR THEORY. OBTAINlNG THE NU~'1_

BER VALUE 21633°,

(§ 55.) Thus there has been displayed the elements (or
the construction of the pyramid: the enlargement on the
same, with the rea~on therefor; the standard measure~,

and actual mea~ures thereof as enlargements, or variations,
on the standard; as also of the three elements of the
length, hreaotl1, and height of the king-'s chamber.
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It is thought there is a reason for the pyramidal shape of
the structure; and because the use of it in that shape can
be made instrumental in the production of a numerical
value, which seems to be recognized and made use of, or
rather worked with reference to, by the architect, in most
of the governing- lines of the interior work, it is thought
best to commence with the development of the number

216330

as a result of placing a pyramid, in terms of the original
Parker measures, ,'n a sphere. From this, as will be seen,
some very extraordinary numerical relations arise, which
harmonize with the supposed object, or genius of the
structure.

IY'

E

B 0'

H .K
X'O

(a.) Let AD B' represent a vertical meridiana} section,
and A B B' a transverse vertical sectiun (cutting in the cor

I
ners) of the pyramid. Let DB' = - side of base, and

2

B B' =!. diagonal of base. Then,
2

Height (standard), A B' = 6561
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I
- 13a~e ~ide

2
(standard), DB' = 5153

13 13' = JD 13';! ;';-2" = 7287-+P48+
To get this pyramid in a sphere, A 13' lIlust be produced

to such a length, that with some point, as 0, as a center,

illHi with °A as a radius, a circle may be described which

will cut in the points A and 13. This can be clone because

13 13' is a mean proportional between A 13' and some lell~th

AB'+x
x, which gives ---;---- = radins required.

This radius equals 7327.6588172+.
As 13 lY is longer than A 13', additiun lllu~t be made to A H'
to gd this radius. The dill'erence between them IS

726.4-P48+; and this added to ~\13' gi\-e:: the 7287-+P48.
Now, though A 13' has been increased to eqliitl 13 13', it still

is not the j-adius n:'quired; because, b} ditl"erence in posi

tion, A 13' thus increased, takell as a radius, can not inclOSl'

the pyramid. A further distancl' is required.

The true value is as stated. 7327 .6S8~I72+.

The clifference between this <Ind A 13' increased as above,

is 4°.216330+.
Now, let 13 13' be increased by the ~1J/lOh llIt1llber of lhi::;

last difference, viz., 40; then there will remain as between

the true radius, 7327.6588+, of the circle inclosing the

-pyramid, and H H', the llLlmerical vaiue,

21633°,
as a final difference.

216330 Foulld as (Ill E/lipt/ca! D1ference.

(b.) There are two ways to take up or represen't an el

liptical propert)': one is to measure out from a common
central point to the end of the major, or minor, axis of

the ellipse; the other is to take a true circle, and exhibit

the same difference at the UlltO', on the quadrant lines.

Here the latter plan seems to have been adopted:

A °= 7327.6588172
H H' = 7327-442487

Difference, .21633°;
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which thus introduces the property of an ellipse, as con
nected with the sphere, taken up or represented at the cen
kr thereof.

True Pyramid springillg from the Pyramid placed in the
Sphere.

(c.) It is seen that this pyramid thus placed in th(~

~phere, is composed from the original Parker elements, in
Ilumbers. Now. any pyramid taken off this by a base
line. as C C', dr:l\\'n parallel with B B', will be proportional
ill all its elements with the pyramid inclosed in the sphere.
On the pyramid lines thus placed in the sphere, another is
required to represent th~ Parker formulre-

42

20612 X"2 = 36643.55+,
3
42

6561 X -', = II664' ;
3"

111 which 36643.55+ is to rei'resent the circumference of
the base, and II664 is to represent the height. This can
be done: reducing the values to feet. equ<Jls for circumfer
ence 3053+ feet; or. for base side, Die' x 2 = 763'4°74+
feet (standard measure); and. for height. II664 -+- 12 =
972 for diameter. and 972 -7- 2 = 486 feet (standard meas
ure) for radius or height j whereby. on the lines of the first
pyramid, constructed from the original Parker numbers,
another pyramid is made to spring from the same original
numbers in terms of the Parker formula, for obtaining in
366-4355. as he says, "the exact time of the passage of
the earlll around the sun over the value of a complete circlt>
in Sp:ll'l' ill circular <lays." Tile enlarged measures of the
pyrmll/d jrojr:r are to be had by cxtend/ug the he/ght and
standard Ilasc lines.

I
Solar rear Valtle obtaiued from· - Base S/de of Pyrallll"d.

4
aud the S/lle of 30?

(§ 56.) It is to be noted that the north b:lse line of the
great pyramid is located on the actual parallel of 30° north
latitude. Let it be assumed that the sphere taken was in-
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tended to rcprcsent the earth,. that by the difference taken
up at the center, as shown, a datum, numerically, of the
elliptical property, or of an clliptz'cal property, of the
earth's shape, or'of its spheroidal char-lcter, was intended;
and then, that the line of 30° was intended as a po£nt to
work to in the ebboration of the problems intended to be
dis?l~lyed as measuring the earth and the planetary orbits.
A use of this can be made manifest.

I
(a.) The standard length of Die', or - base side of the

2

pyramid, is-

(I.J 381.7°37°+ feet.
The naIf of this is-

(2.) I9o,8SI85I+ feet.
In the circle of this diagram is represented the pyramid

I
taken at the standard height and- base side, or 486 feet,

2

and 381.7°37+ feet, respectively, as a proportional part of
the ideal pyramId drawn in the sphere. The actual pyra
mid is an enlargement on these values of 486.34II8+ feet
for height, and 381.97166+ feet for half base sid~; and, to
effect this, the height will project beyond the circle .34II8
of a foot. and the base line will be projected for the other
differences.

The radius of the standard circle is 610.638234+ (eet.
Add, for enlarged height, '34II8I+ "

------
(3.) Enlarged radius, 610'979415+ (eet.

(b.) From the center 0 of the sphere (preceding figure),
draw the radius line 0 F, to intersect the pari.1Uel line of
30°, at F on the sphere, laA:w as thus enlarged. The dis
tance 0 D", where this radius line is found to l'ntersect the
z'1ZChllCd s/de of the pyramid, is found to be 38I.22807 feet,
as follows: The angle A D"E = 51° 51' 14"5; the angle
E D"O = 30°; then the angle A D"O = 81° SI' 14//5; the
angle allA E = 38° 08' 45"5; and the angle A 0 D" c....;:c 60° ;
then-
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9995595
9· 790754
2·786026
2.581 ISS

the value of the st'/lc huc

Sill. 81° 5 I' 14" 5
Sht. 38° 08' 45" 5
Log. 610.979415
Log. 381. 22807

If this is taken as the rael:u::;, then
()f 30°, or 0 E, will be,

(2.) 19°.614°35+ feet.
Compare this value of sine of 30°, ",yith the corresponding
value of standard one-fourth base side [(a) (2.) J, or,
19°.851851+ feet j and let it be taken that the object has
been to get the difference betWf'ell these values, as to tho',.
dcdmals, for use, so that:

(3·) 190- I 85 1851 -190 - I 61 4°35 = 190- I 237816.
The uses of this remainder are ill exceeding great harmony
with the scheme supposed. 190.85185 I + is the standard value

I
of the - the base side of the pyramid, or 190.85185 I X 4 ~.

4
or 16, equals the standard circumference of the pyramid in
feet, or 36643.555+ inches, wilere the height of the pyr
,Imlcl is to this value as radius is to circurnference of a cir
cle. As to the use of the variation founel :

(4·) 19°.237816 feet equals, ill inches, 2282,853792,
and-

(5·) 2282.853792 X 4"\ or 16, =, in inches, 36525.660672,
or, in tenths of inches, 365256.60672,
as a result from the lise of this difference between lhe

I
standard-base side, and the sine value of 30° as taken.

4
(c.) 36525 is numerically taken as the correct solar

year day valuc, or circle, as used ill the calendars; but
this carries it to a greater exactitude, for this value is in
tenths of inches, 365256.6067+
The true ar:d exact solar year value is 365256.3835

Difference, 000000.2232+
or 17" in a year's time: so close an approximate that 5000
years would have to elapse to require the intercalation of
I day, for correction of the calendar.

Note on § s6.-The results 01 thusputling tile pyram:el in
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a sphere can be shown by diagram. The base.of the pyr
amid proper is 36643.55 inches, fr0m which nt.:merical
value Mr. Parker derives the exact solar year period. The
side of the square base is 763.4°74 feet. This divided by
2 is 381.7°37+ feet; and this by 2 = 190.851851 feet:
the very division 011 which comparison is made for the dIf
ferentialof 190.237816, by running a radius to 30°, on the
circle of the pyramid enlarged. It is thus seen that this is

I
a method of working the differential on the - base side,

2

I
and the - base side, of the pyramid. 190.614035 being

4
sine of 30°, then 190.614035 X 2= 381.22807 feet, becomes
the side ofa square measured on this circle: so that this is
a square of cornpanson with that of the base of the pyramid,
in its seen division, to obtain a dijferent£al to procure the
solar year value. This division of the square base of the pyr
amid, divides it into 16 squares; 12 around the circumference
and 4 in the midst, framed on two lines tirOssl'ng in the
center. This is exactly the square framed for the Garden
of Eden, and the encampment of the Israelites, showing
that the Hebrew idea is just that of the Egyptians. Now,

I
ihe square base of the pyramid is the zodiac. The - of

4
this square is a variation on that square in a 'circle obtained
by putting the ideal pyramid in a sphere, cutting in the
parallel of 30°, and thus obtaining the solar year, as the
value of the zodiac. But the sphere itself is representa
tive of the earth, the diameters of which are to be worked
out co-ordinately with the time value of the zodiac, and in
and from the same data. Was there ever a more magnifi
cent conception? The data for exact computation are the
gO\'crning ones, and the architect is cunningly blocking out
the cosmic work architecturally.

Equatorial ahd Polar Diameters if the Earth obtaztzed.

(§ 57.) It is seen that this very exact solar year numer
ical value! in tenths of inches, is architltcturally obtained as
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"

"

feet,41. 854.174+
4I.739·954+

758
114219. -The difference is

a variation; by difference, on 366435.5+ in tenths of inches,
or the standard circumference of the pyrdmid proper,
which value as 366'4355 is the very value, which, under
his problem of three revolving bodies, John A. Par
ker raises from these very original elements of his quad
rature (which, under the present application, give the pyr:L
mid in the sphere, whence the real pyramid is taken) as
"the exact value of the passage of the earth about the
sun," etc. Now, if under the geomdrical conditions framed
in § 55 (a), and with the data obtained of 3664355+, and
the elliptical value numencal of 216330+, taken up at the
center of the earth, the actlral miles numerical value of the
earth's diameters can be worked out, it would seem, almost,
that the design of the architect must be being reproduced,
though perhaps in a stumbling way, and lacking in the re
finements, and proper details, by which he almost undoubt
eoly was working out planetary exactitudes as to size and
motion through geometrical elements, under a co-ordinat
ing system of construction and of notation. As a fact, by
a very beautiful calculation through these very means, the
equatorial ano polar diameters of the earth can numerically
be obtained,

(a.) Let the values of the earth's diameters be taken
at, foi'

(1.) Equatorial diameter,
And another at some other point,

If the larger diameter be divided by this difference the quo
tient will be 366'4355+, and this is numerically that value

42

springing from the Parker elements of 206.12 X ~ ==

"366'4355+, which, as he says, is " the exact value of the
passage of the earth about the sun over one complete circle
in space in circular days;" and used otherwise fol' pyra
midal purposes, is in 36643.55 inches the stanoard circum
ference of tIle pyramid.
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[The question has been raised, by what authority Parker poinl5
this value at 366.4355+, and in truth he is not clear as to this.
But a way can be .shown, by throwing the values from inches into

20612
ket, thus: -- = 1.71766 feet,or the value of 1 cubit. 120 cubits,

12000

then, is 206.~ feet, and this X ~ = 366-4355+, as the Parker
3

time clay value, thus shown to be in British feet.]
In this formulation, since the smaller diameter taken is

less than the dividend by the amount of the divisor, the
quotient of the smaller divided by the difference, will be
one tess than the first quotient, or 365'4355+: There re·
suIts:

(2.) 366.4355+ ~ ~ 41.854.174+ feet,
X II4219.758 =

365'4355+ 41.739·954+ "
where the products are the return of th~ diameter values of
the earth as taken.

But II4219.758 feet equal 21.63253+ miles British, and

the difference taken up at the center of 'the sphere as
shown, was, numerically, 21.6330; which, if it be taken
as representing this miles value of difference, shows a dis-

crepancy of -L of a mile, or of 2 feet, as the difference. 10000
of the earth's diameter as taken.

[Here it will be seen that 41854174 feet is, to all intents, the
equatorial diameter of the earth. This being so, the numerical
datum of 216330 founel as equal to a miles elliptical difference
value may be one assumed as being thus found, and on which, as
one true value is already obtained, the other may be had.]

(b.) It has been shown that 36643.55+ is obtained by

use of 20612 X ~:. Since 21632.53 is numerically nearly

the same as 2061200, and yet is taken as a Iniles value,
transformation may be made of 21.63253 intp the terms

of the formula 20612 X ~;,or by use of ,the factors 3 and

4. As it appears that-
4,z '.

(r..)ZOO.I2 X 3~= 366'4355+,
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so it seems that-
3

(2.) 21.63253 X 42 = 365'°4894+'

Substitute this value in (a) (2), and, formulating, we have

42

(3·) 366 '4355+ X 365.°4894 X -3= 7926'92686,
3

where, in place of the resultant value appearing in feet, it
is now pro(:uced in miles Brz'tz"sh, of the equatorial diam
eter of the earth; and-

42

(4') 365'4355 X 365'°4894 X 3"3= 79°5. 2943+,

where the result, in place of feet, is now produced in miles'
value of the other diameter, as taken.

(c.) But now there appe.ars a co-orclina~ion of values;
for, since, by the above formulation, (b) (4), it is-

365'4355+ X 365'°489+,
this is precisely the same as the square of the mean of these
values j thus-

42

(1.) 365.242252 X 33= 79°5. 2943+ j

and hence, for the larger diameter, there is

42

(2.) 365.24225-2+365°4894 X 100000 XJ3= 7926,92686+.

In these last formulations, 365.24225 + is the value of
the mean solar year.

Note, that 7926'9268 -+- 24 = 33°.2886, and by Professor
Smyth the length of passage through ante-chamber to
king's chamlwr, (rom edge of great step, is 330.3± inches;
arrd as it is seen that thl's n,iles' value is a time value thr()ugh
the mean solar year, the key of this passage-way mea~u·re

seems to be found, as a co-ordinatzng one, of these very
elements.

(d.) But thus far, ill these formulations, the equatorial
value alone has been obtained. In § 56 (0), above, it is
shown that the sine value, or 0 E, of 30°, compared with

I
the -of the base side of the pyramid, taken at the standard,

4
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gives for use the value of 19°.237816+ feet, which reduced
or sC;lled to tenths of incites, and multiplied by 4 2 , or 16,
to get the variation on tlll~ entire circumference of the pyra

mid of 366435.5+, in tmths of/nelles, the standard value,
gave, as a result, the almost exactly true solar year value of

/ll thousandths of days, 365256.383+.
The elements there used are directly connected with tho"e
herein used-viz., the circumfnellce of 366435.5+ is so va
ried as to produce 365256, the true solar year,. whereas here
the mean solar ycar \';Jlue has been used, and that as corn

ing from use, 111 part, of the same value of 3664355+. The
miles value is numerically represented as a difference taken
up in the center or the sphere, in which the pyramid, ill
the original Parker numbers, has been placed. From this
same center the r;Jclius line or 30° i.- t;\ken, which gives the

sine \';l!ue of 19°.614°35, whence 190.237+ was obtained.
Make use of these values so connected:

(I.) Standard circumference value in inches, 36643.55+.
1

(2.) 19°.237816 feet (the variatioil on the4' side of the

pyramid, used above) ~< 4 = 760.9512 (the variQtion on the
value of the full base side of the pyramid).

I
(3.) Now, if the - of this last, in a ~cale of inches for

10
I

feet, or 76.09512-1-, be taken from 366 '4355-1-, or the 100

of the full circumference of the base, in inches, the differ

ence is 29°.34°43+; and let this be considered, on a scale
of feet for inches, as the number of times the difference
between tile l'quatori:d and polar diameters is taken, in
stead of 366,4355-1-, the number of times the difference be
tween the diumders already used was taken.

(4') Then tile larger diameter divided by this value
",ill give the new difference, the ultimatum sought, or,

41854174+ -:- 290·34043·-..: 14.4 I J5·5,
in pbce of 11421<).758+
as already taken [§ 57 (a.)].
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Polar diameter assumed,

As ascertained,
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(5,) Then the larger diameter less this difference will
give, say. the numerical value of the polar diameter, or,

41854174 feet,
less 144155 "
equals 41710019 "
or, in miles British, 7899.6248

In fact, this resultant value is to all intents the true value
of the polar diameter of the earth. Comparison gives as
follows:

(6.) Equatorial diameter assumed, 41854174+ feet,
As ascertained, 41852864+ "

13 10+ "
41710019+ "
41 7°8710+ "
-----

Difference, 1309+ "
Notc.-While there is enlnrgement as seen, yet this scarcely

affects the ditTerence of the diameters, thus:
Equa. found, 7926'926tl miles.
Polar," 7899.6248"

Difference, 27.302 I "

Now, while there is very much elaboration in the work
ing out of the polar value results, in the way of scaling of
measures, it must be borne ill mind that in architectural, or
object, or block building in of such problems, just this
Class of work is to be expected of necessity j therefore, this
elaboration is ill full harmony with the genius of the prob
lem making of the entire pyramid structure-in fact, it
may be expected in a far greater refinement of elaboration
than here shown, as is testified to by the grealel" and greater
amount of subdivision, and change of scales, as one pro
gresses from the outside to the cofrer in the king's cham
berj also, by the refinements of measures displayed on the
walls and in the works of the ante-chamber, the recess of
the queen's chamber, and the wall courses of the king's

Difference, 27.3020
Equa. received, 7926.6789
Polar, " 7899<~76.s

"
"
"
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chamber. It seems evident that just this nature of work
ing of values was made, but unfortunately for us, our high
est eRorts, at present, can only reach to a study as to the
keys of the method of calculation employed. The above
may be the exceedingly detailed elaboration of results
somehow, by some architectural device, plainly set forth
in the concrete, in natural exactitudes.

All these results depend upon the placing of an original
pyramid in a sphere, in the Parker values, giving the ele
ments shown, and especially the final difference of-

21633°.
As to the extrao1'dinary combinations shown, all harmo
nious among themselves, and in full accord with the genius
of the whole pyramid system, as it has been, and as it will
be seen, in its further developments, they seem to claim
recognition as the real mental intent of the architect, rather
than as the results of a happy inventive faculty. It is
thought that it is almost impossible to conceive of the pos
session of a power of inventing such co-ordinatingharrno
nies as are above set forth, especially where all the steps
are so fitting to architectural work, where the object ,",,,"ould
be to obtaiu correct numerical data, which obtained, the
harmony of kinds of measure would, as has been said, be
preserved, by changes of the scales of measure.

NOTE TO § 57 (d).

The processes stated are somewhat strengthened, as be
ing rightly taken, from the following: The circumference
of base of the pyramid is 366435555+ inches, or

2 .
3053.629629 feet. Take -of tllls. It is10

(1.) 610.725925+ feet;
whereas, the radius of the sphere, as shown, IS 73 27.
658816+ inches. This reduced to feet, is-

(2.) 61b.63823 feet.
Raise both to pyramid circumference values

(1.) becomes 3053.6296+ feet.
(2.) becomes3053.19II+ feet.
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Raise both to radius of sphere values-
(I.) becomes 7328.7111096 feet.
(2.) b~comes 7327.658816 feet.

The placing the pyramId framed from the original num
~ers in a sphere is evidently done, for one thing, to get a
variation on the ci1'cu:nifere12ce of the base of the real
pyramid.

Now, 7327.658816 -7- 20 = 366.3829416, as a variation
on 366'4355+. Take the earth's equatorial diameter, as
received, at 7926.67897 miles. Then, 7926.67897 -7- 366.
3829416 = 21.6349+ miles, different, numerically, from
the 216330 taken up as an elliptical difference in the
sphere .0019.

Such correlations can not be accidental. It goes to prove
that the processes are those of nature, and that the pyra
mid construc.tors knew the processes.

(§ 58.) If Ihe conclusion be well taken, that the archi
tect of the pyramid recognized in this value of 21633°, nll
merica:Jy. a miks difference in value of ea-rth's diameters,
whence, wilh the ~olar yea!" time values, the earth's actual
equatorial and polar diameters were numerically obtainable,
the grades of measure springing from the inch and foot
British, and these, with the cuhit, from the Parker de
ments, then the overwhelming importilnce to man, as man,
of this fact, is expl:tinable.

Tllis measure is just that one ,rlat, with the ancients, seems
to have stamped the whole system as natural or d,'v,'ne,
i". e., showing th;:t TTlan was but dealing in measures, in
some sort shadowing forth mechanical principles of con
:;truction, which it had pleased the Creator of all things to
adopt as the law if creat/oll. lYran :;eems capable, for in
stance, of arriving, by use of his own powers, to a knowl
edge of the aust1'(lct trutl;s of this system, just as is evi
dencvd by the works of John A. Parker. By obscrvation,
the application of this syst~m to the measures of natural
periods of time could be arrived at. But if the attempt
was to be made to. apply the system, so that, in the planet-
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ary system, measures of time were to be co-ordjnated with
the actual material extension of the planets, before man
could recognize \?r realize this, it would become necessary
for him to establish some unit of measure for practt"cal
use as an inch, jor instance, marked on a rod or rule.
Whatever such measure he might adopt, he would have,
of necessity, to abide by its results. What, therefore,
would be the chances, that, in the practical adoption of
such a measure, as by the averaging of barley-corns, or
taking the measure of the average length of the thumb,
he would actually take that very measure by which th~

recognition that, in mechanical construction, the planets, by
law, were to co-ordinate in measure with their times, in
terms of measures growing out of a common system, would
or could come to him? The ansvver must be that they
would be million1; to one against the hitting on theexacti
tude. Therefore, a measure being in use, and found to
answer this purpose and end, would be the proof, above
all others, of man's possession, however he carne by it, of
the actual, practically adopted, material measure, by which,
under the law of creation, the Creator mechanically or
materially constructed the earth and all other planetary
bodies.

(§ 59,) As, however, to this number, among other
places, it is found that this very numeral, 216330, f::lund, at
first, as notating th~ difference of the elliptical diameters
of the earth in miles (which diameters are measurable in
terms of the square o( the mean solar year period, and by
means of the true solar year value), again develops itself
quite a number of times in very important l1lea::iures, one
of which is on the level of the base of the grand gallery,
the approach to the king's chamber, where the earth meas
ures and the earth time measures come together to bt~

mea~ured on a circumfere:lce (of sub.divisions) of the num
ber n, as of 360°. growing out of the factor 6 (and, by
change, on a square of 6 X 6, to co-ordinate ronnd with
plane measure), which is the circnmference to the hei;..;ht
of this chamber as diameter; which, again, springs from
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a circumference of I to a diameter of 318+, which 318+ is,
or was, the Gnostic value of thp. term Christ. and was what
was intended by the 318 trained servants or circumcised
men of Abl'aham, in the Hebrew Bible. And all this
comes directly in harmony ,,,,,iel the elevation of the floor
level of the king's chamber above the base of the pyra
mid, which is 137.509+ feet; for this value is in inchel'
16S0.II6+, which is the diameter to a circumference of
5184, which is the characteristic value of the subdivisions
of a solar day into thirds, that full value being 5184000"1;
which v<llue, again, is only evenly divisible into the acre
v,tlue of the British land measures, which acre value is the
base of the mile's British value.

SECTION IV.

THE KING'S CHAMBER AND THE SQ..UARE ROOT OF THE SOLAR

YEAR.

(§ 60.) In § 57 (c.), (d.), it is seen that the use of the
216330, connected with the pyramid, involves the numeri
cal value of the earth's dian:eters in miles, in terms of the
square of the year value in clays; and it is stated that the
king's chamber levels involve this number. In § 51, § 53
(a), it is to be seen that the hdght of the king's chamber is
a diameter to a circumference of 6o; and involves, agree
ably to the measures uf that chamber coinciding with the
Hindu formula for obtaining sines, cosines, tangents, co
tan,gents, and planetary orb/ts, as per Mr. Bentley, the cir
cle of 360°, with its divisions for measuring the solar year,
and also the hour values on the earth's circdmference ill
miles. The height of the king's chamber, spoken of, is in
feet, and is a diameter value or' 19.°985 + to a circum
fertnIce of 60. This, in inches, would give a circumff'r
ence of 720, and this squared, or the area of that height,

• 1
equals 518400, or the -of the subdivision of a solar day10
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I
In thirds. The "5 of 720 is 144, or the square of 12. The

heigl~t of the chamber z's divided into 5 courses of masonry,
ano though, unevenly, 011 account of a difference caused
by filling in on the lower course, may be taken as symbol-

I
izing the use of the number 5, as thus lIsed (also, -of 60

5
is IS, as of IS° to an hour's time on the earth). The above
division is exactly that of the Egyptian equatorial, accord
ing to Seyffarth, and borrows strength from a peculi~,rity

of the Hebrew BIble numerical system. The word Adam
is 144, and Elohim (in a circle) reads 31415. But the radi
cal of Elohim is El, which is 31. The solar day value is
5184 in one of its subdivisions, a:1d this is a multiple of
144. Subtract the value of El, or 31, from 144 and 5184,
thus-

(r.) 144 - 31 = II3· (2.) 5184 - 31 = 5153,
and in (r.) there remains a diameter to a circumference of
355, which is the Hebrew word Shanah, for lunar year;
and in (2.) there remains the Parker area of the circle in
scrihed in the square. All these are pyramid numbers,
and, as seen, involve the value of a day, year, un'le, and
.foot. Thus, 144 and 5184 are the extremes of the British
long and land measures, inasmuch as one is the square of
12, and the last, which is the number of inches in the
square yard multiplied by 4, is evenly divisible only in the
acre value in £llches, which acre value is the base of the
1llz'les value. Thus, in this king's chamber, is a mingling
of co-ordinations of use of the inch, foot, yard, ::lIld miles
value, with those of days and years. One means is, as
seen, by means of the square of the solar year value; and
the number 216330, which involves this use, is also made
use of in the levels of approach to the king's chamber, as
is shown in § 75, thus bringing this rela:ion of the square
of the solar year to bear upon that chamber in the use of
its dimensions.

(§ 6r.) (r.) Professor Smyth discovered a persistent
variation in the lengths of p:1ssage-ways and dimensions
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(a.)

(0.)

The king's chamber is, as shown-
in height, 19.°985+ feet.

The true solar year is, 365.2563835
The mean solar year is, 365.24225+

J of (a.) is 19·1rr68
J of (b.) is 19·1II31

The variation on the height line of the king's chamber of

8 f f, of -IS ot' an' h ffi d thO I.OIZ 0 a oot, or lOe ,a or s IS va ue ;
100

of the chambers and of the coffer; that is, they all pre
sented these variations on a mean of measure taken as a
standard. He was forced to the conviction that this was
pnrposp.d, and, if so, it \Vas as a scheme for the exhibition
of variation of measures. The ability of the workmen to
work to exactitude in these respects was amply displayed,
and especially in the king':; chamber, whose walls are in
the hardest granite, polished to the highest reach of art,
and whose joints are to be likened to the thickness of gold
leaf.

(z. )

that is :

19.0985 + .0128 = 19.1II3 feet,
or the square root of the solar year day value.

(3.) Then, on this extremely small variation, which is
within the limits of those observed by Professor Smyth,
the square of the height of the king's chamber equals that
very quantity, or the year day value, of which its height.
at its first intention as an enlargement on the standard, af
fords the subdivided measures on the celestial circle of
360°. So, the squa·re of the solar year is involved in the
miles value of tile difference of the earth's diameters, as
connected with the king's chamber j which, by one of its
dimensions, exhibits in the square root of that value a meas
ure of the circumference of the celestial circle of 360°.

So, conclusion can be drawn that one function of the
measures of tile king':; chamber was to set forth the cor
relation of solar time with the material extension of the
earth, in terms of the British inch. foot, or mile.

§ 62. (a.) The Hebrew Biblical scheme correlates
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strongly with this: Take the last leltl'l" of the alphabet, or
tau; :t\; mark is that of a cross, or +, and its numerical
characteristic is 4. The word Garden or Edcll, taking
the characteristic values of its lel.ters. and adding them,

equals 24-. Divide this by 6, and th(~ re-ult is 4, or 24 --i- 6
= 4. Consider this as descriptive of the cross lette)', or
tau-i. e., that it represents four lines in the form of a
noss, each line having the ,'alne of 6. On this, as a
trame-work, finish Ollt the large ~'qu;lre, and there results

four squares of 6 >~ (5 each. This equals four areas of 36
each, and the whole equals a square area of 144, or Adam,
who was placed £n the Garden of Eden. But it was found,

§ 35 (3.), that-
(1.) 113: 355.0001+ :: 36 : II3.0973,

where 113 is a form of .·lda/ll, in the word "man," or
al~';/l" from which form, as Adam himself says, Evc, or
thc woman, or the mother or all h-..'lllg, was called or
named, because she was taken out or this form of 113, or
"mau," or aish. Instead of all area of 36, then, extend
the cross marks, so that the four arms s!~all represent four
straight lines of 36 each, agreeabl:' with the value of 36 in
(1.), and perfect the squar\.:, Now, there me four squares
or 36 X 36 each, or, in area, I::!96 each, or the numerical
value at the square yard, based on lines of 36 in length.
The four squares, then, eq~lal 1296 X 4 = 5184, or ouc
solar day sigu; and, in fact, the Garden of Eden IS the
scvcnth day, thus utihzed. The week of scvcn days is a
circle of time. Bend them intD the form or a circle, and
the count is as of the goldcll cllndlcst/d: of sczlen hghts,
of two sets of three days, and l,ne /Il COIilI/lOn, tne plrt:
llomena when the cross-bars of the cross are cOllnted as
already shown. Each 36, as a straight line, is a deriva
tive, as enlargement on 113, or ,. IIUl1Z," in (1.) ahove, as
having for its circumference II3.098+, wh'ch is a parallel
use to that of the height of the king's chamber, for exactly
the same end of getting the use of the factor 6, except that,
in this case, it obtains it in right lines, 0:' shifts circular into
rectilinear and square measure, which use of right line for
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circular measure is notoriously true of the Hebrew Kab
bala.

It is evident that the like uses, and variations, can be
made on this, or. the HEbrew form, with the Egyytian.
But, in fact, it would rather seem that both forms were
made necessary as developments of each other.

(b.) The value of the word Arets, or Earth, adding
the characteristic values of the letters, is 12. It was, how
ever, the dry, or arid, or u1ifrut'iful earth. To become
prolific it had to assume the Adam form, which it did by
squart'ng it. 01' 12 X 12 = 144 =Adam. This form as
144 X 5 = 720, and 720 X 5 = 3600, becomes the word
Adam-h, c,rH-Adam-h, or the fruiifttl Earth, or the form
of II,fars generator. Here it can be seen how the Garden
of Edf'n seems to contain all the elements on which to
frame a cosmogony, by the help of other forms to which it
is cognate-viz. ,those shown as connected with the pyra
mid.

SECTION V.

THE BASE OF THE PYRAMID.

I
§ 63' In § 55, in the diagram, D'C' is the length of-

2

side of base of the pyramid, taken at the standard, or
763'4°74+ feet, divided by 2. The aCtual base side is the
enlargement on this as shown, or, 763.9433+.{eet, divided
by 2. The actual construction is a pavement of one cubit
In thickness, or, 1.71766+ feet; which thickness is in
.eluded in tht height of the structure. Col. Howard Vyse
places the bas~ of -the pyramid on the plane on which the
pavement rests, and gives the thickness of the pavement

at I foot, 9 inches;
or in decimals, 1.75 feet.
As above 1.7176+ feet.
Difference, .°324 of a foot.
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SECTION VI.

LOCATION AND LENGTH OF DESCENDING PASSAGE.WAY, WITH

RESPECT TO THE INCLINED OUTSIDE, TO THE BASE, AND TO

THE VERTICAL AXIAL LINE OF THE STRUCTURE.

§ 64' (1.) Let E A = the inclined line of the sloping

A

c .:IJ .F

1
side of the pyramid from base to A. Let E F = the -

2

side of base. Let A B = the length of the floor line of
the descending passage-way, intersecting E A at A, and
extending to B, or to the foot of DB. Let A C = ver
tical height of A above E F, the base of the pyramid.
And let D B = the vertical height of the base above the
point B, or foot of the floor line of the descending passage
way. The measures of these various jines, the exactness
of which will be Shown hereafter, are as follows:

(2.) A C equals 31 cubits standard, or 51.53 feet, plus
the thickness of' the pavement, of one cubit, or 1.71766+
feet, or a total of 53.24766+ feet. or 638'972 inches.
Since the height to base side is as 6561 ; 10306, the height

to ~ base side is as 6561 ; 5r53; and to find E C there is
2

the proportion,
656r ; 5153 .. 638,972 inches, or A C ; E C, or 501.

847693339 inches, or 41.82064II II feet.
Then EC equals, in length, 41.82064IIII feet.
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(3.) DB equals, in length, or height vertical, 100 feet.
or 1200 inches;

Then AC + D B equals, in vertical height, 153.2176+
feet.

(1') A B equals 200 cubits enlarged on the standard.
The standard being 343.5333+ feet, or standard length of
the king's chamber. the enlarged value will be 4125.294°+
inches, or 343.7745+ feet.

:.1. 2

(5.) To find CD; A C +' DB taken from A B , or
2 ~

JA B - A C + DB = C D, or J34J.7745 2
- 153·

24762 = 3°7.727218+ fed, or 3692.726982+ inches.
(6.) E C + CD = 41.82064III1 + 3°7.7272-1-8 =

349.547889 feet, and 381.97166669 feet, the half base side
of the pyramid, less 349.547889 = 32.42377 feet, the dis
tance from D to F, the center of the structure. The dis
tance from B to F' is the same.

Then, the distance from the foot of the descending
passage-way to the central axial line of the pyramid is

32'42377+ feet.
(7.) With these data, the angle A G C, or that which

the floor-line of the descending passage-way makes with
the base line of the pyramid, can be readily found, as fol
lows:

Log. A B, 4125.29 inches, = 3.615454
Log. A C + DB, 1838,97 = 3.264576
Shl. 90, 10.000000
S£n. 26° 28' 24"10, 9.649122

(§ 65.) It is well enough to give the measures nnd datil
for measures from Col. Howard Vyse and Professor
Smyth. Col. Vyse excavated the rubbish heap laying over
E A, and, at the foot, took the measures of the pavement
as to its thickness, which he calculates in the measures of
the mass. At E, he found a casing-slone in place, which
gave him the position of E and the line EA. The floor
line of the passage way terminates in a broken edge, which,
measuring from E, for perpendicular height, he gives at
49 feet above the bottom of the pavement. Conlinuit'lg
from this edge, downward, 162.3 inches (Professor Smyth's
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measure, who says: "From the beginning of the roof
dropped onto the floor line to the edge of basement sheet
is 162.3 inches "), along the floor line, brings one to the
place where the roof of the passage-way commences, in
the, at present, broken masses of masonry. Thence, Col.
Vyse measured down 3850 inches. As to this last dis
tance, he says: "Or present length inclined of whole en
trance passage, 3850 inches. But ancient length mllst be
increased for an extent of more than 276 £nches broken
away at the beginning, with the exterior of the' building,
and is therefore more nearly 4126 Illches." That is, his
estimate of the restored distance A B is 4126 inches. The
measure here taken is 4125.294 inches. differing from his

estimate by the amount of .706, or L of one inch, in that
10

many thousands of inches.
He gives the angle of the casing-stone found as 51° 50'
He gives the angle A G C (§ 64) as 26° 41'
(§ 66.) Following down the lead of the descending

passage-way, he gives the distance A D to the subterranean
chamber, at 27 feet; for he measured along the roof
line, not the bottom line. He does not give the distance
BE, but on Perring's plates of Vyse's measures, which
are very faithfully done, while A D shows as 27 feet,

BE shows as 29 feet,which goes to confirm the opinion
that the line G B is parallel to the exterior inclined line of
the pyramid. The height of A C he gives at three (3) feet.

TaKing Col.Vyse's data just as he gives them, and for
BF, that is, from the foot of the descendingpassage~wa.y

to the center of the pyramid, the values are!-
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..feetB to C=
C to E =

E toF=

2.258+
27.0 00

3.56899+ "

Or a total of 32'92699 "
While this is so, he says th~t F, instead of 3.568+ feet, is
distant from E 8 feet-a manifestly erroneous calculation.
from his own data. The difference between the results of
calculation from the data of Col. Vyse, and from those
stated for this distance, is as follows:

Col. Vyse's estimate, 32.92699 feet.
As given above, 32.+2377"

"

"_""
"

By another
By another

(2.)
(3·)

Difference, .50322 "
and this is to.be accounted for by the difference of the an-

gles taken, his being stated at 26° 41'
while that resulting from the data herein

taken is 26° 28' 24"10.
There is very strong confirmation as to the correctness

of this last stated angle. Without any certain data to go
by, the only method of obtaining the relations between the
interior and exterior lines of the structure, was by means
of this angle; and therefore it was of the greatest impor
tance to obtain it correctly. Aware of this, Professor
Smyth prepared for its determination to within very ck,se
limits. He found a t.nnterial difference between the real
angle, and that as stated by Col. Vyse, of 26° 41'. He
used three different instruments, and made a number of
separate trials for each instrument; and his determinations
may be looked on as, (or the conclition of the passage it
self, as close an approximate as may ~e expected to the
true angle-the correction heing the obtaining those orig
inal elements of con~truction,which gave rise to this angle.
His results are as follows:

(1.) By one method, 26° 27'} 0'

60 6' mean, 26 26 5
2 2 5
26° 25' 20"
26° 27' 58" <
26° 28' 16" 5
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The admeasurements used to obtain these means are
themselves the means of measures, some of which ex
ceeded that angle here used. Professor Smyth while aver
ring that the true angle is very closely connected with the
results given by him, lays no stress upon any particular set,
considering them all as equally worthy. But compare one
set of his with that angle resulting from the data herein
used for locating the floor of the passage-way:

(4') Professor Smyth's, 26° 28' 7"
(5.) That stated above, 26° 28' 24"10

showing a difference exceedingly small, as may be realized
if one will try to read it on the face of an instrument.

§ 67. The genius of the pyramid demands that the
angle of the side incline be, 51° 51' 14"5
Col. Vyse got by the measure of one stone, 51° 50'

Compare these, and then the agreement of the angles,
26° 28' 24" 10
26° 28' 7",

then the re3tored length of the descending passage-way by
Col. Vyse of 4126 inches,
with that above of 4125.294 "

then the restored height of the intersection of the floor line
of the passage-way with the slope exterior line, as made

by Vyse with his own angle of 26° 41', 53.648+ feet,
and with the angle of Smyth, say, 53,1975"
and that above, 53.2476 "

Consider with these data that the measures here obtaz'ned
are from use of tIle Parker measures ofthe pyramid, har
momzing wz'th the general measures of the mass, (lnd of
the king's chamber,. and thcre 1.5 necded but slight confirm
atory evidcnce that the general data taken are the original
and veritable ones used.

§ 68. There is another numerical value, having an ele
mental value, closely related to that of A C, 111 § 64 (2.)
viz., 53.°5162, say, feet =636.61944498 inc.hes; as towhich
something is to be said in the way of its application to the
vertical height of the descending passage-way, as a, inch
'Z'alue-viz., 53.05+ inches, to the breadth of the same,
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and to its height p~rpendicuLH to the floor line; of which
hereafter. The halfof636.6I94+' or 318.309722+ inches,
is a diameter value to a circumference of 1000. This is
more noticeable since 100, the height in feet of B D, is a
circumference to a diameter value of 31.830972+, and
31.830972+ X 12 = 381,9716+, or the value of the half
base side of the pyramid in feet, which is a diameter value to
a cil'cumference of 1200. Somewhat in this connection, the
length of the I.ine A B of 343.7745+ is just equal to 10

times the length of the actual measure of the king-'s cham
ber, or an enlargement on the standard of 34.3533+. The
number 343.7745+ is a diameter value to a circumference
of 1080. Taking this as feet, then, reduced to inches, or
4125+. it becomes a diameter value to a circumference of
12960 inches, whi('h number 1296 is the number of square
inches to the" square yaro British.

§ 69. There is something strongly ~onfirmatory as to
the location and length of the floor line of the descending
passage-way, as given, if there are showings to confirm the
fact of the distance from the foot of that passage to the
central axial line of the mass, being, as taken, 32'42377+
feet.

(I.) One justification of this is in its connec:ed use
with the length of the top line oJ the horizontal subterra
nean passage-way to the subterra.nean chamber. Now, the
above length can be taken at 324.2377+ tenths of feet;
the length of the said top line is given by Col. Howard
Vy~e at 27 feet. This, in inches, is 324. So that, by
comparison, the distance along the top line to the subter
ranean chamber is 324 incbes; the distance along the bot~

tom line to the central vertical axial l£ne of the entire
mass is 324 tenths of (eet. The variati')n from the exacti
tude of comparison is .0198 of a foot (for 27.0198 feet X 12
= 324.2376 incht.s)-an amount so small that it may be that
this was or is iocluded or embraced in the measure of the
top line. Right here, too, it will he remarked, by refer·
ence to the table § 53 (6.), that 324 is a circumference to a
diameter of 103.132+, which, in inches, is the half width
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of the king's chamber, as enlarged on the standard, or the
enl,trgement of 5 cubits,. as, likewise in § 55 (a.), it is
see:1 to be circumference to the base of the ideal pyramid
placed irl the sphere (enlargement on the standard being
made).

(2.) There is another harmonic relation, which seemf..
to place the location of these lines and limits beyond ques
tion, and thus to close these lines as located. The bare
showing of the relations serves to confirm the purposed use.

A~ C

~D

The floor line of the descending pClssage-way, as shown,
from A to B, has been stated to be 343.7745+ feet.

From B to C, the vertical axial line is. 32.4237+"
It seems evident that the use of 343.7745 is a use in con
nection with the half base side of the pyramid enlarged,
or 381 '97166+ feet,
as shown in § 64 (6), and § 70.
With B C, find the length of B D, or A B protracted to D,
the vertical axial line of the pyramid; then B D =

36.22189 feet.
Now, if the value 381.97166+ is in contemplation in thtl
use of this floor line, add A Band B D together, to see
what is wanting to make up the distanc~ 381.97166 +
and so- (1.) 343.77450

36.22189
1.975 27

---- 381.97166
The deficit is seen to be 1.97527 feet.
But, instead of summing up the total lengths, take the line
D D alone, which is the hypothenuse to the distance B C,
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or the measure 32'4237+ feet in question, and to it add
the surplus required, or defi.ciency, 1.97527-

(2.) 36.22189+
1.97527+

38.19716+
and here, numerically, is the same value as obtained by
adding the totals. Here, 38.19716+ feet is obtained, which is

just the 11
0

part of 381.9716+ feet. The harmony is such

that it is thus deemed conclusive that the floor line of the
descending passage-way, a~ to length, and as to its location
relatively to the exterior slope line and to the vertical axial
line of the structure, has been taken agreeably to the men
tal conception of the architect. In the final closing of the
lines of the interior works, this, it is thought, will be con
firmed.

§ 70. Plote to above. The distance from the foot of the le
scending passage-way floor to the center of the pyramid, is stated
at, numerically, 3242377+. There are very strong rcasons in the
harmony of relati01ls, going to show that this is the e~actjtude

intended; indeed, it seems to force conviction to that effect IIpon
the mind. Whatever other IIses, or interpretations, may have
been ascribed to the pyramid numbers, there certainly seems to
have been a wonderful play upon them. Take 381.97166+ ; the
half base side of the pyramid; deduct from it the length of the
floor line of the descending passage-way-viz., 343.7745+; and
the remainder is 38.197166+, simply showing that this floor line

. 1
is just the value of half base side less one·tenth,.-, of itself. If

10
from E, § 64 (r.), 343.77+ be measured toward the center of the
pyramid, there will remain next to the center a distance of
38.197166+feet. Besides this, this 343.77+ isjllstten (10) times
the numerical length of the king's chamber; and in this conllCC
tion, especially for the purpose in. hand, the height of the king'~

chamber is another play upon this value-viz., 19.098583+ feet.
But to the present purpose of showing some possible uses of

324237+, 'l,'Vhich may help others in this study.
(a.) Construct a pyramid out of the original Parker elements,

which shrill be in the proportions of the one in question: the
height will be 6561~ and the base side' will be 5153 X 2 = 10306.
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If this pyramid be placed ilz a sphere, the axial line of the pyr
amid-that is, itsyertical axial line, or6561-to become the radius
of such a sphere must be extended untd its length becomes
7327.658816+. If this v,due be divided by 20612, the quotient
will be 355.5045+. 7327.+ being' in inches. diviued by 20.612,
the quotient, or 35.'1.+, is in the \',due of cubits. Take the height
of the king's chamber, :Ind to its numerical value add this quo
tient as follows:

190 9858,1+

3555°-'!-+

19454°87
Divide this sum by 6 and the quoticnt will be 3242347+.

Cb.) Bnt, again, the enlargcment. so much nsed throughout
the pyramid works. on the cubit standard value, in inches of

6 . 6 6 + 1'1' 16 ,I20.12 IS 20 2 ,47°017. liS >~- = 33°023.520272; anu9 .
this divided by 20.612= 1779.0:qS, as the enlargement of the
standard cubit value of the circumference of the pyramid-viz.,

1777·777+. One-fifth (~ ) of this enl'lrgcd value 355.8°49, is

the enlargement on the corresponding di\'ision of 17'77+ divided
by 5, or 3.'15·555+. Now take, 'lgain, the numerical value of
height of king'.s chamber, and add this enlarged cubit value to

it- '9c9SC;S3

3558049

194543879;

and the one-sixth (~ ) of this is .12423979,

(c.) Take the mean of the resultant values in Ca.) and (b.) :

324 23979
3242347

2 I 64847449
3242372 +

Compare with this the numerical valuc of tile distance from B in
§ 66, to F, or 32-42377+ feet. The diH'erence seems to be
5 I oo0סס1 of a foot.

On the face of the working-s of the numbers. with their S2en
relations-viz., (l.) to the v:due of the circumference of the 1nT

amid, and (2.) to the extension of the axial line of the same to
obtain the radius of its containing sphere, and (3.) to this shown
to be related number down in tile subterranean, as it were tow::rd
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the center of this sphere: add to these the general marvelous ac
curacy of adj~lstment of the various measures through which thi&
measure is <IttainecJ, with the best measures of these various parts
with the angles of direction j and, again, that these are everyone
of them Parker and pyramid elements. This done, the effect on

\the n'iind is strong that the measmes tal{(~n, with their uses a~

'shown, determine the location of the central axial line of the
pyramid, agreeably to the mental conception of the architect. It
must be observed, however, that this very number may have va
rious uses, agreeably to the wouderful interplay of these pyra
mid numbers at every turn.

One 'thing' further is worthy of consideration-viz., the differ
ent lengths of lines, or measures, of rooms, passage-ways, coffer,
and, by inference, of the whole mass of the pyramid, raising a
system of variations, very minute it is true, butllevettheless,
pointing to a system of I'ecognition qf variations on some stand
ard or standards. Agreeably to this, all the above results might
have been in contemplation, as 'the difference, or variation, be
tween 32-42347, 3z'42397, and. 32.42377 could not possibly be
given in any mechanical work j for the differences .00047,00097,
and ooonof a foot are inappreciable.

SECTIO:-fVII.

THE DESCENDING PASSAGE-WAY IS SET OFF TO THE EASTWARD

OF THE VERTICAL AXIAL LINE OF THE -PYRAMID A DISTANCE

OF 24-42190 FEET.

(§ 71.) The mouth ·01' entrance of the descending
passage-way is upon the north face of the mass; and while
its end 01- foot terminates at a distanct::: of 32.4+ feet to th(~

north of the center, the whole passage is set off to thc
eastward of the same center. Agreeabiy to the estimates
of Col. Vyse, thi:> descending passage-way ,as to the cen
ter longitudinal line of its floor, is set off from the vertical
axial line of the pyramid a distance of 294 inches, or 24.5
feet. Col. Vyse must have taken this me'asure of 24.5
feet relatively to his estimate of the length of the side of
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the base, which was 764 feet. Corrected at 763'9432+
feet, which is supposed to be the exact measure intended,
works a correction on 24.5 feet, as follows: 382 - 381.
97166 = .0284, to be deducted from 24.5 feet, leaving, as
the corrected distance, as Cel. Vyse mmt have made it,
had he llsed these data, the sum of 24'4716+ feet.

It appears that the passage-w~lY W<lS ~et ofl to about this
distance, as designative of the final difference of 216:00,
obtained by placing the pyramid in its standard dimensions
in a sphere, as already set forth. As this n;tmber has been
shown to be instrumental in giving one value, tuward the
center, of 32'42347, so it appears, likewise, by use of the
same numerab, but under another form, to fasten the loca
tion of the other distance from the center.

(a.) The radius of the sphere in which the pyramid
was placed was shown to be 7327.6588172+, which, reo
duced to feet, is 610.63823+. From 7327.6588172+, there
was taken the difference of 21633°, as an elliptical prop
ert}'. It seems that this llumber, as such, was preserved
intact (on different scales of measure), and was deducted
(rom 610.+ as follows:

(I.) 610.63823 - .21633° = 61°'4219° feet,
leaving a base of calculation regulating several governing
measures of the interior works.

(b.) Let the pyramid inclosed in a sphere be taken at
the standard height~viz.,486 feet. Add to this the depth
of the floor of the subterranean rassage-way of 100 feet,
be]()w the base of the pyramid. The sum will be 586 feet.
Let it be taken thatthe intention was to use these values so

that a mark would exist in the works, that this process had
been gone through (a.) (1.) From the 610'4219° feet
take the 586 and it will show the distance from the top of
the pyramid, taken from the radius of the circle, less the
amount of the ellipticity shown, or 21(133°, thus:

(I.) 61O.63823·~586 + .21633°= 24.4219° feet.
Thus showing the bottom of the "ubteHanean passage-wav
to be above the true center o( the sphere a distance of

(2.) 24;42190+ .216330 = 24.63823 feet.
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(c.) From the center axial line set the central longitudi
nal line of the passage-'Nay off this distance of 24.42190
feet, as indicating the <lbove process, and let this be th,e
fixed limit line for the interior works. By CuI. Vyse's
measures as correc,ted, this limit line is shown to be fixed
at 24'471+ feet from this ilxial line. By comparison', then,

Col. Vyse's distance, 24.471+
By above, 24.4219

Difference,
6

or - of one inch; an amount to be allovl'ed as his error of
10

measure, provided the a8suming the above distance be sup
ported as correct by other showings, in related measures.

While, therefore, the foot of the descending passage-way
has been shown to be distant from the vertical axial line of
the pyramid, to the northward 32.42347+ feet, the same,
from calculations growing out of the like governing data,
is assumed to be set off to the eastward of the same axial
line

24'4219°+ fect,
as indicating the geometrical conditions, or relations, made
by placing the pyramid in a sphere; modifit'd by the re
jection of the value .21633°.

SECTION VIIT.

THE DIMENSIONS OF THE DESCENDING PASSAGE-WAY,

§ 72. The question as to the dimensions of the descending
passage-way may now be taken up. It has been seen that
all the measures of the structure have their origin in the
relation of circumference and diameter values of a circle.
It "Youlcl be exceedingly appropriate that in the act of en
tering the passage-way, one should, as a matter of fact,
enter through the actual expression Of those values. Such
seems to have been the case.
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Col. Vyse's measures of this passage are:
(1.) Breadth, 41.5

Height perpendicular to incline, 47.0
Professor Smyth's measures are grouped together, as

means of a series, and are as follows:
(2.) Breadth near bottom, 41.61 to 41.46 inches.

" top. 41.63 to 41.41 "
Mean of all, 41.53 "

(3.) Height perpendicular to incline:
West side of floor, 47.16 to 47.30 inches.
East side of floor, 47.14 to 47.32 "
Mean of :-Ill, 47.24 ..

But he characterizes this measure as 47,3 inches.
(4') Height vertical to base of pyramid:

In one place, 52.68 inches.
In another " 52.36 ".

There seems to be very little, if any, difference between
the din:ensions of the descending, and of the ascending,
passage-way; and, as the red granite portcullis blocks
seem to have been intended to give these measures, it is
well to give Professor Smyth's measures of the same-viz:

(5.) Height perpendicular to incline, 47·3 inches.
Breadth, 41.6 "
Height vertical to base of pyramid, 53.0

(a.) In § 64, the point A being the intersection of the
floor line of the descending passage-way, is in vertical
height above C, 31 cubits, or 53.24766+ feet, while E C is
41.82064 feel. AttentIOn was called to a numerical value
very near to this height line-viz., 53.°5162, say, feet.
Had the value been this last one. its meaning would have
been a very peculiar one, for, in inches. it is 636.61944+'
and the half of this is, numerically, 3183°9+, or the vnlLle
of diameter to a circumference of unz"ty, or one.

Take the proportion (st:e diagra in, § 64) :
(1.) (A C : E C), or 53.2476 : 41.8206 .. 53.°5162

41.6666+ ;
and here in the last terms are to be found the \'ertica I
height, and the breadth (,I' the portcullis blocks, (5.) nbove,
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as given by Professor Smyth, in the scale of an inch to the
foot,. and a minute change upon the dimensions of the de
scending rnssage-wa::, as given by him.

It must be noticed that the vertical height of the passage
is simply dependent on t~H: ;\ccident of its angle of eleva
tion, and that an;_~le being 26° 28' 24" 10, for a vertical
height of 53 .°5162, the height of the pas:oage perpendicnbr
to the incline must be 47'48771+ inches, instead of 47.16
or 47.32, the extremes given by Professor Smyth; show-

16
ing thus a difference nf - of an inch on his extreme.

100

(b.) If it is as stated by Professor Smyth, that there is
throughont the works the exhibition of two sets of meas
un:,s thro~lgh biased lines, let it be taken that while there
is in the dimensions of this passage-way the relation of
circumference of oue to its diameter, as seen, it was in
tended to display the reverse relation, also, of circumfer
ence to a diameter of one, then:

(1.) 3LF59+ X 2 = 6283184 --:- 12 = 52.3598+ feet.
And, carrying out the proportions-

(2.) 53.°516+: 47'48778+ :: 52.3598+ : 46.8684+;
in which the last term is the height perpendicul<lJ'to the
incline.

(c.) Suppose both of these measures to have been In

ferred by the exhibition of their mean values, thell there
results the use of two sets of measures, as follows:
(1.) Height vert;cal, 53.°5162 52.3598

Height perpendicular to incline, 47 '48778 46.868
Breadth, 41.66 41. 1

of which the mean would be-
(2.) Height vertical, 52.7°57 inches.

Height perpendicular to incline, 47.1778 "
Breadth, 4I.39 "

The measures of Professor Smyth give like values, as-
(3.) Height vertical, 52.68 to 52.36

Height perpendicnlar to indine, 47.16 to 47.32
Breadth, 41.41 to 41.61

where, in 52.68, 47.16; and 41.41, this set of mean values,
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had it been intended, would hardly .ha,,'e heen more nearly
measured than thus shown. It is worthy of notice, too,
that the portcullis blocks are in the cqlor of the king's
chamber, which, in its· height, is a diameter to a circum·
ference of 60, the base of 366°, or time measure. Now, the
measures of these blocks, as given, denote, in 53.0, the re
lation of diameter to a circumference of um'ty-the very
change on which the klOg's chamber height is founded.

There is much to be said in favor of these results. They
grow out of each other, and are proportional to the pyi'a
mid relations A C : C E. In doing so, they involve three
relations of dimensions in this passage-way, and-develop each
relation, as it has reference to the actually measured one, with
the accuracy seen. Besides, the germ of the measures is
in perfect harmony with the use of all the ,neasures lIsed
in and about the structure; and gives the un£tvalues of di_
ameter aud circl,lmference of 1 : 314159, and of 1 : 3183°9
as relations, which, for extended cosmical uses, are used
in the integral forms, 6561 : 20612, and II3 : 355.

(d.) There is a very strange coincident, and real natu
reil relation, which goes very far to support, not only what
has been said, but serves to strengthen the general scheme
as to the use of the pyramiCi measures, as co-ordinating
f,itne and dis/ana values. This 53'°5126+ feet, or 636.
61944+ inches, shows the rc:lation of-

(1.) 636.61944 --;-- 2 = 318.3°9+,
or of diameter to circumference of 1000, or of one. Take
the received value uf the earth's equatorial d~·ameter in

m£les, or 7926.6789+ miles. Square this value, and there
results 62832238.3837+ miles ill area. Divide this, as in
(1.) above, and there results-

(2.) 62832238 --;-- 2 = 31416II9.
Compare fhis result with the relation of circumference to
liameter of unity as an abstract one-

(3·) 31416II - 3141594 = 0.00001 7,
and this show~ an amazing relation between the square of
the earth's equatorial diameter in miles and the abstract re
lation of diamt:ler of unz"ty to its circumference, the exacti-
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tude being included in the variation of the measure of this
passage, or between its limits. Take it the other way,
with Parker's ratio of circumference to diameter of unity,

and J31415942 X 2 = 7926.565+. While this is so, as
has been seen, the other relation of circumft>rence as one to
enameter as 318309 was made lise of to raise from 6 the
value 360°, or the measure, geographically, of this self
same equatorial, as to its circumference, to make it co
ordinate with solar time value on the celestial circle of 360°.
So, it thus seems that the above processes were lik~ly used
as recognizing and making practIcal use of these relations.

On assumption, then, with this showing, the measures of
this passage-way are taken/or a mean 1.1altte of, for

Height vertical, 52.7°58 inches.
Height perpendicular to incline, 47.1778 ..
Breadth, 41.39 "

and it will be seen that this intention was carried out.
(e.) It is necessary to obtam some of the above dimen

sions before one can make any study of the v.'o:ks con
nected with the ascending passage-way, as to their relations
to the descending passage-way, and to the mass of the
pyramid.

The fact of the dimensions of the descending passage way be
ing constructed on biased lines, the mean of which arc given
above. might be accompanied by a biased condition of the 11S

cellding passage-way; so that a choice as to elevation of the foot
of the ascending passage-way, could be made between the ex
tn:mes of 46.868 and 47'4876, the mean being, as has been stated,
47 1 77S.

For connection of the tipper works, the perpendicular
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A C, from the roof end of the descending passage-way to
the floar of the horizontal passage-way to the subterranean
chamber must be had in its measures. Let the values of
the lines in the diagram be as follows:
(1.) B D, Height perpend. to incline, 47.30836 inches.
(2.) A B, parallel to slop~ line of pyr., 48.30736 "
(3.) A C, perpend. to horizon. p:lssage 37·9908 "

A reaSlJn for this becomes manifest. Take the two rela
tions of diameter of 1 to a circumference of 314159, and
circumference of I, to a diameter of 3183°9. Their sum
is 632468, and their mean value will be

316238.
37'9908 inches, --0- 12 = 3.1659°, showing a difference of
.°°352 of a foot, 10 verify all that has been said. The
use then is the mean of the abstract values stated X by 12.

SECTION IX.

LOCATION OF INTERSECTION OF FLOOR LINE OF ASCENDING

PASSACE-WAY, WITH THE ROOl' LINE OF DESCENDING PAS

SAGE.

§ 73. The dimensions of the descending passage-way
give the mean measures,

Height vertical, 52.7°58 inches.
Height perpendicular to incline, ~7.178 "

A variation on the last of these measures, to locate the as
cending passage way, is taken at

Height perpendicular to incline, 47.3°83 inches.
(Professor Smyth's measure, 47.3°00)"

Having these data, the next step in order is to ascertain
the point of intersection of the floor line of the ascending
with the !"Oof line of the descending passage-way.

(a.) The author found a point in common between the
measures of Colonel Vyse and Professor Smyth of the de-



scending passage-way; vvhich point turns 'out to be of im
portance as to tlie location of the ascending passage-way_

ColonelVyse commenced his measures from B, giving.
the total length B D at 3850 inches. (The edge of the

roof stone B, is a broken and an uneven edge, and for a
finish may have projected beyond its present face). From
B, he says, to the junction of the first ascending passage
way is 758 inches. Professor Smyth meaSUl'ing from· A,
gives A B' at 162.3 inches, then from A' to C', that is,
" from basement beginning to joint 18 situated up in a hole
which is the continuation of portcullis blocks," (or of the
upper line of the ascending passage-way), "of first as
cending passage-way, alld in their inclined line," 981.9
inches. C' is at this point, or joint. Then from B to C'
by Mr. Smyth, is 981.9 - 162,3"--'= 819.6 inches. He gives
the distance from 0, or joint 17, to C' as 60.0 to 60.3,
inches; then from B to ° is 819.6 - 60.2 =759.4 incnes.

Take it so, 759.4 inches.
It is to be seen that the point Ois at th~ junction; and

Colonel Vyse says it is distant from B, 758 inches. This
seems to rnise a common objective pain t of measure for
these gentlemen, with a difference of 759'4 -758 = 1.4
inches; which perhaps may be accounted for in their points
of beginnil)g to measure, respectively. It is from these data
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that, it is thought, the location of the point C can be re
covered.

Colonel Vyse gives it, B D - B 0= 3850 - 758 = 3°92
inches= OD.

This last result suggests, at once, a Parker (and pyramid)
measure-viz. ,

Standard circumference, 2061.2 inches.
Increased by its one-half, 1030.6 "

Together,
By Colonel Vyse,

Difference, .2

"
"

"
-2

or - of one inch, in this many thousands of inches.
ro

Let it be taken that this measure of 206r. 2 + I030.6 =
3091.8 was intended, as in inches, for the distance from 0
to D. Professor Smyth gives the value 0 C' at 60.2 inches,
or 5.01 feet, and tile distance C' C measuring from the
basement beginning, at r022.2 - 963.0 = 59.2 inches, or
4.933 feet; or 0 C' + C'C = 60.2 + 59. 2 = II9.4 inches;
or 5.01 + 4.933 = 9·943 feet. Then for the distance CD,

3091.8 - II9·4 = 2972.4 inches,
or, 247.70 feet.

By calculation, Colonel Vyse's measures of this distance
would have been, 247.71 feet.
Let the distance CD, then, be taken at, 2972.4 inches,

or 247.7 feet.

Floor line 0./ ascending passage-way, witlt re!at/on to the
base 0./ the pyramid, to the levels of the queen's and hng's

chamber, and to the vert£cal axial line 0./ the mass.
(b.) From data oht,linec1

A C = 247.70 feet.
Angle B A C = 26° 28' 24"1

" A C 13 -=--= 63° 31' 35"9
" B = 90°
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,.- 1/.- .B

Then A B will equal 221.726871 feet.

" B C" " IIo.4194S8 "
C H (§ 72. e. 3,) 37'9908 inches = 3·16S90 "

Then CB + C H = B H = II3.S8S3S"
NOTE.-To get Be and A B, there are proportions to be found

in § 64: for there-A C + D B = 153.2476, and A B = 343.7745
Now, A C being given at 247-70, and being part of the same
lines, we have the proportion,

343·7745+ : 153.2476+ :: 247-io : 110419458 feet,
and, 343·7745: 307.7272 :: 247.70 : 221.726871 feet.

But. from H to K', the base of the pyramid, is 100 feet,
as has heen taken; then, B H -- H K' will equal B K',
or the vertical elevation of the point A. or intersection of
the floor line of the ascending with the roof line of the de
scending passage-way above the base.

This distance. or B K' = II3.58S3 - 100 = 13.58S3+
feet.

(c.) For the measures of the lines in the diagram. con
nected with the ascending passage-way, reliance is had on
the measures and results of Professor Smyth. His .care
and painstaking, one may say, even increased, as to the
accuracy of his measures, as he ascended. Very great re-
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liance is evidently to be placed in his results, even to hun
dredths of inches. He gives, as elements to work by
(1.) The distance AM of the floor of ascend-

123.683 feet
26° 6'

156'9 feet.
26° 17' 37"
63° 54'
63° 42' 23" ;

are the values of the

ing passage,
The angle N AM =
(2.) The distance M L of length of grand

gallery floor line, to where it strikes the
south W'll! of same,

The angle L M R,
From these angles, AM N =

and ML R =

and, with these angles, the following
lines:

feet

32'42377 "
2'48649 "

29.937 28 "

25 1 .6641 5 "
25'1.737 "

·°73 "

(3.) AN = lII.071 feet
N M = 54.413 "

(4') M R = 140 .666 "
L R = 69.502 "

(d.) AN + M R = rrI.071 + 140.666
=AF=

C H, taken at 37'9908 [§ 72 (e.) (3) ], G H
will be 29.8379 inches, or, in feet,

The distance from G to the vertical axial
line of the pyramid was

Deduct G H.
equals from say, H or B to the axial line,
01' A B + this distance = 221.726871 -r

29.93728 =
A F has been ,shown to be
Differenee,

or 2 of a foot. to which distance A F is made to project100
beyond the vertical axial line of the structure; or this ap
proximati'on would go to show that the south wall of the
grand gallery nnd the vertical axial line were in common.
because so slight a variation was hardly to be intended.
At.a11Y rate, this is considered to have been the case, from
the showi'ng.
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"
"
"

137.5003
137.5°98

·°°95

(c.) Take the vertical distance of L, on the south wall
of the grand gallery, above the base of the pyramid-

(1.) L R = 69.502 feet

N M = 54-413 "
B K' to base of pyramid = 13.5853 "

or a tot:.l! of 137.5003 "
as the ~height at which the floor line of the grand gallery
strikes the south wall of the same, above (vertically) the
base of the pyramid.

Take 4 times the length of the king's
chamber, or 34·3774+ X 4, and it is
equal to

Compare these results
L K on the diagram,
4 times the king's chamber length,

Difference,
or 9 I rooo of a foot.

It may be taken, then, that the £ntent£otl of thz's height,
as to what £t should be, was, that £t should be four tz'mcs
the length of the king's chamber. as enlarged O1l the stand
ard, or fouy-tenths the length of the descending passage
way.

This value has already been referred to; for 137.5097+
feet, are 165°.1:176 inches, and this value is a diameter to a
circumference of 5184, or the characteristic value of the solar
day, which is 51:84-000'''. Here we can see a linking
together of values; for the aimensions of the descending
passage-way, are of a nature that seems to bear relation
to the square of the earth's equatorial diameter; and they
are so framed, and located, a~ to give this vertical height,
of a diameter of a ~olar day value. A result of-this kz'nd,
jittz'ng so accurately to the lues of tIle Parker foyms,fitlly
compensates for the detaz'led trouble of arriv£ngat it.
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SECTION X.

ABSTRACT GEOMETRICAL ELEMENTS.

§ 7.4. As all of the elements of measure indicated are
seen to spring from the use of one geometrical problem, it
is necessary ,to group the results springing from that prob
lem, as applicable to these various locations, together.

(a.) The discovery of an erljargement on the standard
measure, that is, standard 20612, enlargement 20626.
470017 (§ 4l, §S1, §S4), growing outof a principle-viz.,
to obtain froll,l 20612, circumference, to 6S61, diameter, the
formula-

(!.) 20612: 6s61:: 1 : 3183°97224917,
by which there isobtaihed a circumference of unity, to a
diameter of 318+, becomes of greatest; consequence in the
construction of tite pyramid. The application of this en
largement on the standard has served, as shown, to develop
the measures of the king's chamber, with other featur~s;

and now, in connection wit)1 a geometrical exhibition, it
will serve to bring out the various relations indicated at the
heads of this sectibn.

(b.) The standard base of the pyramid is 763.4°74°74+
feet. 31.83°9722491+, the numerically new diameter
value to a circumference of unity, if multiplied by 24, =
763.Q43333980+ feet, as the enlargement on the standard
for thathase side. Take the standard measures of the
pyramid, viz., height 486 feet to base side 763',4°74, and
find, with these, an extrente, of which 486 is a mean jro
jor#onal, as fbllo\'\'s :

(1.) 763.4°74+ :486 .. 486 : 3°9.397°5°2,
and represent this gt:0metrically, where, as .per diagram,
A D= 763'4°74+ , DB = 309.3970562,and CD -:. 486.
Itis seen that the diameter of the circle to represent this
meal~ proporti'Onal is 763.4°74 + 309;397 = 1072.8°445+;
and the radius is I072.80445-+-2 = 536'4°222+ : and these
'1ieasures are in reality a commingling of standard and en-
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largement; for the proportion is of the same nature with (I.)
in (a).

Length of K£ng's Chamber Level.

§ 75. Let A be the edge of the great step, in the upper
and south end of the grand gallery; A B. the passage-way
level to the king's chamber. and B C, the width of the king's
chamber.

A
I

B
I

C
I

It has been shown that the width of the king's cbamber
is an enlargement on the standard of 17.17666+ feet, or
ten cubits, and is 206.2647+ inches, as enlarged on 206.12.
Professor Smyth gives the measure A B as 330.3± inches.
Add the two lengths: 206.2647 + 330·3 = 536.5647 inches.
Compare this with the radius value above:

Radius value, 536'4°222 inches.
This levellengtb, 536,5647 ..

----_.
Difference, .1625"

Consider the king's chamber width as used for this pur
pose at the standard, and then add the lengths 206.12 -t
330·3 = 536'42 inches.

Radius above, 536'4°2 "

Difference,
These correspondences

of this line.

.018 H

are thought to show the origin
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lVote, that if this .018 of all inch is taken as the ::orrection of
330·3, as 330.282 inches, then we had the equatorial diameter of
the earth as 7926,9263 -:-- 2+ = 330.2386, thus showing a wonder
ful exactitude of relation. 330.;:886 - 330282 = 0066 of one
inch difference. This is a vcry strong conoboration of the truth
fulness of all the mea,ures takcn as checked by tlis rcsult. As
seen, this result is the half the equatorial diametcr of the earth,
a, radius, divided into 12 parts; showing a measure of time a,ld
earth distance rebtions. How exquisite and exact this is, in con
nection with the Hindu system, displayed in the king's chamber,
for working out sincs, cosilles, tangcnts, co·tangcnts, and plan
ctmy orbits!

Elcmcnts 0) DhllCllSz'ons of ~tCCll'S Chamber.

§ 76. This geometrical form gives also the grand out
lines of the queen's chamber. Tile form contains, as seen
(§ 74), the standard elements of measure of the outside shape,
and this outside was clothed in '-Vhac as a color. Now, the
queen's chamb(~r is in whitc, in contrast with the king's
chamber, which is in rcd. The white of the queen's
chamber may, then, indicate a reLltion coming from the
::ame source or demenls wilh the me;lSUITS of the exterior.
Take it that ihis is so, anel that the angle oj" thc roo) of
that chamblT is but ;: copy of the geometrical (orm .mel <In

gle CD E, § 74. The angle CD E = 57° 31' 05",3 X 2 =
IIso 02' 12"6, anel this is taker]" to represent the angle of
the roof of the queen's chamber. Tlie line C E COlTe
sponds ,vith the north and south kllgth of the room, alllI
Professor Smyth gives this length-

On the cast side, at 206.5 to 2°4.7.
On the U'cst sz'de, :It 206.0 to 206.3.

These but serve to indicate the re:ll me:l~Ll!'e or 206.12

inches, as a rmk:al standard rne.1SIHt'. T!lere i~ .~~iven.

,hen, the length CD = 1°3.05, and the angles C, D, and
D, to find the lines DB and CD; and these are-

(1.) DB = 65.5766 inches.
C B = 122.108 "

As this is but a reduced form of the geometrical problem,
then-
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(2.) 3°9.397: 65.5766 :: 763'4°74- : 1b1.803,
and the circle of the guee'l's chamber, thus indicated, would
have a diameter of 161.803 + 65.5766 = 227.379+ inches;
and, in fact. this does indicate the measured length, east
and west, of this very chamber, for Professor Smyth gives
this measure at-

On the south wall, 227'4
On the north wall, 226 to 226.5

Compare this measure, 227.379
with Professor Smyth's, 227.4

Difference (I~Of a,1 inch), .021

Thus the proportionate and basic measures of the queen's
chamber, as to all but the heights from the floor, which is
in the rough and ulIjim'shed (which seems to show that the
elements of me<lsure as relates to the floor were not to be
taken z'nto consz"dcrat/oll), become restored in terms of this
geometrical problem, and ill the use of the standard meas
ures (as in contrast with those of the king's chamber, which
are in measures enlnrged on the standard), as follows:
(3.) Length of the room north and south, 206.12 m.

" " "E. & W. (one meas.), 227.379 "
" of incline of roof, 122.108 "

Height of room in the gable, 65.5766 "
Not only so, but these measures are all ,connected to

gether under one problem, inasmuch as the height line re
jected as indicated by the unfinished floor, is, yet. set forth
in another element-viz., the length east and west-as
227.379, as the diameter of the circle, of which the extremes
are 161.803 and 65,5766, to copy the form in § 74' Sub
ject tc' the different measures raised by reason of the biased
line, the beautiful harmony and outcome of these measures
from these proportions, seems to stamp them as correctly
taken, agreeably with the basic or standard idea of the
architect.

It is but right to say that there is a serious discrepancy
between th(:~ measures of Colonel Vyse and Professor
Smyth as to the measured height of the walls, and of the
gable, or DB distance. Colonel Vyse gives the total
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height at 243 inchl:S from the floor (or from some recognized
mark or line above the rough and unfinished bottom).

He gives the distance DB as 66. inches,
closely approximating 65,5766, considering the d;fnculty of
obtaining this measure. How he took his measures is not
known; but it is strange that in the number 243 he has hit
upon (he exact numerical value of the half hei;ht of the
great pyramid taken at the standard, and 243 - 65.5766=
177,42 34, which is extremely close to 355 X·5 =177.5, to
a diameter value of II3 X ·5 = 56.5, which is the founda
tt'on measure of :Moses in the construction· of the Taber
nacle. Had these proportions been intended, the gable
would have been 65.6, and the diameter would have been

.06
227.46; differin!! from Prolessor Smyth's by -- of an

~ J. 100

inch-an allowance very readily to be made in the difficult
conditions of the room.

(a.) (It is well to note here, that in this queen's chamber seems
to be the use of the [[3 to 355, or Hebrew form, with relation to,
or in connection with, the Parker or pyramid relations 6S6[ to
5153 X 4 = 20612. One such relation has just been shown.
Great stress is laid in the Bible upon the word for heel, occurring
as it does in the Garden of Eden, and heing the name of 'Jacob,
who was the father of the division of the year into [2 and 13
months. Reading the values of the letters of this word which
is ~pV, and there is 7[2 (which may also be used as 217).

Mark the us~s. or one use-

355 [13·· 7[2 226.63,or[J.)·3[X 2.
20612 356. . 356 [13·3'
20612 7[2 656[ 22662
656[ 20612 113·355 356 . r 15

It thus appears that 712 is a circumference to 226.62 as a di
amet~r. It was shown that 1[3.+ was a circumference to 36, and
that two w~re used in the Garden of Eden, or [ [3 ~< 2 = 226.
(See S62 (a.), §86, § 87-) Now, it is most strange th:lt in the
Hindu personillcd reprcscntation of this garden, :l fcmale is repre
sented as bcnding.the heel of the left foot before <lnd touching the
mouth of the pudenda, wbicll of itself is characterized by the
number 7, as the female time ori;inating number, arId circle of
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the week; so, thus 712, or the heel, in this use, thus becomes
marked as the pudenda, or a circle of time [§ 92, (a.) (b.) (d.) l
In fact, Hargrave Jennings, in Rosicrucians, page 332, says:
" The late Dr. Donaldson has a dissertation upon the word ~i'.v,

Jacob, which is translated' heel,' in Genesis iii. IS. He adduces
Jeremiah xiii. 22, and Nahum iii. 5, and comparing the words
t;nade use of in the original, shows that the' heel' is a cuphem
ism, as al'e the' feet' in Isaiah vii. 20. His exhaustive argument
demonstrates that the part intended to be signified by the word
is pudenda muliebria." One v::luc of the words Garden if
Eden, as aclded, is 177, anel this is the height with the gable of
66, which Colonel Vyse takes to make up his 243. When Jacob

had his name changed, it was to 7s (or Jes), R A L, S~"-rt'"
or 13'213;' where, from" J (or Jail), is heel," or 712, it now
becomes" Jes (or Jesus), is 213," which is also the Hebrew
word head, or rt'~", or" Jes (~" a form of 'man '), is head/'
and head, or 213, is 355 X 6 = 213.0, the form of the first word
in Genesis.)

There is some confusion in the methods' employed by
Professor Smyth. He takes the height of the walls at

" 182? 184.5? Mean, 183.2
18I? 182? "181.5

Mean,

apparently bringing ont the value 182.5 X 2 = 365' It is
possible that this wa" intended ZlS rerrnissible, in a variable
height, or as leaving an open vZllue. Independently of this
he takes the gilble measures at

245-4
244. 2

243·\)

244·9
000.

000.

mean,

"
245. 2

244. 2

243·9

:Mean, 244-4

which show th:tt thcre may have been some indication or
mark noticed by Colonel Vyse, fastening Itim to the meas
ure 243. Professor Smyth then works out 244 - 182'4 = 62.
inches, for the gable height, in place of 66. by Colonel
Vyse.

There is but this to be said, that where the floor is in the
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ruhble, and evidently uneven, it would seem that a set of
measures on the sides, averaged, 1V0uld not be at all a cer
t!lin mea"ure to be deducted from the gable measure~, taken
in the center a/the room, because one is not sure of a COlll

mon plane of measure. Any departure f!'Om accurate
mea~uring, however, or from a sound judgment as to pro!?a
ble relations of parIs, would be a wonder in the practical
labors of Professor Smyth.

Passage to !/bteen's Chamber.

§ 77. Bearing in mind that the level of the floor, from
the edge of the great step to the king's chamber, comes
from the geometrical formula (§ 74) (b.), (2.), (see also § 75),
and that, by a pmportional use of the ~ame, the proportions
of the queen's chamber are produced, the fQllowing, giving
the length of the passage-way to the queen's chamber,
from the use of the values in the same prQblem, seems to
have weight.

(a.) The number 309.397050 is but an enlargement on
the value, as to its kind, of 206rz, as follows: Add to the
latter the half of itself, and there results, in standard
measure-

(1.) 20612 +.I0306 = 30918.
The enlargement on the king's chamber, taken at the stand

ard measure of 34.3533+. was-
(2.) 34.357745°, anel this >< 9 = 309·397050,

as above. Then, 309.397050 is but an enlargement on the
standard measure 3°9.18. The difference is .217°5°.
Raise this difference, thus-

(3·) 21 7.050 X 7 = 15 19.35°.
If this be taken as 1519.35° inches, it agrees with the
length of the passage-way from the north wall of the grand
gallery foot to the entrance of the gueen's chamber, as fol
lows-
(4') Professor Smyth's measure of same, 1519.4°° inches.

From (3) above, 15 19.35° "

Difference, of an inch, ·°5
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Hence, it would seem that this passage-way is seven times
the difference between the standard 30918, and the enlarge
ment on the same of 3°9397°5+, or the extreme of the
geometrica I problem.

There is a slight confirmation of the faet of 1519.35°
being used as a multiple of seven times this difference. in
the closing description of the length of this passage. as to
its being marked off in certain divisions. Professor Smyth
says: "The above measures for length being tile mean of
two sets. nowhere differing more than 0.3 inch. and hav
in;; been fnrtller tested for the \vhole length, by a third
measuring carried on by rod lengths of 100 inches. may be
pretty safely depended on. Hence, whole length of hori
zonta 1 passuge from north wall of grand gallery to north
wall of queen's chamber (inches), 1519.4
" One-seventh of the above, 217. I

" South length of passage with low level, 216.1
" North length, without roof, measuring to mean

place of the two cuts-off in grand gallery
floor, 217.8."

It may, then, be taken that the source whence this length
of 1519.35 is obtained is as stated; and that, very likely,
it has something to do with seven of the spaces or stripes
of the grand gallery .

.Hdghts from Floor of Subterranean Passage - Way to
the Gable Roif if Campbell's Chamber.

§ 78. (a.) A still further application of this same geo·
metrical problem, it is thought, can be made as to the
heights of the various chambers terminating in Campbell's
chamber, above the floor level of the king's chamber; that
is, from the gable of Campbell's chamber to the king':;
chamber level. Upon a careful examina ion of the angle
of the roof inclines of Campbell's chamber, on Perring's
plates ofVyse's measures, it measures I!5°±. and appears
to be the same angle with that of the queen's chamber roof.
That they are intended to represent this same angle, is, in
a measure, confirmed by the fact that, while the rest of the
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chambers, up to this one, are in red granite, return is made,
in the roof of this chamber, to the whde of the exterior,
and of the queen's chamber. Referring to the geometrical
problem (§ 74), it is seen that the angle spoken of is made
by use of the number 3°9397°5°, which has been shown
to be an enlargement on the standard of 3°9.18, which last
is the measure giving rise to the point of intersection of
the descending with the ascending passage-way.

Take, now, the standard and enlarged lengths of the
king's chamber, and multiply them by 9-

(1.) 34.35333+ X 9 = 3°9.18 feet,
(2.) 34.3774 X 9=309.397050 feet,

giving these identical values.
(b.) By the Parker time problem-

4(1.) 20.612 X -= 27'482666+,
3

which, agreeably to Mr. Parker, " is the exact value of the
passage of the moon round the earth over the value of a
complete circle, the time being in circular days of 23h.
51' 23" 20'" each (5153-000"') j and therefore 27'482(166+
X 5153000'" (the value of one circular day) = 141618181.
333+ -7-- 5184°00'" (the value of one solar day) = 27.
3183220164, which, reduced to the proper divisions of solar
time, equals 27d. 7h. 28' 23" I'" 20"", which, I say, is the
exact time of the passage of the moon around the earth."
To this is to be added 4' 40" 46''', or the difference between
one circular and one sidereal day, as shown in § 13.

(c.) Divide the Parker formula by 12, where 20.612 is
taken to be in inches, and there results-

4 27'48266
(1.) 1.717666 X -= ,

3 12
where-the first term has become the value of one cubit in
British feet, and the last term has become the circular value

I
of - of one lunar month. Multiply by 10, and there re

12
sults-

(2.)
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where the first term, or standard width of king's chamber,

10
has become 10 cubits, and the last has become -of one

12
lunation.

Clear of fractions, and there results
12 _ 4

(3.) 206.- ,x -= 274.8266+,
3

where the first term has become 120 cubits in British feet.
and the last has become 10 111fJations. (As to the ~~reat e,,
timation of the Parker form 20612, raised to the value of

12
120 cubits, or 206.-British feet, see Appendix, III.)

But while this result is so, agreeably to Parker, the
standard length of the king's chamber multiplied by 8
gives this very value, or-

(4') 34,35333+ X 8 = ~74·8266+ feet.
(d.) The standa:-d circumference of the

pyr<!mid is 36643.55+ inches 10 a height of
486 feet. But 366'4355+ is that value wbich
Mr. Parker says is "the exact time of the
earth's motion round the SUll, over the value
of a complete circle in space, the time being
in circular days," on which he proceeds to
give the exact value of the year in solar
time. One-fourth of this 36643.55, reduced
to feet. is 763'4°74+, the base side of the
pyramid; and, b)' the geometrical problem

(1.) 763'4°74+: 486 :: 486 : 30 9.397°5°,
whereby it is seen that this 309.397+ is a re
duction of the measure of solar time, while
274.826+. or 8 times the length of the king's
chamber, is a measure of lunar time. It is
al~o seen that while 763. to 4b6 is in the form
of I : 314159. 486 to 309·397 is in the form

of .3183°9 : 1.
(e.) Take, then, the following measures

for comparison:
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(1.) 34·3533 X 9 = 3°9.18 standard.
34·3774 X 9 = 309·397 enlurgement.
34·3533 X 8 = 274.826 standard.

(2.) Let A B = 309.18 feet.
Let C B = 274.826+ feet.

Then A B - B C = 34.3533+ feet, or the standard
length of the king's chamber.

With C as a center, and A C, or 34.3533+, as a radius
(see preceding diagram). describe the inner circle AD;
then-

(3·) 274.826 - 34·3533+ = 24°,4733,
or 34·3533 X 7 = 240·4733·

Now, instead of the standard measure 3°9.18, make use
of the enlarged measure 3°9.397°5°; then-

(4.) 309·397050 - 274.8266 = C E = 34.57°383+.
Then, with C as a center, and C E as
radius, describe the outer circle E E/; 11.

then

(5.) EE'= 34.57°383 X 2 =69.14°766
feet;

and this is taken tv equal the height of
the gable of Campbell's chamber from
the level of the floor of the king's cham-
ber j while E B is taken to b.e the total
distance from that gable to the flooF of
the passage to the subterranean, by the
rejection of the number value of 216330,
on which value the entire pyramid
works seem to be founded.

A B. Roof of Campbell's chamber
tu level of king's chamber floor.

B C. Space filled above C.
CD. Distance to base of pyramid.
DE. Distance to subterranean pas- B

sage floor. P--------.

J

'-------

E F. Distance of 2.1633°'
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(6.) From A to F, the dotted line, probably marked ill
the subterranean chamber, is 309.397050 feet.
AB, as taken in (5·). is 69.14°767
B C is the filling of the king's

chamber level above the
intersection of the floor
line of the grand gallery,
with the south wall there
of. Professor Smyth
makes this 7 inches, or
.583.1 of a foot. Take
it at .s83I83

CD = (§ 73, E) (to oase of
pyramid), I37.s09800

D E = (to floor of subterra-
nean passage), IOO.OOOOOO

E F = as taken, 2.I63300

309;397050 feet.
Thus it is seen that the detailed measures, as variously

found, as to vertical heights, amount in the aggregate to
the extreme of this geometrical problem, which is em
bra~d in the angle of IIso (§ 76), and is marked on the
diagram as DB (§ 74). All the values have been worked
out and accounted for, save, only, the I83 of .s83I83 for

II
.5833, where --- of a foot has been borrowed, or rather

I00000
taken from Professor Smyth's measure. What is of the
greatest significance seems to be the number value of

2I6330,
tomake up the perfect value of 309.39705.

Height of Level of Passage to !tueen's Chamber, above
the Center of the Sphere, in wlziclz the whole Pyra;m'd
is Supposed to have been Placed.

§ 79. Rejecting 2I6330 from the radius of the circle
[§ 55 (a.)], or 6IO.63823 - .2I6330= 6IO.42I90, that ra
dius becomes 6IO'42I90 feel. From this deduct 586 (the
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standard height of the pyramid, or 486, plus the distance
vertical, from base of pyramid to bottom of subterranean
passage-way, or 100 feet), and there remains, from the
bottom of the subterranean passage-way to the center of
the sphere (216330 rejected), the distance of. as shown-

24.4219° feet.
Add the distance from bottom of subterra

nean passage-way, less the height of
the passage, or 100 - 3.1659°, =

Add from the base of pyramid to the level
of the intersection of the ascending
and descending passage-ways =

Add height from this intersection to level
of queen's chamber passage =

Add, as borrowed, one cubit,

..
54.41 3°0 "

1.71 766 ..

(1.) II3.0973+ X 2 = 226.1946,

and the above difference is found to be the _5_ of one.
1000

It is quite interesting in this connection. as to the dimen
I

sions of the queen's chamber, that while its- basic length
2

north and south has been shown to be 5153 X 2 = 103;06
inches, or twice the value of the area of the circle inscribed

And there results a total of 19°'96321 "
or, a wonderfully close approximation to ten times the
height of the king's chamber, or 190.98583 feet.

Compare the value 19°.96321 "

The difference is, .02262"
or, numerically, just one of the lengths of the queen's cham
ber itself, or II3 X 2 = 226. Let the formula be recalled
from § 35 (3), as follows:

(1.) 113: 355.0001+ :: 36 : II3.0973+,
where, as was shown, the object was to get 36, or the factors
6 X 6, as a straight Nne value, in place of a circular value,
as in the king's chamber, where 19'°985 is proved to be a
diameter to a circumference of 60. Multiply this fourth
term by 2.
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536'4°2 inches.

"
"1687.992

2224·394

in the square, under the Parker forms, in its basic length
cast and west it is thus seen to be 1I3 X 2 = 226 inches,
or twir.e the Metius diameter.

(a.) The rejection of 21633°, and the use of a cubit
value of 1.71766+ to produce these singular results, calls
to mind a phase of the self-same nature in this strange
work. Refer to the diagram, § 55 (a.). Take the full radius
line of the sphere;

It is 610.638234 feet.
Reject from this .216330 "
And there remains 61°'4219°4 "
Enlarge this by oue cubit, 1.717666 "
And let this be a new radius of 612.13957° "

Then making use of the formulation in § 56 (b.) :

Sin. 810 51' 14·"5 9·995595
Sin. 38008' 45·"5 9·790754
Log. 612.139570 2.78685°
Log. 381.9517+ 2.582009

as the value of the line of 30° to F, to that extent 0 D", at
which it intersects the slope line of the pyramid. The sine

I
of this as an angle ot" 300, is -, or 190.975+ feet, or .010

2

of a foot less than ten times the king's chamher height.
Take the values found above,.and add them.

(1.) 1904~5

19°.963
3~-1'948

The mean of these values is 190'975 feet,
or this very result, thus arrived at by another way, but at
the same time by use of the same rejections.

(b.) This number 216330 becomes again manifested in
very important measures-viz., those of the king's chamber
level, and those of the base of grand gallery-thus:
(1.) From edge of great step to south

wall of the king's chamber (§ 75),
(2.) MRon the diagram [§73 (b.)],

or base of the grand gallery triangle,
to south wall of same,

Or a total of
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61.00 inches.

2163.394 "
in this quarter of this remarkable num-

But there has been in these additions a
lap of the length of the great step,
which by Professor Smyth is meas
ured at 60.8 to 61 inches. Deduct
the larger measure,

And the result in inches and decimals of
an inch is

or [he appearance
ber.

,..-------,-------

A Method of pladng a SaHent Height Line for the
Interior Construchon if the Pyramid.

§ 80. Take a line equal to the standard length of the
base side of the pyramid. On this line raise a square,
which divide into four equal squares. And, on the base
line, construct the exterior lines of the pyramid.

A B = 763'4°74 feet. Then F'D will equal 381.7°37 feet,
as will also A F'. On A Braise
the pyramid in the standard
measures. Then C F' = 486

1
feet. At D with - the standard

2

. 486
heIght, or - = 2+3 feet, meas-

2

ure ,down to F; then with the
value 243 for height, draw in
the pyramid DEE', and it will A~----;.F:;-;''----'?!

be, as to its dimensions, reduced
by just one-half from the original-that is, its half base
side, now, will be 19°.8513+, on which the enlargement
19°'985+ has been shown to play so great apart in the pyr
amid measures. By this process, it will be seen that the
works on the E E' level, with these proportions, would be
precisely as if they were located on the base of the larger
pyramid; while, at the same time, an elevation has been
obtained to work out other results.

(1.) In § 73 (e.), the vertical distance from the base of
the pyramid to the level of the true floor of the king's cham-
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ber was shown to be four times the length of the king's.
chamber taken as enlarged,

or 34·3774 X 4= 137.5096 feet.
D F' is equal to 381.7°37 - 243 138.7037 "
Difference in excess, 1.1941 "

In § 73 (a.), to obtain the distance 2+7.70 feet, from the
foot of the roof line of the descending passage-way to the
point of intersection of the floor line of the ascending
passage-way, we had the primary distance 3091.8, and from
this there was deducted to get the point desired, II9'4
inches, or

3091.8 - II9·4 = 2972.4 inches,
= 247.7 feet.

The distance of the remove, then, of this
point was by a deduction from the
primary value of II9.4 inches.

To obtain a like remove to get a particular
vertical height, as just shown, requires
a deduction from a primary value, of 1. 194 feet.

All which goes to show, that probably all the interior
work of the pyramid, is to he obtained hy use of squares,
in their subdivided parts.

§ 81. It is thought best to close the effort at reconstruc
tion of the great pyramid at this point. Many more meas
ures and harmonies could be shown-as of the coffer and as
of the descending passage-way relations; hut it is thought
th<\t all has been shown that is necessary for this work.
Now, let the reader reflect upon what has been done or ex
hibited. (1.) All abstract elemental relation of geometrical
shapes. (2.) A :opecial numerical integral relation is shown,
as applying to the notation and working together of these
shapes. (3.) \-Vith this relation, as connected, it is thought,
WIth very beautiful geometrical displays, the pyramid
structure, as to its outside and as to its inside works and
measures and proportions, has been rerroduced in measure
after measure, little and great, in angle after angle, and in
general relations of parts to parts; all, so that, one may say,
the results answer absolutely to the Britz'sh measures as
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taken. Surely, then, the diagrams and intentions of the
architect have been displayed and set forth, as to the prac
tical architectural work. But, what is more, is that it is
just as certain that his mathematz'cal, and astronomical,
and geographical, measuring intents have been disclosed in
a general sense; and even more than that. It only re
mains to discover those Curi0uS underlying laws for cosmi
cal construction, certain]y known to him, by w hic h the
cosmos could be so outlined that tb:.: sizes and times of
planets could be numerically notated,and, by a practicable,
realizable, unit of measure, co-ordinate one with the other.
If this statement is true, then it must he admitted thqt all
that has been set forth has depended upon the work, and
numerical elements applied to geometrical shapes, of John
A. Parker.

As to what the extent of ancient knowledge really was,
modern opinions are becoming more and more liberal with
increased research.

Mr. Rawlinson, in App., Book II., chap. vii., says: "No one will
for a moment imagine that the wisest of the Greeks went to study in
Egypt for any other reason than because it was there that the
greatest discoveries were to be learnt, and that Pythagoras or his
followers suggested, from no previous experience, the theory (we
now call Copernican) of the sun being the center of our system; or
of the obliquity of the ecliptic, or the moon's borrowed light, or the
proof of the milky way being a collection of stars, derived from the
fact that the earth would otherwise intercept the light, if derived
from the sun, taught by Dernocritus and by Anaxagoras, according
to Aristotle, the former of whom studied astronomy for five years
in Egypt, and mentions himself as a disciple of the priests of
Egypt, and of the Magi, having' also been in Persia and Babylon.
The same may be said of the principle by which the heavenly
bodies were attracted to a center, and impelled in their order, the
theory of eclipses, and the proofs of the earth being round.
These and many other notions were douhtless borrowed from
Egypt, to which the Greeks chiefly resorted, or from the current
opinions of the' Egyptians and Babylonians,' the astronomers of
those days, from whose early discoveries so much had been de
rived concerning the heavenly bodies. Cicero, on the authority
of TheophrastuS, s~):::aks of Hycetas of Syracuse, a Pythagorean,
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having the same idea respecting the earth revolving in a circle
round its own axis; and Aristotle observes that, though thf'
greater part of philosophers say the earth is the center of the
system, the Pythagoreans, who live in Italy, maintain that fire
is the center, and the earth, being one of the planets, rotates
about the center, and makes day and night. This heliocentric
system (having been lost) was finally revived in Europe," etc.

The trouble was that this kind of knowledge was of the
priestly caste, and therefore was utterly unknown to the
world; for this caste, with its power of influence, would
discourage any theories tending to the truth, and would, if
possible, make anyone recant a pretended discovery, if it
chanced to militate agai:1st the hidden knowledge.

Here, it has been shadowed forth, not only how exten
sive and valuable this knowledge was, but the very nature
and groundwork of tile knowledge itself. John A. Par
ker's method 0/ quadrature, aud his problem if tln-ec re
volving bodies, cm"dently did lay at the base if tile famous
Egyphan and Pythagorean systems.

Thus the lines of the ad measurements of the interior
work of the pyramid, having their origin trom the inter
section of the floor line of the descending passage-way
with the sloping side line of the exterior, dose themselves;
and that so accurately, tested in such various ways, that it
seems it can be safely said that this work exhibits the res
toration or reconstruction of the pyramid, agreeably, in a
general way, to the architectural plan anel measures of the
original designer-what is Ie ft to be discovered being the
particularities or minute cletails of elaboration of his
thoughts and measures.

SECTION Xl.

PYRAMID SYMBOLIZATION.

§ 82. Ca.) In terminating this effort at reconstruction of the
pyramid. it is well to give symbolic representations, with their
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feet.

"

inches, 546.75

meanings, of its elements. It is seen in § 55 Ca.), that the orig
inal pyramid from wh:.:nce the real pyramid of the Nile springs,
is directly constructed from the original clements of relation of
diameter to circumference of a circle. This is circular elements
one. all the lines of this original pyramid springs another,
whose elements are circle two. In § 74 (6.), out of the elements
of two, another set of elements is obtainable, governing the in
terior work of the pyramid proper; these elements are those of
circle three.

The clements of one are:
(1.) Height, 6561

~ base side, 5153
2

~ base diagonal, 7287-44+ " 607.28+ "
2

Radius, 7327.65+" 610.63+ "
The clements of two, as has been shown, are taken from the

clements of one. Whereas, the full circumference of base of one
is 5153 X S = 41224 inches, or one hundred times the length of
the king's chamber, the circumference of the pyramid proper is

inches, 486

5 153 X 4 (= 206(2) X 1: = 36643.55+ inches;

pyramid proper is constructed.
The elements of two are:

(2.) Height, 5832

~ base side, 4580.44
2

and on this the

feet.

"

"

"

243.00 "

30939 feet.

"

"539.81

5.+278

~ base diagonal, 6477.72
2

Rad ius, 6513.47
The elements of three are:

(3.) Height, 3712.76 inches,

~ base side, 2916. "
2

~ base diagonal, 4123.84
2

Radius, 4146.60

"

"

343.65 "

.')45·55 "
Where these elements are derived from elements in (2.) j and
where the height is one of the extremes of the geometrical prob

lem, § 74 (6.)
These are the circles whence the complete pyramid, as to its
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outside, and as to its inside, is fitly framed, and put together,
giving the measures of the heavens and the earth.

The symbol, then, should be of three circles, one within the
other;- with the triangular representation of the pyramid con
tained, or else a pentagon, or the pentapla of Solomon j but the
triangle would he more pertinent. vVhile the triangle represents
'he pyramid, the triangle and circle represent the elements from
""hence the plane measure of the square, of the base of the pyr
amid, is derived.

(b.) Now a unit of measure is desirable, for tnl11slation of
geometrical combinations of shapes into their proper numerical
equivalents, for working out the co-ordination of time with dis
tance relations.

While the two sets of values, 6561 : 20612, and 113 : 355, are
essentially connected together, and arc in some way but varia
tions on each other, so that 113 and 355 calTY with them by im
plication a decimal vallie, as springing from 6561 to 20612, yet,
as they stand, they bear a beautiful differential relation to each
other, as follows:

I
(1.) 6561 20612 .. 113: 355 6561

2061 [
(2.) 206 [2 : 6.5 61 : 355 : 112 20612

In this last formulation, the fourth term is a diameter or straight
line value; and, :IS regards 113, is seen to differ (rom it by just
one unit as a straight line (or diameter value) one, of the de
nominatiolt 0/ 20612, the clements 0/ a pnfed circle or cir
cumference, and this diiference l'S implied in the Jehovah
or rt~i1' value, which, as will be seen hereafter, springs from 1[3.
This difference of 1- 20612 implies the entire pyramid scheme,
for a right line, as I or -, signifies a solid unit or cube, whose
edge is I or -, or one,. and here the denomination of this one
is 20612, the perfect circumference value, and for original meas
ure taken as inches,. therefore, the straight line one, or I , is
of the value of an inch cubed, or is a cube of an inch to the
edge. Take off the valne of the 20612 onto the edges of this
c\lbe, and each edge (there being [2) will be of the value of
1.71766-+-, vvhich is a reduction by scale of the cubit value in
terms of the British foot. This has been before set forth j the
difference is that here the scale is reduced from the least unit
measure, \·iz., that of the inch. This reduced form of subdivis
ion is actually to be found in the coffer measures of the kin~'s
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chamber, as, for instance, one line of that measure, by ProfessDr
Smyth,

is 90.175 inches,

Now, 1,717666+ X 75· = 90.1774 "
where 1.71766 is the cubit value reduced to the scale ment.ioned,

Thus can be seen the magnificence of the value, because the
~xactitude of the Jehovah diameter value lays in the implied Ilse,
which will derive a peifeet, yet combined, unit value, which, as
seen, is I , as a stra£ght line of the denom ination of 20612,
which is an abstmct peifect circular and circular area value.

(c.) This is shown to have been the case otherwise. To ex
press this value by symbol, the picture would be of I as a str.:Jight
line and a 0 as a circle, or, together, 10, which £s the peifect
form if one, and at the same time expresses the value of ten, or
ro. With the Hebrews, it is kabbalistically said that the ten is
the one, and the one is the ten.

"Kabbala says: 'This number 10 is the mother of the soul,
and the light and the life are there united; since the number one
is born from the spirit (in the New Testament, spirit is 'John the
Dove, and John the Dove, or 'Jonah, by the jish use, becomes
Jehovah), thus the unity (I) has made the ten (!O), and the ten
(10) the unity (I)," (Hermes xiv., quoted from Sod., p. 57·)

The reason of this definition can be made obvious, The
primal one contained all the elemenfs ofgeneration, and there·
fore included the male idea and the female idea in itself. Thus,
I contained I as a male, and 0 «\ circle) as afemale, yet it was,
as a primal conception, but one. But these two, as separated
parts of one, arranged together, were 10, or ten; therefore, the
interrelation of I = 10, 10 = I. But, again, with the Hebrews,
I was taken by itself, under anotherform, as comhining in itself
two, i. e" it was susceptible of division into two parts which

. I
s'hould make one, and each of these parts was necessardy-, or

2

~,or .5. which was the letter ji, or the 1.uomb letter, from whence.
10

the rabbins say, God created all things. But adds and .5, and
we have I I 0, or the male:female agaiu, or the peifect one·
Again, this IO, or the peifect one, was denoted by the Hehrew lettcr
',a sacred letter, denotiug the word 'Jah or 'Jehovah, meaning
what has been said (among other things); for' stands for I, tile
male, and 0, the female. But ° was estecmed (as female) to be
equal to the word for ajish, taken as female, or the letter iT raised
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to another scale of value, j, or n, or from ·5 to ·5 X 10 = 5.0,
where we have 5 - 0, or iT feminine, and ° feminine. Now, the
letter j, or n, was named, and was the word lVun, orftsh, or Pd,
and z"ts values were 565, which word and values arc considered
.feminine, because raised from a feminine sourcc. But 565. or
)islt, or womb of 5 -0, or j ((or ·5 or iT), is equal to 113 X .5 =
56.5, where 113 is men (<1 straight line or phallus value) mul
tiplied by iT, or the womb value; and this, as seen,. equals ~l:l,

or )ish, or 5 - 0. Now, the equivalent of p~, 565, is iT~iT, or
565, and il~;' is thefemale part of the great word iT,iT', orJeho
vah, which thus assumes tbis word form as the equivalent .lor
the male-.female uscs above sltOwn. But as the parallelism must
be lTI[lintained to preserve the unity of the God-head, as male
female, and yet its separated condilicn, we have the v[llues, 56.5
X ro (as a form to show this) = 565, where. by the letter forms,
for 56510, we have II';" ; yet, after all, this amounts to 56'5 X
10 = 565, by completing the multiplication, or reproduces iT~iT,

or the pllallus is titus concealed in the primal emptz"ness or noth·
ingness, which is Bohu, ~iT:l, or lWldh, mother, Ji~r.;" or Venus,
or Eve, i. c., tlte primal empiz"ness out if which reality sprung.
(And this concealment is allied to, and in exact harmony with, the
same idea in another form, or word form, and number lorm com
bined, for the flux word is Nun, i'2, or, in itself, the female, as
fish. This is 0, and because its value is 56.5 (113, man X' ·5,
1.IJOJizcn), it is the equivalent of the same, 'with 11~11, which also
equ~ds 565. Thus, l1~jj is tile female, by this equivalence; but,
being so on its word .lace, it nevertheless conceals within itself
the \"alue 113 (beC<1l1se 113 X 5 = il~iT), which is a straight
line or diameter value, or "man," and therefore, as opposed to
0, is male. Therefore, the harmony.) And this shows that the
mother iue;l was, after all, the primal one, and that the Roman
Catholic conception is rigltt. How exceedingly beautiful the
displny is. For while we have the full form iT,iT-', as male
female, yet it so springs that this form is evanescent, as 56.5 X 10,
because, completed, the perfected form becomes i1~iT, 01" 565, the
10, or" having vanished or concealed £tscif.

(d.) Then, here, we have man = II3 diameter Cplzallus) to :\
<;ircu111(erence of 355, multiplied by ·5, or womb = iT~iT, the fe
male part of Jehovah; and this, as 56.5 (or fish, i~~) multiplied
by 10 equals 56.5 X 10 = i1~iT', tile great name, which, after
all, is 10, or primal one. As seen, when 113 : 355 i~ compared
with 6561 : 20612, the perfect circular clement, we have to
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z0611 I
make up the 113,as 11Zz061Z+z061Z=II3; where thedif-

1erential is a one straight line (phallus) of the denomination of
the peifect circle (yoni), or z061z; and this is thus seen to be
necessary to make the 113. But 113 X ·5 = 56.5, or ;,V,; thus,
it is also necessary to make this value: bu t 56,5 X 10 = ;,,;,' ;
therefore, it is also necessary to make up this value. But this
value is Jehovah; wherefore, the necessity is a straigld line one,
of a denomination C?f Z061Z, or the peifeet one, and 'Jehovalt has
been shown to be this.

So, while 'Jehovah expresses this peifeet one, under the Parker
forms, through the Metius use it also expresses a larger diameter
value, as 5651, derived from II3 X ·5 = 56.5, and 56.5 X 10
(= ;";") = 565, where I 13 is diameter to circumference of
355. The involution of the Parker and Metius forms seems to
be in the queen's chamber in the pyramid.

Besides this, the two words of which 'Jehovah j~ composed,
make up the original idea of male-female, as the birth originator
(for the' was the membrum virile, and Hovah was Eve). So,
it is seen that the perfea one, as originator of measures, takes
also the form of birth origin, as hermaphrodite one,' hence, the
phallic form and use.

So the perfect symbol is made up of three circles-one within
the other-a triangle inscribed, and in this the word ;";", as tlte
originating one of all things.

As I H S, or fI:1n', or (the values being added) 318+, it would
give diameter to a circumference of one,' and, therefore, I I-I S
is a 'Jehovalt form.

(e.) It would take up too mnch space to go into particulars;
but it cOI:ld be shown that the word ;";" should be placed in
the darkness, around the borders of which un intense light,
above ~he brightnes of the sun, should reside as issuant from the
Word. (Also, f.hat in the symbol 10, the. I, as another symbol,
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may be supposed to represent the word John, and should stand
on the western or autumnal side of the celestial circle.) If, in
stead of the word, a diameter line is drawn across the circle, this
form, of itself. would be expressive of the great word, anti thus
the circle, with its diameter line, would again express the number
10. Another, and very beautiful symbol, might be plnced ill the
pyramid triangle, viz .. that of an oblong, or two squcr::.';, bearing
the form of :m open book; but this is more appropri~lte, :IS in·
cluding the ark qf Noalt in the py"amid symbol. This figure is,
by cutting it in two, the origin of the Hebrew letters nand il
The value of n is 8, and that of il is 5. The number 5 was the
birth number, as its letter il, its sign, was the sYIli~)ol of the
womb. The number 8 signifies the use of 5. In the Hebrew
conception, everything made by the Creator was a peifect one,
and by tbis method was a perfect cube, as one. But oirth neces·
sitates the two opposites of male and female, each of whom had
to be in itself perfect. To combine these two so that the duality
may be preserved, and yet a perfect one result, if the originat
ing cube be used eight times, the result is another perfect cube,
combining the two opposite or separated capacities for produc
tion within itself. This is exemplified in the family of Noah.
To make a perfect productive one, they had to be eight,' and so,
in fact, they were, as they entered the ark. Now, the values, as
applied to Noah, would give us his name as' nil (or 8-5, and the
inrger cube from 5 would make one of IO to the side, or a Jeho
vah cube), whereas it is n~, and for this reason: there is no
change determined on the value of 5 (as il) by the use of .J or n,
because .J is 5 only enlarged from il, in the ratio ·5 X IO = 5.0,
or 5 X 10 = 50. The j, or n, is used to get the fish letter, as
mm, or i1~, or 565, tbe Jehovah form, as shown; and this, taken
as a cube, eight others make up the equivalent larger one, or 10,
or Jehovah. Showing the Noah glyph to be a Jehovah one, or
Jah-is Noah, or n.J', which is the British inch-that cubic one
above shown forth.

LVoie that this is of great importance. Take the origin of n1
in nil; this, by symbol, is 8 - .5, where ·5 isa womb cnbe; but
to fructify, it mnst combine male and female in one; so it takes 8
to make the next larger perfect cube, whose face will necessarily
be .5 + ·5 = 1.0, or a unit one. Jehovah is also a unit one.
Then, Jehoi:alt and Noah are equal, or olle equals- one,' and, by
contraction, the expression of this will be nJ-', I-nch, Where the
::oncrete form is " Jah (or Jehovah) is (or equals) Noah," or, to-
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gether, they signify I-nclt. If j is taken for ;" this only changes
the value by ciphers, which, instead of enlargillg, can be taken
as smallcr subdi;·isiolts; or, in fact, the ciphers may be dropped
by Hebrew usage. The pyramid is built on the British incll, as
shown; the Garden of Eden, etc., is the expression of the same
thing- under another style of setting forth. It seems, then, clearly
evident that our English word inch is, in fact, from the combination
of the Hebrew unit designations, viz., Jail and iVoah, or nj-"
or, literally, I-nell.

The ark of Noah was, ill dimellsiolls-
(1.) 300 X 50 X 30 = 450,000 cubits.

The cube of .5, or the letter ;" or j (its eq II ivalellt), is 125 ; then-
(2.) 450 -7- 125 = 3.6, or 36;

and 36 = EI-h, ;,S~, or Eloltim, while 125 equals the Hebrew
word i:l~, abn, stonc, or Pclcr; so, here. we. run directly back
to a Jehovah use, and to a factor base of 6 X 6 = 36, and which,
as will be ShOWIl, is the Garden of Eden form. 50-

(3·) 360 -7- 8, 0\' n = 45,
the characteristic value of the cubical contents of the ark itself.
Once, again, the woman is ;";,, and' is the male-together, the
perfect !lumber 10; but 10 is a circumference to a diameter of
318+, and this, in one form, took the idea of the birth of time,
as of theyear,' therefore, in this form, ;";" would indicate also
the pcrfcct ycar,o and 318 was a Christ value. As the p~rfect

year, the circle divided by a horizontnl diameter line, would be
the symbol of the perfect one, or ;";", while, to denote the scpa
ratcd functions, the uppcr or sunny half would be J while the
lowcr Ilaif would be the ;";,, or dark, or Eve portion of the year.

The Trowel Face.

§ 83. It has been seen that the commencernent of the
pyramid proper is by means of placing an ideal pyramid,
constructed on the elements of (1.), § 82, in a spl1t~i-e. The
results there displayed are through Geometrical proportions.
The base of the interior construction is seen to rest upon
the geometrical problem displayed in (b.), § 74. In that
problem, all tile pyramid elements of construction are dis
played; for AB is 'the standard b<lse side of the pyramid,
CD is the standard height, and DB, with the angle C BE.
are seen to enter into the aggregate height lineg, and the
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roof lines of the interior levels, and chambers. Moreover,

A D and CD are but reductions from the original forms

as given by Mr. Parker. 'TIle sha pe of the inclosed figure

A C B E, could be changed so as to display the exact pyr

amid standard relations; (or by doubling the line A D, or

763.4°74 X 2 = 1526.8148+, the proportion of CD:

AD X 2 is that of diameter to circumference of a circle,

,mel is the exact lJroportion, and in the exact numbers of

height to twice the base side of the pyramid. Archilectur

ellly, this is valuable for symboliz<ltion ; for by doubling AD,

and inclosing the extellsion by the lines A C, C B, BE, and

A E, the new form displayed would be that of the mason's
trowelface: so that a tro\\el constructed Jfter these propor

tions, ~:nd on the scale of the British inch, would afforel to the

mason the whole elaborated plan of his work with the re

lations o( the elements from whence these plans took their

rise.

It was an old tradition that in the accomplishment of any great
and good work in\'olving thc more abstruse and recondite knowl
edges, the workmen \vould be besct by the powers of the rcalms
of clad;ness, with their frights, ancl horrors, and scares. As
[Igainst these, the master workman would protect his work by the
disp1:ly of thc seal of Solomon, the wise mnn, and the king, even
over the l::'-Jrccts, the 7i7171, ~lllcl the ]mm. TInt even here, he
had to SL,l1lmOn lip an [Imazing amount of resisting force; nor
could he do this unless by the assistance of the unsecn powers of
light, of truth, a:1d of goodness. As encourngement to thc hi]

ing power and courage of the master workman, on whom the
whole chnrge rested, a voice, like as the Bath- Co!, Dau:;lttcr
~f the Voice, would come, in terms, like the following which
were givcn to Hasan EJ Basrah in his terrible trials:
" I disposed thine affair at the time when thou wast in thy moth

er's womb,
And inc:ined her heart to thee so that she fostered thee in her

bosom:
\Ve will suffice thee in matters that occasion thee anxiety and

sorrow;
So, submit to us, and arise: we will aid thee in thy enterprise.



THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON.

CHAPTER IV.

THE TEMPLE OF SOLOMON.

§ 84' Kabbalistic tradition, passed down in Succoth,
states that when Solomon was about to erect the temple, ·he
founelthe measure wherewith to build it, by placing the name
of 1chova/z, i1,i1', upon the rounel mouth of the well-hole in
digging the foundations; and, again, it i~ said, by placing
this name upon the bung-hole of a cask. The" round
mouth" anel the" bung-/lOlr:" were cirr.les. The Israelites
converted circular and spherical measures into square and
cubic measures, in their representations of the:n. It will
be Ehown that the, or one of the, values of the name 1e
hovah, was that of the diameter of a circle; and it espe
cially meant the unit measure of a right-line, or square
surfacc, or cube-solid, having a purely ,circular value.
Hence the definition of the architectural idea of construc
tion is thus conveyed in Succot/z, if this was the channel
of the tradition.

The description 01 the temple measure~ are to be gradeel
in the following order:

(1.) From the Book of IDngs. (2.) From the descrip
tion of the Tabc1'1zaclc,. because it W<lS perfect in all its
proportions, and Solomon could do no more than to repro
duce it, however much he might vary the style of archi
tecture. (3.) From the Book of Clzronicles, not so au
thentic, but rather a targul1l, or paraphrase, on Killgs; and
(4) from 10sephus.

The Details if Description.

(a.) The entrance to the temple faced tmvarel the east,
and the holy of holies was in the extreme west end.

As to the ground plan, the description in I Kings, 6, is
concise, plain, and specific. This ground plan has three
distinctly separated parts: (1.) The house, "Bayith." (2.)
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The temple, or open vault of heaven, before the face or
door of the house, "Recal." (3.) The porch before the
face or door of tbe temple, "Olaum." Verse 2 says:
"And the house which King Solomon built (or the Lord
(Jehovah), the length thereof 60 cubits, and the breadth
thereof 20, and the height thereof 30 cubits." Verse 3

says: "And the porch before the mouth or door of the
temple of the house, 20 cubits was the length before the
face of the breadth of the house, 10 cubits the breadth be
fore the face (or door) of tbe house." Verse 17 says:
"And fO cubits was the house, that is to say, hua, the tem
ple, before its face (or door)."

There is, then, the house, buyz'th, 60 cubits; the temple,
Meal, fO cubits; and the length of the porch, olaum, 20

, cubits, one length connected with another, for the ground
plan, or a total length of 120 cubits. This gives, or em
braces, in the house and temple inclosure, the length of the
taber1laclc and court inclosure, of 100 cubits. As to the
porch, olaum, in front of the temple, 2 Chronicles, chapter
iii, verse f, says: "And the porch that was in the frollt,
the length was according to (or agreeing with) the breadth
of the house, and the height an hundred and twenty
(120) cubits, and he overlaid it within with pure gold."
Here, it is observable that the holy of holies was lined with
gold; it was at the extreme end of the length of 120 cubits.
Here, the base of the porch, or bottom of a height of 120

cubits, of the same dimensions as to the length, and
one-half the width of the most holy place, is also lined
with gold, going to show that the connection of these gold
lined rooms had to do with the cli~tance of 120 cubits.
Josephus says there was a superstructure above the house
equal to it in height (30 X 2 == 60), and then doubled,
making a total height of 120 cubits.

What the inclosure of the temple, hecal, part was, as
distinguished from the house, bayith. is not specified; but
it is simply stated that the door of the house opened into
the temple part, and the door of the temple part into that
of the p01·ch. It may )lave been an intermediate court like
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the court of 60 cubits before the tabernacle structure: the
difference not being in the sum of the lengths, which, in
either case, was 40 +60 = 100 cubits, but in the one case
the COUIt is 40, and in the other 60 cubits long. The tem
ple, likely, was a court looking to the open vault of the.
heavens, and surrounded by other inclosures, But what
became of the altar of incense? Of the table for show
bread? Of that for the golden candlestick? These sup
posed to be placed in the most holy place before the vail,
as in the tabernacle, then the only further change of ar
rangement seems to have been simply in the location of
the brazen sea in the northeast corner of the house inclos
ure, part of the court before the tabernacle, now, or here,
placed under roof; the great brazen altar being located bl':
fore the house in the temple part. 2 Kings, 16, 14, men
tions this as in the forefront of the house, and this is again
implied in i: Kings, 8, 64' It could not be located within
the house, as there would be no space around it. This
fact of its being before the house, gives a distance between
the house and the porch, as the temple part. I Kings, 6,
says that there were two pz'llars- 'Jachin, which, according
to Josephus, was on the south side, and Boaz, which was
on the north side of the porch entrance. They were 18

6 ' I
cubits in height each, or, together, 3 cubIts, or the .~

10

of 3600; and they girded 12 cubits.
The lzoly of hoNes was a cube of 20 X 20 X 20 cubits,

located, as stated, in the west end of the house, baydh.
Five colors seemed to be involved about and in it. It
was, according to Josephus, built in whz'te, or the color of
the ether. Inside, it was lined with red cedar. This,
ag:1in, was lined with orange gold. The interior was
closed against light, and was in the blackness of darkness,
as the proper place for the ark of the covenant (or the meet
t.'ng together of two opposite principles). It is thought that
these colors were typical-red, of the earth; golden, of the
sun in ~eneral, or the sunny part of the year, when, or as,
contrasted with the brazen sun of winter; wlllte, or silver
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color, of the moon; and black, of the night, of the womb,
of the nadir. The condition of the room as to colors would
seem to indicate time and earth measures, and also the
place wllere those earth mtasures were to be found, or to
be originated, as down in the depths at the center of a mass,
in the dark; like finding a starting point of construction·
by placing a pyramid in a sphere.

(b.) The holy of holies was divided, as to its cubical
contents, by the placir,g of the cherubz'7ns. There seems
to be no especial meaning to this 'Nord, fitting it for such a
place. The meanings usually assigned, though perhaps
proper enough, after a fashion, as man, angel, cherub, are
re<llly not proper to the term. The word comes from :Ji)
= C"rub, or Carab, meaning prehensile, to sezze, grasp
{IS with talons, or between talons j as substantive, it means
a bird (as a griffin or eagle), fierce, because of its quality
of closing upon something, or anything, with its talons.
It is the British word crab, that seizes with its circular
pincers; also the word grab, as closing the fingers upon
:ciomething. On looking at the zodiac signs for 'June and
October, it will be seen that they are represented as closely
alike-one as the scorpion, and the other as the crab; and,
in fact, (or the zodiac, these two answered, as stretching
over or embracing the two cubes representing Ihat ql1<ld
rant of the year between caucer ,mel scorpio, just as the
cherubz"ms stretched over and embraced the covenant or
mectillg of the two halves of the ark. This word is es
pecially used as to the Garden of Eden, guarding the way
to the tree of life in the center of the space, the place 0/
COVC711l1lt or of meeting. In one sense, they may be taken
as the hooks harring the opening of the sistrum. It is wul
as sp<Jnning half the space over the ark of the covenant;
and tbe same use is here n:ade as for each one spannin~

half the space over 10 cnbit~;. The real value of the word
is thought to be z"1l its ullmerical value, which is:J = 20,

i = 200, :l = 2, or a total of 222. These cherubims were
10 cubits in height, alld stood with outstretched wings of 5
cubits in length, each touching, ;lS to t:ach, the wall upon
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one side, and the tip of the wing of the other, in the mid~t.

Underneath the meeting or covenant of the wings was the
dhn'sion line, either of separation or of meeting of the two
rectangular solids of the ark of the covenant (signifying
the two sexes).

Comparison of the lIfeasures of tlte Temple witlt those
of the Pyraml·d.

(c.) (1.) As to the pl'llars. 18 cubits = 20.612 + 10.306
feet, or 3°.918 feet; and these are the numerical ",liues,
divided by 10, to give the standard measur~s of the vertical
axial line of the pyramid, to embrace the distance be
tween the top of Campbell's chamber and the base of the
pyramid, and between the base and subterranean (§ 78).

10 I .

30.918 + -=25.765, and -the length of the ark is ~5'76512 2
inches. The girth of the pillars was 12 cubits = 20.612
feet, showing that the circumference was in terms of a per
fect circumference value. Whether the sum of the heights,
or 36, was to represent a reduction of the circle of 360°, is
a matter of conjecture; but it is strengthened by the fact
that Boaz was the representative of Typhon, or the JVorth,
or the dnrk or winter part of the year, and 'Jachhz was the
opposite, and as a division of the standard circk of360°, each
would indicate the hal[, or 180°: and they are each noted
as 18. If the conjecture is right, one entered the temple
through the gateway of the /Jl'rth of the year circle. This
is perfectly paralleled by the qualities of the descending
passage-way in the pyramid, as it involved both the circu
lar elements and their application to the measures of the
earth in its equatorial value of 360°, by its diameters in
miles, and then the measures of the time circles about the
sun made by this very equatorial. As to these applications,
see § 72. This view is partly confirmed by the name given
to the location, or olaum, or porch; for, by the interchange
of ~ for jJ, and this is rulable, this may, as OSU{ for
oS~jJ, be taken for the otherwise similar worcl whicll means
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time w£thout end, eternity, revolv£llg time, or Aeon, or
Age. "The Oulomim (Aeons), Voice, and Spirit, and
word." (Jetzira, 9, 10). "The fools did not know that
the Aion (Aeon, age) is not any essence (ousia) existing,
hut some division indicative of time." (Theodoret Hreret.
\', vi.). Wisdom says; "I was effused from Oulaum (Aeon,
time), from the beginning, from the earliest time (mi
kadmi) of the earth." (Proverbs viii, 23,) (All from
Sad. p. 76.)

12
(2.) The porch wa~ 120 cubits high, or 206.- feet, that

so familiar value of the pyramid. It was 20 cubits long, or
34.3533+ feet, or the standard length of the king's chamber
in the pyramid. It was 10 cubits broad, or 17.1766+

12
feet, or 206. -inches, the standard width of the king's
chamber. (3.) The porch, temple, and house lengths,

12
together, were 120 cubits, or 206. - feet, also; while the
holy ofholies plus the most holy place, or 40 cubits in all, or
68.7064 ft., was, as to measure, and comparative location, the
veritable measure of the king's chamber region, with respect
to its like location in the 120 cubit height in the pyramid.
(4.) The temple and house lengths, together, or 60 + 40
= 100 cubits = 171.766+ feet, or 2061.2 inches, was that
beautiful proportion, as extending from the base of the
pyramid to the point C, marking the center point of the
king's chamher region (refer to § 78). From the base of
the pyramid to Ais 1.37.509+68.7066=206.12 feet,or
120 cubits (taken at the standard measures). The king's
chamber regIOn taken from the point C, with a radius of
34.3533+ feet, is 68.706 feet, or 20 cubits X 2 = 40 cubits.
There can be no mistake as to the sameness of intentio:l as

12
regards these like measures. (The value 206.- feet, or
120 cubits, was a great governing measure, and as it im
plied also the fult numerical value 20612, being constructed
from it, it was the great number and value, after all, of
all construction,as is fully &et for-th in this work. This
number 01 12u cubits, then, thus composed, is 206, and
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its use thus, and in its original term of 20612, is implied
.in the great measuring word throughout Scripture and
Kabbala. That word is Dabvar, i:3', or 206, and is the
Logos word.)

(5.) The holy of hol£es, as a cube of 20, was just ~

of the cube of the king's chamber region in the pyramid,
or the full cube of the length of the king's chamber. (This
use, emblematically, is referred to elsewhere j but it is of
so curious a nature that it is well to state it again. The
primal one, or cube, was taken as containing all material
and all life within itself. It was male-female; but when
disintegration took place of the one into two separated and
opposed existences, as of male and female, each had to be
a perfect one, also, in its special construction. To make,
therefore, a perfect one, which will combine these opposed
relations, they are to be used together, and it requires jU'3t
8 of the smaller cubes, viz., 4 males and 4 females, to
gether to make the larger. The king's chamber regio1l is
the great cube of this union; and the king's chamber, as
to its length of 20 cubits, was the eighth part of the whole
cube, and, of itself, was, as to its length, an oblong of
two cubes, or, in itself, male-female.) The division by the
cherubims divided it into halves, making a nearer approxi
mation to the king's chamber proportions. The ark, though
similarly a small rectangular solid or oblong, placed in the
holy of holies, as the coffer was in the king's chamber, was
differently proportioned, showing a difference of use in
measuremen t.

(6.) As to colors, the white, and red, and black of the
temple tallied with the like of the pyramid, the golden
being an exception.

I
(7.) As to the ark, it was 22" cubits long, or 51.53

inches, or, numerically, the area of the circle inscribed in
the square of 656r. Its height added to its breadth = 3
cubits, or 5.153 feet; showing, for one thing, that it was
so contrived as to be reducible back to the elements whence
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its, and nIl the temple measures, were derived j and this
Gould not be (~one, by possibility, except by the intervention
of two grades of measure, and those were, respectively,
the British inch and foot.

(S.) But the sameness of relations of the temple with
those of the pyramid seems to be confirmed by the use of
the cherubz'ms. They were 10 cubits high, and by their
use marked out the division of the holy of holies into 10
cubit measures. Take some pyramid developments:

(1.) 5153 X 8=41224 inches, the circumference of the
base of the pyramid placed in the sphere.

206.12
(2.) 5153 X 2 = 20612. -- = 17.17666 feet, or 1012

42

cubits. 17.17666 X ~~ = 3053+ feet, or 36643.55 inches,
3-

or the circumference of the base of the pyramid proper.
1
8" this circumference is 38r.7037+ feet, or,

222.222+ cubits.
It is thus seen tlzat the use of the 10 cubits value devel

1
ops the - base side oj" the ;great py1-amz'd in the measure of

2

222 cubits. It is seen that in the development of the holy
of holies, the ark contains the original measures. It is
placed in a space of 10 cubits. This 10 cubits measure of
division is made by the use of the :li:J, or cherub, and the
numerical value of cherub is

222.

There is a most strange and far-reaching value connected
with this cubit value of 444.444 fOl' the base side of the
pyramid. The 4 sides would equal 1777.777+ cubits. The
pyramid was constructed from that value of the Pnrker eJ-

42

ements of 20612 X~ = 36643.55+ for circumference value,
3 .

.2

and 6561 X 4
2

= II664 for diameter value, or for height.
3

Now,
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(1.) 36643.55 + 20.612= 1777.77, and
(2.) II664' + 6,561 = 1777.77 ;

or, numerically, this very pyramid base value. This is

42 42

brought about by the factor 3 2 as common to both. 3 2

16
- ; and, as was shown, this expression embraces the fac-
9 .

tors of the square foot British, because 16 X 9 = 144. The
reverse use or 16 + 9 = 1777 .777+, showing that these fac
tor numbers, by another change of use, "t once lay the
foundation of the pyramid and temple works; the knowl
edge of the scales of measure, and the use as applied to
geometrical elements, being implied. Somehow, all the
systems-Hindu, Egyptian, Hebrew, and Britzsh-belong
to one another, and are, in fact, one system.

So, here in this temple, and its holy of holies, and its
ark, we have the ear-marks of the full use of the pyramid
measures, under another style of architecture. "Vas there
ever such a concordance of measures, unless attend~d by a
similarity of use?

(d.) The representation of the holy of holies, in verti
cal cross section, is as follows:

Red
GolJen.
JJl(/.~k.

Jat:hi"

Leo

Jurlah

The ark was the residence of Jehovah, and he specifies
his place as at the meeting of the cubes of the ark, be-
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tween the cherubims. \Vhat was his numerical essential,
to accord with all these measuring properties? He was the
perfect one, or 1-0, or a straight line, one, of a denom
ination of the perfect circle, O-viz., 20612 j reduced
evenly and by scale, to an inappreciable minuteness, not
to be seen by the eye, nor conceivable by the senses, yet,
nevertheless, this perfect one.

IiaZ,balistic Matters Connected wt"th the Temple De
scription.

(e.) The astronomical features about the temple were
plain. The entrance was toward the rising sun; or the
vernal equinox. The holy of holies was in the west of the
structure, toward,the place of the setting sun, the autumnal
equmox. The great quadrangular was oriented and faced
to thefour winds, or N., E., S., and W. The brazen sea
had on its ledges the ox, the cherub or man, and the lion.
The lion was the sign of the summer, the man of the wz'n
ter, and the ox of the spring. The sign of autumn, or
Dan, "vas left out-that worm all-devouring, never-dying,
the scorpion. This has an architectural parallel. Nork
relates that the temple of .LYotre Dame, in Paris, was form
erly a temple of the goddess Isis, or the sign Virgo. On
tbis temple was sculptured the zodiac with its signs; that
of Virgo (.Isis) was left out, because tbe vvhole temple was
dedicated to her. So witb the temple. The whole relig
ious cultlls of the Israelites was located in the sign Dan, or
Scorpio, for it was here that" I have waited for thy salva
tion, 0 Lord (1chovah)." Under another form, Scorpio
W:1S the gate of the woman, for it was the door of the eve
ning, or dar/mess. In Genesis, God says of the evening,
or darkness, that it should be c::llled Lilah. Prefix the
letter D, or hicroglyph of a door, and there results D-Izlalz,
or "Door t?f darkness," or gate if the W.oma1Z, or the
place of the new conception-that gate into which Sam
son, as the sun shorn of his beams, his 7 golden locks,
type of the 7 sunny or prolific months, had to enter in the
autumn of the year. It is said that anciently the signs
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Virgo and Libra were someho'.v held as one; then there
would run the three months uf July, August, ane! Septem
ber, as embraced lwt\veen the signs of Cancer, the crab,
and Scorpio-that is, Leo and Virgu, or the male-fem'lle,
would be embraced between the two similar creatures, the
crab and scorpion, or bptween the two cherllbims, just as
were the two cubes of the holv of holies, Water was a
female element sacred to the womb, or producing power.
"Born from the womb upon a flood." Brass was a metal
symbolizing the lIether world, or the °W/Ilter SUIl, or the
d{n-kllCSs qf tltc year, which was that or the \\'omb where
life should be given to the new year. The recurring year
was symbolized by a serpent swallowing (one or more units
of its length) the end of its tail; and thus was a female
emblem as reproclucing itselL The word ror serpent was,
in Hebrew, iVakash. But this i:-; the same term lor in'ass,
and has, also, these siugular meanings in this connection:
" Properly the firm, hence the bast's. grolflld-.'lIpport of
the bottom of a kettle standing on the lire; J1guratively,
the fi'male pudenda." The brazell sur was 7~l'pholtt'c

thell. The brass works belonged to !JalJ, \\ho held the
gate to the depths of darknes~. All this is cOllveyed in the
description uf the building at the temple. Take the two
squmes or tlte zodi,lc, representing two quarters, or quad
rants, of the year j one lorded over by Leo, the lion, next
to the summer solstice, ~\Ild then going west and down
ward, the second quadrant is reached, extending' to tbe win
ter solstice, ancl lorded over by Dan, the scorpion, who
holds the entrance. This upper squ,lre, or cube, is
goldcn, the male, full or the fructifying' power of the
:--llll; the lower one is the female, and black, the womb, the

braze/l part. Now it will be seen that Solomon, the son
of David, of the t!ibe of Juclall, whose sign was the lion,
made ,ill the guld 'Work. But it was I-Iuram that made the
brazcn sea and all the brass work. \Vho was Huram?
The son of a widow, a woman or dark or black weeds, of
the tribe of Dan, whose sign was the Scorpion. He made
the work pertaining to his portion of the zodiac-that is,
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the place of Typhon, of winter, of darkness, of woman,
of the womb, etc. So, here is represented the western
half, and the summer and winter quarters of the celestial
sphere, squared, or cubed. Hilr is the same with mount
Hor, as cpposed to Mt. Sinai, where the two mountains
represent the same types C1s above, under the forms of fire
and cold. This same figure is attached, also, to the build
ing of the tabern:lclc. Touc11ing the male and female
cubes, the name inil" ns embracing both, is also male and
female in his name, the t',vo being married. Separated, "
is the phallus, and il,il is Eve, or the womb, or the da1'k
ness, or brass, or sC1'pent. Separated so as to be distinct,
anel il,;' becomes widowed, or a \vidow, with 'a right to
weeds as dark as the blackness of the depths which her
quality represents (yet cunningly enough carries the, con
cealed). The ye'lr, personified by the sun, was as God,
supposed to be thus married, but at Scorpio the worm was
represented as separating the male from the female parts,
whereby one and the female part of the deity, going down
to Iter own place of the dark womb, into the waters, he
came, as brazen rays, or rays deprived of the golden fruc
tifying power, widowed. And thus the astronomical types
are expressed, 'This double cube, red as representing
the eanh, seed measure of construction, should he, one
black, and the other, white; and, in fact, the earth was
supposed of itself to be m'lde up of like double cubes, fitly
fmmed and matched, to its full and just proportions.

Solomon, who built this structlire, was the son of David,
who was the SO,I of Jesse. In Hebrew, this word is '~', or
lSI. In Hebrew, the word CV', or being, existence, is
pUllcted so th'lt in English it re'lds 'Jes. From this CV' was
derived 'ft", or 'Jesse, nnd this, in the New Testament, is
the Hebrew name of Jesus. The English word, and the
Greek translation, is 'Jes, with the idiomatic suffix u,s, and
CZtS, not belonging to the word. In many cases, arid in
many manuscripts, this word CV', 'Jcs, is written ru'~, aish,
man, from the form CV~,fi1·C. There is but little doubt but
that nll these words are organically and generically the
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same. The implication is that, while man TS a behzg, he
is also of the pr£maryjlame, or fire. Carried to the ex
tremes of meaning, and Jesus, as God in the personifica
tion of man, was also the highest essent/al fire, which, by
parallelism from the spiritual to the real, in the material
world, is the sun in the heavens. While the derivation £s
good as 7es-us from ru', the other was a positively intended
alliance in the name, by the framers of the New Testament,
because by them he is called "son of11zan ," the Ben Enosh
of Dtmiel, and son of Sedl; and this necessitates thf-' other
form of derivation. "Son of man" was Enosh, ft'U-N,
and in this name, as relates to the fire and sun meaning,
there is a determinative enforcement, for the letter values
read 365-1, or the phases of the solar year.

There is something peculiar as to the opening of the 6th
chapter of I Kings: "And it came to pass, in the four hun
dred and eightieth year after the children of Israel were C0me
out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year cf Solomon's
reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which lS the second
month, that he began to build the house of (7chovah) the
Lord." The chronological date here pointed out has been
a very great vexation and stumbl~ng-blockto commentators.
It is generally looked on as a clate falsely taken. But it is
well enough a determination of the me.1ning of the struc
ture which was about to be built, for 480 + 4 + 2 = 486,

16
which, in feet, as coming from 6561 X -= n664 inches,

9
was the height of the great pyramid, 01' sun measure, the
interior works of which were copied after in the temple.
as has been shown.
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The ancient knowledge will again abound, and overflow, as water,
upon the earth. The remains of this knowledge are everywhere about us,
in every-day use, and perfect. Its revival will point to the restoration of
the period prior to the confusion of liP. The prophet saw a valley filled
with a confusion of dry bone~; but the bones were perfect and all there:
so with us are the vestiges of this knowledge. At the word, bone came to
its bone; the perfect framework of the man. "And he said, son of man,
can these bones live? and behold a shaking, and the bones came to
gether, bone to hi~ bone: . . Then, thus saith the Lord Godj come from
the four winds, 0 breath, and breathe upon these slain, that they may
live." This is coming to pass. Then shall the people know n,n'
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§ 85 It is claimed that, in and under the letters and
words of the narrative form, the Books of the law of
Moses, as the foundation of the whole Bible, contain the
same cosmical developinents with the pyramid, and that by
means of numerical values; that this is enforced in illus
trative ilnd determinative ways by the narratives, and by
the hieroglyphic values of letters and words running par
allel with the narratives, but by change of meaning point
ing to and determinating the cosmical lessons, or exact
problems; that while the three 'Nays-viz., narraNvc,
mathematical, and hz'eroglyph£c-are diverse from each
other, yet they all display themselves without harm to each
other, in its special way or sense: that is, the narrative
may be true, the mathematics may he well taken, and the
hieroglyphic reading may be exactly defined and true to
its scope. While this is so, each method may in some sort
help the other, by, in some way, setting it forth.

The Opening Sentence in Geneszs.

(a.) The first sentence in Genesis is,

:~Nil liN' O'Ort'iT liN C'ilSN Nj:J li'rt'Nj:1
It must be borne in mind that in the scroll-reading the let
ters are not separated, but run together, without point di
visions, from which fact there are two readings to this
sentence, as follows:

(I.) B'rashith bara Elohim eth hashamayim v'eth h'arets.
(2.) B'rash ithbara Elohim eth hashamayim v'eth h'arels.

where the verbal bara, to create, instead of the perfed of
Kal, may be thrown into the third person singular future
of hithpael. (This reading pointed out by Rev. Dr. Ju
lius G:>lqaromer.) The translation of this sent~nce is, " In
the beginning God made the heavens and tbe earth;" and

(li9)
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this is the narrative form of the sentence. Suffering a closer
analysis, this narrative form as~umes a cosmical interpreta
tion, thus: " E" is a prepositional prefix, signifying in the
largest sense in, and with materz'al, carrying the idea of
in, or out of, or from, £IS of material. Rash = head, and
is a masculine noun, but here used with a feminine termi
nation, it signifies with the prefix and the terminative, "in
the substance if," or "out of the head, as a material, or
essentl"al." Elohim is a comp0und made up of El, a mas
culine singular, meaning the al1-embracmg God; to this
iT, or h, is added, as separating the elements ofEI, and out
of them constituting El-h, or male and female. It is the
compound of two characteristics, involving the use of two
opposz'tes from whence to mold, as, z'n sexes, the duality
of man and woman; as, z'nforces, the duality as centripetal
and centrifugal-for example, electricity combining two
opposites under the manifestation of modification of one
z'nitial force. To this El-h, thus combining these two op
posites, a plurdl termination is added, indic<lting the two in
combination, thus, "God in the (assumed) double relation
of two opposites." Then follows, not" they created," as
of gods, but "fie created:" and then, not the heavens, as
we laxly take it, but" the two, or duplex heavens;" for
in Hebrew, from the force of a double constr11ction, the
term is dual, not singular. So the sentence reads, "In (or
out of) his own essence as a womb, God, in the manifesta
tion of two opposites in force, created the two heavens, and
the earth," as to the heavens, the upper, or light, and the
lower, or dark,. signifying the' opposites of heat and cold.
day and night, expansion and contraction, summer and
winter,. in short, the all-embracing cosmical relations.

By this reading, a mere meaningless abstract enuncia
tion assumes a general form of shadowing forth the means
and use by which creation was effected.

Its Parallel Numrrical Reading.

(b.) Now comes the basis of a more specialized and
exact reading, yet supported by the narrative style and the
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closer reading. Referring back to § .34, there is shown the
great use of the dijferential El, as 31, to link together cir
cular with plane measures, all of which are turned to cos
mical uses; for, taking the limits of the British measures,
and dijferentz"atz"1lg by El, or 31, we have

(I.) 144 - 31 = II3 5184 - 31 = 5153,
thus introducing two bases of relation of diameter to cir
cumference. Now, El is the first god-name, and the great
working number 31; and, by parallelism, in the construc
tion of the pyramid interior works, where the cosmical
enunciations are made, the starting po£nt is the intersection
of the floor line of the descending pas6age-way with the
exterior slope line of the outside of the structure, and on
this starting point all else l'nteriorZv 1.5 made to dr;pe1ld.
Now, it is seen, § 64 (2), that this point of opening into the
interior is located at a vertical height of 31 cubits; the 31
thus being the starter number of ttle entrance. Bllt this
being so, the dimensions of the descending passage-way
depending on this point, are seen to be, § 72 (c), a combi
nation to get a mean between diameter of 1 to a circumfer
ence of 314, and a circumference of I to get a diameter of
318; so that the end, or foot, may give a line of a slight
variation on this same mean value, looking to the expres
sion of the value of the square of the earth's equatorial
diameter in miles. It will be further noticed that the pyra
mid itself is a change on the standard values, so that its
I
- base side and the height of its king's chamber shall
4
obtain the factor 6, of 36; and so likewise ·here after the
radical, and radical use, of El, or 31, is had, it is made her
maphrodite by the addition of the letter iT, or 5 j together
framing the number 6 X 6 = 36. So these two numbers,
31 + 5 = 36, denote the pyramid work for cosmical meas
ures.

Take, now, the more exact enunciation of this sentence:
B'-rash is 213 - 2, and 213 is 355 (one of the pyramid
forms of circumference to a diameter of .II3) X 6, Qr
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355 X 6 = 213-0; where also 355 is the Hebrew word
shanah for the lunar year. But, by § 35 (3),

(1.) II3 355.0001.. 36 II3.098.
Take, therefore, a circumference value of 355.0001, and

cross it by 6 diameters of II3.100, thus subdividing it into 12
compartments; and, by means of the form of 36 : II3.098,
as denoting a straight line diaTYleter value in 36, the whole
value can be changed int:) square forms of 6 X 6, or 36 X 36.
The word 1'ash, signifying this, the letter B, or 2, shows
that this form is to be used twice, either together or sepa
rated. If this is done, then 113'°98 becomes 226.2; and,
as to this, see the measures of the queen's chamber, § 79'
Kabbalistically, the form is used twice as signifYing the
" measure above" and the" measure below" of the heavens
and of the earth; that of tIlt' heavens being the celestial
circle of 3600, and the circle of the same value served to
belt the eai'th.

Now, this use is determined bv the use of the full word

form Elohim, O'i1t,~, used num;rically, and in a determi
native form of what is being done in a general way; for,
place the word in a circle,

and then reading the values from left to right, we have
31415, or the relation of circumference to a diameter of
one,. ""hich word, as a whole, then, is made to signify the
efrect of the detailed values of the radical words 31, and 5,
or El, and h. This enforces the parallelism made. But
the use of these forms in the pyramid are shown to develop
the measures of the heavens and of the earth; so here, for
the narrative says, that in them (take the hl'thpael form
of the verb) developed themselves the heavens and the
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earth, a perfect parallelism in one way and use, as will be
seen, of the same forms. Beyond this, taking the words
"heavens" and earth:" heavens is shiimay;."m, C'OW, and
add the letter signs, we have 3 +4 + 1 + 4 = 12. Earth is
Arets, ~~, and add the letter signs, and we have 1+ 2+ 9
= 12. Then each of these words, for one value, sets forth
the value 12. Both words are uiied with the definite ar-

I

ticle iT, or 5, and this can be used either as 5 or.5; so that
the words may denote the use of 12 with the factor .5, and
12 X 5 = 6, where the t:1etor 6 is again imlicated as twice
used to form a line of 12, showing use of the same factor
value as to the heavens and the earth, with a fixed rela
tion 12.

Thus, out of the opposite relations of diameter, or straight
line, to circumference, or curved line, a factor value is
raised to apply to a comparative knowledge of the heavens
and the earth, the wor.d Elohz"m dctcrmz"1lhzg the details of
work, and the use of the exact circular reL1tion ; therefore,
the narrative form justifies and shadows forth the exacter
mathematical and astronomical use.

This use and factor form underlies all that follows. Take
the unit value 6, as connected with the British measures,
§ 30 (a), and let it be the factor number of the hours in a
day. A day was a circle, and was divided into day or
lz"ght. and evem'ng or dark, and these qualities were sexed,
as lz'ght = male, and nz'ght femalc. By the Hebrew
usage, circles were displayed as squares, and a day, of day
and night, was a perfect square; but, as each perfected
"vork had of itself to be perfect, and the day was male, and
the nightfemale, here was (by division of the 6 factor cubes,
or squares, into two parts each) an oblong for each, which
would not do, so the perfect square was divided into 4
others, which were perfect in themselves-i. e., two pcrfect
males and two p·eifect females. Now, the division into
smaller circles of hours carried the same necessity nf per
fection,.and therefore, in hours, the perfect day was divided
into 1'2 males and 12 females. (The factor sfjuare di
vided = 2, one m~le, one female, each an oblong; divided
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again, and each factor square becomes divided into four
parts, each a perfect square, or two males, two females,
or, for the whole 6 factor squares, twelve males, twelve fe
males.) Such being the condition of preparation after 6
days have elapsed, on the sixth day the results of the sixth
day's labor culminating in the fructifying principles of
sacr, membrum virile and nekabvah, yoni, (see Gen. 1., v.
27), are commanded to multi-ply. In 6 days there ~re tim:>
mude 72 hours of night and 72 hours of day, and 72 X72
= 5184, or that subdivision of a solar day, which, with 144,
constitutes the limits of the British long measures,

144 and 51f)4;
and these limits are here united in the sixth day, for now
the number of hours are 144, and the multiplication or
square of their division into 72 and 72 produces the other
limit 5184' Then, as above, by use of El, or 31, we have

144-31 =II3 5184-31 =5153;
thus showing that the sixth day introduces us to the use of
the Parker and Metius forms of

6561 : 20612 and II3 : 355,
on which the pyramid relations are all based. And, in
fact, this does introduce to the seventh or drcular day.

Arets, earth,. Adam, man,. and /z-adam-h, earth; are
cognate to each other, have a hke signification, and
are personified under one form.

(c.) Now, there :;dlOUld be some enunciation, which
would, in a generalized or narrative descriptive \-va)', rec
ognize this numerical or measuring use as connected with
the phalhc or fruetifyt,·n.g form j some term which, by
stated qualities, would cosmically embrace all under these
llses. This was the case, and th~ showing will prepare one
to enter into the further meaning of the combination of the
measuring with the P/tallic scheme. (I.) An earth form
was built on a man form in the Bible, for the word Adam,
for man, by a suffix h, became Adam-It, or h-adam-h, or
the fruziful earth. These words were founded on the rad
ical 0', dm for blood, whence Adam (which radical un-
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derlies the word Damascus, connected with Eh'ezer, or
3I8, the steward of Abraham's house). Now, from 01,
dm, there comes the form Adam, 01~ j and this, as a verbal,
has the meaning to be red or blood-colored, and also to
bz"nd, to fit firmly to one another. The Hifil participle is
0'1N-O, or Madz'm, and this, among the Hebrews, was the
name for lIfars. [See Nork's Worterbuch, under "Esau,"
and in other places. He quotes from Jalkut Rubeni. The
Rev. Dr. Julius Goldammer has furnished, also, as au
thorities for this: (r.) Talmudl'c; Pirke, of Rabbi Eliezer,
c. I8; Midrash on Proverbs. c. 9. (2.) Maimonzdes, in
his" Moreh Nebuchin." (3,) Solomon Ibn Gabrld, in
his "Crown of the Kingdom." (4') The Sohar.] Seyf
farth says (Chronology, page 33) : "In what language did
the ancient Egyptians write? This was, of course, the
Coptic. Now, it has been ascertained that the
ancient Coptic was far more nearly related to the ancient
Hebrew, or Chaldee, thiin to any other language in the
world; that a great many grammatical forms, and nearly
all the Coptic (Egyptian) roots, are derived from the ancient
Chaldee," and more also to the same effect. He certainly
establishes this by the constant occurrences of examples.

Now the Egyptain god-name for Mars was Artes, Apr1:;'
Ertosz", Epn.lJ(j(, and the word is but the use of the Chaldee,
or Hebrew form Arets, or earth. This can be seen at once
by taking the consonants of the word and dropping the ac
cessory vowels: thus the Egyptian word is ARTS, and the
Hebrew word is ARTS; and just as in the case of Adam
for man, Mars, and earth, here there is Arets for earth and
Mars. The fact seems to be that the word Mars was not
so much a person as a generalized term for the cosmical
phases of production and destruct£on, or b£rth and death.
Blood was life, and the shedding oC blood was as much
the type of eoneeptz"on as of death, or slaughter. And so,
in fact, <1;d the Egyptians esteem this god as the Primal
Generative Principle, combining the springing of all things
of heaven, of earth, and of humanity, in himself. As to
this, Seyffarth (Beitraege zur kenntniss), under "Artes,"
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Mars, quoting, says: "Addit Cedrenus (Salm. I, C.):
Stella Martis ab .JEgyptiis vocatur Ertosi (plantare, gene
rare). Significat autem hoc omnis generis procreationem
et vivificationem, omnisqlle substanti~ et materi~ naturam
et vlm ordinantem atque procreantem." So, it seems, that
his being the god of war, and of bloodshed, was but a sec
ondary idea flowi[]g out of the primary one of shedding of
blood in conception, [or the first time. Thus, the words,
are the same for ARTS, Hebrew, and ARTS, Egyptian,
and combine the primal idea of eartlt as source; precisely
as in the Hebrew itself, under another form, Adam, and
Miidim, Mars, are the same, and combine the idea of earth,
with Adam, under the form of h-adam-h.

Now, Mars was the Lord of bt'rth, and of death, of gen
eralz'on and of destruction, of ploughing, of buz'ldt'ng, of
sculpture or stone-cutting, of Architecture, of the origin
of measures, and of thez'r uses; in fine, of all comprised
under our English word ARTS. He was the primal jrin
a:ple, disintegrating into the modification of two opposites
for productt'on. Astronomically, too, he held the birth
place of the day and year, the place of z"ts increase of
strength, Aries, and likewise the place of its death,
Scorpio. He held the house of Venus, and that of the
scorpion. He, as birth, was Good; as deat/t, was Evzl. As
good, he was It'ght; as bad, he was night. As good, he was
?Jlan; as bad, he was 111oman. He held the cardinal
points, and as Cain, or Vulcan, or Pater Sadie, or Mel
chzzadek, he was Lord of the eelzjtic, or balance, or Nne of
a4justment, and therefore was The 'Just One. The an
cients held to there being seven planets, or great gods,
growing Ollt of eight, and Pater Sadie, the 'Just or Right
01/.1':, was Lord of the eighth, which was Mater Terra.
The pz'cturcd, or delineated, symbols of his power, wer.e:
lIfembrulll virile, of " Ma1,tis generatorz's;" Testis and
roni, "truly the female pudenda sacred to Mars," and
equal to the egg with the central germ, or the cirele with
the central point, a Pythagorean emblem; the triangle;
the pentapla, or the outlined form of the pyramid with its
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apex amI base corner-points; the Scala for measures; ,1Iso.
the rota, or crossed-wheel or circle; and many others.

Thus, the ilEal's idea is a generaljzl~d one. comprehend
ing, by jJel'sonijicatio71, ,til the properties hereinbefore com
bined; nnd is an enunciation which will. in a general \Vn},
recognize the numerical, or lllcasurt"ltg system, with the
phall/e, as combining the heavens and the enrth. ancl man
and womnn. This is a brief outline of the volume of facts
derivecl from historical records. frol11 hiel"Oglyphic, nnd
Egyptinn, ,mc! other, sourct's, to be Jounc! in the work of
Professor SeyfTarth ; which work seems to be of gre,;t value
as to the real truths reg;lrding tllese matters.

So, Al'ds, carth, and Adam, mail. and Adam-I., or Il
adam-h, earth, are cogn,ltl~ uncler the primal form ofsoJlrce,
in ilEal'S. The iclen was to commingle a!1(1 commonize all
things, whether earth, man, WOl11an, time, distann', and
solid shapes, u~dl'r a one,. yd, again, to separate the 071e
into a working, living, fructil)'ing" t:~'o.

Enigmatiea! C071strlletiolls appearing hl the Fl'rst race
Rcadillgs {!l tile IJ,'b/(: ~·1(lrr(lti7.!o.

(d.) Besides the cbss of readings of the narratives of
the Bible mentioned, there are still others, which. while
not being of much c!epth, ;:re yet removed a little from the
first face-reading, and rcquin.: for non-orientalists some lit
tle instruction to realize. These serve to take one a step
further in the development of the first face-reQding. In
regard to the Garden of Eden, for instance. it ,lppeurs on
the first face simply as a locality for the construction of the
woman; whereas, by an orientalisl1l, it appe:.lrs as an initi
ation of the kno:dedge of the sexes. The allegOl';cal use
or purpose of the Garden oC Eden description of the dis
integr~tion of oue into two, in its descriptive terms, for the
elaboration of production. is very happily illustrated in a
note to " the Story of tlte C/ty 0.1 Brass," in Lane's ele
gant translation of "The TllOllsaud and one jV/ghts." It
is as follows : "A certain king saw a beautiful damsel upon
the roof of her house, and was cnptivatec1 by her charms,
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and learning that she was the wife of his Wezeer, he sent
this minister to examine the state of one of the provinces,
and went to pay her a visit. But he received from her a
reproof which confounded him. He quitted her abode
abruptly, leaving his seal ring by mistake, in his confll"
sion, heneath the cushion against which he had been re
clining; and when the Wezeer returned to his house, he
happened to put his hand heneath the cushion, and there
found the king's seal: so he separated himself from his
wife for the space of a whole year, not even speaking to
her. She knew not the calise of his anger; and at length
when she was wearied by his conduct, she complained to
her father, who went in to the king, and finding the Wezeer
in his presence, nnd the Kadee of the army before him,
accused the Wezeer in these words: 'May God (whose
Ilame be exulted) amend tht: circumstances of the king! I
had a beautiful garden, which I planted with my hand, and
I expended upon it my wealth, until it bore fruit, and its
fruit was ripe, when I gave it to this thy Wezeer, and he
ate of it what was pleasant to him, after which he aban
doned it; so its flowers withered, and its beauty oeparted,
and its state altogether changed.' And thereupon th'e
vVezeer said, ' 0 king, this person hath spoken truth in
that vvhich he hath said. I guarded it, and ate of it; but
one day I went to it, and saw the footstep of the lion there;
so I was afraid of him, and withdrew myself from it.' The
king therefore understood that thefootstep which the Wezeer
had found was the king's seal that he had left by mistake
in the house; and upon this he said to the Wezeer: 'Re
turn, 0 vVezeer, to thy garden, and thou wilt be safe and
secure; for the lion drew not near it. It hath been told
me that the lion came thither; but he did it no injury, by
the honor of my fathers and my ancestors!' So, the
vVl'zeer, on hearing this, said, 'I hear anel obey.''' It must
be remembered that the mental characteristics of the ori
entals are the same to-day, as they were when the descrip
tion of the Garden of Eden was drawn; not only so, but
lilerc are very strong evidences that" The Thousand and
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One Nights" ,ore or enigmatical construction, cont:lining
even the same pyramid probll~ms, based on the saOle sys
tem, herein set forlh: this being the method of its hand
ing down. The author has never examined very carefully
into this matter; but refers, as instances, to "The Story
of Noor-Ed-Deen and his Son," and to that of" Hasan-El
Basrah," in Lane's edition.

For the purpose of merely showing an allegorical dis
play, barely concealed in the narrative, take the following
two instances, which will ,Imply suffice the purpose:
(1.) The word Samson means the SUll, and the narrative
is a history of his travel in his orbit. Samson, root value
t:'~rt' = the 51111. "Tell me, I pray thee, wherewith thou
mightest be bound? And he said unto her, If thou weavest
the scven locks of my head with the web." Again:" If
I be sllaven, then my strengt'} will go (rom me.
And she called a man, and she C<lUsed him to shave off the
sevcn locks of his head (i. e., the seven months of the fer
tilizing power of the sun); and his strength went from him.
But the Philistines took him, and put out his eyes, and
brought him down to Gaza (or Goat, zodiac sign of De
cember, or winter solstice), and bound him with fetters of
brass! (the change of color from the golden rays of sum
mer;) and he did grind (or continue his orbital path) in
the prison-house. Howbeit the hair of his head began to
grow again after he was shaven (his power increased after
the winter solstice). Ane! they called out Samson out of
the prIson-house, and he made them sport; and they set him
between the pillars." (2.) Job was the pel sanification of
the history of the year. The prosperity of Job was checked:
(r) at th~ time of plowing; (2) at the time of the summlT
~;olstice; (3) at the time of the disposing of the harvest;
(4) at the time of tilt" vintage. At tillS last time a whirhvilld

came from tbe dcsert, ane! blew down the house. (r'~,;=

TsaupllOn = Typhon = T.)'I)hoon = the North, the C7-'11 side
of nature, as also the and Ileats. Teman was bounded north
by the desert. The desert was significant of Typhon.
Typhon, the brother of Osiris, held sway beyond tbe gates
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of Sheol, and was also represented in the whirlw;"7zd.)
"Then Job arose, and rent his mantle, and shaved his head."
(The pries[s of Baal, the sun, were tonsured.)
And said, Naked came lout of my mother's womb, and
nal..ed shall I return thither. The Lord gave, and the
Lord hath t:.lken away. And he sat down among
the ashes." (A cloud of f;'esh ashes is much like a fall of
snow.) "Now, when Job's three friends heard of all this
evil that was.: come upon him, they came everyone from
Ilis 0-::J1l place." This "from his own place" is extremely
significant, and is explained by the meanings of the names
of his three friends to properly carry out the astronomical
allegory. Take the names as they come: (I.) Eliphaz =

to-'S~= God of Gold = Pluto; Temanlte = rOn = rOt) =
The Concealed. The place of Pluto was, then, the five
sections under the royal arch, the Pit, the Inferno, of which,
as an Evil, Typhon held the gates bordering on Libra.

(2.) Bildad =.,.,S-p= son of latco=t))'=Pluto; Shu
hite = n,~ = Grave, or cave, or dark place, or, again, the
Pit. (3.) Zophar = iO~ = Death; N aamathite = nO,VJ,
of whom the Rabbins say: "She was the mother of the
demons." Thus explains itself the declining of Job under
the portals of the royal arch into thcftve of winter. This
expression, "to h£s own place," is also made use of as to
J uc1as Iscariot in the Acts. Seyffarth says that as the hie
roglyphs of one sentence might contain the necessary con
sonants of one or more other sentences, to avoid confusion,
the special use was settled by a determinative hieroglyph.
So with Job. To fix more determinatively the recurrence
of the seasons by law, to Job was at the last given three
daughters = the Three Fates (what had happened to him
\Vas fated by the necessities of the seasons) = (1.) Keren
happuch = Cornucopia = weaving or beginning of life.
(2.) Jemima = m' = day = enlarging the days of life.
(3.) Kezia = .v'~p= cutting = the cutting the threads of
life: and this betokened that the same histury was con
tinu'llly to be repeated.

The sameness of Arets, earth, and Adam, man, and
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h-adam·h, the earth, and the Garden of Eden, and ~ht:

woman, and the seventh day, can now be shown, and in
such a manner as to confirm what has been taken above,
as the numerical svstem of the Bible. It must be stated
that the differing meanings based on the hieroglyphicic1ea
are so conjluent and so radiat£ng (rom one to another
subject, yet all united, that it is extremely difficult to place
the results of deciphering in course; and, therefore, a
little repetition here and there in these appendices, and a
little running off here and there into matters not specially
germane to the proper subject-matter in hand, at any place,
must plead this difficulty as an excuse and.au apology.
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APPENDIX I.

§ 86.

Tlze GardCJl of Eden.

§ 86. The earth was of two quahhes, one lIamed ~lIb

sequentl), to, and ill sequence of, the other; as (I.) Arc,ts,
and (2.) Adam-h, or H'-Adam-h. Commentators have
made of (1.) the dry, arid, unproductive earth; of (2.)
they have made the soil, or the prepared f0rm to germi
nate. Proceeding out of the basic numerical values, as ab
stractions, it has been seen that the factor value 6 has been
made to spring. Take the word H'Arets in its numerical
use of 12 X.5 =6. Here the factor base is 6, while the
desired number is the aggregate of 12, of which there is
no even square rool. It is given as an.abstract quality, in
itself an idea, and in itself dry, or unfruiifltl. But from
the transcendental form of a number, as of a line having
length, but without breadth or thickness, or any other sub
stantive quality, or reality, change the use (preserving the
length idea), by converting it into the area, or positive, or
?'cal form; and so, 12 2 = 14{, or the square of 12 equals
an area of 144. BLlt this value is a word, and the word is
Oi~, or Adam. Supply the suffix J', or h, or 5 (which, as
the half of OW!, or of tell, can be used either as .5 or 5),
or the .female quabiy, making the word hermaphrodite,
and there results ii-~iN, or 144-5, or Adam-h, which is
the word carth, alike with Are/s, eartlt,. nnd, as thus seen,
proceeds from its use. Proceed as if the form meant mul
tirlicntion, and so 144>< .5 = 72. Taking this as an ab
stract number, and turning it into an area form, and 722 c=
5184, or the characteristic value of one solar day. But
the \vord usee! for earth, thus derived, is, as it were, the
cum pleted form H-Adam-It, orAdam, with a prefixed as well
as sullixed il, or h, or 5. Having 72, as Adam-h, then
for H-Adamh there is 72 X 5 or by .5, and this equals
360, or 36, or the great measuring, astronomical, and geo-
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graphical circle. So, Arets, or 6 + 6 = 12, the abstract
form, becomet; Adam-h, or 144-5, and h-Adam-h, 5-144-5,
another or squared form of itself, with the factor value 5 at
tached. Now, it is said that Elohim took Adam, or man, as a
fraet£onal portion, from h-Adam-h, the earth,. or, he took
him as 144 from 5-144-5-that is. Adam, man, or 144, is thus
derived, and is the square of 6 + 6 = 12, or is a square of
four squares of 6 X 6" = 36 each; anti 36 X-4 = 144, and
144 X ·5 = 72 ; and 72 is the square root of one solar
day value; which 144 is the area value of the British foot
in square inches. Here Arcts, earth, Mars, becomes
Adam-h, earth, Mars, and also Adam, man, Mars; while
the paralleled mathematical use is seen to event. It may
be observed that the word j!),V, ophr, for "dust," is rather
broken, orfraet£onal parts, the idea of dust being second
ary, as a comminuted condition of parts of the earth.

Take the v,:ord i''v-P, Gan-Oden, or Garden Eden, and
add the letter signs as they run, or 3 + 5 + 7 + 4 + 5 = 24:
the numerical value is 24, and, to show the factor 6, thIS
becomes 24 -7- 4 = 6, or the 24 indicates four parts, of 6
each. Cross 12, or a line of 12, on itself, and there results
the sign of the letter ji, or tau, ",;hose sign value £s 4, and
whose symbol 1S +. Complete the square on each factor
of 6, and there results the completed square of 12 X 12 =
144, composed of four small squares of 6 X 6, or 36 each.
This is the mtcleusform if thc gardcn. In this garden,
the Lore! God-that is, Jehovah Elohim-placed the man,
as Adam. As Adam, he was 144, and thus Ize 1S IZ/IIZscif
the nucleus of the garden. Up to this Biblical phase, the
goel-name has been Elohim, among whose indications \\'as
that of circumference to a diameter of one, or 31415. Now,
the other god-name is brought forward, 01" il'il', or Jeho
vah. For one use, this is to indicate a diameter value,
either as a straight-line one of a Jenominatiol1 of 20612, as
has been t;llOWn, or else as follows: The ruuning values
of the word are 5651, as the letters reacl. It has been seen
in Adam-h how suffix or prefix may be used as the factor
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5, or ·5· So here the use of ' may be similaL Take the
form II3 : 355,wherel13isthediametervalue. II3X·5=
56.5. The letter values for this are i1~i1, or Eve, or
woman, and, as a word, this is the half of this word
i1~i1'. '= I or 10. Then 56,5 X 1 0 , (·r the full letter form
i1i1,,, equals II3 X 5 = 565. Thus it is seen that this word
is from the value II3, a diameter value. The use of the
two words,Jehovah Elohim, or Lord God, then denotes this
character or condition of values of shapes in this Garden
of Eden production. In § 35 (3.) is to be found the form-

(1.) 6561: 20612 ., 1.90985: 6

(2.) II3: 355,0001 .. 6X6=36 : II3·098+,
where these circular values are made to produce, and in
volve themselves ",'jth the factor 6.

I -1
L~6

6

~

Take the (arm o( the nucleus o( the garden, or four
squares o( 6 / 6 = 36 each; all equal to one square of
1'2)< -1'2,'- 144, Change 36 (rom area il:to line value.
then tile cross + IH;comes extended so th;lt the lour arms
are l~ach 36 in length. or as 10 each arm, have now he
come equal to the tlll'rd tcrlll o( (2.), (or a dl'amctcr value
to a c:rcum(erer,ce of 113.°98 (or a circumfereIlce value to
the kil1g's chamber height Ilumber of 1 '9085 /6). Complete
the Llrge square; and now, .1dam, or 144, being the nu
cleus, the g;lrden has enlarged to lour squares of 36- X .36
e;lch, or 1296 in ,lrea each, the numerie<d value of the
sljuarc yard British; or, again, each one is now Jared, or

.,i', or Yard, the sourer of desccnt (§ 33. (6.) note). The
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aggregate of the four squares is 1296 X i = 5184; or the
Garden of Eden is now become a unit measure of time,
based 011 the value of the solar day, raised from the factor
6, through the tenns of land measure-viz., the inch,
the foot, and the yard; and, as to this last, it has been seen
that it indicates the other limit of the British measures
viz., that of the acre, and that of the mJ1e value. (§ § 58,59,)

This being the framework, and the~e being the different
kinds and qualities of measures involved, proof can now
be mane that all that has been said has be~n well taken as
the Biblical intent. Our cro~s line has now become 36 and
36, together equal to a length of 72; but 36 comes under
the form II3.098+ circumfeFence ~ 36 diameter, which
form was derived fi'om anotller, as foHows :

(3) II3· 0 98+ : 36 :: 355·u001 : II3·
There is now to be exhibited th~ collateral use of the last

part of this form-viz., of 355.0001 : I13.

The Production of the Woman from the Man.

§ 87. Eve was the wife of Adanl, and she was taken
out of hz's side. And H'Adam, C'N-iT, the man, said:
"She shall be called woman, because she was taken out
of man (or aish, or ~"N) j" where, for the man out of whum
woman was taken, the word now becomes changed from
Adam to Aish, from C'N to W'N. And this is the basic
dderminative of the process of construction of the woman;
fur at'sh, or W'N, is, adding the letters 3I1, oj- reading them
as the word runs, and the numerical value is II3; which,
under this word aish, gives for use the form of 113 : 355.0001,
connected, as Sf'en, with the other form of 113.°98 : 36;
which Jast form, in the value 36, eventuated above, from
the pladllg of Adam in the garden. So, from Adam, man,
1"14. comes at'sh, man, 113·

(a.) It is observed that this II3 is a straight line, or di
arneter value, and, as the CI'OSS line, which is 36 and 36,
indicates II3.098 for each 36, we can take the II3.098 for,
or as, the equivalent expression of 36; and then the varia
tion of II3 for II3.G98; both belonging to the same form.
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Then we have for 36 and 36, II3 and IIJ. Now, this is
an abstract, or mere length relation. Convert it into an
area value, either by raising a squure on the line II3, or
else by taking the ~quare root of this value. Take the
latter plan, and so-

(1.) .iII3 = 1063°+,
as the value of the side of the mall, or of the square, thus
reduced, far enough for the purposes intended. Divide this
resulting square into four others, thus producing the crossed
condition of the interior, making the figure similur to the
Adam form above,; then, each side of this square, of the
value of 10630, will be divided into two values, each of
which will be-

(2.) ro630 -7- 2 = 5315 ;
and this is the wught for result that shows that this was
the process of obtainment. For, place the Hebrew letters
to this result, as-

(3·) i1 ~ N i1
5 3 I 5

and this word thus framed, in Hebrew, is by translation
(4') The woman.

(b.) In form, the geometrical figure now conforms with
the others made of the garden, thus-

10&00

sa}:> 513 S

the interior cross lines, showing the division made, the
horizontal cross line cutting this reduced form of man, or.
Il3, in his s~·de. The side thus shown is the middle of his
height. Now, after having the g-rand determinative of the
basic value II3 given, as that the woman was to be taken
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out of aish, man, or II3, this determinative is accompanied
by a natural one, running with the narrative. II3: 355
is a circular form denoting diameter to circumference. The
reduced form of man shows that the woman value is but
;} reduction from this original form, and, as shown, it is the
haff cross 'line of the square, indz'catz'ng a radius, or half
diu meter value. Under the form, this would correlatively
indicate a semi-circuniference. Now, the narrative reads
that the woman was taken not only out of the side if the
man, as shown, but also that she was thus taken as a rib.
And this is the determinah've, for the rib ifa man extend
t'ng .from the backbone around to lJu'd:frollt, z's a semi
cireuniference.

The Woman Form 0./ the Garden, the Source if the
"Holy if HoNes," and if the Four Typical Rz·vers.

(c.) (1.) Draw a square, crossed interiurly, to exhibit
to the eye what has been c;one, and on the cross lines,
place the numerical vailies of the results (i. e" the woman,
or 5315), thus-

..
~..

/~~, :1:1 ,.
53\-

~~
..,
c'l

'"

The woman, or the definite article tIle, or 1'1. and woman,
or Ash-h, or i1WN, is produced from man, I I 3. S~parate

the definite article, or 1'1, or 5, from the remaining figures
of the word, into the central square shown, now triangu
lated with respect to the large one. There results two
cross lines of 5+5 each (or, if the central figure be made
to assume the form of a square, on these lines, there re
sults a square of 5 + 5 = 10 to the sz'de), as to its dimen-
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sions. But the number 10 is the perfect B1U, and a 'Je
110vah value (§ 82), and by Hebrew Kabbalah, the letter
M, or number 5, £s the womb. "The· Rubbins have a say
ing that God made all things out of the letter M." (Sad.
Genesis, p. 196.) "Mand' wedded (that is, il, womb, and

membrum vir£le) , begot the', or letter vau, w1'ich stands
as the center pilla" of the visible." (Dr. Goldammer, as
from Sohar [The World].) Thus, also, the number 10, or
letter ,as of 10 cubits, is the value of the holy of holies
in the temple, as to its most sacred precincts, between the
cherubims. Here this holy of holies, this :IO combining i:1
its pictured form both phallus aod yoni, is the perfect 01le
cube composed of eight others of the value of 5, or il, each,
the total forming the male-female in one, 10, as here the
womb of the Garden ofEden, or Paradise. Plainly, the
woman part of woman is the WOIll b; all the rest is con
nected with its egress-way to the Nght: therefore, thefour
ways marked from. the center, are the four great r£vers,
as denoted in the narrative. In the narrative, these rivers
are designated as flo·..ving from the garden, and are taken
as having their rise in its midst.

(2.) But, as one kind of symbolization but leads to an
other, and as the mathematical and geometrical system is
the essential one, these ar'rangements, while perfectly con
forming to one or more ¢>ther kind~ of conditions, should
become subservient to the more essential uses; and such is
the caSe. Having dropped the prefixed letters, or num
bers, in the center, where Ilwy especially belong, make Use
of those left, in the order found, by placing them in a cir
cle, thus:

0
5

3

a 1

1

And here, by reading the values, one finds the form

II3 : 355
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ready made to his hand. Compress the values to read two
and two, from right to left, and the form of

S S 3
3 1 1

results; where, in addition to the above, we have the great
difrerentiahtalue 31, connecting the extremes 144 and SI84
of the British measures, as long and time measures, with
the forms II3 : 3SS, and SIS3 X 4 = 20612 : 6S61 (§ 3S
(3.) (4')' actually accompanying the forms it thus gives rise
to; for, while the form is II3 to 3SS, after reading the dif
ferential 31 I there follows the reading SIS3, the Parker
area of the circle inscribed in the square of 6S61, and the
base of the form 20612 : 6561. Thus this form of the
crossed garden raises those forms of original measure,
which are emblematically dis'played by a man fastened or
nailed to a cross. § 21. .

Other Detenninatz'ves.

(d.) Besides the determinatives given, there are others,
here and there in the narrative, pointing and determining
the process ;)f elaboration of the numerical and geometrical
forms, as being correctly taken. Some can be given.
(I.) When Adam is placed in the garden, preparatory to
the woman being taken from his side, it is said: "And the
Lord God caused a deep sleep to full lJpOn H'Adam, and
he slept." The; verbal and he slept is the determinative of
the process. The word is lrP"', v'yishan, and, supplying
the values, they run 6II3S. Supply a cipher for the IO

in " and we have 6oII3S. which, bent into the circular
form, runs, or reads, 10613S, where I06 iii the running
determinative of the J 01 II3, lhe first three figures of
which are 106, and the remaining figures, or 135, are the
result to be derived, or woman, or i1fUN= 13S. (2.) At
lhe close of tile process there is the f0Ilowin~ st61tement:
"And he brought her unto the Adam." This is a double
determinative, connecting the woman, who has been taken
from aish, man, with the othert!"0rm uf man-viz, Adam.
The Hebrew words are I:"Ni17Nl"T, Ha El Ha Adam, and
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the running values are 5135 - 144, or the woman with
Adam, the other form of man . (3.) Besides other things, there
is reference to a small square in the center, on the crossed
lines, giving rise to further reference values. The smallest
squared c1ivision of the square'of 144 is the small square of
3 X 3 "--'" 9· Four of these on the crossed lines in the center
of the Adam square give a unit square of 6 X 6 = 36, as a
totaL There are then 4 ~quares of the square of 3, where
the fadOl's 3 and 4 are designated, or, together, the equiv
alent of the golden candlestick arrangement of 3 + 4 = 7.
But each small square is of 3 X 3 = 9. Then the numbers
7 and 9 are used, or can be used, in relation to this smaller
square. It is observable that this small sCLuare is the one,
then, at the center of the Adam square, or at the cleft or
division lines of the garden. The Hebrew values for 7
and 9 are characteristic of the letters JJ and~. Put them
together, and there results ~JJ, or ots, or the word for the
tree in the garden. But, as by the division, it is two trees
twisted or bound in one, then 7 X 9 = 63, which, read in
the reverse, is 36, or the value in ilrea of this small square,
or the unit factors 6 X 6 = 36; and this, reading in the re
verse, is rulable by Kabbala.

(e.) In the forms (r.) II3 : 355 and (2.) 36 : II3.0;;8,
while the first, or (r.), is used as the abstract (orm, there is
an indication that, under the form of a/sh, ~,~ = 113, the
circumference value of 113.°98 is implied; also, the 113 in
(r.), as seen, is a diameter value. The indication of the
second use is thought to be in the word allashz"lJl, o'rv.J~,

men, plural of rv'N, man; for, bend this into a cird~, and
we find a reading of the continuous numbers 31415, or ot"
circumference tu a diameter of one.

The Garden of Eden as the. Seventh Day.

§ 88. It will be shown how 355, as the circ!eof II3, was
used for the purpose of correlating natural periods of time
with this abstract circular value. It has been seen how
this form, with that of Mr. Parker, is connected with square
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measure in the use of the factor 6. It has just been shown
how the Garden of Eden assumes the function of assimilat
ing both methods. Now, with the 6 days closed the square
measure form, and with the 7th, came its application to the
circular relation. This 7th day was the day set apart as
the woman or circular day. Just as it has been seen that
the holy of holies Il.nd the sacred 10 are designated sex
ually as connected with the substance of the garden, as
being the womb, or productive element, so the 7th day, in
its' turn, is but a C0rrclated form of this same garden, in t~e

form of a circular day. The sameness is observable in
one respect, for it is seen that the numerical value of the
largest extension c,f the garden is the value of fGur square
yards, or 1296 X 4 = 5184, or the characteristic value of
one solar day. Then the 7th day is the Garden of Eden,
and is nllied in holiness with the 110Iy of holies and the
perfect value ro. Of this clay it is said that Elohim (31415)
blessed and sanctified it. Just as the word zacr, or sacr,
the special word for membrum virile, is translated by the
generalized term male, just so the vvord sanctificd is, by
translation, wrested (rom its proper specialized meaning,
as having relation to this day. The sacr was that with
which the Lord should be memorialized. The custom was
to make memorial before the Lord with the sacI'. The
word being retained, but losing its primitive use and force,
became the Latin sacr:Jactum, then sacrifacio, then the
English sacrifice,. and is at the foundation of the word
sacrament. The signification is obvious: Just as the sacr
denoted the means of germinati0l1 of a new existence, so
its use, as related to man's con:wction with another realm of
life, shadowed forth, in whatever other use was being made,
as of bread and wine, that in these means resided the germ
of that existence, and that, like th.e sacr, these (bread and
wine) were the vehicles of its planting. The ""ord sanc
tified is kodesh, Wip, and this was a word (or prostitution,
for holy piJrposes, at the temples-esteemec11o be a pure ano

sacred use. Kodesh, e'ip, to be fresh, nc-;.v, purc, shi12
lng, is the same with Iwdcsh, or chodesh, t.7in, to ve j7'csli,
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pure, new, young; which lost word, as substantive, has
the meaning of the t£me of the new 1IIoon, which period of
timt: in nature regulated or mal ked the recurrence of the
menstnial flow, as 7 X 4 = 28 days. The character of the
meaning exactly fits to the meaning of the word us applied
to the 7th day. Here ithas referenc~ to the quality of the
7th day. The word blessed is the verbal l/arak, or 1'~'

and giving its values is 222. While this is the same value
with :J':;', cherub, which is taken to signify the cubit half
base side of the pyrurnid structure [§ 84 (b.)J, ancl which
measure is specified in the narrutive description of th;s gar
den, it is thought here to have reference to a li~e relution
to the number 7, as this 7th day, for 2.22+ is the diameter
to the number 7 taken :18 a drclllllfcrcnce. Now, it has
been seen that the idea of the garden was that it should be
a source 0./ birth 0./ time, and of distance measures, uncler
a womb use. It was a part of the cosmogony, that all
things arose from a common uni~ source, to which, by li:1ks,
they could be made to refer co-ordinately. Having thus
symbolized the use, how was it to be made good? Here,
again, comes corroboration of the system; for it was only
through the woman that the proper relution could be ar
rived at and shown. As the {actor 6 lay at the foundation
of other kinds of measure, so did the number 7 for this
especial use; for 7 X 4 = 28 days, a menstrual period j

28 X 10 = 280 days, a period of gestation, and 28 X 13 =

364 days, a luni-solar, or week, year, as 52 X 7 = 364'
And this was the numerical factor, which, as applying to
human bz'rth, would practicaJly co"'-ordinate human birtlt.
with the other system of measures set forth in this garden.
Such being the use of the 7th day-viz., harmonizing it
to show forth this especial use-there is very much to con
firm what has been said regarding this use. In the s~corld

volume of Sharpe's history of Egypt, page 202, he 8:lYS :

"The Eleusinian mysteries, within the temple of Ceres (bread)
and Proserpine (gate of Scorpio, autumn, and wine), in the south
east quarter of Alexandria, which had been brought into the city
in the reign of Philnddphus, had now lost their sacredness, aml
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very much of their secrccy. Thc priestcsses had, for four cen·
turies. walked in procession through thc streets. cnrrying:l sacred
basket; and, latterly, it h:ld bccomc known thnt this baslet held
a Ihe serpent, suppose:! to be t,~c niltl:or n/ sill aild <lealft."

He quotes from Euscbius pro,}. EVflllg.. Lib. lII. 12.

I-Ie also copies from a (:oin in tile Pembroke collection,
which represents a ba~ket with rai~l'd lid ,:nd a serpent is
suing forth. The ba~ket is surrounded by a wreath of
jlozvcrs and fruit, but the Howers are of a kind that bloom
but once a month, and the fruit is the basket or scrotum
represent'l tion.

"The mystic basl..et" of the mysteries contained, among other
things, ,. Illef![ltrc r:! a s('rpmt.·' (De Sacy, ~ 18, ~ 19,) "Also,
in the most ancient mysteries of the Greeks, they shouted !'-':'a/
and at the samc time a SC1l'C1t1 \\,:IS shown. (Orclli, S:lIICholl,
pp. 14, 45·) "Thc Bacchi celebrate the mysteries crowncdwith
the serpellts, shouting aloud E;'a/" .. The namc £1e;'la (Evia)
roughcned, is interpreted the female serpcnt "-that is, ehoten.
il~n, tor il'il, E;·(7. (Clemens AI. Cohort. ad GClltes, 1 I, 12.)

(~lOted from Sad. pp. 105, leG.) .. The cry m'ltlc by the females
in their lamentations in these mysteries was 'l~':'al''' (Land
marks Frecn,asonry, Vol. II., p. 480, note.)

The Jetter ~ is the symbol, at the same time, or a serpcut
anc! a basket. It is 3 X 3 = 9, anel is at the center of the
garden. The name of David ",as badet. " prop. a thing
woven, for flO's." A very slioht chLllloe (rom this wordb _ ~ ~

DUD, or DUDI, is :he S;lll1e in meaning as basket, but in
the plural is "love-apples," dc. (Song 01 Solomon, vii. 14,)
Thus the scrotum is signified with the. male-female combi
nation, which was sz'n, ,ll1d by a figure was bz'rtlt under a
1'0:'01 of death,. just as it is a j;lct that the, to some lugu
brioLls, symbol of scull alld crossed bones, as signirying
deat/t. to others is the most precious emblem of life. See
also Dr. Inman's pictured descriptions (If the asheras or
groves. A vertical narrow door. closed \vith thongs, sur
mounted by a radiating fan-shaped ornament of 7 rays, sur
rounded by bunches of flowers, the number of tile buncllcs

being 6 + 7 = 13. This is a symbol of the Garden of
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Eden. The Hindu representation of the garden is still
plainer.

Note.-The mystery of the cross deepens, rather than
clears, as uses of it an: found here in the substance of this
garden, ancl also primordially. The Hebrews have handed
down by targums, readings which have been obscured by
translation. Joshua viii. 29, they read in the Arabic, and
in the targum of 'Jonathan, "The king of Ai /ze crucijicd
upon a tree." The Septuaginta rendering is of suspension
from a double wood or cross. (Wordsworth on Joshua.)
The word is il-S.n, Talah, and may derive the cross idea
from the .n, or T' T~le strangest expression of this kind
is in Numbers xxv. 4, where, by Onkelos (?), it is read,
"Crucify thcm bif01'e the Lord ('Jehovah) against the sun."
The word here is .vp', to 1lail to, rendered properly (Fuerst)
by the Vulgate, to crucify. The very construction of this
sentence is mystic. The symbolization of the connection
of II3 : 355, with 20612 : 6561, by a crucijied man, is un
mistakable, and here it is found as essential in the stl"l1cture
of the Garden of Paradise. The tlH:oretical use of cruci
fixion, then, must have been ;,omclio\v connected with the
personification of this symbol. But how? And as show
ing what? The soY'mbol was or the origin of measures,
shadowing forth creativc lazv or dcsign. Wh,tt, practically,
as recrards humanity, could actual crucifixion betoken?to> ,

Yet that it was held as the effigy or some mysterious work-
ing or the same sy"telll, is sl~own from the very fact of the
use. There seems to be deep below def:p as to the myste
riow; \\orkings of these number values. Not only are they
shown to work ill the cosmos, but also they are made use
of hy Daniel, tlu: propllet, as tllC g1lldc to his prophetic ut
lcr;tnCl:. By :-;ympathy, thl'y seem to work Ollt conditions
relating to all ullseen anel spiritual world, and the prophets
see III til have held knowledge of the connecting links.
Rd.Jcction becomes more involved when it is considered
thal the po\"er of expression of the law, exactly, by num
bers clearly defining a system, was not the aCCident of the
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language, but was its very eSSC11CC, and of its pn'mary or
ganic construction,. therefore, neither the langu;lge, nor the
mathematical system attaching to it, could be of man's in
\'ention, unless both were founded upon a pn'or language,
which afterward became obsolete. For inst;lnce, the word
az'sh, rt"N, man, is probably the primordial word-the very
first word possessed by the Hebrews, whoever they' w<:re,
to carry the idea, by sound, of a man. The essential of
this word was II3 from the beginning, and carried with it
the elements of the cosmical system displayed. Whence
then the language, and its power as the vehicle of a natural
cosmical system, unless from an unseen spiritual source~

And if this is so, all that pertains to the showing forth the
conditions of the working of this law, as by these symbols,
and their real personification, would seem to have detenni
nation in the same spiritual realm.
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APPENDIX II.

Thne Calculations founded on Abram, Me!chizedek,
Hebron, Joshua the Son of lVun, and Caleb the Son
0.1 Jephunnch, as Connected with the Narratives re'
lating to these Personages.

§ 89. Thus there has been unveiled, in the opening of
Genesis, the Parker ancl Metius forms, used in and about
the construction of the pyramid, with also the blending
of circular with square measure, by means of the factor 6.
So there has been shown a numerical use involving, ex
actly, the scales of positive land measuring as contained
in the British measures, founded on the square inch,. which,
in the pyramid, is shown to be the practical unit of meas
ure raised on the sourCe of the cubit vallte, in the number
20612, a circular value, which, cubed and unfolded, pre
sents the symbol of the cross. Unduubtedly the work of
construction in the Bible I'S, in sequence, the process of cal
culation of time aud distance runni ng co-ordinately to
getller with geometrical collstruction, until the perfect pyr
<lmid is to be found at the period d'.:scribed as that of the
flood, as will be shown. But, beC<lllSe of inability to trace
ck<lrly this building process, with its detailed applications,
;1I10tl](:r method must be resorted to-viz., that of closing
back to these conclusions, by setling furth salient positive
exhihitions of uSt'S of this system, which c<ln be found in
tile text The exact method resting on the Parker and
J\1ctillS forms ,liT the furtherest off, ancl the most carefully
obscured. On these, however, collaterally, were raised
calendar systems, exact enough, a:1d for general use, sub
ject tt) cori"Cctioll, ;1t long intervals, by means of the deeper
:md more obscured knowlecl0"e of cosmic construction.

'="
Tile sllo\\'in~s of bot!l methods run parallel with each
other; and the commoner 01" calendar methods involv~ such
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uses of the other system, that their presentation will help
to lead one to the recGgnition of the elaboration of the pro
founder method. One of the phases of calendar calcula
tion is so marked and prominent, so wide in its limits, em
bracing such an extent of the Scripture narratives, that it
is \evell and instructive to give it.

Mr. John Bentley, in his Hindu Astronomy, sets forth
the war ,'n heaven, as given by the Hindus, as but a figure
of the calculations of time periods; and goes on to show,
that among the western nations, this same war, with the
like re!';u!ts, took the form of the war if the Titans. Tbis
was the· same (Sir Wiliiam Drummond) with the war if
the k£llgs, in 14th Genesis. All the results are but identi
cal with time calculations of the pyramid, or Parker num
bers. The key of the position is in the names, among
which the most prominent are those of Abram and of the
royal Melehizedee. The USf'S of the numbers involved in
these names, to produce time periods, bring in the Gnostic
value of Christ in the New Testa'ment, and consequently,
serve to show the prevalence of this kind of knowledge,
down to the times of the Christian era. Mr. C. W. King,
in "The Gnostics and their Remains," page 13, says;
" The relations of the Sephir<?tb, or .JEans (Ages), to one
another the Kabbalists represent by a number of circles in
tersecting in a mysterious manner, ad injinitum, or else by
the figure of a mall, or a tree, formed Ollt of such circles.
This figure of the man, Seir Anpin, consists of 243 nUIll
bers, the numerical value of tbe letters in the name Abram
signifying the different orders in the celestial hierarcllY.
The original idea was apparently taken from the Hindu
figure of Brahma, and the various castes typified 0)' the
several parls of his body; in fact, the names Abram and
Brahma are equivalent in numerical YaIUl~." From the
writings of Godfrey Higgins, quoting from S1. Barnabas,
it is to be seen that the \"a!ue of 318 was a gre<:t "alue of
Christ, as was also the nWTlber 608. This is to be faunu,
also, in "CEclipllS ]udaicus," by Sir vVilliam Drummond;
and also, as to 608, in the work of Professor Gustav Scy(-
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earth on "Chronology j" and also in the hymn of Mar
tianus Capella. The 318 is the same with the 318 trained
or instructed servants of Abraham, in 14 Gp.nesis; or, as
by another version, the 318 circumcizcdmen of his house
hold. It is to be found in the same place, obscured in the
name of Eliczer of Damascus, or the 318 of the Pit-a foil
against the promise of offspring that should be the 318 o{
the vernal ascendency. The value 318 has reference to
the base of astronomical c:llculation, used, -as shown, so
much in the pyramid numbers, as a dIameter value to a
circumference of unity,. 6 times the amount of which, or

318+ X 6, gives the height of the king's chamber, which
height involves the square root of the solar year, and the
measure of that year upon the celestial measuring circle of
360°, as shown.

(a,) Now the value of the name of Abra!'Il' as given in
the Hebrew, is 243, and 243 is the one-half of 486, the
height of the great pyr<!mid, in its standard measure, as
shown in the text. This was a sun measure. But a change
was made in the name of Abram to Abrahani; by which,
numerically,S was added to 243, so-

Abram 243
Abraham 248

(b.) One Gnostic value of Christ being 318, another
was 608; and this last involves the personage Melchizedec,
to whom St. Paul likens Christ, saying of him that he was
a priest (orever, without beginning or ending of days, after
(or in likeness of) the ordo' (or number) of Melchizedec
that is, he \\'as an Aeon, or oulaum, or [see § 84 (c.) (1.)J
rorchway of the temple, or the continually recurring flux
and rebirth of time wl'thout cnd. The Hebrew word for
Melchizedec is a compound word, comro~ed of ,;:,SO,
"lIlelchi," my killg, and pi:), "tsedek," in the construct,
meaning the qll~tlil'y of cxact probtty, righteousness, or the
cquivale:lt cxactitudc, rightlless. (He was <IS Cain, or
Vulcall, Patcr Sadie the Just Onc, holding the balance
of the year, and the distributor of its fruits of bread and
wz'lle.) The vvord comes from a verbal, and has another
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co-ordinative derivative P'i:;. tsad/l, having the precise
~ame meaning, with one n'll1arkablc ditTerence noted in the
dictionary .IS "spf·e. JII/scrt"cors"-that i", the specially of
1/Ierey, or pdy, or jilrg/;:'CllCSS, Chri"t \vas especially
n presented as having .111 ;he attributes of an l"xaehllg
God, under the law (~o Paul), "oltelwd by these ve"} qual
ities.

(I.) Now, tile \\'ord JIddllz,.dd,. or P.,1:-':lS".:I= 40 +
30 + 20 + 10 = 100, + So -:' 4 + 100 = :294. while the cor

related exception of l\Il'lchizadik, (;1' r'i'i:-·:ll,".:I =~ 40 + 30
+ 20 + 10= 100, + So -:- 4 + 10 + 100= 3°4, As seen
here, the word :Mdc hiz('dek C;1I1 Ix: c 11'1I1gl'c1 to 1\1elch iza
dik, by which change /IIerry, and pdy. and jvrg/',,'cllcss
are \vorked as additional qualitil'" on tIll" lirst word, by Ihe
add/t/oll of tlu' 7/(r!IIC of 10 thl: pl'lji'et Ol/C. As a fact, the
narrative deiermines this ,'n} change. for Abram is repre
sented as paying ti/he. or the lollh. 10 '.\lelchizedek, or 10
tu the number 294. thus m'lking it ,:;0+ (Nnw, Abraham is
represented .1S pursuing with his ]18. to 'Dall. But Dan,
as "ill be sho\\'n, is astronomically in Scorpio, the zodiac
~;jgn, the gateway to the descendant. the place of the cru
cifixion of the year j the place where D-Ldah received
Samson (the sun) into her. so represented, dark and treach
erous embrace j the place ca!Jed sh/ae, n't;', or the pd, a
word from that \'erbal. the hi~il participle of which is
11 f'sl'aeh , n't=!o, as he who eauscs to go dowll /lItO the pd,
as here, a:-tronomically, for the ::;a]valion of the world,)

(2.) Abram, then, is 243, the lta!f of the sun measure
486 j and Mdchizadik (the tt'thc, or 10, bdng paid) is 304,
tllc ltaif of 608. or the other Gnostic value of CIt/zst, or
lJ£'siaclt. Give the other value as of Abraham, or 248,
and make use of the values found.

(a.) Abram
Abraham

Make use of these with 304 X 2 = 608,
(b.) 608 - 243

or the solar year value,
608- 248
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-the value of the celestial circle of three hundred and
sixty degrees, or that on which the year is measurable.

(c.) Cassini, in the last century (according to Godfrey
Higgins), discovered the great cycle of 600 years as be
mnging to the Hebrews, as weJl as to Hindus and Siamese,
and shows that Eusebius' (who, with Constantine, secularly
founded the Christian Church) chronology agrees with its
use. It is the great divine avatar, or incarnation pt'riod.
The greatness of its yalne consists in the fact that it sen'es
to measure the time of conjunction of the sun and moon in
the heavens, t'n the same place, by recurrence; whereby,
by astrology, a new birth should ensue. Cassini said of
tJlis, that it was one of the finest astronomical periods
known, and worthy of all praise. It is orle that remains
perfect from cycle to cycle, by the intercalation of 1.+ days
in 600 years.

(I.) Here, again, the pyramid values come into play,
I

for 19°'9853+, the numerical value of the - base side
4-

of the pyramid, or 10 times the height of the king's cham-
ber, or 31.8, the Christ value, X 6, is the diameter to this
very value as a circumference. So, also, as a folraight line

value, it is represented for circumference by IIJo.98 -+- 6.
(d.) Now, Godf:ey Higgins finds 608, also a cycle in

dex, connected under the system with that of the 600, and
aHributes the difrerence to diflerence of value of precession
of the equinoxes discovered. But in this he seems to lack
strength of proof. Cassini, as has been said showed the
value of the 600, as co-ordinaling luuar \vith solar cycles.
If you Wish to measure solar time as of days in the year,
for 600 years, on the great circle of 360°, tile formula will
rUI1-

I
(1.) 365 - X 600 = 360 X 608+;

4
when,by the 608, 01" Christ, or Ilfclclll;-adi/.:, value becomes
a ml:'·..l:'ure of trallsjiT, or {if cquivalcncc o.fsolar timc into
the divisi071 of tlte zodiac into degrees. Hence, both these
personage~, uncler tile number fonn, were means of meas-
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ure of transfer of solar time in days into degrees of the
time circle.

(e.) Here, however, it will be said, or objected, that a
foreign value has been introduced to bring about this re-

I
suit, viz., 4" of a Jay has b-:en added to the 365 obtained

by the use of Abram and lIfelchizadz"k-that is, that the
yea·f is now used as corrected in the calendars, viz., by the
intercalation of I day in 4 years; or, by another showing,
to 365 X 4 = 1460 days, one day has been. added, making
the perio~ that of the bz"ssextz"le, or leap ycar, or a full
period of 1461 days. This is true; and, true to the need,
this very correction is provided for, and most prominently
marked, in the place of residence of Abram, which was
I-Iebroll, formerly called Kz"rjath-Arba-which latter
name means the city of 4.

Hor Apollo says: "They (the Egyptians) further rep
resent it (the year), by a quarter of an acre," or aroura;
and, " TIle acre, divided into four, denotes the bissextile
period of four years" (Volney's Ruins, page 134). It is
thought that this is <1lso noticed by Professor Seyffarth. So,
the city of 4, or Hebron, or Kirjath-Arba, the place of
Abram's residence, ","auld serve to denote the measure of
the bissextile year, and was thus the proper place of resi
dence of Abram, the sun measure. When tile three men
(angels) came to see Abram, he was seated in the opening
of his tent, representation of the pyramid, the time being
spoken of as ?12z·dday. Here was the sun directly over the
apex of the pyramid, of which the height was indicated by
243. The contrast of this kind of measure is in Lot,
Abram's hrother, being seated in the gates of darkness, or
Sodorn, or woman's lust, at evening. (There is a very
curious affinity between the words for .I£ebrew, for .lIebron,
or rJther Chebroll, and for l£ebron. The word for Hebrew
is "~.v, which, as ober, means to pass over,. but, also, a
unioll, a joz'1l1'ng together-and this word equals Heber, or
Chcber, .,~n, wllence .lIebro1Z or Chcbron, the residence
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of Abram: but this is in affinity with Heber, i::liT, "to
divide in pt'eees,. hence, figurati \'ely, to d/vide off, to de
termine the heavens, after the ma nner of astrulugen;."
Hence the glyph of Hebron, as a united yet parceled-oft'
heaven, nppears itl the run of the word.)

(f.) But the rrbove statement docs not rest for its sup
ron upon its intrinsic strength, or upon its curious fittings
in the connections made. It is fuJly confirmed. Of the
children of Israel vvho left Egypt, only two were permitted
to enter the promised land. One was Joshua, the son {if
.Jllun, or of the fish, and the other was Caleb, the son o.f
Jepltunneh, or the dog the sun of the .female dog. Both
were astronomic:d types. (Nork, in Worterbuch, says that
Joshua is the biblical .LEsclllapius soter, inas
much as .LEsculapius had the dog for a companion, even as
Joshua hac! Caleb (the dog); also Hermes Kunocephalus,
the fire dog in the summer solstice, in the month of the
lion, when Sirius rises heliacally with the SUll, and dogs
are offered to .LEscu:apius; for Caleb's father is the solstice,
or turning-man (iT~t1', Strophios, Vergilius), and to the dug
headed Anubis the predicate Strl'jhaios (hing(') belonged.)
Joshua was a type of the sun, and Caleb was a type of the
great cycle of the sun, which cycle, as the Sothic period
among the Egyptians, was marked by the rising or Sirius,
the dog-star, in Egypt, heliacally with the sun. (Joshua,
as fish, was also a Jehuvah numerical form, for j'/un,fish,
is pJ = 565 j and the Jehovah form is 56.5 X IO = iT,iT'
= 565 = also, 113 X 5.) The Sothic period was that of
the vague year of 365 days, corrected to th~ true 801<11"

1
value. Falling back4 0f- a clay each year, in 1461 veal'S

the correction would take place, by dropping a vague yt-ar
from the count; it being simply an enlargement of the bis
sextile correction of 1460 and 1461 days in the period of
four vague years. So, Caleb was the dog, sure enough;
but he was ~he dog-star, to determine a point for bis
sextile correction, or for correction of the Sothic period or
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cycle. When he entered the promised land, where, in it,
was his possession assigned to him? Why, of all places,
he was assigned just that vne that proves all that has been
said-viz" Hebron, or f£z"rjath-Arba, the city of4. the resi
dence of Abram the sun measure, significant of the bissex
tile correction ill clays of 1461 for 1460, and of the Sothic
cycle correction of 1461 for 1460 years: "which place," the
record goes on to state, " before that time, was f£z"rjath
Arba, which man was great among the Anakims." That is,
the dty of 4,which (man, or II3 circumference to 36, or 4
squares of 6 X 6 each, for the dty of 4), was great among
the cabiri, or strong ones (Gibborim), or planets, or cycles,
for the correction of their recurring periods.

A hint is observable in the Bible as to indications of time
cycles. "Enoch," connected with the year circle, .• walked
with God, and he (was) not: for God took him." Jlloah
was" perfect in his generations; Noah walked with God."
Noah was pre-eminently a period marker. "Hebron,
therefore, became the inheritance of Caleb, the son of
Jephunneh, the Kenezite, unto this day; because that he
wholly.followed the Lord God of Israel ;" and Caleb was
the determz'nator, by correction, of the leap year and the
Sothic period. Of Melchizedek (Pater-Sadie), Hebrew
learning has handed down that he was without begin1lz"ng
or ending o.f days. True, but he was a means also of de
termil~ing both by correction, holding the balance of the
ecliptic. (As to the value of Melchizedek of 294, this is
49 X 6: and as to the number 49, or 72 , attention is caller!
to "Proposition 2, Theorem ," and to "Proposition 3,
Theorem," of a .. Q.ltadrature of the Circle," and" The
Square Root of Two," by W. A. Myers, of LouisvilJe,
Ky. (Wilstach, Baldwin & Co., Cincinnati.) It may be
that Mr. Myers has reproduced an ancient method for the
calculations of circular dements as sines, cosines, etc.
His Proposition 3 is as follows:

"( I.) If a circle be describeu with the square root of two for a ra
dius, and the onejifticth of the square described on the radius be
deducted therefrom, the squar" root of the remaining forty-nine
fiftieths can be extracted exactly. (2.) The square root of th~
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_I_SO deducted will be the sine of the given arc. (3·) The squ~re
5°
root of the remaining 49 will be the cosine of the given arc."

5°
In many l-espects, his work is well worth attention.)
§ 90. Commentators are struck with the marked simi

larity of the histories of the lives of Abram and Isaac.
They seem to be phases of some one underlying subject
matter. Suppose this to be so, and that this subject.matter
is astronomical, or numerically connected with ·astronomy j

then it is ob~ervable that the age of Abram, or 175 years,
added to the age of Isaac. or 180 years, amounts to just
355, the Hebrew word for year, or shanah, or iTJrt'; and
also the circumference of a diameter of II3, together the
Garden of Eden.measures. So Abram and Isaac. together,
are but one cz'rcuniference, and that a year ct'rc1e, for as
twnomical determi nations.

Take, therefore, the calendar keys here presented in the
showing of the bissextile and Sothic cycle correction. As
a whole there is 355 the combined value of Abram and
Isaac, the abstract circumference value of which II3 is the
diameter. II3 is man, and fr(lm him in the Garden is
worked out the connecte:l Parker form of 6561 : 20612,

\vith other uses. While II3 is man, however, 355 is the
Hebrew word shanah, or year; and here, ill Abram-Isaac.
the man, 355, as the year, eventuates. But with Abram as
part of this year value, the natural year of 365 days is
worked out, and also its measure circle, 360 degrees. But
360 was also with the ancients a year day vahee. So there
is elaborated in this use three year day values-

(I.) 355 360 365 j

where, by the order, and very relation showll, the reason
of the form, as applied to time measure, is shown j for it is
a comparison of an abstract circlt1n.fcrence valuc, 355, with
the natural year value, 365, ancl is also connected with it
by use of another year value, 360, which is also a celestial
and geograpbical measure. The beauty of the form cbn
sists in this, that 360 is the mcau belween the a~.tt~(,1.~( and
natural year circle value.
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It is seen that while ordinary calendar systems can be
formed on this form, so, also, it links, in 355, with the
iorms for exact cosmical determinations.

Now, with the ancients the picture of a year was of a
setpent swallowing the end of his tail (or one or more units
of its length). Take the woman form of time production.
It is-

(z.) 7X4=z8,andz8XI3=364,
and tbis is the luni-solar year day value. This is seen
to be one day less than 365, the vague year day value. A
serpent of 365, then, swallowing I unit of its length would
symbolize the expression 365-1, or, in Hebrew, rvU-N, or
Enosh son of Seth, the son of man (Daniel), or the com
bination of the two kinds. By sympathy, 355 would take
the same form as 365-1: so the numerical formulation
for the different year values, combined t'nto a system,
connecting itself with land measures, and pyramid, and
Garden of Eden, and temple, and tabernacle, construc
tion l would he-

(3·) 3~5 2 360 S365

354 S 3~9 23~4
In truth and in fact, while 355, or sltanah, is the Hebrew
word value for year, the true Hebrew and ancient year
value of this kind was-

(4·) 355 - I = 354 days.
And here its origin is laid bare. So, also, the working of
the woman sexual form of the garden is seen to harmonize
with every other, or connect with e\'ery other. In truth, in
calendar calculations, the woman sexual use, under the
numbet· 7, seems to have been a fundamental one. It is
true, too, that while the Garden of Eden involves .155
through II3, so it has also reference to this very vabe
354 as a circumference instead of 355, or as well as 355.
Take the form II3 : 355, multiply by 5, and there results
565 and 1775- But take 355 - I = 354 and multiply by 5,
and there results 177-0. Now, by adding the full values
of the letters in the words Garden Oden, or f',V1), and
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there results 3 + 50 = 53, + 70 + 4 ~- 50 = 177; which is
significant of this change, for 177 -:- 5 = 35 + Strange it
is tllat bend this into the form of a circle, and 354 may be
read 345, which is the name Moses, iTfUO, or 345. But
this name seems rather to have reference to the radius
value of circular elements (3.), § 82, having reference to
the inten·or works, of calculation of astronomical admeas
urements, in the great pyramid.

Uses of and developments of this form (3.) will bt:
shown hereafter I with confirmations as to its ancient recog
nitions.
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The Word, or Logos, wnnecting with 70hn, or 70nah,
or Dove, with 7-hovah. and with Jes-us, through the
Fish.

§ 91. (a.) Attention is desired to the formula of-
12 4

(1.) 206. - feet, X -= 274.8266,
3

as arising from the original Parker formulation of-

(2.) 20612 X ±-= 27482.66+,
3

in § 78 (c.) (3.), valuable as giving the standard height
from the base of the pyramid of 137'4132+ feet, + the
standard height of the king's ch:lmber region of 68.7068

12
feet, equal to 206. '-feet; or 80 cubits + 40 cubits = 120
cubits; and also developing the same measure in § 78
(c.) (2.), in 274.826-206.12=68.706+feet,ortheking's
chamher region.

The use is the origin of measure 20612, where it is
12

worked into a .foot and eubz't value of, respectively, 206--
feet and 120 cubits, to obtain a form of measure for regu
lating the interior works of the great pyramid, having
reference to the comparison of lunar with solar time, and
the correlation of distance measure-all cosrnical, or of
divine adjustment. It is seen that the form retains, numeri
cally, the origin o.fmcasure, in the abstract number 20612,

then uses it as 20612 inches (seen in § 78), then as 206':':'
feet, which is 120 cubits. In 120 cubits there is the num
ber 12, or 6 + 6, the means of application of the Parker
forms to earth measures,. which, as composed of 6, is in
dicative of the change worked on the standard measures to
obtain. actual, or real pyramid meaSlllrt:s J for 6 is circum-
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ference to the well-known number 1.90985+. This con-
12

clition, then, of the number form, as of 206 - feet, or 120

cubits, is a great controlling one, as at the base of cosmic
and earth measures, in construction. In this form of

12 12
206.- it carries the decimal - as implied; that is, to

100

express the value 120 cubits, one would say, "It is 206

feet," meaning, or intending to mean, the exact value of
12

206 feet <lnd -~of a foot. This numeral 206, thus used,
100

gives the interpretation of the great word Logos, or Tile
Word, used so mystl:'riously in the Scripture. This is from

and but another form of the Hebrew word i~i' dilbvar, or
word. Kabbalistically it was, that by the Word, or dabvar,
God created all things. The value of dabvar lays in the
numerals, or values of its letters, which, added, are

206,

having reference to the perfect circumference 20612, under
the form of that part of the expression-viz., 206, used as
a whole number, in feet, for the expression of 120 cubits.

The New Testament being. after all, but nn unfolding
of the mysteries of the Olel, under another dress, is
the best illustrator we have of the mysteries outside
of the ancient books j the Hebrew Kabbala being of
less use. because of the care used to conceal its teachings.
Therefore, the New Testnment can be resorted to, to ex
emplify and tench the hidden wisdom of the Old. What
is stated as to this value (which also implies the Jehovah
value of a one of the denomination of 20(12) is exempli
fied in the opening passage of the Gospel, "accord/1lg to
(or agreeing with) 'Jolm;" premising that the Greeks trilllS
lated Elohim by 7 heos, and 'Jdwvalt by Itttrios, as tlH~

English (10, respectively, by God and Lord. This opening
sentence is a type of the opening sentence of the first verse
in Genesis. John says:

"In the beg/nning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the word was God."

It has been seen that the word Elohim stands for the re-
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lation of 31415, or circumference value to I, or diameter of
l:nity. Now, the Word, or Dubvar, its Hebrew prototype,
is the expression of a whole number of 120 cubit.s, under

12
the value of 206 feet and -- of a foot. It thus carries

100

with it the numerical value
20612,

or the value of a perfect circumference, raised to just that
value, on which such sublime results as have been traced
could be producej.

John, then, was simply setting forth the law of creation,
in the terms of 31415, or circumference to a diameter of
unity, raised to this \'l~ry form or value. The TVord, then,
as 20612, was but a play upon Elolll'JJl, or God, as 31415.

'John thc samc with 'J0ualz.

(b.) The use of the name "'John," as this opening sen
tence is "accord/ug to 'John," is pl:rfectlY:lppropriate to
the expression; for John, ill Hebrew, is i1Ji" or 'Jonalz.
The value of the name, adding the letter vallles, IS

71 ;

I
or the - of 355, the circumference of 113 (which raised, as

5
stated, is a Jehovah value). So that, while the Word im-
plies the relation 20612 : 6561, 'John shiHl0ws forth that

of II3 : 355.
The TVord" Bcg/mz/ug."

(c.) The word" beghz1l1"ng" is also appropriate in the
connection, and is here as the first word in Genesis. It
is used for the equivalent Hebrew word W~j, rilslz, for
head, or su.bsta'nce, or bcghmillg. The value of the \'vord,
in Hebrew, is 213, and is equal to 355 X 6 = 213-0: so
that 'J01tn, or 71 X 5 = 355, and this X 6 = 213-0, or be
gi1ming, or head.

'John and 'Jonah as Dove.

(d.) This word 'John, in Hebrew 'Jonah, IS also the
Hebrew word for

Dove,
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which last word, as used in the description of the .flood,
symbolized the use of this very circumference value of 355,
because, it will he seen, on the reading of the narrative,
th;!t tlie word is u~ed in the connection just 5 times, or in
all 71 X 5 = J55· For this ;"eason, with others, it became
one of the greate:.t symbols among all the ancients.

The Fish, as counccted with the Dove, or John, or Jonah.

(e.) By a most curious, but exquisite use, this word
Dove, thus indicating a circunifercnce value, was made
convertible into a diameter value, through the intermedia
tion of

The Fish;
of which Joshua was the son. The relation of this word
jish to the divinities is also not only to be found among the
J"ecords of the heathen, but at the base of the Christian
Books. One derivation of its value is from a mathematical
postulate, that any two quantities whidl, relatively, are
equal to a third, are equal tu eacll other. The Hebrew for
jish is p~, nUll (the ecclesiastical English word 1llm, a fe
mall: devotee), and giving the values of the letters <.:s they
ru n, the powe:- of the Iyord is

565
p,l

But the word for W07JUlJl, or l::vc, or the feminine part of
J-hovah, is i1ii1, and, giving t,he values of the letters in
tile same way, tht: \yord ;l1lcl value is

565
i1,i1.

Thus it is seen that Ulm,jish, becomes equal to, and thus
is lhe S;)n1e \,jlh b'v/-', the ;VOJllall, or hovah, or i1,i1, thl.:
lemilline part of J-llOvah, as a {hamctcr valltc, because
113 ;< 5 =--' 565 (which, by change of enJargeml.:nt, as seen,
becomt:s circumference to a diameter of 36). Nuw, place
the numer:ds over the lettL'rs ol"the \\'ord John, ur Jonah,
l)r D07.'C. as

5561

ilJi' ,
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and it is seen that <Ill the values of J-hovah, as 5651, are
used, but the arrangement is changed in the last part of
the word as to the order of the number hovan, or 565, leav
ing the', or I, or 10, which is the T or 7ah, of 7-hova/z,
standing isolated. If, therefore, the fish swallows the
word, and casts it up from its belly, it symbolizes a bz'rth
of the subject-matter in thefts/z or nun form, or

556 becomes 565 ;
or the dove as 71 X 5 = 355, a cz"rczmiference value, is, by
use of the fish as a womb, or flux, made to assume the
value of a dz"ameter to this very circumference, for

II3 X 5 = 565.
To 565 as the re-arrangement of the 556 of the fish form,

or birth, add the head of the word-viz., the '], or Yah, or
male part, which has suffered no change-and I1C,W

Jonah, or John, or Dove, as 556-1,
becomes J-hovah, as 565-1.

So much for theftsh or mm use. (When John, or Jonah,
or Dove, Baphst. was beheadeel, his head, or', or joel, was
delivered, or added to, the woman, or hovah, whereby, by
typical change, sht: became, gnostz"cally, J-hovah; but his
body, Oi' 556, or bis equivalent IlOvah P<lrl, \',;1,; buried in
mother earth, or went into tl'e gate of Scorpio, or the
womb, or the fish's lllouth, which of itself lI'as ILO,!ah sym
bolically carrJing the phallus co:~ce;)Jec1, It \las but a pL1'y
upon these types. Astronomically, ,lisa, wllile ]-hovah
stood as the emblem of the complete circle of the sun's cir
cuit, or the year, the '], or " representee! the power of the
stln above the equinoxes, \\fhill.: the 11OZ-'ilh, or female part,
represented all belo\\', as the winter, or wain, part, So,
'j'acob, the Izecl, § 92 (b.), after his before morning strl!ggl~

wi:h that angel, who was EsD.u, passing up\\"ard, lwei his
llLll1le changed as the morning Sllllbeam" Cdl upon him,
HI.: ch;mgecl his befure feminine qualilies, Ll!1d now becD.ll1l'
'j'CS-2I3; i. e., S~r,-t:" = Jes-rael, ('I' 7es-lis Itcad, as
the Greeks would have had it. The mark of s~paratioll

bet\veen the two conditions wns the brook. Penuel 01' ];I1J

bok. A very happy illustration of the dove andftsh use to
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make 'Jehovah can be given from ancient sources. "The
Syrians, or Phenicians (says Nigidius), assert that a dove
sat several days in Euph1"atcs (one of the rivers of the
Garden) on the egg of a jish, whence Venus was born."
(Note to Volney's Ruins, p. I6S.) Here the whole trans
(ormation is sbown by symbol. The result is woman as
Venus, the primal conception, or ;'V', or Eve, which is
II3 X 5 = 565, concealing, as showD, a man value; the
whole being rnn'.)

The Te Deum and the Bz"rth of the Savior.

(.f) The early church recognized just such use!;>, as can
be gathered and sbown from Clemens Alexandrinus. Nor,
indeed, was there any departure, in so doing, from the most
perfect reverential observunce. In the Te Deum, a song
of praise to the Deity, in the recognition of His works, it
says: "We praise thee, 0 Elohim I we acknowledge thee
to be the <Jehovah." Then, speaking of the Savior, it is
averred tbat He ,vas, as a 'llla1Z, not only born of a woman,
but, (urther, thn.t that womar:. was a virgin. How, then,
could such a thing be, consistently "with the truth and the
laws of nature. It has been seen that the woman could- be
truthfully, and most perfectly mathematically, taken as a
1'ib from the Side of a man, withollt the exercise of any
natnr;11 procreative function; and, in fact, from the same
sourCl~, it was just as easy to produce malt, or aish, or Jes,
(rom the woman, by the slightest possible use of change.
The woman, as coming from the man, or Jl13, was

i'Trt?W1
5 3 15;

btlt if man is to be restored from the elements of the woman,
add the values of tbe letters composing her name, and there
results :;= 5, + rt' = 300, + ~ = 1, + iI = 5, = a total of
311. Now, rt"~, 1!la17., is, adding the values, rt' = 300,
+ '= 10, + ~ = 1, = a total of 3II j or, reading the values
as the letters run, tbe value is 113. The woman then is,
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in this phase, 3II, or man. Place her thus, with mnn as
II3, and they stanet face to fnce

3II - II 3,
just as they are described in Genesis. Thus, however, it
is seen how the man, Jes-us, could be born of a virgin.
But so born. he is as azsh, also II3, and II3 X 5 = 565, or
111m, wl-,o was the mother of Joshua the Savior. As to the
first expression-viz., "We praise thee. Elohim .. we ac
knowledge thee to be the Jehovah "-it symbolically be
comes, "We praise this principle of 1 : 314-15, of which
the working values are 56.5 X 10 = i1~i1', or 1I3 X 5 = 565 ;
or, in the other form. as exhibiting a perfect <J1le, straight
line, of a denomination of 20612. the perfect circumference.

The Dove tesed in Calculat£ons if the Year.

(g.) The dove was one of the divinity emblems through
1

out antiquity, in its character of 71, as the-of 355. The
5

calculations of time for the solar ye:lr sprung from the
taken value of the lunar year, which word in Hebrew was
Shanah, or i1~rt', the value of vvhich was 355. It is pre
cisely the same whether a circ1e of 355 is exhibited divided
into subdivisions of 5 each, of which the factor will be 71 ;
or whether the original circle be taken ,IS 71. or the dove,
which, by subdivision, as 355 will exhibit the same ulti
mate subdivision by 5. In f,lct, the valuo::s 70,71,72, and
73, were famous values as (knoting 70 X 5 = 35°,7 1 X 5
= 355, 7 2 X 5 = 360, and 73X 5 = 365. The ancient
method of symbolically exhibiting the year, was by a ser
pent swallowing one or more units of its length. T,;ke 71
as the value of the circle to ohtain the lunar year. Let it be
subdi"ided into 71 X 5 = 355 pans, or Sluwalt. Bend tllis
into the form of a circle, represented by the serp'~nt swal
lowing one unit of this amount, and the resulting value is

354 ;
which was the universally accepted value, anciently, or the
lunar year. And this was because it correlated the human
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method of obtaining this value, viz., 52 X 7 = 364, which
is 365 - 1= 364 j and to compare, or correlate, 355 - I =
354. These interpretations are interesting as unraveling
the meaning of the source of ancient mythology, and as.
showing a common po~~e::'sion, and common origin, ag
stated by Clemens. By tradition, the origin of religion in
Greece was held to have been by the introduction from
Egypt of two black doves. By the change worked on the
clove value by the 11gh, two doves would become two fishes
as 565, ancl 565, the zodiac sign of the fish month; or like
use could be made of the value 71, through circumference
values, etc.

-"Yew Testament Usc.

(h.) In the Christian form, the man, or al:,h, or e't~,

(tllis form gives the other of Jes, from rl't, or in Greek or
English Jes-us, signifying the ftre, or sun, or Ddty, or
man. This word by the masoretic points, w!1ich point al
most undoubtedly to the true former pronunciation, was
pronounced rl"~, or ish, or Jes, for man; the feminine
form was i1rl'~, or Issa, or woman, or Egyptian Isi-s, Isis.
A collateral form was 'rl't, or 'Jesse, or lsi; feminine
Egyptian, Isi-s. But lsi Via::; Jesse, the father of David,
who was the father of Jesus, as lsi. So, indeed Isis,
Egyptian, was the feminine form of lsi, or 'Jes-, He
b I'ew, as a form of aish, man,) \vas Jes-us. But an
other form for Jesus was by Christian tradition, and
Gnostic use, IchtllUs, tlie ftsh. Now the river Jordan is
lkl'ivable from the Hebrew ii', Jared, to descend, flow
down; hence, n'ver, with ,1n appended~, o'r 1l, or nun, or
.fis/i; or by name and determinative letter, ftsh-river: or
it may be taken as Iar-Dall, or i' -Iar, and ii, Dan, or
tl1C river-Dall. Jesus the man descended into and stood
in tile waters 01 this river Dan, 0:' ft.'h. Now in fact both
Dan <lndftsh symbolized the same tiling. The zodiac sign
of the tribe of Dan was in Scorpio; and to the tribe of
Dan \Vas geographically <,ssig-ned the place Dan, embrac
ing the sources or springs of the ri\'er Dan, which, as com
ing up out of the nether vvorld, was the manifestation of the
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fabJul river Styx. So, indeed, as it signified the place of
enlering another ,'o!Hlition of exi~tence by death, it also
represented the allied condition of a new birlh. So Jes-us,
the Jl!UII, descending into the \yatlTS of this river Dan,
Scorpio, or gatc {!f Ihc :VOIIIllII, where, hy a new birth, " I
a\yait thy salvation, 0 Jehovah" (Gl'll. 49,18), was, 8S to
]I;s body, become ;1 Jl'sh, or 1/1(11, \\' hereby the mall becomes
Jcho'C,{{II. But in standing in tile water the body is the
li,~h, 01' in the fish's month, while tlH~ hl'ad is the', or num
ber 10, or a circllmferenCl' to a diameter of 318+, which
number was a Gnostic yalllC of ('Ilrist, But who causes
him to go down into the water? John, or JOllah, or Dove.
And here the transformation is gone through with by sym
bol. Then the 1JWll, having become herm,tphrodite, half
male, half fem:tle-i. e" half', and half fish, or llUll, or
hO'Ciah, ;-r~;-r-came up Ollt of the \\';ller (lype of the resur
rection), and immediately the Holy Spirit descended on
him ill the form of a do"'c,, which is ,simply a final deter
minative indexing the perfecting of the ritual or symboli
zation. A voice is heard: "This is my beloved son." He
was now become the son of both Elohim and Je-hovah;
he was both diameter and circumference. His head was
Rash, or 213-0= 355 X 6; and as he " \yas about 30 years
(shallahs, 355) of age" (Matthew, 16), then 71 X 30 =
2130; or the dove, 71, coming down 011 his head, multi
plied by his sllallahs, or years, equaled 71 X 30= 2130,
or the Ilead, or begt'll'llhzg of creation in the first word of
first Genesis. He was called SOli of lIlall, after the words
of Daniel the prophet. Th:s word is taken by Daniel from
the 26th verse of 4th Genesis; "And to Seth (~1W, the
year, 'on coins, and in Phenician ru~, I1~',' Fuerst,
under ;-rJ~),was born a son, \\ hos~ name he ca lIed Enos h,"
or Ben Enosh. This Enoslz was the" Son of mall," and
placing the values of the letters as the word runs, one gets
the meaning of the solar year, 365, and the luni-solar year
indirectly, or by implication; for the word is tVU-~, and

tV'J-~

365-1 = 364,
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which last is the woman year of 52 X 7 = 364, And, ill'
deed, Seth, nft', implies this form of use for 3 + 4 = 7.

Notc as to Fishes.

The symbol of the ''.fish'' was a favorite one among all
the ancients. Mr. Bryant shows its origin, in the mythol
ogies, to have been in the figure of the Deluge; the lype
being of a fish with the head of a matl. In Pill'nicia.
especially, it was of great import in the idol Dagon.
The Christian Kabbala, or Gnosticism, deals very largely
in the mention of fishes; ill such sort, that it rr.ay be said
to be rested upon the symbol, though its use everywhere is
made to appe~r as t'tzcidc1ltal and natural. The Ne'N Tes
tament narratives have been so highly colored by the kab
balistic import. that, commonly, too sweeping or embracing
a quality has been given to the idea of fishermen, as ap
plied to the apostles. The character of jishcrmc1l, it is
true, is attache~l to Peter and Andrew, to John and James;
but, beyond the little that is said of their catching fish with
nels in boats, no great stress is laid on jislzhzg as a trade,
or fixed occupation. There was suOlcient to introduce the
use of the ancient symbol, without departing from what
might truthfully have heen the case as to fishing in the
Jordan. The fishing, as conducted by these men, was
in the sea of Galilee, or of Tiberias. This lake, or sea, is
but an enlargement of the river Jordan, where it spreads
out into wicie water, or small lake, or rather pond, of some
ten to twelve miles in length by abollt six miles in breadth.
The fishing carried on in it was in ships, or small fishing
ve~sels. \Vith sails. by means of seines or nets. The popu
lation to be supplied was a dense one at that time, and the
occupation is represented as pertaining to quite a class,
thus exhibiting a settled business. It seems impossible
that this could have been the case. The only condition by
which fishing of that kind could havt existed, and could
hnve been carried on as a tn:de, in such a piece of watd,
would have bad to depend upon a constant supply of
fish to catch, frn"" ""!TIe large body of water asa breeding-
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ground, t.he fishing taking place in what is called the run
ofthe jish, at stated seasons. Communication with such a
body of water-as, for instance, the ocean-would stock such
a pond with a few fish at all times, but not in such quantity
as to justify -an occupation as described, save at certain
seasons of the year. This is a simple and truthful state
ment, justified by all the registered experience in such mat
ters. But the conditions of the Jordan river are fearful for
sustaining fleets of fishing vessels plying the trade on the
waters of the sea. or pond, of Tiberias. It is almost a
straight stream, with a very rapid descent from its source
to its mouth (it is called The Descender), save when it en
larges out in the mor<lS~ of Merom and into the waters of
this inland sea. Its condition parts cf the year is that of a
brook. It rises in the springs of Mount Hermon, and,
after a run down hill of 150 miles, empties into the as
phaltum lake, in which no fish can live or breed. If the
country was far enough north. brook trout might abound to
some extent in its waters j b\lt these would have to be pre
served with care, for it would require but little angling to
depopulate it of this species. The whole of the fisheries
of the Sea of Galilee would, therefore. have to depend
upon its own breeding-grounds, of which. it may be said,
there can be none, save of the species of what are called
mud or cat fish. which were prohibited from use. as having
no scales. and a few others. utterly unfit to found a fishery on,
as a business of continuous calling. The conclusion seems
irresistible, that to have supported a mode of fishing, such
as commonly thought and taken to have been the case.
would have required a continuous miracle of keeping up
the supply.

All this seems to confirm the idea that the relation of
jis/ling was to raise a symbol, comporting with and neces
!ary to display ancient uses and meanings.
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APPENDIX IV.

A Method of Construct/on of the 'Juhal1 Calendar,from
the Diffcrent Year Values of the Ancients.

§ 92. (a,) An advanced step can now be taken, even to
a way of the constructiolJ of the Jlilian calendar, from means
obtained from the Garden of Eden data. By ]\/ork, the
Garden of Eden was one of the birth of timc and of man.
Nork was right, and his conjecture is supported by the hid
den reading in the description of this garden, It is shown
elsewhere that one numerical form for this garden was for
the production of the woman from man, or 5315 from II3.
The woman having been thus formed, from her, again, as
a source of generation, the production of man commenced.
But it has been seen that II3 is diameter to a circumfer
ence of 355 ; and that 355 is converted into a year measure
under its value in the Hebrew word shallah, year, while,
also, II30+ is a circumference to a diameter of 360, which
was the standard year. So, while one phase of the garden
glyph is given up to the production of humanity, under an
other phase, by another numerical system, there is shown
a springing of time measures. The two phases touch each
other in a numerical link. The full form, as already
given, is

3~5 l 3~0 S3
6

5

354 S 359 l 3~4;
where, from 355,365, tbe first being the Hebrew shanah,
or year word of 355, and the second the solar vague year.
by a reduction ot one, there is obtained the ancient lunar
year of 354, and the luni-solar year of 364' It is seen
that, through the value 355, the man value, and through it
the woman value, is linke<;l on to a system of time measures.
Now, the Garden of Eden, under another phase, is but the
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use of the number 7, as the 7th day, and is, in the displ~y

of this use, pictured variously by the different ancient na
tions. That of the Hindus is the most clearly marked. as
descriptive of the Hebrew intention. The picture is that
of the woman hermaphrodite, Indranee-Indra, 'the nature
goddess, or the Issa of the Hebrews, which, in all proba
bility, was the Isis of the Egyptians, seated on the ground,
the top of a tree, which springs from her back and shoul
ders, spreading over her head, thus indicating her as the
connecting link between the measures of the heavens and
of the earth; the top of the tree indicating the celestial
circle of 3600 She is but a play upon the values II3 : 355.
But passing from these values to the display of others: In
one form of this woman, the heel of the left foot is bent for
ward, so as to be presented to, or hefore, the mouth of the
pudenda, which is closed by bands, distinctly marked as 7
in number. Of course, this location is significant of birth,
and here the basic numerical value is 7, thus attaching this
as the holy number of generation. How is this number,
then, connected with any feminine trait, having relation to
the generation of man and of time? Very simply. 7 is
the number of natural days in the week, and a day is a
natural measure of time. 7 X 4 = 28 days, the time period
in days for the occurrence of the menstrual flow, which is
indicative of periods of conception. 28 X 10 = 280 days.
is the period indicative, in medical jurisprudence, of the
birth of man, whose value is 113 diameter to a circumfer
enCie of 355, as shown. 28X 13. or 52 X 7, = 3(')4 days,
which is the period indicative in nature of the birth of the
year. The number 7, then, as at the base of these, is the
holy birth number fac-tor. The method of deriving theyear
values has been shown as

355 - 1=354 360 365 - I =36+,
and here through fhe use of 7, the mark on the pudenda
of the woman (who is elsewhere shown to be derived from
the man as 113 or 3II; and, in fact, who becomes oy add
ing up the values attached to her name 3Il, or the value
of the man aga"in in this number, so that the two stand face
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to face, the counterpart ('''~')') of each other aS3II-II3,
yet so that read either way, and the one is the other, the
htrmaphrodite idea again cropping out), is seen to spring
the time value 364, which thus is shown to be a connecting
link, worked up to, through the methods of use. In other
words, there is shown to be a correlation between the birth
of man and the birth of time. Such being the case, the
circle of the pudenda, once being selected as correlating
time with human birth, can be taken as symbolizing any
stage or condition of such birth: either it may be 28, as a
mark of conception, or280, a markof human birth; or taking
the result for the process, it may be taken as II3, man, this
as a diameter value implying its circumference of 355,
and also the scale of time mea~ures 355, 360, and 365,
proceeding from it; or, agalO, as 364, a year time value;
and so 011, agreeably to any connecting value. Anciently,
this same idea was displayed, by implication, in the Egypt
ian astronomical charts of the 28 lunar mansions, as the
birth circle of time. This subdivided for the 28, into 13
each, would indicate the 364; and this last would be rep
resented by a serpent of 365, bent into a circle and swal
lowing one unit of its length. In Hebrew, both serpent
and brass, for another meaning, had that of the female
pudenda j but the serpent had the hieroglyph of the
letter ~, or 9, which is also the base of 6561, the Parker
form.

(The mouth of the pudenda, as signifying the place of
birth, or source of all things, is also significant of another
striking feature, in this, that, as virgin, no conception, and
therefore no birth, can take place without, first, the shedding
of blood. This perhaps may have been the source of doc
trinal teaching, as affording a type of the spiritual birth, in
the phrase that" withotd the shedd~'ngof blood thcre can
be no remissi01t of si1Is,"-i. e., no birth unto righteousness.
The very word s~'n, in the Garden of Eden scene, conveys
the idea of sexual intercourse, and this idea is held to mod
ernly, in the phrase" Marie COl1Que S:lns peche." Of this
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intendment, circumcision, or the bloody circle, was but a
type.)

Advancing from the source to the development of divis
ions of the year, if the forms

3
6

5 2 3
60

S355

364 S 2354
are taken as measures of year time, where the year value
of 365 is based on another of 360 clays. of 12 months, of
30 days each, with the intercalary number of 5 days, with
the other forms arising from the number 7, as indicating
the woman use, from these there can be derived, it is
thought, a scheme for the construction of the]ulian cal
endar.

(1.) One style of year is that of 364 days, based upon
the menstrual month of 28 days, as follows:

28 X 13 = 364 days.
(2.) Another style is that of 360 days, based upon the

month of 30 days, as follows:
30 X 12 =360 days.

(3.) (2.) was taken as the standard, to which, at the
close of the year, 5 days were to be added, to make up the
full solar year of

365 da~.

(4.) Therefore, take the standard at 12 months of 360
days. of which one month had to be the characteristic of
the style under (1.), or of 28 days. Then thert: will be II

(cleven) other months of 30 days each, or 330 days, with
a needed surplus of 2 days, to make the full year of 360
days, and a requirement of 5 more Jays to make up the
solar vague year of 365 days. It will be seen that the sur
plus days thus needed, are in number 7.

(5.) Now, to make combination of all these subdivisions,
so as to make a one year circle of 365 days, divided into
12 divisions, or months, and yet so as to indicate the pro
cess, p.roceed to the distribution of these 7 days, as far as
possible, among the months, isolating the one month of 28
days, then there will result.
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(6.) I month of 28 days,
7 monlhs of 31 days,
4 months of 30 days, left as a resi

due over, of the standard year,

28 days.
21 7 "

120 "

Making a total of the Julian calendar year, 365 "
agreeably to its known divisions; which, in fact, was the
work of an Egyptian, and which, anciently, belonged both
to the Egyptians andHebrt~ws. "Macrobius says that
Cresar was indebted to Egypt for his correction of the cal
endar: 'Nam Julius Cresar ... siderum motus ...
ab LEgyptiis disciplinis hausit.''' (Rawlinson's Herodo
tus, note 6 to Book II, chap. 51.) See also Sharpe's
Egypt, Vol. II, p. 52.

The Possl"ble "Heel" Mearling 0./ tIle 217 Days.

(b.) The word heel, of which, or as to which, the real
substance is placed as noted in the Hindu picture of the
Garden of Eden, is also of very great moment in the Hebrew
glyphs. It is the name Jacob (~p.v-', or Jah-l's heel), who
notoriously, in his children, was the founder of the year of
12 and 13 months. (See Nork, Worterbuch, under
"Jacob.") Il is used significantly, among others, as to
these very relations, in the garden de:-;cription, in the phrase
"Thou shall cover to it a head, and it shall cover to thee a
heel." It is seen that the heel is placed before, as touching
the mouth of the pudenda. In the above scheme for the
formation of the calendar, the moulh of the pudenda is
ta.ken as the woman month of 28 days. Then there is
taken scvcn months of 30 days each, plus the distribution
among them of a week of scvcn days, in all 217 days. In
Hebrew, the word heel is ~p.v, okbv, the character values
running with the word heing 712, or, in the reverse, 217; so
that this heel standing before the woman month of 28, as a
foundation, may he added to it, as, in fact, an addilional
value of 217 (or 712) of the pudenda, the two amounting
to 28 + 217 = 245 days. For another style of calculation
to make up the standard year of 300, there will be lacking
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115 days; the ,360 being, perhaps, indicated by the spread
ing tree top over the woman-man's head, indicating rash,
or 213, or, as the number lI3. the diameter 36 or 360.
Then 28 + 217 + 115 = 360, and adding the epagomenai
5, the year value becomes 365. Thus this heel, or 217,
seems, by change, to become the pudenda itself, with 28
(and, as has been noted, Dr. Donaldson ascribes this mean
ing to the word).

This leads to hazarding a suggestion as to possible deter
minative sentences in Gencsl's as to this purpose. It is
stated in thefourth chapter: "And :;he conceived and bare
Cat'n, and said, I have measured (otherwise, gotten) a
man (lI3), even Jehov:lh." It is extraordinary that,. in the
Hebrew, the word Jehovah is here in apposition with the
word mau, there being 110 such reading. by possibility, as
"from thc L01'd." Afan, as lI3-0, is circumference to a
diameter of 360; and Jehovah, for one of its symboliza
tions, is the year. No\y, the pudenda, or woman, having
become 28 + 217 = 245, it requires just 115 days to make
up the full complement of the perfl~ct st<tndard year of 360.
Now, she says as to Cain, that hav/ug borne him, she has
measured a man, or a circumfen:nce to a diameter of 360,
even the perfect year, or Jehovah; possibly meaning that
she had produced the full complement to make up that
amount, or, in other words, that in bearing Cain, the full
standard year was completed: (or the value of the word
Cain, i'P, is, as the letters run, lI5, or just the number
required to make this complementary number good. This
view is strengthened' by that which follows consecutively
all t his--viz., the birth of Seth (or J"'~, the year), and the
birth to him of Enosh. It is stated: "And to Sct/t, to him
also, there was born a son; and he called his name Enos/to'
then began men to call thcmselvcs Jehovah." The two
ra~sages are, beyond doubt, connected together for an oc
cult purpose, by, in one, tl1e term" measuring a man even
Jchovah,. " and, in the other, the term" men ealhng them..
selves 1c/wvah:" for these are the only such uses of the
word 'Jehovah" in all the B-ible. Seth being, as the word
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365 -I
W,J - N;

where -there is the full vague year, with the unit one, by
which can be taken the form 365 - I = 364' In this
special connection, the word Jehovah must be taken as the
glyph of the perfect year circle of 360.

can be taken, the year (Fuerst under ilJrt'), the name of his
son Enosh, or rt'~rN, gives the other and two final values
of the year, in the expression of the values of the letters,
as they run-viz:

The above Use somewhat strcngthened by the Zodiacal
Sign of thc Fishcs.

(c.) Man and woman, in the garden scene, being but a
play upon the value 113, on which 355 is raised, the other
scheme connected with the pudenda of the woman is Jut a
play upon the use of this number a~ a foundation, the ram·
ifications of which have been somewhat set forth. The
above method of construction of the Julian calendar is in a
measure clinched as rightly taken, when the character sign,
or symbol of the month of 28 days, or the mcnstrual
month, is considered. On the astronomical charts, the sym
bol of the month of 28 days is the fish. In the glyph of
'Jonah and the fish , the Hebrew name for Jonah i~ also that
of the dove. This is but a play upon the ark of Noah and
the dove. Jonah goes into the fish's belly, and, correla
tively, the dove goes into the ark. In the description of
the flood picture, the 'A·'ord dove is used just five times. The
value of the word dove, or Jonah, is 71, and 5 times this
value is 355, or the circumference value under considera
tion. Now, five times the value of the man, or aish, is
II3 X 5 = 565. The word rorfish, 0:' nun, is 565, also, or
in fact, the multiple of II3, this very diameter value. In
this symbol of the month of 28 days, the reference is very
,c;alient, as the astronomical sign of this munth in the ancient
zodiac was that of two fishcs, or 565 X 2 = II30; and, as
has been shown, II30 + is circumfe'rence to a value of 360,
the value taken as standard for the year. Then, indeed,
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the sign of the menstrual month of 28 days is 36o; but
this month is based on the pudenda as 7, and as a time
measure this i::; also the heel, or 217. 28 + 217 = 245, and
360-245 = 115, or Cain, of whom the woman says he is
the measure of Jehovah (or even Jehovah himself), which
can stand lor the year c/rcle. Then 360 being the stand
ard, and 28 and 217 being already had, to make the full
vague year requires 120 days, or just 4 months of 30 days

each, so that 28 + 217 (= 31 :< 7) + 120 (= 30 X 4) = 365,
the Julian year in its kno\\'n divisions.

Tlze word Parad/sr, as hll-":/Jlg a Bear/JIg 011 th/s Slthjat.

Another confirmation of the time hirth use of the Garelen
of Eden is to be found from kabbalistic sources, in the
meaning of the term ]Jarad/st:. This worel, so far as com
mented on, has no mealliIl~', and is supposed to be derived
from a foreign source. By Fuerst, it is a word used for
lIlctaphys/cal purposes, or for mystic uses. It is a word for
which the reputed authority of the Savior is .~iven as being
correctly used fLlr the heavenly Garden. It is the word
llsed for the Gardul of Edell by the Seventy. The mean
ing of the term is a very simple one. It is a Hebrew com
pound of the verbal P(lrlld, .,,~, to d/v/dc, and the ap
pended letter samah, 0, signi("jng the cil'cle bounded by
one side of a square. The letter samcelz stands for 60, and
the face of a square being 60, the full cube (to represent the
full sphere) having 6 bces, would represent 60 X~6 = 36o;
so that the term Parde:;s, or Parad/sc, would signify the
division of the circle of 360. In fact, Kabbalism takes the
salllcch as the divided circle, which the Hebrews repre
sented in plane forms, as of the square for circle, and as
of the cube for spheFe. Taking the Garden or Eden, under
this Paradlse use of 360, then it becomes the year value
of 360 days of 12 n:onths. of 30 days each, as a standard
on which to construct the changes mentioned through the
man-woman. So, also, 60 designates the height of the

I
king's chamber in the pyramid, as also-its base side,

4
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The Heel Value, appearillg as Couneeted with the Meas
ures if the !!!....ueell's Chamber.

(d.) Heel is, as said, 712, the reverse use of 217 having
been used above. Making use of the value as 712, it
adapts itself directly with the pyramid measures in the
queen's chamber, for

56 .5 : 177·5 :: 72 : 226.1946 :: 226.63 : 7.12;
or 712 is thus exhibited as a circumference to a diameter of
226.63, which is the length of one of the sides of the
queen's chamber in this pyramid. It, is a very curious
circumstanr.e that the length of the opposite side of this
room is given at 227.+, and, in fact, the Hebrew word fOl"
membrum vl'rile is i:lt, or, reading its values in the reverse,
227· It is very curious also that 217 (heel) X 3 = 651, or,
numerically, recurrence of the Phcenix time period, marked
by the crossing of the disc of the sun by the planet Mer
cury; as also, by Parker, the complete travel of the mag
netic pole about the earth.

(e.) How strange it is that, whether the keys of these
matters, as connected with the Garden, are taken from the
narrative, or from numbers, or from the elemental geomet
rical elements, the fhalhe use is always to be found as the
underlying one. The Pa;'ker forms rest on the relation
(transcendental) of the equilateral triangle, and of the
circle, as being at the opposite extremes of nature; and so,
because the former is measurable, the latter through it
call be made measurable. The measure itself becomes
manifest in terms of the square. Now, by Kabbala, of the
interlaced triangles, the one with the point down is female.
So is the circle. The pointed obeliscal shaft was squared,
anel was universally looked on as phallic. The uses then
carry these emblems as the enunciations of the uses of
these geometrical forms. It is the phallus which is the
vehicle of enunciation; and truly enough, as the saer, or
carrier of the germ, its lise passed down through ages to
the saer:faetum of the Roman priest, ancl the saer-jice and
saer-ment of the English-speaking race. It is perfectly
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true that, anciently, even with the Hebrews, the highest
religious or spiritual types \yere (to us grossly) sexual.
The Christian tytJe of a spiritual birth was, by the rite of
baptism, a wonderful refinement, while the symbol of the
same means of birth. But 1110re anciently, the same type
W~lS, by circumcision, a right performed on the sacr. It,
too, symbolized a birth, or rather marri<lge, indicative of
birth. The great symbol was in the shedding of tlle blood
of separation, ;In(1 yet of union, typifying generation by
marriage.

As this is descriptive of a simple (act of ritualism, its
force, as casting light on what has been said as to marriage
conversation, is manifest. A wonderful illustration of the
underlying meanings of the rite, as sexual, can be offered.
vVhen the sons of Jacob offer conditions to the Scheche
mites, they say (Gen. xxxiv. 14): "Del' eine vorhaut hat,
denn eine schmach ware c1as fiir uns," which is a better,
because mure literal, translation than the English. But
the word seh11lach, if I the English, "for that (were) a re
proac!t to us," is not a literal, nor is it a good translation.
The Hebrew wurd is iI~,n, charaphalt, which is translated
schmac!t and reproach. The prhllary and real meaning
of the word is " (1.) prop. fissure, split, therefore vag/na,
fcmale pudenda." (Fuerst.) The proper Iranslation is:
For he-" who has a prepuce,-that (or the prepuce, N~i1)

is a mark of a vagina to us (~~Sil~,n-'.:J)." In other \vords,
and in short: He who has the prepuce, ,"s a W011lan to us.
This idea is continued to modern times, for Lane (at the
time of his translating the Thousand and One Nights) no
tices, in a note, as to the preparations (or the performance
of the rite of circumcision of youth, that, up to the time of
the ceremony, they are paraded around, dresscd l'll gz'rls'
clothes, or, to use his expression, in/emz"llt'zle atNrc. The
type of the spiritual rebirth, by circumcision, was the
shedding of blood in the consummation of the marnage
rite. This view 'is fully enforced. Under j.'in, chathall,
Fuerst says:

" Properly, one allied, married j hence (I.) at a marriage feast,
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a bridej(rdom, who rejoices in conducting hmne the bride, Is.

6z, 5, and, like the laUer, exults in that day (see ilS!)), 'Yer. 7,
~4; 16, 9; z5, 10; who wears a chaplet, Song of Sol. 3, II,

and encircles his head like a priest, Is. 61, 10; who, with joyful
spirit, and full of life's enjoyment, goes forth from the bride
chamber G1tl"."n) with the feeling- of vigor, 'Yo. z, 16; Ps.
19,6; after he has become, in the wedding- night, by the offering
of the maiden's blood, a 0'0' i11n, chathan damim-i. e.• one
allied by the maiden's blood (Ex. 4, z5, 26), an idea which was
subsequently transferred to circumcision. (z.) A bridegroom
if circumcision-i. e., who is allied to God by the dedication of
the blood if circumcision, called from the consummation of
marriage."
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The Flood and tke Ark if j'/oah, with their strange
Kabbalt'stic Bt'blical Relations.

§ 93. It must be borne in mind that the substance of the
Old Testament lays in the books of the Law, All the re
mainder is but expansion. explanation, targllms, enforce
ments, etc. The Law is divided into the framing of the
ritual, and the enunciation of moral precepts, as the cor
related enforcements of the law in the workings of the souls
of men. There is far more space taken up in the estab
lishment of the ritual than in the inculcation of the moral
precepts. The ritual properly rests upon the construction
of the great pyramid, with its contained measures. The
building of the pyramid in the books of the La \IV occupies
all the first chapters of Genesis, to the construction of the
ark of Noah. The determinatives marking the completion
of the pyramid structure are very marked, and are con
tained in very brief compass. The Parker and Melius
measures, in the qUt'en's chamber especially, and elsewhere
in the pyramid, unfold the JdlOvah, or, more properly, the
Mosaic or Pharoah measures of II3 to 355. It would
st:em, then, that the queen's chamber answers to a special
part of the Biblical Garden of Eden.

The Br'blical Containment of the Pyrallu'd Structure.

(a.) It has been shown how the numerical formulations,
on which the \-,yramid is to be constructed, are to be found
in the hieroglyphic construction of the Garden of Eckn.
Leaving out that which intervenes as having no reco~

nizable key of solution, the dcterminatives markt'ng the
complctz'on if the pyramz'd as to its mass, are, as above
stated, very marked and strongly outlined.
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From Adam to the flood embraced an interval of 1656
years (or shanahs, or 3SS's). It is most likely that these
numbers had a use, just as they read in value; but there was
another anq kabbalislic use of, on occasion, reading a value
backward, or, for 1656, reading, as the more occult and
more exact meaning, 6561. and this is the Parker square,
the source of the enlarged measures of the pyramid or
Egypt, <IS has been fully shown. Such a use,' were it in
tended, should be accompanied by other determinative
marks of the correctness of its being thus taken. In this
instance, these are abund:1nt enough, and salient enough,
and far-reaching enough. Some of them may he given.

The use of the names Shem, Ham, and 7aphct, as Dc
termz'natt've oj" Pyramid Measures, l'U connectz"on with
the 600 Year Period 0; :iVoah, and the 500 Year Period
to Shem, Ham, and 7aphct.

(b.) Noah. or the Stop, or End, or Rest, was 600 years
of age at the time of the flood (years, shanahs, 355 X 600 =
213, Rash). 6561 is the source of the enlnrged values of
the pyramid as seen. No\'\', 600 is just the circumference
to the height of the king's chamber multiplied by 10,

I
or 19°'985+, or to the4 lhe base side of the pyramid as

190.<;85+ feet; and the variation on this, or 190.237+,
raised from feet to inches, and multiplied by +2, to equal
the variation on the entire circumference of the pyramid,
equals the true solar year j while the correlations of this
value give the earth's diameter in miles. So also this 600
is the period ()f Divine incarnation, by the conjunction of
the sun and moon, as by Cassini :-that measure of which
Christ was the foundation, in 318, and the measure of
transfer onto the celestial circle of 360°, in the number 608.

But this period of 600 years is signalized by another of
very gre;lt value-viz: "Noah was (500) five hundred
years old, and Noah begat Shein, Ham, and 7aphet."
(Years, shanahs, 355 X 5 = 1775·) This is a great deter
minative sentence. The number five (5) is the iT, or the
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womb, or fructifying number; for the rabbins have a say
ing that God made all things out of the letter il. Two of
these fives in the center of the Garden were equal to the
numerical value 10, whicl1 is the perfect one, or 7ah, which
is the number of the holy of holies, in its divisions by the
cherubims, and which is a circumference to the Christ
value of 318. The pyramid thus shadowed forth, in its
familiar number measures, is now strongly Nncd out, be
yond all mistake, by lise of the power (or number values)
of the expression of the three names of the sentence-viz.,
"Shem rEam, and 7aphet." The Hebrew expi"ession is-

(1.) 0 rl'
o n
1"1 ~ ,

Give the character values to correspond with thi~ position:

(2.) 4 3
4 8

I

4 8 6
And let these values be read as they stand, thus: 444 is the
numerical value of the ::;ide of th~ base of the pyramid, t·n
cubits (or cherubims = 222 + 222 = 444); 381 is, in feet,
the half base side of the pyramid; and 486 is, in feet, the
height of the pyramid :-all in the standard measures of the
same, as coming from the original Parker elements, which,
in the construction of the Garden of Eden, have been seen
to be shadowed forth, by the use of the Metius values of
II3 : 355. And so, the work completed, or the pyramid
mass outlined, it was the completion of the grand Stop,
or Rest, or Noah,. a condition which, by Bryant, was the
origin of all mythology.

Method 0.1 Calendar Correction contained t'n the F100d
./olarratlvc.

But while the means were occultly being laid for the
exact determination of cosmical phenomena, such as astro
nomical times and earth measures, agreeably to the Parker
method, to co-ordinate, it \\'ou:d seem also that the narra-
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tive contains other methods more popular, though less
eX;lCt. The description of the .flood seems to contain cu
rious methods for the correction of time periods, and the
fastening them to the earth.

Correction of the 600 rear Period.

(c.) One of the commonest metl10ds for the computation
of time was by taking the number of degrees of the celes
tial circle, for the number of days in the year-viz., 360
degrees were made to stand for 360 days. Correction was
made by the addition of 5 days, called cpagomenai
(hUqO/lclJU( f;/lepa(). Thus, counting to the end of the ce
lestial circle of 360 degrees, for 360 days, there was made
a stoi, o.r 1'est, or lVoah, and five days were allowed to
pass by without count. As the day was marked by the
rising and setting of the sun, the giver of light, and the
circle of the day, the process was symbolized by, as it were,
placing five days in a box or ark, thus consigning them to
oblivion, by blotting out tLe light, or letting the day pass
without count. It was the necessary ~tep to the rebirth of
the year. The process was that of selling a watch by the
sun. If the watch has gained, say, five minntes on the
sun, correction will be made by stopping the watch for
five minute:;,. and then starting it again. The sjmilitu~le

between the watch and the sun lays in the connection of
the passage of the sun through the signs, as it has relation
to the seasons; that is, from year to year, the sun's place
in the signs should be accompanied by a corresponding
condition of the seasons, whatever that might be, as spring,
summer, autumn, or winter. If there is a constantly re
curring need of correction, the quantity should be known,
so that, being made at the appropriate time, the coalescence
bet\veen the sun in his signs, and the proper season, should
always be maintained.

It is very evident that, prior to the time of the flood, as
narJ'atl:cl, the 365 clay v;:!ue of the year was known; and
it may be t~lkpll that the cC'.Tection, by means of the epa
gomenai, was in use, The relation of the 365 day period
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to the 364, or luni-solar year, seems to be pointed at in the
name Enosh, or 365 - I, as seen, especially as the name
nru may be taken as the year. Also, by Philo! Enoch,
son of Jared, was the father of the solar year, marked by
the 365 years of his life. The period of the flood seems
to mark the Stop, or Noah, for a greater correction. If
the correction of 5 days in the year be followed some length
of time, it will be found that the seasons will begin to fIll

I
back-of a day a year, or a whole sign in 120 years.

4
Now, the celestial sphere, with the earth, was divided into
12 compartments, and these compartments were esteemed
as se."(cd,. the lords, or husbands, being, respectively, the
planets presiding over them. This being the settled
scheme, want of proper correction would bring it to pass,
after a time, that error and confusion would ensue, by the
compartments coming under the lordship of the wrong
planets. Instead of lawful wedlock, there would be illegal
intercourse, as between the planets, "sons ifElohirn," and
these compartments, "daughters of H-Adam," or of the
carth-man; and, in fact, the 4th verse of 6th Genesis will
bear this interpretation for the usual one-viz: "In the
same days, or periods, there were untimely births in the
earth; and abo behind that, when the ~ons of, Elohim came
to the daughters of H-Adam, they begat to them the off
spring of harlotry," etc., astronomically indicating this
confusion. Such being taken to be one of the objects of
the glyph, the astronomical period taken is that of the
Stop, or .l'Voah, which was 600 years. How many days
would have to be put in a box, or ark, as consigned to ob
livion in count, to work the correction of this period; so that
tile seasons, now in confusion with respect to the planets, or
~igns, lording over them, would come back to their proper
pbces in the original scheme, or every womall come back
to her proper lord? Or, how long should the watch be
stopped before starting again, at the corrected period?
The number of years being 600, the period of confusion,
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I
or error, at - of one day a year, would for this time

4
amount to

15°
days, as the amount of the Stop, or Rest, or lVoah. Truly
enough, this WilS just the length of duration of the flood
over the compartments of the earth, ''''iping off the old
marks, and again setting the seasons right with the stations
of the sun. The idea conveyed by the termination of the
flood was that the scheme for the correction of the 600 year
cycle was perfected; and the whole is contained in the
closing verse of the 8th clwpter, which is, as it were, a
general determinative of the process, use of the same, and
the result. The Lord, or Jehovah, says, as it can be read:
"Circling, winding, or turning in circles, all the days or
periods of time of the earth-viz., secd time and harvest,
and cold and heat, and summcr and winter, and day and
night, they shall not be separated from the accomplished
condition 0.1 correctz·on." They should not cease to be in
their proper and appropriate places, with relation to the
sun. Before this, by error, the seasons, by name, had be
come inappropriate to, or incongruous with their meanings j

but now, harvest, by name, shoulcl apply to the actual
season of harvest; summer, to the actual season of summer,
and so on, without further change or alteration, for the
prolJer amount of correction and its use was now known.

The jixz'ng a Limit .for the Closing and Opelling if the
Year at the Winter Solstice Point, by the Figure if the
Subsidence if the Flood and tlze Grounding of the Ark.

(d.) But while a cycle correction for 600 years "vas
thus made, it seems to have been uJllon such grounds as to
admit of accommodation to a fixed point or location in the
circle of the simple year. Bearing in mind the method of
correction of the 365 day year on that of 360 days, by
ml:ans of the epagomenai, or the putting of 5 days in a
box, a scheme can be suggested as of ancient use of deter-
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mining such a point and location at the winter solstice. In
the form

355 360 365
360 being the mean between 355, the abstract circumfer
ence value (connecting the year calendar forms with the
Garden of Eden and the pyramid forms of II3: 35~ anel
20612 : 6561) and the solar year value of 365, because of
this, seems to hnve been used as n standard of measure of
time. The equivalents of these forms nre to be found in
the number~ 70,71,72, and 73, by considering them as
circles, to be subdivided in five units for each unit of their

val:1es, respectively, as 70 X 5 = 350 , 71 X 5 = 355,
72 X 5 = 360 , and 73 X 5 = 365.

(d.) (1.) Tak~ now the standard measuring circle of
360, and fasten some point on it to correct the yenr time to
some phenomennl point of the solar year proper, say the
winter solstice. Then, having counted 360 days to this
point, the five epagomenai days are put in a box, or blotted
out, w£th respect to th£s measure c£rcle,. but, on the other
circle of 365 days, are continued on to make the fuli solar
year, now made correct with the seasons to a definite end
or stop; from whence, afler the lapse of four years, the
bissextile correction of one day can be made. This seems
to be a scheme of subordinate showing under the large cor
rection of the 600 year cycle in the flood narrative-that is,
while, upon some base of calculation, the 150 cbys of the
prevalence of the flood was the correction of the 600 year
period, denoted hy the beginning of the rain of 40 days +
110 days of the bearing up of the ark, this very subdivision
of time "vas also to denote a point of the year in which the
correction should be marked, as thereafter to be the close
of one and the beginning of another year.

(2.) The detailed relations of the flood are interesting.
As usual ill Hebrew, there were different words expressive
of the same idea in the English translation. The word
''.flood'' is used in various places, but the specin! word .in
Genesis is miibltl, or m'bul. The root word is but, and this

'was the name of the month, or sign, of the occurrence of



1'ain, or of the rainy month; and, as one of the moon,
run from the new moon of November to that of D&ember
(Fuerst.) This month is set down as the eighth in the Jew
ish calendar, or it was probably the third montll of the lin

cient year, exte~ding to the winter solstice, or birthplace
of the year; just where, for correction, the stop should be
made-viz., at the end of the old year, by the ark being
raised up from the earth so that the earth might pass on
nnoer it, while it remaining still, or stop, or l'loah, would
at last, with the sinking of the waters, drop at that time, and
place, on the earth, where the signs were thus made to be
come correct with the seasons. This place was similar with
our Easter period, "vhich, regulated by lunar time, oscillates
between certain fixed solar limits. The count for correc
tion of the great calendar period of 600 years, run from
the entering the ark, or box, and continued ISO days; but
this latter space of time was divided for some reason.
There is a count from the I7th day of the second month
(sun in Scorpio) of 40 days, which would carry to the 27th
day of the third month, or Bul, or the solstice month, as
presented on the Egyptian charts. It looks as if the word
for flood had reference to this month word; and apparently
this view is confirmed.

(3.) Noah entered the ark, or Theba, or box, 011 the
second (2d) month, the 17th day of the month. Referring
to Seyffarth's Chronology (p. 2Il) he says: "Novemher
8th, Julian style, i. e., I7th day of 2d month, the deluge
commences in the 600th year of Noah." It seems that
Epiphanius specifies the date on which Jesus received his
baptism at the hands of John, on the 8th November like
wise, so that Jesus went down into the water, or type of the
pit, or womb, or of death and birth, un the anniversary of
Noah's going down into the hollow of tbe ark. Scyfrarth
(same, p. I82) says:

"The baptism of Christ, and the beginning of his prophetic
ministry, are, first of all, determined by the testimony of 8t.
Luke, For, since the fifteentb year of Tiberius, in which the
Baptist entered upon his prophetic ministry, is, by our present

ApPENDIX V. § 93·
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calculation, brought down two years later (than by Petavius),
Christ must have been baptized in the 29th year after the com
mencement of our era, •at all age of nearly (omi) thirty,' to enter,
forty days later, upon his prophetic office. On thp same day,
the 22d December, Christ was thirty years of age; and as Christ
was, as he says, 'born ulld~r the law,' and consequently obliged
to enter the priestly office on the first day of the 31st year, he
must have commenced his public ministry on the 22d of Decem
ber, A. D. 29, and received his baptism on the 13th November
(that is, 4D days earlier). Epiphanius specijies the 8th Novem
ber, simply because, on account of the shijt£ng of the epagome
nai (?he intercalary days) his 8th November corresponds with
our 13th."

This quotation is'made to show how the 40 days from the
8th November terminated at the limit of the 22d day of
December. of our day, the point of the winter solstice,
under the explanation of Seyffarth, of the correspondence
of the 8"th day of November of Epiphanius, and the 13th
November of the solar year, by use of the five intercalary
days; which would go to show that,by Epiphanius, the
360 year period closed November 8th of the solar year, or
the 17th day of the 2d month, then by blotting out or re
serving from count five days, the 17th day would cOlilinue
over this period, so that it (the 17th day) would correspond
with the 13th day of November of the solar year. Just
what has been said above as the count on a circle of one
kind (360) stoppz'ng, the days thus blotted out would still
be counted on, Ott the drcle ofanother kind (365); in this
case to the commencement of the flood.

(4.) Now, Noah entering the ark on this 17th day of the
2d month, or the 13th of November, solar year time, it
rained 40 days, the ark not as yet being lifted up. At the
end of 40 days the ark is lifted up. and at the end of IS0
days from the beginnIng of the flood (the fll-ll correction of
the 600 year period), or no days dfter the end of the 40,
it descends on the peaks of the mountains, which could not
have been very high, as the depth of tht: flood is stated at
IS cubits, or 25+ feet. This arrangement is simply to de
signate where in the year the landing was to take place,
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viz., December 22d, t~le wint~T solstice, fur it is to be con
sidered that it was at that point when it was lifted up, and
afterward simr1y remaining stationary, "Yhile the earth
passed on under it, the remainder of the time of the IS0
days-vizo, 110 clays-was perfected, or brought to a close,
the waters ~\bated, and the ark made its landing on the
22d of Decerr.ber of the solar year, the winter solstice.
This then was the great tltr1lz"ng po£nt, or a~,/)0cpfJ.iu:;, or
hinge, fastener! by the flood calculation, in a calendar way.

(It is to he noted here, wh:1t is constantly the case, that the
data connected with the working Ollt of some one particular ph<lsc
seems to he fitted for radiating ofrto the accomplishment of some
other or others. The number 110 is extraordinary in other rela
tions. Joseph died in Egypt, heing "an hundred and ten years
(1l0) old; and they embalmed him, and he was put in a box, or
ark, in Egypt." (Gen. 50, 26.) The narrative of his burial is
reserved to 24th Joshua, 32, as it were, to be mentioned in con
nection with tlie death of Joshua, the son of Nun, of WhOlll it
says, in the 29th verse, thnt he " died, being an hundred and tell
([ 10) years old;" showing a bringing together of this number
I [0, thus twice used, and once as connected with an :Irk or Theba.
So, as to this number: 365 - 354 = II j and 365 X I [ = 40 [5,
and 355 X II = 39°5; and 4015 - 3905 = I ro, this very llumber.
This shows some subtle use, as to which Joshun, as the son of
NUl', or 565 = 113 X 5, may hnye heen cOllnected. It iws heen
shown that 27+217=245 days+115 (Cain) =,')60. Taking
the same ground form, 27 + 2[7 = 245 days+ 110 days = 355
dnys, or the Dove yenr, or 71 X 5; and this is probably the use
of the 110.)

Other mtmber Rests, or Stops, z"n the Flood Narratz'vc.

(e.) It is a curious matter to mark some of the other
uses of tbe number rests in the description of the flood.

"The history of the deluge is based upon the solar
months of 30 days each" (Seyffarlh, Chrono:ogy, p. 170),
with which statement the foregoing workings agree. From
the 1st day of the 1st month, therefore, to the 17th day of
the second montb, was 47 days. The flood prevailed
150 clays. Then the raven and dove were sent forlh,
the dove returning. A lapse of 7 days. Tbe dove was
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sent forth again, and returned with the olive branch-I dlY.
Then a lapse of 7 days. TIl;;t is, in all, 47 + 150 + 40 +
7 + 1+7 = 252 clays. Then, to make a full solar year of
365 days, would require the additional number of II3, or
the famous diameter value of 355, or the Hebrew word for
year. But to make this yenr of 355 days would require
an additional number of 103, or one-half of 206, one of
the lengths of the qneen's chamber.

If, however, instead of following the count thus, in d,qs,
as mentioned, the months and dnys be taken, then-
" On the tenth month, were the mountains seen ;"

10 months, 300 days.
"And it came to pass at the end of forty dilys," 40"
"And he stayed yet other seven days," 7 "
Dove sent out and returns, I day.
A lapse of seven other d3YS to the end, 7 days.

Or a total of 355 "
which is the lunar year circle itself; precisely a similar oc
currence with that of the sums of the ages of Abram and
Isaac, being 355, showing a power of unification of many
vnrious matters with one concrete form.

The jI,.'umber Values of tIle Bz"rds.

(f.) The term Raven IS used but once, and taken as
eth-h' orebv, JiVil·1i~.:...-678, or 113 X 6: while the Dove
is mentioned five times. Its value is 71, and 71 X 5 = 355·
Six diameters, or the raven, crossing, would divide the cir
cumference of a circle of 355 into 12 parts or compart
ments; and 355 subdivided for ench unit by 6, would equal
213-0, or the head in the first verse of Genesis. TLis di
vided, or subdivided, after the same fashion, by 2, or the
355 by 12, would give 213-2, or the \\ord B'riish, rv~i·J,
or the first word of Genesis, with its prepositional prefix,
signi(ying the same concreted general form, astronomically,
with the one here intended. Moreover, 213 X 2 = 416. or,
as shown, the width of the descending passage-way into
the pyramid.



The Place of Ararat, or Mount 'Jared, l'U the Adam£c
Chronology.

(2.) Take the place of Jared as the mount of dtfscent, in
its position, for another phase, in the Adamic chronology.
As to its order, it will be thus (ound :
1. Adam ;2. Seth; 3· Enosh; 4· Cainan; 5. Mahaleel;

6. Jared;
7. Enoch; 8. Methuselah; 9. Lamech; 10. Noah; II.

Shem, Ham, and Japhet;
where Jared stands as the connecting link between two sys
tems of 5. Two 5s = 10, and 10 is circumference to 318+,
and 318 X 6= I90-h and I90+is diameter toa circumference
of 6, and 6 is the factor connection betweencircu lar and plane
shapes. Here Ja,red, or yard, or 6:.1 X 6.\1 = 1296, stands
as the center or _ap~xofthe system. Curiously enough, as

Mount Ararat, or 'Jared, or Yard, and its S£gllificatt·ons.

(g.) (1.) The mountain on which the ark rested was
called Ararat, and this has been shown to be Mount
Jared, 'i', or the Mount of Descent, a figurative expres
sion for the basic source of calculation; as it is the square
yard,-four of which, or the one solar day value, constitute
the Adam form of extension of the Garden of Eden, as
based on the square of 3 X 3 = 9, and 6 X 6 = 36; the key
enlargement of the Parker and Metius forms, to work a
change to the factor 6, to convert circular into astronomical
and earth measures, in the squared or plane form. Here
it would seem to imply The Mount of Descellt, having
reference to the like uses of the various kinds of measures
found in the pyramid mass; and it is to he likened to
the three mountains ill one-viz., of Ibar/m, or heaven
dzviders, or Hebrews,. of Nebo, or tile w/sdolll bch/nd the
arch of the sun, and of Pisgah, or the apex whellce one
would stand to review, or look down on, a system of d/
v£sz'ons made, which were those, combined in one, on which
Moses went up to review the astronomical and geographical
work which he had done.

ApPENDIX V. ,§ 93·
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the 6 days of the week, and then the 7th day, stand as the
base of various calculations as shown j 50 here, Jared, the
yard, and Enoch, the father of the solar year (as 365),
stand, re~pectively, as the 6th <md 7th in the ortler of this
table. Add·the ages to Jared, incll.l:>ively, and the sum,
1Ip tl/(: mOlillt, to give its c!laractn, in one phase, is

130 + 105 + 90 + 70 + 65 + 162 = 622 years.
622 is the slim vf t:;;v Il/eJi-viz., 3 I 1+ 3 I I = 622 ; but \\' hi Ie
31 I is mall, a/"h, it is also tile ::lVIIIUIl, as 5 + 300 + 1+5
=311 j and, as another (orm of a/sh is 113, we have the
622, as exhibiting-

311 - 11 3,
or the ,V07l1a1l-1J1a1l, or lIIaJl-,:"OIlWJl, or hermaphrodite form
of the source of the Garden ot" Eden, reproduced, which,
in its extension under the Ad~!lll (orm, we ha ,'e seen to be
],tn:d, or yard, squared, and multiplied by 4. Thus the
numerictl enunciations ot" the types are seen constantly to
head the various phases j lrom "hence, in c1etnil, the va
rious ramificatio!lS arise frl'lll the concrete form. Reverse
the reading of 622, ;.IS 226, anel this is diameter to the cir
cumference of 712, the heel o( Jacoh, and fuund in the
queen's chamber Illeasures. The l:se of 113, as a meas
lin', is reinforced in its lise in the posl-Ac!<tlllic chronolog
ical table, where, of Pdcg, it is stated th~lt in his days the
earth was divided. The value of Peleg, .'lSO, equals 80 +

30+ 3 = 113·

AstrollOlm'cal Pcrsollijicatt'oll.

(3.) Thus, Ararat is shown to be Mvullt Jared, or
yard, and also to be the monumental sign of the mark z'Jl
the year, of its clwnges from old to new, or of the hinge
or cardinal point of the winter solstice, 01" the 22d Decem
ber. What is the persollijicativJl of th,.s'J Is it !lot Janus
Bifron5 of the Romans? Who stood with double face,
looking upon the past, and, prophetically, upon the coming
year? If there is anyone thing clearly shown in the
books, it is that the Roman Catha lie Church holds Janus
Bifrons as 51. Peter. It \'... as Peter that first lwiled Jeslls
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as the Christ. Christ founded the Church on Peter. Peter
was but a form of Ararat. or Mount Jared, marking the
winter solstice as December 22el. Wbile the triumph
ant Christ, as .iJfeslziac. sat in Leo, holding under his con,
trol the cross (oTigin of measurer.) , Peter's place was below
his, or at his dent'al, holding also the cross. Reference
to this is certain under the tradition of Peter being cruci
fied Izead downward, as the opposite of his Lord. Peter
as a stone was the cube of that letter il, or 5, by which the
Hebrews say that God created all things. " Thou art the
stone," and" on this stone" are the words. The Hebrew
word for stone is p~, abn, and reading the letters as they
run, it is 125; and 125 is the cube 0.1 5. Five anel five are
10, or the space between the cherub;ms, or the cube 0.1 10.

See t to make this cube of 10, or the perfect one, uniting
within itself the perfect male and perfect female, in theIr
conditions as separated from the hermaphrodite form, as
shown, requires just 8 cubes of 5 each. But the ro, as the
perfect one was Jehovah. Under the Noah form, this is
represented by 8 persons, 4 males and 4 females,going
into the ark, anci Noah's name as nil, or nJ, is the hiero
glyph of this lise. Then, 1\1t. Ararat. or Mt. Jared, or Mt.
Janus Bifrons, or 1\1t. Peter, or Mt. Cuhical stone 0/5,
the foundation stone, and the winter solstice mark as the
22d December, were all one. The whole was founded on
Peter, or 125, ane! in building, 8 of these cuhes became the
TO, or pel/cet one, or 'Jehovah (anc! fOl'lhis use, while abn
is T·25 ;IS the letters run, by adding them the sum is 8);
and 10 is circumferenu: to the diamett-r 318, which was the
Gnostic Christ. How strange it is that it is left to the
Epistle ofPeler-l Ephes.,chap. 3, verses 20,21; 2Ephes.,
eilap. 2, \'. 5 ; and clwp. 3, v. 6-to make reference to
.i.Yuah and tIle Flood. But as to Jesus, in this connection,
his baptism by John, orthe dove, in the River-Dan, or Fish
Rivt.T, was un answering to the cntet'lng of Noah, or Peter,
intu tile ark. The 40 days elapsing to his entering upon
his ministry, corresponded to the 22d December mark of
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the lifting up of the ark, and the place of its descent lIO

days thereafter, whereby all things became new.

Oth'er Types and Teachl'ngs.

(h.) The figures, or displays, however, of one class of
problems were co-ordinately made to serve the purpose of
explanation, or the teaching in astronomical figures of
others. A most striking and far-reaching teaching or
feature of the astronomical circle of the signs was in the
conditions of the sun, agreeably to his station in the signs
of his acquired power, and of his death. The balanced
signs were Arz"es, the lamb, and the balances, :!:, opposite.
Out of Aries, the lamb, the sun now having acquired his
fructifying power, enters the sign of the Bull, presided over
by Venus, the type of love and of germ Illation. The bor
de,' of the sign of the Lamb, then, was that of Taurus.
Opposite to this, the sun, descending from the lower edge
of Libra, or the balance, entered into Scorpio, presided
over by Mars, with his hasta (as Libra was by Cain, or
Pater Zadic, the Just One, who, being a Mars form, and
carrying the hasta, as the sun descends to the lower edge
of the balance, pierces it w£th his spear, just as it is de
scribed as to Abel j for it is not·the word to slay, or kill, but
to pierce, that is there used); the mark of the use bting not
only to pr.'err.e, but also as impregnating the place Scorpio,
or the gale of t.he woman, or Delilah, with the germ of a
new life. The whole type was made to answer to the life
')f man. The point of greatest anxiety, ancl of dread of
expectancy, was of course that in Scorpio, or of the death
of the sun. Personified, the tribe to which this sign was
appropriate was Dan; yet it was in Dan tllat "\\'e <lwait
thy salvation, 0 Lord." (The sign Scorpio, being till~ gate
of the woman, is uppo~ite ,0 the sign Taurus, and tlucy
meet at a point hi the CClIter of tilC spherc just where the)'
arc met by the It"ne of the balance or Pater Zadir:,) The
place Scorpio was the pd, or the Hebrew word n't:', sltiae,
the place of death, the door of I-bdes, or of Sheo\. I3ut
true to the type, as the sinking sun was held to be a dead'
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sun, on entering the door of the devouring worm, the night,
or L?"lah, 01- woman, prepared to give birth to the new one.
So, by parallelism, the soul only passed the door as ..a
preparation for resurrection or new birth. In the heathen
representations of this place of condition, under the form
of a woman, over the mouth of the womb, was d,awn the
picture of the scull with crossed bones. The symbol was
that of the door of life. as but a note of change from the
condition of death. As death was to be considered the
greatest evil, the place was hateful, and considered bad,
and full of sin,. so that here all that was evil, dreadful, and
sinful, was the very accompaniment of all that was to be
most hoped for, most delightful, anel most enjoyable. This
at once makes plain the unaccountably horrid qualities an
ciently attributed to woman, down to as late a period as the
earl'y~ church fathers.

The author of "The Origin and Destiny of Man," page
I45, has collected various holy statements as to this:
., Corpus mulieris ignis est," says a holy person. 0 malum
et acutissimum telum diaboli, mulier! exclaims St. Chry
s05tom; Per mulierem Adam in Paradiso diabolus pros
travit, et de Paradiso exterminavit. St. Augustine says:
:Mlllier docere non potest, nee testis esse, neque fidem
dicere, neque judicare, quanto magis lion potest imperare?
Sl. John of Damascene says: Mulier jumcntum malum,
vermis repens, atque in Adamo domicilium habens, men
clacii filia, Pc1radisi custodia, Adami expelLttrix, hostis
pernitiosa, pacis inimica. St. Peler Chrysologus, Bishop
of Ravenna, says tint she is malis causa, peccati auctor,
sepulchri titulus, inferni janua, et lamenti llecessitas tota.
St. Anthony: Caput peccati, anna diaboli. Cum mulierem
vicks, says he, nOll hominem, non bellu<lm, sed r1iabolum
esse credite.Her voice is serpenlis sibulus. St. Cyprian
would sooner hear basilicum sibilantem, than a woman
singing. St. Bonaventura compares women to the scor
pion, which is always ready to sting man. They are, he
say:.;, arma et b,l1ista cliaboli. Eusebius of Cresarea says
that woman is saggita diaboli. Gregory the Great: Mulier
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recta docere nescit. St. Jerome: Si mulier suo arbitrio
relinquatur, cito ad deteriora delahitur. And again: Op
tima foemina rarior est phoenice. And again: Janua
diaboli, via iniquitatis, scorpionis percussio, nocivum ge!lus.
The church's opinion of women would be something fearful
to contemplate, in connection with the necessity of their
being the only mothers, sisters, ann refining companions
of man, were it not that this opinion was taken from these
ancient glyphs and unificating necessities.

The word n'w, shz"ac, is in Hebrew the same word as a
verbal, signifying to go down ,.'nlo thepz"t. As a noun, it also
means pit, place of thorns,. 21so, the complaz'nz'ng word.
The hijil participle of this word is n'wo, or jJfessz'ach, 01"

the Greek frIessz'as, or Christ, and means "he who causes to
go down ,.'nto the pd," a manifest attributed function of tre
Savior as held by Christian teaching. A very careful
analysis and comparison of the Hebrew and Greek forms
leads to some almost astounding developments, as to the
twofold conditions of the IVlessianic character. Nark says
most truly of Jesus, that he never was anointed either as
hz"gh priest or khlg, where he is showing that the term
Christ is not applicable to him as the one anointed, ns
high priest or .king. A setting forth of the Messianic
meanings will throw a flood of light on the New Testa
ment narratives. There are two words in the Hebrew from
whence the Greek word JI£ess,"ah can be derived. The
first is the verbal nt70, lllashach, or participle passive,
n~wo, Mashuaeh, made to read equivalently M't:'D, Jlfa
sh/aeh, or JI:!cshz"ae, the very word used hy the Greeks lor

jJfcss/nh, This verhal means t:· besmcar, to allo/nl as 'Vti/I
01'1/11 ded/ealt"01l (Fuerst). The second word is n'~', .:h/ae,
~;1ITl(:: with n~t::', As a noun it has the mean in; of pd,
graz'e,. hence, 10 s/uk as zOnto a pit or grave, It also has lhe
me;lllillb" to spcal.:,. hence, as substnntive, Uiord, 01" speed?,
lalJlcntatz'otl, gr/ej, hU1Jll"hatz'on; further, to wall.: among
bushcs, thorns, The hijit participle of this word is n't=';~ ==

Mesh z'ae , or Jl1essz'as, naturally, and without mnking any
equivalent change wh<ltever. Now, with what ~)as been
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said as to the woman cha:acter, or quality of the sig:1
Scorpio, which is so often confounded by the early church
fathers with the woman j especially asto its being the pit
if the grave, while it is the 7.:agina, as indicating resur
rection, and new birth: and, with the remark of Nork,
that Jesus never was auot'nted as high priest or king, take
this circumstance of his fife into consideration-viz., rIc,
as mortal, was never anol-'uted but once; then by a woman;
and not as high pn'cst, or hng,o but, as He said, "She did
d for my burial,"-wh·ich of the two Hebrew words giv
ing the term Meshiac is most fitting aodappropriate? But
.he fact is there vv'ere two Messiahs: One, as causi~ng him
self to go down into the pit, (or the salvation of the world j

this was the sun shorn of 'his golden rays, and crowned
w-z'th blackened ones (symbolizing this loss), as the thorns:
The othcr was the triumphant Messiah, mounted up to the
summit if the arch of heaven, personated as the Lion of
the tribe if Judah. In both instances he had the cross j

once in humiliation (or the son of copulation), and once
holding it in his control, as the law of creation, He being
Jehovah, As strange as this development is, its stra~ge':'

ness is enhanced, when it is to be shown that the Greeks
had also a double form of derivation to run parallel with
that of the Hebrew as given. Fllerst, in noticing the pow
ers of the two Hebrew letters iT and t"T, likens the first. to
the smooth. and the second to the rough, aspirate of the
Greeks, and says, moreover, that t"T can be taken as the
Greek /.., Then for the double form: In the Greek there
j ~ the word /..,o[w, whence xpturo" to anoint wt'th oil,. there
fore equivalent to tfle Hebre\v Meshiac, having the same
meaning. Now, considering what Nork says, as to there
h~.. ving been no such anointing, and what is said as to the
real anointing for burial by the woman, take the equiva
lent of /.., in the rough breathing (in £:ltt, Hadley gives X
<13 the rO'.lgh aspirate), and we find the word /)'(jm" or xp"Utr;,
,1 word, speech (t<tken as from (flOW, and d,ow). Passing from
this Lo the other form of the rough asp£rate, or X, and con
~idering the~e as equivalent forms, wt: do find XPdw, .. in
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the earliest examples of the active, of :he gods and their
oracles. to gt"'l)C the ?lred/itl aJls:urr, ghH rt rcsponse,."
then X/I!;a"dj/lw::; (from 1.,'law) if or bdollg/Ilg to an oracle,.
then 1./I!;a,~.,,!O'.;, the scat of the ornc1r, (Ill oilerz"1Jg for thc
oracle, generally a sacr-ticial victim, ({ sacrifice, vz·ctim.
Thus thefizted saer/fice of tlzc lUord. Then came the short
ened use of this form in 1.,'1!;(r~()::; (from 'I../J(J.w) , to run par
allel to 1.,"CfT'U::;. Thus tile paralleled double form is com
mon to both languages. \Vilik, also, this is appropriate
to the structure of the Greek language. Goclfrey I-liggins.
in Anacalypsis, Vol. I, p, 569, gives uuthorities confirming
the fact of the double use of the two terms Christos <Jnd
Chrestos. The learning is very singular, as showing the
gradual suppression and elimination of the esoterism, by
which Scripture teaching has been thro\vn into confusion.
and its real system has been subverted. The Greek of
I Pet. 11,2, is: ';If so ye have proveclthat (XP!ia,ix; 0
xU(lw:;) Clzrestos is the Lord." To prove that the reading
hus been that of a proper name, Bishop Marsh says:
"I Pet. II, 3: 1.f!;a,o::;, others 'l.,',!a,o::;." St. Paul, in
Philipp. I. 21, is m<Jde to say: "For me to live is Christ,
to die is gain." Dr. Jones says of this, that the sense" re
quires x/,;a,o::; hz tlu: seuse of 1./,!;a,o::;, to correspond with
x£p(Jo:; (gain)." St. Paul seems to mean here, "For me to
live is death (X/I!;a,o::;), to die is to lzvc (gain);" having ref
erence to the resurrection in Christ, or xp(a,o::;. It involves
the idea of sacr-ifice, or new-birth, by death unto righteous
ness, or this very 1.p!iaw::;, or Meshiac, condition. Justin
Martyr calls the Christians by name of X,o"1a,w.'.;O(. And
so on. To a late day, the terms Chrestos and Christos
for Christ, were used interchangeably. The two condi
tions were necessary to the full proportions of the ""hole
Christian system. Jesus, as the suffering sacrifice, could
not be the triumphant Chrzst until he had passed through
the sacrificial Chr~st condition. At Scorpio, he was Chres
tos, in the pz"t, among the thorns, or blackened rays; but
thence, passing around the circle, until the summit was at
tained, at Leo He became the tdumphant Chrzstos, as the
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Lz"on Of the trz"be of 'judah, who had subdued all things
under himself. The cross was common to both conditions
once to denote sufferz"ng, (lnd the phallus, and then to de
note the orz"gin ofmeasures, or Creatz"ve Law, or 'jehovalz.

The lI:fesht"ac Conditz"on connected wliit the Geog1'aphz"cal
Locatton of the Head- Waters of the 'jordan River.

(t.) To the tribe of Dan, geographically, was assig'ned
the place in which were the head-waters of the 'jordan, or
the River-Dan The word, in Hebrew, bears this mean
ing, and thus it becomes the River 0/ 'judgment (for Dan
is judge, orjudgmcnt) , or Dan, or of Sheol, or of Hades,
or of Styx, where was located the place of judgment of the
dei~arted spirits. Therefore the river 'jordan h:1d its head
waters in the sprz"ngs of Scorpio, or the gates of death, or
the vagina of the woman. Baptisms in this river, as can
be seen, were therefore but types of the going down into
the pit, and of the resurrection therefrom. The word Jor
dan also may bear the analysis of the word, as ii', to .flow
down, with an appended j final, which m"y be taken as
a determinative, in the hieroglyph, of the .fish,. for this let
ter is l¥ull, or .fish, and thus determines the river as the
Fz"sh River,

Now, it can be seen how perfectly the Christian scheme
was made to answer to its ancient prototype. When, (or
the first time, Jesus asks his disciples, "Whom do men say
that I the Son of Man nm?" (S~n of Man is the Ben Enosh
of Daniel, anel the Son of Seth (the year) in Genesis,)
Simon Peter (Simon Dar Jonah, or the son of the Dove, and
also as Peter the stOlle, Aim, pN, 125, or the cube of 5,
or letter it, or womb) answered, and said: "Thou art the
Mcshiac, the son of the living Gael." (Matthew 16.) Now,
all this depends for its real significance on just that on
which no stress would ever be laid without instruction.
The \"erse (13) is: "Whell 'jesus ca1J~ z"11tO tlte coasts of
CCBsa.rca Phzltppi, he asked his disciples, saying, Whoin
do men say that I the Son of Man am?" The locatz"on
gan: rise to all the rest. Cresarea Philippi was tlte sitt!
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of ancient Dan, out of which very spot welled forth the
great spring of the Jordan river. He had gone to the
localz'zed type if thr; p£l, the gate of death, or of Sheol.
Jesus in Dan was in the sht"ac, or p£l. He had caused to
go there, therefore He was the n~~D, the Meshz"ac. He
was enacting His going down into the pit agreeably to the
ancient types and symbols. Astronomically, it was the
death if the sun, but a death which was the precursor of
the New Sun. The death planted life in the womb of
darkness, bf Lzlah, or of Egypt, and" Out of Egypt have
I called my son."

A consideration of the salient dates in the life of Jesus
seems to strengthen the astronomical exposition made.
From Seyffarth is to be gathered:

.. According to solar months (of 30 days, one of the calen
dars in use among the Hebrews) all remarkable events of the Old
Testament happened on the days of the equinoxes and the soL
stices j for instance, the foundations and the dedications of the
temples and altaI's" (and consecration of the tabernacle). "On
the same cardinal days, the most \"emalkable events of the New
Testament happened j for instance, the annunciation, the birth,
the resurrection of Christ, and the birth of John the Baptist."
.. And thus we learn that all remarkable epochs of the New Tes
tament were typically sanctified a long time before by the Old
Testament, beginning at the day succeeding the end of the Crea
tion, which was the day of the vernal equinox." "During the
crucifixion, on the 14th day of Nisan, Dionysius Areopigita saw,
in Ethiopia, an eclipse of the sun, and he said, Now, the Lord
( Jehovah) is suffering something." ., Then Christ arose from
the dead on the 22d March, 17 Nisa1l, Sunday, the day of the
vernal equinox (Scyf., quoting Philo de Septen.)-that is, on
Easter, or on tlIe day when the sun gives new life to the earth."
.. The words of John the Baptist, 'He must increase, but I must
decrease,' serve to prove, as is affirmed by the fathers of the
church, that John was born on the longest day of the year, and
Christ, who was 6 months younger, on the shortest,"--2zd June
and 22d December, the solstices."

This only goes to show that, as to another phase, Jobn
and Jesus were but epitomizers of the history (j)f the same
sun, under differences of aspect or condition; and one con-



dition following another, of necessity, the statement, Luke
ix., v. 7, was not only not an empty one, but it was true,
that which" was said of some, that (in Jesus) John was
risen from the dead." (And this consideration serves to
explain why it has been that the Life of Apollonius of
Tyana, by Philostratus, has been so persistently kept back
from translation and from popular reading. Those V~ ho
have studied it in the original have been forced to the com
ment that either tl.e " Life of Apollonius" has been taken
from the New Testament, or that the New Testament nar
ratives have been taken from the "Life of Apollonius,"
because of the ma:lifest sameness of the means of COll

structt"on of the narratives. The explanation is simple
enough, when it is considered that the names yesus, He
brew t::-", and Apollonius, or Apollo, are alike names of
the sun in the heavens; and necessarily the history of the
one, as to his travels through the signs, with the personifi
cations of his sufferings, triumphs, and miracles, could be
but the hz'story ofthe other, where there was a wide-spread,
common method of describing those travels by personifica
tion.) It seems also that, (or long a(tt~rward, all this was
known to rest upon an astronomical basis; for the secular
church, so to speak, was founded by Constantine, and the
Qbjective condition of the worship established was that part
of his decree, in which it was affirmed that the venerable
day of the sun should be the'day set apart for the worship
of Jesus Christ, as Sun-day. There is s()mething weird
and startling in some other f;Jcts about this matter. The
prophet Daniel (true prophet, as says Graetz), by use of
the pyramid numbers, or astrological numbers, foretold the
cutting off of the Mkshz'ac, as it happened (which would
go to show the accuracy of his astronomical knowledge, if
there was an eclipse of the sun at that time) ; which fastens
the event, say, of the eclipse orthe sun at that time. Now,
however, the temple was destroyed in the year 71, in the
month Virgo, and 71 is the Dove number, as shown, or
71 X 5 = 355, and with the fish, a Jehovah number. Is it
possible that the events-of humanIty do run co-ordinatdy
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with these numb~r forms? If so, while Jesus Christ, as an
astronomical figure, was true to all that has been advanced,
and more, possibly, He may, as a man, have .filled up, under
the numbers, answers in the sea of life to predestined
types. The personality of Jesus does not appear to have
been destroyed, because, as a condition, He ,"vas answering
to astronomical forms and relations. The Arabian says:
"Your destiny is written in the stars." So also, in this
connection, while from Adam to the flood was r656 years
a mark in the reverse reading of the Parker astronomical
square, or 656r-the late Dr. Mahan, in "Scripture Nu·
merals," shows that, from the establishing of the Levitical
Dispensation to the destruction oCthe Temple, was also
x656 years, or, reversing again, a terminal square of 656r ;
thus showing the squaring out, or cornering out, of the
entire Dispensation from Adam to th~ destruction of the
temple, in the mystical values of the measuring square.

Other Mesht'ac Types and Shadows.

(z'.) (x.) The application of the same type accounts for
the means of conversion of St. Paul. He was Saul of
Tarsus before that event; that is, he was Sheol, Hebrew
for Saul, and Tarsus was a city founded by the Ionims, or
the people 0/ the Dove. He was on his way to Damas
cus, tlte jot 0/ blood; and when struck with blindness, or
darkness, a type of bez'ng1'n the j~'t, he was in Dan, through
ihe territory of which he had to pass on his way. In the
old pictures of the scene, he is represente'd as being thrown
from a horse, falling backward, because of the vexing by
a serpent of the horse's heels; and the Bible says of Dan,
" an adder in the path, that biteth the horse heels, so that
his rider shall fall backward." The horse was, by reason
of his four legs, symbol of a square, or of the four cardi
nal points, the one bitten being of Scorpio, or Dan, so the
serpent biting th~ heel carries back to the Garden glyph.
Saul was undergoing the Mesbiac, or Chrest, condition;
h~ving passed out of which, straightway he preached Mi
shiac, or G'hrist, to which he had arrived by his initiation;
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and afterwarcl his name is changed to Paul, the Lt'ttle (so
said), or smaller type of Chn'st, having dropped the Sheol
characteristic.

It must be borne in mind that our present Christianity is
Paulz"tte, not Jesus. Jesus, in his life, was a Jew, con
forming to the law j even more, He says: "The scribes
and pharisees sit in Moses' seat; whatsoever therefore they
command you to do, that observe and do." And again:
" I dicl not come to destroy, but to fulfil the law." There
fore, He was under the law to the day of his death, and
could not, while in life, abrogate one jot or tittle of it.
He \vas circumcised and commanded circumcision. But
Paul said of circumcision that it availed nothing, and he
(Paul) abrogated the law. Saul and Paul-that is, Saul,
under the law, and Paul, freed from the obligations of the
law-were in one man, but parallelisms £n the flesh, of
Jesus the man under the law as observing it, who thus died
in Chrestos and arose, freed from its obligations, in the
spirit world as Chrtstos, or the triumphant Christ. It was
the Christ who was freed, but Christ was in the spirit. Saul
in the flesh was the function of, and parallel of, Chrestos.
Paul in the flesh was the function of, and parallel of Jesus
become Christ in the spirit, as an earthly reality to answer
to and act for the apotheosis,. and so, armed with all au
thority in the flesh to abrogate the human law.

(2.) The same types are to be seen in the histories of
Saul and David. Saul was Sheol, the son of Kish (or of
113)· By name he was Hades, or the pit, as Paul was
under his Saul name. He was the type of the going down,
and down he went. David, on the other hand, was th~

ruddy blooming youth, growing in his strength to the be
coming the Lion. The types are Aries, Leo, and Dan.
The determinatives of the types are, in part, as follows:
Saul was tak.:n to be king while hunting for his father's
asses, while David was taken to be king from following his
father's flocks of sheep. The sheep mark was the sym
bol of the sun in Aries; while the ass was the symbol of
Typhon, or the devil, lord of the descendant.
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(3.) The acrostic use is to be found in the mysteries of
the Bible. The IIth verse of the 96th psalm is an in
stance of this kind:

f'Nil S.1n, C'Orl'il ,nOrl"
" Let the heavens rejoice and the earth be glad." The
first letters of the words, put together, form the great word
il';,', or Jehovah. This play upon words is confirmed as
proper by Christian usage, in the acrostic .forming the z'ch
thus, or fish, as Christ.

As the words" Shem, Ham, and Japhet," have been
shown to be determinatives of the pyramid structure, so
they are types, setting forth, by way of acrostz'c, the Jesus
and the Christ meanings. The first letters of the names
are S, H, and I.

(1.) These, read in the reverse, are IHS, the mono
gram of Christ, as given by St. Barnabas. The values
are, by adding, equal to 318, and this is the numerical
value attributed to Christ by S1. Barnabas, meaning a di
ameter to a circumference of one.

(z.) Placed agreeably to the reading of 318, and the
arrangement of the lelters becomes changed to SIH, or
M'rl', Hebrew sht"ac, the pz't, or source of the Meshz·ac.

(3.) Changing the breathing, and the n becomes ;" or
changed into the Latin or Greek e, and there results IES,
or yes-us.

(4') If the character values of IHS are taken in the re
verse, they are 381, the half base side of the pyramid.

Jesus was I-am before Abraham was born. But, further.
since the shz'ac 'Nas the pz't, and the pit was in the sign
Scorpio, and the shiac is convertible into IHS, one great
monogram of Christ, the whole becomes expl.anatory of the
great bJdge of thE. Roman Catholic Church; and which,
according to Godfrey Higgins (Anacalypsis, Vol. II.,
p. 202), is placed on the breast of the Pope. The badge is--

~

XPl;
or it is the monogram of the earthly condition of the repre-
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sentative of the spiritual Chr/st. It is the Jesus condition
of Chrestos, or X,oTjl7rD(, or descender into the pit, under the
astronomical sign Libra. The ::;ign Scorpio, which is that
of the Shiac, this birthplace, or causer of the Christ con
dition, is directly under and bordering on Libra. Hence
the glyph. The Church temporal-i. e., every member
thereof-headed by the Pope, mttst obey this sign belore
assumption can.be made of the blessed Christ condition.
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Grand DeterminaNve at the Close of the Flood.

§ 94. (a.) The grand work of construction of the
means of setting forth the creative law of God, both as to
the measures of the heavens and the earth; of the ways
of showing man's spiritual obedience to this number law
of creation; and of laying, through this law, the founda
tion for the power of prophetic utterance, was finished.
Then came a grand explanatory determinative, showing
that the scope of the knowledge of this creative law was
unzversal. It was not confined to anyone part of the earth
exclusively, but belonged to all peoples and to all races.
This knQwledge was a commonality for the guidance of the
world. Briefly, the Great Book discloses a secret in the
eleventh chapter of Genesis. The fin;t words are:

O',nN O'i:1" nnN ilnru f1Ni1-S:1 'i1',
"And all the earth was of one lip, and of one form of
making an orderly use of the power letters or numbers of
the alphabet;" where the hasic word for an orderly string
ing together of words or syllables into one whole (see
Fuerst, under i:1,), as might be expected, is the Logos
word i:1" or diibvar, or 206; and where the power of
enunciation is termed hp, to denote merely the instru
mentality of the voice, as one mode of expression of the
uses of 206, or of the i:l,.

The inhabiters said, one to another, Let us build us a
tower. What for? Architecturally to set forth the same
problem, just finished. From the narrative one would sup
pose that they did build the tower, but not completely the
city. Then it is said: "And the Lord said, The people is
one, and they all have one lip. Go to, let us go
d()wn, and there confound their lip, that they may not un
derstand one another's lip." What is d'etermined? Not
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that their knowledge of the dabvar, or 206, or of the
creatzve law, was to be confounded, but simply that their
means 0./ expression by Zip, or voice. of this knowledge
should be diversified into different forms of oral commnni
cation. All had the like knowledge, but by confusion of
Hp. one part became Phenician, or Chaldee, or Egyptian,
or Etruscan, or Pelasgic, and so on. It is most likely that
some one portion held to the original form, and the Phe
nician seems to have been that form. But, notwithstand
ing this confusion of Gral expression, the lesson is taught
that the ~soterisms displayed in the Hebrew Bible, were
likewise the property of other races; and this abundantly
displayecl even in our day. Of course, it is not a matter
for discussion here, as to how greatly this esoteric knowl
edge might, or did become confused, or even perhaps,
among some peoples, lost.

An Evidence 0./ Common Possession.

(b.) An evidence can be furnished of the commonality
of this knowledge, in such form, also, as to guide toward
unraveling the Bible glyphs. The thought of the ancient Jew
may, perhaps, have heen to spurn the devotee of Bacchus
as an idolator; and perhaps, at that time, he was. But
see: Bacchus was saved out of the waters of the Nile, in
an ark, by 10, or Ina, the daughter of Luna. Such was
the tradition. Moses was saved out of the same waters by
the daughter of Pharaoh. The mystery begins to clear
away, as also the distinction, ""hen the numerical meaning
of the name Pharaoh, il,Vitl, is known to be 355, or the
value of that circnlar term of the Hebrews, shanah, ilJtV
(equals' 355), the name 0./ the lunar year period. The
serpent, symbol of ever revolving time, swallowing one
unit of its length of 355, becomes 354, the ancient, or He
brew, or Egyptian, or Pharaoh lunar year. The daughter
of Pharaoh, then, was the dauglzter of the lrmar year or
of Luna, equally with the savior of Bacchus. The power
of explanation is in that the pagan glyph ig less obscured
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than the Hebrew one, inasmuch as a lunar quality is plainly
given; but once taken, the Hebrew is by fur the most valu
able, inasmuch as it gives the very value of the qu;::lity

viz., 355 -1=354· Fnintly, the mission of Moses before
Pharaoh can now be disclosed. 1\10ses stands betore the

pyramidal flame. His name, i1i:"J, equals 345. To what
the value refers is a mystery. It may be taken as the

radius of the elements of cil'cle three, § 82 (3.), as connected
with the pyramid interior\\"orKS ; or ns the numbers 3-4-5,
for the sides of a right-angled triangle; or <1S 435, for 217
X :;;; or it may be tuken in connection with the problem of

1\fr. l\Iyers, given in his Q.!.Jadrature, connected with 7:!. =
49 + I = 50 (nnd ~\S to which there is curious r~lbbinical

learning in Land Mllrks of Free Masonry, Vol. 2, p. 432,
note, London ed.) The i'yramiebl flume may involve the
word shadd/, 'iv, the god-nnme, as 318 (i cloublt'C1 by

dagcsh), or 314, diameter to ~I circumference of Olle, and
circumference to a diameter of one; the mean being 316, a
great value connected with the foot of the descending

passage-wny in the pyramid, or 381. The Lord, or Jeho
vnh (a dinmeter valne gruwing out of 113, and the perfect
one of a c!enominntion of 20612), nppears 10 him. He says
he has selected him to go belOIT PkH,lOh, or 355, tl]e cir

cumference of II3. As a proof, he tells him to throw the
roc! (a diameter) he has in his hanel (nine 5) down upon

t1H~ ground (113 X 5 = 565 = i1i:'1, or Eve, or woman h,11f
of Jehovah). It becomes a serpellt. I-Ie tells him to tllke
it by the tail (the value 5 for band is also the letter il, or the

womb, and taking the tail of the serpent in tile Iland is
equivalent to the process of making the year sctle, liS

365 - 5 = 360 - 5 = 355), ~l1ld it is now the year value.
But having done so, it becomes agl\in a rod, or cliameter

value, or the lesson is taught. Here are numbers, values,
and symbols of the calculations, in terms of the lUll'll' year
values, for the serpent is one symbol for the c<J!cu]ation of

the lunar year in the terms of the values 113 : 355. With
these, Moses is to go bef0re Pharaoh, who is the lunar year,

as 355.
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Egypt was darkness, or the womb, or mother, in oppo
sition to Mount Zion, which was male. It was out of
Egypt that God deigned to "('all his son." (Seyf. Chro.,
p. 191.) She was the woman of the garden, or rather the
garden itself, whose number was that of the 7th day, or 7,
and which was based on II3 : 355. The river Nile was
one of the passage-ways from the center of the garden, or
the place of the birth of time. Pharaoh, or 355, was
Egypt, because he was lord of Egypt; and Moses was the
calculator, or Hermes. Again, from these connections, it
now becomes plain why Solomon (the SOil of Sheba, or 7,
and who afterward entertaine'd the queen of darkness, or
Sheba), together with his other buildings, ·erected a porch
(type of revolving time or aeon) for Pharaoh's daughter,
adjoining his judgment (Dan) hall. It is but a figure for
calculations of time, the hall of judgment being the place
of Hermes, or the Egyptian Thot, the god of knowledge,
and the calculator. It is possible that light is thrown by
the Moses glypI. upon the shipwreck of St. Paul. Paul
shipwrecked, ""hile kindling a fire, the rods or sticks being
in his hand, a serpent escaping from the flame (mystic),
or pyramidal sun measure, wraps itself around his fore
arm. Here seems to be the recurrence of the type under
a change of form, after a fashion approximating the
t'jhilNn use, a note as to which is to be found in the con
clusion to these appendices.

The Construction if the Tabernacle.

§ 95. The gr.eatest expansion from the Garden of Eden
(on and in which it is rabbinically said that the whole law
rests, but that its containments are tbo subtle to be found),
architecturally, war» the tabernacle, which Moses buill just
after his serpent exhibitions before Pharaoh. In various
places, especially see Smith's Dictionary of the Bible,
where a most beautiful eye-pleasing structure is framed,
and the Bible r.orrected by an F.R.S., descriptions of the
tabernacle aloe to be fclund, as an apparently pleasing tent
structure to the eye; but a careful reading of its descrip-
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ti0n in Exodus, with an :1ltempt to put it together, \\ill cor
rect the ardent desire of most to have of it a stylish oriental
structure. They will soon see, who try this, that the setting
forth and combining of measures was the object of the
mention and detail of its \'arious parts. The grand object
of this tabernacle \YdS that it should be a residence of Je
hovah. Now, the work was made up by the offerings of
t:le people. There were just 6°355° people enumerated as
offering a bekah apiece. There were two bekahs to the
shekel; therefore, there were otfered-

603550 -0- 2 = 301775 shekels.
But there were 3000 shekels to the talent. So there were
just-

In talents, 100.00
With remainder over, of, ill shekels, 1775.00

It may be stated in another way. There being 603550
bekahs, there being 6000 bekahs tv the talent, then there
are 100 taleuts, with a remainder over of 3550 bckahs
(where the use of II3 : 355 crops out as 1130 ; 3550,
where II30 is circumference to a diameter of 360). 3550
shekels -0- 2 = 1775 shekels, as above.

This was the actual division made; for, of the 100 tal
euts were made the sockets of the pillars, and of the re
maining 1775 shekels were made the hooks 0.1 the pillars.
These last words, the hooks 0.1 the pillars,

O"'Oj!i1 ",
are said to be of very great kabbalistic value; so much so (it is
said) that, in the scrolls of the law, the commencement of a
section is, where possible, made by the letter vau, the page
itself being considered as the omudilll; because, it is said of
them, that they carry the key power of the tabernacle con
struction. By the same authority, it is said that the word
O','Oj!, omudim, can be taken as meaning cubits; hence a
meaning of mother and.fore.arm. In one way, apart from
this d~parture, the difficulty is not very great, with the belps
we have of construction. The house was to be the place
of residence of Jehovah, and Jehovah is but a play on the
value II3, or diameter to a circumference of 355, or Pha-
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raoh; while it is also the value of the straight line one, of
a denomination of 20612. \Ve have the form-

(I.) II3: 355 :: 56,5 : 177·5
and

(2.) 56.5 X I 0 = ;,,;": 177.5 X 10= 1775: : 360: II30+.
In the 3550 bekahs. whence the 1775 skeke1s, we have cir
cumference to II30+; which last is circumference to 360,
the st,mdard year or Jehovah year value, as a perfect cir
cular element. Here, in (2.), we have the form of the
1775, or hooks 0.1 the pillars of the house 0.1 'Jehovah, di
rectly connected with Je!lOvah, in the form 56.5 X 10=

;";", wi/ere 'Jehoval/ is sl/owll to be the diameter to this
very 1775 as a circumference: so, jn fact, the Jehovah value
is being Llised, in pari passu, with the 1775 shekel value
of the hooks of the plllars. In heathen mythology, the
hooks of the pillars may have indicated the hooks binding
together the opening of the sistrum, sac-ed to Isis, or the
woman; and this, as the Garden 0.1 Eden, was the womb
of time, virgin, because it was productive of itself. The
origin of measures, however, was also a Jehovah expres
sion, as 10, or picture of a circle, with its diameter straight
line, the perfect or straight line one, hermaphrodite, and
of the perfect circular value 20612, the source and beg-etter
of all things, the infinitely small, but of the same realizable
proportional value as 1-20612, invisible, llltangible, yet
resident at the meeting of the male and female cubes, over
the "rk, and between the cherubims. As the 7th day was
the kodesl/ed day, the pure virgin day or circle, so also,
when the tabernacle was completed, as a badge (·f all its
containment, the hil5h priest wore on his forehead a plate
of pure gold, bearing the inscription

;,,;,'-S-ruip
where the same feminine trait as of the 7th day is predicated
of the great wore!. Kodeslt l''Jeltovah \-vas holiness to the
Lord. By the various hieroglyphic powers of this combi
nation, the various purposes of the tabernacle, for measure,
sacrifice, and worship, are to be found indicated.

(a.) There is one fact in regard to Moses and his works
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too important to be omitted. When he is instructed by the
Lord as to his mission, the power name assumed by the
Deity is, I am that I am, the Hebrew words being

il'il~-'t:'~-iT'il~;
a various reading of il'il'. Now, MOi'es is il2'O, and equals

345·
Add the values of the new form of the name Jehovah,
21 + 501 + 21 = 543, or by the reverse reading 345; thus
showing Moses to be a form of Jehovah in this combina
tion. 21 + 2 = 105, or, reversed, 501, so that the asher
or the that in lam-that-lam is simply a guide to a use of

21 or 7 X 3. 5012= 251+, a very valuable pyramid num
ber, indicating the distance from the intersection of the
passage-ways to the central axial line of the structure.
The analysis of this form really conducts on~ back, by ref
erence, to the Garden of Eden form, on which the pyramid
resulted. Very frequently, however, the simplest 10rrn of
symbol use is the most important. Bend 345 into a circle,
and we can read 354, which is the result of Enosh,. as
~'J~, or 365 - I = 364, which has for the other extreme
355 - 1= 354, where 364 comes from the kodeshed use of
the 7th day, as 7 X 4 = 28, and 28 X 13, or 52 X 7,= 364;
thus showing Kodesh L"Jeh()vah truly enough! And,

again, it can be read 435, and 435 + 2 = 217+, or the
heel use.



The Fourth Chapter o.f Gcncsis.

§ 96. The attempt at guiding one's way through one set
or kind of hieroglyphic readings ~purs Ollt, here and there,
hints which may be lIsed as helps to other kinds of con
struction. Rabbinic-ally and kabbalistically, it is averred
that the entire Biblical knowledge is held in the first four
chapters of Genesis; but it is also taught that the subtlety
of teaching, or its comprehensiveness, is such as to prevent
recognition ill many ways and details. One great cloak to
blind as to determined readings of the narrative ~t'yle is in
the making use of the hermaphrodite condition; for in
stance, a personification combining the i-dea of male and
female may be treated of as a .fcminine quality, through
determinative construction, while at the same time it may
be characterized by superficial description in its other quality
as male. Thus the name yacob, :Jp.v-', or yah is heel, is
hermaphrodite, where, as regards the whole concreted
name, Jah (or Jehovah) is masculine, while heel is the fem
inine part. Jacob evinces this by seizing with his hand
(" = 1+4 = 5) the heel of his brother. The word ", or
hand, has a sexual meaning masculine, while the heel is
feminine, and yet as a pictured hieroglyph, and a~ 5, it is
the womb, a creative number. Thus a double combination
of Jacob's hand, male, with Esau's heel, female; or of Esau,
male, with Jacob, in his feminine quality of heel, as female,
wbich betokened the changes of relationship which they
should take to each other on the celestial circle. So also
with relation to the glyphs of Sodom. Nork shows, clearly
enough, that the controllz'ng characteristics of the Sodom
description are feminine. Its geographical location was at
the salt lake, and Venus sprang (rom the salt foam. It was
the asphaltum or bitumen Jake,-to that extent a Typhonic

ApPENDIX VII.
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emblem of darkness, or the pit,-also feminine. It was at
evening, when the angels went over from Abram, the sun
measure (who, as typi(ying this measure, was at m£dday
seated in the door of a pyramidal structure, under the ver
tical rays), to his brother, or counterpart (or sister), Lot,
se~ted in the gate of a fortress-all feminine traits. The
recondite meaning connected with the place was as of the
abyss , ecclesiastically paralleled to woman's des£re,. and
thus" those" (men?) of Sodom who attempted to seize the
male guests of the patriarch's brother, though his daughtf'rs
were offered a s....cr-fice, are clearly enough determinative
of the real natural fact that they (" those") were women.
Further determinations are made. It is Lot's wife that
turns back with longing desire, and is converted into a.
ptllor of salt, a monument of combination; while it is
Lot's daughters to whom the impulse of repeopling the
world is given. The tracing of the subtle- substitutive in
volutions of these qualities becomes the necessIty for the
reading of the more important teachings of the esoterism.
It is under just such a cloak that the feminine character of
Hebel, or Abel, is concealed in 4th Genesis.

It bas been seen that the Garden rested on the Adam or
144 form, as 4 squares of 6 X 6 = 36 each, around a central
point; then the crossed lines are extended out, so that the
area 36 is expressed in line measure of that number; which
36 is diameter to II3.o+; which brings up the II3: 355,
from whence the woma1.Z and the Parker numbers, con'
structive of the pyramid. Now, subdivide these lines of
36 by 4, or 36 X 4 = 144 each, alld in number we have 4
of them. The operation is indicated by 4 2 , or 36 X 16=
576, as 144 X 4, and the letters of Cain's name, pp, ad(;ed
as to their full values, gives the character value of 16, as
100 + 10 + 50 = 16-0. The Garde.n has now become,
under this use, one of a square of 144 in the center, or
Adam, expanded into four such squares, or, together, a
large square of 144 X 2 = 288 to the side; or, cubed, the
Adam or hermaphrodite cube, as a primal one, is, in sep
arating into male and female, each a perfect one, enlarged
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by 8 other cubes into another perfect one, where, however,
it is composed of the separated unities. The circumfer
ence of this large square is 144 X 2 = 288 to the side, and
288 X 4 = II52 for circumference, and as indicating this
"Xe have the first values 115, by reading the letter values
of Cain's name, as they run, in i'P' or 115. The measure
of a horizontal line passing through this garden, then. will
be noted from verge to center, as 144-441 ; counterparted,
so as to exhibit separated qualities, just as it was in the ex
pression of woman-man, as 311-II3 j and this is the
mCilning, or source of meaning, of the kabbalistic use of
re7.!crse ·readings. It was always the double cubr-i. e.,
male-female, i. e., white-black; and it explilins the read
ing given of 1656-6561, or 6561-1656, already had. But
it most interesting feature now presents itself ill this subdi
vided value of this garden. 144 is 12/12, and the side
of the great square of 144-441 i;!2+ 12, or 24 in length,
where 144 is taken as, say, inches, anel reduced to feet.
24 is four szxes, or 6 X 4 = 24· Now, this is cxactZv the
measure of the base of the greilt pyrilmid in this identical
scale of measure; for 19°,985+ fcct, which is diameter to

I
a circumference of 600 feet, is numerically just - of the

4
side of the ba:se of that structure, and 600 X 4 = 24oofect,
as the circumference to the base sick ill feet, taken as a
diameter value.

(Perhaps a simpler way of expbining the likeness is this: The
pyramid base side is diameter to a circumference or 2400.fed,
which can be used as its equi\'alent; alltl 24.fect is the ch;lrac
teristic of this hase side. 24f(?Ct is 288 inches, nr 144/ 2. 144
is Adam. the Ilucleus of the garden. and may I.H; ukell as the
square of 1'!.,fiJr area, 01' :1S 144 for the side !?fa s,!/tare. Place
this in the center of four squares of like size, and the side of the
l:nger sCjuill-e, so (ramed, will be 288, or the characteristic of the
base ~ide of the pyramid ill inches. zS8::< 4 = [152, the total
circllm!crence. Besides this, this 1152, as designative of this cir
CUmfL'fenCe, is symbolized by the letters 11'\lU, standing for earth,
air,jire, and ..:'afer, the clements composing the cosmos which
the pyramid measures. Bend these letters i'nto a circle, and their
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number values read 115z. This is referred to in the last part of
this Appendix.)

Here the characteristic value is taken in 24 feet. Again,
referring to the garden form of the crossed lines being
36-63, these indicate II3-311, for 113.0+ is circumference
to 36 us a diameter; and 113 X5, if this be so subdivided,
equals 565, or ;,~;" or Eva, or hovah. But to indicate the
cube of 8, enlarged from the cube of one, the letters nand
;, are, tc>gether, an oblong of two squares (p. 160), or the
PhC111dan fence, giving these two letters-viz., divided
anel one part 'of this oblong is ;" and the other n; but;' is
the womb letter, or 5, as showing the half of the primal
one, alld taken as the single cube, it requires just 8 others
(or the enlarged cube, and the letter n, the other part of the
oblong, IS 8. Therefore, ;,~;" or pri:nnl Eve, :lnd ;,~n, or
Eve sepurated to be the producing mothcr, are simply de
terminative of this. as the olle is ;, (or 5), Eve, and the
other n (or 8), Eve. This enlargement is based on the
idea that for every perfect woman there must be a perfect
man; hence the combination is a black cube and a white
cube, the practical value being in the mceting of the cubes
or covenant: so that while (H)-ouvd, or ;'~(il), is womun,
(Ch)-ouva, or ;,~(n), is woman having a husband. But
this doubled (orm is an oblong,nnd, to make it a perfect
square, four must be taken, or 8 such altern,ltillg cubes, to
make another perfect cube. The conimingling of Adam
with Eve produced the wcld/llg together of the two Garden
forms in Cain, or 'Jehovah who was the d/vlder, or meas
urer, or d/strilmtor. Cain was Vulcain, and Vulcain,
with the Egyptinns, was the greatest of the gods, or of the
Cabirim. Vulcain was Pater-Sadic, the Right One, or the
Just One; and by Fuerst': "Sanconiathon calls one of the
constellations Ml'zor, iT~, a brother of Sadic, P"~ (same
with Melchi-Sadic, the Just One)-i. e., Jupiter;" which
simply shows that jJfit,sar, or Mitza-r, i~~ Egypt, was the
same with Mizar, ir~, and was both wife and sister of
'Jupiter, who was the iJfelehizadik of the Hebrews.
Seyffarlh, ParI 2, p. 74, gives Cabirz'1fZ as Gz'bborim, ., the
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mighty men of renown in those days," In 6th Genesis.
And Fuerst says of the Cabirim (planets): .. A name of
the 7 sons of P'i::," or Pater Sadie, or Cain, or Jupiter.
As the expression "Adam (144) knew Eve (56-5 or
56-8), is but the commingling of the Garden of Eden ele
ments, and as the Cain form is but another use of the same
elements, it is most interesting to read the teaching of
Irenaeus (xxxiv) (Adam and Cain being one), that" the
father and the son lie with the woman, whom they call
Mother of all that It've (Eva)." (Sod., p. 74') How true
it is here, for it is the intermingling of the squared forms
of earth measure (Adam-Cain) with the circular measures
t<.lking their rise from the woman (;'~~;', 5315); whence
Eve, as shown.

Before proceeding to the reading of 4th Genesis, a
governing determinative should be taken into considera
tion. Cain has, in one respect, the same quality with
Adam-viz., he is " a divider of the Adam-h," or tiller of
the soil," and as with Adam, it may go to show tIle use of
measures in right lines, though connected with circular
values. This seems to be determined by the fact that
Cat'n is said to be1ehovah,. and the other fact that in all
the conversations in this glyph, the goel-name Elohim (or
31415), circumference value is dropped, and 1ehovah,
;"il' (or II3 X .5 = 56.5 X 10 (= ;"il') = 565, Eva), a di
ameter value is alone used. Such being the main idea
(whatever the uses under it, which no doubt involve time
and earth measures), when tbis special phase of the problem
is worked out, and perfectly ended in the Cain glyph, as a
variation on the general workings of the main problem, the
subject is resumed under the other form; for, as determina
tive of this, the ;";" form is dropped, and that of circum
ference is again taken up in the expression" for God hath
appointed me another seed instead of Abel," where, tor the
first and only time in these connections, th~ term Elohim
(31415), God, is used. The seed was n~, Seth, the year,
its values being 3 X 4 = 12, and, as an origin, 3 + 4 = 7

(a.) (r.) The first sentence in 4 Gel}, I, is: "And Adam
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knew Eve, his wife; and she conceived and bare Cain, and
said, I have gotten a man from the Lord," agreeably to the
accepted translation, which is manifestly a false rendering.
A better and more literal rendering is: "And Adam knew
Eve his wife; and she conceived and bare Cain, and said,
I have measured a man, even 7ehovah." The 'reading is
ka'mthi aish eth 7ehovah, or

: il~il' !1~ ru'~ '!1'Jp
Here the proper Ilame is taken as a measure. Wordsworth,
in a note on 4 Gen. I, on this passage, says:

" Ca·in-I have gotten] ,-J~ain, from Ka'nithi, I have gotten.
Here is an instance of the principle on which names were given
in primitive times-namely, a desire to indicate some leading
characteristic of the person, or thing, to which they were given.
See (Genesis) ch. iii., v. 20. Kain intimates acquisition, and
Eve's next son was called by her Abel-i, e., 'vanity, weakness."

This principle, as laid down by Dr. Wordsworth, is found
everywhere to be a right one. Here, while the name may
stand for a great variety of uses (a phenomenon of the
hieroglyphic), one fundamental recognition is of the fact
denoted by the act of Eve-viz., I have measured, is fol
lowed by the substantive form, a measure, or Cain, or 7e
hovah. The word of the text is derived by Wordsworth
from ka'nithi, I ha1.o'c gottm. The derivation is good, for
the verbal is kilnah, il~P, We find this as ilJp, a substan
tt'vc, meaning measuring stick, or rod, the beam of a bal
ance, from the verbal il~P of Wordsworth, which is "iden
tical in its organic root with il~~, or Canah, to divide,
separatc." (Fuerst.) So, also, Sir William Drummond
takes the same derivation-viz., as a measurc. (CEdipus
Judaicus, p. 196, on chap. IS, v. 22, and chap. 17, v. 9,
of the Book ofJoshua.) The derivations run off into other
significations; as, for instance, il~~, Canah, to divide, sep
arate, is same as ilJM, chanah, both meaning to picrce, as
"ilJM, chanah, (1.) to incline, to bend; (2.) to pierce of a
wcapon, organic root of which il-JM, chn-h, also lies in fP,
XU (PP, I(".iin) , belonging to pp, I{ayin, Caill ,(proper
name)." (Fuerst.) As exceedingly pertinent to this sub-
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ject, after iDn, chtintih, and next in order of words comes
the word" nl:ln, chanoch, noun proper, (1.) of the son of
Cain (meaning Instructor, Indiator), by LXX, dlJwX' (2.)
of the son of Methuselah, who founded the 365 year."
(Fuerst.) It is so pertinent, because of showing Cain to
be the measure, in Chanoch his son, the instructor, or z'nz'
tz"ator, of the astronomical circle and the solar year. And
also, likewise, " The god of time wns worshiped under the
names of jin, chiun, by the Egyptians; clearly taken from
i,~"cz"un" (Filerst, under ji:l, dun, a name of Saturn, or
Seth); and i':l, ciun, is same with i'P, Cain. The pillar
was a mark of the year, and Nork says of Cai:1 that he
was as the German pfeil, pfeiler, spear, or pillar, or the
god with the hasta or spear pc,int. Thus one has the word
Caz'n as a divzding, sphttz"lZg, or piercing measure of tz"mc;
and, besides, he was the earth measurer. Now, Vulcain
was the Pater Sadie, or Melchizaclik, and as a lorm of
Mars, with the Egyptians, he held the cc!iptz'c, Libra, or
the balance, and also was the piercer, with the sign of
Mars, or the hasta, or spear. Tubal-Cain, son of Cain,
has been taken by commentators as Vulcain, but there was
no need of going so fnr for the snmencss. The very name
Vulc:lin appcnrs in the rending, lor in the first words or 4
Gen. 5, is, to be found V'elcain, or V'ulcain, agreeably to
the deepened u sound of the letter vau. Out of its imme
diate context, it may be read as, " and the god Cain ," or'
Vulcain. If, however, anything is wanting to confirm the
Cain-Vulcain idea, Fuerst says: "i'P, Cain, the iron
point of a lance, a smzih (blacbmith), inventor of sharp
iron tools and ~mith work." Cain, as a number value, is.
as the letters run, I IS; adding the full values 160, or
character value of 16, or adding the character values (as
I + I + 5) is 7· He is at the head of a system of cnlcula
tion, as Seth is; Seth, n~, being 3-4, as the letters run,
adding the chnracler values, is 7, or multiplying them,
3 X 4=12. But Seth seems to be the more perfect value,
for it is composed of the productive numbers 3 :;lnd 4·
Mars and Vulcain, or Cain, or Pater Sadie, are lorms of
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each other. Under the Egyptian forms of the celestial
system, by one or other form, Mars held the solstice and
equinox points. But Mars was the generator, while Vul
cain was the divz'de1' or measurer.

(2.) Cain, as son of Adam, 144, was Adam; and, as
son of the woman, he was 113, man; and 113 X.5 =
56.5 X 10 (= :-nil') = 565 = il1il = Eva; where, in 56,5
X 10, Jehovah springs from 113, or man: so, thus Cain,
the measure, was man, as 113, and Jehovah as 5651.
And so, also, Cain thus welding together the Adam and
woman forms of the garden, thus becomes really a
determinative of what has preceded in the narrative.
He wa'S 144, and its feminine, or circul:.1r derivatives; and
this is determined, for it is said "Cain was a divider (by
measure) of the earth." The words are il-r,)'~ ,~.v, ooed
Adam-h. The verbal obed, is to d,'vide, to separate, to
mark by long stripes or furrows; and these are the more
radical meanings, the secondary derivation being to till, to
cultzvate. It is thus expressly said that Cain is a divider
of the Adam-h, or of the 144-5, or 720. Taken literally,
and always in division keeping the counterpart form. the
divisions of the square would be 720 -7- :2 = 360-063; 360
--:- 2 = 180-081; 180--:- 2 =90--°9; where the division has
come to its lowest integral terms in the square of 3. But,
virtually, it is seen that this is but the Garden form. It is
very curious that the counterpart values present strange
co-ordinations with the general subject-matter; for, 63 =

9 X 7, and 7 is characteristic of jJ, and 9 is of '!t' or together
'!tjJ, ots, the tree of tI,e Garden; 81 is the side of tbe area
square of 6561, the Parker base; while 9, the last sub
division, with the 16 of Cain's name, gives 9 X 16 = 144,
or a curious restoration of the Adam form of 144 in its sub
division of the cube of 3, and the square at 4; and 16 -;- 9
=1777.77+, the cubit value of the base of the pyr:lmid.
Cain's function seems to be marked as of the quadrant di
vision lines of the square, or of the cube, 01" he seems to
represent the cross division lines. It has been shown that
for calendar purposes, Cain, as II5, was the complement



to make up the standard year of 360 days, or the celestial
circle of 360 degrees, as 28 + 217 + I IS = 360: and that
on tbis, as a standard, the addition of the 5 epagomenai
days made up the full solar year of 365 days. Thus, Cain
can be taken as this value of 360 degrees, of which he
holds the crossed lines as exactly balmued, because he was
the 'Just- One. This was' the standard celestial circle, of
which the horizontal diameter was the ecliptic, to which
plane all mov~ments of the heavenly bodies were referred.
The divisions of the Zodiac (ring of life) were laid ofr on
this circle in 12 compartments. The compartment of Sag
gitarius bounded on the winter solstice, and was called
Tobi as a month j then followed the Goat, Waterman,
Pisces, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini, six divisions closing
up to the summer solstice in Gemini, which was called Pam'.
But by this distribution Scorpio falls to the second sign be
low the autumnal equinox. The actual distribution of the
full solar year months, on these signs, did not accord with
them; but June being Cancer, as a month, to accord with
the signs, fell back on to the sign Gemini, of the standard
circle or zodiac, 22 degrees, or days, so that June 22, for
the month, accorded with the boundary line of Pani. By
this arrangement, which was the correct one, Scorpio would
also fall back, as a month, to within ten degrees or days
of the boundary line of the autumnal equinox (September
22 to end of month inclusive 9 days + the 1st day of Oc
tober); which ten degrees, or ten days, was the amount to
be added to tbe 355 year, or Abram-baac year, to make up
the full complement of 365 days. Putting these ten days
in a box, carried the last day of the 355-day year over this
gap of ten degrees, which, as blotted out, carried or ~on

tinned the equinoctial to the first day of Scorpio, not as next
to, but as the actual first day of October. And, indeed,
this was the adjustment as made by the Hebrews; for 355
was their basic year value, and by their squaredform, tlley
followed the order. of the actual months, so that the third
quadrant of the year run: Leo, Virgo as the carrier square,
and then Libra. By this arrangement, this or the holy
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square, or cube, was embraced, between Cancer and Scor
pio, depicted as so much alike as to represent the cheru
bim, measuring the holy cube in the holy of holies. It
was the function of Cain, to adjust these unequal gualities,
the one to the other: I. A standard year base; 2. A
standard zodiacal circle; 3. The arrangement of the
actual year of 365 days for distribution on this circle. But
it is seen 'that under the squared form Scorpio could be
treated of as Libra on the standard circle, so that the same
phraseology would apply to each. By this month arrange
ment, also, the same figures would apply to the same sea
sons perpetually; while, by the fixed value of the signs of
the Zodiac, they would fall away from fixed locations of
the year by the lapse of time, as they have done.

Thus, under this explanation, one of these cross lines
leads from Scorpio, and this was the place of piercing the
dying sun, or rather of .mpregnating tlie depths with the
new sun. Here, at the autumnal cross, as referred to the
center of the square, was the piercing of Abel accom;
plished j but ut'lfortunately [or what is called orthodoxy,
the bloodshed was chathan dam"', ,~, j.lin, or the bloods
if the bride chamber. How exceedingly wonderful the
connecting links of this esoterism are! Jesus was the S011

if man, the Ben Enosh, or Enosh, or 365 - I = 364, the
son of the year, or Seth, l"'I1V; but the patriarch Judah, son
of Jacob, the Leo or lion of the Zodiac, and renewer of
this Garden of Eden glyph, in his phase of working, found
Tamar on the same crossed lines, at the same place (the
solstice line crosses the equinoctial at the center,. the cross
ing being in common, Judah looked down to his opposite
for Tamar, and met her in the center, just as Scorpio met
Taurus at the same place), but at harvest, along the solstice
line between Leo and the goat, and she was the ancestress
of Jesus through Phare7-. Now, while Enosh is the year,
Tamar was the palm-tree, a recognized symbol of the sun
and of the year, in its hollowness, or nothingness, showing
another phase of this astronomical picture; so that, both
;:,y numbers and by types, and a1:;,0 by derivatz'on, Jes-us



was the sun, as well as a man; and as such, Jesus and Abel
were one. The glyphs, as the saying is, run on all fours
together. Cain, a Mars form, pierces Abel, and the Roman
soldier, a son of Mars, pierces Jesus. Both, by Kabbal
ism, are pierced at the meeting of the cubes, or covenant,
or at the intersection of the crossed lines. Abel is said b.Y"
some to be the same with Abelz"on, the sun. In the 'Ros
icrucians," by Hargrave Jennings, is a representation of the
astrological-theological cross. The man Jesus is depicted
as half male, half {emale; the {em:lle, or sinister, or dark,
or evil ~ide, being blackcned. On this cross He is pierced
in the si1ll'stcr side, in the venter, which by the chart is
Virgo (but should be Virgo, Scorpio), the place of piercing
being in the side of the man, or in the approach to the door
of I ndranee, and just where the: woman was taken from
the man's side in the Garden. But man, as 3II, is tile
woman, or the two are interchangeable under the coun
terpart form 311-113, so that the piercing is the type of
the consllmmation o{ marriage, duplicated £11 that of the
rt'te if circumcis?'·on.

So Cain is MeJchizadik, or Pater Sadie, or Jupiter; the
Just One, or the Right One, or the Adjuster. He is the
ecliptic, and the balance line for equinox, and solstice. He
is the divided cube, representing, as to one of its phases,
the heavenly meaSllres. It is not a single cube, but is made
up of 8 cubes of 144, each, in its subdivided form, com
bining distinct males and females, for production.

(3.) The narrative proceeds, "And she again bare his
brother Abel;" where the ""ord brother is simply an ob
scuration of the sex of Abel (he being hermaphrodite),
which in reality predominates in this glyph as femalc. It
is observable, too, that no mentioll is made in this Clse or
knowledge by Adam. It is so in the first verse, and it is ~o

in the close, as relates to Seth, but here there is omis
sion. Abel is S~i1' Hebel, and, ;lfiding the character
values (3 + 2 + 5) equals 10, or the perfect one, or 7c11O
vah, showing that Abel and Cain are but phases of the
same form-viz., of Jehovah. As this is so, while S:l0'
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Hebel, has its significant use as a single word, it is suscep

tible to division into S:l-il, or H-Bl, or The-Bel, or the
sun. In this form the values run 3:2-5, and 32 X 5 =160 =
Cain; thus showing the collateral sameness. As a num
ber value 10 is the perfect cube (so was Cain); it is also
circumference to 31.8 as a diameter, and this was the Gnos
tic Christ, who was Jehuvah. But the double form of Je
hGvah, as male-female, is here eliminated, because by the
determinatives .FIebe! is made to a~sume the fem£n£1lc side
of his own form exclusively. The meaning of the word
Hebel is empt£ness, 1lothillgness. This is the idea of the
primal GaeL In Kabbab. the frsi cause, God, is named
j'~, oin, 1lothillg. (Franck. IIS. quoted from Sad. p. 67.)
.LVothi1lg1lcSS is used as a mark oj" the female. Nork says
that the beautiful Naamah was an astronomical name tor
Venus; <I:> she was, also, he :>~tys, tile Bohu, or word for
vOtd in 1 Gen. v. 2. Take other \Vords of like and kin
dred and correlative meanings: i'Jl, a/in - " S
from PJl, 1in (= i'~' tin), same as p~, aveil, nothingness,
vaUlty (= S:lil' Abel), sht, lie, . . . but sec i\V. un,"
(Fuerst.) Under i'Jl, un, but in (ol:m PJl. aVOlt. is found
the iclea of emptiness. with sin and eohab/tatt'olt all com
bined. This is determinative of the character of the circle
as a personage: (1.) That it is but the circle part of the 10,

the straight line, or dia meter val ue, being left all t-i. e. '. it
is an empty circle; (2.) That, sexually, Abel is feminine,
for the purpose of this glyph. This is again delermineJ
with a new significance in the description, "And Abel was
a keeper of sheep," or follower of cattle. The words
keeper of sheep, are iN'!:, ilJli, roeh tson . . This word
roeh, keeper, is a compound of Jli, ra, evzl. bad, wicked,
malignant-in short, the early church characteristics of
woman,. and with appended il, il, is not oul)' a shepherd,
but a shepherdess. But take the word as ;L numerical de

terminative, Jli = 27, il = 5, and 27 X S = 135, or il~N,

or woman. Again under i'N, avon, same as PJl, un (vari
ously pointed), not only are the same meanings expressed.
but, also, it is used as On, or Heliopolis, the city if tlte
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Sun, which is the hollow circle of the year. But, indeed,
S~n ' chebel, signifies, to conceive, also pains of birth.

And thus a feature of the glyph is of the Garden of
Eden: (1.) In its masculine, or right line, form of Cain
A.dam, and (2.) in itsJeminine, or sun circle, furm of Abel;
and its object is, in some sort, to show forth astronomical
applications of the measuring elements of one to the other.
But as Cain, as The Right One, holds the balances, or
beams of the balances, and there are two balances-viz.,
that of the equinoxes and that of the solstices-he as di
vider, or center crossed lines, of the Adam-h, cuts this
circle in its quadrants. It has been shown that the bal
ance opposes birth and death in the Mars form. The
chief points were in Aries and Scorpio.

Now, there is a curious reflection. In Hebrew, the bal
ances are o'.m~-o, m-oznim, while the ears of the head are
O'~j~, oznim, the precise same word, save the mem, 0, pre
fixed. The type is clear enough, for the division of the
head at the ears exhibits this very glyph of the Mars form
of birth and death. as balanced in the equinoctial scales.
To join the two symbols, as significant the one of the
other, in the Hindu form, over the mouth Of the vagina is
drawn the scull and crossed bones, formin;; a kind of mon-

ogcam fo, life. In ehm'eh emblem" one find, F
or crossed bones with this letter character, which is the
letter p, kopj, or symbol of the half of the head back 0./
the ears.

(4') By considering the place of Scorpio, or D'lilah, in
its evil aspect, as connected with its feminine qU:1Iity, then
it would come under the adjective form of evil, or .vi, ra;
ane! the opposite to this would be good, or ~,n, tobi, as
designative of the two opposite qualities. Now, by the
ancient Egyptian charts, the zodiac sign of Saggitarius,
borc~ring on the winter solstice, carried the name Tobi, or
the Hebrew ~,~, good,. while the opposite sign of Gemini,
bordering 011 the summer solstice, carried the name Pani,
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Qr Hebrew Pam', t.)t1, .lace or aspect. The astronomical
course of going from Tobi, by way of the vernal equinox,
which, as opposed to Scorpio, was good, to the summit, or
Pani, would be upward to the highest point, where the
aspect or face of the year would change to its reverse de
clining. From Pani, the course of the seasons would be
declining, hy way of Scorpio, or evil, toward the winter
solstice. Now, taking what is said to be so as to,the offer
ings, Cain being 'Jehovah in this glyph, as a diameter
value, or as diameter values, has nothing to do wz"th him
self, but does in his masculine capacity shz'ne (for the word
is shz'ne) favorably upon the circle of the year, or zodiac,
or life; or upon Eve, Venus-Naamah. At the summer
solstice point is the intersection of the diameter line with
the curve, at the highest reach of the sun. The sun here
is verhcal, just as at the noon point, and the standing still
of the sun at the noon point was called '01,. dam£, by the
Vulgate, and LXX, (Fuerst), and dam£, '01, is exactly the
same word for the bloods of Abel, which Cain shed. Here
was the fiercest power of the sun looking down vertically
along the solstice line to the intersection of the cross lines.
At the same time, his aspects change or fall to his declining.
This is actually described. It'says: "And it burned upun
Cain, and his aspect, t.)t1, Pan£, changed to descending."
Now follows a description of where the sun is going to in
descending, by a history of his travel. The words are:
"If thou doest well (good, Tob£,:m~), there is e,"CaltaNon,
n'sing "-i. e., you will rise by way of the good side; "but
if thou doest not' well (when you are descending), Sin
(feminine l'"INt)n, clzattuth) is a Lier-in-wait at the dOdr or
opening (or Sin is at the quadrant hue, at the opening;
for r~", rbts, the lier, in wad, is also the 4th s£de, as of a
cube, or square, as well as a couch to he 011.) Again:
"Sin lieth as a coputatrl'x, at the door or optning;
for r:l." rbts, is same with .v~." rba, and is not only to he
down, to couch, but also to copltlate. The word for opell
ingis in the same kind of connection, for pnl'"ltl, p£ththaeholl,
the opening of the mouth, and also iitnl'"l~, p'thad vah,



or" Jah is causer to bear, where El, or Jah, is conceived
of as the creative world-power." (Fuerst.) In other words,
"At Scorpio you wi)) find Naamah, as beautiful as wicked,
who is, in this instance tht: feminine part of your brother
AbeL" And now comes a great determinative, fastening
this interpretation, as of marriage, or the consummation
of marriage. In the 16th verse of the 3d chapter, as to the
woman, it says: "And thy desire shall be to thy husband,
and he shall rule over thee," which was the accompaniment
of sin, or transgression, or crossing, as a quality deter
mined upon to be the characteristic of woman for all time.
Here (obscured under the male-female form) it is said as to
Hebel, as Sin, to the man Cain or Jehovah, "And her
(his) desire shall be unto thee, and thou shalt rule over her
(him)." This seems to mark out an unmistakanle character
of the glyph. But it is followed by the fact, for it was that
they, being in the dividing of the field (",rv-.:l, B-sadeh) ,
Cain, the rod, rose up and violated his brother. It was
marriage, and the bloods that were shed were the '0' rnn,
dlathan diim£, or bloods 0.1 the bride chamber,. and
they were to be found as part of the h-adam-h, or 3600
0063. The Cain form of the garden was 144-441, and
the bloods shed are 441, or ,~" or by counterpart 441-144,
which simply shows that these bloods were, after all, but a
means of division of the garden for astronomical and other
purposes; and as the sun standing still is vertical, as coin
ciding with the one Cnin division line, is by name '0',
diimi, or 441, so tIle bloods of Abel, shed on the other, and,
horizontal division line, nre also '0', or 44I. Considering
the 144-441 or 441-144 form of the Garden, nnd the
exact fittingness of these applicntions, as 441 and 441, for
diinzi, thus twice u~ed, respectively, for solstice and equinox
jine, with the narrative form of explanation, and the inter
pretation of the glyph for this phase seems good.

(5·) But the Cain form of the Garden, 144-441, has
been shown to be in the reduced form, exactly significant
of the base of the great pyramid-i. e., 144 ir.ches is 12, say,
feet, and 12 = <5 + 6; therefore, there beirJg 144 X 2 to the
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side of the Garden, this is, in this reduced form, four 6s, or
6 X 4 = 24; and indeed the actual measure of the side of
base of the pyramid is diameter to a circumference of 24.
Now, since from the very first line of Genesis, through the
Garden of Eden scene, there has been a continuous and
systematic reproduction of the pyramid elements of con
struction, in another mode of working them, with also the
very tound;.;tion principles and numbers on which it was
constructed, to be found both in the Garden and in the flood
glyph, it might well be expected that this 4th chapter, like
wise, would be really founded on the same method as tlie
exactly correct one laying at the base of all other phases
to be presented. And, indeed, the connecting link between
the general construction of the exterior and of the interior
work does seem to exhibit itself as obscurely hidden away.
Cain and Abel are tOKether in the dividing of the jield.
The word is sadeh, iTirtJ,jield, and rather m~ans a dividing
as of a field. With this word is the prepositional prefix ~,

or B; or the whole is iTirtJ-~, B-sadeh, and for value
we find the character values as they run, 345-2, which
may designate the counterpart use of 345-543. Now con
sider, however, that we have the exact terms of the pyrnmid
base in the Cain Garden form,. as shown. and then that we
have the Hebel circle in connection ,.vilh it. Then here
there are the two elements necessary for putting the pyra
mid in a sphere. Now, refer to the geometrical rroblem
for the construction of the interior works, § 74. One por
tion of this problem-viz., that having reference to the
great salient characteristics of the interior works-is founded
on "c£rcular elements three," as given in § 82, namely:

"(3.) Height, 309.+ feet.
I

-base side, 243·+ "
2

I
-base diagonal, 343·+"

2

Radius, 345·+ "
"These are the circular elements whence the complete



pyramid, as to its inside work, is fitly framed and put to
gether."

Here the radius value is given at 345, and the diameter
value would be 345-2. But here in the word B-Sadeh,
i1'W-~, we have 345-2, this very value. Not only so, but
adding the full values of the letters of the word Sadeh, ,md

we have W, 300 + " 4 + il, 5 =309, which is just the
height of this pyramz'd three, as shown. Not ollly so, but
the 343, gives the value 343 of the descending passage
way. It is next to impossible to prevent the mind being
convinced that these lines of similitude are intentional,
where the various corroborative data are taken into bear
ing. But, really, in connection with these pyramid coin
cidences, there is one which seems absolutely to confirm
or establish the relation. It will be noticed that" circulqr
elements three" are connected with the problem of " £n
terior geometrical r.onstrucHon," agreeably to the diagram'
sho"vn in § 74 (b). Referring to that diagram, it will be
seen that the 309.397+ referred to is geometrically con
nected with that angle, which has been supposed to be that
of the roof of Campbell's chamber, and of the queen's
chambc1', in the pyramid. That angle has been shown to be
II5° (see § 76). Now the name Cain, or rtp, equals, tak
ing the character values as they run, II5, as has been so
often referred to. Independently of this, in 345 we find
the name Moses, i1W~, = 345, used as I am that I am,
shown also to be 345, in the Pharaoh glyph. So, also,
345 X 6 = 217-0, or it is a multiple of the heel, or Jacob
value; while if 345 be bent into the form of a circle, it may
be read 35"!-, or the lunar year value. Not only so, but in

I
the- base side of these designated pyramid elements-

2

viz., in the value 243-we find the name Abram. More
over, in this connection, it has been shown that the: height
of the intersection of the floor line of the grand gallery
with the south wall thereof, above the base of the pyramid,
was diameter to a circumference of 5184, the solar day
value. Well, 5184 = 72 X 72, and this is the division of
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the central square of 144 of the Cain Garden, or 144 -7- 2
-'- 72-27. So, indeed, here in this combination is Moses,
Abram, hed 0r Jacob, with Jehovah, and Christ; and all
,Ire developed in the pyramid. The divided form of this
ftc1d \\'ould take the numerical display of

345-543,
which again presents strange features; for 543 -7- 7 = 63,
<llld 63 -:--7 =9. But 7 and 9 are the characteristic values
of ~Jl, or ots, the tree. of the Garden, the twining together
of the t\\'o parts of which indicates the ',~i fJ,n, chathan
dami, or consummation of marriage, in its attendant blood
shedding. So, also,-7 X 7, or sevenfold, seems to look
toward the scvcnfold 01 Cain, and the 70 and 7 fold of
Lamech. 7 X 7 = 49, the perfect square, to which if one
be added, the result is 50; and is the subject of the curious
note referred to in Land Marks of Freemasonry. So, 345
+ 543 = 888, <lnd somewhere this value is given as a Gnos
tic value uf Christ. (Moses, 345; I am that I am, 543.)

(6.) If one counts the days of the solar year from equi
nox to equinox, or from solstice to solstice, he will find that
there is not an even division. March 22, to the end of
March, inclusive, is 10 days; this, or 10 + 30 +:;1 + 30 +
31 + 31 + 22 = 185 days, and 365 - 185 = 180 days, for
the other half, showing a preponderance of 5 days in the
upper half. Include the solstice days in the lower half,
then the upper h,df has 183 days, and 365 - 183 = 182 ;
showing a difference of I day as surplus preserved by the
upper half. As to the solstice:;, from the 22d June to the
end of the month, 'inclusive, is 9 days. Then 9 + 31 +
31 + 30 + 31 + 30 + 22 = 184 clays, and 365 - 184- = 181
days, shovv"in,g a difference of 3 days. Reverse by giving
the solstice days to the other half, and 184 becomes 187.,
and 365 - 182 = 183 days, showing a difference of I day.
(Take the form in which 180 days becomes one of the
sides. This was the number of years of the life of Abra
ham. Add the life of Isaac = 175 years, then 180 + 175
= 355; where, to make the 36o-year period, requires just
5 days. Add this to 175, and we have for the Isaac side
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ISO also, and 180 X 2 = 360, or a year period of an exnct
balance. To perfect the otber, or 36S-clay year, another
5 days has to be added; which heretofore we have found
to be added to the lower Inlf, or about the time of the 17th
day of the 2d month, giving the prepondernnce to the lowt'r
half of the year of 5 days, instead of to the upper, as
above. However, we see that by the addition of the 5 days,
the bal,lnce is disturbed.) It wns, perhaps, this inequality,
or preponderance of one side over \he other of the year,
which went to make up the mark on Cain, who was a
nodder, or wabbler, or" wanderer in foreign lands," having
reference to the unequal motion of the earth with relation
to the ecliptic in its nodding. There had to be a variation
from ,I fixed st~lndard of divi::;ion, as of an even division,
to complete the natural year in jt::; period of days. This
seems to be implie~l ill Cain's expression, "lJ:fy 5Z'12 is

greater thall I eall bear," where the equi\'oque is perfect.
The two salient worus are sin nnd bear, related with ench
other by the comparative, i. e" greater. These tlVO words
are very remarkable. They are: for lily Sill, avolli, or
tJ\V, and for than I can hear, nll'II'."ho, or N't'J - O. A bet
ter translation is: "1\1y desccnd/lIg is greater than my
asccndz'llg," or "my lift szde is greater than my right
sz'de." The word j'.l!, elI'OIl, has tile mL'aning of S/12, or of
eopulatioll, or 01 the Je/lZ/llt'tzc quahty-found in vario~s

ways,' as 1I0t/zill/{lZeSS, hollow, as given alreacl,Y; and also
the 11ft s/de by comparison, .Rachel, in dying, brings
forth Bell -oui, or '.i'.l!-j:l, whom she calls" son 0./ my
guilt, or sorrow," as it is translatecJ; but \vhile he is tllis
kind of a ~on, ;IS related to IJ<:r feminine quality of woman,
he was designated ill another way by Jacob, who changes
his name at once, or in contrast, to BCll-']alJu'lZ, or .• S01l

oj' 111)' rt/;/d s/dc ," or of the" light, clear regiou, the day
s/de," a~ contra:,tel1 with s/'u, woman, dark, or l(jt st'dc.
So, also, the~e words gi\'e tile ide,l of male side, us con
tra;;ted withfi'liiaic ~jcJe. In 4th Gen. 7, as already useq,
an: the words, .. il thou doest well, tJlere is dignity, excel
lence, lijtillg rtp, cxaltat/oll," as in contrast with "s£n
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Hcth as a copulatrix at the door." The contrast word 01

lifting up, etc., is seath, n~rt', from ~rt'~, nasa. Now,
this word is to be found <IS applied to Reuben by his father
J<.lcob, where, by the translation, it is the excellency oj
di'gnz'ty, and ""here the words n~rt' i.i" ycter seath, can
be the prominence o.f my male part, (or immediutely oefore
is the sentence, "the beghming o.f my strength," where
for strength is, '~'N, avoni, which is the same with Rachel's
'~'.v, avoni, or femininity; and can be uSed as tlte begin
ning of my sorrow. in the sense of my source o.f begct
tz'ngs. This description is laying the found<ltion (or the
conclusion, which is, "unstable <IS water, thou shull not
excel." Why? "Thou wentest up to thy father'::; bed;
then defiledst thou it: he went up to my couch." Here is
an instance of what Irunreus says, as quoted above. Par
aphrased, the intent is, "Reuben, thou art my first born,
my eldest; who, by right of ~rimogeniture, :Jrt the repre
sentation of myself: as such, thou art myself as to the
place of begettings, and the mean of begetting, because
thou dost represent me. . . . Yet wentest thou up," etc.
But to this purpose, here seatlt and avo'ni are used as mem
brum 7,lirile and yoni. But (urther, when J<lcob wrestles
with the angel, he does so in the dark; and as he caught
the Izeel of his brotller, so now Esuu as the angel (see
Nark, Worterbuch) wrestles with Jncob. The conclusion
of the wrestling is that J £leah's thigh is dislocated, or is
wasted, or shrunken, as to its s£1zew. This sinew which
shrank is the same word with seath, n~tt', from Nrt'~, for
"t{rt'~, with sulIix ,~rt'~, thcn N'W, more frequently nNW."
(Fuerst.) Now, whi1L: ..,Vasa, Nrt'~, is to raise up. to ex
twd upward. lei rise lu'gh, nasha, i1rt'~. is to extend, stretch
out, showing the sameness of the words as cogn<.lk: then
then: comes, ns related, i1rt'~, llasha. tlze large hI} sz'new;
nnd, in fact, the rabbinical rending of this is, acco:ding to
Nork, "spannader fur den phallus, SJrt'Oi1 i:1N." (See
under J acoh.) So, also, it could be taken as the assump
tion of the feminine quality ill this wrestling. After this
struggle in the dark, his name is changt:d from its femiCline
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character of Jacob to Israel, altogether masculine, implying
here the change from the dark to the light part of the year,
the boundary line between which was the brook which he
crossed, or Pani-EI, or the division line at the solstice, pre
cisely as in the description of Cain, as going up from Tobi
and descending from Pani, the same solstice line is desig
nated. Under" J acoD," Nark says: LThe cardinal or hinge
point is "therefore called Pani-EI (7N-'Jb), i. e., cllallge
or turning of the (time) god, that place where Jacl)b
wrestled with the demon, in whom the rabbins recognize
Esau, from whom the name of the boundary river Jabbok
(P~' v. P~N, to wrestle), and overcome him." Pani-EI and
Jabbok are used interchang~ably.

His going up was Seath, or male, and his descending
was on the other side toward the characteristic of that side
-viz., female. The male was his l,tgM side, the female
was his lift side. Now from summer solstice to winter

solstice is 9 + 31 + 31 +- 30+ 31 +30 +- 22 = 184- days,
and 365 - 184- = 18r; so that the female side was greater
than the male side by 3 days. Or, considering the circle
of the year as the form of a man-woman, his left side at
the hip ",,'auld be greater than his right side; or, his sz'n
side was greater than his male side. And this goes to
show that tbe glyphs of Cain and Abel, and of J <lcob and
Esau, are to this l'xtent alike, as having· reference to the
same phenomenon. Now as to the mark set on Cain.

The words are nUt f'PS rm'l' ow'~, V'yiisem Yehovah
l'kayin, oth, where the rrec1icate yiisem, OW', is the apoca
pated future hijil, from shu.m, O~~. Oi this word under
(II.), Fuerst says: "Properly, to be veiled, hence to be
obscured, darkened; metaphor, to be l'mpotcnt, weak; fig.,
to be on the left-the left side being regarded as the weak
one; the left district as the obscured, concealed one. See

. ~b~, Tsaphon,. SNOW, Samael." Tsapho1t" is the dark,
wintry hemisphere, the dark region, where. the sun and the
stars are e~tinguished, a_od the light of heaven is swallowed
up." Samael" is the veiled, dark region of the north;
what is turned to the north, the lift side, the lift hand."
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It was reported, rabbinically, that Kin (Cain) the Evil was
the son of Eve by Samael the devil, who occupied the
place of Adam.

So the reading of the line is: "And the Lord caused
impotence to Cain, or weakness, or loss, on the left side, as
a mark or token ," etc.; and this corresponded with the
lameness of Jacob, and also with the lameness ofVulcain.
This impotence has nothing to do with the left side being
the largest, but with its female quality'; ·for it is ascribed by
the rabbins to that of the virile power, which is extin
guished in the dark or female part of the year, which
cpmmences with the vintage, the sun in Scorpio, just where,
by the Persian symbolization, the Bull suffers castration by
the Scorpion, or just where the of Jehovah conceals itself
in Rovah.

,7.) As one after another of the all~gorical uses comes
up, and is explainecl, the aggregation all tending to one
elucidation, serves tq clear away the ambiguity and equiv
ocation from the remainder. It is seen how fitly the
Egyptian mode of hieroglyphic expressiun fits to the He
brew use. As there was a common underlying use in
numbers and geometrical forms, as in, the Bible there is
constant reference to a mysterious connection between the
Hebrews and the Egyptians, so there seems to have been
an interchangeable use of a common mode of expression.
This accords with the statement of Seyffarth (Chro. ,po 34) :

"Now, we kriQW that with Ahtam, iI50 years after the flood,
484 years after Phaleg, duririg whose life the ~gyptians and all
the other ancjent nations emigrated from BabyIQriia-i. e" 278/
B. c.-the Hebrews left their original place of abode. Th~se

Ahramidre'spoke Hebrew, and consequcntly this same language
must have been indigenous in Chaldea. But as Mcnes also came
from Chaldea Ollly 484 years before Abraham, the ancient
Egyptian language must be intimately ~elatcd to the Hebrew."

And this agrees with \v'hat one so frequently finds as to
the, by statement, passing over of old Phenician radicals into
the formation of hieratic words, to the ,Egyptians, Babylon
ians, even Hindus, Greeks, Latins, Germans, and espe
cially British, showing a common reservoir of knowledge
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for all these ancient people. Already we have seen this
to be the case as to Arets, Mars, Tobi, and Pani, in
especialJy hieroglyphic connections. The equivocation in
the narrative scene of Cain anel his brother Abel, as to the
slaying, as to .. cursed art thou," as to " my sz'n zs greater
than I can bear," is perfect. But these are preceded by
one just as great in the words of warning to Eve. The
Garden scene was the picture of that sinful transgression
culminating in the universal fall of man (or better, of
woman), bringing upon an innocent progeny unnumbered
woes. In the very first exertion of his divine power, God,
we are led to infer from the simple narrative, set a trap for
his most simple-minded and ignorant son and daughter.
There seems to be, on the face of this" as in Adam all
felJ," a sort of nOll sequz'tur, as relates to the honorable and
merciful character of the inventor. But, manifestly, and
to speak seriQusly, as relates to humanity, the Garden was
the scene of the creation of and first recognition by the
sexes of their difference of organism; also of their sexual
introduction the one to the other. Now, the little deeper
reading of the narrative turns the mask and shows the nat
ural and true intent, thus spoiling the equivocation. \Vhill'
Adam was in the hermaphrodite condition-i. e., before the
woman was taken from him-he or she is told as to the fur
bidden fruit, " for in the day thou eatest of it, dying thou
shalt die." (Gen. ii. 17.) rm~, muth, dying, rm~.n, Tti
mfdh, thou shalt die. That this was said ta her is clearly
implied in verse 3 of the third ch;'l pter, where the words are
the same. The following, as to the Egyptian, wilJ lend
further and singular reflections on this subject:

"Muth, or ~iJ.'Iouth, was the Egyptian cognomen of Venus (Eve,
mother of all living), or tile moon. Plutarch (Is. 374) hands it
down that' Isis was sometimes callcd il:futh, which word means
mother. Either J1fan, or llfaut, means nurse, mother. Perhaps
Jl1"utlz is to be derived from 111ml-tho, mater terra (Eve-Adam),
which being the fact, kfuth differs in nothing from Isis, quecn of
the earth (Issa, i'lrt'N, woman).' (Is., p, 372.) Isis, he says; is
that part of nature which, as feminine, contains in herself, as
(nutrix) nurse, all things to be born. 'Certainly the moon,'
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speaking astronomically, 'chiefly exercises this function in
Tanus, Vends being the house (in opposition to Mars, gener
ator, in Scorpio), because the sign is luna, }), hypsoma. Since
truly it may be taken from this passage of Plutarch, that Isis
Metheur differs from Isis Muth, and that in the vocable MzUh,
the notiml of bringing forth may be concealed, and since fruc
tification must take place, Sol being joined with Luna in Libra,
it is not improbable that Muth first indeed signifies Venus in
Libra j hence Luna in Libra." (Beitrage zur Kenntniss, pars
I I, § 9, under Muth.)

Now there is 110t n word of this description which is not
fitted to the scope of the Garden of Eden glyph. It is
part and parcel of the same learning that gives the Egyptian
ARTS, as the Phenician and Hebrew ARTS, in the first
chapter of Genesi::o, Now consider the correlating terms,
Sin wiill Intercourse, and the symbol of death being but
that of birth, as they have relation to the place Scorpio,
the opposite to, yet connected in the center, with Taurus
Venus, and the conclusion is irresistible, that in the words
"dying thou shalt die" (that is, in Scorpio), we have by
correlative reading and meaning "conceiving thou shalt
become a mother." And this agrees with the fact related;
lor she did eat the fruit, she did not die, and she did be
come a mother. This shows the double play upon the word
Muth, n,o, by help of which the real intent is produced in
the occult way, as intended. Sin,death, and W011la11 are
one in the glyph, and are correlatively connected with 1'n

tcrcourse and birth. This derivation onCe stated, finds
full confirmation on its own Phenician, or Hebl'ew soil.
The word Bohu, ,rr:t, void, has been seen to be taken for
Eve-Venus-Naamah. Fuerst, under Bolm, ,rr:t, says:

" In tbis primitive signification was ,rr:l taken in the Biblical
cosmogony, and used in establishing the dogma q'~o ~', 'Jes

(us), m'aven, Yes-us from nothing), respecting creation.
Hence, Aquila translates fYuu[v, vulg, vacua" (hence vacca, CIY'.u),

"Onkelos and Samarit, '~~'i, The Phenician cosmogony has
connected Bohu, ,rr:l, Baav~ into a personified expression e1enot
ing the primitive substance, and tiS a deity, the mother if races
of the gods. The Aramean name li-,rr;J, Ji-,rr;J, ~M-,rr:t, B\lt,&,

B1J19-6~, Buto, for the mother if tile gods, which passed over to
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the Gnostics, Babylonians, and Egyptians, is idenHcal then 'With
Mot (rm~, our lvIuth), properly, B",,~ (/1-';':1), originated in
P henician from an interchange of b with m."

This view assists also to another facility for interpreta
tion. Each sign to be mentioned was a double sign, or
male-fem,;Je-viz., it was Taurus-Eve, and Scorpio was
Mars-Lupa, or Mars with the female wolf. So, as these
signs were opposites of each other, yet met T'n the center,
they were connected; and so in fact it was, and in a double
sense, the conception of the year was in Taurus, as the
conception oC Eve by Mars, her opposite, in Scorpio. The
birth WOUld be at the winter solstice, or Christ,mas. On
the contrary, by conception in Scorpio-viz., of Lupa by
Taurus-birth would be in Leo. Scorpio was Chrestos in
hurmliatz"on, while Leo was Christos in triumph. While
Taurus-Eve fulfilled astronomical functions, Mars-Lupa
fulfilled spiritual ones by type.

The workings out of this glyph of 4th Genesis help to
the comprehension of the division of one character into the
forms of two persons; as Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel,
Abram and Isaac, Jacob and Esau, and so on. It helps,
also, to take the horrid blemish off from the name of Cain.
as a put-up job to destroy his character; for, even without
these showings, by the very text, he was 'Jehovah. So the
theological schools had better be alive to making the amend
honorable, if such a thing is possible, to the good name and
fame of the God they worship.

(8.) Now, as linking togethel" several great salient
points in the Biblical structure: (I.) As to the Old and
New Testaments; with, also, (2.) as to the Roman empire;
(3.) as to confirming the meanings and uses of SYIll

boIs; and (4') as to confirming the entire explanation and
reading of the glyphs as (5.) recognizing and laying down
the base of the great pyramid as the foundation squure ot'
the Bible construction, (6.) as well as the New Roman
adoption under Constantine-tile following is given:

Cain has been shown to be the 144-441 form of the
Garden, based upon a square of 144 X 144 in the center.
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He has been shown to be the 360 circle of the zodiac, the
perfect and exact standard, by a squared division; hence
his name of Me1chizadik. He has been shown to be the
distribute]" or adjuster of the 365-day year on this square
of 360 or 36. Th~ Hebrew year has been shown to be the
base, in Abram, 180 + Isaac, 175 = 355. This + 5 = 360,
or Cain, and 355 + 10= 365, by which the solstice and
equinox points of the 360 or zodiac (or life) circle are made
to fall back, as to the months of the 365-day year, so that
the equinox points shall fall, as for months, on thefirst day
of October, or Scorpio, and its opposite; while the solstices
are to be marked by Leo and its opposite. This was a
Hebrew use and recognition under the squared form; they
taking out the 3d quadrant, cube, of which Leo and Libra,
bordering on Cancer and Dan-Scorpio, were the corner
controllers. Btlt this corner cube, worked in or.. to the
square 0./ the entl're year, was miJde to preserve this same
order, by Leo and Dan-Scorpio being made to hold, re
spectively, the two controlling corners of the great square.
Now, this was all founded on the Cain-Adam square; Qt',

as shown, the square of the base of the great pyram/d.
Take this square, as the Caz'n-Adam square of 144-441,
with the central or Adam square of :I2x 12 = 144 (either
as a line or as area); and, holding the numerical value as
inches, take the same square, as reduced to feet:

,

i B
;----f---'

I---~-+---+----j

2 1.

!A.
By the very force of construction, the larger square will be

laid off into blocks of 6 X 6 feet, and its circumference will
exhibit. aface divided into 12 of these squares, and Ii X 6
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= 72 feet, or for a line circumference of 24 X 4 = 96 feet i
while the interior or Adam squa;"e is shown to be divided
into 4 blocks of 6 X 6 feet each. It has been repeatedly
stated that the object of the great pyramid construction \'\'as
to measure the lzeavens and the eartlt,. therefore, its meas
uring containment would indicate all the substance of
measure of the lteavens and tlte earth, or agreeably to an
cient recognition, Eartll, Air, Water, and F£re. (The
base side of the pyramid was diameter to a circumference
in feet of 2400. The cbaracteristic of this is 24 feet, or
6 X 4 = 24, or this very Cain-Adam square.) Now, by tbe
restoration of tbe encampment of the Israelites, as initiated
by Moses, by the great scholar, Father Athanasius Kircher,
the Jesuit priest, the above is precisely, by Biblical record
and traditionary SOUl"ces, tbe method of laying off tbis en
campment. The four £nter£or squares were devoted to
(1.) Moses and Aaron; (2.) Kohath; (3.) Gershon; and
(4.) Merari-the last three being the heads of the Levites.
The attributes of these squ:ues "vere the jn'mal attribute 3

of Adam-Mars, and were concreted of the elements,
Earth, Al'r, F£re, Water,. or 0' = lam = JYater, i1~ =

Nour = F£re, n1i = Rouach = A£r, and il~:l' = It'ibesllall
= Em'th. The initial letters of these words are INRI.
This square of INRI is the Adam square, which was ex
tended from, as a foundation, into four olhers of 144 )(2
= 288, to the side of the large square, and 288 X 4 =
115-2, = the- whole circumference. But this square is the
display of also circular elements, and IIS-2 can denote
this. Put INRI inlo a circle, or read it as the letters stand
in the square, as to its vulues of 1521, and we have

o
which reads II5-2 of this fact. But, as seen, Cain denotes
this as, or in, the II5 of his name; which uS was the very
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complement to make up the 360-day year, to agree with
the balances of the standard circle, which were Cain. The
corner squares of the larger square are, A = Leo, and B =
Dan-Scorpio; and it is seen that Cain pierces Abel at the
intersection of the equinoctial with the solstice cross lines,
ret"erred to from Dal/-Scorpio, on the celestial circle. But
Dan-Scorpio borders 011 Libril, the scales, whose sign is
v (which sign is that of the ancient j/llow, on which
the back 0./ thc head to the cars rested, the pillow of

~
Jacob), and is represented lor one symbol as X p S

as hJS been shown. But abo the badge of Dan-Scorpio

;, death-life, ;n the ,ymhol F"' ,,-oH-bouc, "ud .,"ull,

or bacl.: of the Ilcad, or lifc-death; and this \Va:; the mono
gram of Chr:'stos, and the Lauarum, or stand:trcl of Cons tan
tine, the Roman l'mperor. Abd ha~; heen shown to be
Jesus, and Cain-Vulcain, or l\L1rs, pierced him. Cunstan
tine was the Roman emperor, whose \\'arlike god was J\'Iars,
and a Roman soldier pierced Jc;;us on till' cruss; so that
the three unite uncler this cll<lr.lcteristic. TIut the piercing
of Abel was the consummation of his marri,lge with Cain,
and this was proper uncler the form of l\Lrrs-Generator;
hence the double glyph, one 01' l\Ltrs-Generalor and Mars
Destroyer in one; significant, again, of the prim,d idea oC
the living cosmos, or of birth and Ck:llll, :l.S necessary tt!
the continuation of tile stream or life. No\\', the cross is
the emblem of the on/!,/n of lIlCaSltrCS, in till: 7dlOvah

form of a sh'a/~!?,ht l/uc ONE of (l dC/lom/nat /on 0./ :?06I'1., tlte

per,fcct c/rcltllifCrCl1Cc; hence Cain was tllis as JellO\'al1,
for the text says that hc 7vas Jehovall. But t:le ,~lLlcl1lflent

of u' man to this cross was that of II3 : 355 to 656I : 5 I53
X 4 = 206I2, as shown. Now, OVer the head ot'jesus cru
cified W:1S placed the inscription, of which the initial letters
of tht: words have alvvuys been retained as symbolic, and
handed down and llsed as a monogram of Jesus Chrestos-
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viz., INRI, or Jcsu:; -,Vazarcnus Rex ']ztd(J!oru11l; but they
are located on the C1'OSS or the cubed form of the circular
origin of :neasures, which me<.lsure the substance of Eart/l,
Air, Fire, and Water, or INRI = II52, ns shown. Here
is the man on the cross, or II3 : 355 combined with
6561 : 5153 X 4 = 20612. These are the pyramid-base
numbers, as coming from II3 : 355 ;IS the Hebrew source;
whence the Adam square, vvhich l'S the pyramid base, and
the center one to the larger square of the e1lcampment.
Bend INRI into a circle, and we have II52, or the circum~

ference of the latter. But Jesus d~,'ing (or Abel married)
made use of the very words needed to set forth all. He
S_q)(.$ Eli Eli Lamah Sabachth-ani

: 'J-l"1n~rv i10S 'S~ 'S~
For, read them by their power values, in circular form, as
produced from the Adam form, as sh()wn, and we have

,S~ = II3, ,~~ = II3, or II3-3 II : :"lOS = 345, or
Moses in the Cain-Adam pyramid circle: l"1n~rt' = 710,
equals Dove, or Jonah, and 710 -:- 2 = 355, or 355-553 ;
and finally, as determinative of all, .)', or m', where J =
JI/Zt1l, fish = 565, and' = I or 10; together 565 I = i1,i1',
or tlle Christ value.

And thus closes the relation between tbe Parker and Me·
tius forms of numbers in construction of the great pyramid,
with their Biblical use; and it is seen that the pyramid
stonG book is the cqu'-valel1t ofthe Old and lVew Testaments.

Attention is called to p;:rt of the 46th verse of the 27th
chapter of Matthew, as follows: "Eli, Eli, Lama Sabaell·
thani ?-that is to say, My God, my Gou, why hast thou
forsaken me?" Of course, our versions are taken from the
original Greek manuscripts (the reason why we have no
original Hebrew manuscripts concerning tllese occurrences
beil;g because the enigmas in Hebrew would betray them
seh'es on comparison with the sources of their derivation,
the Old Testament). The Greek manuscripts, without ex
ception, give the~e words as-

,Hii ' lIii i,a,flrl. l1a(3ax(}avl..
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They are Hebrew words, rendered into the Greek, and in
Hebrew are as follows:

:'J-nn:Jrl' iTr.h ,SN ,SN
The Scripture of these words says, "that IS to say , My
God, my God, ~vhy hast thou forsaken me?" as their
proper translation. Here then are the words, beyond all
disput,-:; and beyond all question, such is the interpreta
tion given of them by Scripture. Now the words will not
bear this interpretation, and it is a false rendering. The
true meaning isjust the opposite of the one given, and is-

My God, my God, how thou dost glorify me I
But even more, for while lama is why, or how, as a verbal
it connects the idea of to dazzle, or adverbially, it could run
" how dazzlingly," and so on. To the unwary reader this
interpretation is enforced and made to answer, as it were,
to the fulfillment of a prophetic utterance, by a marginal
reference to the .first verse of the twenty-second Psalm,
which reads:

" My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?"
The Hebrew of this verse for these words is-

:'~-n:n.v iT~S 'SN ,SN,
as to which the reference is correct, and the interpretation
sound and good, but wd/t an uttcrly diffcrent word. The
words are-

E'h, Ell", lamah azab'vtha-llt"?
No wit of man, however scholarly, can save this paf'sage
from falseness of relldert'1tg on its face; ::nd as so, it be
comes a most terrible blow upon the proper fir::<t-f,lce
sacredness of the recital. There is but one, <lnd there is
one escape, and t!lat is by having resort to the mysticall'u
tcnt. The Hebrew phrase was purposcd as it reads, "n<1
its antagonistic and (,lise rendering was p1trposcd as it
reads. It was on the same principle alre<ldy mentioned, of
the crossed bones ancl skull, as an emblem 01" death, be;ng
placed over the door of life and signifying birth, or of tlw
intercontuinment of two oppJsite principles in one, jus: as,
mystically, the Savior was held to be man-woman. This
was the Idea intended, and interpreted thus, the passage
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suffers no violence of distortion. Above, the numerical
values of the words have been given, as connecting them
selves with the INRI, or 288 X 4 = II52, of the inner
:;quare and outer square of the encampment, which at ·~he

same lime is the base of the pyramid, by equivalence.
But by these number:;, Eli is II3 (by placing the word in
a circle); L<lmah being 345, is by change of letter:; to suit
the same values i1tt'O (in a circle), or Moses, while Sa
bachth is John, or the dove, or Holy Spirit, because (in a
circle) it is 710 (or 355 X 2). TIle termination 1li, as nuni,
or 5651, becomes Jehovah. Connecting this phrase with
INRI, and it throws li~ht upon the transfiguration scene on
the mount. Tbere were present there Peter and James
and JOl1l1 with Jesus: or C\ Iami, James, water; i1W.':l',
Peter, earth; lili, John, spirit, air, and i)~, Jesus, fire,
!ife~together INRI, But behold Eli and Moses met them

th~re, or 'SM anc! i1w" or Ell" an<; lamah, or 113 and 345.
And this shows that the scene of transfiguration "vas con
nected with the one above set forth.

---------

As closing these appendices, it is thought appropriate
anc! instructive to insert some comments upon the "Study
of Ihe B/hle," made by a clergyman of New York city,
and published in the Tr/uu1Ze. The difficulties surround
ing the text of the Bible, as received and ir.terprete-d, for a
s::llis(actory comprehension of the contents of The Book,
,\n~ ably and clearly set fortll. Their setting forth seems
to point to the existence of a key of /ntcvpretatz"on not as
yet known orm::lc]e use of. Thilt part of these comments
\\hic!l is thought pertinent to the present inquiry, is as fol
lows:

.• Thc Church is to conserve the Scriptures, because they con
SlT\·C the Church. TheJewish Church made lhe mistake of con
sen- iIl~ the mere lctter, and hence became corrupt. The Scrip
ture; :1I"t: \lot the letter, but the spirit beneath the letter, reached
by tht: kttn_ The Church, then, rightly conserves the Scriptures
when, by diligent investigation through and beneath the letter, it
billels the varied truth of God bst to its lif.; by a thousancl cords
of blowlcJge and aflection. vVith this view, then, of the study
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of the letter of Scripture as the necessary avenue to reach its di·
vine truths, and as thus following the injunction of the Savior in
the text, we may notice three cl:lsses of difficulties which invite
this study, and to the solution of which the careful and concen
trated search is essential.

"The first difficulty is the appa~ent want of harmony in the
different portions of the sacrell volume. This has been the favor
ite battle-ground of infidelity. Here it uses with effect its argu
mcntum ad specicm, and makes it£ crafty conquests. The I'Joh
istic and Jehovistic chapters of Genesis are irreconcilable; the
Pentateuch bears marl,s of a post-Mosaic origin in its allusions
to the character and the death of the ·lawgiver; the chronology
of the historical books is hopelessly confused and false; the two
genealogies of Jesus are in direct conflict; all the accounts of the
inscription on the cross are discrepant; indeed, the four Gospels
present a hundred points of difference and antagonism. James
and Paul teach, as respects one another, contradictory doctrines,
and the New Testament presents a system of salvation and eternal
life wholly inconsistent with that of the Old Testament. These
are the chief chars-es that are made where prima facie evidence
is on the enemy's side, and, as with the majority of OUI- race,
prima facie evidence is all that men care to have against any
thing they wish to avoid, these charges gain a common currency,
and repeat themselves in every age. To meet these charges nnll
their pernicious effects, a knowlepge of the media through which
the Divine Spirit comlllulliclted the truth is necessary. The
mind Illust take a rnnge through 1,500 years, from Moses to Johu,
and examine the variations of l<lnguage <lnd customs, the history
and n<ltion,ll economy of the Jewish people, ,IS well ;lS those of
the great king(!oms of the Nile, the Tigris, ::Ind (he Euphrates.
\Ve must recognize the full idiosyncrasy of each s,lcred writer
under the di\·ine afflatus. It must explore the analogies in expe
rience, where different standpoints reve"l ,1pp;lrent discrei):ll1cie~.

It Illust learn to weigh words [1S they arc gi\·en us in the Senlitic
and Hellenic tongues, and detach them from the prejudice of :1

transL!tion. It mllst find the special object that \\"[1S before a
writer's mind, and these special circumstances ill \vhich his utter
ances first took place. It Illust re\·jcw the law~ of authorship
[\lld editorship, and determille their influence upon till' sacred
books. It mllst become familiar with the great bndm:lrks of
chronology, and be able to establish the s'yuchroni~ms of thl.:



Scripture narrative. Only in this way can scoffing infidelity be
am,wered, and the piolls mind be edified by a discovery of the
perfect harmonies of the Di\'ine Word.

" A second difficulty is akin to the first, and can be easily com
pared with it. It is the obscurity of the text. It docs not appear
to contradict itself, but its very meaning is a puzzle. The ordi
nary reader sees only a chaos, anJ either looks over the pass;lgc
till he finds some plain words to satisfy him, or he performs tl;e
dangerous task of guessing where he has no data, and so makes
the Scripture to speak falsely. To overcome this difficulty ...ve
need all the appliances which are requisite in reading the alleged
discrepancies of the Word, and these are to be used in an in
tenser degree. History and geography mllst be ransacked and
arranged in the mind; the oriental habits and styles of thought
mllst be familiarized; bigotry and narrowness must be aban
doned for a broacl view of the race and a generous sympathy for
human development everywhere. Especially are the two lan
gU:Jges of Scripture to be carefully studied-the sterility of He
brew, whose obscurity lies in its poverty, and the flexible and
be;\LItiful Greek, whose obscurity lies in its richness. The En
glish translation is one of the best ever made, perhaps the very
best after the Hollandish, and this English translation is so en
deared to us by tenderest associations that it would not be wise
to set it aside for another. If any change be made, our old ver
sion must remain the basis, and only such alterations eflected as
truth aud righteousness demand. Our holy religion does not
require us to be blind moles, hut to use our eyesight and ~liscrim

in:Jte everywhere between the true and the false. The religion
of Jesus courts the fullness of ligllt, and loathes t\le conservatism
of con\'entionality, prejudice, and ignorance. With all the excel
lence of our English versiou, it bears marks of the human im
perfection of the translators, as where tbey hide away the word
• l)i~hops,' inPau]'s addres~ to (he elders of MiletLis, and call it
. o\'crseers,' and where tlley call the P[\s~over the heathenish
uamc of 'E:lster.' Besides such willful errors, they erred often
through ignor:Jl1ce of tile 1:1!Y.!:u:lge they transbted. The Hebrew
and tile Greek are far [Jetter understood to-da\' than in 161 I,

I, B,l( I lurn from the obscurity of the text to a third difficulty
which demands search, to wit, (he "ppan;nt collisions between
Scripture lllJd science. The God of the Sc,-iptures is the God of
nature, and the explanation of nature will only magnify the
Scriptures. vVe know that, but we mllst show it to the world.
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The scientific inve,tigations of ·this agc :Ire manifold and ener
getic, and it is for the Christian to rejoice in :111 the discoveries
which thr0w light (1) God's wonderful works in the material uni
verse. It is fIJI' him to follow the physical philosopher. and to
weigh his stated conclusions. to judge whether they are warnulted
by his premises (and this t!1.JCS not require a scicntific knowledgc,
common seuse will do ill. and then bring the truth from God's
\Vord, that these truths from the n:ltnr:t! world mav help explain
the sacred texts. just as our historical or lin~ulstic facts have been
llsed betare. In this \vay the suppo~ed alilagollisin between ge
ology :lI\d Gellesis in the questions of cosmogony, the origin of
the race. :Ind the deluge. \vill be dissipated, :lI1d the light of the
v'lord shine the more brightly. The )O\\TSt doubts of thoughtful
men will be respected and overcome, and the causc of truth
promoted. It will not do to ignore these guestious. If they at
tack God's \Vonl, wc must use them as mcans of searching God's
\Von!. To yield to the bold assertions of science versus Scrip
ture is weakncss; while to ,hut them out from cxamination and
dogmatically denounce them, is not only weakness hut meanness.
The Oldy honest and manly way is to put science and Scripture
together. and look at thelll as you do through telescopic glasses,
till the two views blend in a harmonious unity. and proclaim their
common :llithorshi p.

'" Search the Scriptures' is the law of His Church and the
talisman of His bounty. Let ns, then. no longer please the
devil and cramp our piety by neglecting the Bible. Let us bring
the strength of our heing to the careful anl! pr:1yerful cxploration
of the fertility of revelation, where grow the flowers :1nd the
huits of Paradise. Let us be zealous in the study of the letter,
that we may reach the mind of the Spirit. Let us use the In
spired \-Vord as the medial glass through which we may the more
clearly see and know our Lord Jesus Christ."

ApPENDIX VII. 3°5
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CONCLUSION TO APPENDICES.

Authoritics for an Esoteric Reading if thc Bible.

§ 97. As is seen, the great display of the creatiz'r. law
of measure among the Egyptians was in that" wonder of
tlte world," the great pyramid. Among the Hebrews it
was in (I.) the Garden of Edell; (2.) the Ark 01 Noah:
(3.) the Tabernacle; and (4.) the Temple of Solomon.
Around these actual displays, description was conveyed by
the hieroglyphic reading of the narratives of the Holy
Writ. "WL> be to the man who says that the Doctrine de
livers common stories and daily words! For if this were
so, then we also in our time could compose a doctrine in
daily words which would deserve far more praise. If it
delivered usual words, then we should only have to follow
the lawgivers of the earth, among whom we find far I,)ftier
words to compose a doctrinc. Therefort.:, we mllst believe
that ever\, word of the Doctrine contains in it a loftier sense
and a higher meaning, The narratives of the Doctrine
are its cloak. The simple look only at the garment-that
is, upon the narrative of the Doctrinc; more tlwy know
110t, Thc ino-tructed, howeve!', see !lot merely the cloak,
but what the cloak covers." (Thc Solwr, III, 152; Franck,
119,) So the Church: ,'It' we hold to the letters, and
mllst understand wh'lt s[;ll1ds written in the law after the
m:lI1ner of the Je\vs and common people, then I sllOu!d
blusll to confess aloud that it is Goel who h,IS given these
l:!\\'s: thcn the Jaws of men appear more excellent and
rC:lsollable." (Origin, Homil. 7, ill Lcvd.) .. What man
of s·.'llse \vill agn:e with the stat~ment lhal the f1r~t, s~c()nd,

~\;~:1 third days ill \\'hiciJ the CVC1ll'llg is named, and 'the
71IOI'III'Il!!, \vert.: wi lilou t ::-ll n. mucJD, <Ind stars, and the first
(L!\' \\'ill1ollt a h~aven r vVhal man is found such an idiot
as to suppose that God planted trees in Paradise, in Eden,
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like a husbandman, etc.? I believe that every man must
hold these things for images under which a hidden sense
lies concealed." (Origin; Huet. Originiana, 167; Franck,
121, quoted from Sad. "Genesis," p. 175.) "THE MYS

TERIES OF THE FAITH NOT TO BE DIVULGED TO ALL.

But since this tradition is not published alone for him who
perceives the magnificence of the word, it is reqtlisite,
therefore. lo hide in a mystery the wisdom spoken, which
the Son of God taught." (Clemens Alexandrinus, Strom.
12.) 4. For we shall find that very m,lny of the dogmas
that are held by such sects (of barbarian and Hellenic phi
losophy) as have not become utterly senseless, and are not
Cllt out from the ordcr of nature," ,lre held in common
with loS, the token of recognition being "by cutting off
Christ." (Same, Strom. 13.) The following reflections
and notes seem appropriate ,IS pointing an application of
these statements in v;::.riotls phases of a same system; it
being premised that the germ or key of all these hidden
mear.ings by in the possession of the method of measure,
aud in the measure which the Lord God used in the con
struction of the universe.

Thc Esotcrz'c Tcaching Confincd to thc Fcw.

§ 98. The author believes thnt no man can study the
Bible it great while, cardully and dispassionately noting
its rlace in the world, its surroundings, its llandings down,
its prophetical bearings, not considered in detail, but in
their large and comprehensive scope, without coming to
the conviction that a Divine power and providence Goth In

some way or sort hedge it about, and without coming to
the conviction tl1<1t this Divine Power is a conscious entity,
just ns we are: that He is, by His superiority, wisdom,
and power, continually and everywhere, intelligently pres
ent as the z'm1l1cd/atc causc of each sequence in all the
universe, llOweverminute. (Not working by positive fixed
laws of construction, whicll, once enacted, the work can
(orever go on, without any immediate supervision of the
Master, a postulate so commonly assumed; for it is observ-



ahle, where investigation can reach, that while every type
of work seems to be under a general type law, yet every
£nd£vzdual productic,n under a type is clearly enough seen
to be a var£atz"o1l upon every other individual, thereby ne
cessitating the actual intervention of creative power for
every individual created under such a law.) He who con
siders that man alone is the only phenomenon in all the
wide universe of a conscious intelligence, as concreted
from an infinite number of blind happenings or accidents,
arrogates very much to the superiority of his accidental
position, especially when he takes into view his own ac
knowledged littleness and inferiority; for he that can make
nothing is yet superior to the blind working of the elements
to which he is indebted for himself, which elements come
under the general term of God or Nature. What a pic
ture of self-sufficiency! The conscious entity, man, sim ply
proves series after series of just such a class of entities,
graded upward, past man's power uf recognition. Man's
ego, as connected, even, say, inseparably with his body, is
just that phenomenon of nature that implies an ego func
tion of nature herself, as inseparably connected with grosser
material than that function. The only question is as to
whether, in man, or otherwise, this function can shed its
covering for another; or whether, in fact, he may have
two kinds of material body, one of which may continue,
the other perishing.

But apart from this, and as to the Bible this being said,
there are, nevertheless, some strange features connected
with its promulgation and condition. Those who compiled
this Book were men as we are. They knew, saw, handled,
and realized, through the key measure, the law of the
living, ever-active God. They needed no faith that He was,
that He worked, planned, and accomplished, as a mighty
mechanic and architect. What was it, then, that reserved
to them alone this knowledge, while, first, as men of God,
and second, as apostles of Jesus the Christ, they doled out
a blinding ritual service~ and an empty teaching of faith,
and no substance as proof, properly coming through the
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exercise of just those senses which the Deity has given all
men as the essential means of obtaining any right under
standing? Mystery, and parable, and dark saying, and
cloaking of the true meanings are the burdens of the Tes
taments, Old and New. Take it that the narratives of the
Bible were purposed inventions to deceive the ig-norant

. masses, even while enforcing a most perfect code of moral
obligations: How is it possible to justify so great frauds,
as part of a Divine economy, when to that economy the
attribute of simp'1e and perfect truthfulness must, in the
nature of things, be ascribed? What ha~, or what by pos
sibility ought mystery to have, with the promulgation of
the truths of God?

Are the Keys of this Esote1'ism Lost?

§ 99. Men like ourselves, who were capable of teaching
the multitudes, held this knowledge, ,leot-h in the times of
the Old anel of the New Testament. If at all, when was
this knowledge lost? There is witness, by the emblems
remaining in use, that two modern bodies have at one time
been in possession of the keys-viz., (r) that order called
the Roman Catholic Church, which is catholic to the extent
of possession of the emblems of the universal knowledge,
which was confounded by the confusion of Np, and which
possession has been dropped by all sects, creeds, etc.,
which ha,ve drQpped the consideration of th~ basic knowl
edge or dabvar,. and (2) that body of men called Free
Masons. It is probable that the Greek Church, and the
Br~hmin system also, come under this category. The
elimination of the vestiges of the workings by the key sys
tem can even be seen in the English Church; for one of
the great functions of the church wa., to regulate the order
and times of its holidays. This was done agreeably to the
passage of the sun in his circuits through the,signs; but in
the preparation of the order of servin', as it i&,w be seen
on the origmal rolls (see .lac-simile of the Black Letter
Prayer-Book, made in r663, as taken from tb@ original
rolls or scrolls 'in- the Britishar.chi~e8)~it was d~emed, for
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some reason, hest to wipe out those calendars teaching the
progress of the sun through his signs. (There is but little
doubt that the rules for the calculation of tables of time,
to mark the proper observance of religious festivals, which
tables are prefixed to the Book of Common Pr::tyer, are
precisely the same to be ['Jund in the first chapters of Gen
esis, relaling to the founding the year values on lunar ta
bles, Christianity is almost undoubtedly indebted to the
ancient Jewish and Egyptian calendar rules, on which &he
built up the special exceptional det<lils of her own forms.)

Resolutions of tlte Academy of Sciences and of tlte Royal
Society.

(1.) One of the most rem,1rkable proofs of the existence
of this knowledge (of the foundation of these mysteries on
the Parker and Melius relations of circumference to diam
eter of a circle), down to a very late day, lays, as it ,vould
seem, in the resolutions passed by those two learned bodies
of men, the Academy of Sciences at Paris and the Royal
Society of London. (See Parker's ~Iadrature.) It was
in the period of t:1e revival of knowledge, when the world,
possessed of extraordinary intellects and wllOlly athirst for
learning, was investigating every cranny and department
of nature. All recognized th'e fact that in nature one of
the most interesting relations was that of circular to plane
shape, and the flux of one into the other. Ordinarily, in
matters of research, promising great rewards, none so per
sistently encouraging of interminable effort in the pursuit
of the obscurer realms of science as these bodies. W nat
was the reason, then, that on the production by Legendre
of his 'lcknowledgedly approximate value of 7:, tbe Acad
emy of Sciences passed that famous resolution that it would
never entertain any thesis on the subject of the quadrature
of the circle? Wh"t was the I"eason that, in a few years
afterward, upon 1 Jayfair's following in the footsteps of
Legendre, tbe Royal Society of London passed, perhaps,
a copy of the same resolntions? Since that time, every
man daring to venture into that forbidden field of researcl;
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has been, by a mysterious common consent, hooted down,
laughed at, and derided, by the manifestations of a mock
ing false pity; and just in the measure that his works have
proved valuable, just in that measure has the effort been
strollg to remove them from the study of the people. Now,
it is barely possible that the keys of these old mysteries are
still known and held by- very few; that these few are recog
nized by the very highest of the order, so that an order to
that effect of procurement of just such a piece of chicanery
as that practiced by these societies, once promulgated,
would be obeyed and carried into effect willingly, and
even zealously, by multitudes of those who might remain
in perfect ignorance as to the source of the order or as to
its real object.

There are, moreover, two cvz"dences if the modern ex
istellce of thzs knowledge in symboHsm.

(2.) In" The Gnostics," Plate Vr.; I, is to be found a
Templar or Rosicrucian emblem. It is of that "Idol," or
"old man," a worship of 'v"hich was charged against tbe
Templars. It is of' an old man, with his arms crossed in
front. At his feet, on one side, is a celestial globe, witb its
subdivisions, and on the other side the pentapla, or five
pointed star, or seal of Solomon. Here are displayed the
man, II3, or diameter value to a circumference of 35-5, or
the I-Iebrew man, tile celestial circle, and the pyraml"d.
The pentapla, us it is drawn, is but the lined display of a
pyramid. It is a pentagon, as well as a rayed star. Retain
the rays, and then join the cornt:rs by lines, and the objt:Cl

,,,,
, ', '
'.- --_. - - - -- -- - - -- _. ------~

of setting forth a pyramid is at once apparent. The pyra
mid involves all the measures, with tbe purposes thereof
enumerated in the text; so the whole of this picture symbol,
though modern in its use, really disylaps the possession of



the keys of the ancient knowledge in a most masterly
manner.

(3.) In "Laud-Marks of Free Mason?-Y," by Oliver, is
to he found a frontispiece, which, for magnificence of con
ception and for compr~hensiveness of grasp, is most re
milrk'lble. It is said to contain the symbolization of the
gell/us of free masonry, and is said to have been designed
by Br. Com. J. Harris, P. M. and P. Z. The author ven
tures to state positi\'e1y that if this was re;.J1ly designed by
this gentlem'l11-that is, if he did not compile it from &imply
tr;'lditionary sources-then, indeed, he must have been ac
quainted with the elements of the quadrature as John A.
Parker has, since that time, set them forth, their astronom
ical application in architecture, and their Biblical contain
ment, in a fashion of such wisdom that if the author had
possessed it in its details, his efforts in this work could have
been relieved of suggestion. The reading of this frontis
piece by its symbols, even with the imperfect ability of the
author, is always a source of exquisite delight and unal
loyed amazement. The representation is in a rectangular
oblong of two sqU:lres. At the center of the top line there
is located the triple circle, or three circles, one within the
other, with an inclosed triangle. In the triangle is written
the Great l.~ame m:-r'. Reference to this symbol, § 82,

will show that it exhibits the origin of measures, in the
form of the straight line one, of a denomination of 20612,

the only numerical value of the perfect circle, the straight
line being male and the circle female, as the' is male and
the :-r,:-r is female; which 20612 is the Logos, or Dab"var,
or Word. The triangle and circles indicate the pyramid
containing the lise of the measures, with the three sets of
circular elements necessary to the display of its various
problems. This emblem is in an efrulgence of light, above
the brightness of the sun, and the One of the word is the
holy 10, and circumference to 318, the Gnostic yalue of
Christ, whence this spiritual effulgence. From this upper
essence of effulgence, a strong bar of light descends
obliquely to the foot of the oblong. On the one side of
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this all is darkness, and chaos, and confusion, containing
darkness, and dragons, and all deeps. It is the female or
sin side. At the foot of the oblong is a pavement of squared
blocks, in cubes, alternating in black and white chequers,
indicating the female and male elements of construction;
and on the dark side, this pavement is not made, but is in
confusion. At the foot, on the dark side, ::;tands a liltle
cherub, striving to work out one of these pavement cubes
from a rough block or ashIer, but without success. He
stands holdtDg his chisel and hammer in a helpless sort of
way, as if having a dim idea of what i6 wanted, but as
lacking in the requisite knowledg.e for elaboration. The
other side of the bur of light is bathed in the essence of
wisdom and peace. On this side the foot has a completed
pavement of the black and white chequers, of a general
oval, indicating the measure of the surface of the earth.
Just oppositE the discontented cherub is seated another, but
on the light side. He is looking with a pleased expression
at his brother in the obscurity. His right arm is raised,
and he is pointing with hisforejinger, the rest of his hand
being closed, aloft up the bar of light to its source. This
forefinger thus pointing is the symbol of the Hebrew jod,',
or Jehovah, or the number 10, whose origin is in the male
female word i'l'i'l', significant of the same number as em
anating from the deity name in the triangle above. His
left arm is thrown over as embracing two parallel upright
bars, inclosing a circle, denoting the circle in the square,
the measures of which have been reve~1.led to man from
above. The parallel bars are supported on a cube, which
is one of the cubes of the pavement raised out of its place
to the level of the floor, and the upright bars are but the
extension of the sides of the cube. This is the cubical
stone, and the square of the bars is 656r, and tlle value of
the circle is 5153. The reading. is instruction on the part
of the enlightened cherub to his brother, telling him that
from the geometrical elements, with the least one of a de
nomiDation of 20612, located aloft, as the law of the Deity.
the measures of work have been revealed to man, and are



The Province of Ritualism.

§ 100. How plainly can now be seen the ongm or
source and reason of rz"tuall~~11I. Ritualism was not an
empty thing. The adoration of the Deity was simply a con
stant reminder of man's dependence upon, connection with,
and knowledge of Hin:. The worship, then, was the ex
pression Ul~der this or that form, by gesture, action, signs,
voice, dress, accompanied by visible symbols of some one
or more of the exact mathematical formulations, or geomet
rical formulations, or numerical combinations, pertaining
to the known method of measuring the works of the Deity.
A conclusion ot Sir William Drummond in CEdipus Ju
daicus indirectly favors this view: "The priests of Egypt
and of Chaldea," he says,. "had made a progress in the
science of astronomy, which will be found more astonishing

under his control, as exhibited in the circle, the square, and
the. cube; that with these measures the cubical blocks
measuring the earth are to be formed. In this is the lesson.
The oblong then contains the sun and the moon and the
stars, as further being measurable by man through this
knowledge. In the center of the piece there flies, or hovers,
<l female, as the genius of the whole. Her badge is on
her forehead, and it is the pentapla, or five rayed star,
denoting, as shown above, tIle pyraml'd as the containment
of all measures. The moon, with the seven planets, repre
sent the Garden of Eden woman, while the sun denotes the
issuance of lunar measures in terms of solar.

All this condition of things goes to show that the mystery
held, as not to be thrown open to the people, but to be re
tained as the property of a class, and a caste, in the more
ancient days, may never have passed away; but, to the
contrary, may exist even to-nay, dominating the souls of
men, women, anel children, by keeping them in perpetual
ignorance, and in religions feeding them on the worn-out
husks of faith, without any relief, by way of s'etting forth
actual connections between man and the Deity.

CONCLUSION TO ApPENDICES. § 100.
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the more it is <:'xamined. Thl,jr cycles were calculated
with extraordinary precision, and their knowledge cf tile
most important ;~arh of astronom.v must appe3r evident to
all who candicEy COIIsicler the question. But the people
appear to have Iwen purposely le(t in gross ignorance 011

this ~l1b.iect. Their vague and their rur;il years .vere
neither of them correct. The festivals we:'e fixed accord
ing to ccdenclars mac]e for the people, and the religious in
stitutions \\TIT only calcubtL'd to confirm the errors of the
ignorant, The trutlls if SC/CllCC were the arcana if the
jr/csts" because thl'Y \vere the sources of religious Cldtlts.

Thus ritualism was an intelligible rite, one to he ullcler
stood in all its parts and rall1ilic;ltions; one in which there
\\'as no pos"ible cleCt'l'tion as to the use of i\ symbol, to
t[lOse who could n'ad tIle sYllibol. No c1anger then, or at
that time, of paying ,I \\'orship to the thing. A carpenter
might as easily be taught to fall clown before his draw
knife or plane as a rcl/gt'ous be/ore the instruments by
which he copied the sums of his Father in heaven. In
trinsically, one \vould be as silly and fruitless of goocl re
sults ,IS the other. It has lwen the gradual and finally
almost perfect ext inguishment of tIle knowledge of the
origin of ritualism on the part of the pr/csts themselves that
has entailed a superstitious use on the part of the laity.

R/tuatislt'c Symbols.

(a.) One of the most prized retentions among the Jews
of religious symbols are tllt: T'phill/n .. They stood ill
place of the cross and rosary of tile Christians. They are,
in fact, but the means of exhibition of geometrical and nu
merical qualitie,; for setting forth the substance of Elollim,
Slladdai, or Jehovah, in His law I)f working. One of
them consists of a flat square to be placed on tile forellead ;
on this is a cube, lined or diviclecl otf into four c1ivi"ions.
It is the Adam or Garden of Eclen square, as showll. On
one side ef this cube is the letter rtf, with three prongs;
on the other, the same letter, with four prongs, the 3 and 4
of the gOlden candlestick, of the cross, aod of the Parker
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problem; which, as f 2 =16-+-3 2 =9=1777.77+=the
pyramid hast', as to its circumference, in cubits. This
square is fastened upon the head by a band permanently
tied behind by a square knot, presenting 0:1 its face a

square face of a cube divided into four parts, as noting the
8 small cubes, necessarily going to make up a next larger
one. This band arouncl the head is the circle pertaining
to the square and cube, with the 'quality of man contained
as II3, the circle being the counterpart 3II. The other is
a similar square, with a simple cube, without I('tters. This
is to be fastened on the lift and bared arm, the cube being
adjusted over the heart; then the hand fastening it is wound
7 times around the lower or fore-arm, to the ·hand, where
it is so interlaced in the fingers of the hand as to form the
letter rt', or Shaddai.

As simple as this contrivance is, it contains the elements
of a pure geometrical and numerical system, with its appli
cation as a system of measures to cosmical orGod uses. The
fore-arm was esteemed to be the cubit value, or Ammau-
that is, "mother if mcasw'es;" and, as shown, the cubit
indicates the Parker value 20612, source of the Diibvar 01'

Word. The wrapping 7 times around the left arm was
most likely the serpent of the Garclen, which, as the Jetter
tJ (the snake), was numerically the number 9, the inter
twined numbers of the tree of the Garden as ":l)J, or 7 and
9 (for character values). The noose around the arm, or
the upper part of the fore-arm, represented the mouth of
the serpent, or door of Indranee, or the womb of time.
Tbe \;\'ordSbaddai is, numerically, either by adding the
letter values, simply 314, or a circumference tb a diameter
of one, or else by adding the letters (the d, because of
dageslt, being doubled) 318, or a diameter to a circumfer
ence of one; or" by giving tbe character values as the let
ters run, 381, or the half base side of the pyramid (the d
doubled by dagesh). The numbers 7 and 9 intertwined
are 63, or counterparted 36-63, which are of Garden of
Edl:n use.

(b.) Again, as to the cross and rosary, at the same time
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the plainest, simplest, and most embracing of all symbols.
The cross is the symbol of the unfolding of the cube, which
represented the perfect circle 20612 tLlken off on to its 12
edges, the man on it representing the 113 : 355, or Metius
form. The rosary is a string of bunches of beads. There
are five bunches of tcn beads each, making So, 'which is
the letter il; or 5 raised to the letter ~; nun, orjish, or il'il,
or Eva. Between each bunch there is a larger bead; of
these thefe are 5, which is the letter il, or the productive
\'iomb-letter of the Hebrews. These 55 beads close the
circle as the distinctively feminine part. But the circle is
only looped together at this point; for the string of beads
is continued, and next comes a bunch of thrce beads, as
by themselves, then a large bead; and then the string is
terminated by the cross with the man on it. The 3,. and
then 55, are 355. Prefix the one beCld, or read in their
order of bunching together, and we have 1355. Bend this
into the form of a circle, and we have

5 5
3 I

or 5135, or the 'Woman. Place the Hebrew letters, and add
them, and there results 3II, or counterpClrted 3II-II3,
the man-woman number. Read the other way, and there
results 5153, or the Parker circle inscribed in the squCli'e of
6561, as to which 5153 X 4 = 20612, is the Dabvar or Word
number. In short, the rosary and cross, simply in this'
form, represents the deepest underlyir.g reading of the
Garden of Eden, and thus is the correct representative
symbol of the entire Old Testament ritual and Imo.1vlcdgc.
This simply shm"s that to attack the ritual of the Roman
Church to the extent of this possession is simply to attack
the Bible itself.

How desperately blinding becomes a superstitious use,
through ignorance of such emblems, when they are 1n'1de
to possess the power of bloodshed and torture, through or
clers of propaganda of any species of reJigious cultm.
When one thinks of the horrors of a IIIoloch, or Baal,
or Dagon worship; of the correlated blood deluges under
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the cross baptized in gore by Constantine, as the initiative
of the secular church; of Jewish faith and constancy,
amidst all suffering, the dearest treasure left by way of
symbol being the t'Phillz"n ;-when one thinks of all this,
and then that the cause of all hns been simply ignorance
of the real radical rending of the Moloch, and Baal, and
Dagon, and the cross, and the t'Phillin, all funning back
to a common origin, LInd, after all, being nothing more
than a display of pure and natural mathematics, although
and albeit of n Divine foundation, and of Deity creative
use, one is apt to feel like cursing ignorance, and to lose
confidence in what are called intuitions of religion: one
is apt to wish for a return of the day when all the world
was of one lip and of one knowledge.

The exhibition of facts, and the explanation of their cor
relative uses, in this work, is finished. The author believes
it to be shmvn that the elements of construction of the pyr
amid, and their use, agreeably to the intention of the ar
chitect, have been proved, and that these are shown to be
used as the foundation of the Bible structure from the first
ch;l pter of Genesis to the closing scenes of the New Tes
tament. But \\ hile these elements are rational and scien
tific, and in the Bible rationally and scientifically used, let
no man consider th::lt with this diSCOVery comes a cutting
ofT of the spirituality of the Bible intention, or of man's
rcLllion to this spiritual foundation. Does one wish to
builc1 a house? No house was ever actually built with tangi
ble malerial unt£!first the arclt7'tcctural design 0./ building
Iwd been accomplished, no matter whether the structure was
palace or hovel. So with these elements and numbers.
Thl:Y are not of man, nor are they of his invention. They
h~l\'e bel:n rl:vealed to him to the extent of his ability to
re;ilize a system, which is the creatt"vc system of the eternal
God; open at ::Ill times to man for his advance into iLs
knowledge, just in the measure of his application and
brain ahility; free to all as is the water we drink and the
air we breathe. But, spz"rdually, to man the value of this
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matter is, that he can actually, in contemplation, bridge
over all material construction of the cosmos, and pass into
the very thought and 1'/1l"nd of God, to the extent of recog
nizing this system ofdesign for cosmic creation-yea, even
before the words went forth, Let there be I It is the reali
zation of the existence a'nd mental workings of the Divine
mind, by means of the little primal cube and its circle,
which to us are tangible realities. that goes to prove to man
that his soul lives, and will continue to li\le; and thus ht=
may take little heed for his body, which is, however, ex
quisitely cCUlstructed, but a mask, dulling the finel- powers
of his mental whole. The author has set out to find the
truth. To the extent of his ability, let him state his re
sults. The best and most authentic vehicle of communica
tion from God to maIl', though many exist, is to be found in
the Hebrew Bible, the preservation of which, in its exact
itudes, can only be ascribt;d to a spiritual supervision. But
the value of this would have been lost had it not been for a
like preservation of a real monument of the practical ap
plication of the Bible secret. This monument stands to-day
on the banks of the Nile. But. by turn, this also would
have been useless to man had there not been a preserva
tion of the actl~al primal measure, which {laS been shown
to be the British t'nch. Through the lapse of 'lges thi:; has
been preserved to exactly fit to the solution of the whole,
None but a spiritual power ~ould so have preserved all
these mea1lS of restoration of the ancient (and eternal)
wisdom. The use of the Biblical metho~1 of display of the
Divine cosmogony is to be found pt.:re and tmthful in sOtTIe
of the gr,mdest ritual features of the Roman Catholic
Church, There is no gainsnyi.lg it, for it is so. That
churcll uses a ritualistic symbolization, in which the idea
of life and the progression of life predominates; while,
bowever, it has been, and is, perhaps, in possession of the
more radical methods of display, all the other hand,
Free Masonry holds to the elemental working by geomet
rical display-i. e., by the harder, more exact, anu purer



outlines of the same system of problems. As between the
two systems, in their ult£mate, there is no difference at all.
Lorcl God of a common humanity! loosen the shackles
from the bodies aT'd enlarge the souls of men. Let free
dom be the seed, and let wisdom, love, peace-but, above
and before all, charity-be the harvest. And

so MOTE IT BE.
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(A.) (I.) There is a valuc produccd so beautifully, and yet
so curiously, that it is well worthy of mention. In § 82, 011 pagc
155, the elements of three circles are gi\'el~ us springing onc out

of the other. Of these, as to (3.) its hei"ht is to its ~ base side
<> 2

(full base side being 486, the standard height of the pyramid)
[

as 309.3970502+ : 243 feet, and its - base diagonal is 343653895+
2

feet, or 4123.84674°+ inches, The mode of procu'ring this ~
2

1 -.,--
base diagonal is - J486" X 2 = 343.653895+, and this multi-

2

plied by 12 =4123.846740+ inches. It is seen that these cle
ments are derh.'ed .from t!<.e 1JZ:l:;S me3sures if the pyrelllid,
whic1t are derived directly from the Perl:er fonizs.

The length of the king's chamber is standard 4T::l2.4, and en
larged 4125.29396 tenths of inches. Take these as the cxtren,es
to find a mean proportivlZal, and we have 4 1 ~::4 X 4 1 ::5 .2939G+
= 170061 II82°74+, and the squnre root of this quotient is the
mean proportional required, or 4123.8467+.

So it is seen thnt the :. base clingonnl of pyramid dements
2

No. 3, derived from the In:lSS of thc pyramiJ, as shown, is thc
mean proportional betwecil thc stnndard and enhrged lengths of
tbe kin~'s chamber; a most magnifJccnt result, as showing the

architectural design, one may say, be)'JlZd qztestiJn. This-I
2

base diagonal value is exceedingly close 011 to the radius vallie of
the circle in which thesc rcLttiollS a:'c shown, for th:tt rndills is t!le
1 1
- of the sum of the extremes, allll the - of 4132-4+412529396+
2 2

= 4123.84698+.
Tnke the dingram, page 138, and while it gives the geller:d

base of values for the interior works of thc pyramid, it is also the
form for exhibition of the two lengths of the king's ch3mbcr; for



AD becomes412.529396+, DB becomes 41224, and CD becomes
the mean proportional between these extremes of 4'2'38467; all
to a rJdius of the circle 4Ll.38469S+. The wonderful value of
circular elements No. 3, as connecting the mass of the pyramid
with the interior construction, is thus clearly unfolded i and it
becomes plain why, around these circular elements, in 4th Gen
esis, it is found that so many of the prominent Biblical names
(for numbers) concentrate,

(2.) Another, but symbolic or sympathetic harmony, can be
shown. The llses of the pyramid measures, for one purpose, are
evidently astronomical; and while the symbolization of the origin
of measures. as the primal one, or cube, as relates to pyramid
construction, is set forth in the triple circle inclosing the pyramid
a'nd the great name, this great name for one meaning is also that
of tl1e peifect one, pictured as a circle, witll a diameter drawn
through it, af the year circle. But this year circle had three
'values, as 355,360.365; wherefore this symbol may be taken
also as expressive uf these three ycar-circles, containing, as they
do, the Word,. which Word is expressive of the year circle, and
is producthe of all things. In these conncctions, it is well
enough to remark that the letter form inil' Wa6 held as unrro
nounceable, because it was ill .Iact no word to pronounce, its
meanings being held in symbols.

(B.) It is seen that there is in the Hebrew Bible a combina
tion of the pyrrlmid measure elements with phallic forms and
nses, under the guise of the man-woman. Is not this combina
tion expressed by the Sphinx located at the base 0.1 the pyra
mid? The author has seen it somewhere staled, as a reproach
of obscenity against the ancient Egyptians, that the head of
the Sphinx is disfi~ured by its locks of hair being composed of
phallic ~igllS. Mny it not be tlwt the Sphinx was connected with
the pyr:tlTlid as pnrt of its re:lding? And may it not be barely
possible lhat there is some jassa,:;-e-'..vay connecting the Sphinx
with (he interior of the pyramid? (Suggested by n friend.)

(C.) The Adam, or 144, relntion is the fundamental one,
C:lrrying the pyramid rebtions into the Bible; and it can be used
by scale, for different proportions, and is ~llsceptible of any kind
of selle di\'isions or sllbdivisions i for in~tance, nnder the devcl
opin~ form of Are/s, Earth, or 12, it is 12 2 , or '44, giving an
area value, which C:lll be extcnded by liS:': of the factor 6 to a
brgcr form, while ;lS '44 it 111:ly be lIscd as a line on which a
square is to be raised, as '442 . This, as inches, gives a value
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of [2 in feet, whereby the word Arets, earth, or 12, may be
taken as the Adam form reduced to feet. But as 1442 , or a
square of 144 to the edge as a center square, then this enlarged
to four squares of 144 to the edge, each, gives a larger square
of 144 X 2 = 2SS to the side, or 2SS X 4 = 1152 (or the letters
INRI, as numbers 1521, read in a drc1e, or where the 1442 (the
interior square) is subdivided into four parts, and these letters are
placed, consecutively, 1 in each small square (materially reading
as earth, air,fire, and water, the containment of the unhJerse),
these can be read as

5
I 2

or II52), the circumference of the larger square. But in inches
288 + 12 = 24 feet, and this represents the side of base of the
pyramid, for its measure is diameter to a circumference of 2400
(or 24) feet. In this connection it is observable that the man
cross and triple-drcle Jehovalt symbols are essentially the same.

(D.) It is altogether probable that the key power of heraldric
display is but a part of, and a vestige of this ancient system of
esoterism.

(E.) The three mounta/ns in one to the top of which Moses
was sent up, was in the plains of Moab,' and Moab may be
taken as a sheet or plain if water. The narrative description
may be changed to a magnificent picture. The lower mountain
of the three was Ibarim, or Hebrews, or heaven dividers, or
division if the heavens, and can be taken as the subdivided cir
cle of 360 drlgrees. The equivalent of this circle laying, as the
base of Mt. Ibarim, on the face if the waters, or shimmering
sea, may be had as a square, or as a .floating ark. Over this
let the brilliant arch of the sun be bent as a bow, which is Mt.
Nebo, as including the wisdom behind the sun,. and let this be
drawn as the rainbow, showing the se,,'en primary colors. It was
on the summi t of this Ihat Moses "vent up onto the reviewing
point, or onto Mt. Pisgah. I-Ie may be taken as Enosh, or 36')

- 1 = 364, or Son of lI£an, or, again, as the Holy Spirit cif
Wisdom under the form of a Do,,'e (used in the flood picture as

355 + 5 = 71). This is a !'>econd termination of measures, or
power of measuring, and is marked by the recurrence of the ark
floating upon the waters.

(P.) Let no man suffer himself, for a moment even, to think
that tl¥: correlative likeness of. the Son of God, the manfire,
Jes-us, to the sun in the heavens, as embracing it, is in any wise
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a disparagement to the Holy Scriptures. A subtle force of l{fa
is traceable through grosser material forms, in what we call the
phenomenon of motion, which becomes manifested in the ap
pC:l!"[I11Ce of firr,. and this includes what we call electricity,
magnetism, mesmerism, and further back a power of spiritual..
ism. The fire of the SIlO is a part of the source of spiritual life
as \Vell ns of the life given to what presents itself to us as ma
lerial. But it is.the antagonism between cold and fire (or dark
1less [Ind fight), through which the phenomena of tbe mod{i
cation oj" motion, or of life, manifest themselves. Take the
earth as sihmted at a certain fixed mea1llimit from tbe sun, where
it is balanceu between the effects of cold nnd heat. Circular
motioll on its axis once imparted to the mass, by reason of the
alternating effects of cold. and heat on this mass, not only will
revolution on its axis continue as a mechanical result, but the
pathway of the earth in its orbit around the sun, will also result
as a concomitant eflect; and this will (between certain extreme
limits) be utilized cosmically by more subtle mechanical causes
to other cosmical cfl(:cts. (See Force in Nature, Section IX.)
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TO

SOURCE OF MEASURES.

SECTION I.

MEASURES.

The Egyptians, Hebrews, Romans, and probably the Hindoos,

were indebted for their linear measures to one particular measure

which, as can be shown, has come down through the ages unim

paired, viz.,

The Bn'tish inch.

This measure had its inception in the numerical infegr'al re

lation of

Diameter to circumference of a circle.

The area of a square of 81 to the side being 6561, the area of

the circle inscribed in that square is 5153 j and by a simple geo

metrical truism the diameter of a circle being taken as 6561, its.

circumference will be 5I 53 X 4 = 2061 2;

All -these measures were derh'ed from this formula 6561:

206r 2 j as to which the geometrical relation of diameter to cir

cumftnhcl! is an obedience.

In practical application of these numbers on a measuring stick

or rod, they were attached to that actual measure which to-day is

styled the British inch j proved by the standard yard measure

(3)
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constructed by Captain Kater, in the year 1824, from the British

standard, and presented by the British government to the magis

trates of Edinburgh. (Life and Works at the Great Pyramid,

by Piazzi Smythe.)

The reason why the value of the British inch is as it is, is be

cause it was just that value which, on application, would make

material cosmic magnitudes correlate with the times and distances

of the planets of the solar system, under a law of construction

which, by the ancients, was esteemed to be, and doubtless was,

divine.

The best restorations of the ancient Egyptian cubit value were

those made by Sir Isaac Newton, from many measures taken of

the works of the great pyramid of Egypt by Professor Greaves,

of Oxford, England, and those made by the savans of the French

expedition in Egypt, from a great number of measures taken of

the rooms and passage-ways, as to their heights, lengths, and

widths of the catacombs of Osimandya.

Sir Isaac Newton (Smythe's Life and Works) found this re

stored value,in terms of the British foot to be

I. 7q feet.

The French found it to be, in terms of the French meter,

.523524 meter.

The meter being 39.37079+ British inches, then .5 235 2 4 X 39.-

37079+ = 20.611553+ inches, which, divided by 12, gives its

value in British feet, as

1.717629+ feet.

Take the above mentioned circumference value as 20612 inches.

Divide it by 12000, and there results, in terms of British feet,

1. 7q666+ feet:

and this shows the origin of the ancient cubit value as derived

(in this form of 20612) from British inches;

If, however, we take the form

20612} X 16 36643.55+

6561 9 11664.
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and divide this raised diameter value by 1000, there results:

664
11.-

5

By the verv best restorations of the Roman fool (see as to the

value of the Roman foot, in terms of British measures, "Great

Pyramid," page 25, by Rev. John Taylor) its value proves to be

in British inches,

664· h
11.- mc es;

showing a common origin.

The British foot of 12 inches was evidently taken as the recti

fication of a circumference value in terms of the above formula,

of 12 to a diameter of 3.819716+ feet.

We have then-

Diameter 6561; circumference 20612.

20612 B .. h' h 612 B .. h' h-- ntis mc es, or 20.- ntis mc es,
1000

= 1 tubit.

6561 X 161'nches 664· h11.- mc es,
9000

= 1 Roman fOOl.

. h .... 81 97 16+. h d.'12 mc esctrcu1nJ erence to 3. . mc es tlZ1tttler,

= 1 Brilish fOOl.
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SECTION II.

ARCHITE.CTURAL DETAILS Of MEASURES OF THE INTERIOR OF THE

GREAT PYRAMID OF EGYPT, IN TERMS OF THE MEASURES ESTAB

LISHED IN SECTION l.

The forms (of circumference to diameter of a circle), VIZ:

206[2 : 656[,

utilized in value as British inches, were the basic measures used

to construct this pyramid in all its parts. Take the forms,

20612 is to 6561

. 47 001 +as 64800 IS to 20626.----

as inches. Divide by [000, and there results:
612 . 561

(I.) 20.- IS to 6.-

800. 62647001+
(2.) as 64. - IS to 2O. _--C.:'---_'-

)
612. .

where (I. , 20.- Inches IS the cubit value, as a rirmmjerellce,

d · ).. h d' I f 62647+ .an In (2. , It IS seen t at a wllleter va ue 0 20. Inches,

approximates very closely to it. Upon these two forms depended

the entire construction of the pyramid, in measures of inches,

feet, yards, cubits, miles; of days, weeks, months; of periods

of the moon and of the earth; of the size of the moon and of

the earth, with the distance to the sun, as springing from them.

To more fully appreciate the following details, which are to

some extent supplementary (especially as to interpretation of use

of lines), reference is made to Source of Measures, by the au

thor. This is simply a development from the grounds and meas

ures there laid down.

The height 'Of pyramid to twice its base-sIde has the propor·

tion of diameter to circumference of a circle. 20626. 47001 +
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(variation on 20~12), as jcct divided by 27 = 763.943333980+
feet, is the length of side of base. This is the same as 20626. 47+

16 280:)" [+ . . .
X - =36669. ,) mches, equals the entire circumference

9
of the b:lse of the pyramid; or for the base side in feet 763.-

943333980 + feet. The height, therefore, was 486.~4 r+ feet.

As to the pyra:nid being truncated, see Appendix.

The interior works were referable to the slope line of the ex

terior, to the b:lse, and to the vertical :lxial line, or center line, of

the mass; therefore, the di:lgr::llll, ::lI1nexed hereto, exhilJiting in

vertic:ll section the half of the structure, is sufficient for lengths

and heights.

The entr:lnce p:lssage as to the center of its noor, longitudi

nally was set off a distance to the eastward of the center of the

. 4 21 90 +bJ.se SIde, 24. ----feet, for re:lsons given in section 7, Source

of Measures-J. token of the geometricJ.l origin of the shJ.pe of

the entire mass.

The passage-ways, as to their dimensions, are constructed, it

would seem, on mt'all measures, affording a very small, limited

variation of values, running to extremes on a 1I/call. This is true

also, notably, of the queen's chamlJer, whose angles at the cor

ners, as shown by Piazzi Smythe, are not right angles. The

lengths of the passage-ways afford also a margin (very small in

deed) over and above a mean of length. Within the limits of

these extremes, by very nice adjustment, a very great number of

comparative and correlating measures were obtainable. Ex-

I 12 . I ... h 6 2647. Iampe: 206.- I11CleS equ::tl 10 CUUltS, w ereas 20 .-- I11C1eS

denote a diameter to a circumjerence of 648. This might be in

a scale of feet for inches, though as a fact the margin of differ

ence would then be larger than is the fact. The margin in

inches may appear in tenths, but in feet it would likely appear

in hundredths, or perhaps thousandths. This feature of pyramid
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construction is shown by the measures of Piazzi Smythe, which,

it may be said, are throughout most remarkable for their exacti

tude.

SPECIFICATIONS.

(I.) The pyramid is based on a pavement which is included in

h f h h· k . 612. ht e mass 0 t e structure. Its t IC ness IS 20. - mc es, or one

cubit, or I. 717
6+ feet.

This is a circumference to a diameter of 6. 5
61

inches.

(2.) Line a al is the one-half base side of pyramid, and equals

. 47001+ 16
III length 20626. inches X - equals 381.971666990 feet.

12 72

11111+ . .
or I I I. CubitS, or 4583.6600°388°+ Inches. Actual

measure by Howard Vyse, 382. feet; difference .02 of a foot.

NOTE. 381. 97
1
+ X ..!._~ eCJuals the length of the king's cham-

200

ber in feet. Also this distance is diameter to a circumference

of 1200 feet, or 144°0 inches, or area of one square foot multi

plied by 100; or, as minutes, it equals 10 days in time measure.

(3.) Line a' c is the vertic.al height, auove the base of the

pyramid, of the point of intersection of the floor line of the de

scending passage-way with slope line of the structure. Its length

. b' 612 8 972 . h I 247 6 +IS 31 ell Its, or 20.- X 31 = 63 .- inC es, eCJua to 53.- --

feet. The same measure computed by Howard Vyse, 53.1975

feet (Source of Measures, p. 119). The line a ,- to the foot of

this line is 41.820641 I 11+ feet, or 5°1.84769333+ inches. These

lines arc in the following proportions to each other: a' c : a c : :

656 [ : 5153, or as the area of the square of 81 is to that of its in

snibed circle. In the scale of inches .for feet, they very nearly

represent the relation of verti,-al height of descending passage-
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way to its breadth, so much so as to proportion, that these given,

viz., 6S61 : SIS3, may be taken as a guide for the dimensions of

that passage.

NOTE. The height values of the descending passage-way as taken (7.),

are height vertical to horizon 52.7895656+ inches, and the perpendicular

to the incline of the passage 47.25'P9656+ inches. By using the propor

tion given, to find the breadth we have 656T : 5153 : 52.78<}5+ : 41.

460849+ inches for breadth of passage; or, for dimeniions af de6cending

passage-way we have-

Height vertical, 52.7895656+ inches.

perpendicular to incline, 47.254T¢56+

Breadth, 4I.460849+

The dimensions of this passage-way ·may show a change of values on

these, by the biased construction of Its sides, and top and bottom, of:

.. 3r8309722
(a.) For vertIcal height take 6 53.05T6zo+ (where 3T.S309722

is diameter to a circumference of TOO): then we will have as a variation-

Height vertical, 53.°51620 inches.

" perpendicular to incline. 47.488772+

Breadth, 4I.666666+

. . 3 14·1~9426
th.) Forverbcal heIght take 6 = 52.359904+ (where 314· 15<)f26

is circllmferclJce to a diameier of 100): then we will have as a \"ilriation-

Height vertical, 52.3599°4+ inches.

perpendicular to incline, 46.8695884+

Breadth, 41,1233939+

Suppose the arithmetical mean of (a.) and (h.) is used, as-

Height vertical, 52.7°576+ inches.

perpendicular to incline, 47.17918+

Breadth, 4T.3950z+

now the measures of Piazzi Smythe show a much greater limit of accom·

modation than here required.

The line a4 as is shown to be (8.),251.71412+ feet; or, numerically, the

square root of one mile in inches. ]/251.7IP:!+ =5°1.7111953, and this

is a ver.v slight variation on the value a c, or 50l.8476+ inches. So, also.

the line it d, see diagram of part of descending passage-way, is 14.842213+

inches; this divided by 12 = 1.2368,+ feet; showing a very close agree·

ment with the floor line of the ascending passage·way, proportionally.

that line being 123.6830+ feet.
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(4.) Line a' a3 is the floor line of the descending passage-way,

. 62647001+. h I +and IS 2b. InC es X 200, equa to 4125.294003493

inches, or 343.7741°°291+ feet. Same measure by Howard

Vyse "about 4126" inches.

NOTE. This, as seen, IS a diameter line, and gives a circum

ference of 1080 feet, or I 2960 inches, or 10 times one square

I
yard, or - of one solar day.

4°0
The length of this line is 10 times the length of the king's

chamber. The line db' equals 100 feet, or 1200 inches. Com

pare with (2.) "Note."

(5.) Line a' c' is the distance from the floor line of the de

scending passage-way to the vertical axial line of the pyramid.

Its length is 32.4237769849+ feet, or 389°.853238188+ inches, or

18.87664+ cubits.

NOTE. Though this distance may be relied on as architectur

ally correct, no interpretation can be given of the line. As a

whole, it is cut by the wall of the subterranean chamber.

(6.) The key to the works above the descending passage-way

rests in the value of the linc b d, or on the perpendicular let fall

from the roof line on to the floor of the horizontal passage-way.

The line a' b is parallel to the exterior slope line of the structure.

The length of this line b d is 3. 16227766+ feet, or 37.94733 I 92 +
inches.

NOTE. The interpretation of this line is very remarkable.

Form of circumference to diameter is 20612: 6561 as said.

Circull/fermce to a diameter of I foot, is 3.141594269+ feet.

Diameter to a circumference of 10 feet, is 3.183°972249+ feet.

The mean proportional between these values is (as stated),

3.16227766+ feet.

Now this last value is the square root of 10: in inches, as

37.94733192+, it is the square root of

1440 inc/us.
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The half base side of the pyramid (2.), is seen to be a diam

der to a circumference of

14400 inches.

Thus the relation becomes manifest. But as the h:llf base side

equals 200 of the length of the king's chamber, connection with
18

that is shown. And as the length of the descending passage-way

is shown (4.) to be 10 times the length of the king's chamber,

connection with that is shown. Therefore all of them are con

nected with the square of 12 inches, or 144, both as a linear meas

ure and a measure of time, because 1440 is the minutes in 24

hours. For an immediate check upon this value, the dimensions

of the descending passage-way are now given.

(7.) From the data in (6.) the height of the descending passage

way, perpendicular to its incline, will lJe

47.25419656+ inches.

Piazzi Smythe's measure of the same, as per his tables of ac

tual measure,

47.24 inches.

Difference:

.014 of an inch.

Its vertical height will be

52.78956568+ inches.

NOTE. At the foot of the descending passage-way III actual

construction, as per Howard Vyse, the mason work is set back

and down as indicated by the dotted lines (also see Perring's

Plates), so that the actual vertical height of the passage to the

subterranean chamber is contracted or reduced from the descend

ing passage way, to

3 feet,

or

36 inches;

which accords again with contents of note to (6.), because 36
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or

inches is I yard. Its area is 36~ or 1296 inches, and 1296 X 4 =
1

5184, the -- of I solar day; thus making the yard numerically
1000

a base for the correlation of distance and time measures.

(8.) The line a' a5
, extending from the intersection of the roof

line of the descending, with the floor line of the ascending pas

sage-way to the vertical axial line of the pyramid, is the base
line of construction of all the upper works.

Its value is
251.71412356°+ feet,

3020.5694827+ inches.

NOTE. The interpretation of this line IS, that it IS the square

root of
63360,

which, as inches (by scale), is just the value of otU mile In

British measure, or
5280 feet.

So that, all the upper works embraced between the lines a' a!>

and the vertical axial line of the pyramid, viz., a 1 a8, are included

10 a square area denoting I mile British. As a check on this

line, Howard Vyse gives the line a' b as 247.7 feet. It is 247.

75265939+ feet. Difference .05 of a foot. But the accuracy of

this line is checked back, again and again, by the coming to

gether of all the lines of the upper works.

(9.) The consideration of the contents of (8.), leads first to the

measure of the line a' aB• This line is in length

137.5°98001164+ feet,
or

1650. I 176013968+ inches.

NOTE. This line is 4 times the length of the king's chamber.

Its main interpretation is, that as inc/us it is a diameter to a cir

Cit1JlJo'ence of 5 I 84 inches, or the number of inches in 4 square

1 d .yards, or the exact value of the -- of one solar ay In thirds.
1000

The connection between this line and a' a5
, noted in (8.), is re-
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markable. The extremes of the British long measures are the

illrlt and the IIItle, or, say, the cubic foot of 12 inches, and the

cubic mile. Then 12' and 5280' represent these extremes. Per

forming the operation we ha \'e

1728 and 1-1-7 ICJ795 2000.

Dividing the one by the other, we have a quotient of

85184°00,

DividIng by 80000000, and we have a quotie:1t of I, with a re

maiuder over of
5184000,

which, as tllird,", IS just {Jilt' ,"(lIar da)'. That this value thus

fOlllld was llsed for this showing, to connect the line a' a\ with

III as, which last as seen is a diillll(/t'r to a (irrl/lII/t'rCllrc of 5184,

seems positive'" to have been the case to the author. It does not

seem that by the system of the ancients, our method of multipli

cation and division was used, but rather addition and subtraction.

In this view, having the value 5280" --:- 12" as seen, the use would

have been
8518-1-000

less 80000000

Remainder, 5184000

or I sobr day value thus arising. Their method of use is yet to

be discovered; but an example of a like use to get the value of a

line is shown in (10.).

Of this line, for verification, reference is made to Source of

Measures, where, not at that tirne being able to interpret any lines

connected with the roof line of the ascending passage-way, but

simply working with the forms 20612 and 20626. 47± as nearly

in harmony with the found measures as possible, making a posi

tively dependent use of Piazzi Smythe's meaSllTes as regards that

roof line and the upper works, the author arrived at the deter

mination of this line to within so small an amount, viz., "0095 of

a foot (see page 136), that he at once accepted of this value as

without doubt, the true one. No attempt was there made at in-
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termediate exactitudes, from inability at that time to interpret any

meanings of lines which would serve as a guide to work back

and forth, checking results by the harmonies of relations.

(10.) The line as d I, embraced between the north wall of the

grand gallery and the north wall of the queen's chamber, comes

next in order. Add to itself, as inches, the 73 of 206.12; or,

206.12 + 1°3.06 = 3°9.18. Add to itself, as inches, the 73 of

6 2647°°1+ . 6 2647°° 1++ 13235°0_ 397°5°1 +20 . , or, 20 . 103.----309.

inches. Subtract one sum for the otber, or,

397050I~ 18 .
309. - 309·- =.2170501 of an Inch.

Raise this by 1000 times, it equals

217.0501 inches.

Multiply this product by 7, or,

217·0501 X 7 = 1519.35°7 inches.

This is the measure of the line a G d ': and it is very observable

as being a difference founded on 10 cubits and its enlargement,

or the difference between the width, north and south, of the

queen's chamber, to 'which the line leads, which is 10 cubits, and

the width, north and south, of the king's chamber, which is the

12. 2647001 .
enlargement on 10 cubits (206.- Inches), or 206. Inches.

Piazzi Smythe's measure of this line is 1519. 4 inches; differ

ence, .0493 of an inch. As another verification of this use, he

found that the line \\ as a multiple of 2 I 7 by 7·

(II.) The line d' a', or the width of the queen's chamber,

north and soutb, is

12. h206.- inC es,

or, 10 cubits.

Piazzi Smythe gives for this measure, four measures; two

taken on the east side of the room, and two on the west side;

tn ken at two separate times. East side, 204.7, 206.5; west side,

2c6.". 205.6. The taken measure, which is typical and in gen

eral harmony, will, however, verify itself as correct, But bear in
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mind that this chamber affords extremes of measures taken on a

mean.

(12.) The line as aa, being the floor line of the grand gallery,

intersecting the vertical axial line of the pyramid at ae, is

156.8744966+ feet.

This measure is

91. 33 cubits.

Piazzi Smythe gives this line as 156.9 feet: difference, .025 of

a foot.

(13.) Having this line with as d ' and d 1 aI, as given In (10.)

and (I I.), we can determine the line c" a8
: and also, which is a

matter of the greatest moment, where the vertical axial line of the

pyramid cuts the floor length (north and south) of the queen's

chamber.

(I.) c' a8 is found to be

69.48255243+ feet.

(2.) It is found that the length c' aT, of the floor line of the

queen's chamber, lays to the soutlt of the vertical axial line of the

pyramid, and its value is found to be

3.14159426+ feet;

or, circumferance to a diameter of I foot j or, it IS the cIrcum

ference to a circle, inclosed in the area of one square foot, or

144 inches, or the ~ part of one solar day in minutes, or the
10

other extreme of the British measures from the line a' a~, which,

as seen, is the square root of one mile as 63360 inches.

(14.) We can now work back to ascertain the value of the

line a' as, which is the length of the floor line of the ascending

passage. From the above data, as ascertained, its value proves

to be
123.68300698+ feet.

Piazzi Smythe makes it

123.683 feet:

difference, one may say, nothing. 20.612 X 6 = 123.672, show-
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ing, in inches for feet, this value as modified on the typical form.

Or, also, 123.683°0698+ feet are 72.°°+ cubits.

(15.) Reverting

12 .
206.- Inches, or

3.14159426+ feet,

equal

or

now to the queen's chamber, d' a' equals

1766+ f .17.--- eet, or 10 cubits. C' (7' equals

or -:37:69913112+ inches. Then d' c' must

168.42086888+ inches.

14.°35°724°+ feet..

(I.) The part d' c" thus found, governs the Im:liltt of the walls

of the room, as d' d' above (vertically) the point a6
, or the line

a6 a'; making this height, with the length d 1 c', a peifec! square.

This height, therefore, is

168 -42086888 + inches.

d' 0 to the floor is given by Piazzi Smythe as

14 inches.
Sum,

182.42086888+ inches.

Piazzi Smythe measured this full line as

182.4 inches:
difference,

.02 of an inch.

(2.) The value of the solar day, in thirds, is

51840001//

The value of one sidereal day is

5169846/11

Take these values as represented by

1845.- feet,
and

or, in inches,
62.208 inches,

and
62'°38152 inches.

The line m n, or the height of the gable, is thought to rep

resent either one or both of these values; if the latter, then by a
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bias on the roof line of this gable. Piazzi Smythe gives this

distance as
62. inches.

But, by correcting his computed measure of the floor line as 205.8

to 206. 12, his value would have been 62.2 inches.

There results therefore, for greatest. height, 62.208 inches.

"
"

Sum,

or,

Piazzi Smythe makes the full height,

Difference,

244.628 inches.

244.428 "

244·4 "

.028 inches.

NOTE. (a.) Considering the location of the queen's chamber, in its east

Qlld west length, with reference to the vertical axialjine of the pyramid. In

Source of Measures, page 126, it is stated that the center longitudinal line

of the floor of the descending passage-way is set off to the eastward of the

vertical axial line of the pyramid

24.42190 feet,

or, 293.06280 inches.

Take now the length of the line a4 a5, or, 251.7141235+ feet, as inchesj

251.7141235+ inches.

Add a sidereal day as taken, 62.038152

Sum,

Deduct from above,

313.752275 inches.

293.06280 "

II
"

Difference, 20.68947 inches.

Which gh'es the }4 width of the passage-way to the queen's

chamber. Its ful1 width would be 41.37B91- inches.

Making use of a solar day, instead rif a sidereal day, and

this result would become 41.61864 "

The mean of these values is 4l.4l)ll7

Piazzi Smythe's measure of the width of this particular

passage-way, immediately at the door of thd queen's

chamber, is 41-46

Difference, .04
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Cb.) Take the values found above of the distances from the center line

of the pyramid to the east wall of the queen's chamber, made up (I.) by

the mile value in inches with the value of a sidereal day in inches, viz.,

313.752275 inches.

Divide by 2, and we have 156.876137

And this shows that the value of the floor line of the. grand gallery, or

the line a6 a", which has been seen to be

I56.87H9 feet,

has .its origin here in this queen's chamber, as worked in a scale of inches

for feet. The difference is .0016 inch.

We must not lose sight of the fact, that all the lines are on a bias, or,

give extremes on a meau of measures, to accommodate to a variety of

correlatiug measures.

(c.) From considerations of widths of passage-ways not shown on this

diagram [but see Source of Measures, page li7 (a.), (1_)], the extreme

width of the passage-ways, on the mean, is taken at 41.6666+ inches.

The mean. founded on the data given in note (3.), is

taken at 41.460849

The least extreme then, if used at all, would be 41.265503 "

(Although all these measures are founded on data fully in accord with

the spirit of this inquiry, the,\' lack for that kind of support, given in all

tbe other lines; in other words, they lack for interpretation.)

A very striking datum of width of passage-ways, as to what their

greatest extreme is, is had in Piazzi Smythe's measure of the width of the

granite portcullis block in the mouth of the ascending passage-way. He

gives its measure of breadth at 41.6 inches.

Difference between this and the extreme taken, -03

(d.) Now, taking the passage' way to the queen's chamber, by means of

biased lines, to indicate a permissible limit between- 41.6666+ and 41.46+

inches, as to outside limits, the following data are derivable as to the east

and west lengths of this room, as they have relation to the vertical plane

parallel to these walls cutting through the axial line.

(I.) Take the distance of center of passage-way from the center of the

pyramid as above, 293.06~80+ inches.

Add ~ width of passage, 41.66660 = 20.83333+
2

Sum,

Deduct 20.612 X 2=

(a.) Difference,'

313.89613 inches,

41.224

272.67213 inches..
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Take length of queen's chamber at

Deduct 20.612 X 2 =

(b.) Difference,

From (a.)

Deduct (b.)

Remainder,

From this deduct

226.21001 inches.

18441601 inches.

272.67213

184·9860[

87.68612 inches.

.206[2

Remainder, 87.48 inches;.

Showing that the distance from the west wall of the

queen's chamber to the plane of the vertical axial

line is, numerically, 87'48

Plus .20612

d
20612

Now, as to these, 20612 is our typical source of measures; an --=
4

was astronomically used as _1_ of one circular day to contrast with
1000 1000

of one solar day, as
5184,

and with _1- of one sidereal day, as
[000

5169.846.

The difference between one circular day of 51530001/1 and one sidereal

day of 5[69S4611', equals 4' 40" 46'/1.

Our typical form is diameter 656[, circumference 20612. Take the form:

6'561} 4 8.748
X-=

20.6[2 3 27.48266666.

where 27.4826666 is taken as a time measure of the moon in the measure

of circular days. Reduce to solar time, thus:

5153000
27.01-82666+ X --- = 27.3183220164+ ;

5[84000

or, 27d. 7h. 38' 23/1 [III 20'111.

Add, 41 40/1 46'/1

the above-stated difference between a circular and sidereal day, and there

results:
27d. 7h. 43' 311 47' /1 2((1f1;

or the exact time of the moon's passage around the earth. (Parker's

~adrature,page 1[6.)
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(16.) The typical form is 20.
612

inches from 20612: the modi-

fi .. 62647001+ d' I (catIOn 1S 20. ,a tarnete" va ue an enlargement on 1

cubit). On this last form all the measures of this chamber are

founded.

Now, abOve, in the value 87.48 inches, we find we have, numerically, the

exact diameter to the base of this time value, viz., 27'4-826+.

It seems, considering the 'premises, and the exactitude of the results,

that there is here an approximation to the desig" of the arc!zitccl.

(e.) The length of the queen's chamber taken, is

226.~ 1001 inches.

Piazzi Smythe gives this length measuring the north side of the room,

at
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way, viz.,

226.5 inches.

But says he judges a rough probable approximation to be

226. inches,

giving a latitude of the difference.

(I) Just as we see that the upper lines seem to spring from conditions

worked out by, as it were, anticipation from below as orte proceeds up

ward, so there is a most remarkable showing of this kind with relation

to this taken value of the queen's chamberlenglh of

226.2 100 I inches.

Take the value of the length of the floor line of the ascending passage-

I 23.683006'}8.

In inches this is 14-84.19608376+.

I n cubits 72.0064081.

1484.19608376+ inches is diameter to a circumference of

4662.7419064 inches;

226.2149+ cubits;

working out this queen's chamber length, in inches for cubits, to within

.00S of an inch.

A leading idea pervades the measures used in this chamber, viz., that

they are pure circumference values connected with the typical form 20612.

The breadth of the chamber 206.12 inches; its (east and west) length de

I'ived from a cubit value; the uses of the sidereal, circular, and solar day;

and so on, distinguish it thus. This is in contrast with the measur~& of

the kitllf's chamber, which are as follows:
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(a.) Breadth

diameter to circumference of 648 inches.

2647 .206.-- Inches;

1820 inches.
229·--

5294+ .(b.) Length = breath X 2 = 412. ---Inches;

diameter to circumference of 1296 inches, or I square yard, or

the 3£ of 5184, characteristic of the solar day.

64700J 192
(c.) Height 2062.-- X -- =

11 28

"

6 28 inches.20 .

"""

Piaai Smythe's. measures of (a.)

(b.)

Howard Vyse's" (c.) 229.
2

"

The floor line of the king's chamber, or the line k aD is, verti

cally, by Piazzi Smythe, 7 inches above the intersection of the

floor line of the grand gallery with the vertical axial line of the

mass.

(17.) The length of the line k d 3 is taken at 330. 1375
2 inches,

differing as being less than Piazzi Smythe's measure by .16248

of an inch; but he says 330.3± inches.

33°.13752 + 206.2647001 (=d" a9
) = 536.4°19+ inches:

for IV hich see Source of Measures, page 138.

Closing these specifications, an interesting note may be made

of the variety of values to be found within very narrow limits.

By this system of measures, taken astronomically,

J3'I4J 5942.69+ X 2 = 62831885.38 equals 79 26. 5
6
5+

or the mzles equatorial diameter of the earth. Now take the line

b' b": it is in length 13.61519648+ feet; modify this by the addi

tion of .°°983206 of a foot, making it 1361519648, numerically.

12 G 6
1361519648 X --= 7926.-5

20612

or this very equatorial value. Such results, germane to the sub

jects-matter of the general construction, serve to convince one of
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the existence of permitted extremes on a mean of measures, con

fined within very narrow limits.

It is seen that, from first to last, in these works they are

founded on the idea of co-ordination of measures of space (in

terms of the British measures) with those of time; justifying all

that the author advanced, by anticipation, on this idea, in Source

of Measures.

The king's chamber dimensions were made in terms for com

puting tables of sines, etc., though not immediately apparent.

The Hindoos have the same method, in the same terms,

coming from their most ancient sources. Thus, in computing

the sines, they take the radius at 3437.74+. (the length of the

king's chamber in fed being 34.3774+), dtilllle!rr to a circuIII

ference of 10800, which circulllji:l'en(e multiplied by 2 equals

21600 minutes; the diameter is therefore 6875.48; hence the pro

portion is-
6875.48+: 21600.

Reduce these numbers to their least terms, by dividing them by

36, and we have-
19°.985+ : 600;

where, in 19°.985, we have 10 times the height of the king's

chamber in feet. (See Bentley's History of the Hindoo Astron

omy.)
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SECTION III.

US/' oj tllc fOr/II 6561 20612 I{I rxlllln"! 'i'allics oj changes oj

K({I)//drical sllt/pcs in illll'gral IlIlIl/VcrS; sltlJ7i liJlg Ill/II/vcrs to VI'

II/ollal crel/ti,',' concrptiolls 10 'i<,lltdl sllGpo' are flvrdimccs as

lI111toi,/!i::;fltioJls: also otllCr grometriral alld astronomical uscs

oj tillS form.

PART 1.

GE()~I ETR \'.

n

A

or
81

X cirCllllljrrcnct of A = 5153
4

81 X cir. of A =5153 X 4 = 20612

circumjerence of A = 206~
81

4

A circle is a perfect curve. It is of such a nature that, pr(l

tTile/cd cithrr 7(11l)', it 'ii'Il! rc·mlrr I/f"l1 itsdj. The length \'alue

of this curve being found, the lcngth \'~llues of the cune

and its diameter can be expressed ;n the numeric:.!1 terms of thiS

length.

The measure of rirCllllljrrm(C of all regular polygons, includ

ing the circle, is ;.~ the rirmm./crouc by the radius of the in·

scribeu circle. (john:\. Parker.)

The true ratio of circumference to diameter of all circles is 4

timcs the area of the circle inscribed in the square for the value

of circumfercnce, to the are,l of the circumscribed square for the

v:lIue of diameter. (P:.!rker.)

Gi ven dlilllleler A = 81, ;.Irca of B

6561, area of A=5153; then,

dli,. A
X rir. of A = area of A
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The diamekr of A is given, and therefore,

diameter: circumference: : 81

and

diameter: circumference: : 6561 20612

(The formulations are those of Mr. Charles Horne.)

Thus it is shown that the area of the square of 81 to the side,

or 6561, being taken as diameter of a circle, the circumference of

that circle will be the numerical value of the area of the inscribed

circle multiplied by 4, or 5153 X 4=20612.

The number forms used in the following cases are 6561 : 5153,

and 6561 : 20612, where the last form is assumed to be the true,

and perfect, and only integral relation of diameter to circumfer

ellce of a circle.

Case I.-Area Measure.

A

R

Side of B, or square, equals 81. Area

of jJ equals 656 I.

Are:\ of circle A equals 5153. (John A.

Parker. )

Case fI.-Linear Measure.

Diameter of A equals 81' == 6561 : then

eirmlllfcrC1l{(, of A equals (Case I.) 5 r 53

X 4 = 20612.

But since the :lhove :Ire hut measures of length, one would sup'

pose t klt if the numerical form was contained in natllre. as a

law, it should exhibit itself as integrally applicable to solids.

Therefore:
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Case 1.1I -Solid Measure,

H is a cube of 81 to the edge; A is its

inscribed sphere, having a dIameter of
81.

The usual and proper formula for obtaining the solid contents

of the sphere is

2...-rr diameter'.
6

We have

Then

20612 J ['d' f h- ._-- X 8 I = so I Ity 0 sp ere:
6561 X 6

278262 = same,

(This result is the same as 34351 X 81, and 34'35i- feet are

206,~ inches, or 10 Cll bits, and are the breadth (north and

south) of the queen's chamber.)

278262 = 20612 X 13.5·

Then we have-

Solidity of cube equals 81 :t·_ c

Solidity of contained sphere equals

Case 1 V. -SlIJ:facc jVfeasure,

53 1 44 1

20612 X 13'~

Surface of cube H equals area of one

of its faces multiplied by 6, or 81' X 6 =

393 66
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The geometrical formula for obtaining the surface of the

sphere is
IT diameter·

Then we have

20612
6561 X 6561 = surface of contained sphere.

So we have-

Surface of cube of 81 to the edge 39366

Surface of contained sphere 20612

Case V-Convex suifl.lce of Cylinder, oj height and diam

eter of 81, compared with that of its contained Sphere.

They are the same, VIZ:

Surface of cylinder

Surface of sphere

20612

20612

Case Vf. -Solzdity of Cone, Sphere and Cylindet.

Where the altitudes of a cylinder and of a con~, and the diam

eters of their bases', are equal to the diameter of a sphere, the re

lation of solidity of cone, sphere, and cylinder will stand as 1

for cone, 2 for sphere, and 3 for cylinder, as was proved by Ar

chimedes.

Therefore, the solidity of the sphere of a diameter of 81 being

20612 X I3. i =

the relative measures of solidities are as follows:

Cone with altitude and diameter of 81

Sphere with diameter of 81

Cylinder with altitude and diameter of 81

139 1 3 1

278262

417393

Case VIf. -fntegral Numerical Relations between the Sphere

7,',I/ose dia7llett'7" (side oj Square, and diameter and heigltt of

Cylinder) I:, 81, and tltt: COllvex SIn/ace oj the Cone, the

radills of wi/oS£' Base i>' 81.

If the height of the cone is 81, the slant height will involve a

decimal (in the diagonal of the square of 81). We therefore have
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to resort to such numbers as will give an integral value for the

sJant height. The least integral values applicahle to the measure

of a right angled triangle are 3 for base, 4 for height, and 5 for

hypotheneuse.

As a cone is described by a revo

lution of the right-angled triangle

about its perpendicular, these least

integral values apply to the elements

of the cone. A B is 5, A D is 4,

B D is 3, and the base of the cone

is 2 B D= 6.

Ca.) Multiply these last numbers by 27:

AB

AD

BD

135

108

81

(108 is circumference to the breadth of the king's chamber In

feet. )

Solidity of sphere (Case III.) is

1
813 X 6"" = 20612 X 13·5

But 20612 is circumference to <l. dzillllcter of 81': so in the nu

merical elements of this cone there is a correlation with the solid

ity of the cube of 81 :lnd its contained sphere, :lS-

CirCII!!!/i:rence or the square of the radius of b:lse multiplied by

T\j the sbnt height, eCjuals the solidity of the sphere contained

in the cube of 8r to the edge.

(Ii.) Y; cirmmfermcc of base by slant height equals the convex

surface of the cone.

Then the convex surface of this cone is 34353.'/\

(Breadth of queen's chamber equals 34·3530 = 17.1766+ feet.)
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14580

11664
8748

(Part II.

10, and we have

Afi

AD

fiD

slant height
X-~_---=::'

8r X 10

contained in the cube whose edge is 81.

Here are elements for an astronomical application.

(c.) Multipy these values by 81, and we have-

A B 10935

AD 8748

B D 6561

Convex surface is ;/z circumference X 10935 = 22539220 : where

the radius is 6561, or diameter to circumference of 20612 (or

.. 6561 8
5153 X 4), and the height IS 6561 + -- = 748

3
Here we have this correlating relation:

Circumference of radius (as a diameter value)

= solidity of the sphere

(Case III.)

(d.) Multiply the values in c by

of this Section, Case Ill.)

Again, ~14Roo = 64800 IS circumference to diameter of
13·5

47°01 + .20626. , a value of seconds used m astronomy to obtain

the sun's parallax and distance.

Height 11664 is diameter to standard circumference of great

'd' 'h Th' d' 664 ' hpyraml m mc es.. IS lameter as I I. - mc es was taken

by the Roman nation as their foot measure.

These numerical applications teach the meaning of the Egyp

tiJ.l1 symbol of a man standing before one of their gods, his hand

extended supporting on its palm a cone. The forearm was the

cubit, and the hana was the palm, or a division of the cubit.

Under the formula for solidity of a cone, viz:

7'3 ;r J?' altitude.

The solidity of this cone is by eqllivalence-
8r' X 81' 6561

20612' or ;-0612 X 81'
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Non:. A numerical source of almost infinite variations of

inter-connected proportional parts on these forms can be geo

metric.allv shown, as involving at once values peculiarly the prop·

erty of ~quare, circle, triangle, and cone.

h

Il

".

..1 B c 1J

730. 000000000 ~

32.800000000 -1-

A F:-= 3. A II ,~c I). A I = ~7, A A"· . XI.

A 11=--4. H F:- 5. Let A C--"40. C .fr-:--~4r, A D=364,

J)/ --'- 365. A F.- 328o, 1:' A" = 3~81.

Here the squares are Illultiples of the numl,er .;. ;IS 3. 'J. ~7, 81.

The triangles are of a nature such th:lI the hypothcneuse ~!lways

exceeds the height by unity. This form m:lY be \':lried from in

linitely; and as to methods of integral triangulation, see r"reyer's

(2uadrature (Cincinn:lti.)

The square of 81, shown herein to be of so much importance,

is founded on that of 3, which is the b:lse of :l triangle from

whence such curious results have heen derived. Take a use of

the number values attached to these triangles, premising that. the

number I) is also the origin of the sides of the triangles, as 4 + 5

= 1),9' = 81 ~= 40 -+- 4 1, 8[ X 9.:..::.: 72 1) = 365 + 364, and 72 1) X 9

= 656[ = 328r + 328o :

Add (I.) 365 X 2 =

(2.) 3280

Sum,

And, numerically, we have the standard base

pyramid in feet.

But 763.4°74°74°74+ X 54 =
which use, while it affords data the same as in all

763 ·407 407407

side of the great

206[2

the cases supra,
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also shows that the creative conception of the proportional parts

of diJ.meter to circumference of a circle, had its origin in that

t//t)ugltt sym!JoJized by the number 9; so that diameter is not

1,)\11)' determin:lte with circumference, !Jut they are merely related

issuances from the common source of 9. Another use of this

nu<!nber 9, producing the same results through the order of the

digits, might be given.

Case VIII - Usc of tlte Diagonal of tlte Square of 8 I.

The diagonal of the square of 81 is a mean proportional be

tween a value of circumference and of diameter of a circle, such

that one extreme is dillmeter to circumference of

a circle of 36o;

which valne, 360, for drcul/lfennce, is the numerical onglll of

what is called-

Tlte Analytical Unit of Circular Measure;

where the angle measuring the curve of a circle, shows that

curve to !Je equal in length to the radius.

(a_J We have the form-

47001+20612 : 656 r : : 64800 : 20626---

where the first term is a cirClllllfcrcllcc valne, and the last is a

diallll"/(r value of the circle. Divide this (orm by 54, and we

have
C>S61

381.7037037+: . -- :: r200 : 38r.nr6C>+
54

where the first term is the swndJ.rd measure, J.nd the last term IS

the eXJ.ct measure, of the half !JJ.se side of the great pyramid.

(The full h3se side, then, is a rirCltl/lfcrcl/rc to a dialJlder, 3S

c-I : i. 0394+, where 24 can be taken as the 24 hours into which

the circle of 3C>0 is divisihle !Jy r5 parts of 360 to the hour.)

Multiply this last form !Jy Ttr' and we have

II4'511 II + : 65;~ : : 360: 114.5914999+
100
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(b.) The diagonal of the sphere of 81 to the side is

Il4· 55 129+
and, as a fact, this is a mean proportional between the extremes

in the last form, for:

114.5 11 1+ : 114· 5512 + :: 114· 5512 +: II4· 59 I4 + ;

which shows that the diagonal of this square of 81 has a pro

portional connection between values of circumference and diam

eter of the circle originating from the number 9, the base of this

square, as has been shown.

(c.) nut the extreme 114.591499+ 13

diameter to a circumference of 360, and

the radius therefore will be ~~4'5914=
2

57.2957499+. Now, where a Jlortion of

the arc of this circle, equal in length to the

radius, is intercepted between the radii, the

numerical value of the angle measurIng this arc will also be

equal to that of the radius, as

radius= 57.295749+,

intercepted arc = same,

contained angle = same;

which holds true of no other values assigned whatever.

The angle 57°295+ is that one which will always give the in

tercepted arc as equal to the radius, but any other value given to

the radius, or are, will differ numerically from the value of the

angle. Hence this IS the normal numerical vnlue giving this

geometrical result.

Hence, cirCltlllferCllce value 360 of a circle, derived from the

form 6561 : 20612, which is taken from the square of 81 to the

side, and from the number 9, becomes the normal measuring

circle for terrestrial and celestial measures.
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PART II.

Astronomical use of the form

6561 : 20612

Case I.

The usual measure of the earth's time about the sun has been

taken in the term, of a natura! measure of time, viz., the rising

and setting of the sun. By long continued observation the nu

merical notation of this period of time, viz., the solar year, has

been found to be, in the terms of this natural measure,

3u5· 256374+ days.

Now suppose that while this is so, some mental creative power

had thought o~ and willed that the proportional parts of the

earth's orbit, as regards all other cosmical measures, should cor

relate with that number value to which the abstract relation of

diameter to circumference of a circle is found to render obedience

in shape. This value, as thus found empirically, can be relegated

for its o.rigin to circzmifercnce values of a circle, taken from the

form 6561 : 5153, as follows:

360000000

5153°00

103060

3 14 1 5

365. 256374+
where 360 is the normal measuring circle derived from. the square

of 81 and the form 6561 : 5153 (see case VIII., Part 1.),5153 is t
cirmmfermce of 20612, lo30U is ! circumference of 20612,

and 31415 is circumference to a diameter of unity. This value

of the year can not be reconstructed, integrally, from a common,

or unit, numerical source, or from the numerical value of any

shape save as interpreted by the above form of 6561 : 5153 only,

and alone.
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41852743.680

144135.

Case II.-Diameters of tlte Earth in Miles from tlte form

6561 : 20612

(a.) Take circumference derived from this form of 31415942.

69[6162: Multiply by 2, and we h~1Ve

62831885.383324

as a circumference value. Suppose we change the nature of this

value to that of tlte area of tlu square. Then the side of that

square will equal

J62831885.+,0f7926.565+

which in miles is the equaton'al diameter of tlu eartlt.

Here is a change of numerical notation, comporting with a

change of geometrical shapes, produc.ing this result. Consider

how we have found in the pyramid works linear measures co

ordinating with time measures. Here we find the same thing

with the addition of the bringing in on to the same ground the

co-ordination of geometrical shapes.

(b.) Reduce this miles value to feet, or

7926.565 X 5280 =
Deduct

Remainder,

which, brought back to miles, gives

7899. 357+ miles;

and this is the polar diameter of the earth in miles.

41708608.680

N aTE. This value 144135 is the reverse reading of the cube of 81, where

813= 53'4-41. It is a biblical use. 144 is Adam, and '35 is A 8 H, or

woma", and it is stated that God brought the woman to the man and

joined them, or '4-4-135, which, reversed, is the cube of 81. Why, for in

.Iance, the astronomical formula that the squares of the times are as the

cubes of the mean distances, is so, is to us a mystery. It simply is so be

cause it is so: it is part of the fiat, 80 this, taus, w novel use of revr.rse

values. if found to be useful, or used, in cosmical developments, must be

accepted as a use in natural building. Here it seems to point to some

method of notating elliptical properties.
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Case .1If. - The Moon's Time from Parker's Quadrature.

Mr. Parker takes the following cosmic values:

The solar day of 24 hours has 5184000'"

The sidereal day has 5169846'"

The circular day has 5153000'"

where this, as an abstract measure, is taken as the 7£ of a circum

fermce of 20612, or as the area of the circle in the square of

561.

Take the form-

20.612} X ~=27'482666+

6.561 3 8.748

This value of 27.482666 as circular time, reduced to solar

time, gives

27-482666+ X' 5
1

8
53 = 27·3183220r64+

51 4
or reduced to time scale, as days, gives

27d. 7h. 38' 23" I'" 20""

To this add the difference between one sidereal and one cIr

cular day, or

and there results

27d. 7h. 43' 3" 47'" 20""

which is the exact value of the moon's period.

NOTE. By Mr. Parker, the time of a sidereal lunation from

the best authorities when he wrote was 27d. 7h. 43' 4" against his

as above, showing the difference ofi- of a second. The solar luna-

tion was given at 27d. 7h. 44' 3", against his of 27d. 7h. 44' 2" 84

At the present day, this value of the solar lunation is retained

d h
,,, 87 .. .

as 27 . 7 . 44 2.. -, agree1l1g With Parker to within rlh- of a

second, while, however, a great difference has been made as to

the value of a sidereal lunation, as 27d. 7h. 43' 11"614; for this

re::tson, <is given by Godfray: "This is the value at present, for
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comparison with ancient observations led Halley to the conclu

sion that the moon's mean velocity is being accelerated, and the

period of a revolution shortened." It tells badly for astronomi

cal accuracy to make a change of 9" in such a period on the

strength of ancient records, where great uncertainity exists as to

the correct chronological periods of those old observations. (See

John Von Gumpach on Mr. Airy, the Astronomer Royal.)

Case ZV.-Mean Solar Year by Mr. Parker

He takes the form

206.12} X 16 =366.43555+

65. 61 9 116.64

where he makes 366.4355+ the base for the calculation of the

mean solar year. By simple and orderly means from use of this

form, he gi ves this value at

365d. 5h. 481 50" 53"/ 6"1/

His steps are:

1St. eli'rum/erena value as stated

2d. Reduced to solar time by the factor ~5l X
5 184

3d. He adds one sidereal day.

4th. He adds 1.0 of the excess over the mean between one CIr

cular and one sidereal day, reduced to solar time.

N DTE. There is a method of lise of the form of 113 : 355 for obtaining

the year value. To compare and force the form 113 : 355 by that of 6561:

20612, we have

6561 : 20612 : : 113 : 355.000152'1-15+

Then

20612 : 20626.47001
: : 355.0001524-15+ : 365.2 56389+

54
which is correct as compared with the received value to less than the.

16
1000000 of a day in the year's period.
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Case V.-The Angle of Solar Pmallax, and the Sun's nuan

distance.

The results to be derived from the late transit of Venus are not

expected- to be ranked as original or basic data, but rather as data

to be compared with, and made to conform to, other data derived

from independent sources. A very high authority has written to

this effect, and gives the independent results as follows:

(1.) By"the effect of the sun's attraction on the motion

of the moon.

Parallax by this method, 8." 83

(2.) By measures of the planet Mars when nearest the

earth, under very favorable circumstances.

Parallax by this method, 8." 8S

(3.) By measuring the velocity of light.

Parallax by this method, 8." 86

(4.) By an independent method by Leverrier.

Parallax by this method, 8." 83

He then says: "From the general accordance of these various

results, it would appear that the solar parallax must lie between

pretty narrow limits, probably between 8"82 and 8"86." Else

where, he gives the result as 8"84+.

(a.) The astronomical formula for obtaining the sun's distance

(see Godfray's Astronomy), is

D
· f Radius of Earth
Istance 0 sun = -=:------:co--.,------;-:-

Sin. Horizon. parallax

and

Radius of Earth
Distance = Value of Sill. Horizon. parallax

206264.7001

(Here 206264.7001 is assumed as the correction of 206264.8+ by

Godfray.)

(b.) Now, Mr. Parker has also a form for finding the sun's

distance (see his Quadrature), which is

distance of sun = diameter of earth X 11664
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where 11664 is derived from his original form as

20612} 16 36643.555
X-

6561 9 1[664

He takes diameter of earth as mean diameter, for which he

gives no sufficient reason. On_ the contrary, the author takes this

as the equatorial diameter of the earth.

(c.) Making the equations in (a.) and (b.) equal,

Radius of Earth

Diamdet'of earth X 11664 =Value Sin. Boriz. parallax
206264.7001 +

which, reduced, gives,

Value sin. horizontal parallax = 8."84193

or length of arc 8.84193 ;

which agrees as closely as seen with the values as found above,

expected to be confirmed by the transit observations. It must be

noted, however, that the transit was observed the earth being in

perihelion, and therefore this result of 8"84 [93 being taken as

the mean, the results of the transit should give a large angle,

say 8"9[, or thereabouts.

(d.) Taking the earth's equatorial diameter as found, at 7926.656

miles, distance of sun will prove to be

7926.656 X II 664 = 92.456515 miles.

(Note here the use of this value 20626.47001 m this parallax

formula and in the pyramid construction.)

Case VJ.-General Law of JntcrplanetmJ .Distances.

here is but one further case to be noticed in this astronomical

connection, which is the general law of Kepler. It is that

The squares of the times are as the cubes of the mean distances.

This terminology fits exactly as part and parcel of, and as a

sequence to, the method herein stated.

So we have in these sections:

(1.) A Source of Measures; Egyptian, Roman, British, and,

without doubt, Hebrew.
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(2.) The great pyramid constructed from this source.; essen

tially justifying the use in the perfect closing of the lines by means

of its rigid application.

(3.) The most important features in geometry exhibiting them

selves as obediences to this source, as to a creative mandate.

(4.) And, tinally, the governing features of astronomy, as to

measures of space and time relegating themselves to this same

source, as to a creative origin.

Evidently we have been dealing with a natural, or better :t

Divine system; albeit in the mist, for lack of a right method of

using the morlel form.
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SECTION IV.

39

A CRITICISM ON THE, SO-CALLED, LEGENDRE AND PLAVFAIR

METHOD OF RECTIFICATION OF THE CURVE OF THE CIRCLE,

BV MEANS OF INSCRIBED AND CIRCU~ISCRIBED POLVGONS,

SHOWING ERROR IN THE MEANS E~IPLOYED.

§ I. Where an erroneous deduction has for long been postulated

and accepted as a truism, the error of such a deduction must be

shown as a first step toward the ascertainment of what the spe

cific truth really is.

There are very many men so made up by nature, that where

by long habitude, they h:lve unconsciously entertained and cher

ished a postulate which perchance is radically wrong, they pre

fer to adhere, as by custom, to the error, and resolutely close their

eyes to the truth; even though it be presented to them. It is for

this reason, chiefly that radical reforms, no matter in what de

partment of culture, are so obnoxious to a conservatism which,

to a great degree, is perhaps as necessary to the well-being of

culture as truth itself.

But sometimes where mighty consequences toward the better

ment of humanity offer themselves as the reward of the estab

lishment of a primal truth, in the face even of the profoundest

convictions, entertained and cherished for never so long, sup

ported even by the highest authorities and the most illustrious

names, the hand should not be stayed by any considerations of

conservatism, from pointing out radical error.

The author is well aware of the obloquy attaching to any Crlll

cism of the kind he is now entering upon; and he believes he

understands, too, that really this kind of obloquy is shot out from

a very base interest at bottom, which desires that the error may

prevail rather than that the truth may be ascertained. He ap-
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any finite time,
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difference, ulti-
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peals, therefore, to the fair-minded, to give this criticism a care

ful reading; he being perfectly willing, if in the wrong, to bear

the jeers usually attendant upon aI\y effort of this kind.

§ 2. Before proceeding to the demonstration of error m ~he

Legendre or Playfair method of rectification of the curve, he will

give two instances of erroneous deductions connected with the

subject-matter of approximate values.

Ca.) Sir Isaac Newton, in laying the foundations of his Prin·

ci pia, in "Lemma 1.," postulates:

" Quantities and the ratio 0./ quantities wludl, in

converge continually to equality, and, before that

nearer, tIle one to the other, titan by any gillen

matdy become equal."

This postulate is manifestly untrue, for: let ABC be any tri

angle, and with the length A B as a radius, let the arc B D be

drawn to intercept the line A C. Sup

e ~.\----=~-,n pose this figure, both for triangle and

\ segment of circle, be continually and
D \

G\c--"'"-;----=~___jB' proportionately reduced, as A B' C',

A jj' D'; the rrlatire differences will

ne\'er IJe changed, however far the re

duction l>e made, and consequently the

ratio of difference will always remain

the same. The proposition is axiomatic,

and does not req uire demonstration.

But take the triangle A jJ C with

the circubr area A B D, as decreasing
A

toward A lJ, by different and successive

steps, one of which is, say, A Jj fl, with the circular area

~ I H F. l1y this method, no geometrical ratio can be preserved.

The ratio of diminution has to l>e calculated by numerical com

plltati(,:lS. 13tH Ille/"(' bcill,~ a ptio of diminution, in which the

difference between the straight line and. the curve, is, say, a de

creasing one, it is nevertheless, pl::tinly to be seen that the only

equalilY of the curv*d line B D with the straight line B C, in
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any possible diminution, will be when the line A C shall so close

upon A B as to wholly coincide with it (as to the value of their

lengths now or at last becoming alike), and become, with A B.

one and the same line, at which stage, or condition, there can be

neither curved line nor straight line left for comparison; tllere

fore. so long as these lines-i. e., C B straight, and B D curve

e.xist at all, either in whole or in part, there can, by possibility,

be no equality between them.

Hence, the ,. Lemma" is false in its ~rminology; nor is it

even right in a showing of a growing or proximate equality of
lzkeness as regards the ultimate structure of these different kinds

of lines, as will be now shown.

(b.) This method of Legendre and Playfair was criticised by

Torelli, as thus stated by Playfair in the appendix to his Euclid:

"It is impossible, from the relation which the recti lineal fig

ures inscribed in, and circumscribed about, a given curve have

to one another, to conclude anything concerning the properties

of the curvilineal space itself, except in certain circumstances

which he has not mentioned."

As regards this statement, Playfair assumed the affirmative as

against Torelli; and yet, as to the structural conditions, or prop

erties of the lines, Torelli's statement call be rfelllfl7lslmled, Play

fair to the contrary notwithstanding. This is to be seen from the

following: C' i_D__"1:'_."'~n'

The burden of the effort of Legen- - -\.------
~£

dre and Play fair is to show that, by )(':":::..---------1.0

the growing diminution and equality

between the circumscribed C' fl' and

the mscribed C ./I, the curved line

penned lip between them becomes

l1l~asur:tble; which curved line, at

any st:tge of bisection, being an even

and known part of the curve of the

entire circle, from it the length of

the entire circumference, and conse-
A
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quently the area of the curved space, is to be had. The. measure

of this growing equality is always to be tested by the difference,

at any stage of bisection, between C Band C' B'. In the dia

gram, which may stand for any stage of bisection, C B' is the

chord of half the arc, and therefore E E' is B B' for every suc

ceeding bisection. Now, from B' as a center, with C B' as a

radius, describe the arc C D. Then C' D will be the quantity

which vanishing by diminution, the triangle C B' C' will event

ually, by the Lemma of Sir Isaac Newton, become C B' D, and

isosceles; when the curve lying between C B' and D B' must,

by hypothesis, become equal to C B', or to DE', as a straight

line. Such being the conditions, it might be looked for as a

certainty that with the diminution of C' D, an accompanying

diminution would take place in E E', as by a direct ratio, so as

to exhibit the fact of growing coalescence of the curved with the

straight line. But to the contrary 0./ this, as a fact, taking the

value C' D (the difference between C Band C' B') and E E'

for a number of bisections, and it will show that, with relation to

the diminution of C' D, E E' is increasing. It becomes a

question, on the showing, whether the arc is not, relatively, sep

arating from, instead of approaching the chord. If so, the ques

tion is: What is the effect of this? What does it mean? And

this question is left to the reader for answer.

Practically, a calculation of the value of iT to 6144 sides of the

polygons, taken from the base that the perimeter of the polygon

of six sides is on! with 25 cyphers, making the radius one with 6

repeated 24 times, yields the following data as to the relation, or

ratio, between C' D and E E', as they respectfully diminish

with continuing bisections of the arc:

6 sides, C' DEE' 5.0706

12 " " I. 2404

24 " " 2.53°1

48 " " " 5. 0847

96 " " " I 10.1818
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96225°448649
862 73°15°34 1

C' D. or difference,

6144 sides, C' B'

6144 sides, C B'

192 sides, ·C' DEE' 20.3697

384" "" 40. 7426

768" " " 1 8 1. 4882

1536" " " I 162.9917

which shows a rapid ratio of diminution of C' D with relation

to that of E E' j and the practical diminution of C' D may be

judged of from a statement of its value at 6 sides and 6144 sides,

as follows:

6 sides, C' B' =

Qsides, C B' =

99520298308

000852211623

000852211539

C' D, or difference, 84

which simply shows that the triangle C B' C' is approaching to

being isosceles unattended by a relatively rapid approximation, in

structure, of the chord C B' to the curve C B'. But the rela

tion of this approximation can be had by a statement of the con

tinuing ratios between B B' and E E', and these are as follows:

E E' for 6 sides B B' . . 3.9318516

12 " 3.9828897

24" " 3.9989291

48 " " 3.99973 22

96 " " 3· 999933°

192 " " 1 3.9999832

384" " 3.9999958

768 " " 3· 9999989

1536 " " 3.9999997
which simply sholVs that while the ratio of E E' to B .H' can

never become 1 : 4, the ratio of C' D to E E' can become

1 : 00 large; or, that the triangle C B' C' may become isosce

les, while yet, absurdly enough, the chord and arc have not a~

yet assimilated; not only so, but have separated by a relatively

infinite quantity.
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These instances serve to qualify the estimation now had of the

exactitude of the foundation conditions in this speciality, lying, as

they do, at the base of the higher regions of mathematical science

as at present accepted; a science so much vaunted as being ac

curate and beyond error. They serve as an introduction to the

following:

§ 3. The Legendre or Playfair method of obtaining the value

of 7r, or rectification of the curve of the circle, is geometneally

defective; and is insufficient to obtain as claimed the exact nu

meneal value of the curve to ~{lithin less than any assignablt

quantity.

(a.) The Essential Element of the Playfair Method.

.~__-+-=-E__-¥jB

t<:""""-_-=~D~=-------",B' Let C D B be the t of the curve

of a circle, embraced in the square

polygon, of which C' B' is the side,

and itself embracing the square

polygon of which C B is the side:

the sides of these polygons being

parallel to each other and embraced,

respectively, between the radii A C

and A B, and the same radii ex-

tended to A C' and A B': the termini of the side C Bof the

inscribed square being the termini C and B of the embraced

curved C D B, or the ){ part of the circumference of the circle,

and also the termini C and B of the radii A C and A B. The

side C' B' of the circumscribed square touches and terminates the

radius A D and the middle of the curve C D B, in the point D.

The reductions of the sides of the polygons take place by draw

ing the chord C D of the curve, or arc, CD; a perpendicular

is let fall from A, the center of the circle, on C D, and continued

till it touches the curve, necessarily bisecting the curve C D,

which is the 7-8 part of the entire circumference. C D, straight

line. is the side of the second inscribed polygon. The radii A C
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and A D are extended to terminate a tangent line to the curve

C D, drawn parallel to C D. and this tangent line becomes the

side of the second circumscribed pOlygon.

This process is continued an indefinite 11l;mber of times agree

ably to the att:tinment of the desired ex:lctitude of the v:tlue of

the cun-e. The value of the cun-e, as regards the entire circum

ference, is always known, for it runs down with succeeding bi

sections from t to -/r, then T16' then 'iI'S, and so on.

Now this very fact (:ts claimed), \-;z., th:tt even and known

portions, as t, -/r, T';:;' 310:' :tnd so on, of the ClUTe of the entire cir

cumference, are r(s!,(di,'(~l' illllikd, 7,'/i{)/~1' lilllilcd, a/ld /ltit !css

than lil/litl'll, between the Sides or the pOlygons, as bisections

take pbce, is th:tt on which the method of Pbyfair :lnd Legendre

is founded. Thus, it is :lbsolutely nccess:try th:lt the termini C

and B of the chord C B shall wholly limit, no more than limit,

and eX(ld~l' /crmillllle, the length of the cun'e C D B, as (in

this case) t p:lrt of the circumference of the circle_ The same

may be said of the termini C and D of the chord C D, of half

the arc C D B, terminating the curve C D, as (in this case) t of

the circumference of the circle; and so on for every succeeding

step of bisection. And this fact is an essential element in this

method_

It is seen that the geometrical function or use of the sides of

the polygons in this problem, is in the mere mechanical fact of

rxactly hmilillg the termini ,if the WITe and /lothing 1IIore, notlling

/css. Apart from this there is no structural relation whatever

between the right lines and the curved line.

It so happens that the v:llue of A C and C E heing known,

we have J A C' - C E' =: A E; and A D being known, A D

- A E = DE; thus we have the value of the sides D E and

CEoI' the new triangle C D E, of which the side C D is the

chord of half the arc C DB; and so on. Reduction being thus

made in the sides of the polygons, which, as cl;timed, always em

brace a known portion of the curve of the entire circle, when,
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, itt some remote reduction, the sides of the polygons have become

exceedingly small in value, it is assumed that the curved line,

penned up between them (a known portion of the curve of the

entire circle), is of the same value with that of the reduced sides

of the polygons, and on this assumption, which is, as said, de

pendent on the fact of the exact limitation of the termini of the

curve by the termini of the sides of the polygons, the value of

the circumference of the circle is claimed to be obtainable to

witllin less tItan any assignable limit; because any limit being

assigned, the bisections can be continued until the exactitude of

relation shall extend to, and beyond the assigned limit.

(b.) Tile Definition of a Line.

Modern geometry has to do, and only to do, with shapes or

magnitudes, the analysis of shapes, and the relations of shapes,

similar or dissimIlar to each other, in its speciality. If number

equivalents are used in modern geometrical analysis, they are

simply expressions of, and translations of, geometrical conditions

into another and an equivalent form of expression. The defini

tion, arising in modern geometry, of a line, that it has length

withont breadth or thickness (as nnmerically a I, or Olle, of length

alonc), could only have been adopted for the translation of geo

metrical conditions into other forms of expression, as bein~ in

the filSI plola pcrmitlcd by gcolI/clrical 1datiolIS ° It was found

that admitting breadth of a line, as say I, or (llIC, in all geomet

rical calculations involving the use of right lines, the value of

hre,ldth might be reduced indefinitely, and finally eliminated, be

cause the geometrical discussions of plane figures admitted of

this. It was assumption to unf]ualifiedly make use of the same

definition as regards the discussion of the rebtion betwecn right

and curved lines, in c::lculations of the sides of the polygons, as

lJy Legendre and Playfair, without first showing that the geomet

riol cOlJditions of the method, as it progressed in tile bisections

of the chords of the arcs by means of 'the calculations of the
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',..----------,B
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'!<----------iE

F!~------{ F

sides of the polygons, permitted the use of this definition as ap

plying to the measure of the curved line considered to be penned

up, or limited between the sides of the inscribed and circum

scribed polygons, as continued and successive bisections took

place. The proper and very first step in the problem, as it is one

peculiar to itself, and occupying a place sui generzs, should have

been, if possible, the establishment of this fact. As a fact, it

seems that this step is impossible.

(c.) Proof of the correctness oj the definition oj a line, tllat it

may have lengtll without breadtit or thickness, when applied

to the admeasurement of plane shapes, or magnitudes.

The. propriety of, or the properness of, the definition of a

right line that it has no breadth, or thickness, limitz'ng the defi

nition to the discussion of plane shapes, can be exhibited and

proved geometrically; which is the only proper mode of its es

tablishment.

Empirical assumption of such a definition would be but geo

metrical quackery.

In the right-angled triangle ABC,

the two right lines BCD D' and

E E' F F' are to be made use of

as half sides of polygons attempted to

be embraced between, and to be used

to measure the space or magnitude be

tween the bounds A C, A B, and

C B, and E E', by, if possible, a re

duction of the lines in width, they

being of ectua1 breadth, that is, B D =

E F. These lines being of the same breadth, i. e., B D =

E F, we have the proportion

A E: E E'X E F : : A B : B C X B D' ;

where E E' X E F and B C X B .D' equal, respectively, the

quadrangles, or lines, E E' F F', and BCD.D'. But since
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E F= B D, dividing the second and fourth terms of this pro

portion of E F (=B D), we have

A E: E E':: A B: B C;

where E E' and Beare the extreme edges of these lines, ex

hibiting length without any other quality.

Testing this matter and leav-
roc-----------,=-..A'

ing out of view that right line.;
B'--·--"i~-~L------,=--IA- having breadth must be right-

~:----;,...:----_Ic· angled parallelogr111TIS, as A B

..._'<._~~-l<--_-_-_-_-_-_--:.--_~-Ilil B' A', and CD D' C', and drop
e

ping consideration of the sur-

pluses of these lines, viz., EBB',

and F D IY, laying outside of

the area 0 B' A': Let the silks

o of the inscribed and clrcum-

(d.) But this dejinition is not good, and will not IlOld good, WIte11

attempted to be applied in the Pla):/air metllOd (a special Ol/e,

and sui generis) , to tIle admeasurement 0./ the curved line /1
tIle circle.

If this definition IS to be applied to right lines as measuring

the values of a curved line, in the particular problem of the recti

fication of the curve by calculations of the sides of the inscribed

and circumscribed polygons, as by Playfair and Legendre, then

the propriety, or properness, of this definition, as tllUS applied,

should be susceptible of being shown also.

Referring now to the fact shown in (a.) that the essential fea

ture of the Playfair problem, or method, is that the extremities,

or termini, of the curved line claimed to be penned up ~etween

the sides of the polygons, are wholly defined, wholly limited, ex

actly terminated; no more, no less, by the ends or termini of the

sides of the polygons, let us attempt to establish Playfair's and

Legendre's definition of a line, that it has length without breadth,

as it has application, and as they do apply it, to the admeasure

ment of the curved line of the circle, embraced between the sides

of the polygons.
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scribed polygons be C F IY C' and A E B' A', limiting between

them and the radius 0 A', and the. radius 0 IY extended to B',

the curved line A A' IY H, which has the same breadtli A A'

(measured on the radius cutting this line, viz., 0 A') with the

right lines; that is, C C' = A A' = A A', for the breadth of the

lmes straight and curved.

It is seen that the right line C F IY C' more tlian limz'ts the

terminus, or end, of the curved line IY H, by the excess of the

value of the area C F H H', and of its width C H'. There

fore, as the gist of the problem by Playfair is the exactly defining,

the wholly limiting, the exactly terminating, no more, no less,of

the ends of the curved line, by the ends of the right lines in POSt~

tion (without which that problem is a geometrical failure for ex

actitude), deduct this surplus area C F H H' (a part of the

right line C F IY C') from the right line C F IY C'. so as to

leave the geometrical condition of the probl~m as exhibiting that

which Legendre and Playfair postulate as a fact, viz., that the

right lines always (in connection with. the radius 0 A' and the

radius 0 IY extended to 0 B') wholly define, wholly lirpit, ex

actly terminate, no more, no less, the termini of the curved line.

This being done, which IS an essential necessity to be in accord

with Legendre and Playfair, the right lines A E B' A' and

C' IY H H' remnant of C F IY C' are no longer in a condition,

geometrically, sJjch as will admit, in pari passu, of their reductions

in breadth to the value of zero.

In (c.) we had

A E: 1'; E' X E F : : A B : B C X B D

and E F being equal to B D, dividing by E F, we have

A E: E E' : : A B : B C

establishing the Playfair definition as applicable to the admeasure

ment of plane areas.

But here 0 C' : C' IY X H' C' is. not as 0 A' : A' B' X A A'.

But let this proportion stand as true, viz.,

o C' : C' IYX C' H' : : 0 A' : A' B' X A A';

or rather as taken to be true by Playfair and Legendre, for they
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ha1le assumed it as true, though A A' is greater than C ' H' by the

value C H'. Divide this proportion by the value A A'to obtain

the value A' B ' as a line without any other quality than breadth.

Diminishing the values thus, as Playfair does, the width C' H'

becomes negative as to value, necessarily, or less than zero in its

effect. That is, the lines being taken at zero, as to breadth, and

taken in their calculations of the sides of the polygons, as applying

to the measure of the curved iine A A' IY H (reduced in its breadth

A A', in pan' passu), must, necessarily, as a practical fact, detract

from the value oj the, curoe.

Such being the inevitable fact, resulting from assuming the

definition of a line, to be equally applicable in this particular

and especial case, with its use as applied in the admeasurement

of plane areas, or magnitudes, Playfair's method is difecti'lle ih

the geometrical means employed: therefore his method is but

proximately right, and his claim, that, by his method, he can as

certain the exact value of the curve to within less than any as

signable quantity, is false.

As a resulting truism, the value of the curve of the circle,

as worked out by the method of Playfair, is less than it should be.

Q. E. D.
EXETER, December, 1875.

NOTE TO PART II.

TESTS FOR CORRECTION OF THE RESULT BY THE PLAYFAIR METHOD.

(a.) By a peculiar method of test, John A. Parker shows III

his Quadrature, Proposition III, Appendix, that error occurs In

the sixth decimal place of the Playfair result.

(b.) Another test is as follows, presuming that though there is

inevitable error in the Playfair method, that error is so small that

it is to be found in a far off decimal: Take a disc assumed to be
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peifectly circular, the greatest distance across it in a rigHt line

must be integral with relation to its bound of circumference, be

cause the lines are closed with relation to each other. Since this

is so, there is, and must be, in nature an integral number form

which will exhibit or notate this perfect, and determined, and in

tegral relation. Assuming that that form which will most nearly

restore the Playfair result is one that will correct it, then the

form

113:355
is that one which, divided by its least member, gives

1: 3.1415929+;

differing from the Playfair result in the seventh decimal place.

That this result was anciently taken as corrective of this same

approximate value, its presence in the Bible (as the first face one,

underneath which the Parker form of

6561: 20612

lies as the perfect one), sufficiently shows.

Besides the efforts of all the years of ancient research, modern

efforts have failed for any other form which will give so close an

approximate to the Playfair result as this of II3 : 355. The· ef

forts and experience of ages, therefore, as to trial for this, em

pirical though they be, should be of value in this investigation,

and weight of authority should be given to this form.

But John A. Parker rediscovered the form

6561 : 5153 X 4 = 2061:2

of which 113 : 355 is but a modification, or, from which it IS but

a derivation: because

20612 :
20611

113 35520612

I
'20612 65 61 :: 355 1136561'

while testing 6561 : 20612 by II3 : 355, integral results of this

peculiar harmony will not appear in both proportions.

On the ground that shapes are obediences to number forms, as



38I.7°35398+ = 355=
121.5 133

or, the Melius value of 'Jr.

Remainder,

the Parker value of 'Jr.

81 X 30
deduct ::-8---:"~----"

1 X 113

(2.) From

SUPPLEMENT TO SOURCE OF MEASURES.

20612 d d J/ 'd f 'd-- = stan ar 72 base Sl e 0 great pyraml =
54

381 .7°37°37°37°37

mental creative conceptions, we have a perfect test as to which

of these forms is the governing one in the proposition that the

true relation of circumference to diameter is 4 times the area

of the circle inscribed in the square for the value of circumfer

ence to the area of the containing square for the value of diam

eter, as has been shown. The form 6561 for area of square to

5153 for area of inscribed circle, gives under this rule integration

of diameter to circumference as 6561 : 5153 X 4 = 20612, while

no such result attends a like attempted use of 113 355. (Par

ker's criticism.)

These considerations (with the marvelous results as to the use

of the form 6561 : 20612 as determining geometrical shapes and

astronomical dala of space and time as shown), seem to have

great weight in determining what may be the true value of 'Jr, and

what may be correction of the manifest error in the Playfair

method. Attention is now especially directed to the Quadrature

of the Circle by John A. Parker (John Wiley & Son, New

York), for further light on this subject.

The following formulations are given, as arising from use of

the number 3' = 9, and as by their use exhibiting these three

noted values of 71:.
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(3.) From

deduct,

Remainder,

Add

2000000

.381. 7°35°37°37

37°74

Sum, 381. 7°35°741 11

38 I. 7035074 II 1
~-'----"-"'----'--'-- = 3· 1415926535897

1 2 1. 5
or the accepted value of;r to the thirteenth decimal place.



* Elohim is for one value 31415, or a cirwln/erence value, designating

the origin or ground method of circular construction: it can also be made

to signi(y in a correlative or cognate connection 401 X 36 = 14436, and

144 X 36 = 5184, a characteristic of an origin form common for measures

of time and space, for 5184 is at the same time the characteristic of a solar

day in thirds and of the square yard in inches multiplied by 4.

An illustration may be seen of a method of initial steps toward the re

sults involved in the foregoing treatise. For terminology, let the cosmos

be considered as divided into the technical terms lieaven and eartli. Let

eartli be 12, and I,eaven be 12, together 12 + D = 24, und let this 2+ be

divided into 360 parts of 15 purls each. Thus we ha"e the terrestrial

and celestial circle of 360, or 24 hours, compussillg the heavens and the

earth.

First Genesis says: In the beginning Elohim* (God) made liear'ell

(s III i In = 12), and eartli (a r tz = 12).

Then the text says: And the earth (aretz) was T II V-V' n H V; which

words, because the.Y have no contextual meaning, Aben Ezra says they

must simply be translated idem sonal1S, as T II V-V' n H V, implying all

occultism; (but Dr. Wordsworth has 1I0t added to the sublimity of the

Scriptures, by translating these words as liigglady pigglady).

The value of T H V is 4, 5, 6, and gives tlie cone from the triall.t.:1e 3,4,

5, to the side (page 27), from whence all the pyramid vailles have been

seen to spring, while V' n II V is 6, 2, 5, 6, or 6 X 2 X .1 X 6?= 360, which

with the use of the triangle gives, as has beell seen, amollg other things,

the value of the exact solar day. Now preparing for a day God divided

the light part from the dark part, or 24 hours or parts, into specific por·

tions of 12 and U, the natural division; then He divided, so the text, be

tween the light and betwaen the dark, or a cross division apparently arbi

trary, but perfecting the typical square of 4 in one, and dividing the 24 into

4 equal parts of 6 each. Darkness was taken as an idea implying /emalr,

and light as an idea implying male. So the day was divided primarily into

a male portion of Il and a female portion of 12. Six (6) days finish the

54 SUPPLEMENT TO SOURCE OF MEASURES.
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cosmos: each day designated as an evell;llg (.u01llall), and a 1II0YIlillg

(1IIUIl), together equaling olle rlay, So there are in the 6 days a tot~1 of

7~ hOllrs lIIale and F- hours felllale. in all 144, Thus the number 144 is

born by lise of 1~ and l~, or ~4; and, indeed, I~ X 12= 14+

It is said that God 11.1 tilus pllisilillg the () oa,"s of the 'Cosmos, made

A D 1\1 l thc \1'01'0 lIsed. to which the generic tcrm 11I1111 j, here \lTongly

givcn by trallslation. nor should the word IIIOJl be l"cd in tramdation.

until the close of the garden scene, where it tirst occlIr,,): but this 1I'0rd j"

A = I, D = -I, ~( = 4. or 14,;. or the \'ery 1I11mb~r l'ompleting thl' 6 d"y" of

the cosmos; for the () days. as seen. ha\'t~ together madc 144, or A D ~l.

He noll' cOIllmand" thelll. that i,. the I11l1le and female parts (so, ill th'"

text), illto which ..\ D ]\( j, divided. to multiplI'. anel as correlati\'ch'. or

cognatel.". the 1+4 [,as been di\'ided into 7~ and /2. then 72 X 72 = S,S4.

which eqll,d" the clwractcristic of the solar day \'allle ill tltirds, jllst where

SIS-I
it co-ordinate, with linear measure, for = 12(/'. or 1 ,q"arl' yarel: so

-I

that thcnce, a, a COIllmon 'Ollrcl' (or the name J:1l'ed. or Y R n. or En

glish yard). thL'rL~ 111;]..'" he a wl';l\"itlg tngl.:lhl'1" of thue and di:--t:1I1ce llieas

ureS :.1::' inter-colltlecting. and inter-inl"c..."'·prcting.

Passing O\'er the 71h day (as emfl,'.ol' ""tltiu,!;. Or fleltd rAbcl]. or a

circle, which ha$ no e\"l'ning nor 1l1orning. showing:l \I11it id~;l). the fl.He~

going leads up to the constructiou of tlte ,t:'lIrdeJl" lor it ,:"'S: ,\nd God

planted a garden in Eden. out ,'I' tile East, '''hcre Ea,t? East from

where? It is not a geographical term. becau,e it referred to no place of

departl1l'e, The word is M' K D ;\1. and is 4-144 (lI'here K D l\I is the

equi\',dent of A D l\I or 1+4). So God planted a garden in Eden com,

posed of 4 squares of I.H each, ~ow since the won!,; ,![u·"dJl, or gardell

Edell equal for one value ~4(01'g= 3 + II = 5 + 0= 7 +"d=4 + n =s
=-- a total of ~4). and since A D ;\1 is a square area of 144. or a square of

12 for length of side, then 12 such lengths in a !Jr:~lter denollliuation as of

feet for inches. will be the side of a 'quare whose area is 144 square feet

(in place of the A D 1\1 square of an area of 144 square inches),;,and 4 such

squares of an area, each. of 144 -'quay(' f('ef, put together wjll form a

square of 2-1feet to the side, Then these squares will show. first an area

of 144 sqllare feet. anel 4 of them complete the ~arden. truly M' K D "1:
OJ' 4-144: and each of these square" while of 1 ~ feet to the side. are also

144 inches in linear measure. for 1~ X 1Z = 144, Thus changing the A D

M \'alue from area (144 square inches) to linear measure (144 inches in

length), we have an interior square (central) of 144 inches to the side. the

nucleus of 4 others of the same dimensions, making an exterior square of

288 inches to the side (or 24 feet), or a total circumference of ~88 X 4 =

.•
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I I52, or I I N R (or place these letters one to each corner of a square and

they can be read as I N R I). So, since this garden is seen to have its

origin from 144, or K D'M (or ADM, for this last is 144 also, and as a

fact, the two words ADM and K D M give us the name Adam Kadmol/,

whence emauated the ten Sephiroth in Hebrew Kabbalism), when it is

said that God placed the ADM, or 144, whom he had made in this gar

den, we can refer this placing to a central square of I foot to the side, or

of an area of 144 square inches. Now construct a pyramid of 24 feet to

the side, and whose summit shall be a square platform of I foot (or 144

inches area) to the side: multiply these values by 100, and the sides, of

the base and summit, will be, respectively, "400 and 100 feet. 2400 reet

is circumfere'lce to a diameter of 763.9433+ feet, the actual measure of the

base side of the !l"reat pyramid, and 100 feet will be a circrtmference to a

diametet- of 31.8309+ feet; which last, allowing for the finish, or paYe

ment on the summit of the great pyramid, now removed, may be assumed

as the actual measure of tIle side of tlte summit platform of the gre;:t pyra

mid (see Smythe's measures of same; roughly made about 400 inches or

J3.,YJ feet). This would tend to show that the pyramid itself was in its fin

ished state truucated instead of being carried up to a point. And this

agrees architecturally wtth Christian kabbalism, or gnosticism, for Jesus,*

or I H 5, or • tJ ~ , was esteemed tlte coY/.er stone jin isIt ing a .<tructu,·e or

dispensation, and the gnostic value of His name was, for one value, taken

as 318, or the numerical value of diameter to a circumference of unity

[3.18+ is diameter to a circumference of 10, and Abel (Hebrew II B L =
5+ 2 + 3 = 10), who is (as Adam also) a prototype of Jesus, is in value

1'0, so that the I H 5 value, 318, notes a diameter to a cirwmfere'lce value

of Abel or 10]; in other words, He was with the Gnostics the cap-stone of

this very pyramid of the garden, and of Egypt, as jiuisl.ing it with a cap,

or corner stone, the base of which, as seen, is 31.S+ feet, or diameter to

a circumference of 100. Both the garden and gnostic use, and their es

sential inter-connection, are to be clearly denoted by symbols, which once

understood can never be dismissed from the mind as part and parcel of the

Biblical scheme. The garden as a square of 12 + 12, or 24 feet to the

side, or 288 inches, gives a circumference of the square of 2SS X 4 = 1152,

as oesignated by the letters I = I, I = I, N = 5, and R = ~; which letters,

* It is passing stranf;e, but while Jesus was the son of Joseph the car

pel/te,', He was also the son of David: now D V D (Hebrew for David)

means a joine,'. thus Carpl"lter and joil/er, for architectural purposes,

showing- a building s.vstem in the very construction of the language, in

dependently of its historical, or narrative, use.
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placed one at each corner of the square, read I N R I (and 1152 +8=

ADM or 144, while 1215 + 5 = 243 or Abram). Make a cube of this gar

den of 24 to the side, and we have a cube of S cubes of I~ feet to the side

cach. But A D 111, or Adam, is the center square or cube of 12 inches,

or I foot, to the side, and therefore he is concealed in the very heart of the

cube, thus:

2RR in.
24 It.

This is thejirst Adam; as placed in the garden. To display him, or

take him from his concealment, tlnfold lhis cube of the garde", which, by

so doing, becomes, in display, a .. ro.<.< with the man Adam exhibited as

a square (or cube) of 144, as seen.

1 )

I 2~~ io. N

El
I. fl.

f R

1 10

2·1 ft.

The letters I I N R. denoting the edge measure of the gardcn multi

plicd hy 4, to give circumference of the larger square, or 24 feet = 2Si:;

inches X 4 = I 15~, are found locatcd one at each corner of the ~quare

of"24-

The Gnostics denoted this the second Adam; but the schemc is a per

fcct answer to the Hebrew scheme of the first Adam in the gank-n.

Now since the ideas as to the CO'lnos were the sallle with the Hebrew>

as with the Egyptians, and since their ,acred measure" were the ,arne (a"

is provable from the details of description of the Temple on eOlllllarison
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with the pyramid measures), and included the inch, foot, yard, and mile;

and since all the structures of the Bible, as the Ark, the Tabernacle, the

Encampment, and the' Temple, are but orderly developments from a B'ra

../lith or Beginning (the real term for the book of Genesis), we can cer

tainly look upon this use of 12' = 144 inches, scaled to 144 square feet, as

the simple beginning of an entire system, more and more completely de

veloped as progress is made in the books of the Law; and then made use

of in Temple construction, and for reference to, by Ezekiel.

The similitude between the Garden of Eden and the pyramid is unmis

takable in these initial steps; which once taken, a great variety of further

steps of development are made use of, all pointing to the primary use of

the forms 113 : 355 and 6561 : 20612. For instance: ADM, as seen, if

taken as the square area of 12 to the side. After the woman has been

created in this prepared garden, Adam says of her: She shall be called

'Woman because she was taken out of man. Here the word for· man is not

ADM, but A I S, a word designative of something from whence the

woman could be produced. This new word reads A = (, I = I, S = 3. or

113, or diameter to 355 as a circumference.* Use. "3 as a square area .as

we did ADM, then the side of its square wiII be V'Ii3. or a square of

10630+ to the side, or this is the side of this square man. The woman

was taken from his middle, or side, or loin, and
106

3
0

gives his half, or
2

middle, and we have, by the division, 5315, which, in Hebrew, reads

H' ASH, or tlie wowan. These values are for various uses in determin

ing combinations: among them place these figures, one to each corner of

a square, or
5

3 5

and we can read 5153, which is the area of the circle inscribed in the square

area 6561. So, also, the full values of the letters of the words garden

Edeu or gn-odn, are g = 3 + u = So + 0 = 70 + d = 4 + n = 50 = a total

of 177. Now the cubic value is 5.153 feet divided by 3 = 1.71766 + feer,

10 cubits are 17.[766+ feet. The surface area of a cube of 10 cubits to

the edge is 1770+ feet; so that the garden is also significant of a reduced

value of the lioly of Itolies, which was a cube of 10 cubits to the edge; as,

also, the width north and south of the queen's cham her in the pyramid.

* In modern times the discoverer of this quadrature value 113 : 355, is

said to have been Peter Metilts; but this seems to have been a nom dq

guerre, because th'e words signify tlte measltring stone.
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Again, ttle number 9 is prominently suggested.

While ADM is 144, we can t;,.ke this value as I + 4 + 4 = 9. The word

ASH, woman, or 135, can similarly be taken as I + 3 + 5 = 9. The

.•erpent is the letter teth, or a serpent coiled with its tail (spike Or phallus)

touching the opening vf the mouth (y01li) and the letter tetl, stands for

the number 9. So Adam, and the woman, and the serpent, are one in the

center of this garden, as the number 9. Sharpe says' the hieroglyph of

the letter gimel was a serpent erecting its head tkrougl1 its coils, a copu

lative s)'mbol; gimel stands for the number 3, which, ,m~ltipiied by itself,

the copulation, will produce 9, which, in turn, is the square root of 81. The'

tree was o-tz, or 7 and 9, as to which 7 is a female number, and 9 a male

numberjand 7 X 9 = 63, or reversed, 36. 36' = 12<}6, and I2¢ X 4 =
5184. And so on.

The orderly arrangement from B'rashitk, or Beginnillg, seems a de

scription, then a diagram, as of the garden; then an explanation and

preparation for a succeeding diagram in the ark of Noah, where, just pre

ceding the diagram, the full and even detailed measLires of the Egyptian

pyramid are given. (See" Note" at close of Appendix.) Then follows

a preparation for a further development under Abram, and Lot, and

Sarah, and ISilac, and so on, closing ,,'ith Jacob and his sons in Egypt.

Then a further step explained in diagram by the Tabernacle and the En·

campment; and so on.

Iustance: Abram is 243. the Yz standard height of the pyramid. taken at

243, bccause this is diameter to 7()3-40j.1.074+, which in feet is tlw stand·

ard length of the base side of the pyr'"llid, l\lake 4 squares of 243 to the

side each, with 4- inscribed circles of a ,irrlllJljcrclIre of 7('3,+ each: put

thesc 4 squares together, and \1'1' ha,'e a large ,;quare of 486 to the side, the'

standard height of the pyramid; while the circumference of the 4 inscribed

circles givl' the total length (s((/II<1(11"(I) of the ci'Tumfercnce of hase

of the pyramid, (The name Abya!/(/I/l gives further detailed measnres, a'

of the king's chamber,) To get the ex(/,t value of the measure' 0" tl,,'

pyramid we had the change from 206!2 : 6,,61 to ('4800 : 2062(>.4700 [+
Now the name Abram ~h'ing the g-round. or s(alldard form. the ,iallH' Lot

gi"es us the correlative eXllrf form. for Abram being 21.1, the Yz of 48(" Lot

i<; L V T or 36 X 9 = 32+ and :P4 is the Yz of 648, the source of the "xr,ct

measures of the pyramid as to its outside. and elsewhere. in contra.t with

the other form under Abram, (Both valllcs are brought (oge(her. when

Moses says: Because the people c~me unto me (0 ill,/uire oj" E!oltim "

where the word is L' DRS, or 3-4J-3, showing eit.her 342 Or 324,) And

so on.

The IIcbrew word 1.lIz. the foundation of so much kabb:di,;tic cOlllment,
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means to pervert, to say, or to designate one thing an mean another, to

invert Or turn end for end. Its value is 3,6, 7, and inverted it is 763,

showing the index of standard, and exact, value of base side of the pyra

mid. And this 763 is itself a perversion for 2400, because it implies a

diameter to a circumference of 2400. The word is taken in connection

with a bone said to be in the body of man (I !3), or Adam (144), which

is indestructible, whence new life must al ways spring. Bone is a form of the

word for tree in the garden, for one is otz, and the other otzm. o-tz is 7 X
9 = 63, or inverted, Or perverted, 36; and 6336 is the mile value in inches;

while otz-m may be taken as 362 or 1296, one square yard, and the }i( of 1

solar day in thirds, or as 36 X 4 = 144 or Adam. In short, the usc of these

catchwords refers to the ever/astillg duratio1l of the system to which they

are may to refer.

L V Z or Luz is 3, 6, 7: Add 3 + 6 = 9, then from L V Z we have 7,9,

= otz or tree in the garden; append final mem, or square m, and we have

ol2-m, or bOlle; showing that the word botte is thus a growth from Luz,

involving the values of the word tree in the garden.

In this connection, I H V H is the tetragrammatoll; its value reads from

right to left 56501. This is a form of 113 diameter to 355, for 113 X 5 =
56.:;, and this can be placed in another form of 56,5 X 10, meaning this

word. But to show another use take the same form as being multiplied

from the other end, or 1065 X 5 = 5280 or the number of feet in a mile.

The containment by the Bible of this system is in no manner a dispar

agement to it in any possible point of view: to the contrary, if this sys

tem of exact science (call it so) is natural and divine, then indeed the

Bible at last can be found to contain those exactitudes of Divine work

manship which can not be interpreted but in a common way: therefore a

great light and no confusion of interpretation.

A language thus displayed as containing a number system, and its Or

dt',.}y development through to the completion of a most perfect unfolding

of the cosmos as an obedience to, or materialization of, Divine thought,

brings up the question was it (or is it) possible for men to so construct a

language, that it should answer all the ordinary purposes of a language,

and all its extraordinary mes, as in couching the most wonderful poetry

of the world's duration, while it could, in harmonic unison with historical

use. narrative use, familiar social use, and poetic use, blend in a fully de

veloped, numerical, mathematical, geometrical, astronomical, and cosmi

cal system of exact enunciation? Trllly it bewilders one.

i1~i' i1, i1~
(
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The Adamic chronology end~ with Lamech and K oa •.• then the text

proceeds to the preparation of the ark. The last two ,'erses (Gell, ", 3'.
32) seem to determine the measures of the pyramid i11 another hut an

eC]nivalent set of measnres than those n;;ed in the garden, The lIebrew

reads very percnliarly (besides from right to left), in snch form that a

difrerent valne "'i11 be read from left to right. It sa."s: And all tile days

of Lamedl were lsi. from right to left)

(years) hllndred onc se,'en and (ycctn;) seventy and se,'cn,

7 07 7

Read from left to right, the cipher bccomes meaningless. and the values

read.

(I.) 1777,

It then says: And Noah was Bell Cllol/lcsh. or

SOli of ,';

that is, his letters are i'i-d', or .1-8, wbiell is 8 cnbes of S to the side.

eqllals a cube of 10 to the edge; the obiect being to show that he is a unit

of measlIre. founded on thc number 5. But as SOI/ of s he is S, which

valne we can nse for Ilis name. a, we can the nnmbcr .> in place of th"

namcs of hi, sons. It rcads: ",Koah was .'011 0/ S. Olle hundred (years).

and Noah (,,). begat eth Shem. eth Cham, and dh Japhet;" that is, he be

gat 3, that is, Shem, Ilam, and Japhet. So rcading the sentcnce from

right to left, for the characteristic numbers dcnoted, and we have

.>
which arrangement discovers

(2.) SlS3

But take the three sons as mentioned. and we have (from right to left)

Shem,

Ilam,

1\1

M

S

Ch

and ]aphet, l' P V

Snhstitute the values of the letters, in the same order, and we have

(,3·) 4

4

4 8

3
8

6
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I H V H

Sum,

where we have, by reverse reading,

(4·) 6561

Again: 1056 is the i of one mile, for

1056 X S = 5280

which shadows out the value

or the 'Jehovall value as a measure.

In (2.) and (4.) we have 6561: 5153 the source of the pyramid.

In (3,) we have 444, 381, and 486, and in (I.) we have 1777.

Now the pyramid in circumference of base is 1777 cubits; in length of

side of base it is 444 cllbits; and, also. in length of side of base it is 381

feet multiplied by c; and its height ;5 486 feet.

Thus, in development, we see a passage from the use of the number 12

used in the garden, to feet and cllbits. with the source of 0561 : 5' 53; be

sides, also, the other form of 113 ; 355, which is contained also in these

verses, but more obscurely.

1056

600

He was the son of Lamech; and the-

of Noah, were

SUPPLEME!\T TO SOURCE OF MEASURES.

It was presented to the inner vision of Emanuel Swedenhorg, as reo

gards correspondences, that in the unseen, as here, the lIebrew holds the

same rank as a language; it being there especially the vehicle of Divine

teaching. It was shown him as to its u,,'s, that it is understood, or read,

agrce:\bly to the rank of the hea,'en. In tfJe lowest heaven it is received and

npprcciatcc..l in its ~ilnple narrative form, or aspect; \vhiIe he says, as some

thing strange to his un<.lerstanLling, in the innl'rmost heaven it is read as

c01{sisli7l.!.[n,('lIuJllbrr." oC'Hir!J. in illjiJlilrbut Ilarlllollir arrallgemcll/, tr.arh

tllr Di"inc rOlls/rlleti,,!: prvrt'ss of t!le eutire IIlll'verse. He furthermore

S:I,"S, tll:lt it is there the !o"e 'lOd delight of lhe angelic hosts to acquire

frelill lhe contents or till' Di-'inl' Book (in Ilehrew), a.< "umbers, the men,

tal construct.ive de,i:;ns of the Creator, Thi, comll1unication, strange to

hi, "pprl·11en,ion. not ramiliar to hi, culture. ahn'ptly injected, as it W('TC',

into hi, [honght. he simply enunciates as a memorable and strange teach

ing, The instance stands Ollt, a~ far as the author can gather, as phe

r.oml'n:d in all Swedenborg's writin!-(s, as a mailer utterly de hor.< his

Again: Koah was 600 years old.

years of the world to the begetting

Then adding the 600 of Noah,

62
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natural cognitions, or possible conceptions. Such, being the case, we, to

a certain extent, find that however he came by the enunciation, he was

speaking of just that property of tne language, which can be asserted as,

not a possibility, but its discovereo "eal characteristic in the Hebrew Bible,

in the uses of its terms, at the same time linguistic and numerical. To the

author's comprehension, coupling the present discO\'ery of Biblical use,.

with Swedenborg's assertion made over one hundred years ago, there

arises a most remarkable test of the spiritual illumination of Swedenborg

necessarily. The matter grows stranger when. in these present discover

ies, very learned Jews recognize the long lost keys to their ancient Kab

bala.
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INDEX OF HEBREW AND NUMERICAL TERMS
CONTAINED IN J. RALSTON SKINNERS' THE SOURCE OF MEASURES.

COMPILED BY JOI-;IN H. ORAlS
WITH A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MR. SKINNERS OTHER WORKS

PREFACE

An outpouring of information clarifying and comparing world systems of
occult symbology occured during the ninteenth century, and students responding
to this natural cyclic release were many. Foremost in the development of the
comparative key to occultism called Theosophy was H.P. Blavatsky. In her works
she called attention to and had contact with many authors working in their
chosen fields. Some are never mentioned,*and some have been subsequently
ignored, perhaps because of the abstruseness of their writings. Notable among
the latter is James Ralston Skinner. About him H.P. Blavatsky remarked: "Nor
would it be just to enter upon an esoteric reading of symbolism without giving
due honour to one who has rendered it the greatest service in this century by
discovering the chief key to ancient Hebrew symbology strongly interwoven with
metrology, one of the keys to the once universal mystery language. Mr. Ralston
Skinner, of Cincinnati, the author of the KEY TO THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN MYSTERY IN
THE SOURCE OF MEASURES has our thanks.'t

True to the manner of these students, little biographical data is to be
found. Mr. Skinner was born in Lockport, N.Y. in 1830 and later moved to
Cincinnati to study at the law firm of his uncle, Samon P. Chase. By 1851 he
had entered the partnership. Documenting his unusual broadness of interest,
the 1851-52 Cincinnati City Directory enters him as an attorney at law and
again as the first professor of pathology of the Cincinnati College of Medicine
and Surgery, founded in 1851. Indeed, his obituaries praise him as a "student
and scholar of archaeology, ethnology and symbolism." Early in the War between
the States he was commissioned by the Union Army and served from November 19,
1862 as a major and Judge Advocate on General Rosecrans' staff. It is said
that "he temporarily lost his reason" upon seeing it fellow soldier decapitated
by a canonball; as a colonel he resigned March 20, 1865.

This chronological survey of Skinner's publications and activities reveals
a transition from his early legal and medical interests through architecture
to metaphysics and kabbalistic pyramidology. His earliest dated article is AN
INQUIRY INTO THE PRINCIPLES OF BEAUTY IN GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE", 1867, and there
is a reference to an undated publication: DORIC, IONIAN, AND CORINTI1IAN COLUMNS
IN GRECIAN ARCHITECTURE.i In 1869 he wrote AN ESSAY UPON FORCE IN NATURE AND
ITS EFFECTS UPON MATTER. On January 1, 1870 he became an Original Life Member
of the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, upon its reorganization from the
Western Accademy of Sciences. His first dated article'on pyramidology is THE
GREAT PYRAMID OF JIZEH, 1871. Continuing this progression, he published
A VALUE OF SYMBOLISM, 1872, followed by TI1E ANCIENT OF DAYS, 1873, culminating
in KEY TO THE HEBREW-EGYPTIAN MYSTERY IN TI1E SOURCE OF MEASURES, 1875. In this
work he relates pyramid measures with both the natural constants in our solar

e.g., Mary Anne South Attwood. See BCW VII, 397.

i THEOSOPHIST, September, 1924.

t S. D. I, 308.



PREFACE

system and the Hebrew-Egyptian kabbalistic word-numbers of Genesis. THE SOURCE
OF MEASURES ... "shows indeed that occult source of the measure by which were

built kosmos and man, and then by the latter the great Pyramid
of Egypt, as all the towers, mounds, obelisks, cave-temples of
India, and pyramids in Peru and Mexico, and all the archaic
monuments; symbols in stone of Chaldea, both Americas, and even
of the Easter Island ... It shows that the same figures and
measures for the same esoteric symbology existed throughout the
world; it shows in the words of the author that the kabbala is a
'whole series of developments based upon the use of geometrical
elements; giving expression in numerical values, founded on
integral values of the circle' (one of the sev~n keys, hitherto
known but to the Initiates) ... Moreover, that the system from
whence all these developments were derived 'was anciently consider
ed to be one resting in nature (or God), as the basis or law of
the exertions practically of creative design'. ".--- --

In 1880 a lecture on FREEMASONRY reveals a friendship with J.D. Buck, who
shared a kabbalistic bent to his masonry.t Whether or not Skinner joined the
Theosophical Society is not known, but Buck wrote in MODERN WORLD ~~VEMENTSt

of conversations with Skinner and states that Skinner received letters from
H.P.B., one of which was a forty page response to questions concerning the
Kabbala and occult Mathematics; these letters remain undiscovered.

"PART I II: SOURCE OF MEASURES" (unpublished) was finished in 1884 and
mailed to H.P Blavatsky in 1887 by Dr. Buck, to whom H.P.B. later replied
stating that of the seven keys to the Kabbala Skinner had discovered "two and
a half".§ References to Mr. Skinner begin about the same time.~ His
acquaintance with Dr. Buck led him to join the Freemasons, and on May 6, 1885
he was initiated into the McMillan Lodge No. 141, Cincinnati, of the Grand
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons of Ohio. He was passed and raised the same
year, June 3 and July 1, respectively. There are over 62 mentions of him and
his writings in THE SECRET DOCTRINE, 1888 and, in 1889, H.P. Blavatsky referred
to him as "another high ~lason".-

Pernaps his magnum opus is what he claimed as the culmination of twenty
three years study, A SYMBOLICAL TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE. Three copies of this
were published, one going to J.D. Buck, the others perhaps to his surviving
heirs, Samuel W. Skinner, 2nd vice president of Blymver Ice Machine Co. of
Cincinnati, and Mrs. Nathaniel Henchman Davis. None of these copies have been
discovered. He died on Saturday afternoon September 2, 1893 at his home in
Glenn Springs, N.Y .• The editor of the masonic magazine NEW AGE, in a preface
to printed exerpts from his lecture FREEMASONRY stated: " ... from personal
acquaintanceship with him that while he was a great scholar and Cabalist, he
was also modest, afable, and tolerant of the opinions of those who differed
from him as to the results of his studies."

THE SOURCE OF MEASURES compares actual pyramid measurements, taken by R.
Howard-Vyse and Piazzi Smyth, to standard values which are theoretical and
perfect since derived from the val ue of 'If. Two vaJues of 'If are used, both
being determined integrally, perfectly by Parker in the ratio 20612:6561, and

8CW VII, 292-3, from LUCIFER Vol. X, No. 57, 1892. t "The Cabbalah",
THEOSOPHIST Vol. V, pp. 44-5, by J.D. Buck, 1883. t Pp. 39-41, Indo-
American Book Co., Chicago, 1913. § BCW VI II, 220. ~ BCW VII, 250.
- BCW XI, 100. • Obituaries were printed by THE CINCINNATI TIME STAR,
September 4, p. 8, c. 2 and THE CINCINNATI TRIBUNE, September 5, p. 4, c. 6; 1893.
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imperfectly by Metius in the ratio 355:113. Although he believed "the usual
offensiveness connected with any stated idea of quadrating the circle is not
involved"·, many took exception with him since the values of 1T were derived
by quadr~ture. By placing the standard pyramid in a sphere, Skinner by
enlargement produced the actual measurements. Through his metrological
reading of the Bible, these were confirmed and expanded: "For Skinner's
reading depends first of all on the Kabalistic methods and the Rabbinical
value of the Hebrew letters ...t

Hebrew, typical of all mystery languages, can be read by many keys.
Skinner gives the customary numerical and hieroglyphical correspondences on
pp. 9-11, and H.P. Slavatsky gives an example of their logographic rendering.+
The so called '~lphabet" of Rabbi Akiba (c. 50-132 C.E.) expresses the letters
as creative elements "by which every creature and thing in the universe has
been formed and pruduced".§ Their creative function is described further in
SEPHER YETSlRAH: three "mothers" from whom all descend called Sepher, Number;
seven double letters giving the double aspect of the regents of the cycles,
characteristics and principles of manifestation, called Sephar. Numbers; and
twelve regular letters representing the cycles themselves and the personae of
manifestation, called Sipper, Numbered. "Let the student remember that number
underlies form, and number guides sound, Number lies at the root of the
manifested Universe; numbers and harmonious proportions guide the first
differentiation of homogenous substance into heterogenous elements, and number
and numbers set limits to the formative hand of Nature."l1 THE SOURCE OF
MEASURES demonstrates the coordination of duodecimally based measurements with
septenary, metaphysical principles. It must always be born in mind that
although "we are excited to the perception of Mathematical truths by sensible
objects; ... it must by no means be admitted that they derive their substance
by an abstraction from sensibles.... Skinner examines some 895 sensibles
comprising 66S digital sequences and 230 Hebrew-Egyptian word-numbers; that
they do excite one to the perception of Mathematical truths can not be denied.
However, the total revelation of this ancient Mathematical Science and what
Skinner later called "Art Speech" remains incomplete. In this index Skinner's
sensibles have !Jeen collected and arranged "alphabetically" rather than
numerically. The several uses of each entry and sub-entry are indexed and
internally arranged from most abstract to most concrete, according to the
following sequence:

comparisons and relationships
Hebrew equivalents (and numerical equivalents)
definitions
uses and derivations
angular measures (from longest to shortest)
time measures (from longest to shortest)
linear measures (from longest to shortest)
area measures (from greatest to least)
weight and monetary measures
equations:

S.O.M., p. iii. t S.D. I, 316. + S.D. V, 206 (Reference is to six
volume Adyar edition since it was not included in SCW.) § ZOHAR, 46.
, SCW XII, E.S. Instruction No.1. • T.A., x, fn.
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equivalents (= omitted)
sums

-, di fferences
", products
o or :, quotients
miscellaneous equations with entry as one member.

The following outline has been applied:
Number or Word

-Entry
, sub-entry

, sub-subentry.
Notes by the indexer are in square brackets [1, they suggest comparisons

and corrections and ocassionally make comments for clarification. Part of the
difficulty with Skinner's work is his apparent inconsistency in number forms.
For example 34.3 also occurs as 34.3774, as 34.37744976, as 34.37745, as
34.3774500291, and as 34.37749; all are indexed at 3437 ... using parentheses
for the elliptical portions. When a digital sequence occurs in more than one
decimal form, entries are made numerically. The equations have been rearranged
to be equivalent with the entry. Since it is an outline, it is necessary to
read ~ headings prior to each subentry.

In Plato's REPUBLIC he prescribes "that one devote oneself first to the
study of arithmetic, then geometry, and in the third place to stereometry and
following that to astronomy, which he said to be but the study of the solids in
movement. Finally, he urged in the fifth place the learning of music ... " for
he said it was through these "that one purify the eye of the soul, and that one
causes a new fire to burn in this organ which was obscured and as though
extinguished by the shadows of the other senses, an organ whose conservation is
more important than 10,000 eyes, since it is by that alone that we contemplate
the truth".'

THEON, p. 2.
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I<
-interchangeable with y p167.

- 1 p222.
1)1<
-abn, stone, Peter p252,258.
-125; cube of ~ pI61,252,258.
-\-1-2-1-5=8 p252.

iDI<
-to wrestle; root of ~~> p292.

7~1!i~i1 1~1<

-spannader fur den phallus p207.
01~1<

-abram; numerically equivalent to
Brahma and Seir Anpin; 243 p291.

-the sun measure p211.
011<, ADM
-hermaphrodite; source of generation

p66.
-to be red; to bind p185.
-Man, pI84,187,190,193,195.

, before woman was taken p19S.
, incorrect translation; indi

cates completion of 6 days of
creation; indicates a 12x12 square
p55s.

-from 01, blood p184.
-equivalent of 01~; 01~~ 011< p55s,

56s.
-indicates 144 as 12x12 square p55s,

57s,58s.
-related to, 'nl< p66, 184, 186, 190.

, 011< and i1~11<i1 pl84, 186, 192.
, O>11<~, Mars p66,185,186,193.

-contrasted with 1!i>1< p58s.
-144 p70, III, 113, 114, 192-195, S5s-

57s.
-1.f-4-1-4~9 p59s.

~~11<

[see ~n1I<i1]

-fruitful earth p184,192,193.
-from 01, blood p184.
-related to 0>1N~, Mars p193.
~1-~1N 1~N p279.
-144- 5 pin, 193.
-144x.5-72 pI92,279.

01~~ 011<, AOM M'KDM
-Adam Kadmon p56s.
-144 4-144 p5Ss,56s.

/1':V<'1ll'N-;"N(
-ehieh asher ehieh, I am that I am;

various reading of ~1~~; permuta
tion of ~I!i~, 21-1-501-1-21=543 p271.

0711<
-compared to 071Y pI6'i.
--porch of Solomon's temple p164,167.

111<
-aven, nothingness; same as ,1Y, un;

related to PI', 1>Y and 11Y p283.
»11<
-avoni, my strength; same with »1Y

p291.
nll<
-{)th, mark, token p292,293.
-,111< 1>~7 ~1;'> 01!i>1 p292.

tJ»TI<
-{)znim [oznayim], ears; related to

O>HI<~ p284.
0>1nl<

-o>1nl< 0>1~11 nnl< ~~I!i (11<~ 7~ >~>1

p265.
nnl(

[see O>1nl<]
PI<
-ain [misprinted oin], nothing; first

cause; related to PY, 11Y· and 111<
p283.

\!I'I(, AIS
--primordial word p205.
-man, p224,58s.

, out of whom woman was taken
p195,200,205,58s.

'-singular of O>I!i)N p200.
-Gen. iV,1 ~1~> nl< W'I< 'n')p p277.
-form of i!J> p224.
-113 pSI, 70, 158,195,200,205,222,585.
-311 pI95,222.

~i!J>N

[see ~l!il<]

-113x5, woman p158.
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lamah
God, why

p301.

7~

-all embracing God pI80,181.
-radical of Elohim plll,180.
-differential used to connect two

systems of circular and plane
measure p68, 71,181.

-male portion of o7~ p180.
--'m ')D p292.
--31 p68, 71, 72, III, 181, 182.

~7~

-combination of creative opposites
p180.

-36 p68, 181, 54s.
--31 +5=36, unit square of 6x6 p72,

161.
tl'~7~

-expression of circumference p12,
67,54s.

--Elohim, God, Gen. i,l pI79,180.
-Theos, greek; God, english p218.
-radical is El [7~] pill.
-combination of opposites p180.
-effect of radical \wrds 31 and 5

p182.
-related to 7~ and o7~ p68, 180.
--31415 pill, 182, 193.
--36X401-14436 p54s.
'7~
--Eli p302.
-eli, my God p300,301.
-I 13 p300, 302.
-Psalms xxii,l ')n~TY ~07 '7~ '7~

p301.
-olatt. xxvii,46 ')nn~1!I ~07 '7~ '7~

p300,301.
')n~TY ~07 '7~ '7~

-Psalms xxii,l; Eli, eli,
azabvthani; My God, my
hast thou forsaken me?

')nn~1!I ~07 '7~ '7~

--Matt. xxvii,46; Eli, eli, lamah
sabachth-ani; My God, my God, how
dost thou glorify me! p301.

TD'7~
- Eliphaz, God of gold, Pluto p190.
11)~

-Enoch, son of Jared, ,." p243.
-related to I!I')~ and '))~ (ankhi,

egyptian, my soul) p53.
-lived 365 years p68,243.

1!J1)~

--Enosh, son of Seth p215,225.
--primitive 11)~ p53,243.
-related to I!I' p175.
-364, woman year p226.

-365, luni-solar year p225.
-365+1~366 p53.
~65-1~364 p53, 175, 215, 225, 234, 271.

tl'I!I)~

--men; plural of I!I'~_[PI. of I!I'~ is
l'I!I'~, the lowest class of angels;
pl. of I!Il)~ is O'I!I)~, men]; 31415
p200.

.,~.,~

-egyptian acre, from .,~ ground, soil;
furrowing; see .,.,~ p66.

,.,~

-cognate to o.,~ and n.,R; to proceed,
descended from; related to ,."
p65.

-7 p70.
o.,~

-cognate with ,.,~, I'.,~ and n.,~ p65.
l"H
-earth, see n,~ p65,179,184,190,295,

54s.
-dry, arid, unfruitful earth p114,

192.
-Arets, egyptian Mars, ARTS [see

C'1NIl) p187. 193. 295.
-Gen. i, 1 arets pi 79.
-cognate to ,'~, u.,~ and n.,~ p65.
-related to, tl,~ p66,184,187.

, I'.,n; a term of descent, birth,
flowing from (see ,." and o.,.,~)

with earth as source of birth p66.
-1+2+9-12 p114, 183, 192,54s.
-Gen. i,2 1~~1 1~n ~n'~ 1'''~~1 tl' Ol!l 1

p54s.
-o',n~ tl'''~'' nn~ ~DI!I I'.,~~ 7) '~'1

Gen. xi,l p265.
-I'.,~~ '7)nl tl'nl!l~ lnOI!l' p263.

,.,~

-to curse; related to I'.,n, .,~.,~ p66.
u.,.,~

'-earth (by reduplication); see J"~

p65.
n.,~

-cognate to ,.,~, o.,~ and I'.,~ p65.
~I!I~

[see ~I!I'~]

-Issa, egyptian Isis p224,294.
--i<oman p197, 199, 224, 283, 294, 59s.
-135 pI99,283,59s.
-5 x27-135, ~y., p283.
-1+3+5=9, 0 p59s.
n~

[untranslatable, indicates definite
direct object]

-Gen. i,1 p179.
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p190,290.
p190.

p290.

-~1~' n~ ~,~ 'n')p p217.
:11)1~ n~

-678~113x6; eth h'orebv, the raven
p249.

::J
-B, Gen. i,l p179.
-in, out of, from pI79,180,287.
-~i~::J p287.
-2 pI81, 182,287.

1~::J

"rimal emptiness, nothingness; nlO
p158.

-Bohu, void; related to 1'~0 ~';

primitive substance; mother of
races of the gods; related to
n-1~::J, ~-1~::J p295.

-Eve, Venus, Naamah pI58,295.
-V,BHV, 6x2x5x6-360; Gen. i,2 1~n

1:-1:.11 p54s.
n-1~)

-Buto, aramean mother of the Gods;
same as ~-1~) p295.

-identical with nln p296.
~-1:1::J

-same as n-l:1::J p295.
1::J
-son of
-Ii) 1::J
'-')1)1 1::J

ii) 1::J
-Bildad, son of Lateo; see 01)

p190.
')1» p
-Ben-ani, son of my sorrow; Benj a

min p290.
~'::J

-bara, Gen. i,l; perfect fOrr.1 of
Kal [simple form of verb] p179.

-he created, God made p179,180.
~'::J

[see i"~~'::J and \!IN,]
--8' rash, Gen. i, I p179, 249.
-213- 2 p181, 249.

n'~~'::J

-B'rashith, Gen. i,l; in the begin
ning p179.

-in the substance of; out of the
head p180.

,,::J
-222; b'arak, blessed; same with

::J,:J p180.
~i~::J

--8' sadeh, in the dividing of the
fie Id p286.

-345-2-343 p288.

-345-2 or 34S-S43 p286,233.
1i)J 1~

-Gan Oden, Garden of Eden pl93,215,
585.

-seventh day pI13,19I,201.
-source of birth of time and distance

measure under womb use p202.
-3~S~7~4~S=24 pI13,19~.

-3~50~70~4~50·177 p142,215,216,58s.
i

--4 p267,288.
'::Ji
-206, dabvar, Logos, Word pl69,218,

265.
-related to :1~~; nh~ ~~~ V'~~ ):J '~'1

O'ihN O"~i1 p265.
ill
-DVD, David, DUD, DUDI p203,56s.
-basket, love apples (as plural);

related to serpent p203.
-a joiner (architectural) p56s.

"1i
-see ill p203.
~)')i, D-Liiah

[0 is aramaic equivalent of hebrew
prefix ~, of the]

-Lilah, dark or night p209.
Oi
-blood p184.
~root of Oi~ and ~Oi~ p184,185.
-root of Damascus p185.

'Oi
-dami, bloods of [Abel] p285,286.
-sun standing still at noon point

p285.
-441 or 441-144 or 144-441 p286.
,-'Oi 1iln p281,286.

1i
--Dan p224.
~

-God made all things out of letter ~

p241,252.
-two ~'s in center of Garden is lIoly

of Holies or Jah p241.
-unites with' to make 1 p198.
-symbol of womb, yoni pl58, 160, 180,

198, 241, 258, 267, 317.
-feminine indicator as suffix pl80,

181,192.
-"the" as prefix pl79, 183,184, 197,

283.
-equivalent to ), SO p160,161,317.
-related to h pI60,263,275.
-&reek smooth aspirate p256.
""",+)1'-:1)11 p283.
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11

-begot from" and '; center pillar of
the vislble p198.

p203.female serpent
husband p275.

p8, 203, 275.

-"1, construct plural, the hooks of;
0'"110Y" '1' p269.

')il'1
-o'"1nt< 0"J"11 nnt< n~~ y,t<n 7J ,,,,,

Gen. xi,l p265.
1~'"

-601135; 61135; and he slept p199.
n~',

--4816; "and Japhet", son of Noah
p241,61s.

n,t< "v7 ",,,, 0~'1

-V'yasem Yehovah l'kayin oth [Gen.
iv,15] p292.

-And the Lord caused impotence to
Cain ... as a mark p293.

'JT
-227; sacr, membrum virile; related

to "sacrifice" p184,236.
n
-signifies use of" p160.263.
-greek rough aspirate chi, X p256.
-8 p160,16l,275.
-36v+n-45 pl6l.

7Jn
-chebel, to conceive, pains of birth

p284.
-related to 7Jn p283.

'In
-Hebron, Chebron; Kirjath-Arba; equal

to ,Jy p2ll.
-affinity with 'In p2l2.
,''In
--<:hebron, Hebron; Kirjath-Arba; from

'In p211.
~"1n

-hodesh Or chodesh; to be fresh, pure,
young, new; same as ~"1v p201.

-time of new moon p202.
n,n
-interpreted as
--woman having a
-related to ",,,
-865 p8.

"n
-chiun, egyptian god of time; from

1l:l p278.
nt<on
-ehattah, sin; construct feminine

singular of "t<on; Gen. iV,7 P285.
on
--48; Ham, son of nJ, Noah p241,61s .

-value of "hand" ["1+'-4+1~5] p267.
-5 or .5 p69, 157, 158, 160, 161, 181-

183,192,197.198,222,240,252,267,
3275 ,283,288,317.

-5 -125 p161,252,258.
-5xl13-565, ,n" or 11J p158,275.

0"11'''
-related to ~'t< p195.
-5XI44-720 pl14.

iln't'{il
-the fruitful earth pl14,184,187,

191,192.
-5-144-5 p193.
-5x720-3600 p1l4, 192.

0"11''' 71'''
-"her unto the Adam" p199.

y,t<"
-.5XI2-6 pIn.

iWJNil
-the woman p197,222,276.58s.
-311 p222.
-5315 p196, 222, 276, 58s.
-5153 in square arrangement p58s.

7J"
-325; Abel, hebel, emptiness, nO

thingness p282,283.
ircumference of HBL to diameter
of 3.18 p56s.

--3+2+5-10 p282,283,56s.
,J"
-Heber, to divide in pieces, to

determine the heavens; related
to 'In p2l2.

il'lil
-represents all below, as the winter

or water part p22l.
-Eve, Eva, womb, or woman p159,16l,

174,194,220.221.225.267.312.
...... 'hovah" p22l, 275.
-~emalc part of ",,,. pl58, 159, 161,

174. lY4, 203, 222, 267, 275.
-related to ",n, 865 p8,203,275.
-same as 11J,565 p8,158,220.
-565 p8, 158, 159, 194, 220, 222, 267, 275,

279.
-113x5-565 p158,159,222,267,279.
--"lnxI0-n1n' p158, 159, 279.

"n
-same as nJ p160,252.
-85 p16Q.

,.,., 'lj1

-Mount of Descent p65.
1
-"and"; Gen. i,l; V p179.
...... ·hook" [see 11] p269.
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;'In

-chanah p277,278.
-~ame as ~]', Canah; to pierce;

related to l~ p277.
n1)n

I see ,'IN and ~l)Nl
-chanoch, instructor, initiator; son

of Cain; son of Methuselah p278.
N,n
-to separate, sever p66.

M,n
-charaphah; reproach (Gen. xxiv,14);

fissure, split, vagina p237.
I',n
-to divide, separate, engrave; see

V'N p66.
l1i,n
-to plow, harrow, vex; see 'N, V,n

p66.
lnn
-chathan, bridegroom p237.
-related to circumcision; see lnn

0'0' p238.
'01 lnn

[construct plural of 0'0' lnn]
-chathan dami, bloods of the bride

chamber p281,286,289.
0'01 lnn
-bridegroom of circumcision, one

allied by the maiden's blood
p238.

-'lJ"T lnn p281.
o
-interchangeable with 1 and n p65.
-9; symbol of serpent p203,230,316,

59s.
-symbol of basket p203.
-brass p230.

:J1~

-hebrew "good", Tobi; egyptian :J1n
p284.

100
-see llJl1 p190.,
-power of sun above equinox p221.
--1Tlale part of ;'1;" p158, 159, 161, 174,

225,312.
--1Tlembrum virile, phallus pI59,198.
-forefinger p313.
-concealed in ;'·101 P omitted on

p293] p158, 174, 293.
--wedded wi th ;, begets 1 [>+01-15-6-1]

p198.
-10 Or 1 [misprint p161] pI58,161,

194,198,221,222,300,313. .

-565, O11;'xIO-;'101' p158, 159,300.
~:»

-from verb ~:JN; river Jabbock, inter
changeable with ?N 'J~ p292.

O1I1i:J'
-Iabeshah, earth p298,302.
-I of INRI [see "p] p298.
-Peter p302.

'~'+4.5; hand p272.
inil')
-unit straight one of a perfect

circular denomination p64.
-expression of diameter pI2,67,276.
-originator of measures pI59,312.
-originating one of all things p159.
-birth originator, Mars pI59,278.
-in perfect symbol p159.
-perfect year p161.
-ancient knowledge p178.
-tetragrammaton p60s.
-Great Name p312.
-Jehovah pI98,218,222,270,276,279,

62s.
-Kurios, greek; Lord, english p213.
--111ale-female form p158, 159, 174, 313.
-used to build temple of Solomon

p163.
-565.10 or 56.5xlO pI58,159,J94,223,

270,276,279.
-565

'
or S'.5 X !0 pI93,194,221,276,

279,300, 60s.
-56501 p60s.
-1056x5-5280 [1065 misprint p60s]

p60s,62s.
-565, 01101 or 11J x IO, '·;'101' pI58,159,

194,222,279.
-113X5-565 pI56,194,223,276,279.
-V'N~ ?~n~ O'OV~ 1nov~ p263.
~"o1~V'~, Kodesh L'Jehovah p270,271.
~";'N 'VN O1'01N or 011;" p271.
~"o1' nN V'N 'n'J~, Gen. iV,1 p277.
-nlN l'~? ;'101' ~V'1 p292.

01'
-Jemima, day p190.

O1J1'
-71; Jonah, dove, John p219,220.
-556-1 p220,221.

vn'
-318; IHS; a Jehovah form p159.
-corner stone; ,~~, 318 p56s.

0'
-iam, water [sea] p298,302.
-I of INRI [see "J'] p298.
-James p302.
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Isis 1'224.
p174,224.

0'-
-plural termination; indicates com

bination of opposites with ;'?N
p180.

-401 p54s.
nJ'
-Jehovah is nJ p64,160.
-inch p160,161.

.,J"
-INRI in square or circle [see .,J"]

p56s,57s.
-1152 p56s.
-edge measure of Garden [288]x4

p57s.
',J'
-0' (water, James); n1., (air, John);

-'1J (fire, Jesus); ;l\!iJ' (earth,
Peter) p298,300,302.-

-Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judaeorum p300.
--Adam square p298. -
-1152, IINR [see '.,J'] p56s,57s.
-115-2, circle form p298,300,56s.
-1521 p298, 300, 302, 56s, 57s.

JjI)1'
-Jacob; founder of 12 and 13 month

year p232.
-Jah is heel [see JjlY] p232,272.
-Jah is masculine, heel is feminine

p272.
i1.JEP
-Jephunneh, father of Caleb p212.
-strophios, oTpo.palo~, hinge;

solstice or turning-man p212,248.
n!l'

[see n!l'1]
)Ii)'
-to nail to, to crucify p204.

."
-river p224.

i."
-descend, flow down p224,258.
-YRD, Jared or Yared p65, 194, 250,

55s.
-Jordan with final nun, 1 p258.
-mount or source of descent p65,194,

250.
-related to, i.,N p65.

,V.,N p66.
-english yard p55s.
-7 p70.
-1296, one square yard ·p55S.

\!i'"
-123 or 321, 510 or 015 p7.

\!i'
-equivalent to \!iN p174.

-equivalent to \!i'N; short form and
source of '\!i' p174,224.

-13, form of man p142,224.
-source of "Jesus" pI75,221,22~,260,

295.
- 1'Nn 111' p295.

'\11'
[see ;'1!iN]

-lsi, feminine egyptian
-Jesse, derived from \!i'

O\!i'
-yasem, apocapated future hifil of

01\!i; n1N 1'jI? ;'1;" 0\!i'1 p292.
1'Nn \!i'

[doctrine of creation from nothing]
-Jes(us) m'ain; Jes-us from nothing;

'JjI" Onkelos and Samarit p295.
1nn\!i'
-("N;' ?)n1 o'n\!i;' 1nn\!i', Psalms xcvi,

11; Let the heavens rejoice and
the earth be glad p263.

?N"\!i'
-13-213 [see \!iN.,]; 712 p142.
-Jes-213 p221.

N.,Jn'
-ithrara, Gen. i,l p179.
-3rd person singular future hithpael

form [reflexive] of N"J pI7~,182.

nNl!l .,n'
-yeter seath, prominence of my male

part p291.
11J
-ciun, name of Saturn or Seth; source

of 11n; same with 1'jI p27e.
?J
-O'inN 0,.,Ji1 nnN ;'!l\!i V.,N;' ?J ';"1

Gen. xi,l p265 .
1i)JJ
-311-113, man-woman, hermaphrodite;

the counterpart LGen. ii,18]
p230.

;'JJ
-to divide, separate; same as ;'In

and ;'JjI p277.
J.,J
-half base side of pyramid in cubits

p202.
-222 pI66,170,202.

\!iii?
-3-42-3 for 342 or 324; to inquire,

L'DRS p59s.
T17
-367; equivalent to ','Y; LVZ p60s.

1J1?
-Pluto, see ii? lJ p190.
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-36x9-324; LVT p59s.
;11J?
'-lamah, why? p300, 301.

, how? p301.
-numerically same as ~~n p302.
-345 p300, 302.
-'Jn~TY ~~? '?N '?N p301.
-'Jnn~~ ~n? '?N '?N p300,30l.

nn?
-lamech, 1777 p6ls.

n
-mem; changes D'JTN to D'JTNn p284.
-used as a squa.e indicator as final

form D p60s.
lP1Nn
-hifil form [causative] participle

of verb D1N p185,186.
--Mars p66,185,186.
-related to egyptian Artes [see

\'"1N] pI85.
D'JTNn
-m'oznim, the balances; from O'JTN

p284.
mn

[see 1~~ and nlnn]
-primal emptiness out of which

reality springs p158.
-notion of bringing forth; Venus

in Libra, Luna in Libra p295.
-muth, dying; Issa, Isis, ;'~N; mn

mnn p294.
-Venus, Eve, mother p158,294.

mnn mn
-muth tamuth, dying thou shalt die

p294,295.
-conceiving thou shalt become a

mother [Gen. ii,17J p295.
1m
--Mizor, a constellation; brother of

Sadie [see v'l~]; wife and sister
of Jupiter (Melchizadik); same
with l~n (Egypt) [hebrew for Egypt
is "the double Mizar, O'l~]

p275.
'J?n
-melchi, my king p208.
-100 p209.
v1~-'J?n

-294; Melchizedek; related to Melchi
zadik p209.

v'l~-'J?n

-304; Melchizadik; related to Melchi
zedek p209.

-same as v'l~, Sadie; The Just One,
hebrew Jupiter p275.

Nl~Jn

-min'sho, than I can bear; my ascend
ing; Gen. iV,13 Nl~Jn 'J1Y ?111
p290.

-from N~J p29l.
D1vn
-4-144; equivalent to l1Y 11, 24;

"out of East" is incorrect trans
lation p55s.

-Q1vn D1N p55s,56s.
~~

-radius value of circular elements
p216, 288.

~,n?, numerically same p302.
-345, Moses p216, 267, 271, 288, 302.
-543, ~'~N '~N ~'~N p27l,289.
n~n

-verbal of n'~; to besmear, annoint;
source of greek "messiah" p255.

nl~n

-passive participle of n'~; equiva
lent to n'~; greek, messiah
p255.

n'~n

-hifil participle of n'~; equivalent
to m~ p255.

-+1'siach, messiah, he who causes to
go down into the pit p209,255,
259.

J
-nun, fish 0224,258,300.
-11J, 565 p1S8, 160,300.
-equivalent to;' p160,161.
-final , makes 1" into Jordan p258.
-50 p158,160.

,1J
-fish p212,220,300.
-father of Joshua p2l2.
-same as ~1~ p8,158,220.
-related to ~1n, 865 p8.
-?65 p8,158,160,212,220.
-565-113x5 p158,212.
-?65XIO·;'1~' p158,212,300.

'U
-nour, fire p298,302.
-N of INRI [see ',J'] p298.
-Jesus, life ;:>302.

nJ
-stop, .end rest p240,241.
-from n~ p160,252.
-indicates 6 persons entering ark

p252.
-son of Lamech p62s.
-85, Noah p160.
-Sa, Noah; ~n 1~, son of 5 p6ls.
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'r
-ni, me, objective pronominal suf

fix; ')nnJI!J ;1Y.); ';N ';N p300,30l.
--5651 p300.
-')nJT~ ~n; ';N ';N p301.
~n~)

-Naamathite p190.
~Jj])

-nekabvah, yoni p184.
NV)
-nasa, to raise up, extend upward,

rise high; cognate to ~V); root
of nNV; related to 'NV) and N1V
p291.

~V)

-nasha, to extend, to stretch out;
the large hip sinew; phallus;
related to NV) p291.

o
-60, samech; O+llD, paradise; circle

bounded by one side of square
p235.

~

-7 p20~279, 316.
lJ~

-obed, to divide, to separate; lJ~

~-nlN p279.
~nlN lJ~

-obed adam-h; divider (by measure)
of the Earth, Cain. p279.

lJ~

-obeT, to pass over; Hebrew; a union
or joining together; equal to lJn
p211.

O;l~

-aeon, age p168.
-compared to O;lN p167.
11~

-avon, emptiness, sin, cohabitation,
copulation p283,290.

-Heliopolis, On p283.
-N11!J)n ')1~ ;11A, see ')1~ p290.
'J1~

-avoni, my sin, my descending, from
11~ (with first person singular
pronominal suffix); 'J1~ 1J; ;11A
N1V)n 'J1~ p290.

-yoni; related to 'J1N p291.
')nJT~

-azabvthani, you have forsaken me,
'JnJT~ hn; ';N ';N p301.

,,~

-ayin;
and
~]

from 11~; related also to l'N
nN; ["e" is not a value of
p283.

l1n~

--!:l'11n~h, the pillars;
O'11n~h '11, hooks of the pillars;
O'11n~, omudim, cubits; mother;

forearm p269.
lD~

-ophr, dust p193.
V~

-ots, tree p200,279,289,316,60s.
-o-l/~, otz-m, bone p60s.
-related to 'nl 1nn p289.
-7x9=63 p200,279,289,60s.

Ol/~

-otz-m, bone; from T1; p60s.
Jj]~

-okbv, heel p232.
-217 p141,232.
-'/12 p141,142,232.

A;D
-Peleg; 80+30+3=113 p251.

;N-'JD
-Pani-El, change or turning of the

(time) god, place where Jacob
wrestled with demon; inter
changeable with pJ' p292.

, JD
-Pani, face or nspect [Gen. iV,7];

aspect of Cain p285.
-Pani, Gemini p284,292.
-;N-'J!J p292.

11!J
-parad, to divide; O+11~ is paradise

p235.
~~1D

-Pharoah, 355 p266.
nnnD
-opening of the mouth [from nn!J]

p285.
~'hl1!J

[see 11nnD]
-Jah is causer to bear p285,286.

l/
-interchangeable with V and n p65.
-9 p200,279,316.

1Nl/
-tson, sheep; lNl/ ~~ p283.

j]1l/
-tsedek, righteousness p209.
-194 p208.

j]'1l/
-tsadik, having the quality of mercy,

pity, forgiveness; 204 p209.
-Sadie, brother of 1TD; same with

Melchi-Sadic p275
-Cain, Jupiter; Pater Sadie had 7
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sons p276.
11!lY
-Typhon, Typhoon, the North, tsau

phon p189.
-dark, wintry hemisphere; related

to 71<7:l1!J p292.
'!lY
-Tzophar, death p190.

j)
-kopf, symbol of head back of ears;

same as skull and crossbones,~
p284.

C"Tj)
-€den; WKDM, 4-144 [see C"Tj)7:l]

p55s.
-144, equivalent to C"TI<; C"Tj)7:l C"TI<

p5Ss,S6s.
1!J"Tj)

-Kodesh, sanctified; to be fresh,
new, pure, shining; prostitution
at temple; same as l!J"Tn p201.

-holiness; nln' 1!J"Ti' p270.
)I:nl<n n',i'
-Kirjath-Arba, Hebron, City of Four,

Abram's home [Gen. xxxv,27]
p211.

Pi'
-Cain p233,273,274,277,278.
-115 p233,274,278.
-1+1+5-7; iron point of a lance, a

blacksmith; dividing, piercing
measure of time; father of nlJn;
Vulcain, V'elcain, divider or
measurer; Mars, the generator
p278.

-100+10+50-16-0 p273,278.
-Illl< Pi'7 nln' CI!J'l p292.

1i' or 11i'
-root of 1'i' p277.

nJi'
-measuring stick, beam of balance;

identical ~ith nJ~ 277.
nln' nl< I!J'I< 'n'Ji'
-{;en. iv,l p277.

)I'Yi'
-Kezia, cutting p190.

1'i'
-Keren, Cornucopia p190.

71'<'
-Jes-213; used for "head", I!JI<'

p221.
1!J1'<'
-rash, Gen. i,l
-head, beginning

219.

p179,219.
[see 1!J1'<'J] p180,

-71<' used in place of p221.
-213, symbol of sphere or circle pS2,

142.
-213 pI81,219.
-related to 712 p142.
-2x(355x6) is I!JI<'-J p182.

)lJ'
-same as VJ, p28S.

VJ,
-rbts, the iier in wait, Gen. iV,7;

fourth side of square; a couch to
lie on, to copulate; same as )lJ'
p285.

nn
-Tuach, air p298,302.
-R of INRI [see ',J'] p298.
-John, spirit p302.

'Ji'"
-Qnkelos and Samarit for 1'1'<7:l I!J'

p29S.
)I'
-raJ evil, bad, wicked, malignant

p283,284.
-27; n+)I,:n)l'; shepherd p283.
-opposite of Jln [hebrew Jl0~ p284.

n)l' .
-roeh, keeper; compound of n and )I';

5'27-135 [see nl!J1'<]; 11Y n)l' p283.
11Y n)l'
-Toeh tson, keeper of sheep, Abel

[7Jn] p283.
I!J
-interchangeable with Y and n peS.
-Shaddai p316.
-two I!J'S on t'phillin, one with 3

prongs, One with 4 p315.
-300 p222,288.

nl<l!J
-seath, lifting up; sinew; from

~J; membrum virile; applied to
rteuben; n1'<1!J ,n', related to 'I:I!JJ
and 1<1I!1 p291.

nnJI!J
-710, sabachth, you have foresaken;

p300.
-'JnnJI!J n7:l7 '71'< '71'< p30a,301.

n"T1!J
-345, sadeh, field, a dividing p287.
-300+4+5=309 p288.

'J-;'llj

-shaddi, god-name p267.
-314, 318 p267,316.
-3d I [as ':n:J," is "T"T]; indicated by

I!J p316.
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nl\!!
-Shuhite, grave or cave, pit p190.
-same with n'\!! p255.

Ol\!!
-shum, to be veiled, obscured, dark

ened, to be impotent, to be on
the left; root of O\!!"; ~l~' O\!!'l
nlt{ 1'~' p292.

n'\!!
-shiac, pit [see n'\!!o] p209, 253,

255,263.
-place of death, door of Hades,

Sheol p253.
-to go do"~ into the pit; speak;

word or speech, lamentation,
grief, humiliation; to walk among
bushes or thorns; same with n'\!!;
n'\!!o p255.

318 p263.
O\!l
-43; Shem, son of n) p24l,6ls.

,t{))\!1
-Samael; veiled, dark region of

north p292.
-fathered Cain with Eve p293.

o'nl!l
-heavens pI79,183,54s.
-duplex heavens p180.
-shamayim, Gen. i,2 pI79,54s.
-3+4+1+4-12 pI83,54s.
-V1t{~ 'Anl O'))\!I~ lnn\!l' p263.

\!In\!l
-sun; root of Samson ["\!ll)\!I] p189.

~)\!I

-lunar year p225,234,266.

~1)\!I=01Jt{+~n~' p2l4.
-3~5 p52,111,214,223,266.

nJ\!I
-phoenician for n\!l; year p225.

~!l\!l

-lip; related to 1J'; ~!l\!l V1t{~ ,J '~"

o',nt{ O'1J', nnt{ p265.
n\!l
-Seth, father of Enosh, \!Il)t{ p225,233,

243. -
-phoenician n)\!! p225.
-365 day year p225, 243, 276, 278, 281.
-34 p278.
-3+4=7 p226,276,278.
-3"4-12 p276,278.

n
-interchangeable with " 0, ~, and \!I

p65.
-4, tau p193.
-symbol of cross pI93,204.
l~n

-1,,5,6; Gen. i.,2; TIN p54s.
Jln
-tobi, good; hebrew J10; opposite of

:,11 p284.
'An
-V1K~ 'Anl n'o\!!~ lnO\!!' p263.
~,n

-Talah, double-wood or cross p204.
nmn

-Tamuth, thou shalt die (Gen. ii,17);
from ,1m p294.

,on
-Temanite, the concealed; or 11)l1

'p190 .
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---N p222,58s.
-, Jah, J p157, 158, 161, 209, 221, 222.

241,300,313, 58s .
..,1'~'-10X565 p158,212.
-diameter to circumference of 20612.

6561 or 31415(942.6916162) pl28,
129,131,182,193, 223,9s, lOs, ISs,
25s, 32s, 33s.

-born from spirit; mother of the
soul p157.

-breadth of line in Legendre and
Playfair rectification of arc p46s.

-months of 28 days p231,232.
-day, intercalation in 600 years

p210.
, to return of second dove

p249.
-foot square platform on pyramid 24

feet to the base edge p56s.
-talent, 3000 shekels p269.
-I :3141529-113:355 pSIs.

10
-circumference to diameter of 318+

p250, 252, 283.
-male-female p157, 198, 252.
-a Jehovah value pI98,221.283,313.
-straight line and circle pI 57, 172.
-circle part is 7~~ or female p283,

312.
-perfect form of one p157,172,198,

209,241,252,312.
-the perfect cube p283.
-sexually connected with substance

of Garden of Eden; related to
seven p201.

-represents apostle John p160.
-months after flood to mountain

tops; 300 solar days p249.
-days = 14400 inches for minutes

p8s.
-cubits, standard King'S chamber

breadth p80,92,168.
,17.766 feet, 206. 12 inches

p80, 168, 170, 172, 25s.

, breadth before door of house
of Solomon's temple p164.

, height of Cherubim p166,170.
, edge of Holy of Holies;

north and south width of Queen's
chamber p58s.

-5+5 p157,252.
-2+3+5 [see 235, 7~~) p282, 283, 56s.
-x28-280 p202,229.
--+100+50~16-0, Pi' p273.
--+294-304 p209.

100
-cubits length of tabernacle and

court enclosure of Solomon's
temple p164.

-feet, vertical distance from top of
pavement to foot of floorline of
de.scending passage p1l6, 120, 125,
134,148,149.

J circumference to diameter of
31.830972 p120, 161, 56s.

, 1200 inches p1l6.
-foot square platform on pyramid

2400 feet per base edge p56s.
-40+60 cubits p165,168.
--3.16590=96.82530 p149.

1022.2
-inches of descending passage roof

from basement beginning to inter_
section with ascending passage
roof repaired (Vyse) p133.

103
-ix206; +252-355 p249.

10306
-103060 used to derive 365.256374

p32s.
-ix20612 p133, 139, 143, 14s, 32s.
-2x5153, twice value of area of

circle inscribed in square p115,
122,149.

-+20612-30918 p143,167,14s.
-:6561-height:base side of pyramid

pll 5, 122.
103.132 (3500)

-inches, diameter to circumference
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p60s.

man p196,197.
p196, 222, 58s.
r~moved as woman

11
-months of 30 days = 330 days p231.
-365-354; x355=3905; x365-4015 p248.

110
-days of bearing up of ark after

days rain p245,247,253.
-years, life of Joseph (Gen. L,26),

life of Joshua (Josh. xxiv,29);
4015-3905; +245-355 p248.

- +40-150 p245,247.
110.419458

-feet, vertical projection of inter
section of descending passage and
horizontal passage roofs to hori
zontal projection of intersection
of descending passage roof and de
scending passage floor p134.

111.071
-feet horizontal projection of

ascending passage floor (repaired)
onto pyramid base (Smyth) p135.

1 I 1. I'll 11
-cubits, standard base side of

pyramid, 229.0222 inches,
10

19.08518 feet, x1il34.3533 p92.

111. 11 111
-cubits, 4583.660003880 inches

381.971666990 feet p8s. '
11220611

20612
-exact imperfect diameter to circum

ference of 355 p22,156,51s.
-diameter or straight line value

p156.

[misprints 11365'61 J pSIs.

113
-'7N, =li in a circle p300,302.
-lPN, man pSI, 69, 70,113,158,195-197,

205,213,214,222,223,228,229,233,234,
279,311,316,317, 58s, 60s.

-source of, 010' value p156.
, oriN p197,317.

-form of Adam pl13,195,60s.
-Kish [ri'v] , father of Saul p262.
-diameter, of imperfect relationship

or Metius form 113/355 p12, 21, 129,
156,158,184,194-196,198,240,268,317,

of 324 p94,120.
, 1/2 width of King's chamber

enlarged p120.
-tx206.2647001 [text has 1/3];

+206.2647001-309.3970501 p14s.
10368

-inches circumference to diameter
of 3300.232 p94.

105
-reverse of 501; ,x21 p271.
-years life of Seth; used to derive

622 p251.
1056

[p60s misprints 1065]
-x5-56.5xI0 multiplied from other

end p60s,62s.
10565

[;11;]' ]
-1056x5 or 56.5xl0, IHVH p62s.

106
--<leterminative of 'VITI p199.

106135
-indicator or 106; circular form of

601135 p199.
10630

-reduced form of
- 'VTi"3; +2-5315
- +2-side of man

p58s.
-see figure p196.

1065
-misprint for 1056

1072.80445
-geometrical representation p138.
-763.4074+309.397; 2x536.40222 p137.

108
- characteristic of Hindu time

measures p94.
-altitude of right triangle with

hypotenuse of 135 and 1/2 base of
81 p27s.

-feet circumference to diameter of
34.377449 p94, lOs, 22s, 27s.

-tx216 p94,22s.

-3X3xI2' ~x17280, 16 p80.
-4x27 p27s.
-X81-8748 p28s.

16
loit20612-3053.622 p95.

1080
-feet, 12960 inches plOs.
--x 19.0851-20612 p80, 87.

10935
-related to

xlJ...14580·
3 '

6561 and 8748; 135x81;

x,-circumference [20612]
-22539220 p28s.
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p269.

355
Ti3

381,7035398
121.5 3.1415929, Metius 7T

p35s, 51 s, 52s.

113
355.0001 (52415)

36 36
113.0973 or'i13.09il 'p 149, 182, 194,
195.

6561
- 20612 p35s.

1130
-circumference to diameter of 360

p233, 234, 269, 270, 273.
-;3550-113:355 p269.
-56.5 x 10-~1~': 177. 5XlO-1775=360: 1130+

p270.

11~
6561

[misprint for 1122061'] pSIs.
20612

113.0(973) or 1130+
[see 113.098 and 113,1]
-circumference to diameter of 36

p275.
-used to transform diameter of 113

to circumference of 36 p7~91, 113,
149,195,228.

-taken as equivalent to 36 pIgS.
-x2-226.1946 or 226.2 p149,182.
-:36=355.0001: 113 p149, 182, 194,195.

1130.98 ,
- ----6--- clrcumference as straight

line value for 190.9853 p210.
113.098

-used for 113.0973 p182, 194,195,210.
113.1

-used for 113.0973 p182.
113.31

-x2-226.62; :356=356 :20612 p141.
113.355

-:356,115-6561 :20612 p141.
113.58535

-feet height of intersection of de
scending passage roof with ascend
ing passage floor above level of
horizontal passage floor p134.

114219.758
-replaced by 144155.5 pl05.

35s, SIs, 52s, 58s.
, to circumference of 355 p13,

69,71,150,156,158,181,194,197,198,
200, 311, 58s, 60s.

, transformed into circumfer
ence of 36 p7~71,91, 11~ 19~ 196,
213,220.

, related to exact imperfect

circumference of 35s----!.,..-355 00016561 .

[pSIs misprints 35520611 for
I 20612

35~] p22, 70, 91, 156, 182, SIs.

-reverse of 311 1'195,222,229,274,
275,316,317.

-311-113, woman-man p274,275.
, compared to 144-441, and

1656-6561 or 6561-1656 p274.
, indicated by, 36-63 p275.

, ',I< ',I< p300.
-related to 106135 p199,222.
-144-31 p69, 111, 181, 184.
-tx226 p141.
-2X56.5 or 113x.5-56.5 p141, 234, 270,

276.
- +252-365 p249.
- X2-226 p149, ISO, 182.
- x5-~~'I<, woman p158,220.
- x5-565, ~1~ or l1J p158, 194, 212,

215,220, 222, 234,248,267,269,275,
60s.
X6-678 p249.

81x30
-tx812xI13"1638806948 [t is missing]

p52s.
-~-10630+ p196,222,58s.
-txY!TI-5315 p222,228.

113
m

-used by Hebrews and in pyramid
p51~6~68,71,73,141, 156,245, 300.

-base of lunar and solar time
measurements p70, 129, 200, 234.

-connected to :;:I~ by crucified

man p204, 299, 300.
-John shadows forth p219.
-Jehovah, Mosaic or Pharoah

measures p239, 266, 267.
-source of, woman and Parker

numbers p27 3.
, pyramid and garden measure

p62s.
1130
3550

56.5
-'77.5

226.63
712

p270.

p141.
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in Garden calculations p62s.

times standard height
p7l, 91, 92, 98,175.

foot p4 s, 28s.

-feet, difference between equator
ial diameter and another diameter
pl02.

, 21.63253 pl03.
-x365.4355-41739954 pl03.
-x366.4355-equatorial diameter pl02.

, 41854174 pl03.
114.51111

- :OX381.7037037 p30s.

6561
:~360: 114.5914999 p30s.

:114.5512-114.5512 :114.5914 p3ls.
114.5512(9)

-diagonal of square [text reads
"sphere"] 81 to the edge; mean
proportional to 114.51111 and
114.5914 p3ls.

114.59
-diameter to circumference of 360

as 113;355 [see p194J p7l.
-1.90985x6 [text misprints 1.90d5)

p194.
114.5914(999)

-diameter to circumference of 360
as 6561 :20612; '2-57.2957499;
extreme with 114.511\ to mean
proportional of 114.5512 p3ls.
3

-lOx381.97166 p30s.

115
-,.~ p23~235,24~274,278,279,2H8.

-compared to 1152 as circumference
p274.

-degrees inclination of roof of
Campbell's chamber and Queen's
chamber [see 11502126] p144,148,
288.

-1+1+5-7 p278.
-360-245 p23~ 235,248,279,298,29~

- +28+217-360 p233,248,280.
1150

-years, from flood to 2781 BC; from
flood to Abram's emigration from
Babylonia; from flood till 484
years after Phaleg [see ~7~]

p293.
11502126

-115°02' 12.6" angle of roof of Camp
bell's and Queen's chambers p139,
144.

-2x57°31 '6.3" p139.
1152

[see 1215] p57s.

-INRI, (earth, air, fire, water) in
a circle p274,275,298,300,302,323.

, 1521 in a circle or square,
'1)' p298,300,323,56s.

-circumference of large Cain square
about Adam square p323,57s.

-compared to 115 p274,298.
-",x288, IINR p274, 298, 302, 323, 55s-

57s.
- '8-144 p57s.

11616

- !!..x 87 12 p73.
3

11664
- diameter to circumference of

36643.55 p170, 4s, 28s, 37s.
-related to 874~ and 14580 p28s.
-used to calculate solar parallax

p36s,37s.
-inches, two

of pyramid
Roman

-~ or 1~ of 8748 p7l, 73, 78,28s.
3 3

- ~6561 p7l, 170, 175, 4s, 37s.
9

-12x972 p78.
-24x486 p92,175.
-x7926. 565 -92,456,515 p36s,37s.
- ,6561-1777.777 p171.

I. 1941
-feet, 138.7037-137.5096 p152.

119.4 ttl
-inches, 9.943 feet p133.

, from broken intersection of
descending and ascending passage
roofs to repaired intersection with
ascending passage floor p133,152.

,+2972.4-3091.8 p152.
12

-V1K, earth pl14,183,323,54s.
-o'n~ p183,54s.
-;1~ p276,278.
-multiplier of abstract values for

descending passage p13l.
-edges to a cube p2,47,156,3l7.
-compartments, in a year circle with

6 diameters p53,182.
, of zodiacal ring of life

p280.
-used, to derive cubit from 20612

p49.
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-related to, 1.71766 and 27.48266
p49,145.

, 27.48266 and 366.4355 p49.
-divisions of earth radius p139.
-male and female parts to perfect

day p183,184,54s.
-year of 12 and 13 months founded

by Jacob p232.
-months, in Hebrew zodiacal year

[see 13] p85, 141.
, of 30 days in solar calendar

of Greek civil life p69.
, of 30 days in 360 day stan

dard year p231,235.
-cubits girth of pillars of Solo

mon's temple p165,167.
-feet, circumference to diameter

of 3.8197 p93.
, 144 inches p286,323,8s,55s.

-inches, one foot p62,32l,323.
, side of square of 144square

inches p64, 114; 192-l94, 555, 585.
-squares, around perimeter of

square of 16 smaller squares of
Garden 0 f Eden and encampment of
Israelites plOl.

, of 6x6 around circumference
of Cain-Adam square p297.

-5280 squares of 12x12 p64.
-1+2+9, ¥1K; 3+4+1+4, D'nW pI83,54s.
-6+6 p193,217,286.
-3x4, n0 p276,278.

- 6; [text makes this 15] pIll.

- +12-24 p274, 545-565.
~.5-6 p183,192.
~6-72 p297, 298,555.
-x12-144, side of great square

p274,29~322,323,55s.

~12x3053.629-366.4353 p79.
~17.1887-206.2647 p82.
~144-123_1728 p13s.
~972-11664 p78,79.

37.9908 3.16590 p13J.
12

36643.55 3053.62 p9J.
12

41252.94 3437.74 p89.
12

120
-years, for one sign correction to

luni-solar calendar after epa
gomenai correction p243.

-cubits, height of house of Solo
mon's temple p164.

, height of porch of Solomon's
temple p168.

, length of Solomon's temple
p164,168.

,206.12 feet p146,167,168,
217,218.

, standard height from base of
pyramid to top of King's chamber
p2l7.

-4x30 p232, 235, 276, 278.
-40+80 p2l7.
- +28+217-365 p232,235.

1200
-circumference to diameter of

381.974 p73.
,381.97166(6990) p84,8s.

-inches, 100 feet p1l6,10s.
20612

- ""12Oil17.1766 feet p87.

1210
-x5184-627264, square inches per

aCre p63, 71, 72.
121.5

-factor in derivations of n p52s,
535.

-!.3..!2.. 243 Abram p57s.
5 '

122.108
-triangular relationship with 65.~766

and 103.06 inches p139.
-inches length incline of Queen's

chamber roof p140.
123

---\!I'1' p7.
123.672

-compared to 123.683 p15s-16s.
-6X20.612 pl5s.

123.6830 (0698)
-compared to, 1.23685 p9s.

, 123.672 pISs.
-feet, ascending passage floor from

repaired intersection with descend
ing pas.sage roof to floor of Grand
Gallery (Smyth) pUS, 95, 15s, 205.

, 1484.19608376 inches p20s.
, 72.00(64081) cubits p16s,20s.

1.23685
-compared to 123.b830; 14.842233

12
p9s.

125
-'~N, abn, stone, Peter p16l,252,258.
-x~.6-450 p161.
-x8-1000 pI0,252.
-5 3 plO, 161, 252, 258.
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128
-.0128 feet, .15 inches,

19.1113-19.0985 pll2.
129509.0821

-approximation of 1296 p89.
-related to 1296 as 5.995790

is to 6 p88.
1296

-characteristic of Hindu Treta
yuga [~ should read
Kali yuga; Treta yuga has
been sequentially omitted;
Sandhi should read Satya
yuga; Dwaper should read
Dwapara yuga.] p94.

-used to derive, 412.5294
p84, 89.

,6875.4895 p84.
-inches, circumference to dia

meter of 412.529(4) p94,2Is.
-square inches, one square

yard p63, 65, 89, 90,113,120,
194,lOs,12s,21s.

-six rowS of 6"x36" rectangles,
6'216 p63.

-(36)2 p63,l13, 250, 12s, 59s.
-'4-5184 p84,l13,I95, 201, lOs,

12s, 21s, 59s.
13

-\!P p142.
-bunches of flowers around

door of aseras or groves
p203.

-months, Hebrew leap year
p141.

, lunar year p202.
, year founded by Jacob

p232.
-6+7 p203.
-'28-364 p202, 215, 230,231, 27l.
-November 13, forty days from

solstice; same as November 8
after epagomenai addition
p247.

130
-years, life of Adam; +150+

90+70+65+162-622 p251.
1309

-41710019-41708710 p106.
1310

-41854174-41852864 p106.
135

-;WJN, woman, ASH pl99, 283, 33s.
-part of, 106135 p199.

144135 p33s.

-hypotenuse of right triangle
of altitude 108 and half base
81 p27s.

-5 • 2 7 P 2 8 3, 2 7 s .
-X81-10935 p28s.

13.5 7f

-'20612-278262-81 3.- p25s-27s.
81 3 6.

6'6561 p25s.

874800_64800 p28s.
13.5

I 355
[see also 5135 and 5153]
-1+3+55, rosary bead bunches

p317.
13.5853(5)

-feet, elevation of descending
passage roof intersection
with ascending passage floor
above base of pyramid p134,
136,149.

13.60536442
[this value does not occur in

the text, the sum here being
misprinted in its place]
+.00983206 -13.61519648 p2ls.

13.61519648
-feet, elevation of intersec

tion of ascending passage
floorline with descending
passage roofline above
pyramid base;
.00983206+13.60536442 [text
misprints 13.61519648 as
length]; used to derive
7926.565 [text misprints
7926.656] p2ls.

137.4132
-feet, standard height of

pyramid; 2'68.7068;
+68.7068-206.12; '2-274.826
p217.

137.5003
-compared to 137.5098; feet,

elevation south wall floor of
Grand Gallery above pyramid
base p136.

137.509(796)
[796 may be replaced by 8, 6,

800 or 8001164]
-feet, diameter to circumfer

ence of 432 p94.
, elevation of floor of

King's chamber above pyramid
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base plIO, 148, 12s.
, 1650.116 [misprint for

1650. 1 176 (0 13968)] inc h e s
pliO, 136, 12s.

-4X34.3774 feet, four times
length of King's chamber
p136, 152.
+1.1941- 138.7037 p152.

138.7037
-381. 7037-243; -137.5096-\.194\

feet p152.
139 13 1

-volume of cone with altitude
=diamter=81; !x278262;
x3-417393 p26s.

1.4
-inches, difference between

Vyse and Smyth lengths of
descending passage roof from
interior of exterior cover
to intersection with ascend
ing passage roof repaired
p 13 2.

14
-crucifixion on 14th day of

Nisan p259.
-inches, Queen's chamber floor

to elevation of Grand
Gallery entrance (Smyth)
p16s,17s.
+168.42086888-182.42086888
p16s.
+168.420+62.208-244.628
pI 7 s.

14.03507240
-feet, 168.42086888 inches

p16s.
140.666

-feet, projection of Grand
Gallery floor on base
(Smyth) p135.

141618181.333
-thirds of circular day in

moon's lunation;
27.482666 x 5153000;
05184000-27.3183220164 p14~

144
-011'<, adam, ADM p70, 111, 113,

114,192,194,273,274,276,279,
33s, 55s-60s.

-01;:>, KDM, kedem p55s,56s.
-limit of British measure p69,

71,90, Ill, 184, 199.
-part of 144135 p33s.

-fact 0 r 0 f 5 1e4 0 0 0 '" P85, 54 s .
-used in transformation of

diameter of 113 to circumfer
ence of 36 p70.

-hours, 6 days p184,55s.
-feet, side of square p274,

296,322,323, 55s.
, four squares 144 on edge

make one of 24 feet on edge
p55 s.

-i n c h e s, 24 fee t p 2 7 4, 322, 323,
55s. [See 2881

, 12 feet p286, 322.
, circumference to diameter

of 45.83 as 355:113 p71.
-square inches, one square foot

p61, 62, 64, 67, 193, 322, ISs, 55s,
56s.

, four 6"><6" unit squares
p67,213,273.

, fa ceo f 8 cub e s p 282, 57 s .
-1 +4+4-9 p59s.
-12 2 pll1, 114, 192, 193, 274, 297,

322, lis, 55s, 58s.

- ~X720 plli.

-4x36 p62, 67,213, 60s.
_4 2 x3 2 or 16X9 p62, 171,279.
-\15208 or ADM-INRI08 p56.
- -31-113 p69, 111, 181, 184.
-x 2 - 2 88 P 2 7 3, 2 7 4, 286, 29 8, 3 2 3 ,

55s.
-X4-576-36x16 p273.
-x5-720; ;'011'< p114, 192, 193,

279.
-x 3 6 - 5 1 8 4 P 7 1, 54 s .
-02-72-27, Cain Garden p289.
-06-24 p322.

1440
-minutes per solar day p63,67,

90; 8s, lIs, ISs.
-inches, circumference to dia

20612
meter of 458.3658 as~

p93.
-Yi"1i'1iQ-37.94733192 p10s.

14400
-inches, circumference to half

base side of pyramid as dia
meter p11s.

144135
[see also 144155.5 and

114219.758]
-ADM+ASH, 011'<+;'~1'<; reverse of
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531441-81 3 ; difference
between equatorial and polar
diameters, 41852743.680 and
41708608.680 p33s.

144155.5
-used in place of 114219.758

pIOS.
-feet, difference between

equatorial and polar dia
meters (41854174-41710019)
p106.

14436
-form of 0'01)1'<; 36x40 1 pS4s.

1445
-01-n11'<, Adam-h; 144x5-720

p279.
14580

-related to 11664 and 8748;

l.!.x11664 p28s.
3

1460
-c 0 r r e c ted to I 46 1 P 2 12, 213 .
-4x365 p211,212.

1461
-corrected from 1460 p212,

213.
-Sothic cycle p212.
-period of bisextile or leap

year p2lI.
-years, drops one vague year

of 365 days p212.
-4 x 36 5. 2 5 P 211, 2 12 .

1484.19608375
-inches, length floorline of

ascending passage; diameter
to circumference of
4662.7419064; 123.68300698
feet; 72.0064081 cubits
p20s.

147197952000
-(5280)3, cubic feet per

cubic mile; ~1728-85,184,000

pl3s.
14.842233

-inches, 1.23685 feet; por
tion at base of descending
passage p9s.

1 5
-.015 increment to Bentley's

radius to make exact p88.
-.15 inches, .0128 feet pIl2.
-degrees per hour of longi-

tude p83, 90, Ill, 30s.
-parts per 360 parts in 24

hours pS4s.

-cubits, depth of flood; 25+
feet p247.
1 [ • )- sX60 an ObVIOUS error pIll.

-x24-360 p30s.
-x360-5400 pS4s.

150
-days, correction to luni

solar calendar after epago
menai correction in 600 year
or Noah period; duration of
flood, time spent in ark
p244-248.

-miles, downhill run of River
Jordan to Asphaltum Lake
[Dead Sea) p227.

-40 + 1 10 P 24S, 247, 24 8 .
- +47+40+7+1+7-252 p249.

1519.350{7}
-compared to 1519.400; inches

passage from north wall of
Grand Gallery to entrance to
Queen's chamber p143, 14s.

-7x217.050{1} p143, 144, 14s.
1519.400

-inches, passage from north
wall of Grand Gallery to en
trance to Queen's chamber
(Smyth) pI43,144.

-7 x 217.1 p144.
1526.811

-feet, half standard circumfer
16

ence of pyramid; 2T6x20612

p9S.
1526.8148

-2 x 7 6 3 • 4 0 7 4 P 16 2 .
153.2476

-feet, vertical height descend
ing passage opening above
foot of floorline pI16,134.

1838.97 inches p116.
1568160

-square inches, one rood; 40
square rods; 1/4 acre p63.

156.8744966
-compared to, 156.9 pISs.

,156.876137 pl8s.
-feet, floorline of Grand

Gallery plSs,18s.
, 91.33 cubits pISs.

156.876137
-compared to 156.8744966;

i X 313.752275 inches pl8s.
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156.9
-compared to 91.33 and

156.8744966 pISs.
-feet, Grand Gallery floor

from ascending passage to
south wall (Smyth) p13S,
15 s.

16
-characteristic of 1'P, Cain

p273.
-used to derive, standard

pyramid measures from cir
cumference of 20612 p94,9S.

, enlarged pyramid mea
sures from enlarged circum
erence of 20626.47001 p9S.

-squares to pyramid base,
Garden of Eden, wnd encamp
ment of Israelites piOI.

-3"x3" squares per square
foot p62.

-4 2 pI 71, 240, 273, 279, 316.
-x9-144 p171.
-x12 x I90.985, true solar year

p240.
-x36-576 p273.
-x 1080-17, 280 p80.

_.!.!x20626.4700 1-381.97166990 p8s.
72 12
16-9 1 7 7 7 . 7 7 7 P 1 7 1, 2 79, 3 1 6 .

4 2
3"2 P 1 7 1, 3 1 6 .

x6561-11664 pI7S,37s.
x20612-36643.555 p37s.
x20626.47-36669.2830031

p7 s.

-1
1
0
6
0' inches difference be

tween theoretical and Smyth
descending passage height
perpendicular to incline
[see 47.48771] p128.

16 d-108' used to convert 6561 an

20612 to time values p80.
160

-1'P, 50+10+100-16-0 p273.
278.

-rods, ! mile; square rods, 4
roods, 1 acre p63.

-5x32 p283.
161.803

- +65.5766-227.379;

: 763. 4074 -65. 5766: 309.307
P 14 O.

162
-years, life of Jared;

+130+105+90+70+65-622 p2SI.
162.3

-inches, thickness of pyramid
exterior cover measured
along descending passage
floorline (Smyth) pI16,117,
132.

,+819.6-981.9 p132.
.1625

536.5647- 536.40222 inches
p138.

1638806948

!x 81X30 [! factor is
81 2 x 113

missing]; +381.7037037037037
-3813035398230088 pS2s.

1650.116
[misprint for 1650.1176] p94.

1650.1176(013968)
-feet, from bottom of pyramid

base to floor of King's
chamber; 4X412.529 pl2s.

-inches, diameter to circum
ference of 5184 p94, 110, 136,
13s.

137.509(800164) plIO,
12 s.

1656
-reverse of 6561; 1656-6561;

6561-1656 p240, 261, 274, 62s.
-years, Adam to flood p240,

261, 62s.
, Levitical dispensation

to destruction of Solomon's
temple p261.

168.420(86888)
-inches, height of Queen's

chamber pl6s, 17s.
14.03507240 feet;

206.12 - 37.69913112 ;
+14-182.42086888 pl6s.

,+14+62.208-244.628 pl7s.
16846

-thirds, difference between one
sidereal and one circular
day p43, 34s.

, 4 1 40 11 46 111
,

27d7h42 13 11 47 111 20 1111


27d7h38'23"1'" 20"" p43,34s.
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1.717629

p47-49.
FEET
1.7187
1.70607
1,71489
1.71817
1.72153
1.7208
1.71759
1,717666

Satya
calls

p94.

p82, 93.

~x20612 9534560 p.

6561 -381 97166 feet p81 8417. 1766' , .
1717.66

-length of edge of cube the sum
of whose edges is 20612 p2,
47,49,156.

.!.x5153 p58s.
3
1I2x20612 p47, 49, 59, 87, 92,145,

168,170,4s.
1832il std. pyr. circum. p95.

4 2
_x3~~3053 feet p170.

TABLE OF CUBITS
SOURCE INCHES
Elephantine 20.625
Memphis 20.47291
Turin 20.57869

? 20.61806
? 20.65843

Karnak 20.650
Seyfarth 20.61113988
Parker 20.612

[see index entry]
French 20.611553

p4 s.
17.1887(248)

-feet, enlarged width of King's
chamber p82,93.

18t X 34.37745; lOx19.0985 p82.

1
I2x206.2647001

17.19
-feet, breadth of King's

chamber (Smyth) p80, 82, 93.
1728

-characteristic of Hindu
yuga [text incorrectly
this Sandhi; see 1296)

_12 3 p13s.

1~~8x20612-190.8518 p95.

14719795200_ 85 184 000 p13s.
1728 ••

1\9228x2062.647001 -229.1820

p21s.
17280

-16xl080 p80.

1687.992
-inches, base of Grand Gallery

to south wall, +536.402
2224.394 p150.

17
-.000017-3141611-3141594

p129.
-seconds per year, difference

between 365256.3835 and
365256.6067, 1 day in 5000
years plOD.

-17th day of 2nd month, flood
began p246,247.

November 8 Julian p246.
, November 13 solar p247.
,47th day of year p248.
, add epagomenai p290.

-17th day of Nisan is Vernal
equinox, March 22 p259.

1700611182074
-square root of, 4123.8467;

4122.4x4125.29396 p321.
1,17629

-compared to 1, 717666 p4s.
-feet, .523524 meters;

20.611553
12 p4 s.

1.717(666)
-compared to 1.717'29; 1.717

(Newton) p4s.
-used to derive height of

Queen's chamber above center
of sphere p149, 150.

-feet, one cubit p2, 114, 115,
145,149,150,156,157,168,170,
4s, 8s.

, thickness of pavement
under pyramid pl14, 115.

27.48266 49
16 p.

,xI6-27.48266 p145.
,1.75-1.71766-.0324 pl14.

-i n c h e s x 7 5- 9 O. I 774 P 157 .
17.1766

-feet, standard breadth of
King's chamber p80,87,138,
145.

, breadth of Queen's
chamber p27s.

, 10 cubits p80 81,92,138,
145, 8s, 58s.

, 34.353 .•. [factor 2 is
2

missing) p27s.
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288
17280x20612-34.3533 p9S.

17424
-unit squares in 627264

1
square inches; 360 of one

acre; 2X8712 p72.
1.75

-feet, thickness of pavement,
1'9", -1.7176-.0324 pl14.

175
-years, life of Abram [Gen.

xxv, 7] [pp289 and 297 mis
print "life of Isaac", see
180]; 175+180-355 p2l4,289
297. '

175+5-180 p289.
177

-11K p, Garden of Eden p142,
216, S8s.

-feet, height of Queen's cham
ber (Vyse); +66-243; +5-35.4
p 14 2.

-1770+ square feet, surface
area of cube 10 cubits to
the edge pS8s.

177.4234
-compared to 177.5 p14l.

177.5
-compared to 177.4234 p14l.
-used to transform diameter

of 113 to circumference of
36 p70.
!x355 or 5x355 p70, 141, 240.

-56.5: 177. 5 -72 :226.1946
226.63 :712 p236.

1775
-circumference to diameter of

;";" [56.5xl0]; 56.5xI0-;";":
177.5xl0-1775-360: 1130+ p270.

-shekels, used in hooks ['11]
of pillars in tabernacle'
X2-3550 p269,270. '

, +100 talents is 301775
shekels p269.

1777
-used for 1777.777 p62s.
-Lamech (Gen v,3l) p6ls.

1777.77(7)
-cubits, standard circumfer

ence of pyramid p9l, 123,170,
279,316, 62s.

3053.62 feet p9l.
,4 x 444.444 p170,62.

-X9-16 p17l, 279, 316.
-x6.561-11664; x20.612-36643.55

p171.
1779.0248

-cubits, enlarged pyramid cir-

cumference; X~-355.8049

p123.
.018

-330.3-330.282 inches p139.
-536.42-536.402 p138.

18
-cubits, height of Joachim and

Boaz (pillars of Solomon's
temple) pl6S, 167.

,30.918 feet p167.
-x2-36: ,2-90-09 p30s.

1
T8x343.533-19.0851 feet p87,

92,93.
18

20Qx 3 8 1. 9 7 1 - 3 4. 774 fee t p 8 s,

11 s.
180

-degrees, ! of 360 p167.
-yea r s, 1 if e 0 f Iss a c [p p. 289

and 297 misprint "life of
Abraham"; see 175]; +175-355
p2l4, 289, 297.

-days, lower half solar year
from Autumn to Vernal equi
nox; 365-185: 175+5: +5-185
p289.

,x2-360 p290.
10
"'3x54: :6561-114.5914999:360

p30s.
-360+2-180-081 p279.

181
-days descending half solar

year from Winter to Summer
SOlstice inclusive; 365-184:
184-181-3 p289,292.

182
-days, lower half solar year

from Winter to Vernal equi
nox inclusive; 180+2i
365-183: 365-182-183; descend
ing half solar year from
Winter to Summer solstice
exclusive; 184-2 p289.

182.4(2086888)
-feet, mean height of walls of
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Queen's chamber (Smyth)
p142. l6s.

-14+168.42086888 p16s.
- +62-244.4 p142, l7s.

182.5
-from 182.4; x2-365 p142.

183
-days. upper half solar year

from Vernal to Autumnal
equinox exclusive,
365-183-182; ascending half
solar year from Winter to
Summer solstice inclusive,
365-182 p289.

1838.97
-inches. 153.2476 feet pl16.

184
-days, descending half solar

year from Summer to Winter
solstice inclusive, -181-3,
365-184-181 p289.292.

184-2-182 p289.
184.98601

-i n c h e s. 226. 2 I 00 1- 4 1, 224
+87.68612-272.67213 p19s.

185
-days, upper half solar year

from Vernal to Autumnal
equinox inclusive; 180+5;
+180-365 p289.

19
-.0019 miles-21.6349-26.6330

pl08.
-190+ used for 190.985. dia

meter to circumference of 6
p2S0.

190.237816
-derived by 190+190.851851

190.614035 plOO.lOl.lOS.
-feet, variation on 1/4 side

of pyramid [see 190.985];
14"x 760.9512 plOS,240.

-2282.853792 inches plOO.
-XI2xI6-true solar year p240.

190.614035
-sine line of 30°. distance

from center of sphere to
plane of 30° latitude plO~

101,105.
-t x 3 8 1 • 2 2 8 0 7 P 1 0 1 .

190.85(13}
[misprint for 190.8518] plS1.
[misprint for 1.90985] p194.

19.085 (1}(8) (51)
-compared to Bentley's Hindu

radii p88.
-feet, standard height King's

chamber p80. 87-89, 92,194.
, standard quarter base

side of pyramid p99-l0l,lS1.

'T6 circumference of pyra

mid p9S. 100.
11.11111 cubits,

229.0222 inches p92.

~x H . 3 533 fee t p 80, 8 7. 9 2 .
18

-2 x 38 I. 70370 P 9 9.

1 l.llllx20.612'4"Qx 7 6 3. 4 0 74 ; 12

p92.

--'--x206'2 p80.
1080

--1_6_x20612 p9S.
1728

190.963(21)
-compared to 190.98583 p149.
-lower extreme from 190.985

with mean of 190.975 0150.
-feet, center of sphere to 1

cubit above Queen's chamber
level; +.02262-190.98583
p149.
+190.985-381.948 plSO.

190.975
-mean between extremes 190.985

and 190.963; x2-381.9517;
.010 less 'than 190.985 plSO.

1,90985(83}
-diameter to circumference of

6 p84, 91. 93.
-:6-6561 :20612; x6:36-113:

355.0001 [see 11.459] p194.
19.0985

-diameter. value by change on
circumference p83.

, to circumference of 60
p84, 110, 149, 194, 250.

-feet, height of King's cham
ber enlarged p60, 82, 84, 90.
93,112,122,149,2l0.240,22s.

, 229.182998 inches p93.

410X763.943328 p93.

10
1""8x34.3774 p82, 93.
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p122.

10
- 216x412.529 p84.

- +.0128-19.1113 pl12.
-x 36 e 6 8 75.48 [95] P 8 S, 89.

190.985(83)
-compared to 190.237 p240.
-true value for Bentley's 191

p89, 22s.
-higher extreme from 190.963

with mean of 190.975 plSO.
-diameter to circumference of

600 p84, 274, 22s.
-represented for circumfer

1130.98
ence by 6 as a

straight line value p2l0.
-feet, 1/4 base side of pyr

amid p60,2l0,240,274.
, enlargement on standard

190.8518 plS1.
190.96321 +.02262 p149.

-t x 3 81 .971 66 p84.

410X763.943328 p93.

+190.963-381.948 plSO.
-190.975-.010 p1S0

-x 3 6 - 6 8 7 5 • 4 8 9 5 P89, 2 2 s .
190985(83)

-used to derive 3242347 [see
355504] and 32423879 p123.

191
-approximation of 190.985 p89.
-Bentley's diameter reduction,

1910 p88.
_19.1 feet, lower limit height

King's chamber (Vyse) [see
19.179] p83,88,90,93.

-x36-6876 p86,87.
- ;.600-3.14136 p86.

19. I 1 1 3 1
-square root of 365.24225;

-19.0985-.0128 p112.
19.11168

-square root of 365.2563835
p 112.

19. 179
-feet, upper limit height

King's chamber (Vyse) [see
19.1] p80,83.

192 192
2062.647001 xT728- 2 2 9. 1820

p2l s.

19454087
-19098583+355504; 6x3242347

p123.
194543879

-190985830+3558049; 6X32423979
p123.

1,97527
-381.97166 - (343.77450+36.22189)

P121.
- +36.22189-38.19716

198
-.0198 feet, as variation from

exactitude of comparison
between 27 feet and 324.2376
inches p120.

-inches, one rod; length of 33
six inch blocks; x31680

6272640 p63.
p63.

-) p7, 166, 181, 182, 287.
-2nd month, Solomon's temple

built p17S.
, beginning of flood;

Julian style November p246.
, epagomenai added at 17th

day p290.
-bekahs, one shekel p269.
-.2 feet circumference of pyr-

amid=radius of sphere pl07.
-.2 inches=3092- (2061.2 +1030.6)

p133.
20

-) p7, 166.
-cubits, standard length King's

chamber p80, 92,168,169.
, length of porch or olaum

before breadt~ of house of
Solomon's temple p164.

, edge of cube of Holy of
Holies p16S,169.

34.3533 feet p80, 92, 168.
, 412.24 inches p92.

200
-., p7,166.
-cubits, length descending

passage; 343.5333 feet pl16.
-x 2 0 • 6 2 6 4 700 1 - 4 12 5 • 2 9 400 3 4 9 3

inches plOs.
18

- 2"QOx 3 8 1• 9 7 1 - 3 4 • 3 7 7 4 P 8 s, lIs.

204.7
-compared to 206.5, 206.3,

205.6 and 206.12 p14s.
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-feet, east side minimum
extreme length of Queen's
chamber (Smyth) p139,14s.

205.6
-compared to 204.7. 206.5,

206.3 and 206.12 p14s.
-given as 205.8 p17s.
-feet, west side minimum

length of Queen's chamber
(Smyth) p14s.

205.8
-corrected to 206.12; inches,

Queen's chamber f100rline
[see 205.6) p17s.

206
-'l;J'l, Logos, Word p 169,218,

219,265,266,312.
-compared to 20612 p168,218.
-feet, west side minimum

extreme length of Queen's
chamber (Smyth) [see 206.3)
p139,249.

-2Xl03 p249.
2061 1

-used in relation showing
exact imperfect diameter
value p22, 156, 159, 51s.

[ 1 ." 20611 fp5 s ~lsprlnts 35520612 or

3 5 1 d 113 1 f5 6561 an 656 lor

112~)
20612

20.611553
-inches, in cubit based on

French meter;
.523524 X39. 37079;
+12-1.717629 p4s.

.20612
-87.68612-87.48 p19s.

20.612
-inches, One cubit p81,103,

145, 5s, 6s, 8s.
, thickness of pyramid

base p8s.
12

11.11111 X299.0222 p92.

-X~-27.482666(6) p94, 145,

146,217,19s.
-x31-638.972 inches is 31

cubits p8s.
+6.561-64.8 +20.62647 p6s,
30s, 59s.

206.12
-standard Parker circumference

p82, 87, 133.
-fe e t, 120 cub its P 14 6, 168,

217-219.
-inches, width Queen's chamber

p14s, 16s, 17s, 20s, 25s.
, radical standard north

south length Queen's chamber
p139, 140, 25s.

, standard breadth King's
chamber p8D, 92,138, 14s.

, 17.1766 feet p80, 81,103,
145,168,85, 16s, 25s.

, 10 cubits p80, 92,138,
170, 7s, 145, 16s, 2ss.
+68.706 =274.826; - 68. 7068-

137.4132 p217.
+330.3-536.42 pl38.
+2-103.06 [text divides by 3]
p14s.

20612
-"~', Logos, Word, dabvar

p219,312.
-part of true and perfect ratio

of circumference to diameter
of all circles p21, 88, 317,
3s.

-an abstract perfect circular
and circular area value
p157, 159, 172, 206.

-the perfect circumference
p299, 312, 317, 24s.

-sum of edges of cube 1777.666
to the edge p2, 156,317.

-circumference, of perfect re
lationship or Parker form,
6561

206 12 P12, 59, 1 29, 1 37, 1 56,

184, 223, 3 s, 20 s; 24 s, 35 s, SIs, 58s .
, of circle whose diameter

is 6561 pI,S, 31, 43,71,156,
245, 3 s, 6 s, 8s, 105, 23s, 24s, 315,
52s ."

-basis of unit for linear,
superficial, and solid
measure p2, 47, 312, 23s-27s.

-straight line denomination
p270, 299,312,313.

-relation to, exact imperfect
circumference 355.0001 or

1355656) [pSIs misprints
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355~) p22, 70, 91, 156,
20612

51 s.
, exact imperfect dia-

20611 .
meter 11220612 [pSIs miS-

prints 11365161) p22,156,

SIs.
-yoni p159.
-surface area of, sphere in-

scribed in cube 81 to the
edge in cylinder of dia
meter and length of 81;
convex surface of cylinder
of diameter and length of
81 p26s.

-compared to, 206 p169,218.
,20.611553 p4s.
, 20626.47001 p6s,7s,

13 s.
-used, to show kabbalistic

value conveying idea of
God in Bible; to convey
esoteric teachings in mys
teries p22.

, to work out foundation
of natures law of con
struction of solar system
and cosmos p41, 4s, 32s.

, to derive perfect cir
cumference p88, 155.

, as basis of time mea
sure p23, 60,129,145,156,
32s.

, in general formulas
for calculating time per
iods p43, 45, 60,78,94,98,
102,103.

, in modified time for
mulas to found coordi
nating units of linear,
plane, solid and time mea
sure p46.

, to derive standard dia
meter to circumference of
one p59, 92, 137, 193, 269, 5s.

, to exhibit values of
changes of geometrical
shapes in integral numbers
p23s.

, by Hebrews pSI.
, astronomical use [see

6561 .5153' reconstruction of

year value] p32s.
, to calculate equatorial

and polar diameters of
Earth p33s.

, to relate 7327.658816
inches to 355.5045 cubits
p123.

, as fundamental part of
British long and land mea
sure p23, 156.

, to derive cubit p22,49,
59,80,206·, 4s.

, to derive standard base
measure of pyramid in
inches p59, 71, 81, 84, 91, 95,
52s.

to derive King's cham
ber measures p87, 95, 20s.

, to derive length of
King's chamber enlarged p85,
89,92,95.

, to derive length of
passage to Queen's chamber
p143.

J to derive exact measures
by change to diameter p84,
20s.

-2x 10306 p133, 139, 32s.
-4 x 5 1 53 P 4 I, 43, 71, 14 1, 1 55, 170,

199,299,300, 3s, 19s, 23s-25s,
32s, SIs, 52s.

-54x!x763.407407407 [factor!
is missing in text) p29s

-54X381.7037037 p30s, 35s, 52s.
108
IEix3053.629 p80.

+10306-30918 p143, 167, 14s.
16

-x9l-36643.55 p170.

-x 1• 777777 = 36643. 55 pI 7 1 .
-x2-41224 p155,18s,19s.
-xI3.5-278262 p25s-27s.

20626.47001 355.000152415
+54: 54 - 365.256389
p35s.
,81 circumference of circle
inscribed in square of 81 to
the side p23s,24s. 6561
:356-356: 113.31; :712-226.62;
'6561_356.115 p141.
. 113.355
+6561, 6.1.90985 p194.

112~'355 [text mis20612'
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1
prints 113656T] pSIs.

, connected to 113:355
by crucified man p204,299,
300.

,31415942691 p2Ss.
, 355.000152415.113

p3S s.
1(3556561 ).113 [text

misprints 113--1--] pSIs.
6561

20612 3
6x6561x61 -276262

p2Ss.
20.6247001

- '64600-~ p6s20612 .
-x200-4125.294003493 plOs,

21s.
206.264 (700 1)

-diameter to circumference
of 646 p8S, 6s, 7s, 21s, 28s,
30s.

-enlargement through applica
tion of variation on stan
dard King's chamber
breadth p82, 93,123,138,
14s, 20s, 21s.

-12X17.1667 p82,93.
+103.1323500 -309.3970501
pl4s.
+330.13752-536.4019 inches
p21s.
+330.3-536.5647 p138.

-x2-412.5294; .2-103.1323500
[text divides by 3] pl4s.

2062.647001
192

-x 1 726.229. I 620 inc h e s p 21 s .

20626.47 (001) (7)
-enlarged diameter value from

circumference of 20612 as
base is to height of 1296
p81, 9S, 137, 6s, 13s.

-compared to 206.26 p21s.
-used to derive, enlarged

pyramid measures p9S.
, sun's parallax and dis

tance p28s.
, solar parallax p36s,

37s.
1686"4x 3 6 1. 9 7 16 6 P 9 S, 8 s .

16
-xg--36669.260031 inches [p123

misprints 330023.520272]
pI23,7s.
1 16

-xl2x7"2-361.971666990 feet p8s.
-T
-x2Y-763.943333980 p6s.

1-x54"-361.97166 p30s,3Ss.

_ • 54 : 2 0 6 12 _ 3 6 5 • 2 56 3 6 9 p3S s .
.20. 6333 54 355. 000 1524 15

-i n c h e s, t x 4 1• 6666; +293. 06260 -
21 313.69613 pl8s.

-3x7; xi-l05 p271.
213

-1!J/(1, symbol of sphere or
circle pS2, 142, 181, 240, 249.

-~/(1 p221.
-beginning or head p219, 22S, 249.
-Jes-213 p221.
-related to 712 p142.
-x2-416 p249.

2130
--6x355 pS2, 142, 181, 182, 219, 22S, 240,

249.
-30X71 p22S.

2132
-1!J/(1) , 213-2 p181, 249.
-213X2-416 p249.

216
-21600, divisions of perfect

circumference p88.
, minutes per circle p83,

8S-87,90.
, circumference to dia

meter of 6676 or 6675.46(95)
p84, 87, 22s.

, used to derive sines
p86, 22s.

, x.3163097-6875.4895 p8S.
-used to derive length of

King's chamber enlarged
(412.5294) p84.

[note: Skinner's form
41252.94: 129600 ()6 -6675.46 95 :

21600
is to be understood as two
expressions:

1) 41252.946675.46(95)
- 21600 ,and

41252.937
2) 6 -6675.4695.]
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-feet circumference to dia
meter of 68.7548(99) p94,
22s.

-6 3 P 8 4, 8 7, 8 8, 9°.
1

- "4K864 p64.

-t K432 p94.
-2 K 108 P 9 4, 22 s .
-6 K36 P6 4, 22 s .
-K 19. 098 5 P85, 89 .

16
-216K 2 0 6 1 2 - 1 5 2 6 . 8 lip9 5 .

216.1
[see 217.8 and 217.1]
-feet, south length of pass

age to Queen's chamber
(Smyth) p144.

216325(3)
-compared to 20612 pl03.
-related to 365.04894; to

365.4355 and 7905.2943 p60.
-approximation of standard

216330 p6l.
-used to calculate equatorial

diameter p60,6l.
-21.6325, miles difference

between equatorial and
polar diameters p60,103.

K~-365.04894 pl04.
4 3

.216330
-feet, 24.63823-24.42190

p125.
,610.63823-610.42190

p125, 148, 150.
-7327.6588172-7327.442487

p97, 109, 125.
2.16330

-feet, +distance from level
of subtp.rranean passage to
Campbell's chamber gable
is 309.397050 p147,148.

216330
[see 216325] p6l.
-an elliptical property;

difference in earth dia
meters; 21.6330 miles p61,
97,102,103,108-110,125,147.

-results from placement of
pyramid in sphere p95,102,
106,125,149.

-derivation of p95ff.
-compared to 2163394 p15l.
-used, to derive equatorial

and polar diameters with
solar year time values pl08,
110.

, to derive height of
Queen's chamber above center
of sphere p148, 150.

-circumference to height of
King's chamber as diameter
as 318; 1 pl09,1I0.

'-involved with King's chamber
levels pl09-lll,150.

- +19-216349 pl08.
2163.394

-compared to 216330;
61+2224.394 p15l.

21.6349
7926.67897

-19+216330; 366.3829416 pl08.

217
-:1;7)1, heel p232, 233, 235, 236,

288.
-value of pudenda [20+1+7-28]

p232, 233.
-r eve r s e 0 f 7 12 P 2 3 2, 236 .
-used for 217.0501 p14s.
-6 K 34 5 P2 8 8 .
-7K31 p232, 235.
-(7K30)+7 p232.

+28-245 [p248 misprints 27]
p232, 233, 235, 248.
+28+115-360 [p248 misprints
27] p233, 248, 280.
+28+120-365 p232,235.

-K2-435 [approximately] p267,
27l.

-K 3 - 6 5 1 P2 3 6 .
-K 7 - 1 5 19 P 14 s .

217050(1)
-309397050-309180000.

K7-1519.350(71 p143,144,14s.
217.1

-compared to 216.1 and 217.8;
K7-1519.4 p144.

217.8
[see 216.1 and 217.1]
-feet, north length passage to

Queen's chamber (Smyth) p144.
22

-22nd day of, March is Vernal
equinox and 17th of Nisan
p259, 289.

J June, is Summer solstice
p289

, is boundary line
of Pani or Gemini p280.
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p140.
length of
p14U, 23(;.

P 14 O.

32

, longest day of
year, birth of John the Bap
tist p259.

, September, Autumnal
equinox p280.

, Oecember, Winter sol
stice p247, 248, 251, 252.

lifting up of ark
p253.

landing of ark
p24~.

, shortest day of
year; birth of Christ p2S9.

221.726871
-feet, parallel to base trom

descending passage inter
section with floor of ascen
ding passage to vertical
projection of intersection
of descending passage and
horizontal passage roofs
p134,135.

222
-:11:J, cherub p166, 170, 202,

241.
-":1, b' arak, blessed p202.
-2.22+ diameter to circumfer-

ence of 7 p2U2.
-cubits, half base side of

pyramid pl 70,202,241.
- +222~444, cherubim [plural

of cherub) p241.
222.222

-cubltS, 381.7037 feet;
X2=444.444 p170.

2224.394
-536. 402 + 1687. 992 piS 0 .
- -61-2163.394 p151.

•2232
-thousandths of solar years,

17" in one year;
365256.6067-365256.3835
plOO.

226
-compared to 226.5 and

226.21001 p20s.
-reverse ot 622; used for

226.62; diameter to circum
ference of 712 p251.

-inches, m~nimum north wall
length Quecn's chambcr
(Smyth) [see 226.5) pl40,
149,20s.
2 x 113; twice Metius diame
ter pl49 ISO.

226.1946
-compared to 226.2 p149.
-used to transform diameter of

113 to circumference of 36;
tX452.3893 p70.

-2 xII 3.0973 P 14 9 .
-56.5 : 1 77. 5 - 72 : 226. 1946 -

2 2 6 . 6 3 : 7 I 2 P 236 .
226.2

-compared to, 226 p149.
, 226.1946 p149,182.

-190.98583-190.96321 pl49 182.
-2 xII 3 . 098 P1 8 2 •

226.21001
-compared to 226 and 226.5

p20s.
-inches, length of Queen's

chamber p19s,20s.
,41.224+184.98601 pl9s.

226.2149
-cubits, 4662.7419064 inches;

compared to Queen's chamber
length in inches p20s.

226.5
-compared to 226 and 226.21001

p20s.
-inches, north wall maximum

length Queen's chambcr
(Smyth) [see 226] p140, 20s.

226.62
-226 used in text p251.
-226.63 misprint pI41,236.
-length one side of Queen's

chamber; see 227+ for other
side p236. 113

-2 x I13.31; +712-"355;

712
.6561-20612 p141 .

-56.5 : 177. 5 = 72 : 226. 1946 
226.63:712 p23o.

227(.379)
-'~TJ membrum virile, 227

p236.
-compared to 227.4
-inches, east-west

Queen's chamber
-65. 5766 + 16 1.803

227.4
-compared to 227.379; length

south wall of Queen's cham
ber (Smyth) p140.

2282.853792
-i n c h e s , I 90.2378 16 f e c t pI 00,

240.
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- T6x 3 6 525. 660672 pi 00, 240.

229.0222
-inches, standard base side

of pyramid; 19.08518 feet;
11.11111 cubits;
11.1111Ix20.612 92

12 P .
229. \8

-diameter to circumference of
720 as 113:355; !x4583 p71.

229.1820
[erroneous value for 229.1830]
[see 229.182998]
-compared to 229.2; inches,

height of King's chamber,

~x2062.647001 p21s.
1728

229.2
-compared to 129.182998;

inches, height of King's
chamber (Vyse) p21s.

229. \82998
-inches, diameter to circum

ference of 720 p93.
, height King's chamber

enlarged p93, 21s.
19.098583 feet p93.

234

--.!...-x8748 p72.
36

23512320
-23 h 5 1 I 23 11 20 III = 5 t 1 53,00 CIII

time of moon's lunation in
circular days p145.

235646
-23h56 1 4"6 111

, moon IS lunation
in sidereal days [5,169,846"']
p145.

2.358
-feet, along floor of subter

ranean entryway from foot
of descending passage to
perpendicular projection
of beginning of roofline
onto floor p118.

• 237816
-190.851851-190.614035 pIOO.

24
-T1;, LVZ, related to 763

p60s.
-square of Hebrew zodiac p85.
-value of Garden of Eden p85,

113,193,55s.
-side of cube made from 8

cubes 12 to the side (Garden
of Eden) p57s.

-hours, of time in complete
circle of space or solar day
p42, 63, 67, 83, 85, 90, lIs, 30s,
54s.

, 5184000 thirds [see
5153000J p42, 85.

, divided into 360 parts
of 15 parts each [5400 parts]
p54s.

-circumference, whose diameter
corresponds to base side of
pyramid with factor of 6 p3,
287,323,324.

, of 2400 to base side of
pyramid of 763.943 p85,298,
323, 30s, 56s, 60s.

, of base of pyramid on
four 6 X 6 squares p85, 274.

-edge of square of four squares
of 144 square feet p55s.

-unit squares of 6x6 in 144
square inches p67, 297,323.

-or 2400, base side of pyr
amid with summit square I or
100 feet, respectively, on
edge p56s.

1 of one square foot as2"'4'
one hour p67.

, of equatorial diameter
[7926.9268J is length of
King's chamber antechamber
[330.2886] pl04,139.

-feet, 288 inches p274,323,
55s-57s.

-12+12 p54s, 565.
-4 x 6 P ~ 5, 1 13, 274, 298, 54 s .
-X4-96 p298.
-x I 5 - 3 6 0 P3 0 s, 54 s .
-x 3 1• 8 309 7 • 76 3 • 9 4 3 33 P8 1, 1 3 7 .
-X486=11664 p92.

240.4733
-274.826-34.3533; 7 X34.35333

p 147 .
242

-with solar day value gives
acres in square inches; used
comparatively in pyramid
structure; 2xl21 p72.

--.!...-X 8 7 I 2 P72, 73 .
36

243
-O'~K, Abram pZU7-Z09,288,57s,
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S9s.
-related to 324 by L'DRS

~~'7, 3-24-3 pS9s.
-different orders in celes

tial hierarchy p207.
-adjustable with 8748,

1
j6x874B p72,73.

-edge of square four of which
make one of 486 to the edge
pS9s.

-feet, diameter to circumfer
ence of 763.4074074 pS9s.

, half standard height of
pyramid p72, 141, lSI, ISS,
211,288.

, half base side of pyr
amid pISS, 287, 321.

, height Queen's chamber
reduced scale (Vyse) p72,
141,142.

, 2916.00 inches pISS.

-or Abram __5__ or IRIN [~~~J]
, 1215

pS7s.
+5-248 p208.
+138.7037-381.7037 plS2.
+365-608 p209.

-6 5. 5 76 6 + I 77 • 42 H P 1 4 1 .
-66+177 p142.
-x2=486 plSl, 208, 209, S9s.
-:309.3970502-standard height:

half base side pS7~

24.42190
-feet, compared to 24.471

lVyse); fixed limit line for
interior pyramid works
p126.

, center of sphere to bot
tom of subterranean passage
p149.

, vertical pyramid axis
eastward to descending pass
age p124,126,7s,17s.

, 293.06280 inches p17s.
,-24.63823-.216330 p12S,

126.
, 610.63823- (586+.26330)

pl2S.
2.44.428

-compared to 244.4 and 244.628;
inches, greatest height of
Queen's chamber using uncor
rected Smyth measure of 62

p17s.
244.4

-compared to 244.428 and
244.628 p17s.

-inches, mean height Queen's
chamber to gable lSmyth)
p142, l7s.

244.628
-compared to 244.4 and 244.428;

168.420+62.208+14 p17s.
24.4716

-compared to 24.4219 p126.
~orrection of 24.5 p12S.

24.5
-corrected to 24.4716 p126.
-feet, from vertical pyramid

axis to center line of
floor of descending passage
relative to base 5ide of 764
(Vyse) p124,12S.

294 inches p124.
,-24.4716-.0284 p12S.

245
-sum of days in 28 and 31 day

months, 28+217 p232, 233, 235,
248.

-360-115 p232, '235, 248.
- +110-355 p248.

24.63823
-feet, center of sphere to bot

tom of subterranean passage;
-24.42190-.216330 p12S.

247.70
-feet, 2972.4 inches p133,lS2.

247.71
-compared to 247.75265939

pl2s.
-feet, descending passage roof

from intersection with as
cending passage roof repared
to intersection with hori
zontal passage roof (Vyse)
p133, 12s.

247.75265939
-compared to 247.71 and

251.714123560 p12s.
248

-Abraham value p208,209.
-243+5 p208.
- +360-608 p209.

2.48649
-feet, 29.8379 inches p13S.

2.5
-0 r 2! cub its·, 5 1. 53 inc h e s pI 69 .
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25
-length, of ark p169.

, base side pyramid of
Papantla pS8.

-feet, 15 cubits; depth of
flood p247.

251+
-used for 251.737; distance

from intersection of pas
sageways to the central
axial line; (501)2 p271.

251.66415
-compared to 251.737 p135.

251.71412(3560)
-compared to 247.71 and

247.75265939 p12s.
-used for 251.737; numerical

ly the square root of one
mile in inches p9s.

-feet, taken as inches p17s.
, intersection of roof

line of descending passage
with floorline of ascend
~ng passage hori~ontally

to pyramid axis p12s,15s,
l7s.

, 3020.5694627 inches
p12s.

-inches, +62.03615-313.752275
p17s.

-square root is 50.17111953
[text has 251.7 .•• and
501.171 ...]; square root of
63360 inches per mile [true
root is 251.7141036 and the
square root of this in
tenths is 50.17111554] p9s.

251.737
-given as 251.71412 p9s.
-compared to 251.66415 p135.
-feet, horizontal distance

from repaired point of
intersection of descending
passage roof with ascending
passage floor to pyramid
axis p135,27l.

252
-47+150+40+7+1+7; +103-355;

+113-365 p249.
25.765

-inches, half ark length;
10

30.916)(""1""2 [text has .]

p167.

2592
-inches, circumference to dia

meter of 625.056 p94.
261737

-26°17'37" angle Grand Gallery
floor with pyramid base
(Smyth) p135.

26262410
-see, 2641 pl17.

,26267 pl19.
-26°26' 24.1 0", angle between

base and descending passage
pl16, 118, 119, 127, 133.

26267
-26°26' 7", angle between de

scending passage and base
of pyramid (Smyth) p119.

-other Smyth measures,
26°25 1 20"; 26°26 1 5 11

; 26°27 1
;

26°27'58 11 ; 26°28 1 16 11 ;

26°26'7" pl18.
2641

-see, 26262410 p116.
,26267 pl19.

-26°41' angle between base
and descending passage
(Vyse) pll7,118.

266
-26°6' angle of ascending pas

sage floor with base of pyr
amid (Smyth) p13S.

27
-y, p283.
-misprint for 26 p2l7, 248.
-27th day of 3rd month (Bul),

end of flood p246.
-feet, distance along roof

from end of descending pas
sage to subterranean chamber
(Vyse) pl17,l18,120.

, 324 inches p120.
-)(3-81; )(4-108 p27s.
-)( 5- 1 35 P 2 8 3, 27 s .
-144.2-72-27, Cain Garden

p289.

- 2\)(20626.47001 -763.943333980

p7s.
27.0198

-feet, 324.2376 inches p120.
272.67213

-i n c h e s, 31 3.89613 - 4 1. 224 pI 8 S.

,-184.98601 ~87.68612 p19s.
27.3020

-miles, difference between
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P 14 5.

275.019592
-feet, diameter to circumfer

ence of 864 p94.
276

-inches. of pyramid cover
broken away pll7.

2772823120
-misprint for 27d7h38'23"1'"

20"" p145.
2773823120

-27d7h38 1 23 11 1 111 20 1111
, moon's

lunation in solar days [pl45
misprints 28' 1;
+-4 I it 0 II it 6 II' _ 2 7 d 7 h 1, 3 f 3 II 4 7 111 2 all II

p43. 145, 19s. 34s.
-27. 3 183220 164 sol a1' day s

p145. 19s. 34s.
2774311.614

[see solar lunation 2773823120]
-27d7h43' 11.614", sidereal

lunation (Godfrey); compared
27d7h43'3"47'''20'''' (Parker) and
to 27d7h43'4" (Parker's con
temporaties) p34s.

2774334720
-27d7h43 1 3 11 47" 1 20 1111 moon' 5

lunation in sidereal days
(Parker) p44. 19s. 34s.

-compared to 27d7h43'11,614",
27d7h43'4" [see solar luna
tion 27d7h44'3"] p34s.

-4 I 4 a II 4 6 III ;. 27 d 7 h 3 8 I 23" 1 111 20 II II

pI9s.34s.
277434

-sidereal lunation (Parker
authorities); compared to
27d7h.lt313"47"120·II' p34S.

-27d7h43'4" astronomical si
dereal lunation p44.

27744284
-27d7h44'2.84". solar lunation

(Parker); compared to
27d7h43'3" and 27d7h44'2.87"
[see sidereal lunation
2774334720] p34s.

27744287
-27d7h44'2.87", solar lunation

(Skinner's contemporary);
compared to 27d7h44'2.84"
(Parker) and 27d7h44'3"
(Parker's contemporaries)
p34s.

[see sidereal lunation,
2774334720]

days
34s.

-related to 1.71766 and
366.4355 p49.

-used to found coordinating
units of linear. plane.
solid and time measure p46.

-x5153000'" ;141618181.333 p145.
274.826

-2 xl 37.4 13; - 206.12; 68.706
feet p217.

-8 x 3 4 • 35 3 3 3 P 1 4 6. 1 4 7 .
-16xI7.17666 p145.
- +34.570383-309.397050;

-H.3533;24t).4733 p147.
27482.666

-value of abstract circumfer
ence plus half of itself
p43.

-in terms of abstract circu
lar value 5153 p43.145,34S.

-in general formulas for cal
culating time periods p43,
45.71,73,78.94.145.345.

-in formula for reduction to
5 1 53

solar days J )(5'""'1'58-
27.3183220164 p43 L9s 34s.

-circumference to diameter of
8748 p72, 19s. 20s, 34s.

-measure of lunar time p146,
19s.

-used to derive standard cir
cumference of pyramid in
inches p71.73.
4
3"x20612 p94 145,146,217,

19s.34s.

equatorial and polar dia
meters p106.

27.3021
-miles, difference between

measured equatorial and
polar diameters pl06.

27.3183(220164)
-s a me as 27 d 7 h 3 8 1 23 11 1 III 2 a 1111

moon's lunatioo in solar
days p43.145. 19s, 34s.

~x27.482666 pI9s.34s.
5184
141618181,333

5184000
27.4826

-moon's lunation in circular
p43, 46. 72. 94.145.19s,
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277443
-27d7h44' 3", solar lunation

(Parker's authorities); com
pared to 27d7h44'2.84" and
27d7h44' 2.87"; [see sidereal
lunation, 2774334720] p34s.

2781
-B.C., year Abram emigrated

from Babylonia; 484 years
after Phaleg; 1150 years
after flood p293.

278262
-volume of sphere inscribed in

cube 81 to the edge,

~'813 2S 266'6561 P S. s.

-compared to volume of circum
scribed cube; 13.5'20612;

81'34353. p2Ss.
6

'1.5-417393; '1-139131 p26s.
28
-l~nar mansions of Egyptians

p2 30.
-280 days, period indicative

of birth of man; mark of
~onception p229.230.

-woman form of time production
p21S.

-regulates period of menstrual
flow p202.229.

-period of. gestation; new
moon p202.

-day month, is the fish astro
no~ically p234.

, menstrual or woman month
p231. 232. 234.

, only one in Julian
calendar p231.

-4' 7 P 2 0 2, 2 1 5, 229, 27 1 .
+217~245 p232, 233, 248.
+217+115-360 p233,280.
+217+120-365 p232, 23S.
+2+330=360 p231.

-. 10 - 28 0 P 2 02, 229 .
-. 13 - 3 6 4 = 7' 5 2 P 2 02. 215, 229-

231.271.
• 0284

-feet, correction to 24.5
(Vyse) p125.

288
-inches, 24 feet p274, 323. 55s

57s.

-2'144 p273, 274. 298, 323.
-. 4 = 1 152 P2 74, 298, 302, 323, 55 s,

56s.
28.94

1. f100 lnches di ference be-

tween standard and enlarged
King's chamber lengths pS9.

29
-feet. foot of descending pas

sage to subterranean chamber
(Vyse) p1l7.

290.34043
-number of times difference

between polar and equator
ial diameter is taken;
366.4355-76.09512 ;
x144155.5~41854174 plOS.

291244248
-29d 12h44' 2"48''', synodic

period (McKay) p45.
29124425031

-29d12h44 1 2"50 1l1 31 11
", ~ynodic

period (Parker) p45.
84

2912442100 "
-29 d 1 2 h 4 4 ' 2 1

8
0
4
0 ' sol a r 1 una

tion (Parker); same as
~9d12h44'2"50.4"· p45.

2912443
-29d 12h44' 3", solar lunation,

astronomical time [Webster's
dictionary has same but 2.8"]
p45.

2916
-inches. 243 feet; half base

side of pyramid governing
interior works pISS.

293.0628
-inches, center of pyramid to

center of passage way;
+20.8333=313.89613 pISs.

,24.42190 feet;
+20.68947 =313. 752275 pl7s.

294
-value of Melchizedek p209,

213 .
-inches, vertical axial line of

pyramid to center line of de
scending passage floor (Vyse);
24.5 feet p124.

-6x49 p213.
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p60,I04.

, 27.48266
p49, 71.

310' x381.7037037-114.5111

X381.97166=114.5914999
65616561xI200-360; x~c~ p30s.

30
-sine of 30· used to derive

solar year value p98.
-degrees, angle from center of

sphere to 30· latitude with
equatorial radius p99,101,
105,150.

, north latitude is north

21.6325

and 366.4355

i, ir. relation with

and 365.04894

sage into subterranean cham
ber (Vyse) p117.

, one yard p62.
-184- 181 p289, 292.
- +4-7 p226, 276,278,315.
-x 3c 9 P20 3, 250, 279, 3 16, 52 s,

59s.
-x 4- 12 P2 3 2, 2 35, 276, 2 7 8 .
-x 48- 144 P 61, 62 .
-X217-651 p236.
-3 4-81 p31.

1 . d f3' added to altltu e 0

equilateral triangle equals
square of leg p39.

, x5.153~1071766 feet
p58 s.
4 . . f3' rclatlvc motIon 0 3

bodies revolving, about a
central point p37.

J over one
primary circumference p40,
78.

in general formula for
calculating time periods,

20612 X3-=2 7482. 66 p43, 60, 71,

73,78,94,98,145,217, 34s.
in modified time formu

las used to found coordina
ting units for linear, plane,
solid and time measure p46.

I in relatio~ with,
1.171766 and 27.48266 p49,
145, 146.

-) is 3; J is 30 p251,55s,
58s, 59s.

-I!J, 300 or 3 p288, 58s.
-least integer expressing

value of circle in terms of
square or cube p30.

-staircases leading to top of
pyramid of Papantla p58.

-sons of Noah p61s.
-candle sockets on either

side of golden candlestick;
squares in cross bar of
cross pSI.

-nai13 of crucifixion p52.
-and 1.+ prongs on shins (V) on

t'phillin p315.
-beads per group Dn rosary

p317.
-3rd month, flood ended on

27th day p246.
-days, difference between de

scending 3nd ascending half
of solar ye~r from sum~er

to winter solstice inclu
sive p289 J 292.

-cubits, length and brzadth
of ark p169.

5.153 feet pI6!J,58s.
-feet, height of entry pas-

2972.40
-inches, descending passage

roof from intersection with
asce~di~g passage roof re
paired to intersection with
horizontal passage roof
(Smyth); 247.70 feet pl33,
152.

-3091.8-119.4 p152.
29.8379
~inches, horizontal passage

floor from intersection
with descending passage
floor to projection on
floor of intersection of
descending passage and
horizontal passage roofs;
2.48649 feet p135.

29.93728
-feet, horizontally from

intersection of descending
passage and horizontal pas
sage roofs to pyramid axis
p135.
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p248,259.
p235.

plus 7 days

972 p78.
of pyramid (standard) in

feet p91, 92,95,98,107.
, of base equivalent to

circumference of circle with
radius of 486 p79.

-f e e t, I 7 7 7 • 7 7 cub its P 9 1, 170 .
, 36643.555 inches p78,

79,91,107,170.
4)(763.407 p92,98.
8x381.7037 p170.

'''1~=6'0.725925 pl07.

-)(2=7327.65888 inches [text
omits )(2] pl07.

- ,1
0
6
8

)( 2 06 1 2 P 8 0, 95.

307.727248
-feet, projection of descend

ing passage onto base pl16,
134 .

• 3692.726982 inches;
~41.820641111-349,547889

pl16.
309

-;"I!J p288.
-related to 309.397 p288.

3091.8
-standard measure of 309.397050

p143-145, 147.
-compared to 3092 p133.
-30.918 feet, 18 cubits;

20.612~10.306 feet;
'0

f 12- 2 5. 7 6 5 P 1 67 .

-2 C61. 2 ~ 1030.6 pI 33, 143, 14 s .
-9"34.35333 p145, 147.

-119.4-2972.4 inches p152.
- -309.3970501 =.217050 p143,

144,14s.
3092

-compared to 3091. 8; inches,.
descending passage roof from
broken edge with ascending
passage roof to intersection
with horizontal passage roof
(Vyse) p133.

309.39(7) (0502) or (0501l
-enlargement on standard

309.18 p143-145, 147.
-measure of solar time p146.
-geometrically connected with

angle of roof of Campbell's
chamber and Queen's chamber

p52s.is missing]

edge of pyramid [>77,98.
-difference between measures

of standard cubical chamber
and those actually found;
adjustment to satisfy two
sets of measures p77.

-llieasure of Noah's ark p161.
-years, life of Jesus p225.
-days, each month in solar

year of Greek civil life
p69.

, in each of 12 months
make standard year of 360
days p231.

solar month
, 4 months of
, 7 months of

is 217 p233.
-cubits, height of Solomon's

temple p164.
- ~80~3=113 p251.
-)(2-60 p164.
-"71-2130 p225,271-

8~)(30 "!-1638806948
8 1 "113
[factor

300
-measure of Noah's ark p161.
-days in 10 months;

~40~7~1~7-355 p249.
- ~5~1~5-311 p25I.

3000
-shekels, one talent p269.

301775
-shekels, collected to build

tabernacle; "2-603550 p269.
3020.5694827

-inches, pyramid axis to
intersection of descending
passage roofline with floor
line of ascending passage;
251.714123560 feet p12s.

3 0.25
I

-304 squarc yards per square

rod p62.
304
-in,~ ':>~lJ; !"608 p209.

3053.1911
-pyramid circumference value;

"~-610.725925 pl07.
10

3053.629(629)
-circumference to diameter of
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p146.

p53s.

pSIs.

3 1 1

-'II'I'< p195, 222, 251, 282,317.
-;1\1)/("1 p222.
-r eve r s e 0 f 1 13 P 195, 222, 251,

274,275,282,300,316,317.
-311+311-622; 5+300+1+5 or

01\1)1'<01 p251.
3 1 1 - 1 1 3

-hermaphrodite p229.
-woman-man, face to face

p223, 229, 251, 274.
-the counterpart, '~)J' p229,

274282,316,317.
-113-311 ir.dicated by ';1'< ';1'<

p300.
-c 0 mpar e d "i t h, 144- 44 1 ;

1656-6561 or 6561-1656 p274.
, 36-63 p275.

313.752275
-inches, pyramid centerline to

east wall of Queen's cham
ber; 2x 156.876137 p18s .

, 251.7141235+62.038152
p17s,18s.

, 293.06280+20.68947
p17s.

313.89613
-inches, 293.06280 +20. 83333 ;

272.67213+41.224 p18s.
314

-'~\1) p267,316.
-circumference to diameter of

one p181, 267, 316.
-related to 316 and 318 p267.
-used for 314159 p181.

3.14136
600
191 pS6.

31415
-[1'01;1'<, Elohim plll,182,193,

201,219,276,54s.
-circumference to diameter of

I p219.
3.1415926535897

-accepted value of ~; compared
to Parker ~ 3.141594269166
and Metius ~ 3.1415929
381.7035074111

12 I. 5
3.1415929

-Metius ~; approximation to

PI f · ~.~. 1
ay a1r '355 3.1415929

[ I 15"J p288.
-geometrical representation

p138.
-extreme with 763.4074 and

mean of 486 p137,146.
-feet, height of pyramid go

verning interior works
p155,287.

, Campbell's chamber
gahle to 2.16330 below s~b

terranean passage level
p147,148.

, 3712.76 inches pISS.
:243;standard height:

half base side p321.
-206.2647001 + 103. 1323500

pl4 s.
-274. S265 +34. 570383 p147.
-309.18+.2170501 p143,144,

14s.
-9 x 3 4 • 3 5 7 7 4 5 0 P 1 4 3, 1 4 5, 1 4 7 .

+763.4074-1072.80445 p137.
• 65.5766 -763. 4074 .161.803
P 14 O.

.486~ 1
~ .318309

31

-;1'< p68,69,7l,72,111,lSl,
182.

-the great working n~mber;

starter number of pyramid
entrance p181.

-31000"', difference between
one circular and one solar
day; 8' 36"40'" p43.

-differential to connect two
systems of circular or
time and plane or long mea
sure p68, 181, 199.

-difference between, 5184 and
5153; 144 and 113 p68,7l,
111,181,184,199.

-days, 7 months of in Julian
calendar p232.

-cubits, altitude from top of
pavement to floor of de
scending pass&ge at eastern
face pI J 5,127,181, 8s.

, 51.53 feet p1l5.
, 53.2476 feet p8s.
,x20.612-638.972 inches

p8 s.
+5-36 p181.

-x7-217 p232, 235.
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Parker n

-compared to, accepted"
3.1415926535897 p53s.

, Parker n 3.141594269166
p52s.
381.7035398+121.5 p52s.

31415(9)(4)(2)(6)(9)(1)(66)
-circumference, to diameter

of unity as 20612:6561
p128, 129, 131, 182, 193, 223, 9s,
IDs, ISs, 25s, 32s, 33s.

, of circle inscribed in
one foot square pISs.

-extreme with 3.183097229 and
mean of 3.16227766 plOs.

-compared to, 3141611 p129.
, 52.7895656,53.051620

and 52.70576 p9s.
, 3.1415929 (Met ius n)

and 3.1415926535897 (accept
ed") p52s, 53s.

-used to derive descending
passage height perpendicular
to incline as a minimum
limit pI28,9s.

~feet, pyramid axis to south
wall of Queen's chamber
pISs, 16s.

, 37.69913112 inches;
17.1766 +14.03507240 p16s.
+318309~632468 p131.
+360,000.000+5,153,000 +

10 3.060 - 3~ 5:. 256374 P 3 2 s.
-x2-628318(4) or (8538)(3324)

p128, 130, 21s, 32s.
381.7037037037037

121.5
p52s.
+6-52.359904 p9s.

-: 1-486:763.4074 p146.
314161 19

-!x62B32238; compared to
3141594 p129.

316
-connected with foot of de

scending passage; mean of
314 and 318 p267.

3.16227766
-key to works above descend

ing passage; square root of
10 [correct value is
3.16227746] ;
mean of 3.141594269 and
3.1830972249; feet, vertical
height of horizontal passage,

37.94733192 plOs.
316238

-mean of 314159 and 318309
compared to 316590 p131.

3.16590
-compared to 316238 p131.
-height of subterranean hori-

zontal passage p131,134,149.
-f e e t, 37.9908 inc h e s pI 34 .

, +96.82530~100 p149.

-inches, 37.9908 131
12 P .

31680
-inches, ! mile; !x63380;

1198 of an acre in square

inches p63.
3 I 8
-~n', IHS, ~(5hem)+n(Ham)+

'(Japhet) p159, 263, 56s.
-'1~ p267,316.
-n'~ p263.
-diameter to circumference

of 1 p181, 208, 241,252,263,
267,283,312,316.

-base of astronomical calcu
lations; of the vernal
ascendancy; Eliezer of
Damascus or the 318 of the
Pit p208.

-measure of transfer onto
celestial circle of 360 0 in
number 608; great value of
Gnostic christ [see 608 and
888] p240.

-circumscribed Or trained
servants of Abraham p58,59,
93,110,208.

-Abraham pursuing with his 318
to Dan (Scorpio) p209.

-niches along stairs of pyra
mid of Papantla p58.

-used, by Aotec Or mound
builders as a civil calendar
number p57.

, for 318309722 p181,250,
252,283, 56s.

-related to 314 and 316 p267.
.318(309)(722)(49)(17)

-diameter to circumference of
1 p57-59, 81, 92, 93, 95,110,
127,129-131,137,159,161,225,
250,283, 9s, 56s.

-used, to raise 360 0 from 6 to
coordinate geographical
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measure with solar time
values p130.

, in construction of
pyramid p137,9s.

, to derive maximum limit
in pyramid measures p9s.
+314159-632468 p131.

-X21600~6875.4895 p8S.
-486:309.397 in form of

.318309; 1 p146.
3.18309

- !th height of King's cham
6

ber p60, 208, 210, 250.
31.8309

-feet, 381.97166 inches p81,
95,120.

214x763.94333 p81, 92,137

318.309(7)(22)
-tx636.6194 p120,127,129.

1
-x6-53.051620 p9s.

320
-number of lX60 rod rect

angles in one mile; rods,
1 mile; X198-63360 p63.

-32x5-160 p283.
. 0324

-inches, 1.75-1.7176 feet
pl14.

32.4
-feet, foot of descending

passage to center of sphere
p124.

324
-Ul?, LVT, 36x9; related to

342 and 243 pS9s.
-circumference to base of

ideal py.amid in sphere
enlarged on standard p121.

-feet, lOX length of b<lttom
line of horizontal subter
ranean passage pl~O.

-inches, circumference to
diameter of 103.132 p94,
120.

, length of top line of
horizontal subterranean
passage; 27 feet p120.

32.42347
-approximation of 324.2377

pI23-12S.
-compared with 23.42377 and

32.42397 p124.

-feet, northward from vertical
pyramid axis to foot of
descending passage p126.
+32423979-64847449;
x6-19454087 p123.

324.2376
-i n c h e s, 2 7. 0 19 8 fee t ;

compared to 324.2377 in ~'s
10

of feet p120.
32.42377(69849)

-see approximation 3242372
p123,126.

-derived from Parker element
of pyramid in sphere p122.

-compared to, 32.92699 feet
(Vyse) pll8.

, 32.42347 and 32.42397
p124.

,324.2376 pI20.
-feet, northward from foot of

descending passage floorline
to central axis of pyramid
p116, 118,120-123,126,135, lOs.

, 381.97166669-349.547889
p116.

, 3890.853238188 inches,
18.87664 cubits plOs .

3242372
-approximation of 3242377;

mean of 32423979 and 3242347;
X2-64847449 p123.

32423979
-compared to 32.42347 and

32.42377 p124.
+3242347-54847449;

1
x6-194543879 p1L3.

325
-'])~ p282,283.
-32x5-160-Cain p283.

3280
+3281-6561; +54-.607407407;
32.80+730+.607407407407

763A07407407 p29s.
3281

- +3280=6561 p29s.
32.92699

-feet, central axis to foot of
descending passage (Vyse)
p 118.

33
-squares of 6"X6" in length of

one rod; blocks of 5280
square inches is one ncre p63.
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-ro\, 5 of 6 fiX 6 II 5 quare 5 wide
by 5280 rows long has an
area of 6272640 p72.

330
-days, 11 months of 30 days;

+28+2-360 p231.
330023.520272

16
- 91x20626.40017;

~20.612-1779.0248 p123.
3301).232

-inches, diameter to circum
ference of 10368 p94.

330.13752
-inches, from great step to

King's chamber; .16248 inches
greater than Smyth [see
330.3]; +206.2647001-

536.4019 p21s.
330.282

-inches, +.018 "330. 3 j

+.0066-330.2886 p139.
330. (2886) or (3)

-compared to 330.282 p139.
-inches, length King's cham-

ber antechamber (Smyth)
p1D4, 138, 21s.

• 16248+330.13752 p2ls.
+206.12 -536.42;
+206.2647 -536. 5647 pl38,
21s.

214x7926.9268 pID4,139.

33.!.
3
-feet, compared to 31.8309;

400 inches, pyramid plat
form side (Smyth) p56s.

34
-OW, Shem; reverse of 43

p61s.
-nw, Seth p278.

.341 181
-feet, extension of actual

pyramid beyond sphere of
standard pyramid p99.

342
-reverse of 243-!x486;

related to 324 through
3-42-3 or L'ORS, W", p59s.

3423
-~,?, 3-42-3; relates 342 to

324; related to 243 p59s.

343
-;nl!l:J, 345- 2; used for 343.77

p288.
. 1 2 ( )34.353 3 or 6" or 333

-area of convex surface of
cone of diameter and alti
tude of 81 p27s.

-compared with 8entley's
Hindu radius value p88.

I~~ of circumference of

standard pyramid;

~x20612 p95.
17280

-f e e t, 20 cub its l t ext has 10
cubi.ts, p25s] p8D, 92, 116,
168, 25s.

, 412.24 inches [text has
206.12, p25s] p92, 25s.

, standard King's chamber
length [25s and 27s have
"breadth of Queen's
chamber"] p8D, 87-89, 92,116,
120,143,145-147,168, 25s, 27s.

, 2x north-south breadth
of Queen's chamber [text
omits 2x] p25s .

18x.9.0851 p87.
, +240.47333-274.826

p147.
x2~68.7066 p168.
x7-240.4733 p147.
x8-274.8266 p146, 147.
x9-309.18 pI45,147.

10
xTB-19.0851 p8D.

02- 1 7. I 766 [t ext am its
02] p27s.

2061200
600 p88,168.

343.65(3895)
-feet, half base diagonal of

pyramid governing interior
works piSS, 287, 321.

, 4123.84(q740) inches
p155,321.

, half of the square root
of «486)2 x2 ) p321.

34.3 (774)(4976) Or (5) or (500291)
or (9)

-used in connection with, half
base side of pyramid enlarg
ed pl21.
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, square of 12x12-144
p II s.

-feet, enlarged King's cham
ber length [p27s has
breadth] p89, 90, 93,116,120,
136,143, 147,lS2. 8s, lIs, 22s,
27s.

, diameter to circumfer
ence of 108 p94, 120, lOs,
22s, 27s.

, 412.529396 inches p93,
IDs.

p82.
,x4-137.50980 p136,lS2.
, x9-309.397050 p143,

14S, i47.
343. (7745)

-feet, floorline of descend
ing passage p121,134,288,
lis.

10 times actual King's
chamber length p120,122.

3437.74
-true value of radius of

Hindu system [see 34.38];

t x 6 8 7 5.48; T7x 4 12 52.94

p89, 22s.
34.38

-relates to circumference of
21600 and diameter of 6876
p87.

-minutes, as perfect radius
of Hindus (Bentley) [see
34.3774] p88,89.

, as radius to derive
sines p86.

-feet, measured King's cham
her length (Smyth) p80,83,
88,89,93.

, t X6876 p86.
3438.0 15

-Bentley's diameter value
plus increment for exacti
tude p88.

34 5
-01'/10, Moses (circular form)

p216, 267, 271, 28!l, 302.
-010'] p300,302.
-;n'/l p287.
-reverse of 543, 345-543

p271, 287, 289.
-circular form, 354 p216,267,

271,288.

• 435 p267,271.
-3-4-5. sides of right triangle

which gives cone of 4,5,6
p267, 27s, S4s.

-used for radius value 345.55
p216, 287, 288.

-345-2 or 345x2, diameter
p288.

-connected with 72_49+1~50

p267.
- +543=888 p289.
-x6-217-0 p288.

345.2
-01~'/I~; 345-2 or 345-543 p287,

288.
-345-2 or 345X2, diameter

p288.
345.55

-feet, radius of sphere govern
{ng interior works plSS,287,
288.

, 4146.60 inches pISS.
3456

- ~x 206 1 2 - 1 7. 1 766 P9 S .
34560

34.570383
-309.397050-274.8266 ;

X2-69.140766 p147.
349.547889

-feet, projection on to base
of descending passage floor
line from edge;
307.727248+41.820641111 ;
381.97166669 -32.42377 p1l6.

350
-5x70 p223, 24S.

352
-.00352 feet, 3.16590-3,16238

p 131.
354

-circular form, 345 p216,267,
271,288.

-compared to 355, 360, 364,
365 p214, 21S, 228-231.

-lunar year p228,288.
-days in Greek lunar religious

festival year p69,70.
-355-1, serpent swallowing its

tail p70, 21S, 223, 266, 267.
, extreme of 365-1-364

p228, 229, 231, 271.
-as circumference for 355;

x5-1770 p21S.
3515

-permutation of 5153; from
Gen. v,32: "Noah was son of 5,
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1 hundred years and Noah (5)
begat 3 sons." p6ls.

355
-;')\!I, lunar year pSI, 69, 70,

111,182,214,215,223,225,228,
240,249,266,267.

-abstract circular value p52.
70,200,214,245.

-circumference of, circle
with diameter of 113 p69,
156,181,200,214,219,220,228,
267,270, SIs, 58s.

, imperfect or Metius
relationship p12, 21, 129,
156,184,198,199,230,241,267,
311,355, 51s, 525, 585.

-relation to exact imperfect

diameter of 112~ [pSis
20612

misprints 113__1__] 12 1566561 p, ,

51 s.
-compare-<! to 365,364,360,

and 354 p214, 215, 228-231,
322.

-connected with Garden of
Eden through 113 p215,245,
268.

-Pharoah p269
-a bunch of 3 and a bunch of

55 beads of rosary p317.
-sum of ages of Abram and

Isaac p249, 280,289.
-175+180 p214, 289, 297.
-245+110 p248.
-252+103; 300+40+7+ I +7 p249.
-360- 5 p267, 289.
-2X 177. 5 p141.
-5X71 p219-221, 223, 234, 245,

248,249,260,323.
-710f2 or 355-553 p300,302.

+10-365 p280, 290, 297.
- - 1-354 p215, 224,228,229,

266,267,27l.
-x 5 - I 775 P 215, 240.
-x 6 - 2 130 P 5 2, 14 2, 1 81, 1 82, 2 19,

225,240,249.
-x 1 1; 3905 P 2 4 8.
_:113 __1 20612 pSis.

65616561
3550

[see 1130]
-shekelsf2-1775 p269.
-bekahs p269,270.

355~
20612

[misprint for 355 __1__] pSIs.
\ ,6561

355 6561 or 355.0001

-exact imperfect circumference
to diameter of 113 [pSIs mis
prints 35 20611] 22 °520612 P ,7,91,156,Sls.

-enlargement used to transform
diameter of 1\3 to circum
ference of 36 p70, 91, 113,
149,194,195.

-: 1 13-113,0973: 36 p149,182,
194, 195.

355.000152415
-:113-20612:656\ p~5s.

_:365.256389_20612:20626.47001
54 54

p35s.
355.5045

-with 19098583 used to derive
approximation of 324237
p123.

-cubits, related to 7327.658816
inches by 20612 p123.

355.555
1

- sX1777.777 p123.

355.8049
-enlargement of 355.555 p123.

356
-:20612-113.31 :356 p14J.

356.1 15
-:113.355-20612:6561 p141.

3.56899
-feet, central pyramid axis to

beginning of subterranean
chamber p1l8.

359
-me~n between 354 and 364 p70.
-360-1 p228

3.6
-4 50 T 12 5 P 1 6 1 .

36
-;,;1'{ p68,69,72,161,S4s.
-differential connecting

Parker time value with
British land measure p72,
149.

-based on relation of diameter
to circumference p72, 32s.

-diameter from transformation
of diameter of 113;
:113.098-113:355.0001 p70,
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194,195,220,228,233,273.
-u sed to de r i veIl 3. 0973 l' 91,

113,149.
-reverse of 63; 36-63

i nd i cat e s 1 1 3 - 3 1 1 l' 5 9 s .
-c ubi t s , 18 + 18, sum 0 f he i g h t

of Joachim and Boaz (temple
of Solomon pIllars) p165.

-inches, 3 feet, height of
horizont~l passage; one
yard, numerical base for
correlation of distance and
time measures p11s.

, side of square with one
square yard face area [1296
square inches] p63, 297.

-square inches, area of
s~uare 6 inches to the side;
6 =36 p3,113,161,181,193,
213,250,273.

, face of unit block
p63,68.

-31+5, denotes pyramid work
for cosmica1 measures p181.

-8748-8712 1'72.
-72x.5 p192,195.

1
- IOx360 1'165.

-x 4 - 14 4 l' 6 2, 11 3, 1 93, 2 1 3, 2 73 .
-x9-243 p59s.
-xI6-576 1'273.
-36 2 -1296square inches p63,

64,113,250, lIs, 12s, 59s.
-xI44=5184; x401-14436 p54s.
-x 190,985 -6875.48 p85,89,

22s.
-xI91-6876 p86,87.
-x600-21600 p87,9U.
-:113.0973-113:355.0001

1'149,182,195.
360

-;'-r.l'~C01, 6X2x5x6 1'286.
-)01:n, VBHV, 5x144x.5 p54s.
-C a i n [ see i' jJ ] P 2 8 0, 297 .
-related to Paradise p235.
-circumference, numerical

origin of analytical unit
of circular measure [radian]
p30s.

, derived from 4:~~~3
p31s,32s.

, to diameter of
114.59(14999)as 355:113
p71, 30s, 31s.

-diameter, to circumference of
1130 p233, 234,270,275.

-linked to Hebrew uses of 113
and 355 p71.

-base of tim<Yand geographical
measuring circles p71,130.

-degrees, of celestial circle
or circle of time p42,70,
72,83,112,129,130,182,192,208,
210,214,229,242,247,280,297,323,
31s,54s.

, In geographical circle
p70, 110, 130, 167,182, 192, 214.

, measuring circle of
standard ,terrestrial and
celestial year p214,228,
234,247,322, 31s, 32s.

, 5184000 thirds in
natural system p44,54s.

, 24 hours p44, 110, 30s,54s.
-year, standard or solar year

value p209, 232-234, 247.
, day value 1'214,242.

-days, of standard year plus
5 days epagomenai make
p231, 233, 242, 280, 290.

-parts of 15 parts each [5400
parts] in 24 hours p54s.

-sign of menstrual month of 28
days p235.

-compared to 355, 365, 354
and 364 p214, 215, 228-231,
322.

-mean of extremes 365 and 355
p70, 73, 214, 229, 245, 267.

-28+217+115 p233 248 280
-608-248 p209.
-720 +2 - 3 60- 063; +2 - 180- 08 1

p279.
-1-359 1'215,228.
-5-355 p267.
-115=245 p232, 235, 248, 280,
299.

-2X180 1'290.
-5X72 p223,245.
-6X60 p235.
-12x30 1'231,235.

-15X24' ~x1200 p30s., 10
-X608=365.25X600 p210.
-+ 8, n = 4 5 1'161 . 6561
-: 114.5914999-114.5111:""'i'8Q

p30s.
-6875.48+360-60xI9.0985 p85,

89.
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p60,

p249.
p280, 290, 297.

p233, 244, 267, 280, 290,

-56. 5 x 10 -;], ;], : 177. 5 x 10 = 1775
360:1130 p270.

3600
-subdivisions in 6 parts of

circle p83.
-;]-n'N-;]; 5X720 pl14.
-or 0063 p286.

360,000,000
- +5153000+103060+314.15

365.256374 p32s.
36.22189

-approximation of comparison
between 343.77450 and
381.97166; Feet, length of
protraction of descending
passage roofline to floor
of horizontal passage p12l.

364
-1!I')N,365-1 pS3,243,323.
-time phase of solar year

with 366 pS3.
-luni-solar, year p228,230,

243.
, year springing from

number 7 p70, 202, LlS, 225,
230.

-from kodeshcd use of 7th day
p 2 71 .

-compared to 355, 354, 360
and 365 p2l4, cIS, 228-231,
322.

-days, year of 13 months of
28 days each p23l.

-365- I, p22S, 228,229,231,
271,28I.

, serpent swallowing tail
p70, 222, 230.

-365- 1-364 has 355-1-354 as
other extreme p27l.

-7x52 p202, 224, 226, 271.
-13X28 p202, 215, 230, 271.
- +365-729 p29s.

365
-related to time phases of

solar year p53,17S.
-solar year time circle in

natural period of years
p70, 214, 242, 247, 297.

-full solar vague year p70,
228,231,245,251,280.

-serpent of 365 units p230.
-compared to 355, 360, 354

and 364 p2l4, 215,228-231,
322.

-years, life of Enoch In,)"]
p65, 70, 225,243,323.

, of 365 days, based on 12
months of 30 days plus 5
intercalary p231.

, founded by
son of Methuselah p278.

-28+217+120 of Julian calendar
P232.

-113+252
-355+10
-360+5

297.
-608-243 p209.
-2XI82.5 p142.
-5 x 73 P223, 245.

+364=729 p29s.
-1 =364 p224, 225, 228, 229, 231,
2 33, 24 3, 28 1 , 3 2 3 .
-182-183; -183=182: -185=180
p289.
-184=181 p289,292.
-354=11; Xll=4015 p248.

365.04894
-derived from 21.63253

104.
-used to, calculate mean solar

year [365.24225], derive
equatorial diameter 7905.2943
p6l,104.

3651
-I!I' ) N, 36 5 - I P 1 7 5, 2 1 5, 2 2 5, 2 3 4 ,

323.
-365-1, serpent swallowing

tail p215.
365.24225

-mean solar year p61, 112.
-u sed to de r i v e, 7905. 29 4 3

p61,104.
,7926.92686 pl04.

-(19.11131)2 p112.
-365.4355 X365.0489 pl04.

365.25
-Sothic period p212.
-correct solar year day value

plOO.
-X4=1461 p211.
-x600=360x608 p210.

365.256374
[compare with 365.2563835]
-~atural measure of solar year

in days; derived from
6561
5153 p32s.
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78,94,98,102,107,170, 3Ss.
,364.244288 p3Ss.

-used to, found coordinating
units of linear, plane,
solid and time measure p46.

, calculate, mean solar
year p43, 60, 94,101, 3Ss.

, equatorial
diameter p60, 61,104.

-circular days, exact value
of Earth's passage around
the sun over value of one
complete circle in space
p44, 46, 60, 78, 98,102,146, 3Ss.

36Sdsh48'501l53"161l11

p3Ss.
-feet, 12x3053.629(629),

circumference to diameter of
972 p78, 79, 91, 107,170.

-inches, standard base side of
pyramid p60, 81, 91, 98,100
102, lOS, 107, 146, ISS.

-366435.55 tenths of inches,
circumference of pyramid
plOS.

~x20612 p94, 170,"4s, 3Ss, 37s.
9

-48X763.407 p81.
-x 1 142 19.758 - 4 1 8541 74 pI 0 3 .
- +20.612-1777.777 p171.

36669.280031
-feet, .(12x4)-763.943333980

p7 s.
-inches, circumference of

pyramid; 196x20626.47 p7s.

367
-T'?, LVZ; related to y~ or 79

as 7, 6+3; reverse of 763
p60s.

369
-In?, LVT; 36 x 9 - 3 2 4 P S 9 s .

3692.726982
-inches, 307.727248 pl16.

37074
-381.7035037037 - .0000037074

381.7035074111 pS3s.
3712.76

-inches, height of pyramid
governing interior works;
309.39 feet pISS.

37.69913112
-inches, +168.42086888 -206.12;

3.14159426 feet p16s.

p3Ss.

pl08.

21.6325 and
p60.

and 7905.2943

36525.660672 1
-derived from standard 4

base side and 30° sine
line value of sphere;
16X2282.853792 inches;
365256.60672 tenths of
inches plOO.

365.4355
-relation "ith,

7905.2943
365.04394

p61,l04.
-used to calculate mean solar

year 365.24225 p61.
-XI14219.758=41739954 pl03.

365548(49) or (51)
[see 36554850536J
-365d5h48' (49") or (51 "),

astronomical time for mean
year p4S.

36554850536
-365d5h48 1 50"53 111 6" 11

, mean
year (Parker) p4S,3Ss.

-derived from 366.4355 p3Ss.
366
-~')~, 365+1; time phase of

solar year with 364 pS3.
366.3829416

-variation of 366.4355;
x20 z 7327.658816 ;
X21.6349 -7926.67897

36643.555
-circumference to diameter

of 11664 p170, 28s, 3Ss.
-related to 27.48266 p49.
-derived from, general

formulas for calculating
time periods p43, 4S, 60, 73,

- 360,000,000+5153000+103060+
314.15 p32s.

365.2563835
-true solar year; (19.11168)2

p 112.
365256.3835

-true and exact solar year
value in thousandths of
days plOO, lOS.

365.256389 113
-mean solar year from 355;

·355000152415z20612.. • 54 .

20626.47001
54

48
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p52s.

p30s.

p150.

pBI, 99,101, lSI, 30s, 52s.
, 222.222 cubits p170.

-2XI90.851851 p99.
20612
-5-4- p30s, 52s.

-.0001638806948 -
381.7035398230088 p52s.

-.0002=381.7035037037 p53s.
-243=138.7037 p152.
1686""4x 2 0 6 I 2 P 9 5, 1 70 .

-x 2 =7 6 3 • 40 7 4 P B1, 1 5 1 .

-x 130 = 1 14. 5 1 1 IIp3 0 s .

- .12l.5-3141594269166
6561

-:~=1200:381.97166

381.948
-190.985 +190.963

381.9517
-feet, center of sphere along

radius at 30· latitude to
intersection with pyramid
side, radius of sphere is
612.139570 feet; 2x190.975
p150.

331.970
-feet, half base of pyramid as

variation on standard p60.
, 3.8197 diameter to

circumference of 12 feet
p!J3.

381.971
-connected with square of

12x12=144 plls.

-feet, x~~.34.3774 (length of

King's chamber pBs,lls.
381.971 (66)(4) or (69)

-diameter to circumference of,
unity in inches pBl,84,5s.

1200 on standard Parker
ratio p84, 120, 5s, 8s, 30s .

~variation of half base side
of pyramid pBI, 95, 99, 116,
120-122, Bs.

-floorline of descending pas
sage is half base side of

pyramid less -To of itself

-pI22.
-compared with 382 for correc-

tion to 24.5 feet (Vyse)
pl25, Bs.

37.94733192
-inches, height horizontal

passage; 3.16227766 feet;
square root of 1440
[correct value of root is
37.94732992] plOs.

37.9908
-inches, height horizontal

passage p131,134,135.
, 3.16590 feet p131,134.

3808455
-38°8'45.5 11

J angle between
pyramid apothem and axis
p99, 100, 150.

381
-IHS p2G3.
-related to, 318, "~ p267,

316.
, 444 and 486 p241,61s,

62s.
-first letters of names of

son's of Noah ~, nand'
p241, 263, 61s.

-feet, half base side of
pyramid p241, 263,316, 62s.

381.22807
-side of square in circle as

variation on base of
pyramid to derive solar
year value plOl.

-feet, center of sphere along
radius of 30° latitude to
intersection with pyramid
side [radius is 610.979415]
p99,100.

-2xl90.614035 plOl.
381.7035037037

-381.7037037037-.0002 ;
+.0000037074-381.7035074111
p53s.

381.7035074111
-381.7035037037+.0000037074 ;

• 121.5-3.1415926535897
accepted ~ (Skinner) p53s.

381.7035398230088
-381.7037037037037 

.0001638806948 p52s.
381.70370(37)(037037)

-used to derive Parker,
Metius and accepted value
of ~ p52s, 53s.

-feet, i standard circumfer

ence of pyramid p95, 170.
, half standard base side
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-feet, 111.11111 cubits,
4583.660003880 inches p~s.

, 349.547889 +32.42377
pl16.

-inches, 3.819716 diameter to
12 circumference is one
British foot p5s.

, 31.83097 feet pBl,95.
-36.22189 +1.97527 -38.19716

p122.
-343.77450 +36.22189 + 1.97527

p12l.
-2XI9Q.985 p84,99.

~,x20626.47001 p95.
864

-x2=763.94(333) p81, 30s.
--I 2 x 3 1 • 8 3 0 9 7 2 P 1 2 0 .

381.974
-diameter to circumference of

1200; half base side of
pyramid enlarged p73.

382
-approximation of 381.97166

p125,8s.
-half base side of pyramid

(Vyse) p8s.
3850

-inches, length inclined
entrance passage without
pyramid cover pl17,132,
133.

3905
-335xll; +110=4015 p248.

39204
140 of one rood; square

inches per square rod
[19S"x 198"]; not divisible
by 5184 p63.

39366
-6 x 81 2 ; surface area of cube

81 to the edge p25s, 26s.
39.37 (079)

-inches, one meter p49,4s.
, X.523524 -20.611553

p4s.
4

-1 p288, 55s, 58s, 59s.
-n pl13.
-Kirjath Arba, City o~ Four

p211,213.
-sides to pyramid p3,92.
-prongs on one shin [W] on

t'phillin p315.
-wounds of cr~cifixion p52.

--male and female, persons who
went into ark p252.

, cubes in perfect cube of
8 cubes p169.

-factor of circumference of
perfect relationship p2l.

-circumference of 4 inscribed
circles in square 243 to the
edge is total circumference
of base of pyramid p59s.
years, to build temple of
Solomon p175.

, requires one day inter
calation p2ll.

-months, of 30 days in Julian
calendar p232.

-unit squares 6"x6 11 per square
foot or Adam square of 144
p62, 298.

-squares, bordered by 12
squares in a square of 16
smaller squares of Garden of
Eden and Israelite encamp
ment plOl.

, of 144 square feet make
one square 24 feet tv the
edge [see C1vn C1~] p55s.

, of 243 to the side in
one square 486 to the edge
p59s.

, in upright of cross;
factor in Parker problem
pSIs.

-roods, one acre p62,63.
-4 2 xIO=160 p273.
-4 2 ~ 3 6 - 5 7 6 P 6 3, 2 7 9 .

+1-5=1> p272.
- +3-7 p226, 276, 278, 315.
- +2+480-486 p175.
-x 6- 2 4 P 1 13, 274, 287, 298 .
-x 7- 28 P 2 0 2, 2 15, 2 29, 27 1 .
-x 30- 120 P23 2, 2 35, 276, 278 .
-x34.3774=137.5096 feet p152.
-x36-144: x144-576 p273.

-x216-864 p64.
-x 28 8- 1152 P 27 4, 298, 3 0 2, 5 5 s -

57s.
-x 4 12 • 52 9 = 1 6 50. 1 1 7 6 0 1 3 9 6 8

P12 s.
-X444.444-1777.777 p170.
-x 763. 4074 - 3 0 5 3. 62 P92, 100.
-x1269 or 6 4 -5184 p63,84,2Dl,

251, lOs, l2s, 2ls, 55s, 59s.
-x 5 15 3- 2 0 6 12 pI, 14 1, 155, 299,
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1
4

300,317, 3s, 19s, 23s, 24s, 34s,
51s,52s.

, equatorial
diameter, 7905.2943 p61,
104.

40
-0 p54s.
-d a y s, r a i n 0 f flood p:2'-4 5. 24 7.

, from 17th day of 2nd
month to 27th day of 3rd

month (Winter solstice)
p246,247.

, from Jesus' baptism t~

entry upon prophetic office
p247,252.

, 47+150+40+7+1+7~252+1 13=
365; 300+40+7+1+7-355 p249.

-cubits, standard height King's
chamber region p217.

, holy of holies plus most
holy place p168.

, length of hccal of
Solomon's temple p164.

, court of Solomon's
temple [see 60] p165.

, 68.706(4) or (8) feet
p168,217.

+60-100 pI65,168.
+60+20-120 p165.
+80-120 p2I7.

, + 1 10- 1 50 P 2 45, 24';> .
-rods, one furlong p63.
-square rods, one rood p62,

63.
- +41-81 p29s.
-x 19. 085 18 - 7 6 3 . 4074 P 9 2 , 93,

151.
400

-inches. 33~ feet; side of

summit platform of pyramid
p56 s.

401
-0-40+'-1-401 from O'~'U;

X36-14436 pS4s.
4015

- -3905-110; 365xl1 p248.
40.216330

-7327.6588172-7287.442487 p97.
41

- +40-81 p29s.
41.1

-lower extreme to 41.66 and
mean of 41. 39 p128.

41.1233939
-compared to 41.460849,

41.666666, and 41.39502;
inches breadth of descending
passage as minimum limit;
:52.359904-5153:6561 pYs.

4 I .224
-3 13.8961 3 - 41.224 - 2 7 2.672 1 3

pl8s.
-226.2 1001 - 4 1• 224 - 1 84.9860 I

P 19s.

p81,98,217,X20612-27482.66
19 s.

35s.
-relative motion of three

bodies revolving, about a
central point p37.

J over one
primary circumference p40,
78.

-used, in general formulas
for calculating time
periods p43, 60,71,78,94,98,
102,103, 34s.

, in modified time formu
las to found coordinating
units for linear, plane,
solid and time mcasure p46.

, in relation with)
1.71766 and 27.48266 p49

, 27.48266 and
366.4355 p49, 71, 155.

, to derive, 2xstandard
height of pyramid p71,98.

, standard
base side of pyramid, and

4
3
_(~)2, converts standard

measure to time value in
inches p~O, 155, 170.

, or ~-I. 77777 pI71,316,
9

of base side of pyramid
p98, 100, 101,104,151,210,
235,240,274.

-day, annua I I uni - sol ar ca 1
endar correction after
epagomenai correction p243,
244.

-x81 x circumference of circle
inscribed in square 81 to
the edge;5153 p23s.
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4122.4
-x4125.29396~1700611 182074;

xi+4125.29396~4123.84698

p3 21.
-square root of (4122.4 x

4125.29396) -4123.8467
p321,322.

41224
-circumference of base of

pyramid in sphere p170.
-used to derive perfect cir

cumference p88.
-inches, standard King's

chamber length [p2Ss mis
prints "brcadth of Queen's
chamber] pS8, 89, 92, ISS,
321,255.

, 34.3533 feet; 20.000
cubi ts 1'92, 2Ss.

, 2X20612 [p2Ss amits
factar 2] p88, ISS, 18s, 19s,
2Ss.

,6x6870.66 p88.
,8 x 5153 1'155,170.

4123.84(6740)
-compared to 4123.84698;

square root of (4122.4x
4125. 29396) ~4123. 8467
p321,322.

-inches, 343.65 1'155,321.
, half base diagonal of

pyramid governing interior
works piSS, 321, 322.

4123.84698
-compared to 4123.84674;

radius value of circle
gcveTni~g pyramid interior
works p321, 322.

-i x (4 1 22. 4 +4 12 5 . 29 396 ) P 3 2 I .
412.529(396) or (4)or (37)

-diameter to circumference of
1296 pH4, 89, 94,120.

-inches, length of King's
chamber enlarged 1'84,89,
93,117,321,12s.

, length of descending
passage p119,9s.

, compared to 4126 (Vyse)
1'117, 119.

-6 x 6875.4895; 2\269060X6875.4895

1'84.
~x 4 - 16 50. 1 1 7 6 0 1 3 9 6 8 I' I 2 s .
-12x3437.74 1'8\1,93,120.

-x 4122.4 - 170061 1 182074 ;
square root of t4125.29396x
4122.4) -4123.8467 p321.

-:I x ( 4 122. 4 +4 1 2 5. 29396 ) 
4123.84698 1'321,322.

4125. 2~4(003493)
[see 412.529(396"
-compared to, 412.56 p2ls.

, 4126 inches (Vyse) plOs.
-inches, diameter to circum

ference of 1296; length of
King's chamber enlarged
p84,2Is.

, floorline of descending
passage, 343.774500291 fect
plOs.

, 20.62647001 x2CO plOs,
21:;.

-19 0985x~ 1'84.. 10

412.56
-compared to 412.5294; inches,

length of Klng's chamber
(Smyth) [see 4126] p2ls.

4126
-compared to 4125.294 pll?,

119,IOs,2Is.
-inches, length descending

passage including restored
pyramid cover (Vyse) p117,
119, lOs.

41.265503
-inches, lower extreme wldth

of passage to 41.6666 and
mea~ of 41.460849 pl8s.

41.37894
-compared to 41.61864, 41.4987

and 41.46; inches, width of
passage to Queen's chamber
based on sidereal day pl7s.

41.39(502)
-compared to 41.460849,

41.666666 and 41.1233939
p9s.

-mean, breadth of descending
passage pI30,9s.

, of 41.66 and 41.1 1'128.
, of 41.666666 and

41.1233939 p9s.
-:52.70576-5153:556Ip9s.

41.41
-compared to 41.61 1'128.
-inches, top minimum breadth

descending passage (Smyth)
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[see 41.63] p127.
41.46(0849)

-compared to, 41. 666666,
41.39502 and 41.1233939
p9s.

,41.37894,41.61864 and
41.4987 pl7s.

-mean of 41.6666 and 41.4987
pl8s.

-inches, bottom minimum
breadth descending passage
(Smyth) [see 41.61] p127,
9s, 17s, 18s.

-:52.7895 a 5153:6561 p9s.
4146.60

-inches, radius of sphere
governing interior works;
345.55 feet piSS.

41.4987
-compared to 41.37894,

41.61864 and 41.46 pl7s.
-inches, width of passage to

Queen's chamber as mean of
solar and sidereal day
values pl7s.

41.5
-inches, breadth of descend

ing passage (Vyse) p127.
4 1.53

-inches, mean breadth of
descending passage (Smyth)
p127.

41.6
-compared to 41.6666 pl8s.
-inche., br~adth descending

and ascending pas.ages
(Smyth) p127, 249, 18s.

-2X213 p249.
41.61

-compared to 41.41 p128.
-inches, bottom maximum

breadth descending passage
(Smyth) [see 41.46] p127.

41.61864
-inches, widtn of pas.~ge to

Queen's chamber based on
solar day; compared to
41.4987 and 41.46 pl7s.

41.63
-inches, top maximum breadth

descending passage (Smyth)
[see 41.41] p127.

41. 6666 (66)
-comp~red to. 41.1 pl28

, 41.460849, 41.1233939
and 41.39502 p9s.

-inches, high extreme to
41. 265503 and mean of
41.460849 pl8s.

, maximum breadth of de
scending passage p9s, 18s.

, approximation to 41.6
breadth of ascending and
descending passages p127,
128,I!!s.

-xi a 20.83333 pl8s.
-:53.05162, -41.8206 :53.2476

p127.
,-5153:6561 p9s.

41708608.680
-see 41708710 p106.
-feet, 7899.357 miles;

41852743.680-144135 p33s.
41708710

-see 41708608.680 p33s.
-feet, measured polar diameter,

7899.3768 miles,
-41710019-1309 p106.

41710019
-feet, polar diameter,

7899.6248 miles,
41854174-144155,
-41,708,710-1309 pl06.

417393
-volume of cylinder with

altitude=diameter=81,
1.5x278,262,3xl39,131 p26s.

41,739,954
-feet, nonequatorial d.arneter

such that it differs frorr.
equatorial by 114,219.758
p102.

114219.758x365.4355
pl03.

41.820641111
-feet. from edge to projection

of eastern opening onto
pavement pllS,127,8s.

,501,847693339 inches
pIIS,8s.

, +307.727248-349.547889
p116.

-:53.2476, -41.6666 :53.05162
p127.

,-5153:6561 p8s.
41,852,743.680

-.ee 41852864 pl06.
-feet, equatorial diameter
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41,852,864
-see 41852743.680 p33s.
-feec, measured equatorial

diameter, 7926.6789 miles,
+1310=41854174 p106.

41,854,174
-feet, equatorial diameter

p102, 103, 105, 106.
366.4355xI14,219.758

p103.
7926.9268 miles,

-41852864-1310 p106.
.290.34043-144155.5 pIOS.

429.416
-feet, half base side of

standard pyramid in sphere,
5153 in,hes piSS.

43
-DV, Shem p241,6Is.

432
-characteristic at Hindu Kali

yuga, circumference to
diameter af 137.509796 p94.

41;2x20612-763.407 p9S.

435
-permutation of 345 p267.
-2X217 [approximately] p267,

271.
44046

-4 I 40 11 46 111 16846 111 p43, 345.
,5169846 111 -5153000 1ll

p43, 44, 145, IYs, 345.
, +27d7h38 1 23"1 111 20" 11 •

27d7h43'31147"120"11 p43,145,
195,345.

441
-'In, dami, bloods of p286.
-4 4 1- 14 4 or 14 4 - 44 I P 2 86,

296,297.
444

-last letters of names of
son' 5 of Noah [D,D,n] p241,
615.

-related to 486 and 381 p241,
615,625.

-c her ubi m, 222 + 2 2 2 [),)+),) ]

p241.
-cubits, base side of pyramid

6561
calculated from 20612'

7926.565 miles,
41852743.680-144135=

41708608.680 p33s.

p241,62s.
444.444

-cubits, standard pyramid base
side p92, 170.

, 9160.88 inches, 763.4074
feet p92.

, x4-1777.777, 2x222.222
p170.

450,000
-cubits volume of Noah's ark,

.125-3.6 p161.
452.3893

-circumference to diameter of
144 to transform diameter
of 113 to circumference of
36 p 7 O.

456
-,~n, THV p54s.
-4,5,6 gives the cone from the

triangle 4,5,6 to the sides
p27s, 545.

4580.44
-inches, half base side of

pyramid, 38 I, 7 feet piSS.
45.83

-diameter to circumference of
1 13

144 as 355 p71.

458.3658
-inches, diameter to circum

ference of 1440 inches as
6561

20612 p~3.

4583, 660003880
-inches, 381.971 ~66990 feet,

111,11111 cubits p8s.
4662.7419064

-inches, circumference to
diameter of 1484.19608376,
226.2149 cubits p20s.

46.36(34) or (95884)
-compared to, 47.48778 p128,

130.
47.25419656,47.488772,

and 47.17918 p9s.
-inches, height descending

passage perpendicular to
incline derived. from rela
tion of circumference to
diameter 'of one p128, 95.

, minimum elevation of
foot of ascending passage
pI30,9s.

-; 52. 3598 -47.48778; 53.0516 p128.
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47
-<lays, from 1st day of 1st

month to 17th day of 2nd
month p248.

, +150+40+7+1+7-252+113=
365 p249.

-inches, height descending
passage perpzndicular to
incline tVyse) p127.

47.14
[see 47.32]
-inches, minimum height at

east side of descending
passage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) p127.

47.16
-compared to 47.32 p128.
-inches, minimum height at

west side of descending
passage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) [see 47.30)
p127,128.

47.1778
-g i v e n as 47. 179 18 P9 s .
-mean, height of descending

passage perpendicular to
incline p130,131.

, elevation of foot of
ascending passage p130.

, between 47.48778 and
46.868 p128,130.

47.17918
-compared to 47.2519656,

47.488772 and 46.8695884
p9s.

-mean, height of descending
passage; between 47.483772
and 46.8695884 p9s.

47. 7. ~
-mean height of descending

passage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) p127, lIs.
+.014-47.25419656 plls.

47.25419656
-compared to, 47.488772.

46.8695884 and 47.17918
p9s.

,47.24 plls.
-inches, measured height of

descending passage perpen
dicular to incline p9s,l1s.

47.3
-inches, maximum height at

west side of descending

passage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) [see 47.16)
p127,131.

, height ascending pas
sage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) p127.

47.30836
-inches, height at foot of

descending passage perpen
dicular to incline p13l.

47.32
-compared to 47.16 p128.
-inches, maximum height at

east side of descending
passage perpendicular to
incline (Smyth) [see 47.14)
p127,128.

47.4877( I) or (8)
[(1) is incorrect for (8»)
-compared to, 47.16 and 47.32

p128.
, 46.868 p128,130.

-inches, height of descending
passage perpendicular to
incline derived from angle
of elevation 26°28'24.10"
p 128.

, maximum elevation of
foot of ascending passage
p130.

-;53.0516 -46.8646; 52. 3598
p128.

47.488772
-inches, maximum limiting

height of descending passage
perpendicular to incline;
compared to 47.2519656,
46.8695884 and 47.17918 p~s.

48
-on, Ham, son of Noah p24l,

61 s .
-difference between time and

land values; 11664-11616
p73.

-K763.407-36643.55 p8l.
480

-years, after exodus to build
ing of Solomon's temple;
480+4+2-486 p175.

4800
-circumference to diameter of

twice base side of pyramid
p 73.
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48.30736
-inches, parallel to pyramid

slope from foot of descen
ding passage to conjunction
of roofs of descending pas
sage and horizontal passage
to subterranean passage
p13l.

484
-years, after Menes that

Abram came from Chaldea,
after Phaleg that Abram
emigrated from Babylonia
(1150 years after flood,
2781 B.C.) p293.

486
-geometrical relationship

p13B,lSI.
-derived from sons of Noah

p24l,6ls.
-related to 444 and 381

p61s, 62s.
-mean proportional with

763.4074 and 309.397050(2).
p137,146.

-edge of square made up of
four squares 243 to the
edge pS9s.

-feet, standard pyramid
height as radius p79, 81, 92,
98,99,125,137,146,149, lSI,
155,208,241,321, S9s, 62s.

, diameter to circumfer
ence of twice side of base
p79.

, +2"-height of pyramid
(Smyth) p78, 79, 93.

, 5832 inches pISS.
-480+4+2 p17S.
-2x243 plSI.
-X24-11664 p92.
-763.4074 :486 is in form of

1:314159; 486:309.397 is in
form of .318309: 1 p146.

-txsquare root of[(486)2x2]=
343.653895 p321.

486.34\(18)
-feet, enlarged (actual)

height of pyramid p92,99.
, height of pyramid with

base side of 763.94333(3980)
p82, 92, 7s.

49
-feet, from broken edge of

descending passage at

eastern face to bottom of
~avement (Vyse) p1l6.

-7 ; x6-294 p2l3.
-7 2 -49+1-50 connected with 345

p267.
4.933

-feet, repaired opening of
ascending passage along
descending passage roof
(Vyse); 59.2 inches p133.

-rl , H pI 0, 1 57, 1 58, 160, 161, 181
183,192,193,197,198,240,252,
258, ~7S, 283.

-J, 5, or 50 plS8, 160, 161,
2 7 3, 3 1 7, 5'55, 5 8 s, 6 1 s .

-rcIa ted to" f ish" 0 r "J, 5 6 5
plS7, 158, 317.

-the womb letter from which
God created all things
plS7, 159, 241,272,275,317.

-hypotenuse of 3,4,5 sided
right triangle p267.

-Noah is son of 5; 8 cubes 5
to the edge make one 10 to
the edge p6ls.

-courses of masonry in King's
chamber pIll.

-bunches of 10 beads each on
rosary p3l7.

-days, more in upper half than
lower half of solar year
from equinox to equinox
inclusive p289.

, intercalary days in
solar Greek civil non leap
year p69, 70.

, of epagomenai, inter
calary days from 360 day
standard year to 365 day
solar vague year p23l,242
244,247,280,290.

, added at 17th day of 2nd
month; disturbs balance of
halves of year p290.

-cubits, length of outstretch
ed wing of Cherub p166.

-1+4," p272.
+4-9 p29s.
+5-10 plS7, 197, 250.
+31-36 pI8l.
+175-\80 p289,297.
+300+1+5-311 p2S1.
+355-360+5-365 p267, 289, 297.

-xI2-60[plll has 15 for 12, an
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obvious error] plll,183,
192.

-x 2 5, 53_ 125, sur fa c ear e a 0 f
cube 5 to the edge plO,
160,252,258.

-x27-135; x32-160 p283.
-x70-350; x72-360; X73-365

p223,245.
-x 7 I - 3 5 5 P 219 - 2 2 1, 223, 234,

245,248,249,260,323.
-x113, 3565 p158, 194,215,

220-222,234,248,267,275,
276,279, 60s.

, =;'I!PN, woman [this
might also be ~'N;', the
man] p158.

-xI44-720; 144 x .5-72 pIll,
114,192,193,279.

-x243-1215 or IRIN'5-Abram.
243[01)N] p57s.

-X354-1770 p215.
-X3 5 5 - 17 7 5 P 2 15, 24 0 .
-x355.555-1777.777 ;

x355.8049-1779.0248 p123.
-X720-3600 pl14.
-XI056-5280 [p60s misprints

1065] p60s,62s.
50

-measure of Noah's ark p161.
-100+10+50-16-0 p273.
-7 2 -49+1-50 connected with

345 p267,289.
500

-years, age of Noah before
begetting sons p240

5000
-years at 17" per year is

approximately one day
plOD.

5.01
-fe et, 60. 2 inc h e s p 1 3 3 .

501
-1~N; reverse of 105;

(501)2_251+; 21+501+21-543
p271.

501.7111953
-compared to 501.8476; square

root of 251714.12 [text has
251.71412] p9s.

501.847693339
-compared to 501.7111953

p9s.
-inches, projection of east

ern opening onto pavement

pl15, 8s, 9s.
-:638.972-5153:6561 p8s.

.50322
-feet, 32.92699-32.42377 pl18.

510
-~1' p7.

5 I 35
-nWN~J the woman; permutation

of 5153; circular form of
1355 p317.

5150
(see 5151145]
-51°50', pyramid dihedral

angle (Vyse) pl17,119.
5151 145

-compared with 51°50' pl17.
-51°51'14.5", angle of slope

of pyramid with base
[dihedral angle] p99,119.

5.153
-feet, 3 cubits; 3XI.71766

feet p169, 5~s.

51. 5 3
-feet, 31 cubits pl15.
-i n c h e s, 2. 5 cub its P 16 9 .

5153
-area of circle inscribed in

square of area of 6561 pI,
5,31,42,43,68,69,71, Ill, 149,
169,199,313, 3s, 23s, 24s, 34s,
52s, 58s.

~ circumference of circle

whose diameter is 6561 pl.
S, 31, 35, 245, 345, SIs J 525.

-square arrangement of 5315
pS8s.

-permutation of 1355, 5135 and
3515 p317,61s.

-compared with 5184 and
5169.846 p19s,34s.

-derived by taking 31 from
113:355 p199.

8: of circumference of circle

inscribed in a square 81 to
the side p23s.

-used to derive distance of
eastern opening projection
on pavement from the edge
pl15.

-inches, standard half base
side of pyramid in sphere
p97, 115, 155.
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, 429.416 teet pISS.
+31=5158 p69,lll,181,184.

-x 2 = 1 0 30 6 pI 2 2, 14 9, 58 s .
-x 4 = 2 0 6 1 2 P 4 1 , 43, 71, 14 1 , 155,

170,199,299,300, 3s, 19s, 23s,
24s, 32s, 34s, SIs, 525.

-x 8 - 4 I 22 4 pISS, 1 7°.
-x 2 7.482666 = 1 4 1 6 1 8 1 8 1 • 333

p145.
5153000

-perfect abstract circular
value p68, 34s.

-thirds, one circular day
p43, 68, 69, 145, 19s, 32s, 34s.

23h51 1 23 11 20 1
.. , moon's

1unation in circular days
p145.

) +4 I 40"46 111 "'5169846 111

p19s,34s.
5' 53
5184

-used to reduce from circular
to solar days p43, 19s, 34s,
35s.

1

5 1 53
-portion of unit circle which

• 1 f
lS 6561 portion a unit

square p29.
6561
5153

-source of pyramid p62s.
-as height is to half base of

pyramid pl15,122.
-used in integral reconstruc

tion of solar year value
365.256374 p32s.

5169846
-compared to 5153000 or

5184000 p16s,34s.
-thirds, one sidereal day

p43, 16s, 19s, 34s.
-5153000"4 1 40"46 111

p19s,34s.
-feet, 62.038152 inches p16s.

5.184
-fcct, 62.208 inches p16s.

5 I 84
-characteristic or index

value of one solar day
p42, 65, 71, 72, 110, 113, 136,
201, 21s, 54s.

-Hindu division of months
p94.

-limit of British long measure
p69, 71, 90,111,184,199.

-largest extension of Garden
p 2 0 1 .

-compared to 5153 and 5169.846

p19s, 34s.
-not a factor of 39i04 or

1568160 p63.
-inches, circumference to

diameter or height of inter
section of Grand Gallery
f100r1ine with south wall
thereof above pyramid base
p288.

J circumference to
diameter of, 1650.116 p94,
288,12s.

1650.1176
p136.

-square inches, in time value
. 1
lS 1000 of one solar day in

thirds p63, 65, 12s.
X1210-5280 square inches

per acre p63, 68, 71, 90, 110,111.
4 x 1296, four square

yards p63, 65,195,201, 12s,
21s, 54s, 55s, 59s.
-31-5153 p69,lll,181,184.

-4 x 1 296 P 84, 11 1, 1 1 3, 55 s .
-36x144 p54s.
-64 x 81 p90.
-72x72 p288,55s.
-XI21=627264 p72.

518400
-(720)2 p90,1l0,184,55s.

5184000
-natural circular or solar day

value p68, 195, 288.
-connects British land and

long measure p68.
-compared to 5169846 p16s.
-thirds, 24 hours p42, 34s.

, one solar day p41,43,
63,64,68,110, Ill, 136, 145,13s,
16s, 19s, 34s, 54s.

,(1~4)2x1000 p85,111,55s.

-used in ratio with 5153000 to
reduce to solar days p43,
19s, 34s, 35s.

-8 5. 1 84 , 00 0 - 80 , 0 0 0 , 000 P 1 3 s .
-x 2 7. 3 1 8 3 2 2 0 1 6 4 = 1 4 1 6 1 8 1 8 1• 3 3 3

p145.
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52
-weeks, luni-solar year p202.
-x 7 - 3 6 4 - 2 8 x 1 3 P 20 2, 229, 271 .

• 523524
-meters, one cubit p49,4s.

, x39.37079-20.611553
inches p4s.

52.3598
-compared to 53.05162;

feet, 6283184 inches;
: 46.8684 -53.05162: 47.48778
pU8.

52.359904
-compared to 52.7895656,

53.051620 and 52.70576;
inches, minimum limiting
vertical height of descend
ing passage; x6-314.159426
p9s.

52. 3 6
-inches, height descending

passage perpendicular to
pyramid base (Smyth) [s&e
52.68] pI27,128.

52.68

-inches, height descending
passage perpendicular to
pyramid base (Smyth) [see
52.36] pI27,128.

52.7057(76)
-mean of, 53.05162 and 52.3598

pl28
, 53.05162 and 52.359904

p9s.
[true higher extreme is
52.362187]

-compared to 52.7895656,
53.051620 and 52.359904
p9s.

52.7058
-inch·es, mean height descend

ing passage perpendicular
to base pI30,131.

52.7895656 (8)
-compared to 53.051620,

52.359904 and 52.70576;
:41.460849-6561 :5153 p9s.

-inches, measured height of
descending passage vertical
to pyramid base p9s, 11 s.

5280
1- 33 acre p63, 71, llO.

-unit 5 qua res 0 f 6 It X 6 II t 1 60

rods p63.

, long by 33 squares wide
is 6272640 p72,73.

-12"XI2" squares, 320 rod
square p63 .

-f e e t , on e mil e p 7 3, II 0, 12 s,
33s, 60s, 62s.

, 63360 inches pl2s.
-5xl065 p60s,62s.
-x7899.357-41708608.680;

X7926. 565 -41852743.680 p33s.
-(5280) 3-147197952000;

+(12)3=85,184.000 pl3s.
53.0

-as relation of diameter to
circumference of unity
p129.

-inches, height ascending
passage perpendicular to
pyramid base (Smyth) p127.

53.05( 162 )(0)
-compared to, 52.7895656,

52.359904 and 52.70576 p9s.
,52.3598 p128.

-feet, 636.61944498 inches
p119, 127, 129.

-inches, height of descending
passage perpendicular to
pyramid base derived from
angle of elevation p128.

, vertical height of
descending passage as
maximum variation p9s.

-X6-318.309722 p9s.
-:41.• 6666-53.2746 :41.8206

p127.
-: 47.48778 -52. 3598 :46.8684

p128.
53144 I

-reverse of 144135 p33s.
-compared to volume of

inscribed sphere p25s.
-(81)3, volume of cube 81 to

the edge p25s, 33s.
5315

-;'\!iN;', the woman p196, 197, 222,
228,276, 58s.

-the woman taken out of \!i>N,
man p196, 222, 58s.

-a radius or half diameter;
correlatively indicates a
semicircumference; deter
minative of "rib" p197.

-placed in square is 5153
p58s.
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-x 2, 10630 pI 96, 222, 58 s .
, square root of 113

p222, 228, S8s.
53.1975

-compared to 53.2476 and
53.648 pl19, 8s.

-feet, restored height of
intersection of floor
line of descending
passage with exterior
slope (Smyth) [p8s gives
as Vyse measure] pll9,8s.

53.2476(6)
-compared with, 53.1975

(Smyth) [p8s gives as Vyse]
pl19,8s.

, 53.648 (Vyse) pl19.
-feet, 31 cubits, altitude af

floor of eastern opening
above base of pavement
pllS.119,127,8s.

, 638.972 inches pllS,
8s.

-: 41.8206 (41 1 1), 53.05 162 :
41.6666 p127.

,6561:5153 p8s.
536.4019

-inches, 330.13752 +206.2647001
[see 536.402] p21s.

536.402(22)
-geometrical representation;

compared to 536.42 and
536.5647 pl38.

-inches, edge of great step
to south wall of King's
chamber [p21s gives as
536.4019] plSO,21s.

, +1687.992-2224.394
p150.

-X2-1072.G0445 p137.
536.42

-inches, compared to 536.402;
206.12+330.3 p138.

536.5647
-compared to 536.40222;

206.2647+330.3 p138.
53.648

-feet, height restored
intersection of descending
passage floorline with
exterior slope (Vyse);
compared with 53.1975 and
53.2476 pl19.

539.81
-feet, half base diaganal of

pyramid, 6477.72 inches
pISS.

54
-5400 parts in 24 hours, 360

parts of 15 parts each pS4s.

- 2...-x180 p30s.
10

-x.607407407-3280;
x763.407407407-20612 p295.

-x 3 8 1.97 166 - 2 0626. 4700 1 i' 3 0 5,
3Ss.

-x 3 8 1 • 7037037 (0370 37) ·206 12
[p3Ss omits the 54] p30s,
35s, 52s.

-xI200-64800 p30s.
542.78

-feet, radius of sphere,
6513.47 inches pISS.

543
-reverse of 345, 345-~43;

21+501+21. ,";'1< "11111< ;";'1<

p271,289.
-related to 354 and 435 p271.
- +543-888; 7x63 p289.

54.413(00)
-feet, elevation above pyramid

base of ascending passage
floor intersection with
Grand Gallery floor [Smyth)
pl3S.136.

, elevation of level of
Queen's chamber passage
above intersection of
ascending and descending
passages p149.

546.75
-feet, standard height of

pyramid in sphere, 6561
i:-,ches pISS.

55
-beads of rosary p317.
-5i yards per rod p62.

553
-reverse of 355, 355-553 p300.

556
-fish form of 565; equivalent

to 565 p221.
5561

-h)", Jonah, John or "dove"
p220,221.

561
[misprint for 6561] p34s.
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565
-:'11:'1 , Eve; 11) • nun p 8, 158,

194,212,220,221.223,234,248,
267,275.276,300.

-related to :'11 tl , 865 p8,275,
276.

-56-5 or 56-8 p276.
-zodiac sign of fish month

[see 28 and 360] p224.
-equivalent to 556 p221.
-5X113 or .5xI13-56.5 p14l,

158,194,212,220- 223,234,248.
267.275,276, 60s.

-x 2 - 1 130 P 2 3 4 .
-x 10- ;11 ;, , pIS 8, 194, 21 2, 22 3

270,276,300.
56.5

-foundation measure of Moses
in construction of
Tabernacle p14l.

-half of diameter of 113 in
transformation to circum
ference of 36 p70, 194.270.

-x 1 0 -;, 1;" : 1 7 7.5 x 1 0 - 1 775-
360:1130+; :177.5-113:355
p270.

-: 177.5-72:226.1946-226.63:
712 p236.

56501
-;'1;" p60s.

5651
-J - h0 v a h, :11;" P 2 21, 302 .
-') or , 11), nun i p300,302.
-565.10 0 r 56.5 x lOp 158, 159,

194,60s.
-565 I or 56.5 x lOp 19 3. 194,

221.300.
-56.5xl0 multiplied from

other end is 1056x5-5280
[text misprints 1065] p60s.

568
-56-5 or 56-8. Eve p276.

57
-height of pyramid of

Papantla p58.
57.2957499

-analytical unit of circular
measure [radian] p30s.

-degrees, angle that gives
intercepted arc as equal to
radius in length and
numerically the radius o~

circle with circumference
of 360; X2 a 114. 5914 (999) p31s.

5731063
-57°31'06.3". half angle of

Queen's chamber roof; half
of 115°02'12.6" p139.

576
-4xI44; 16x36 p273.

58
-tl), Noah; 8 cubes to the

edge p61s.
.583183

-used in place of .5833 feet
p 14 8.

5832
-inches. height of pyramid,

486 feet pISS.
.5833

-feet. 7 inches (Smyth);
taken as .583183 p148.

586
-486+100. height from floor of

subterranean passage to top
of pyramid in sphere p125,
148.

59.2
-inches, repaired descending

passage roofline opening
into ascending passage
(Vyse). 4.933 feet p133.

5.995790
-same as 6 p88,89.
-size of each part of perfect

circumference p88.
6

-same as 5.995790 p88. 89.
-circumference, to diameter of

1.90985 as 20612:6561 p84.
91.93,149.194,217.

, with factor of 6 has
diameter of actual pyramid
measures p94.181.

-as diameter is basis of Hindu
calculation of trigonometry
functions and planetary
orbits p3.

-used as factor to derive
table of sines p87.

-diameters, of 113 is 678. the
raven p249

, cross circumference of
year making 12 compartments
p53.

-faces to a cube, sides to a
unit block p50, 51,52,63,113.

-sum of 3 nails and 3 wounds
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94.

was younger
Baptist p259.

pSI, 184,251,

of crucifixion p52.
-factor, tha~ blends

circular with square and
astronomical measure p206,
250.

, upon which the system
indicated by 36 is based
p69,113,192.

, of number of hours
per day p183.

-basis, of British long and
land measure p3, 83, 94,183,
201.

, of obscure time cal
culations p3, 83,129.

of Hindu system p88,

, of Hebrew capacity
measures p94.

, of other kinds of
measure p202.

, for relating time and
earth extension values
p68, 130, 195.

, is variation on stan
dard Parker elements, not
empirical p84. ffd 3

-volume of sphere, -6- p25s.

-months, Christ
than John the

-days, of week
55s.

, intercalary in solar
Greek civil leap year p69.

-inches, 6X36 rectangle,
16 square yard p64.

, of creation for square
measure form p201,55s.

have 72 night and 72
day hours p184.

, have 72 female and 72
male hours p55s.

-feet, 6x6 square of Cain-
Adam square p297,298.

-.5XI2 plS3,192.
- +6-12 pI93,217,286.
- +7-13 p203.
-x 1• 9 0 8 5 = 1 1 3. 09 8 P I 94, 2 I 0 .
-x 4 - 2 4 P I I 3, I 83, I 93, 274, 2 8 7 ,

293, 54s.
-6 2-36 p3, 63. 70, 72, 113, 149,

161, lSI, 193, 194, 250.

-x 12 - 7 2 P2 97, 2 9 8 .
-X24-144 p322.
-x36-216 p63, 90.
-6 3 -216 p87,90.
-X49-294 p213.
-x60-360 p235.
-x 190, (9 854) = 3 1, 8 ( 309) P6 0,

181,250.
-x216-1296 p63,250.
-X345-217-0[should be 207-0,

but ~~n is 345] p288.
-x 3 5 5 - 2 13 0 P5 2, I 4 2, I 8 I, I 8 2 ,

219,240.
-X880-5280 p63.

-X81 2 -39366' ~x813_
• 6x6561

278262 p25s.
-x3242347=194540871

x32423979-194543879 p123.
60

-0; height of King's chamber;

1 base side of pyramid
4
p235.

-circumference to diameter of
height of King's chamber
plI0,129.

-degrees, complement of 30·
p99.

-cubits, length of house of
Solomon's temple p164.

, court before Tabernacle
[see 40]; +40-100 p165.

,+40+20=120 p164.
-2x30 p164.
-5x12 [pili mistakenly gives

15] plll,183.

-x360=21600; ~x19 0985 1_x
60' 360

6875.48 p85.
600

-circumference to diameter of
190.985 p84, 240, 250, 274,
22s.

-years, great cycle of Avatar
incarnations marking time
when Sun and Moon are in
same place in heavens p210,
240.

, life of Noah to flood
p240, 246, 62s.

, requires 150 day calen
dar correction p242-247.
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- +1056-1656 [~1~'] p62s.
-x 3. 14136 = I 9 I I' 86.
-x 3 4 • 3 5 3 3 = 2 0 6 12 I' 8 7, 8 8 .
-X36=21600 p22s.
-x365.25-360X608+ p210.
-X6870.66=4122400 p88.

6000
-bekahs, one talent p269.

601 135
-llil''', and he slept; 61135;

related to 106135 p199.
60.2

~inches) roof of descending
passage broken at inter
section with ascending
passage roof (Smyth) p132.

, 5.01 feet p133.
603550

-people who offered a bekah
to build the Tabernacle;
bekahs, 1000 talents + 3550
bekahs; +2=301775 p269.

607.28
-feet, half base diagonal of

standard pyramid in sphere,
7287.44 inch~s pl55.

. 607407407
+730+32.8-763.407407407 ;
X54-3280 p29s.

608
-318 transferred onto

celestial shpere af 360 0

p240
-measure of equivalence of

solar time into the
division of zodiac into
degrees; Melchizadik
[iJ'U ':J't:l];
X360=365.25X600 p210.

-M'siach [n''1It:l]; -243-365;
-248-360; 2X304 p209.

-great value of Christ [see
318 and 888] p207-210,240.

61.0
-inches, maximum lap of

length of great step
(Smyth) [minimum is 60.8];
+2163.394=2224.394 p151.

610.42190
-feet, radius of pyramid

sphere less elipticity of
.216330 p148.

, derived from 610.63823,
-24.42190-586 p125.

,+.216330-610.63823 p125.
148, 150.

, +1.717666=612.139570
I' 150.

610.63(823)(4)or (3)
-feet, radius of standard

circle p99, 148, 150, 155.
J diameter to circumfer

ence of 3053.1911 pl07.
, 7327.658816 inches p99,

107,125,155.
, 586+.216330+14.42190

pI25,148.
, +.341181=Gl0.9n415

p99.
,-.216330-610.42190 pl25,

14l:l, 150.
610.725925

-feet, 732e.711IC96 inches
pl07,108.

I~X3053.629629 pl07.

610.979415
-feet, enlarged radius pS9,

100.
, -.341181=610.638234 p99 .

61 135
-llil"l, and he slept; related

to 106135; same as 601135
p199.

612.139570
-feet, new sphere ra01US by

rejecting elipticity 216330
and adding 1.717666 to
standard r~dius of
610.638234 pISO.

62
-inches, height Queen's

chJmber gable (Vyse) p142,
17s.

J compared to 66;
+182.4=244 p142.

, corrected to 62.2 p17s.
62.038152

-one sidereal day;
+251.7141235=313.752275
p17s.

-compared to 62 and 62.208
p16s,17s.

-inches, 5.169846 feet pl6s.
622

-reverse of 226; sum of two
men 311+311 [311 is liI'l<];
sum of years in life of
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-acres, one square mile ~62J

90.
-'81-5184 p90.

6477. 72
-inches, half base diagonal

of pyramid; 539.8 I fect
piSS.

-square root is 251.714123560
[tcue Yoot is 251.7141036J
p12s, ISs.

634223
-63°42'23", angle Grand Gallery

floor with pyramid axis
(Smyth) p13S.

636.61944498
-inches, 53.051 (,2 feet pl19,

127.
-2 x 3 18. 309722 pi 20, 127, 129.

638.972
-inches, 31 cubits p8s.

, 53.24766 feet p115,8s.
:501.847(,93339-6561 ;5153

p 115.
6354

-63°54 1
• angle of ascenGing

passage with py~amid axis
(Smyth) p135.

640

648
-circumference to diameter of

206.264(7001) as 20612:6~61

p8s, 6s, 7s, 28s, 30s, s9s.
-2'324 psgs.
-'2=1296 p8s.

(,4800
-54'1200 p30s.
-'13.5-874800 p28s.

64847449
-32423979+3242347; 2x3242379

p123.
65

-years, life of Mahaleel;
+130+105+90+70+162-622 p2sl.

65!
-Phoenix time period marked by

crossing of sun's disc by
Mercury and a complete
passage of magnetic pole
about the earth; 3x217 p236.

6513.74
-inches, radius of sphere;

542.78 feet piSS.
65.5766

-triangular relationship with

p60s.
feet

Adam+Seth+Enosh+Cainan+
Mahaleel+Jared, 130+ I 05+90+
70+65+162~622; eAhi~its

311-113 p251.
-62.2 inch~s, Quee~ls chamber

gable height corrected from
62; short fo, 62.208 pl7s.

62.208
-compared to 62 and 62.038152

pl6s,17s.
-inches, 5.184 feet pl6s.
- +168.420+14+244.628 pl7s.

6250
-lilJl, V3HV; 6x2><>><6-360

ps4s.
6272640

-121 solar Jay values; 17424
unit s4uares p72.

-square inches, one acre
p63.

, rectGngle 5280 unit
squares long by 33 wide
p72.

-121'5184 p63,72.
628318(4) or ((8538)(3324))

-inches, 52.3598 feet p128.
-2' 31 4 159 (4269)( 16 162) P 12 8,

215,335.
-squa~e root is 7926.565

p21s,33s.
62832238.3837

-(79Z6.6789}2 p129,181.
-2'31.16119 p129.

63
-see 6336 p60s.
-yy, 9'7 p279, 289, 316, s9s,

60s.
-reversed is 36 psgs, 60s.
-36-63 indicates 113-31 I

p27s,316.

_360_063_ 720 p279,28&.
2

p289.-'7=543
632468

-314155+3;8309 p131.
6331359

-6 3 ° 3 1 ' 3 5• 9 ", an g leo f
descending passage to
pyramid axis p133.

63360
-6336 is characteristic
-inches, one mi Ie J 5280

p63, 12s, ISs.
-2'31680; 198'320 p63.
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122.108 and 103.06 inches
p139.

-inches, height Queen's cham
ber gable; +161.803-227.379:
:309.397-161.803 :763.4074
p140.

+177.4234-243 p141.
6561

-part of true and primary
ratio of diameter to cir
cumference of all circles
[1f] p21,52s.

-diameter of circle with
circumference of 20612 pI,
4,5,13,43,71,129,137,141,
156,245, 3s, 5s, 8s, lOs, 19s,
24s, 26s, 28s, 30s, 31 s.

-diameter of perfect rela
tionship or Pa.ker form,
6561

20612 p12,59,137,1E>6,184,

194,199,214,230, 3s, 24s, 35s,
51s, 585.

-Parker astronomical square
p240,261.

-terminal or measuring
square p261.

-area of square, 81 to the
side pI, 279, 35, 85, 235, 245,
285,315,325.

, whose inscribed circle
has area of 5153 [p34s
misprints 561] p4, 31, 43,
71,169,199,313, 3s, 8s, 235,
245,345, 51s, 52s, 585.

-reverse of 1656 p240,261,
274,625.

-r e 1ate d to, 8748 and 1093 5
p28s.

, exact imperfect
. 2061 I

dIameter 11220612 [p51s

Imisprints 113 6561 ] p22,156,

515.
, exact imperfect

. f 1CIrcum erence 3556561
[ 51 .. 20611]

P 5 mIsprInts 35520612

or 355.0001 (52415) p22,70,
91,156,355,515.

-used to, convey esoteric
teachings in mysteries p22.

J show kabbalistic value
ccnveying idea of God in
Bible p22.

, work out fuundations of
natures law of construction
of solar system and cosmos
p41,32s.

, derive time me&sures
p23, 129, 156,45,325,525.

, derive perfect circum
ference p88.

, derive standard diameter
to circumference of one
p59, 92, 95,137.

I derive cubit value p22,
4 s, 55.

, derive British long and
land measures p23,156.

, construct great pyramid
~22, 51, 67, 70,73,81,156, 8s,
625.

, derive enlarged measures
of pyramid p240.

, derive twice standard
height of pyramid p71,91,
98.

, derive enlarged length
or King's chamber, 41252.94
p85,89.

, derive distance along
pavement of prujection of
eastern opening pl15.

, derive standard base
measure of pyramid p59.

-inches, standard height uf
pyramid in sphere p96, 122,
123,155.

546.75 feet p155.
-3280+3281; SX729 p29s.

108
I6x972 p80.

~x 8 7 4 8 P71, 78, 19 s, Z45.

916x I 1 6 6 4 P 7 1, 78, 1 70, 17 5 ,

~ 5, 5 s .

+1~x65GI or 6561+ 6561 =8748
3 3

p~8s.

-1 7. 1766 x 38 1. 97 166 as d i a Ii' e t e r
to circumference of unity
p81.

-x I • 777 777 0r -!..2.= 1 1664 inc h e 5
9
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in Roman foot p171, Ss, 3Ss,
37s.

-:226.62 Q20612:712 p141.

-381.7037037 :~-1200:
54 381.97166;

6561
1 14 • 5 1 1 1 1 :~= 3 6 0 :

114.5914999 p30s.
1

6561
-portion of unit square,

15153 portion of unit circle

p29.
6561
5153

-source of pyramid p62s.
-h~ight to half base side

pllS, 32s.
-used, in integral recon

struction of yea, value
365.256374 p32s.

, as guide for dimensions
of descending passage p9s.

-52.7895:41.0849 p9s.
-656 1 : I 0306. he i g h t to bas e

side pllS, 122.
6561

20612
-exhibits values of changes

of geometrical shapes in
integral numbers p23s-2Ss.

-implied by the Word p219.
-connected to 113:355 by

crucified man p204, 299, 300.
-used to, derive equatorial

and polar diameters p33s.
, calculate mean solar

year, 366.43555 p3Ss,37s.
, calculate moon's period

27.482666 p34s.
,astronomically p32s,

S2s.
-_81 3 , volume of cone p2Ss.
-1.90985:6 p194.

20611 [ ..
-11220612:355 text mIsprInts

1 1
113 6561 ]; 113:35~[text

misprints 35S~] pSIs.20612
-113.355 :356.115 p141.
-20626.47001:64800 p6s,30s,

S9s.

66
-compared to 62 (Smyth);

+ 117~i43 1'142.
-inches, height Queen's cham

ber gable (Vyse) [see
65.5766] p141,142.

678
-)1)/n-nK, the raven; 6X113p249.

68.706(6) or (8) [8 is misprint]
-feet, standard height King's

chamber p217.
40 cubits; +137.509

206.12 feet p16S, 217.

,~2-137.4132 p217.
6870.6

-compared to 6876 pSS.
-2-3435.33 pSS, 16S.
-x600-4122400 pSS.

68.7548(99)
-feet, diameter to circumfer

ence of 2; 6 p94, 22s.
6875.48

-36XI90.985 p22s.

[~ of perimeter of King's
chamber is 687.548J

6875.4895
-true diametel' of Hindu system;

2x 3437,74; 36-190.985 pS9.
-19.C985x360 pSS,89.
-21600X.3183097 pBS.
-41252.937-6 p84.

6876
-diameter to circumference 0t

21600 to de,ive sines pS6,S7.

-Bentley's diameter of liindu
system pS9.

-compared to 6870.66; 2-3438
pSS.

69
-miles, per degree in equa

torial circumference p83.
69120

28 G _
6912C-206ILQ8.5883 p9S.

69.140766
-feet, from Campbell's chamber

to King's chamber floor
level p147,143.

-2X34.570383 p147.
69.48255243

[sce 69.~02]

-feet J elevation increase
through Grand Gallery pISs.
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69,502
[see 69.48255243]
-feet, elevation increase through

Grand Gallery (Smyth) p135,136.

-)1, 7 0-'- 70 p289, 316, 55s, 58s,
60s.

-,,~ and ,'> p70.
-sheba p268.
-female or time originating

number p14l, 279, 59s.
-value of woman, sexual use

p2l5,231.
-value of pudenda p270.
-relates female trait of the

7th day to that of the
great word p270.

-sons of v>'~ p276.
-factor coordinating human

birth with other systems
of measure p202,229.

-holy birth number factor
p229.

-circumference to diameter
of 2.22+ p202.

-used by Hebrews; squares in
cross from unfolded cube p5l.

-4 nails + 3 wounds of cruci
fixion p52.

-basis of luni-solar year,
X52-364 p70, 229, 271.

-golden locks of Samson;
sunny or prolific months
p172,189.

-rays around door to asheras
or groves p203.

-winds of t'phillin around
forearm p3l6.

-related to 10 p20l.
-70 compared to 71, 72 and 73

p223,245.
-used to derive 354, 355, 364

and 365 p230,23l.
-7th day, nothing, Abel, or

circle which has no even
ing nor morning, showing

.u nit ide a p 5 5 s .
, applies square measure

to circular; woman or
circular day p20l.

, Garden of Eden p20l,
228,268.

, circular form of rela
tion of 10 to holy of
holies p20l,270.

-months, of 31 days in Julian
calendar p232,233.

-years, 70 in life of Cainan
p250.

-days, till return of first
dove p248.

J wait after return of
second dove p249.

J needed tu construct
Julian calendar from lunar
style p23l.

-inches, filling of King's
chamber level above inter
section of floor of Grand
Gallery and its south wall;
.5833 feet p148.

-3+4, nl!1 p226,276,278.
-1+1+5 p278.
- +6-13 p203.
-x 3 - 2 1 P 2 7 1.
-x4-28 p202, 215, 229, 271.
-x7-49, the perfect square

p289.
-x 9 - 6 3 P 2 79, 289, 3 I 6, 5 9 s, 6 as.
-x 3 I - 2 1 7 P 2 3 2, 2 3 5 .
-x34.3533-240.7333 p147.
-x 5 2- 364 P 2 0 2, 224, 229, 27 1 .
-x63-543 p289.
-x 2 17 • 0 5 0 ( 1) - I 5 19 • 3 6 0 ( 7 )

p143, 144, l4s.
-7 2 -49+1-50 connected with 345

p267, 289.
-70+7-fold of Lamech; seven

fold of Cain p289.
-70X5-350 p223, 245.
-300+40+7+1+7-355:

47+150+40+7+1+7-252+113-365
p249

-130+105+90+70+65+162-622
P 251.

71
-;-n,>, Jonah, dove p2l9,225,

234,249,260,300,323.
-value of circle to obtain

lunar year p223.
-used to unravel source of

ancient mythology p224 .
-Temple destroyed in 71 C.E.

p260.
-compared to 70, 72 and 73

p223,245.
-x 5 - 3 5 5 P 2 19, 2 20, 2 23, 2 4 5, 24 8 ,

249,260.
710

-nn~l!1; 2x355 p300,302.
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'5-360C p114.
to diameter

as 355: 1 13

712
-:Jj7)1, heel pI41,232,236,2S1.
-circumference to diameter of

226.62 p141, 236, 251.
-reverse of ~ 17 1'141,236,251.
-:226.63=355:113;

:20612=226.62 :6561 p141.
72

-side of central sq~are of
Cain Gardeo; 144iZ-72-27
p289.

-compared to 70, 71 and 73
p223,245.

-used tc transform diameter
of 113 to circumference
of 36 p70.

-hOUl'S, ;nale of days and
female of nights in 6 days
pl84, 55s.

-cubits used for 72.0064081
piSs.

-36+36 p19S.
-6':2 p297,293.
-'5-360 p223,24S.
-56.': 177.5 =72: 22~.194-

226.63 :712 p236.
20626.47001'~_381 97166'990

12 72 • "

;:>8 s.
720

-;1Y.l1N, adamah;
-circumference

of 229.18(29)
p71,93.

-inches, 60 feet pliO.
-2'360 p279.
-5' 144 pili, 1 14, 192, 193, 279.
-'2-1440 p90.
-(720)2=518400 minutes p90,

110,184,193,288, 5Ss.
72.0064081

-cubits, 123.68300698 feet
piSS, 20s.

1484.19608376 inches
p20s.

726.44248
-7287.44248-6561 p97.

7287.44(248)
-mean proportional uetweerr

6561 and 6561+x=7327.6588172
p97.

-inches, half diagonal of
b~se of pyra;nid in sphere

p97,155.
,607.28 feet p155.

729
-364+365; 9x81; x9-6561 p29s.

73
-compared to 70, 71 and 72

p223, 245.
-X5-365 or 2'365-730 p223,

245,29s.
-730+32.80 + .60 7 40 7407

763.407407407 p29s.
7327.65(881(72)) or (6)

-radius of sphere about
pyramid p97, 107, 108, 123,
125,155.

-i n c he 5, 6 I O. 6 3( 82 3 4 ) fee t
fJ99, 107,125,155.

,.20.612-355.5045 cubits
P 12 3.

-20'366.3829416 p108.
7328.7111096

-inchcs, radius of sphere
about pyramid; 610.725925
feet plD8.

75
-x I • 7 ; 76 6 6 - 9 O. 1 7 74 P1 57 .

758
-inches, roof of descending

passage entrance to roof of
a.scend i ng pas sage wi th ou t
exterior cover (Vyse) pl32,
133.

759,4
-inches, roof of descending

passage from interior of
cover to repaired intersec
tio~ with roof of ascending
passage (Smyth) p132.

760.9512
-feet, ~ariation on the value

of base side of pyramid;
4 x l90.23786; taken as
76.09512 inches pl0S.

763
-Tl~, reverse of 367, implies

763.94333 p60s.
7 6 3.4074 ( 0 7 4 )(07)

-geometrical relationship
p138,151.

-circumference of circle
inscribed in square 243 to
the edge p59s.

-standard base side of pyramid,
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p125.

p7s.
pB 2.
p92.

as circumference to dia
meter of 486,2=243 p79, Bl,
B2, 92, 95,101,114,137,151,
59s.

, from 36643.55 in feet
pBl, B2, 92, 9B, 146, 29s.

f circumference of pyramid

p95,59s.
-highe" extreme from

309.3970502 with mean
proportional of 486 p137,
146.

-feet, 9160.88 inchcs;
444.444 cubits; 40X 19 .08518
p92.
+309.397-1072.80445 p137.

-2x381.7037 pBl,151.
-24 x 3 1.830972249 1 pI 37.

- 41:2x20612 p95.

-x 2 - 1526.8 14 P79, 162 .
-x 4 - 3 0 5 3. 6 2 9 P 7 9 , 9 M•
-x48-36643.55 pBl,146.
-x54-20612; 730+32.80.+

.607407407 p29s.
-; 161.803 -309.397 ;65.5766

p140.
-;486-1 ;314159 p146.

62
7631i)O

-feet, base side of pyramid
(French) p7B, 79, 93.

763.9432
-used for 763.94333

763.94333(3980)
-g~omctrical relationship

p13B.
-diameter of 7.6394 to

circumference of 24 p30s.
-base side of pyramid from

variation pBl, B2, 92, 7s.
-enlarged or actual base side

of pyramid p92, 114, 125, 7s,
56s.

-d iame t er to c i rcum.feren ce of
2400 [p60s has 763] pBS,
92, 56s, 60s.

-used to, derive height of
King's chamber;
40x19.098583 p93.

, derive 486.341
-derived from 486.341
-feet, 9167.31 inches
-2X381.97166 pBl, 30s.

-x 4 x I 2 - 36669. 2 8003 1 inc h e s
p7s.

-x 2 4 - 3 18 309 7 P8 1, 9 2, 1 3 7, 7 s .
-x27-20626.4700 I p7s.

764
-approximation of 763.9432

p125.
-base side of pyramid (Vyse)

p7B, 81, 93,125.
7899.357

[see 7899.3768]
-miles, polar diameter calcu

lated from 6561 ;20612;
41708608.680 feet p33s.

7899.3768
[see 7899.357] p33s.
-miles, measured polar dia

meter; +27.3021-7926.6789
pl06.

7899.6248
-miles) polar diameter;

+27.3020-7926.9268 pl06.
79

-VY, o-tz; 7x9-63; related tv
rl', 763 as 7,6+3 p60s.

7905.2943
-miles, numerically between

polar and equatorial
diameters p60, 104.

-del'iv<:d, from mean solar year
value; from 3(;5.4355 and
365.0~894 pl04.

7926.565
[see 7926.6789]
-used to determine, mean solar

parallax, miles from earth
to sun p37s.

-miles, equatorial diameter
p21s, 33s, 37s.

, x5280-41852743.680 feet
p33s.

, xI1664=92,456.515 miles
p37s.

12 [.20612x1361519648 text m1S-

prints 7926.656] p21s.
-square root of, (2x31415942(69))

p130,21s.
,62831885.38(3324) p21s,

33s.
7926.656

[misprint for 7926.565] 21s,
37s.
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81
-side of square of area of

6561-81 2 pl,31,90,279,3s,
8s, 23s, 24 s, 28s, 30';.

-diameter of spherE inscribed
in CUbE 81 to the edge p24s,
26s.

-half base of right triangle
with altitude of lOS and
h~potenuse of :35 p275.

-61 [or 6561], diameter to
to circumference of 20612

~27S.
-9 p29s,59s.
_3 4 p31,29s.
-40+4:; x9-729 p29s.
-X64=5184 p9C.
-xl08-8748; x135=10935 p28s.

-X3435f-278262; 613~531441;

61 2 X6-39336 p25s.
-360.2-180-081 p279.

81. f f' I~xClrcum erence 0 CITe e

inscribed in square 81 to
the side=5153 p23s.

-813x~=20612xI3.5 p27s.
6

-diameter and altitude, of
cylinder, of cone p26s.

20612. f f' I---8-1---CITcum erence 0 CITe e

~nscribed in square 61 to
the side p23s, 24s.

-~olume of, sphere "ith
diameter of 81 i5

~x813_278262 p25s.
6~65Gl

. 6561 3
, cone 1S 20612X81 or

61 2 X81 3
20612 p28s.

-diagonal of square 81 to the
side is 114.55129 p3ls.

-surface area of cube 81 to
the edge is 81 2 x6-39366
p25s, 26s.

-c i reLAffi feren ce as Tad ius x
slant height I of

81Xl0 -vo ume

sphere inscribed in cube 81
to the edge p28s.

7926.6789(7)
[see 7926.565] p33s.
-miles, measured equatorial

diameter pl06, 108,129.
, 41852864 feet;

+27.3021~7899.3768 p106.
-21.6349x366.3829416 p108.
-square root of 62832238.3837

p129.
7926.926(9) or (S6)

-derived from, mean solar
year 365.24225 and
365.04894; 366.4355 and
365.04894 p104.

-miles, equatorial diameter
p60, 104, 139.

,41854174 feet;
+27.3020-7899.6248 p106.

-24 x 3 30.2836 pI 04, 139 .
8

-n p I 0, I 6 0, I 6 I, 2 7 ~, 6 Is.
-persons, 4 male and 4 female

went into ark p252.
[,~Y IS not 8] p283.
-cubes, of 5 to the edge

make one cube 10 to the
edge plO, 160, 169,252,275.

, of 12 feet to the edge
or 144 square feet to the
face p274, 282, 57s.

-holy of holies is ~ of cube

of King's chamber p169.
, Jesus went down into

water p246.
-8th day of November, Noah

went into ark; 17th day of
2nd month p246,247.

, equivalent to 13th day
after epagomenai correction
p24 7.

-x 3 4. 35333 - 2 74. 8266 pI 46, 14 7 .
-X45=360 p161.
-xI25-1000 p1C,252.
-xI44,ADt·1-1152,I1NP. p57s.
-x381.7037-36643.55 p17G.
-x 5 1 53 =4 1224 P 155, 170.

60
-!) p251.
-cubi ts, standaL'd height of

pyramid; 137.4132 feet p217.
- +30+3-1 t 3 p251.
- +40-120 p217.
-85, 184.000 - 80. 000, 000 =

5,184,000 pl3s.
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1
720 of an acre; x2-17424

p72.

84
-on, Ham p24l,6ls.

85,184,000
147,197,952,000

1728
-80,000,000 -5,184,000 p13s.

8,5883
18 .640 of standard cIrcumfer-

ence of pyramid;

288 2061 "69120 x 2 p~5.

864
-characteristic of Hindu

Dwapara yuga; feet, circum
ference to diameter of
275,019592 p94.

~XI296; 4X216 p64.

16864x , 20612-381.7037; and

20626.47001-381,97166 p95.
86400

-seconds, one solar day p63,
64,67.

81x30
81 ZXI13 X!-1638806948 [text

omits!] p52s.
8151 145

-81°51'14.5", angle between
pyramid face and 30°
latitude of sphere p99,100,
150.

819.6
-inches, roof of descending

passage from interior of
cover to repaired inter
section with ascending
passage (Smyth) p132.

825.058
-iIlches, diameter to circum

ference of 2592 p94.
83640

-8' 36"40 1l1
, difference

between one circular and
one solar day, 31000'" p43.

-u p203,230,3l6,59s.
-~, or 90 a male number p279,

289,316,595, 60s.

9

+36-8748; 36x242 p7~73.

3'4x I I 6 I 6 P 73 .

87.48
-inches, western Queen's cham

ber wall to pyramid axis;
87.68612-.20612 p19s.

8748
-diameter to circumference of

27482.66 (6) p 7 2, 19 s, 20 s , 34 s .
-divisions in lunar circle;

used to compare lunar and
sola1" tiiile p72.

-used to derive twice standard
height of pyramid or

~x 6 5 6 1 P 71, 7 8, 1 9 s .

-related to 10935 and 6561,
14580 and 11664 p28s.

-used in moon's time calcu-

lation, yX6561 p34s.

-36+8712; 36x234 p72,73.

~x 1 1 66 4 7 1 7 74 P ,7J, 8.

6561 1 4
-81 x I08; +-3-; '3' or 3'x 6561 ;

874800
~-64800 p28s.

87.68612
-inches, 272.67213 -184.93601

87,43+.20612 p19s.
8.84193

-used to calculate distance
from carth to sun p36s, 37s.

-seconds, mean solar parallax
(Parker) p37s.

, compared to other
parallax values,

8.83", by sun's attrac
tion on moon's motion

by Leverrier
8.85", by measure of

Mars
8.86", by velocity of

light p36s.
888

-a Gnostic value of Christ
[sce 318 and 608]; 345+543
p289.

"J,related to n,n,
p8.
p276.

865
-i'l1";

565
-56-8

8712
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sun;
p37 s.

inches;
p133.

96
-4xH P 298.

963
-inches, descending passage

roof from horizontal
passag~ to intersection with
repaired ascending passage
floor (Vyse) p133.

96.82535
-feet, elevation pyramid base

above ceiling of subter
ranean passage; 100-3.16590
p 149.

972
-feet, diameter to circumfer

ence of 3053.629 p78, 79.
, twice standard height of

pyramid, 2X486 p78,98.

~xo561 79108 p.

...!-xl1664 p97.
12

98 1.9
-inches, descending passage

roof from outside of cover
to repaired intersection
with ascending passage
(Smyth) p132.

983206
-.00983206 + 13. 6 0 5 3 6 4 4 2 -

I 3. 6 I 5 19648 P 2 1 s .
9.943

-fe e t, 1 19.4
5.01+4.933

9160.88
-inches, standard base side

of pyramid, 444.4.4 cubit5,
763.4074 feet p92.

9167.31
-inches, enlarged base side

of pyramid, 763.9433 feet
p92.

92,456.515
-miles, earth to

7926.565 x 11664

16
9

-value of serpent, .oman and
Adam in Garden p59s.

-thought source of 6551 and
20612 p30s.

-base of Parker value 6561
p230,279.

-years, 90 in life of Enosh;
130+105+90+70+65+162-622
p251.

-4")(4 11 squares per ~quare

foot p62.
-fe e t, x 34. 35333 - 309. 18 pI 45,

147.
, x34.3577450-309.397050

~143, 145, 147.
-3 pIll, 203, 250, 279, 316,

52s,59s.
-1+3+5; 1+4+4 p59s.
-3+6 poDs.
-4+5 p29s.
-xl.777777-1o; x16-144 p171,

279.
-X7-63 p279, 289, 316, 595, 60s.
-9 2 -81 p29s, 59s.
-X36-324 p59s.
-x81-729; X729-6561 p29s.

~-90-09 p279.
2

4 2
?" p35s.

-x206.12 -366.43555 p35s, 37s.
-x20626.47001-36669.280031

p7s.
-X6561-11664 p175, 35s, 37s.

90.175
-inches, a coffer measure of

King's chamber (Smyth);
compared to 90.1774 p157.

9 0.' 774
-inches, 1.1717666x75

compared to 90.175 p157.
91.33

-cubits, 156.8744966 feet
pISs.

to, 206.2647 [See 206.3];
breadth of King's chamber

p21s.

From p30.
206.5

-compared to 204.7, 205.6, 206,12
and 206.3 p14s.

-inches, east side maximum extreme
length of Queen's chamber (Smyth)
p139, 14s.

206.68947
-inches. 313.752275-293.06280;

x2-41.37894 pl7s.

206.28
-compared

inches,
(Smyth)

206.3
-compared to 204.7, 205.6, 206.12

and 206.5 [See 206.28) p14s.
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